R81. Alcoholic Beverage Control, Administration.
R81-4B. Airport Lounge Licenses.

R81-4B-1. Licensing.

Airport lounge liquor licenses are issued to persons as defined in Section 32B-1-102(74). Any contemplated action or transaction that may alter the organizational structure or ownership interest of the person to whom the license is issued must be submitted to the department for approval prior to consummation of any such action to ensure there is no violation of Sections 32B-5-310.


(1) No license application will be included on the agenda of a monthly commission meeting for consideration for issuance of an airport lounge license until:
(a) The applicant has first met all requirements of Sections 32B-1-304 (qualifications to hold the license), and 32B-5-201, -204 and 32B-6-204 (submission of a completed application, payment of application and licensing fees, written consent of local authority and airport authority, a copy of the sign proposed to be used to inform the public that alcoholic products are sold and consumed on the airport lounge premises, copy of current local business license(s) necessary for operation of a airport lounge, a bond, a floor plan, and public liability and liquor liability insurance); and
(b) the department has inspected the airport lounge premise.

(2)(a) All application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed with the department no later than the 10th day of the month in order for the application to be included on that month's commission meeting agenda unless the 10th day of the month is a Saturday, Sunday, or state or federal holiday, in which case all application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed on the next business day after the 10th day of the month.
(b) An incomplete application will be returned to the applicant.
(c) A completed application filed after the deadline in Subsection (2)(a) will not be considered by the commission that month, but will be included on the agenda of the commission meeting the following month.


No part of any corporate or cash bond required by Section 32B-5-204 and 32B-6-304(4) may be withdrawn during the time the license is in effect. If the licensee fails to maintain a valid corporate or cash bond, the license shall be immediately suspended until a valid bond is obtained. Failure to obtain a bond within 30 days of notification by the department of the delinquency shall result in the automatic revocation of the license.

R81-4B-4. Insurance.

Public liability and dram shop insurance coverage required in Section 32B-5-201(2)(j) must remain in force during the time the license is in effect. Failure of the licensee to maintain the required insurance coverage may result in a suspension or revocation of the license by the commission.

R81-4B-5. Airport Lounge Liquor Licensee Liquor Order and Return Procedures.

The following procedures shall be followed when an airport lounge liquor licensee orders liquor from or returns liquor to any state liquor store, package agency, or department satellite warehouse:

(1) The licensee must place the order in advance to allow department personnel sufficient time to assemble the order. The licensee or employees of the licensee may not pick merchandise directly off the shelves of a state store or package agency to fill the licensee's order. The order shall include the business name of the licensee, department license number, and list the products ordered specifying each product by code number and quantity.

(2) The licensee shall allow at least four hours for department personnel to assemble the order for pick-up. When the order is complete, the licensee will be notified by phone and given the total cost of the order. The licensee may pay for the product in cash, company check or cashier's check.

(3) The licensee or the licensee's designee shall examine and sign for the order before it leaves the store, agency or satellite warehouse to verify that the product has been received.

(4) Merchandise shall be supplied to the licensee on request when it is available on a first come first serve basis. Discounted items and limited items may, at the discretion of the department, be provided to a licensee on an allocated basis.

(5)(a) Spirituous liquor may be returned by the licensee for the original purchase price only under the following conditions:
(i) the bottle has not been opened;
(ii) the seal remains intact;
(iii) the label remains intact; and
(iv) upon a showing of the original cash register receipt.

(b) A restocking fee of 10% shall be assessed on the entire amount on any returned spirituous liquor order that exceeds $1,000. All spirituous liquor returned that is based on a single purchase on a single cash register receipt must be returned at the same time at a single store, package agency, or satellite warehouse location.

R81-4B-6. Airport Lounge Liquor Licensee Operating Hours.

Liquor sales shall be in accordance with Section 32B-6-505(5). However, licensees may open the liquor storage area during hours otherwise prohibited for the limited purpose of inventory, restocking, repair, and cleaning.

R81-4B-7. Sale and Purchase of Alcoholic Beverages.

A patron may pay for an alcoholic beverage at the time of purchase, or, at the discretion of both the licensee and the patron, the price charged may be added to the patron's tab, provided that a written beverage tab, as provided in Section 32B-6-505(4), shall be commenced upon the patron's first purchase and shall be maintained by the airport lounge during the course of the patron's stay at the airport lounge regardless of where the patron orders and consumes an alcoholic beverage. Customers shall be notified of the price charged for any packaged wine or heavy beer and any service charges for the supply of glasses, chilling, or wine service.

R81-4B-8. Liquor Storage.

Liquor bottles kept for sale in use with a dispensing system, liquor flavorings in properly labeled unsealed containers, and unsealed containers of wines poured by the glass may be stored in the same storage area of the airport lounge as approved by the department.


Airport lounge licensees may use alcoholic products as flavoring subject to the following guidelines:

(1) Alcoholic product flavoring may be utilized in beverages only during the authorized selling hours under the airport lounge license. Alcoholic product flavoring may be used in the preparation of food items and desserts at any time if plainly and conspicuously labeled "cooking flavoring".

(2) No airport lounge employee under the age of 21 years may handle alcoholic product flavorings.
   (1) Each licensee shall have available for its patrons a printed price list containing current prices of all mixed drinks, wine, beer, and heavy beer. This list shall include any charges for the service of packaged wines or heavy beer.
   (2) Any printed menu, master beverage price list or other printed list is sufficient as long as the prices are current and the list is readily available to the patron.
   (3) A licensee or his employee may not misrepresent the price of any alcoholic beverage that is sold or offered for sale on the licensed premises.

R81-4B-11. Identification Badge.
   Each employee of the licensee who sells, dispenses or provides alcoholic beverages shall wear a unique identification badge visible above the waist, bearing the employee's first name, initials, or a unique number in letters or numbers not less than 3/8 inch high. The identification badge must be worn on the front portion of the employee's body. The licensee shall maintain a record of all employee badges assigned, which shall be available for inspection by any peace officer, or representative of the department. The record shall include the employee's full name and address and a driver's license or similar identification number.
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R81-10A. Recreational Amenity On-Premise Beer Retailer Licenses.

R81-10A-1. Definitions.
(1) "Recreational Amenity" is one or more of the following:
(a) a billiard parlor;
(b) a pool parlor;
(c) a bowling facility;
(d) a golf course;
(e) miniature golf;
(f) a golf driving range;
(g) a tennis club;
(h) a sports facility that hosts professional sporting events and has a seating capacity equal to or greater than 6,500;
(i) a concert venue that has a seating capacity equal to or greater than 6,500;
(j) one of the following if owned by a government agency:
   (i) a convention center;
   (ii) a fair facility;
   (iii) an equestrian park;
   (iv) a theater; or
   (v) a concert venue;
(k) an amusement park:
   (i) with one or more permanent amusement rides; and
   (ii) located on at least 50 acres;
(l) a ski resort;
(m) a venue for live entertainment if the venue:
   (i) is not regularly open for more than five hours on any day;
   (ii) is operated so that food is available whenever beer is sold, offered for sale, or furnished at the venue; and
   (iii) is operated so that no more than 15% of its total annual receipts are from the sale of beer; or
(n) concessions operated within the boundary of a park administered by the:
   (i) Division of Parks and Recreation; or
   (ii) National Parks Service.

R81-10A-2. Licensing.
(1) Recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer licenses are issued to persons as defined in Section 32B-1-102(74). The department must be immediately notified of any action or transaction that may alter the organizational structure or ownership interest of the person to whom the license is issued to ensure there is no violation of Sections 32B-5-310.
(2) A recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer licensee that wishes to operate the same licensed premises under the operational restrictions of a restaurant liquor license or a limited restaurant license during certain designated periods of the day or night, must apply for and be issued a separate restaurant liquor license or a limited restaurant license subject to the following:
(a) The same recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer license must separately apply for a state restaurant liquor license pursuant to the requirements of Sections 32B-5-201, -204 and 32B-6-204, or a limited restaurant license pursuant to the requirements of Sections 32B-5-202, -204 and 32B-6-204. A limited restaurant license pursuant to the requirements of Sections 32B-5-201, -204 and 32B-6-204, and 32B-6-705 (submission of a completed application, payment of application and licensing fees, written consent of local authority, copy of current local business license(s) necessary for operation as a recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer license, evidence of proximity to certain community locations, a bond, a floor plan, and public liability insurance and liquor liability insurance if the retailer sells more than $5000 of beer annually); and
(b) the department has inspected the recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer premise.
(2)(a) All application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed with the department no later than the 10th day of the month in order for the application to be included on the month's commission meeting agenda unless the 10th day of the month is a Saturday, Sunday, or state or federal holiday, in which case all application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed on the next business day after the 10th day of the month.
(b) An incomplete application will be returned to the applicant.
(c) A completed application filed after the deadline in Subsection (2)(a) will not be considered by the commission that month, but will be included on the agenda of the commission meeting the following month.

(1) No license application will be included on the agenda of a monthly commission meeting for consideration for issuance of a recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer license until:
(a) The applicant has first met all requirements of Sections 32B-1-304 (qualifications to hold the license), and 32B-5-201, -204, and 32B-6-705 (submission of a completed application, payment of application and licensing fees, written consent of local authority, copy of current local business license(s) necessary for operation as a recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer license, evidence of proximity to certain community locations, a bond, a floor plan, and public liability insurance and liquor liability insurance if the retailer sells more than $5000 of beer annually); and
(b) the department has inspected the recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer premise.
(2)(a) All application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed with the department no later than the 10th day of the month in order for the application to be included on the month's commission meeting agenda unless the 10th day of the month is a Saturday, Sunday, or state or federal holiday, in which case all application requirements of Subsection (1)(a) must be filed on the next business day after the 10th day of the month.
(2)(b) The applicant has first met all requirements of Sections 32B-1-304 (qualifications to hold the license), and 32B-5-201, -204, and 32B-6-705 (submission of a completed application, payment of application and licensing fees, written consent of local authority, copy of current local business license(s) necessary for operation as a recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer license, evidence of proximity to certain community locations, a bond, a floor plan, and public liability insurance and liquor liability insurance if the retailer sells more than $5000 of beer annually); and
(b) the department has inspected the recreational amenity on-premise beer retailer premise.

No part of any corporate or cash bond required by Section 32B-5-204 and 32B-6-705(4) may be withdrawn during the time the license is in effect. If the recreational amenity on-premise beer licensee fails to maintain a valid corporate or cash bond, the license shall be immediately suspended until a valid bond is obtained. Failure to obtain a bond within 30 days of notification by the department of the delinquency shall result in the automatic revocation of the license.

R81-10A-5. Insurance.
Public liability and dram shop insurance coverage required in Section 32B-5-201(2)(d) must remain in force during the time the license is in effect. Failure of the licensee to maintain the required insurance coverage may result in a suspension or revocation of the license by the commission.

R81-10A-6. Identification Badge.
Each employee of the licensee who sells, dispenses or provides alcoholic beverages shall wear a unique identification badge visible above the waist, bearing the employee's first name, initials, or a unique number in letters or numbers not less than 3/8 inch high. The identification badge must be worn on the front portion of the employee's body. The licensee shall maintain a record of all employee badges assigned, which shall be available for inspection by any peace officer, or representative of the department. The record shall include the employee's full name and address and a driver's license or similar identification number.
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R156. Commerce, Occupational and Professional Licensing.
R156-1-101. Title.
This rule is known as the "General Rule of the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing."

R156-1-102. Definitions.
In addition to the definitions in Title 58, as used in Title 58 or this rule:

(1) "Active and in good standing" means a licensure status which allows the licensee full privileges to engage in the practice of the occupation or profession subject to the scope of the licensee's license classification.

(2) "Aggravating circumstances" means any consideration or factors that may justify an increase in the severity of an action to be imposed upon an applicant or licensee. Aggravating circumstances include:

(a) prior record of disciplinary action, unlawful conduct, or unprofessional conduct;
(b) dishonest or selfish motive;
(c) pattern of misconduct;
(d) multiple offenses;
(e) obstruction of the disciplinary process by intentionally failing to comply with rules or orders of the Division;
(f) submission of false evidence, false statements or other deceptive practices during the disciplinary process including creating, destroying or altering records after an investigation has begun;
(g) refusal to acknowledge the wrongful nature of the misconduct involved, either to the client or to the Division;
(h) vulnerability of the victim;
(i) lack of good faith to make restitution or to rectify the consequences of the misconduct involved;
(j) illegal conduct, including the use of controlled substances; and

(k) intimidation or threats of withholding clients' records or other detrimental consequences if the client reports or testifies regarding the unprofessional or unlawful conduct.

(3) "Cancel" or "cancellation" means nondisciplinary action by the Division to rescind, repeal, annul, or void a license:

(a) issued to a licensee in error, such as where a license is issued to an applicant:

(i) whose payment of the required application fee is dishonored when presented for payment;
(ii) who has been issued a conditional license pending a criminal background check and the check cannot be completed due to the applicant's failure to resolve an outstanding warrant or to submit acceptable fingerprint cards;
(iii) who has been issued the wrong classification of a license; or
(iv) due to any other error in issuing a license; or
(b) not issued erroneously, but where subsequently the licensee fails to maintain the ongoing qualifications for licensure, when such failure is not otherwise defined as unprofessional or unlawful conduct.

(4) "Charges" means the acts or omissions alleged to constitute either unprofessional or unlawful conduct or both by a licensee, which serve as the basis to consider a licensee for inclusion in the diversion program authorized in Section 58-1-404.

(5) "Conditional licensure" means an interim non-adverse licensure action, in which a license is issued to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal, or reestablishment of licensure on a conditional basis in accordance with Section R156-1-308f; while an investigation or audit is pending.

(6) "Denial of licensure" means action by the Division refusing to issue a license to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal of licensure, reinstatement of licensure or relicensure.

(7)(a) "Disciplinary action" means adverse licensure action by the Division under the authority of Subsections 58-1-401(2)(a) through (2)(b).
(b) "Disciplinary action", as used in Subsection 58-1-401(5), shall not be construed to mean an adverse licensure action taken in response to an application for licensure. Rather, as used in Subsection 58-1-401(5), it shall be construed to mean an adverse action initiated by the Division.

(8) "Diversion agreement" means a formal written agreement between a licensee, the Division, and a diversion committee, outlining the terms and conditions with which a licensee must comply as a condition of entering into and remaining under the diversion program authorized in Section 58-1-404.

(9) "Diversion committees" mean diversion advisory committees authorized by Subsection 58-1-404(2)(a)(i) and created under Subsection R156-1-404a.

(10) "Duplicate license" means a license reissued to replace a license which has been lost, stolen, or mutilated.

(11) (1) "Emergency review committees" mean emergency adjudicative proceedings review committees created by the Division under the authority of Subsection 58-1-108(2).

(12) "Expire" or "expiration" means the automatic termination of a license which occurs:

(a) at the expiration date shown upon a license if the licensee fails to renew the license before the expiration date;
(b) prior to the expiration date shown on the license:

(i) upon the death of a licensee who is a natural person;
(ii) upon the dissolution of a licensee who is a partnership, corporation, or other business entity; or
(iii) upon the issuance of a new license which supersedes an old license, including a license which:

(A) replaces a temporary license;
(B) replaces a student or other interim license which is limited to one or more renewals or other renewal limitation; or
(C) is issued to a licensee in an upgraded classification permitting the licensee to engage in a broader scope of practice in the licensed occupation or profession.

(13) "Inactive" or "inactivation" means action by the Division to place a license on inactive status in accordance with Sections 58-1-305 and R156-1-305.

(14) "Investigative subpoena authority" means, except as otherwise specified in writing by the director, the Division regulatory and compliance officer, or if the Division regulatory and compliance officer is unable to serve for any reason, a Department administrative law judge, or if both the Division regulatory and compliance officer and a Department administrative law judge are unable to serve for any reason, an alternate designated by the director in writing.

(15) "License" means a right or privilege to engage in the practice of a regulated occupation or profession as a licensee.

(16) "Limit" or "limitation" means nondisciplinary action placing either terms and conditions or restrictions or both upon a license:

(a) issued to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal or reestablishment of licensure, or relicensure; or
(b) issued to a licensee in place of the licensee's current license or disciplinary status.

(17) "Mitigating circumstances" means any consideration or factors that may justify a reduction in the severity of an action to be imposed upon an applicant or licensee.

(a) Mitigating circumstances include:

(i) absence of prior record of disciplinary action, unlawful conduct or unprofessional conduct;
(ii) personal, mental or emotional problems provided such problems have not posed a risk to the health, safety or welfare of the public or clients served such as drug or alcohol abuse while engaged in work situations or similar situations where the
licensee or applicant should know that they should refrain from engaging in activities that may pose such a risk; (iii) timely and good faith effort to make restitution or rectify the consequences of the misconduct involved; (iv) full and free disclosure to the client or Division prior to the discovery of any misconduct; (v) inexperience in the practice of the occupation and profession provided such inexperience is not the result of failure to obtain appropriate education or consultation that the applicant or licensee should have known they should obtain prior to beginning work on a particular matter; (vi) imposition of other penalties or sanctions if the other penalties and sanctions have alleviated threats to the public health, safety, and welfare; and (vii) remorse. (b) The following factors may not be considered as mitigating circumstances: (i) forced or compelled restitution; (ii) withdrawal of complaint by client or other affected persons; (iii) resignation prior to disciplinary proceedings; (iv) failure of injured client to complain; (v) complainant's recommendation as to sanction; and (vi) in an informal disciplinary proceeding brought pursuant to Subsection 58-1-501(2)(c) or (d) or Subsections R156-1-501(1) through (5): (A) argument that a prior proceeding was conducted unfairly, contrary to law, or in violation of due process or any other procedural safeguard; (B) argument that a prior finding or sanction was contrary to the evidence or entered without due consideration of relevant evidence; (C) argument that a respondent was not adequately represented by counsel in a prior proceeding; and (D) argument or evidence that former statements of a respondent made in conjunction with a plea or settlement agreement are not, in fact, true. (18) "Nondisciplinary action" means adverse licensure action by the Division under the authority of Subsections 58-1-401(1) or 58-1-401(2)(c) through (2)(d). (19) "Peer committees" mean advisory peer committees to boards created by the legislature in Title 58 or by the Division under the authority of Subsection 58-1-203(1)(f). (20) "Probation" means disciplinary action placing terms and conditions upon a license; (a) issued to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal or reinstatement of licensure, or relicensure; or (b) issued to a licensee in place of the licensee's current license or disciplinary status. (21) "Public reprimand" means disciplinary action to formally reprove or censure a licensee for unprofessional or unlawful conduct, with the documentation of the action being classified as a public record. (22) "Regulatory authority" as used in Subsection 58-1-501(2)(d) means any governmental entity who licenses, certifies, registers, or otherwise regulates persons subject to its jurisdiction, or who grants the right to practice before or otherwise do business with the governmental entity. (23) "Reinstate" or "reinstatement" means to activate an expired license or to restore a license which is restricted, as defined in Subsection (26)(b), or is suspended, or placed on probation, to a lesser restrictive license or an active in good standing license. (24) "Relicense" or "relicensure" means to license an applicant who has previously been revoked or has previously surrendered a license. (25) "Remove or modify restrictions" means to remove or modify restrictions, as defined in Subsection (25)(a), placed on a license issued to an applicant for licensure. (26) "Restrict" or "restriction" means disciplinary action qualifying or limiting the scope of a license: (a) issued to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal or reinstatement of licensure, or relicensure in accordance with Section 58-1-304; or (b) issued to a licensee in place of the licensee's current license or disciplinary status. (27) "Revoke" or "revocation" means disciplinary action by the Division extinguishing a license. (28) "Suspend" or "suspension" means disciplinary action by the Division removing the right to use a license for a period of time or indefinitely as indicated in the disciplinary order, with the possibility of subsequent reinstatement of the right to use the license. (29) "Surrender" means voluntary action by a licensee giving back or returning to the Division in accordance with Section 58-1-306, all rights and privileges associated with a license issued to the licensee. (30) "Temporary license" or "temporary licensure" means a license issued by the Division on a temporary basis to an applicant for initial licensure, renewal or reinstatement of licensure, or relicensure in accordance with Section 58-1-303. (31) "Unprofessional conduct" as defined in Title 58 is further defined, in accordance with Subsection 58-1-203(1)(e), in Section R156-1-502. (32) "Warning or final disposition letters which do not constitute disciplinary action" as used in Subsection 58-1-108(3) mean letters which do not contain findings of fact or conclusions of law and do not constitute a reprimand, but which may address any or all of the following: (a) Division concerns; (b) allegations upon which those concerns are based; (c) potential for administrative or judicial action; and (d) disposition of Division concerns.

R156-1-102a. Global Definitions of Levels of Supervision. (1) Except as otherwise provided by statute or rule, the global definitions of levels of supervision herein shall apply to supervision terminology used in Title 58 and Title R136, and shall be referenced and used, to the extent practicable, in statutes and rules to promote uniformity and consistency. (2) Except as otherwise provided by statute or rule, all unlicensed personnel specifically allowed to practice a regulated occupation or profession are required to practice under an appropriate level of supervision defined herein, as specified by the licensing act or licensing act rule governing each occupation or profession. (3) Except as otherwise provided by statute or rule, all license classifications required to practice under supervision shall practice under an appropriate level of supervision defined herein, as specified by the licensing act or licensing act rule governing each occupation or profession. (4) Levels of supervision are defined as follows: (a) "Direct supervision" and "immediate supervision" mean the supervising licensee is present and available for face-to-face communication with the person being supervised when and where occupational or professional services are being provided. (b) "Indirect supervision" means the supervising licensee: (i) has given either written or verbal instructions to the person being supervised; (ii) is present within the facility in which the person being supervised is providing services; and (iii) is available to provide immediate face-to-face communication with the person being supervised as necessary. (c) "General supervision" means that the supervising licensee: (i) has authorized the work to be performed by the person being supervised;
(ii) is available for consultation with the person being supervised by personal face-to-face contact, or direct voice contact by telephone, radio or some other means, without regard to whether the supervising licensee is located on the same premises as the person being supervised; and
(iii) can provide any necessary consultation within a reasonable period of time and personal contact is routine.
(5) "Supervising licensee" means a licensee who has satisfied any requirements to act as a supervisor and has agreed to provide supervision of an unlicensed individual or a licensee in a classification or licensure status that requires supervision in accordance with the provisions of this chapter.

R156-1-103. Authority - Purpose.
This rule is adopted by the Division under the authority of Subsection 58-1-106(l)(a) to enable the Division to administer Title 58.

R156-1-106. Division - Duties, Functions, and Responsibilities.
(1) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-106(2), the following responses to requests for lists of licensees may include multiple licensees per request and may include home telephone numbers, home addresses, and e-mail addresses, subject to the restriction that the addresses and telephone numbers shall only be used by a requester for purposes for which the requester is properly authorized:
(a) responses to requests from another governmental entity, government-managed corporation, a political subdivision of the federal government, another state, or a not-for-profit regulatory association to which the Division is a member;
(b) responses to requests from an occupational or professional association, private continuing education organizations, trade union, university, or school, for purposes of education programs for licensees;
(c) responses to a party to a prelitigation proceeding convened by the Division under Title 78, Chapter 14;
(d) responses to universities, schools, or research facilities for the purposes of research;
(e) responses to requests from licensed health care facilities or third party credentialing services, for the purpose of verifying licensure status for issuing credentialing or reimbursement purposes; and
(f) responses to requests from a person preparing for, participating in, or responding to:
(i) a national, state or local emergency;
(ii) a public health emergency as defined in Section 26-23b-102; or
(iii) a declaration by the President of the United States or other federal official requesting public health-related activities.
(2) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-106(3)(a) and (b), the Division may deny a request for an address or telephone number of a licensee to an individual who provides proper identification and the reason for the request, in writing, to the Division, if the reason for the request is deemed by the Division to constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy or a threat to the public health, safety, and welfare.
(3) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-106(3)(c), proper identification of an individual who requests the address or telephone number of a licensee and the reason for the request, in writing, shall consist of the individual's name, mailing address, and daytime number, if available.

(1) The rules and sections in Title R156 shall, to the extent practicable, follow the numbering and organizational scheme of the chapters in Title 58.
(2) Rule R156-1 shall contain general provisions applicable to the administration and enforcement of all occupations and professions regulated in Title 58.
(3) The provisions of the other rules in Title R156 shall contain specific or unique provisions applicable to particular occupations or professions.
(4) Specific rules in Title R156 may supplant or alter Rule R156-1 unless expressly provided otherwise in Rule R156-1.

In accordance with Subsection 63G-4-103(1)(h), Sections 58-1-104, 58-1-106, 58-1-109, 58-1-202, 58-1-203, 58-55-103, and 58-55-201, except as otherwise specified in writing by the director, or for Title 58, Chapter 55, the Construction Services Commission, the designation of presiding officers is clarified or established as follows:
(1) The Division regulatory and compliance officer is designated as the presiding officer for issuance of notices of agency action and for issuance of notices of hearing issued concurrently with a notice of agency action or issued in response to a request for agency action, provided that if the Division regulatory and compliance officer is unable to so serve for any reason, a replacement specified by the director is designated as the alternate presiding officer.
(2) Subsections 58-1-109(2) and 58-1-109(4) are clarified with regard to defaults as follows. Unless otherwise specified in writing by the director, or with regard to Title 58, Chapter 55, by the Construction Services Commission, the department administrative law judge is designated as the presiding officer for entering an order of default against a party, for conducting any further proceedings necessary to complete the adjudicative proceeding, and for issuing a recommended order to the director or commission, respectively, determining the discipline to be imposed, licensure action to be taken, relief to be granted, etc.
(3) Except as provided in Subsection (4) or otherwise specified in writing by the director, the presiding officer for adjudicative proceedings before the Division are as follows:
(a) Director. The director shall be the presiding officer for:
(i) formal adjudicative proceedings described in Subsections R156-46b-201(1)(b), and R156-46b-201(2)(a) through (e), however resolved, including stipulated settlements and hearings; and
(ii) informal adjudicative proceedings described in Subsections R156-46b-202(1)(g), (j), (l), (m), (o), (p), and (q), and R156-46b-202(2)(a), (b)(ii), (c), and (d), however resolved, including memoranda of understanding and stipulated settlements.
(b) Bureau managers or program coordinators. Except for Title 58, Chapter 55, the bureau manager or program coordinator over the occupation or profession or program involved shall be the presiding officer for:
(i) formal adjudicative proceedings described in Subsection R156-46b-201(1)(c), for purposes of determining whether a request for a board of appeal is properly filed as set forth in Subsections R156-15A-210(1) through (4); and
(ii) informal adjudicative proceedings described in Subsections R156-46b-202(1)(a) through (d), (f), (h), (j), (n) and R156-46b-202(2)(b)(ii).
(iii) At the direction of a bureau manager or program coordinator, a licensing technician or program technician may sign an informal order in the name of the licensing technician or program technician provided the wording of the order has been approved in advance by the bureau manager or program coordinator and provided the caption "FOR THE BUREAU MANAGER" or "FOR THE PROGRAM COORDINATOR" immediately precedes the licensing technician's or program technician's signature.
(c) Citation Hearing Officer. The regulatory and
compliance officer or other citation hearing officer designated in writing by the director shall be the presiding officer for the adjudicative proceeding described in Subsection R156-46b-202(1)(k).

(d) Uniform Building Code Commission. The Uniform Building Code Commission shall be the presiding officer for the adjudicative proceeding described in Subsection R156-46b-202(1)(e) for convening a board of appeal under Subsection 15A-1-207(3), for serving as fact finder at any evidentiary hearing associated with a board of appeal, and for entering the final order associated with a board of appeal. An administrative law judge shall perform the role specified in Subsection 58-1-109(2).

(e) Residence Lien Recovery Fund Advisory Board. The Residence Lien Recovery Fund Advisory Board shall be the presiding officer for formal adjudicative proceedings.

(4) Unless otherwise specified in writing by the Construction Services Commission, the presiding officers and process for adjudicative proceedings under Title 58, Chapter 55, are established or clarified as follows:

(a) Commission.

(i) The commission shall be the presiding officer for all adjudicative proceedings under Title 58, Chapter 55, except as otherwise delegated by the commission in writing or as otherwise provided in this rule; provided, however, that all orders adopted by the commission as a presiding officer shall require the concurrence of the director.

(ii) Unless otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the commission is designated as the presiding officer:

(A) informal adjudicative proceedings described in Subsections R156-46b-202(1)(l), (m), (o), (p), and (q), and R156-46b-202(2)(b)(i), (c), and (d), however resolved, including memoranda of understanding and stipulated settlements;

(B) to serve as fact finder and adopt orders in formal evidentiary hearings associated with adjudicative proceedings involving persons licensed as or required to be licensed under Title 58, Chapter 55; and

(C) to review recommended orders of a board, an administrative law judge, or other designated presiding officer who acted as the fact finder in an evidentiary hearing involving a person licensed or required to be licensed under Title 58, Chapter 55, and to adopt an order of its own. In adopting its order, the commission may accept, modify or reject the recommended order. Where the commission declines to adopt a recommended order, the final decision of the commission shall not be appealed if the decision is based upon the order or recommendations of the director.

(iii) If the commission is unable for any reason to act as the presiding officer as specified, it shall designate another presiding officer in writing to so act.

(iv) Orders of the commission shall address all issues before the commission and shall be based upon the record developed in an adjudicative proceeding conducted by the commission. In cases in which the commission has designated another presiding officer to conduct an adjudicative proceeding and submit a recommended order, the record to be reviewed by the commission shall consist of the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and recommended order submitted to the commission by the presiding officer based upon the evidence presented in the adjudicative proceeding before the presiding officer.

(v) The commission or its designee shall submit adopted orders to the director for the director’s concurrence or rejection within 30 days after it receives a recommended order or adopts an order, whichever is earlier. An adopted order shall be deemed issued and constitute a final order upon the concurrence of the director.

(vi) If the director or his designee refuses to concur in an adopted order of the commission or its designee, the director or his designee shall return the order to the commission or its designee with the reasons set forth in writing for the nonconcurrence therein. The commission or its designee shall reconsider and submit an adopted order, whether or not modified, within 30 days of the date of the initial or subsequent return, provided that unless the director or his designee and the commission or its designee agree to an extension, any final order must be issued within 90 days of the date of the initial recommended order, or the adjudicative proceeding shall be dismissed. Provided the time frames in this subsection are followed, this subsection shall not preclude an informal resolution such as an executive session of the commission or its designee and the director or his designee to resolve the reasons for the director's refusal to concur in an adopted order.

(vii) The record of the adjudicative proceeding shall include recommended orders, adopted orders, refusals to concur in adopted orders, and final orders.

(viii) The final order issued by the commission and concurred in by the director may be appealed by filing a request for agency review with the executive director or his designee within the department.

(ix) The content of all orders shall comply with the requirements of Subsection 63G-4-203(1)(b) and Sections 63G-4-208 and 63G-4-209.

(b) Director. The director is designated as the presiding officer for the concurrence role on disciplinary proceedings under Subsections R156-46b-202(2)(b)(i), (c), and (d) as required by Subsection 58-55-103(1)(b)(iv).

(c) Administrative Law Judge. Unless otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the department administrative law judge is designated as the presiding officer to conduct formal adjudicative proceedings before the commission and its advisory boards, as specified in Subsection 58-1-109(2).

(d) Bureau Manager. Unless otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the responsible bureau manager is designated as the presiding officer for conducting informal adjudicative proceedings specified in Subsections R156-46b-202(1)(a) through (d), (h), and (n).

(e) At the direction of a bureau manager, a licensing technician may sign an informal order in the name of the licensing technician provided the wording of the order has been approved in advance by the bureau manager and provided the caption "FOR THE BUREAU MANAGER" immediately precedes the licensing technician's signature.

(f) Plumbers Licensing Board. Except as set forth in Subsection (c) or as otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the Plumbers Licensing Board is designated as the presiding officer to serve as the fact finder and to issue recommended orders to the commission in formal evidentiary hearings associated with adjudicative proceedings involving persons licensed as or required to be licensed as plumbers.

(g) Electricians Licensing Board. Except as set forth in Subsection (c) or as otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the Electricians Licensing Board is designated as the presiding officer to serve as the fact finder and to issue recommended orders to the commission in formal evidentiary hearings associated with adjudicative proceedings involving persons licensed as or required to be licensed as electricians.

(h) Alarm System Security and Licensing Board. Except as set forth in Subsection (c) or as otherwise specified in writing by the commission, the Alarm System Security and Licensing Board is designated as the presiding officer to serve as the fact finder and to issue recommended orders to the commission in formal evidentiary hearings associated with adjudicative proceedings involving persons licensed as or required to be licensed as alarm companies or agents.

R156-1-110. Issuance of Investigative Subpoenas.

(1) All requests for subpoenas in conjunction with a Division investigation made pursuant to Subsection 58-1-106(1)(c), shall be made in writing to the investigative subpoena...
authority and shall be accompanied by an original of the proposed subpoena.

(a) Requests to the investigative subpoena authority shall contain adequate information to enable the subpoena authority to make a finding of sufficient need, including: the factual basis for the request, the relevance and necessity of the particular person, evidence, documents, etc., to the investigation, and an explanation why the subpoena is directed to the particular person upon whom it is to be served.

(b) Approved subpoenas shall be issued under the seal of the Division and the signature of the subpoena authority.

(2) The person who requests an investigative subpoena is responsible for service of the subpoena.

(3)(a) Service may be made:
(i) on a person upon whom a summons may be served pursuant to the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure; and
(ii) personally or on the agent of the person being served.

(b) If a party is represented by an attorney, service shall be made on the attorney.

(4)(a) Service may be accomplished by hand delivery or by mail to the last known address of the intended recipient.

(b) Service by mail is complete upon mailing.

(c) Service may be accomplished by electronic means.

(d) Service by electronic means is complete on transmission if transmission is completed during normal business hours at the place receiving the service; otherwise, service is complete on the next business day.

(5) There shall appear on all investigative subpoenas a certificate of service.

(6) The investigative subpoena authority may quash or modify an investigative subpoena if it is shown to be unreasonable or oppressive.

(a) A motion to quash or modify an investigative subpoena shall be filed with and served upon the subpoena authority no later than ten days after service of the investigative subpoena.

(b) A response by the Division to a motion to quash or modify an investigative subpoena shall be filed with and served upon the subpoena authority no later than five business days after receipt of a motion to quash or modify an investigative subpoena.

(c) No final reply by the recipient of an investigative subpoena who files a motion to quash or modify shall be permitted.

R156-1-205. Peer or Advisory Committees - Executive Director to Appoint - Terms of Office - Vacancies in Office - Removal from Office - Quorum Requirements - Appointment of Chairman - Division to Provide Secretary - Compliance with Open and Public Meetings Act - Compliance with Utah Administrative Procedures Act - No Provision for Per Diem and Expenses.

(1) The executive director shall appoint the members of peer or advisory committees established under Title 58 or Title R156.

(2) Except for ad hoc committees whose members shall be appointed on a case-by-case basis, the term of office of peer or advisory committee members shall be for four years. The executive director shall, at the time of appointment or reappointment, adjust the length of terms to ensure that the terms of committee members are staggered so that approximately half of the peer or advisory committee is appointed every two years.

(3) No peer or advisory committee member may serve more than two full terms, and no member who ceases to serve may again serve on the peer or advisory committee until after the expiration of two years from the date of cessation of service.

(4) If a vacancy on a peer or advisory committee occurs, the executive director shall appoint a replacement to fill the unexpired term. After filling the unexpired term, the replacement may be appointed for only one additional full term.

(5) If a peer or advisory committee member fails or refuses to fulfill the responsibilities and duties of a peer or advisory committee member, including the attendance at peer committee meetings, the executive director may remove the peer or advisory committee member and replace the member in accordance with this section. After filling the unexpired term, the replacement may be appointed for only one additional full term.

(6) Committee meetings shall only be convened with the approval of the appropriate board and the concurrence of the Division.

(7) Unless otherwise approved by the Division, peer or advisory committee meetings shall be held in the building occupied by the Division.

(8) A majority of the peer or advisory committee members shall constitute a quorum and may act in behalf of the peer or advisory committee.

(9) Peer or advisory committees shall annually designate one of their members to serve as peer or advisory committee chair. The Division shall provide a Division employee to act as committee secretary to take minutes of committee meetings and to prepare committee correspondence.

(10) Peer or advisory committees shall comply with the procedures and requirements of Title 52, Chapter 4, Open and Public Meetings, in their meetings.

(11) Peer or advisory committees shall comply with the procedures and requirements of Title 63G, Chapter 4, Administrative Procedures Act, in their adjudicative proceedings.

(12) Peer or advisory committee members shall perform their duties and responsibilities as public service and shall not receive a per diem allowance, or traveling or accommodations expenses incurred in peer or advisory committees business, except as otherwise provided in Title 58 or Title R156.


(1) The chairman of the board for the profession of the person against whom an action is proposed may appoint the members of emergency review committees on a case-by-case or period-of-time basis.

(2) With the exception of the appointment and removal of members and filling of vacancies by the chairman of a board, emergency review committees, committees shall serve in accordance with Subsections R156-1-205(7), and (9) through (12).

R156-1-301. Application for Licensure - Filing Date - Applicable Requirements for Licensure - Issuance Date.

(1) The filing date for an application for licensure shall be the postmark date of the application or the date the application is received and date stamped by the Division, whichever is earlier.

(2) Except as otherwise provided by statute, rule or order, the requirements for licensure applicable to an application for licensure shall be the requirements in effect on the filing date of the application.

(3) The issuance date for a license issued to an applicant for licensure shall be as follows:

(a) the date the approval is input into the Division’s electronic licensure database for applications submitted and processed manually;

(b) the date printed on the verification of renewal certificate for renewal applications submitted and processed electronically via the Division's Internet Renewal System.
R156-1-302. Consideration of Good Moral Character, Unlawful Conduct, Unprofessional Conduct, or Other Mental or Physical Condition.

(1) This section applies in circumstances where an applicant or licensee:

(a) is not automatically disqualified from licensure pursuant to a statutory provision; and

(b)(i) has history that reflects negatively on the person's moral character, including past unlawful or unprofessional conduct; or

(ii) has a mental or physical condition that, when considered with the duties and responsibilities of the license held or to be held, demonstrates a threat or potential threat to the public health, safety or welfare.

(2) In a circumstance described in Section (1), the following factors are relevant to a licensing decision:

(a) aggravating circumstances, as defined in Subsection R156-1-102(2);

(b) mitigating circumstances, as defined in Subsection R156-1-102(17);

(c) the degree of risk to the public health, safety or welfare;

(d) the degree of risk that a conduct will be repeated;

(e) the degree of risk that a condition will continue;

(f) the magnitude of the conduct or condition as it relates to the harm or potential harm;

(g) the length of time since the last conduct or condition has occurred;

(h) the current criminal probationary or parole status of the applicant or licensee;

(i) the current administrative status of the applicant or licensee;

(j) results of previously submitted applications, for any regulated profession or occupation;

(k) results from any action, taken by any professional licensing agency, criminal or administrative agency, employer, practice monitoring group, entity or association;

(l) evidence presented indicating that restricting or monitoring an individual's practice, conditions or conduct can protect the public health, safety or welfare;

(m) psychological evaluations; or

(n) any other information the Division or the board reasonably believes may assist in evaluating the degree of threat or potential threat to the public health, safety or welfare.

R156-1-303. Temporary Licenses in Declared Disaster or Emergency.

(1) In accordance with Section 53-2a-1203, persons who provide services under this exemption from licensure, shall within 30 days file a notice with the Division as provided under Subsection 53-2a-1205(1) using forms posted on the Division internet site.

(2) In accordance with Section 53-2a-1205 and Subsection 58-1-303(1), a person who provides services under the exemption from licensure as provided in Section 53-2a-1203 for a declared disaster or emergency shall, after the disaster period ends and before continuing to provide services, meet all the normal requirements for occupational or professional licensure under this title, unless:

(a) prior to practicing after the declared disaster the person is issued a temporary license under the provisions of Subsection 58-1-303(1)(c); or

(b) the person qualifies under another exemption from licensure.

R156-1-305. Inactive Licensure.

(1) In accordance with Section 58-1-305, except as provided in Subsection (2), a licensee may not apply for inactive licensure status.

(2) The following licenses issued under Title 58 that are active in good standing may be placed on inactive licensure status:

(a) architect;

(b) audiologist;

(c) certified public accountant emeritus;

(d) certified court reporter;

(e) certified social worker;

(f) chiropractic physician;

(g) clinical mental health counselor;

(h) clinical social worker;

(i) contractor;

(j) deception detection examiner;

(k) deception detection intern;

(l) dental hygienist;

(m) dentist;

(n) dispensing medical practitioner - advanced practice registered nurse;

(o) dispensing medical practitioner - physician and surgeon;

(p) dispensing medical practitioner - physician assistant;

(q) dispensing medical practitioner - osteopathic physician and surgeon;

(r) dispensing medical practitioner - optometrist;

(s) dispensing medical practitioner - clinic pharmacy;

(t) genetic counselor;

(u) health facility administrator;

(v) hearing instrument specialist;

(w) landscape architect;

(x) licensed advanced substance use disorder counselor;

(y) marriage and family therapist;

(z) naturopath/naturopathic physician;

(aa) optometrist;

(bb) osteopathic physician and surgeon;

(cc) pharmacist;

(dd) pharmacy technician;

(ee) physician assistant;

(ff) physician and surgeon;

(gg) podiatric physician;

(hh) private probation provider;

(ii) professional engineer;

(jj) professional land surveyor;

(kk) professional structural engineer;

(ll) psychologist;

(mm) radiology practical technician;

(nn) radiologic technologist;

(oo) security personnel;

(pp) speech-language pathologist;

(qq) substance use disorder counselor; and

(rr) veterinarian.

(3) Applicants for inactive licensure shall apply to the Division in writing upon forms available from the Division. Each completed application shall contain documentation of requirements for inactive licensure, shall be verified by the applicant, and shall be accompanied by the appropriate fee.

(4) If all requirements are met for inactive licensure, the Division shall place the license on inactive status.

(5) A license may remain on inactive status indefinitely except as otherwise provided in Title 58 or rules which implement Title 58.

(6) An inactive license may be activated by requesting activation in writing upon forms available from the Division. Unless otherwise provided in Title 58 or rules which implement Title 58, each reactivation application shall contain documentation that the applicant meets current renewal requirements, shall be verified by the applicant, and shall be accompanied by the appropriate fee.

(7) An inactive licensee whose license is activated during the last 12 months of a renewal cycle shall, upon payment of the
appropriate fees, be licensed for a full renewal cycle plus the period of time remaining until the impending renewal date, rather than being required to immediately renew their activated license.

(8) A Controlled Substance license may be placed on inactive status if attached to a primary license listed in Subsection R156-1-305(2) and the primary license is placed on inactive status.

R156-1-308a. Renewal Dates.

(1) The following standard two-year renewal cycle renewal dates are established by license classification in accordance with the Subsection 58-1-308(1):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE RENEWAL DATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acupuncturist May 31 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Practice Registered Nurse January 31 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Practice Registered Nurse-CPA May 31 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architect March 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete Agent September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athletic Trainer May 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiologist May 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barber September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barber School September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior Analyst and September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Behavior Analyst and September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Specialist and September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Behavior Specialist Building Inspector November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglar Alarm Security March 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.P.A. Firm September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Court Reporter March 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Dietitian May 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Medical Language Interpreter March 31 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Nurse Midwife September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Public Accountant September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Social Worker September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiropractic Physician September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Mental Health Counselor September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Social Worker September 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Trades Instructor November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Substance License November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Substance Precursor September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlled Substance Handler September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetologist/Barber September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetology/Barber School December 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deception Detection November 30 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Hygienist May 31 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentist May 31 even years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct-entry Midwife September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Advanced Practice Registered Nurse, September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Optometrist, Osteopathic Physician, and Surgeon, Physician and Surgeon, November 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispensing Medical Practitioner Veterinary Medicine September 30 odd years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
extended if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and Board that reasonable progress is being made toward completing the required two years of supervised experience necessary for the next level of licensure.

(d) Certified Advanced Substance Use Disorder Counselor Intern licenses shall be issued for a period of six months or until the examination is passed whichever occurs first.

(e) Certified Substance Use Disorder Counselor licenses shall be issued for a period of two years and may be extended if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and Board that reasonable progress is being made toward completing the required hours of supervised experience necessary for the next level of licensure.

(f) Certified Social Worker Intern licenses shall be issued for a period of six months or until the examination is passed whichever occurs first.

(g) Certified Substance Use Disorder Counselor Intern licenses shall be issued for a period of six months or until the examination is passed, whichever occurs first.

(h) Funeral Service Apprentice licenses shall be issued for a two year term and may be extended for an additional two year term if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and the Board that reasonable progress is being made toward passing the qualifying examinations or is otherwise on a course reasonably expected to lead to licensure.

(i) Hearing Instrument Intern licenses shall be issued for a three year term and may be extended if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and the Board that reasonable progress is being made toward passing the qualifying examination, but a circumstance arose beyond the control of the licensee, to prevent the completion of the examination process.

(j) Pharmacy technician trainee licenses shall be issued for a period of two years and may be extended if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and the Board that reasonable progress is being made toward completing the requirements necessary for the next level of licensure.

(k) Psychology Resident licenses shall be issued for a two year term and may be extended if the licensee presents satisfactory evidence to the Division and the Board that reasonable progress is being made toward completing the requirements or is otherwise on a course reasonably expected to lead to licensure; but the period of the extension may not exceed two years past the date the minimum supervised experience requirement has been completed.

(l) Type I Foreign Trained Physician-Educator licenses will be issued initially for a one-year term and thereafter renewed every two years following issuance.

(m) Type II Foreign Trained Physician-Educator licenses will be issued initially for an annual basis and thereafter renewed annually up to four times following issuance if the licensee continues to satisfy the requirements described in Subsection 58-67-302.7(3) and completes the required continuing education requirements established under Section 58-67-303.

R156-1-308d. Waiver of Continuing Education Requirements - Renewal Requirements.

(1) A licensee may request a waiver of any continuing education requirement established under this title or an extension of time to complete any requirement on the basis that the licensee was unable to complete the requirement due to a medical or related condition, humanitarian or ecclesiastical services, extended presence in a geographical area where continuing education is not available, etc.

(a) A request must be submitted no later than the deadline for completing any continuing education requirement.

(b) A request must include the beginning and ending dates during which the licensee was unable to complete the continuing education requirement and a detailed explanation of the reason why. The explanation shall include the extent and duration of the impediment, extent to which the licensee continued to be engaged in practice of his profession, the nature of the medical condition, the location and nature of the humanitarian services, the geographical area where continuing education is not available, etc.

(c) A licensee submitting a request has the burden of proof and must document the reason for the request to the satisfaction of the Division.

(d) A request shall include the beginning and ending dates during which the licensee was unable to complete the continuing education requirement and a detailed explanation of the reason why. The explanation shall include the extent and duration of the impediment, extent to which the licensee continued to be engaged in practice of his profession, the nature of the medical condition, the location and nature of the humanitarian services, the geographical area where continuing education is not available, etc.

(e) The Division may require that a specified number of continuing education hours, courses, or both, be obtained prior to reentering the practice of the profession or within a specified period of time after reentering the practice of the profession, as recommended by the appropriate board, in order to assure competent practice.

(f) While a licensee may receive a waiver from meeting the minimum continuing education requirements, the licensee shall not be exempted from the requirements of Subsection 58-1-501(2)(i), which requires that the licensee provide services within the competency, abilities and education of the licensee. If a licensee cannot competently provide services, the waiver of meeting the continuing education requirements may be
conditioned upon the licensee limiting practice to areas in which the licensee has the required competency, abilities and education.

R156-1-308e. Automatic Expiration of Licensure Upon Dissolution of Licensee.
(1) A license that automatically expires prior to the expiration date shown on the license due to the dissolution of the licensee's registration with the Division of Corporations, with the registration thereafter being retroactively reinstated pursuant to Section 16-10a-1422, shall:
(a) upon written application for reinstatement of licensure submitted prior to the expiration date shown on the license, be retroactively reinstated to the date of expiration of licensure; and
(b) upon written application for reinstatement submitted after the expiration date shown on the current license, be reinstated on the effective date of the approval of the application for reinstatement, rather than relating back retroactively to the date of expiration of licensure.

R156-1-308f. Denial of Renewal of Licensure - Classification of Proceedings - Conditional Renewal of Licensure During Adjudicative Proceedings - Conditional Initial, Renewal, or Reinstatement Licensure During Audit or Investigation.
(1) When an initial, renewal or reinstatement applicant under Subsections 58-1-301(2) through (3) or 58-1-308(5) or (6)(b) is selected for audit or is under investigation, the Division may conditionally issue an initial license to an applicant for initial licensure, or renew or reinstate the license of an applicant pending the completion of the audit or investigation.
(2) The undetermined completion of a referenced audit or investigation rather than the established expiration date shall be indicated as the expiration date of a conditionally issued, renewed, or reinstated license.
(3) A conditional issuance, renewal, or reinstatement shall not constitute an adverse licensure action.
(4) Upon completion of the audit or investigation, the Division shall notify the initial license, renewal, or reinstatement applicant whether the applicant's license is unconditionally issued, renewed, reinstated, denied, or partially denied or reinstated.
(5) A notice of unconditional denial or partial denial of licensure to an applicant the Division conditionally licensed, renewed, or reinstated shall include the following:
(a) that the applicant's unconditional initial issuance, renewal, or reinstatement of licensure is denied or partially denied and the basis for such action;
(b) the Division's file or other reference number of the audit or investigation; and
(c) that the denial or partial denial of unconditional initial licensure, renewal, or reinstatement of licensure is subject to review and a description of how and when such review may be requested.

R156-1-308g. Reinstatement of Licensure which was Active and in Good Standing at the Time of Expiration of Licensure - Requirements.
The following requirements shall apply to reinstatement of licensure which was active and in good standing at the time of expiration of licensure:
(1) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-308(5), if an application for reinstatement is received by the Division between the date of the expiration of the license and 30 days after the date of the expiration of the license, the applicant shall:
(a) submit a completed renewal form as furnished by the Division demonstrating compliance with requirements and/or conditions of license renewal; and
(b) pay the established license renewal fee and late fee.
(2) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-308(5), if an application for reinstatement is received by the Division between 31 days after the expiration of the license and two years after the date of the expiration of the license, the applicant shall:
(a) submit a completed renewal form as furnished by the Division demonstrating compliance with requirements and/or conditions of license renewal; and
(b) pay the established license renewal fee and reinstatement fee.
(3) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-308(6)(a), if an application for reinstatement is received by the Division more than two years after the date the license expired and the applicant has not been active in the licensed occupation or profession while in the full-time employ of the United States government or under license to practice that occupation or profession in any other state or territory of the United States during the time the license was expired, the applicant shall:
(a) submit an application for licensure complete with all supporting documents as is required of an individual making an initial application for license demonstrating the applicant meets all current qualifications for licensure; and
(b) provide information requested by the Division and board to clearly demonstrate the applicant is currently competent to engage in the occupation or profession for which reinstatement of licensure is requested; and
(c) pay the established license fee for a new applicant for licensure.
(4) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-308(6)(b), if an application for reinstatement is received by the Division more than two years after the date the license expired but the applicant has been active in the licensed occupation or profession while in the full-time employ of the United States government or under license to practice that occupation or profession in any other state or territory of the United States shall:
(a) provide documentation that the applicant has continuously, since the expiration of the applicant's license in Utah, been active in the licensed occupation or profession while in the full-time employ of the United States government or under license to practice that occupation or profession in any other state or territory of the United States;
(b) provide documentation that the applicant has completed or is in compliance with any renewal qualifications;
(c) provide documentation that the applicant's application was submitted within six months after reestablishing domicile within Utah or terminating full-time government service; and
(d) pay the established license renewal fee and the reinstatement fee.

R156-1-308h. Reinstatement of Restricted, Suspended, or Probationary Licensure During Term of Restriction, Suspension, or Probation - Requirements.
(1) Reinstatement of restricted, suspended, or probationary licensure during the term of limitation, suspension, or probation shall be in accordance with the disciplinary order which imposed the discipline.
(2) Unless otherwise specified in a disciplinary order imposing restriction, suspension, or probation of licensure, the disciplined licensee may, at reasonable intervals during the term of the disciplinary order, petition for reinstatement of licensure.
(3) Petitions for reinstatement of licensure during the term of a disciplinary order imposing restriction, suspension, or probation, shall be treated as a request to modify the terms of the disciplinary order, not as an application for licensure.

R156-1-308i. Reinstatement of Restricted, Suspended, or Probationary Licensure After the Specified Term of Suspension of the License or After the Expiration of Licensure in a Restricted, Suspended or Probationary Status - Requirements.
Unless otherwise provided by a disciplinary order, an applicant who applies for reinstatement of a license after the specified term of suspension of the license or after the expiration of the license in a restricted, suspended or probationary status shall:

1. Submit an application for licensure complete with all supporting documents as is required of an individual making an initial application for license demonstrating the applicant meets all current qualifications for licensure and compliance with requirements and conditions of license reinstatement;
2. Pay the established license renewal fee and the reinstatement fee;
3. Provide information requested by the Division and board to clearly demonstrate the applicant is currently competent to be reinstated to engage in the occupation or profession for which the applicant was suspended, restricted, or placed on probation; and
4. Pay any fines or citations owed to the Division prior to the expiration of license.

R156-1-308j. Relicensure Following Revocation of Licensure - Requirements.

An applicant for relicensure following revocation of licensure shall:

1. Submit an application for licensure complete with all supporting documents as is required of an individual making an initial application for license demonstrating the applicant meets all current qualifications for licensure and compliance with requirements and/or conditions of license reinstatement;
2. Pay the established license fee for a new applicant for licensure; and
3. Provide information requested by the Division and board to clearly demonstrate the applicant is currently competent to be relicensed to engage in the occupation or profession for which the applicant was revoked.

R156-1-308k. Relicensure Following Surrender of Licensure - Requirements.

The following requirements shall apply to relicensure applications following the surrender of licensure:

1. An applicant who surrendered a license that was active and in good standing at the time it was surrendered shall meet the requirements for licensure listed in Sections R156-1-308a through R156-1-308l.
2. An applicant who surrendered a license while the license was active but not in good standing as evidenced by the written agreement supporting the surrender of license shall:
   a. Submit an application for licensure complete with all supporting documents as is required of an individual making an initial application for license demonstrating the applicant meets all current qualifications for licensure and compliance with requirements and/or conditions of license reinstatement;
   b. Pay the established license fee for a new applicant for licensure;
   c. Provide information requested by the Division and board to clearly demonstrate the applicant is currently competent to be relicensed to engage in the occupation or profession for which the applicant was surrendered;
   d. Pay any fines or citations owed to the Division prior to the surrender of license.

R156-1-308l. Reinstatement of Licensure and Relicensure - Term of Licensure.

Except as otherwise governed by the terms of an order issued by the Division, a license issued to an applicant for reinstatement or relicensure issued during the last 12 months of a renewal cycle shall, upon payment of the appropriate fees, be issued for a full renewal cycle plus the period of time remaining until the impending renewal date, rather than requiring the licensee to immediately renew their reinstated or relicensed license.

R156-1-310. Cheating on Examinations.

1. Policy.

The passing of an examination, when required as a condition of obtaining or maintaining a license issued by the Division, is considered to be a critical indicator that an applicant or licensee meets the minimum qualifications for licensure. Failure to pass an examination is considered to be evidence that an applicant or licensee does not meet the minimum qualifications for licensure. Accordingly, the accuracy of the examination results as a measure of an applicant’s or licensee’s competency must be assured. Cheating by an applicant or licensee on any examination required as a condition of obtaining a license or maintaining a license shall be considered unprofessional conduct and shall result in imposition of an appropriate penalty against the applicant or licensee.

2. Cheating Defined.

Cheating is defined as the use of any means or instrumentality by or for the benefit of an examinee to alter the results of an examination in any way to cause the examination results to inaccurately represent the competency of an examinee with respect to the knowledge or skills about which they are examined. Cheating includes:

a. Communication between examinees inside of the examination room or facility during the course of the examination;
   b. Communication about the examination with anyone outside of the examination room or facility during the course of the examination;
   c. Copying another examinee's answers or looking at another examinee's answers while an examination is in progress;
   d. Permitting anyone to copy answers to the examination;
   e. Substitution by an applicant or licensee or by others for the benefit of an applicant or licensee of another person as the examinee in place of the applicant or licensee;
   f. Use by an applicant or licensee of any written material, audio material, video material or any other mechanism not specifically authorized during the examination for the purpose of assisting an examinee in the examination;
   g. Obtaining, using, buying, selling, possession of or having access to a copy of any portion of the examination prior to administration of the examination.

3. Action Upon Detection of Cheating.

a. The person responsible for administration of an examination, upon evidence that an examinee is or has been cheating on an examination shall notify the Division of the circumstances in detail and the identity of the examinees involved with an assessment of the degree of involvement of each examinee;
   b. If cheating is detected prior to commencement of the examination, the examinee may be denied the privilege of taking the examination; or if permitted to take the examination, the examinee shall be notified of the evidence of cheating and shall be informed that the Division may consider the examination to have been failed by the applicant or licensee because of the cheating; or
   c. If cheating is detected during the examination, the examinee may be requested to leave the examination facility and in that case the examination results shall be the same as failure of the examination; however, if the person responsible for administration of the examination determines the cheating detected has not yet compromised the integrity of the examination, such steps as are necessary to prevent further cheating shall be taken and the examinee may be permitted to continue with the examination.
   d. If cheating is detected after the examination, the Division shall make appropriate inquiry to determine the facts.
concerning the cheating and shall thereafter take appropriate action.

(e) Upon determination that an applicant has cheated on an examination, the applicant may be denied the privilege of retaking the examination for a reasonable period of time, and the Division may deny the applicant a license and may establish conditions the applicant must meet to qualify for a license including the earliest date on which the Division will again consider the applicant for licensure.

R156-1-404a. Diversion Advisory Committees Created.
(1) There are created diversion advisory committees of at least three members for the professions regulated under Title 58. The diversion committees are not required to be impaneled by the director until the need for the diversion committee arises.

(2) Committee members are appointed by and serve at the pleasure of the director.

(3) A majority of the diversion committee members shall constitute a quorum and may act on behalf of the diversion committee.

(4) Diversion committee members shall perform their duties and responsibilities as public service and shall not receive a per diem allowance, or traveling or accommodations expenses incurred in diversion committees business.

R156-1-404b. Diversion Committees Duties.
The duties of diversion committees shall include:
(1) reviewing the details of the information regarding licensees referred to the diversion committee for possible diversion, interviewing the licensees, and recommending to the director whether the licensees meet the qualifications for diversion and if so whether the licensees should be considered for diversion;

(2) recommending to the director terms and conditions to be included in diversion agreements;

(3) supervising compliance with all terms and conditions of diversion agreements;

(4) advising the director at the conclusion of a licensee's diversion program whether the licensee has completed the terms of the licensee's diversion agreement; and

(5) establishing and maintaining continuing quality review of the programs of professional associations and/or private organizations to which licensees approved for diversion may enroll for the purpose of education, rehabilitation or any other purpose agreed to in the terms of a diversion agreement.

R156-1-404c. Diversion - Eligible Offenses.
In accordance with Subsection 58-1-404(4), the unprofessional conduct which may be subject to diversion is set forth in Subsections 58-1-501(2)(e) and (f).

R156-1-404d. Diversion - Procedures.
(1) Diversion committees shall complete the duties described in Subsections R156-1-404b(1) and (2) no later than 60 days following the referral of a licensee to the diversion committee for possible diversion.

(2) The director shall accept or reject the diversion committee's recommendation no later than 30 days following receipt of the recommendation.

(3) If the director finds that a licensee meets the qualifications for diversion and should be diverted, the Division shall prepare and serve upon the licensee a proposed diversion agreement. The licensee shall have a period of time determined by the diversion committee not to exceed 30 days from the service of the proposed diversion agreement to negotiate a final diversion agreement with the director. The final diversion agreement shall comply with Subsections 58-1-404.

(4) If a final diversion agreement is not reached with the director within 30 days from service of the proposed diversion agreement, the Division shall pursue appropriate disciplinary action against the licensee in accordance with Section 58-1-108.

(5) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-404(5), a licensee may be represented, at the licensee's discretion and expense, by legal counsel during negotiations for diversion, at the time of execution of the diversion agreement and at any hearing before the director relating to a diversion program.

R156-1-404e. Diversion - Agreements for Rehabilitation, Education or Other Similar Services or Coordination of Services.
(1) The Division may enter into agreements with professional or occupational organizations or associations, education institutions or organizations, testing agencies, health care facilities, health care practitioners, government agencies or other persons or organizations for the purpose of providing rehabilitation, education or any other services necessary to facilitate an effective completion of a diversion program for a licensee.

(2) The Division may enter into agreements with impaired person programs to coordinate efforts in rehabilitating and educating impaired professionals.

(3) Agreements shall be in writing and shall set forth terms and conditions necessary to permit each party to properly fulfill its duties and obligations thereunder. Agreements shall address the circumstances and conditions under which information concerning the impaired licensee will be shared with the Division.

(4) The cost of administering agreements and providing the services thereunder shall be borne by the licensee benefiting from the services. Fees paid by the licensee shall be reasonable and shall be in proportion to the value of the service provided. Payments of fees shall be a condition of completing the program of diversion.

(5) In selecting parties with whom the Division shall enter agreements under this section, the Division shall ensure the parties are competent to provide the required services. The Division may limit the number of parties providing a particular service within the limits or demands for the service to permit the responsible diversion committee to conduct quality review of the programs given the committee's limited resources.

"Unprofessional conduct" includes:
(1) surrendering licensure to any other licensing or regulatory authority having jurisdiction over the licensee or applicant in the same occupation or profession while an investigation or inquiry into allegations of unprofessional or unlawful conduct is in progress or after a charging document has been filed against the applicant or licensee alleging unprofessional or unlawful conduct;

(2) practicing a regulated occupation or profession in, through, or with a limited liability company which has omitted the words "limited company," "limited liability company," or the abbreviation "L.C.,” or “L.L.C.” in the commercial use of the name of the limited liability company;

(3) practicing a regulated occupation or profession in, through, or with a limited partnership which has omitted the words "limited partnership," "limited," or the abbreviation "L.P." or "Ltd." in the commercial use of the name of the limited partnership;

(4) practicing a regulated occupation or profession in, through, or with a professional corporation which has omitted the words "professional corporation" or the abbreviation "P.C.” in the commercial use of the name of the professional corporation;

(5) using a DBA (doing business as name) which has not
been properly registered with the Division of Corporations and with the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing; (6) failing, as a prescribing practitioner, to follow the "Model Policy for the Use of Controlled Substances for the Treatment of Pain", 2004, established by the Federation of State Medical Boards, which is hereby adopted and incorporated by reference; (7) failing, as a prescribing practitioner, to follow the "Model Policy on the Use of Opioid Analgesics in the Treatment of Chronic Pain", July 2013, adopted by the Federation of State Medical Boards, which is incorporated by reference; or (8) violating any term, condition, or requirement contained in a "diversion agreement", as defined in Subsection 58-1-404(6)(a).

R156-1-502. Administrative Penalties.
(1) In accordance with Subsection 58-1-401(5) and Section 58-1-502, except as otherwise provided by a specific chapter under Title R156, the following fine schedule shall apply to citations issued under the referenced authority:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINE SCHEDULE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST OFFENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58-1-501(1)(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58-1-501(1)(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58-1-501(2)(c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SECOND OFFENSE |
| 58-1-501(1)(a) | $1,000.00 |
| 58-1-501(1)(c) | $1,400.00 |
| 58-1-501(2)(c) | $251.00 - $500.00 |

| THIRD OFFENSE |
| Double the amount for a second offense with a maximum amount not to exceed the maximum fine allowed under Subsection 58-1-502(2)(j)(iii). |

(2) Citations shall not be issued for third offenses, except in extraordinary circumstances approved by the investigative supervisor.
(3) If multiple offenses are cited on the same citation, the fine shall be determined by evaluating the most serious offense.
(4) An investigative supervisor or chief investigator may authorize a deviation from the fine schedule based upon the aggravating or mitigating circumstances.
(5) The presiding officer for a contested citation shall have the discretion, after a review of the aggravating and mitigating circumstances, to increase or decrease the fine amount imposed by an investigator based upon the evidence reviewed.

The Division may report disciplinary action to other state or federal governmental entities, state and federal data banks, the media, or any other person who is entitled to such information under the Government Records Access and Management Act.

R156-1-506. Supervision of Cosmetic Medical Procedures.
The 80 hours of documented education and experience required under Subsection 58-1-506(2)(d)(iiii) to maintain competence to perform nonablative cosmetic medical procedures is defined to include the following:
(1) the appropriate standards of care for performing nonablative cosmetic medical procedures;
(2) physiology of the skin;
(3) skin typing and analysis;
(4) skin conditions, disorders, and diseases;
(5) pre and post procedure care;
(6) infection control;
(7) laser and light physics training;
(8) laser technologies and applications;
(9) safety and maintenance of lasers;
(10) cosmetic medical procedures an individual is permitted to perform under this title;
(11) recognition and appropriate management of complications from a procedure; and
(12) current cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR) certification for health care providers from one of the following organizations:
(a) American Heart Association;
(b) American Red Cross or its affiliates; or
(c) American Safety and Health Institute.
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combined engineering related coursework taken (both undergraduate and post graduate) included coursework that meets or exceeds the engineering related coursework required for the EAC/ABET accreditation for the bachelor degree program.

(c) If the degree was earned in a foreign country, the engineering curriculum shall be determined by the NCEES Credentials Evaluations to fulfill the required curricular content of the NCEES Engineering Education Standard. Deficiencies in course work reflected in the credential evaluation may be satisfied by completing the deficiencies in course work at a recognized college or university approved by the Division in collaboration with the Board.


(1) General Requirements. These general requirements apply to all applicants under this chapter and are in addition to the specific license requirements in Subsections (2), (3) and (4).

(a) 2,000 hours of work experience constitutes one year (12 months) of work experience.

(b) No more than 2,000 hours of work experience can be claimed in any 12 month period.

(c) Experience shall be progressive on projects that are of increasing quality and requiring greater responsibility.

(d) Only experience of an engineering, structural engineering or surveying nature, as appropriate for the specific license, is acceptable.

(e) Experience is not acceptable if it is obtained in violation of applicable statutes or rules.

(f) Unless otherwise provided in this Subsection (1)g), experience shall be gained under the direct supervision of a person licensed in the profession for which the license application is submitted. Supervision of an intern by another intern is not permitted.

(g) Experience is also acceptable when obtained in a work setting where licensure is not required or is exempted from licensure requirements, including experience obtained in the armed services if:

(i) the experience is performed under the supervision of qualified persons and the applicant provides verifications of the credentials of the supervisor; and

(ii) the experience gained is equivalent to work performed by an intern obtaining experience under a licensed supervisor in a licensed or civilian setting, and the applicant provides verification of the nature of the experience.

(h) Proof of supervision. The supervisor shall provide to the applicant the certificate of qualifying experience in a sealed envelope with the supervisor's seal stamped across the seal flap of the envelope, which the applicant shall submit with the application for licensure.

(i) In the event the supervisor is unavailable or refuses to provide a certification of qualifying experience, the applicant shall submit a complete explanation of why the supervisor is unavailable and submit verification of the experience by alternative means acceptable to the Board, which shall demonstrate that the work was profession-related work, competently performed, and sufficient accumulated experience for the applicant to be granted a license without jeopardy to the public health, safety or welfare.

(j) In addition to the supervisor's documentation, the applicant shall submit:

(i) at least one verification from a person who has personal knowledge of the applicant's knowledge, ability and competence to practice in the profession applied for; or

(ii) if a person verifying the applicant's credentials is not licensed in the profession:

(A) at least one verification from the unlicensed person; and

(B) a written explanation as to why the unlicensed person is best qualified to verify the applicant's knowledge, ability and competence to practice in the profession applied for.

(k) Duties and responsibilities of a supervisor. The duties and responsibilities of a supervisor. The duties and responsibilities of a supervisor under Subsection (1)(f) or other qualified person under Subsection (1)(g) include the following:

(i) A person may not serve as a supervisor for more than one firm.  

(ii) A person who renders occasional, part time or
consulting services to or for a firm may not serve as a supervisor.

(iii) The supervisor shall be in responsible charge of the projects assigned and is professionally responsible for the acts and practices of the supervisee.

(iv) The supervision shall be conducted in a setting in which the supervisor is independent from control by the supervisee and in which the ability of the supervisor to supervise and direct the practice of the supervisee is not compromised.

(v) The supervisor shall be available for advice, consultation and direction consistent with the standards and ethics of the profession.

(vi) The supervisor shall provide periodic review of the work assigned to the supervisee.

(vii) The supervisor shall monitor the performance of the supervisee for compliance with laws, standards and ethics applicable to the profession.

(viii) The supervisor shall provide supervision only to a supervisee who is an employee of a licensed professional or alternatively in a setting wherein both the supervisor and the supervisee are engaged in a work setting in which the work is exempt from licensure requirements.

(ix) The supervisor shall submit appropriate documentation to the Division with respect to all work completed by the supervisee during the period of supervised experience, including the supervisor's evaluation of the supervisee's competence to practice in the profession.

(x) The supervisor shall assure each supervisee has obtained the degree which is a prerequisite to the intern beginning to obtain qualifying experience.

(2) Experience Requirements - Professional Engineer.

(a) In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(1)(e), an applicant for licensure as a professional engineer shall submit verification of qualifying experience in accordance with the following:

(i) The experience shall be obtained after meeting the education requirement.

(ii) The experience shall be supervised by one or more licensed professional engineers.

(iii) The experience shall be certified by the licensed professional engineer who provided the supervision.

(iv) The experience shall include a minimum of three years of full-time or equivalent part-time experience in professional engineering, except as provided in Subsection (b).

(b) Credit toward meeting the experience requirement may be granted as follows:

(i) A maximum of three years of qualifying experience may be granted for teaching advanced engineering subjects in a college or university offering an engineering curriculum accredited by EAC/ABET.

(ii) A maximum of three years of qualifying experience may be granted for conducting research in a college or university offering an engineering curriculum accredited by EAC/ABET provided the research is under the supervision of a licensed professional and is directly related to the practice of engineering, as long as such research has not been credited towards the education requirements. Therefore research which is included as part of the classwork, thesis or dissertation or similar work is not acceptable as additional work experience.

(iii) A maximum of one year of qualifying experience may be granted for completing a masters degree in engineering provided that both the earned bachelors and masters degree in engineering meet the program criteria set forth in Subsection R156-22-302b(1).

(iv) A maximum of two years of qualifying experience may be granted for completing a doctorate degree in engineering provided that both the earned bachelors or masters degree and doctorate degree in engineering meet the program criteria set forth in Subsection R156-22-302b(1).

(e) The performance or supervision of construction work as a contractor, foreman or superintendent is not qualifying experience for licensure as a professional engineer.

(d) Experience should include demonstration of, knowledge, application, and practical solutions using engineering mathematics, physical and applied science, properties of materials and the fundamental principles of engineering design.

(3) Experience Requirements - Professional Structural Engineer.

(a) In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(2)(e), each applicant shall submit verification of qualifying experience in accordance with the following:

(i) The experience shall be obtained after meeting the education requirement.

(ii) The experience shall be supervised by one or more licensed professional structural engineers.

(iii) The experience shall be certified by the licensed professional structural engineer who provided the supervision.

(iv) The experience shall include a minimum of three years of full-time or equivalent part-time experience in professional structural engineering.

(b) Professional structural engineering experience shall include responsible charge of structural design in one or more of the following areas:

(i) structural design of any building or structure two stories and more, or 45 feet in height, located in a region of moderate or high seismic risk designed in accordance with current codes adopted pursuant to Section 58-56-4;

(ii) structural design for a major seismic retrofit/rehabilitation of an existing building or structure located in a region of moderate or high seismic risk;

(iii) structural design of any other structure of comparable structural complexity.

(c) Professional structural engineering experience shall include structural design in all of the following areas:

(i) use of three of the following four materials as they relate to the design, rehabilitation or investigation of buildings or structures:

   (A) steel;

   (B) concrete;

   (C) wood; or

   (D) masonry;

(ii) selection of framing systems including the consideration of alternatives and the selection of an appropriate system for the interaction of structural components to support vertical and lateral loads;

(iii) selection of foundation systems including the consideration of alternatives and the selection of an appropriate type of foundation system to support the structure;

(iv) design and detailing for the transfer of forces between stories in multi-story buildings or structures;

(v) application of lateral design in the design of the buildings or structures in addition to any wind design requirements; and

(vi) application of the local, state and federal code requirements as they relate to design loads, materials, and detailing.

(4) Experience Requirements - Professional Land Surveyor.

(a) In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(3)(d), each applicant for licensure as a professional land surveyor shall submit verification of qualifying experience in accordance with the following:

(i) The experience may be obtained before, during or after completing the education requirement.

(ii) The experience shall be supervised by one or more licensed professional land surveyors.

(iii) The experience shall be certified by the licensed professional land surveyor.
professional land surveyor who provided the supervision.  
(iv) The experience shall include experience in professional land surveying in the following content areas:  
(A) experience specific to field surveying with actual "hands on" surveying, including all of the following:  
(1) operation of various instrumentation;  
(2) review and understanding of plan and plat data;  
(3) public land survey systems;  
(4) calculations;  
(V) traverse;  
(VI) staking procedures;  
(VII) field notes and manipulation of various forms of data encountered in horizontal and vertical studies; and  
(B) experience specific to office surveying, including all of the following:  
(1) drafting (includes computer plots and layout);  
(II) reduction of notes and field survey data;  
(III) research of public records;  
(IV) preparation and evaluation of legal descriptions; and  
(V) preparation of survey related drawings, plats and record of survey maps.  
(v) The amount of experience shall be in accordance with one of the following:  
(A) Each applicant having graduated and received an associate degree in land surveying or geomatics shall complete a minimum of six years of experience as follows:  
(i) three years of experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(A); and  
(ii) three years of experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(B).  
(B) Each applicant having graduated and received a bachelors degree in land surveying or geomatics shall complete a minimum of four years of qualifying experience as follows:  
(i) two years of qualifying experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(A); and  
(ii) two years of qualifying experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(B).  
(vi) Each applicant having graduated and received a masters degree in land surveying or geomatics shall complete a minimum of three years of qualifying experience as follows:  
(A) one and a half years of qualifying experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(A); and  
(B) one and a half years of qualifying experience that complies with Subsection (4a)(a)(iv)(B).  
(c) Prior to submitting an application for pre-approval to sit for the NCEES PE examination, an applicant shall successfully complete the education requirements set forth in Subsection R156-22-302b(1).  
(d) The admission criteria to sit for the NCEES FE examination is set forth in Section 58-22-306.  
(2) Examination Requirements - Professional Structural Engineer.  
(a) In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(3)(e), the examination requirements for licensure as a professional structural engineer are established as the following:  
(i) the NCEES FE examination with a passing score as established by the NCEES; and  
(ii)(A) the NCEES SE examination with a passing score as established by the NCEES;  
(B) the NCEES Structural I and Structural II Examinations with a passing score as established by the NCEES;  
(C) an equivalent 16-hour state written examination with a passing score; or  
(D) the NCEES Structural II exam and an equivalent 8-hour state written examination with a passing score.  
(b) Prior to submitting an application for pre-approval to sit for the NCEES SE examination, an applicant shall complete two out of the three years of the experience requirements set forth in Subsection R156-22-302c(3).  
(3) Examination Requirements - Professional Land Surveyor.  
(a) In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(3)(e), the examination requirements for licensure as a professional land surveyor are established as the following:  
(i) the NCEES FS examination with a passing score as established by the NCEES;  
(ii) the NCEES PS examination with a passing score as established by the NCEES; and  
(iii) the Utah Local Practice Examination with a passing score of at least 75.  
An applicant who fails the Utah Local Practice Examination may retake the examination as follows:  
(A) no sooner than 30 days following any failure, up to three failures; and  
(B) no sooner than six months following any failure thereafter.  
(b) Prior to submitting an application for pre-approval to sit for the NCEES PS examination, an applicant shall complete the education requirement set forth in Subsection R156-22-302b(2).  
(4) Examination Requirements for Licensure by Endorsement.  
In accordance with Subsection 58-22-302(4)(d)(ii), the examination requirements for licensure by endorsement are established as follows:  
(a) Professional Engineer: An applicant for licensure as a professional engineer by endorsement shall comply with the examination requirements in Subsection R156-22-302d(1) except that the Board may waive one or more of the following examinations under the following conditions:
(i) the NCEES FE examination for an applicant who is a principal for five of the last seven years preceding the date of the license application and who was not required to pass the NCEES FE examination for initial licensure from the recognized jurisdiction the applicant was originally licensed;
(ii) the NCEES PE examination for an applicant who is a principal for five of the last seven years preceding the date of the license application, who has been licensed for 10 years preceding the date of the license application, and who was not required to pass the NCEES PE examination for initial licensure from the recognized jurisdiction the applicant was originally licensed.

(b) Professional Structural Engineer: An applicant for licensure as a professional structural engineer by endorsement shall comply with the examination requirements in Subsection R156-22-302d(2) except that the Board may waive the NCEES FE examination for an applicant who is a principal for five of the last seven years preceding the date of the license application and who was not required to pass the NCEES FE examination for initial licensure from the recognized jurisdiction the applicant was originally licensed.

c) Professional Land Surveyor: An applicant for licensure as a professional land surveyor by endorsement shall comply with the examination requirements in Subsection R156-22-302d(3) except that the Board may waive either the NCEES FS examination or the NCEES PS examination or both to an applicant who is a principal for five of the last seven years preceding the date of the license application and who was not required to pass the NCEES FS examination or the NCEES PS examination for initial licensure from the recognized jurisdiction the applicant was originally licensed.


In accordance with Subsection 58-22-303(2) and Section 58-22-304, the qualifying continuing professional education standards for professional engineers, professional structural engineers and professional land surveyors are established as follows:

1. During each two year period ending on March 31 of each odd numbered year, a licensed professional engineer, professional structural engineer and professional land surveyor shall complete not fewer than 30 hours of qualified professional education directly related to the practice of professional engineering, professional structural engineering or professional land surveying, provided it is the first time the material has been taught during the preceding 12 months;
2. A maximum of 15 hours per two year period may be recognized for teaching in a college or university or for teaching qualified continuing professional education courses in the field of professional engineering, professional structural engineering or professional land surveying, provided it is the first time the material has been taught during the preceding 12 months;
3. A minimum of five hours per two year period may be recognized for preparation of papers, articles, or books directly related to the practice of professional engineering, professional structural engineering or professional land surveying and submitted for publication; and
4. Unlimited hours may be recognized for continuing education that is provided via Internet or through home study courses provided the course verifies registration and participation in the course by means of a test which demonstrates that the participant has learned the material presented.

5. A licensee shall be responsible for maintaining records of completed qualified continuing professional education for a period of four years after close of the two year period to which the records pertain. It is the responsibility of the licensee to maintain information with respect to qualified continuing professional education to demonstrate it meets the requirements under this section.

6. If a licensee exceeds the 30 hours of qualified continuing professional education during the two year period, the licensee may carry forward a maximum of 15 hours of qualified continuing professional education into the next two year period.

7. Any licensee who fails to timely complete the continuing education required by this rule shall be required to complete double the number of hours missed to be eligible for renewal or reinstatement of license.

8. Any applicant for reinstatement who was not in compliance with the continuing education requirement at the time of the expiration of licensure shall be required to complete 30 hours of continuing education complying with this rule within two years prior to the date of application for reinstatement of licensure.

9. The Division may waive continuing education in accordance with Section R156-1-308d.

R156-22-305. Inactive Status.

1. The requirements for inactive licensure specified in Subsection R156-1-305(3) shall also include certification that the professional engineer, professional structural engineer or professional land surveyor licensee shall not engage in the profession for which the license was issued while the license is on inactive status except to identify the individual as an inactive licensee.

2. A license, prior to being placed on inactive status, shall be active and in good standing.

3. Inactive status licensees are not required to fulfill the continuing education requirement.

4. In addition to the requirements in Subsection R156-1-305(6) to reactivate an inactive license, a licensee shall provide
documentation that the licensee, within two years of the license being reactivated, completed 30 hours of continuing education.
(5) Prior to a license being reactivated, a licensee shall meet the requirements for license renewal.

"Unprofessional conduct" includes:
(1) submitting an incomplete final plan, specification, report or set of construction plans to be complete and final; or
(a) a client, when the licensee represents, or could reasonably expect the client to consider the plan, specification, report or set of construction plans to be complete and final; or
(b) to a building official for the purpose of obtaining a building permit;
(2) failing as a principal to exercise responsible charge;
(3) failing as a supervisor to exercise supervision of an employee, subordinate, associate or drafter; or
(4) failing, in the performance of services for clients, employers, and customers to be cognizant that the first and foremost responsibility is to the public welfare; failing to hold paramount the duty to safeguard life, health, property and public welfare by approving and sealing only those design documents and surveys that conform to accepted engineering and surveying standards;
(5) failing to notify an employer, client, or other such authority as may be appropriate when the licensee's professional judgment is overruled under circumstances where the life, health, property, or welfare of the public is endangered.
(6) failing to be objective and truthful, or failing to include all relevant and pertinent information, in professional reports, statements, or testimony;
(7) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(8) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(9) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(10) failing to provide the Division with the information and assistance necessary to make a final determination of such violation;
(11) having knowledge of possible violations of any of these rules of professional conduct, and failing to provide the Division with the information and assistance necessary to make a final determination of such violation;
(12) accepting and undertaking assignments when not qualified by education, experience and training, or that exceed the licensee's competency and ability in the specific technical fields of engineering or surveying involved;
(13) affixing a signature or seal to any plans or documents dealing with subject matter in which the licensee lacks competence, or to any such plan or document not prepared under the licensee's responsible charge;
(14) failing to ensure, when accepting assignments for coordination of an entire project, that each design segment is signed and sealed by the licensee responsible for preparation of that design segment;
(15) revealing facts, data or information obtained in a professional capacity without the prior consent of the client or employer, except as authorized or required by law;
(16) soliciting or accepting gratuities, directly or indirectly, from contractors, their agents, or other parties in connection with work for employers or clients;
(17) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's professional reputation, prospects, practice, or business; failing to hold paramount the duty to safeguard life, health, property and public welfare by approving and sealing only those design documents and surveys that conform to accepted engineering and surveying standards;
(18) failing to notify an employer, client, or other such authority as may be appropriate when the licensee's professional judgment is overruled under circumstances where the life, health, property, or welfare of the public is endangered.
(19) failing to be objective and truthful, or failing to include all relevant and pertinent information, in professional reports, statements, or testimony;
(20) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(21) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(22) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(23) failing to provide the Division with the information and assistance necessary to make a final determination of such violation;
(24) failing to be objective and truthful, or failing to include all relevant and pertinent information, in professional reports, statements, or testimony;
(25) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(26) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(18) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(19) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(20) failing to provide the Division with the information and assistance necessary to make a final determination of such violation;
(21) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(22) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(23) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(24) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(25) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(26) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(18) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(19) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(20) failing to provide the Division with the information and assistance necessary to make a final determination of such violation;
(21) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(22) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(23) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
(24) accepting compensation, financial or otherwise, from more than one party for services pertaining to the same project, unless the circumstances are fully disclosed and agreed to by all interested parties;
(25) soliciting or accepting a professional contract from a government body with respect to which a principle or officer of the licensee's organization serves as a member;
(26) failing to make full prior disclosures to employers or clients of potential conflicts of interest or other circumstances that could influence or appear to influence the licensee's judgment or the quality of the licensee's service;
circumstances, to increase or decrease the fine amount based upon the evidence reviewed.

R156-22-601. Seal Requirements.

(1) In accordance with Section 58-22-601, all final plans, specifications, reports, maps, sketches, surveys, drawings, documents and plats prepared by the licensee or prepared under the supervision of the licensee, shall be sealed in accordance with the following:

(a) Each seal shall be a circular seal, 1-1/2 inches minimum diameter.

(b) Each seal shall include the licensee's name, license number, "State of Utah", and "Professional Engineer", "Professional Structural Engineer", or "Professional Land Surveyor" as appropriate.

(c) Each seal shall be signed and dated with the signature and date appearing across the face of each seal imprint.

(d) Each original set of final plans, specifications, reports, maps, sketches, surveys, drawings, documents and plats, as a minimum, shall have the original seal imprint, original signature and date placed on the cover or title sheet.

(e) A seal may be a wet stamp, embossed, or electronically produced.

(f) Electronically generated signatures are acceptable.

(g) It is the responsibility of the licensee to provide adequate security when documents with electronic seals and electronic signatures are submitted. Sheets subsequent to the cover of specifications are not required to be sealed, signed and dated.

(h) Copies of the original set of plans, specifications, reports, maps, sketches, surveys, drawings, documents and plats which contain the original seal, original signature and date is permitted, if the seal, signature and date is clearly recognizable.

(2) A person who qualifies for and uses the title of professional engineer intern is not permitted to use a seal.

KEY: professional land surveyors, professional engineers, professional structural engineers
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R162-2g. Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Administrative Rules.

R162-2g-101. Authority.

(1) The authority to promulgate rules governing the appraisal industry is granted by Section 61-2g-201(2)(h).

(2) The authority to establish and collect fees is granted by Section 61-2g-202(1).

R162-2g-102. Definitions.

(1) "Affiliation" means an ongoing business association:
   (a) between;
   (i) two individuals registered, licensed, or certified under Section 61-2g;
   (ii) an individual registered, licensed, or certified under Section 61-2g and:
      (A) an appraisal entity; or
      (B) a government agency;
      (c) regardless of whether an employment relationship exists between the parties.

(2) The acronym "AQB" stands for the Appraiser Qualifications Board of the Appraisal Foundation.

(3) "Board" means the Utah Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Board.

(4) "Business day" means a day other than:
   (a) a Saturday;
   (b) a Sunday;
   (c) a federal or state holiday.


(6) "Classification" means the type of license or certification held by an appraiser.

(7) "Day" means calendar day unless specified as "business day."

(8) "Deferral" means the postponement or delay for completion of a continuing education requirement due to active military duty or due to the impacts of a state- or federally-declared disaster as specified in R162-2g-306a.

(9) "Desk review" means review of an appraisal:
   (a) including verification of the data; but
   (b) not including a physical inspection of the property.

(10) "Distance education" means an education process based on the geographical separation of student and instructor, including:
    (a) computer conferencing;
    (b) satellite teleconferencing;
    (c) interactive audio;
    (d) interactive computer software;
    (e) Internet-based instruction; and
    (f) other interactive online courses.

(11) "Division" means the Division of Real Estate of the Department of Commerce.

(12) "Draft report" means an appraisal report that is distributed prior to being completed, as provided in Subsection R162-2g-502b(1).

(13) "Entity" means:
    (a) a corporation;
    (b) a partnership;
    (c) a sole proprietorship;
    (d) a limited liability company;
    (e) another business entity; or
    (f) a subsidiary or unit of an entity described in this Subsection (13).

(14) "Field review" means review of an appraisal, including:
    (a) a physical inspection of the property; and
    (b) verification of the data.

(15) "Non-certified education" means a continuing education course offered outside of Utah, but for which a licensee may apply for credit pursuant to R162-2g-307d(4).

(16) "Person" means an individual or an entity.

(17) "Reinstatement" means renewing a license or certification for an additional period after its expiration date has passed, but prior to 12 months after the expiration date.

(18) The acronym "RELMS" stands for Real Estate Licensing and Management System, which is the online database through which individuals registered, licensed, or certified under these rules must submit certain information to the division.

(19) "Renewal" means reissuing a license or certification upon its expiration for an additional period.

(20) "School" means:
    (a) an accredited college, university, junior college, or community college;
    (b) any state or federal agency or commission;
    (c) a nationally recognized real estate appraisal or real estate related organization, society, institute, or association; or
    (d) any school or organization approved by the board.

(21) "School director" means an authorized individual in charge of the educational program at a school.

(22) "Supervisory Appraiser" means a state-certified residential appraiser or a state certified general appraiser that directly supervises a trainee.

(23) "Trainee" means a person who is working under the direct supervision of a state-certified residential appraiser or a state-certified general appraiser to earn experience hours for licensure, and who meets the requirements of Subsection R162-2g-302.

(24) "Transaction value" means:
    (a) for loans or other extensions of credit, the amount of the loan or extension of credit;
    (b) for sales, leases, purchases, and investments in, or exchanges of, real property, the market value of the real property interest involved; and
    (c) for the pooling of loans or interests in real property for resale or purchase, the amount of the loan or market value of the real property calculated with respect to each such loan or interest in real property.

(25) The acronym "USPAP" stands for the current edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice published by the Appraisal Foundation.

R162-2g-302. Application for Trainee Registration.

(1) Registration required.
   (a) An individual who intends to obtain a license to practice as a state-licensed appraiser shall first register with the division as a trainee.

(2) Character. An individual registering with the division as a trainee shall evidence honesty, integrity, and truthfulness.
   (a) A trainee applicant shall be denied registration for:
      (i) a felony that resulted in:
         (A) a conviction occurring within five years of the date of application; or
         (B) a jail or prison release date falling within five years of the date of application; or
      (ii) a misdemeanor involving fraud, misrepresentation, theft, or dishonesty that resulted in:
         (A) a conviction occurring within three years of the date of application; or
(B) a jail or prison release date falling within three years of the date of application; 
(b) A trainee applicant may be denied registration upon consideration of the following: 
(i) criminal convictions and pleas entered at any time prior to the date of application; 
(ii) the circumstances that led to any criminal convictions or pleas under consideration; 
(iii) past acts related to honesty or moral character, with particular consideration given to any such acts involving the appraisal business; 
(iv) dishonest conduct that would be grounds under Utah law for sanctioning an existing licensee; 
(v) civil judgments in lawsuits brought on grounds of fraud, misrepresentation, or deceit; 
(vi) court findings of fraudulent or deceitful activity in civil lawsuits; 
(vii) evidence of non-compliance with court orders or conditions of sentencing; 
(viii) evidence of non-compliance with terms of a probation agreement, plea in abeyance, or diversion agreement; and 
(ix) failure to pay taxes or child support obligations. 
(3) Competency. An individual registering with the division as a trainee shall evidence competency. In evaluating an applicant for competency, the division and board may consider any evidence, including the following: 
(a) civil judgments, with particular consideration given to any such judgments involving the appraisal business; 
(b) failure to satisfy a civil judgment that has not been discharged in bankruptcy; 
(c) the extent and quality of the applicant's training and education in appraisal; 
(d) the extent of the applicant's knowledge of the Utah Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Act; 
(e) evidence of disregard for licensing laws; 
(f) evidence of drug or alcohol dependency; and 
(g) the amount of time that has passed since any incident under consideration. 
(4) Pre-licensing education. 
(a) Within the five-year period preceding the date of application, an applicant shall successfully complete 75 classroom hours: 
(i) approved by the AQB; and 
(ii) approved by the division pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-307c(3); or 
(B) not required to be certified by the division pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-307c(6). 
(b) The 75 hours of required education shall include: 
(i) 30 hours of appraisal principles; 
(ii) 30 hours of appraisal procedures; and 
(iii) the 15-hour National USPAP course or its equivalent. 
(c) The 15-hour National USPAP Course or its equivalent may not be accepted by the division as qualifying education unless it is: 
(i) taught by an instructor who: 
(A) is a state-certified residential or state-certified general appraiser; and 
(B) has been certified by the AQB; or 
(ii) approved as a distance education course by the AQB and International Distance Education Certification Center. 
(d) A person who applies for trainee registration on or after January 1, 2015 shall successfully complete the division-approved Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee Course: 
(i) as taught by a division-approved instructor; and 
(ii) within the two-year period preceding the date of application. 
(e) Examination. An applicant shall evidence having passed the final examination in all pre-licensing courses.

(5) Application to the division. An applicant shall submit the following to the division: 
(a) a completed application as provided by the division; 
(b) course completion certificates for the 75 hours of pre-licensing education; 
(c)(i) two fingerprint cards in a form acceptable to the division; or 
(ii) evidence that the applicant's fingerprints have been successfully scanned at a testing center; 
(d) all court documents related to any past criminal proceeding; 
(e) complete documentation of any sanction taken against any license in any jurisdiction; 
(f) a signed letter of waiver authorizing the division to: 
(i) obtain the fingerprints of the applicant; 
(ii) review past and present employment records; 
(iii) review education records; and 
(iv) conduct a criminal background check; 
(g) the fee for the criminal background check; 
(h) the name of the state-certified appraiser(s) with whom the trainee is affiliated; 
(i) the name and business address of any appraisal entity or government agency with which the trainee is affiliated; and 
(j) the nonrefundable application fee. 
(6) Affiliation with certified appraiser(s). Applicants shall affiliate with at least one supervising certified appraiser and evidence that affiliation by: 
(a) identifying each supervising certified appraiser on a form supplied by the division; and 
(b) obtaining each supervising certified appraiser's signature on the application.

R162-2g-304a. Application to Sit for the State-Licensed Appraiser Exam. 
(1) An applicant to sit for the state-licensed appraiser exam shall provide the following to the division: 
(a) completed experience forms, as required by the division: 
(i) documenting all experience hours completed by the applicant from the date of trainee registration to the date of application for licensure; and 
(ii) evidencing at least 2,000 hours of appraisal experience: 
(A) pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-304d; 
(B) completed during the time when the applicant was registered with the division as a trainee; and 
(C) accrued in no fewer than: 
(i) 12 months for applicants submitting experience primarily from Appendices 1 and 2, or 
(ii) 24 months for applicants submitting experience primarily from appendix 3; 
(b) evidence of having successfully completed 30 semester hours of college-level education from an accredited: 
(i) college; 
(ii) junior college; 
(iii) community college; or 
(iv) university; 
(c) evidence of having successfully completed a state-licensed appraiser pre-licensing required core curriculum as described in Appendix 4, Table 1 and that has been certified by the division pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-307c; and 
(d) a nonrefundable application fee. 
(2) Applicants holding an Associate degree, or higher, from an accredited college, junior college, community college, or university satisfy the 30-hour college-level requirement. 
(3) The pre-licensing curriculum required by Subsection (1)(b) shall be conducted by: 
(a) a college or university; 
(b) a community or junior college;
(c) a real estate appraisal or real estate related organization;
(d) a state or federal agency or commission;
(e) a proprietary school;
(f) a provider approved by a state certification and licensing agency; or
(g) the Appraisal Foundation or its boards.

4(a) Upon determining that the applicant satisfies the education and experience requirements, the division shall issue to the applicant a form permitting the applicant to register for the examination.

(b) Upon being approved to register for the examination pursuant to this Subsection (3)(a), an applicant shall:
(i) return the examination application form to the testing service designated by the division; and
(ii) pay a nonrefundable examination fee to the testing service designated by the division.

(c) The permission to register to sit for the examination shall be valid for 24 months after issuance.

R162-2g-304c. Application to Sit for the State-Certified General Appraiser Exam.

1) An applicant to sit for the state-certified general appraiser exam shall provide the following to the division:
(a) completed experience forms, as required by the division, evidencing at least 2,500 hours of total appraisal experience, at least 500 of which:
(i) meet the requirements of Subsection R162-2g-304d;
(ii) are completed during the time when the applicant is licensed as a state-licensed appraiser:
(A) with the division; or
(B) in another state, if licensure was required in that state at the time the appraisal was performed; and
(iii) are accrued in no fewer than:
(A) 24 months from the date the applicant became an appraiser trainee for applicants submitting experience primarily from appendices 1 and 2; or
(B) 36 months from the date the applicant became an appraiser trainee for applicants submitting experience primarily from appendix 3;
(b) evidence of having received a Bachelor's degree or higher from an accredited college or university;
(c) evidence of having successfully completed a state-certified general appraiser pre-licensing required core curriculum as described in Appendix 4, Table 1 and that has been certified by the division pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-307c; and
(d) a nonrefundable application fee.

2) The pre-licensing curriculum required by Subsection (1)(c) shall be provided by:
(a) a college or university;
(b) a community or junior college;
(c) a real estate appraisal or real estate related organization;
(d) a state or federal agency or commission;
(e) a proprietary school;
(f) a provider approved by a state certification and licensing agency; or
(g) the Appraisal Foundation or its boards.

3(a) Upon determining that the applicant satisfies the education and experience requirements, the division shall issue to the applicant a form permitting the applicant to register for the examination.

(b) Upon being approved to register for the examination pursuant to this Subsection (3)(a), an applicant shall:
(i) return the examination application form to the testing service designated by the division; and
(ii) pay a nonrefundable examination fee to the testing service designated by the division.

(c) The permission to register to sit for the examination shall be valid for 24 months after issuance.

4(a) A state-licensed appraiser who, within six months of renewing the license, meets the requirements for certification and files a completed application shall pay a transfer fee rather than an application fee.

(b) A certification that is obtained under this Subsection (4)(a) shall expire on the same date that the license was due to expire prior to transfer.

R162-2g-304d. Experience Hours.

1(a) Except as provided in this Subsection (1)(b), appraisal experience shall be measured in hours according to the appraisal experience hours schedules found in Appendices 1 through 3.
(b)(i) An applicant who has experience in categories other than those shown on the appraisal experience hours schedules, or who believes the schedules do not adequately reflect the applicant's experience or the complexity or time spent on an appraisal, may petition the board on an individual basis for con

(ii) Upon a finding that an applicant's experience is substantially equivalent to that required for licensure or certification, the board may award the applicant an appropriate number of hours for the alternate experience.

(2) General restrictions.

(a) An applicant may not accrue more than 2,000 experience hours in any 12-month period.

(b) The board may not award credit for:

(i) appraisal experience earned more than five years prior to the date of application;

(ii) appraisals that were performed in violation of:

(A) Utah law;

(B) the law of another jurisdiction; or

(C) the administrative rules adopted by the division and the board;

(iii) appraisals that fail to comply with USPAP;

(iv) appraisals of the value of a business as distinguished from the appraisal of commercial real estate;

(v) personal property appraisals;

(vi) an appraisal that fails to clearly and conspicuously disclose the contribution made by the applicant in completing the assignment.

(c) At least 50% of the appraisals submitted for experience credit shall be appraisals of properties located in Utah.

(d) With regard to experience hours claimed from the schedules found in Appendices 1 and 2:

(i) appraisals where only an exterior inspection of the subject property is performed shall be granted 90% of the credit awarded an appraisal that includes an interior inspection of the subject property; and

(ii) no more than 25% of the total experience required for licensure or certification may be earned from appraisals where the interior of the subject property is not inspected.

(e) A maximum of 250 experience hours may be earned from appraisal of vacant land.

(f) Appraisals on commercial or multi-unit form reports shall be awarded 75% of the credit normally awarded for the appraisal.

(g) Experience gained for work without a traditional client may qualify for experience hours but cannot exceed 50% of the total experience requirement. Work without a traditional client includes the following:

(i) a client hiring an appraiser for a business purpose; or

(ii) a practicum course so long as the course is approved by the AQB Course Approval Program and, if the course is taught in Utah either live or by distance education, also approved by the division.

(h) An applicant may receive credit only for experience hours actually worked by the applicant and as limited by the maximum experience hours described in these rules.

(3) Specific restrictions applicable to trainees applying for licensure.

(a)(i) A registered trainee may not claim experience hours for any appraisal work performed after January 1, 2015 unless the trainee and the trainee's supervisor(s) have completed the division-approved Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee Course prior to performing the work to be claimed.

(ii) A trainee and the trainee's supervisor who signs the experience log shall document on the log the specific duties that the trainee performs for each appraisal.

(b) For each duty performed, the trainee shall be awarded a percentage of the total experience hours that may be awarded for the property type being appraised:

(i) pursuant to the appraisal experience hour schedules found in Appendices 1 through 3; and

(ii) with the following limitations for Appendix 2:

(A) participation in highest and best use analysis: 10% of total hours;

(B) participation in neighborhood description and analysis: 10% of total hours;

(C) property inspection: 20% of total hours, pursuant to this Subsection (3)(c);

(D) participation in land value estimate: 20% of total hours;

(E) participation in sales comparison property selection and analysis: 30% of total hours;

(F) participation in cost analysis: 20% of total hours;

(G) participation in income analysis: 30% of total hours;

(H) participation in the final reconciliation of value: 10% of total hours; and

(I) participation in report preparation: 20% of total hours.

The applicant may claim up to 100% of the total hours allowed for the tasks listed in this Subsection(A) through (I).

(c) In order for a trainee to claim credit for an inspection pursuant to this Subsection (3)(b)(ii)(C):

(i) as to the first 100 residential appraisals or first 20 non-residential appraisals completed, as applicable to the license or certification being sought, the inspection must include:

(A) measurement of the exterior of a property that is the subject of an appraisal; and

(B) inspection of the exterior of a property that is used as a comparable in an appraisal; and

(ii) as to appraisals after the first 100 residential appraisals or first 20 non-residential appraisals completed, as applicable to the license or certification being sought, the inspection must satisfy all scope of work requirements.

(d) No more than one-third of the experience hours submitted toward licensure may come from any one of the categories identified in this Subsection (3)(b)(ii).

(4) Specific restrictions applicable to applicants for certification.

(a) An individual who obtained a license from the division through reciprocity shall provide to the division all records necessary for the division to verify that the individual satisfies the experience requirements outlined in these rules.

(b) The board may not award credit:

(i) for any appraisal where the applicant cannot prove more than 50% participation in the:

(A) data collection;

(B) verification of data;

(C) reconciliation;

(D) analysis;

(E) identification of property and property interests;

(F) compliance with USPAP standards; and

(G) preparation and development of the appraisal report; or

(ii) to more than one licensed appraiser per completed appraisal, except as provided in this Subsection (5).

(c)(i) An individual applying for certification as a state-certified residential appraiser shall document at least 75% of the hours submitted from:

(A) the residential experience hours schedule found in Appendix 1; or

(B) the residential portion of the mass appraisal hours schedule found in Appendix 3.

(ii) No more than 25% of the total hours submitted may be:

(A) the general experience hours schedule found in Appendix 2; or

(B) properties other than 1- to 4-unit residential properties identified in the mass appraisal hours schedule found in...
Appendix 3.

(6) An individual applying for certification as a state-certified general appraiser shall document at least 1,500 experience hours as having been earned from:

(i) the general experience hours schedule found in Appendix 2; or

(ii) properties other than 1- to 4-unit residential properties identified in the mass appraisal hours schedule found in Appendix 3.

(5) Specific restrictions applicable to mass appraisers.

(a) Single-property appraisals performed under USPAP Standards 1 and 2 by mass appraisers shall be awarded full credit pursuant to Appendices 1 and 2.

(b) Review and supervision of appraisals by mass appraisers shall be awarded credit pursuant to this Subsection (6)(b)-(c).

(c)(i) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform 60% or more of the appraisal work shall be awarded full credit pursuant to Appendix 3.

(ii) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform between 25% and 59% of the appraisal work shall be awarded 50% credit pursuant to Appendix 3.

(iii) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform less than 25% of the appraisal work shall be awarded no credit for the appraisal assignment.

(d) In addition to submitting proof of required experience and samples, randomly selected from the experience log, of work conforming to USPAP Standard 6:

(i) a state-licensed appraiser applicant whose experience is earned primarily through mass appraisal shall submit proof of having performed at least five appraisals conforming to USPAP Standards 1 and 2;

(ii) a state-certified residential appraiser applicant whose experience is earned primarily through mass appraisal shall submit proof of having performed at least eight residential appraisals:

(A) conforming to USPAP Standards 1 and 2; and

(B) including the following property types:

(I) vacant property;

(II) two- to four-unit dwelling;

(III) non-complex single-family unit; and

(IV) complex single-family unit; and

(a) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform 60% or more of the appraisal work shall be awarded full credit pursuant to Appendix 3.

(b) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform between 25% and 59% of the appraisal work shall be awarded 50% credit pursuant to Appendix 3.

(c) Mass appraisers and mass appraiser trainees who perform less than 25% of the appraisal work shall be awarded no credit for the appraisal assignment.

(d) In addition to submitting proof of required experience and samples, randomly selected from the experience log, of work conforming to USPAP Standard 6:

(i) a state-licensed appraiser applicant whose experience is earned primarily through mass appraisal shall submit proof of having performed at least five appraisals conforming to USPAP Standards 1 and 2;

(ii) a state-certified residential appraiser applicant whose experience is earned primarily through mass appraisal shall submit proof of having performed at least eight residential appraisals:

(A) conforming to USPAP Standards 1 and 2; and

(B) including the following property types:

(I) vacant property;

(II) two- to four-unit dwelling;

(III) non-complex single-family unit; and

(IV) complex single-family unit; and

(iii) a state-certified general appraiser applicant whose experience is earned primarily through mass appraisal shall submit proof of having performed at least eight appraisals from Appendix 2 conforming to USPAP Standards 1 and 2.

(e) No more than 60% of the total hours submitted for licensure or certification may be earned from any combination of assignment documents related to:

(i) property improvement inspection;

(ii) land segregation (division);

(iii) CAMA data entry; and

(iv) sale ratio study.

(f)(i) Mass appraisal of a personal property component of less than 50% of value shall be awarded full credit pursuant to Appendix 3 for the type of property appraised.

(ii) Mass appraisal of property with a personal property component of 50% to 75% of value shall be awarded 50% credit pursuant to Appendix 3 for the type of property appraised.

(iii) Mass appraisal of property with a personal property component greater than 75%, but less than 100%, shall be awarded 25% credit pursuant to Appendix 3 for the type of property appraised.

(iv) Mass appraisal of property with no real property component shall be awarded no credit.

(g) The appraisals submitted for review pursuant to this Subsection (5)(d) shall be selected from the applicant's most recent work.

(6) Special circumstances - condemnation appraisals, review appraisals, supervision of appraisers, other real estate experience, and government agency experience.

(a) Condemnation appraisals. A condemnation appraisal shall be awarded an additional 50% of the hours normally awarded for the appraisal if the condemnation appraisal includes a before-and-after appraisal because of a partial taking of the property.

(b) Review appraisals.

(i) Review appraisals shall be awarded experience credit when the appraiser performs technical reviews of appraisals prepared by employees, associates, or others, provided the appraiser complies with USPAP Standards Rule 3 when the appraiser is required to comply with the rule.

(ii) Except as provided in this Subsection (6)(e)(i), the following credit shall be awarded for review of appraisals:

(A) desk review: 30% of the hours that would be awarded if a separate written review appraisal report were prepared, up to a maximum of 500 hours; and

(B) field review: 50% of the hours that would be awarded if a separate written review appraisal report were prepared, up to a maximum of 500 hours.

(c) Supervision of appraisers. Except as provided in this Subsection (6)(e)(i), supervision of appraisers shall be awarded 20% of the hours that would be awarded to the appraisal, up to a maximum of 500 hours.

(d) Other real estate experience acceptable for certification.

(i) Provided that an applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the board that the applicant has the ability to arrive at a fair market value of property and to properly document value conclusions, the following activities may be used to satisfy up to 50% of the experience required for certification:

(A) preliminary valuation estimates;

(B) range of value estimates or similar studies;

(C) other real estate-related experience gained by:

(I) bankers;

(II) builders;

(III) city planners and managers; or

(IV) other individuals.

(ii) A comparative market analysis by an individual licensed under Section 61-27 et seq. may be granted up to 100% experience credit toward certification if:

(A) the analysis conforms with USPAP Standards Rules 1 and 2; and

(B) the individual demonstrates to the board that the individual uses similar techniques as appraisers to value properties and effectively utilize the appraisal process.

(iii) Except as provided in this Subsection (6)(e)(i), no more than 50% of the total experience required for certification may be earned through any combination of experience described in this Subsection (6)(b)-(d).

(e) Government agency experience.

(i) An individual who obtains experience hours in conjunction with investigation by a government agency is not subject to the hour limitations of this Subsection (6).

(ii) In addition to submitting proof of required experience, an applicant whose experience is earned primarily in conjunction with investigations by government agencies and through review of appraisals, with no opinion of value developed, shall submit proof of having complied with USPAP Standards 1 and 2 in performing appraisals as follows:

(A) if applying for state-licensed appraiser with experience reviewing residential appraisals, five appraisals of one-unit dwellings;

(B) if applying for state-certified residential appraiser with experience reviewing residential appraisals, eight appraisals of one-unit dwellings; and

(C) if applying for state-certified general appraiser with
experience reviewing appraisals of property types listed in Appendix 2, at least eight appraisals of property types identified in Appendix 2.

(7) The board, at its discretion, may request the division to verify the claimed experience by any of the following methods:
(a) verification with the clients;
(b) submission of selected reports to the board; and
(c) field inspection of reports identified by the applicant at the applicant's office during normal business hours.

R162-2g-304e. Experience Review Committee.
(1) The board may appoint a committee to review the experience claimed by applicants for licensure or certification.
(2) The committee shall:
(a) review each application for completion of the experience hours required for licensure or certification;
(b) correspond with applicants concerning submissions, if necessary; and
(c) make recommendations to the division and the board for licensure or certification approval or disapproval.
(3) The committee shall be composed of appraisers selected from among the following categories:
(a) residential appraisers;
(b) commercial appraisers;
(c) farm and ranch appraisers;
(d) right-of-way appraisers; and
(e) mass appraisers.
(4) The chairperson of the committee shall be appointed by the board.
(5) Meetings may be called upon:
(a) the request of the chairperson; or
(b) the written request of a quorum of committee members.
(6) If the board denies the application on the recommendation of an experience review committee member, the applicant may, within thirty days after the denial, make a written request for board review of the applicant's experience, stating specific grounds upon which relief is requested. The board shall thereafter consider the request and issue a written decision.

R162-2g-304f. Final Application for Licensure or Certification.
(1) Within 90 days after successfully completing the exam for licensure or certification, the applicant shall return to the division:
(a) a report from the testing service indicating successful completion of the exam within 24 months of the date on which the applicant obtains authorization to sit for the exam;
(b) an application form as required by the division and including:
(i) the applicant's business, home, and e-mail addresses;
(ii) the name and business address of any appraisal entity or government agency with which the applicant is affiliated; and
(iii) if the applicant is applying for certification, the fee for the federal registry.
(2)(a) A post office box without a street address is unacceptable as a business or home address.
(b) An applicant may designate any address to be used as a mailing address.

R162-2g-306a. Renewal and Reinstatement of a Registration, License, or Certification.
(1)(a) A registration, license, or certification is valid for two years and expires unless it is renewed according to this Subsection R162-2g-306a before the expiration date printed on the registration, license, or certificate.
(b) It shall be grounds for disciplinary sanction if, after an individual's registration, license, or certification has expired, the individual continues to perform work for which the individual is required to be registered, licensed, or certified.
(2)(a) To timely renew a registration, license, or certification, an applicant shall, prior to the expiration date of the registration, license, or certification, submit to the division:
(i) a completed renewal application as provided by the division;
(ii)(A) evidence that the continuing education requirements listed in this Subsection (2)(b) have been completed; or
(B) evidence sufficient to enable the Division, in its sole discretion, to determine that a deferral of continuing education is appropriate due to the applicant's having been currently or recently:
(I) assigned to active military duty; or
(II) impacted by a state- or federally-declared natural disaster; and
(iii) the applicable non-refundable renewal fee.
(b) The continuing education required under this Subsection (2)(a)(ii)(A) shall be completed during the two-year period preceding the date of application and shall include:
(i) the 7-hour National USPAP Update Course, taught by an instructor or instructors, at least one of whom is a state-certified appraiser in good standing and is USPAP certified by the AQB; or
(B) equivalent education, as determined through the course approval program of the AQB; and
(II) 21 additional hours of continuing education:
(i) certified by the division for the appraisal industry at the time the courses are taught (see Appendix 4, Table 2 for a list of continuing education topics); or
(ii) not required to be certified, pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-307d(3); or
(B) if the renewal applicant is also working toward certification, 21 hours of pre-licensing education credit applicable to the certification being sought.
(iii) An appraiser may earn continuing education credit for attendance at one meeting of the Board in each continuing education two-year cycle provided:
(A) the meeting is open to the public;
(B) the meeting is a minimum of two hours in length;
(C) the total credit for attendance at the meeting is limited to a maximum of seven hours; and
(D) the division verifies attendance to ensure that the appraiser attends the meeting for the required period of time.
(c)(i) A trainee who registered with the division prior to January 1, 2015 shall complete the Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee course by or before December 31, 2014.
(ii) A registered trainee may count the Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee course toward the continuing education requirement of this Subsection (2)(b)(ii)(A) during any renewal cycle in which the trainee completes the course.
(d)(i) An appraiser who supervises a trainee identified in Subsection (2)(c)(i) shall complete the Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee course by or before December 31, 2014.
(ii) A supervising appraiser may count the Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee course toward the continuing education requirement of Subsection (2)(b)(ii)(A) during any renewal cycle in which the appraiser completes the course.
(3)(a) In order to renew on time, an applicant shall complete continuing education hours by the 15th day of the month in which the registration, license, or certification expires.
(b) An applicant who complies with this Subsection (3)(a), but whose credits are not earned by the education provider pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-502a(5)(c), may obtain credit for the course(s) taken by:
(i) submitting to the division the original course completion certificates; and
(ii) filing a complaint against the provider.
(4) A license, certification, or registration may be renewed
for a period of 30 days after the expiration date upon payment of a late fee in addition to the requirements of this Subsection (2).

(5)(a) After the 30-day period described in this Subsection (4) and until six months after the expiration date, an individual may reinstate an expired license, certification, or registration by:
(i) complying with this Subsection (2);
(ii) paying a late fee; and
(iii) paying a reinstatement fee.
(b) After the six-month period described in this Subsection (5)(a) and until one year after the expiration date, an individual may reinstate an expired license, certification, or registration by:
(i) complying with this Subsection (2);
(ii) paying a late fee;
(iii) paying a reinstatement fee; and
(iv) completing 24 hours of additional continuing education as approved by the division.

(c)(i) An individual who does not reinstate an expired license, certification, or registration within 12 months of the expiration date shall:
(A) reapply with the division as a new applicant;
(B) retake and pass the 15-hour USPAP course; and
(C) retake and pass any applicable licensing or certification examination.
(ii) An individual reapplying under this Subsection (4)(c)(i) shall receive credit for previously credited pre-licensing education if:
(A) it was completed within the five-year period prior to the date of reapplication; and
(B) it was either:
(I) completed after January 1, 2008; or
(II) certified by the division and the AQB prior to January 1, 2008, as approved, qualified pre-licensing education.

(7) Renewal after deferment of continuing education due to active military service or the impacts of a state- or federally-declared disaster.

(a) An appraiser or trainee who is unable to complete the continuing education requirements to renew a registration, license, or certification due to active military service or because the individual has been impacted by a state- or federally-declared disaster may:
(i) submit a timely application for renewal pursuant to Subsection (2)(a)(ii)(B); and
(ii) request that the application for renewal be conditionally approved, with the expiration date of the applicant's registration, license, or certification extended pursuant to this Subsection (7)(b), pending the completion of the continuing education requirement.

(b) Upon the division's approving a deferral of continuing education, the expiration date of the applicant's registration, license, or certification shall be extended 90 days, during which time the applicant shall:
(i) complete the continuing education required for the renewal; and
(ii) submit proof of the continuing education to the division.


(1) An individual registered, licensed, or certified under these rules shall notify the division of any status change, including the following:
(a) creation or termination of an affiliation, except as provided in this Subsection (2);
(b) change of name; and
(c) change of business, home, mailing, or e-mail address.
(2) An individual is not required to report the creation or termination of an affiliation that:
(a) facilitates a single transaction; and
(b) is not part of an ongoing business association.
(3) Notification procedure.
(a) To report a change of name, an individual shall complete a paper change form and attach to it official documentation such as:
(i) marriage certificate;
(ii) divorce decree; or
(iii) driver license.
(b)(i) To report a change in affiliation or address, and individual shall complete and submit an electronic change form through RELMS.
(ii) A post office box without a street address is unacceptable as a business or home address. Any address may be designated as a mailing address.
(c) All change forms shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable processing fee.

(4) Deadlines and effective dates.
(a)(i) An individual shall comply with the notification requirements outlined in this Subsection R162-2g-306b within ten business days of making a status change.
(ii) If a deadline for notification falls on a day when the division is closed, the deadline shall be extended to the next business day.
(b) Status changes are effective on the date the properly executed forms and appropriate fees are received by the division.

R162-2g-307a. General Education Criteria Applicable to All Pre-Licensing Education and Continuing Education.

(1) A class hour is 60 minutes of which at least 50 minutes are instruction attended by the student.

(2) The prescribed number of class hours includes time for examinations.

(3) Experience may not be substituted for education, and education may not be substituted for experience.

R162-2g-307b. School Certification.

(1) Application. A school requesting certification shall:
(a) submit an application form as prescribed by the division, including:
(i) name, telephone number, email address, and address of:
(A) the school;
(B) the school director; and
(C) all owners of the school; and
(ii) as to each school director or owner, disclosure of criminal history and adverse regulatory actions;
(b) provide a description of:
(i) the type of school; and
(ii) the school's physical facilities;
(c) provide a statement outlining the:
(i) number of quizzes and examinations in each course offered;
(ii) grading system, including methods of testing and standards of grading;
(iii) requirements for attendance; and
(iv) school's refund policy.
(2) Standards for operation.
(a) All courses shall be taught in an appropriate classroom facility and not in a private residence, except for a course approved for distance education.
(b) A school shall teach the approved course of study as outlined in the state-approved outline.
(c) At the time of registration, a school shall provide to each student:
(i) the statement described in this Subsection (1)(c);
(ii) a copy of the qualifying questionnaire that the student
will be required by the division to answer as part of the pre-licensing or precertification examination; and
(iii) a criminal history disclosure statement.
(d) A school shall require each student to attend 100% of the scheduled class time in order to earn credit for the course.
(e)(i) A school may not award credit to any student who fails the final examination.
(ii) A student who fails a school final examination must wait three days before retesting and may not retake the same final examination.
(iii) A student who fails a final examination a second time must wait two weeks before retesting and may not retake either exam that the student previously failed.
(iv) A student who fails a final exam a third time shall fail the course.
(f) A school may not allow a student to challenge a course or any part of a course by taking an exam in lieu of attendance.
(g) Credit hours.
(i) For a course that is taught outside of a college or university setting, one credit hour may be awarded for 50 minutes of instruction within a 60-minute period, allowing for a ten-minute break.
(ii) For a course that is taught in a college or university setting:
(A) one quarter hour is equivalent to 10 credit hours; and
(B) one semester hour is equivalent to 15 credit hours.
(iii) A school may not award more than eight credit hours per day per student.
(3) A school shall report to the division within 10 calendar days of:
(a) any change in the information provided pursuant to this Subsection (1)(a)(i); and
(b) a school director or owner being convicted, or entering a plea in abeyance or diversion agreement, as to a criminal offense, excluding class C misdemeanors.
(4) A school certification is valid for two years from the date of issuance.
(b) To renew a school certification, an individual shall, prior to the date of expiration:
(i) submit a properly completed application as provided by the division; and
(ii) pay a nonrefundable applicable fee.

R162-2g-307c. Pre-licensing Course Certification.
(1) To certify a pre-licensing course, an applicant shall, at least 30 days prior to the course being taught, submit a completed application as required by the division, including:
(a) a course outline, including:
(i) a description of the course;
(ii) the length of time to be spent on each subject area, broken into segments of no more than 30 minutes each; and
(iii) three to five learning objectives for every three hours;
(b) a description of any method of instruction that will be used other than lecture method, including:
(i) webinar;
(ii) satellite broadcast; or
(iii) other form of distance education;
(c) copies of at least three final examinations administered in the course and the answer keys that will be used to determine if a student passes the course;
(d) the school procedure for maintaining the security of the final exams and answer keys;
(e) the titles, authors, and publishers of all required textbooks;
(f) the instructor(s) who will teach each class; and
(ii) evidence that each instructor is:
(A) certified by the division;
(B) qualified to serve as a guest lecturer; or
(C) a college or university faculty member who has academic training or appraisal experience satisfactory to the division and the board;
(g) a nonrefundable applicable fee; and
(h) a signed statement agreeing that the course provider will, within 10 business days of completing the class, upload to the division the following information:
(i) course name;
(ii) course certificate number assigned by the division;
(iii) date the course was taught;
(iv) number of credit hours; and
(v) name and license number of each student receiving education credit.
(2) Standards for approval of traditional classroom courses. Each course shall:
(a) meet the minimum standards set forth in the state-approved course outline governing the course, including minimum hourly requirements;
(b) be approved through the AQB course approval program;
(c) allow a maximum of 10% of the required class time for testing, including review test and final examination;
(d) use texts, workbooks, supplement pamphlets, and other materials that are appropriate and current in their application to the required course outline.
(3) Standards for approval of distance education
(a) A distance education course shall:
(i) comply with this Subsection (2);
(ii) provide interaction between the student and instructor;
(iii) include a written examination personally proctored by an official approved by the presenting entity;
(iv) meet the course delivery requirements established by the AQB and the International Distance Education Certification Center; and
(v) offer at least 15 credit hours.
(b) A distance education course offered by a college or university may be deemed acceptable to meet the credit hour requirement if the course content is approved by:
(i) the AQB;
(ii) a state licensing jurisdiction; or
(iii) a college or university that:
(A) offers distance education programs in other disciplines; and
(B) is approved or accredited by:
(I) the Commission on Colleges;
(II) a regional or national accreditation association; or
(III) an accrediting agency that is recognized by the United States Secretary of Education.
(4) Within 10 business days after the occurrence of any material change in a course that could affect approval, the school shall give the division written notice of the change.
(5) A course certification is valid for no more than 24 months.
(6) Credit for non-certified pre-licensing education.
(a) Division certification is not required for a pre-licensing course that is offered by a school, as defined in Subsection R162-2g-102(17) as long as:
(i) the course content:
(A) meets the minimum standards set forth in the Utah state-approved course outline; and
(B) is approved by the AQB course approval program;
(ii) the course provides at least 15 credit hours, including examination(s);
(iii) a closed-book, closed-note final examination is administered at the end of each course;
(iv) students are not allowed to earn credit from the course provider by challenge examination without first attending the course;
(v) credit is not awarded for duplicate or highly comparable classes;
(vi) where multiple classes are offered, they represent a progression in a student's knowledge; and
(vii) in order to receive credit, a student is required to:
(A) attend 100% of the scheduled class hours;
(B) complete all required exercises and assignments; and
(C) pass the course final examination.
(b) Hourly credit for a course taken from a professional appraisal organization shall be granted according to the division approved list.
(c) An applicant who wishes to be awarded credit for non-certified pre-licensing education shall:
(i) provide to the division a list of the course(s) taken, including:
   (A) course title(s);
   (B) name(s) of the sponsoring organization(s);
   (C) number of classroom hours completed;
   (D) date(s) of course completion; and
   (E) evidence that the course(s) meet the requirements of:
      (I) the AQB; and
      (II) if distance education, the International Distance Education Certification Center;
(ii) request review of the course by the division and board;
(iii) establish that the criteria outlined in this Subsection (6)(a) are met;
(iv) attest on a notarized affidavit that the courses have been completed as documented; and
(v) if requested by the division, provide proof of completion of the courses in the form of certificates, transcripts, report cards, letters of verification, or similar proof.
(7) Supervisory Appraiser and Appraiser Trainee Course.
In order to obtain certification of the supervisory appraiser and appraiser trainee course, a course provider shall:
(a) comply with this Subsection (1); and
(b) sign a written attestation agreeing to provide a paper copy of the course manual to each attendee.

R162-2g-307d. Continuing Education Course Certification.
(1) The division and the board may not award continuing education credit for a course that is taught in Utah to registered, licensed, or certified appraisers unless the course is certified prior to its being taught.
(2) To certify a continuing education course, an applicant shall, at least 30 days prior to the course being taught, submit a completed application as required by the division, including:
(a) name and contact information of the course sponsor and the entity through which the course will be provided;
(b) description of the physical facility where the course will be taught;
(c) the proposed number of credit hours for the course;
(d) identification of whether the method of instruction will be traditional education or distance education;
(e) title of the course;
(f) statement defining how the course will meet the objectives of continuing education by increasing the licensee's knowledge, professionalism, and ability to protect and serve the public;
(g) course outline including:
   (i) a description of the subject matter covered in each 15-minute segment; and
   (ii) a minimum of one learning objective for every hour of class time;
(h) the name and certification number of each certified instructor who will teach the course;
(i) copies of all materials that will be distributed to the participants;
(j) the procedure for pre-registration;
(k) the tuition or registration fee and a copy of the cancellation and refund policy;
(l) except for courses approved for distance education, the
   procedure for taking and maintaining control of attendance during class time;
(m) sample of the completion certificate;
(n) signed statement agreeing that the course provider will, within 10 business days of completing the class, upload to the division the following information:
   (i) course name;
   (ii) course certificate number assigned by the division;
   (iii) date the course was taught;
   (iv) number of credit hours; and
   (v) names and license numbers of all students receiving continuing education credit;
   (o) signed statement agreeing not to market personal sales products; and
   (p) other information the division might require.
(2) Standards for approval.
(a)(1) A distance education course shall:
   (A) offer distance education programs in other disciplines; and
   (B) be accredited by the Commission on Colleges or a regional accreditation association; or
   (II) is approved by the International Distance Education Certification Center.
   (b) The course topic must be AQB-approved.
   (c) The procedure for taking and maintaining control of attendance shall be more extensive than having the students sign a class roll.
   (d) The completion certificate shall allow for entry of:
      (i) licensee's name;
      (ii) type of license;
      (iii) license number;
      (iv) date of course;
      (v) name of the course provider;
      (vi) course title;
      (vii) course certification number and expiration date;
      (ix) credit hours awarded; and
      (x) signatures of the course sponsor and the licensee.
   (e) A real estate appraisal-related field trip that is submitted for continuing education credit may not include transit time to or from the field trip location as part of the credit hours awarded.
(4) Non-certified continuing education credit. Except as provided in Subsection R162-2g-307d(1), the board may award continuing education credit on a case-by-case basis for the following:
(a) up to one-half of an individual's continuing education credit requirement for:
   (i) participation, other than as a student, in appraisal educational processes and programs; or
   (ii) teaching, program development, authorship of textbooks, or similar activities that are determined by the board to be equivalent to obtaining continuing education;
   (b) service as a member of the experience review committee, or the technical advisory panel, if approved by the board and offered in accordance with AQB standards as a:
      (i) practicum course under this Subsection (3)(a); or
      (ii) course under this Subsection (3)(b); and
   (c) completion of any course that:
      (i) meets the continuing education objectives of increasing the licensee's knowledge, professionalism, and ability to protect and serve the public; and
      (ii) is taught outside the state of Utah.
R162-2g-307e. Instructor Certification for Pre-licensing Education.

(1) To certify as a pre-licensing education instructor, an individual shall:
   (a) evidence that the applicant meets the character and competency requirements outlined in Subsection R162-2g-302(2)-(3);
   (b) submit a completed application as provided by the division;
   (c) demonstrate knowledge of the subject matter to be taught as evidenced by:
      (i) current, active licensure or certification as applicable to the pre-licensing course proposed to be taught;
      (ii) a minimum of five years active experience in appraising;
      (iii)(A) college or other appropriate courses specific to the topic proposed to be taught; or
      (B) other experience acceptable to the board in the topic proposed to be taught;
   (d) if the individual proposes to teach a course in USPAP, evidence that the individual is an AQB-certified USPAP instructor; and
   (e) pay a nonrefundable application fee.

(2) A pre-licensing instructor certification is valid for 24 months from the date of issuance.

(3) To renew a pre-licensing instructor certification, an individual shall:
   (a) submit a completed application, as provided by the division;
   (b) evidence having taught at least 20 hours of in-class instruction in certified course(s) during the preceding term of certification;
   (c) evidence having attended a real estate instructor development workshop sponsored or approved by the division during the preceding two years; and
   (d) pay a nonrefundable application fee.

(4) To reinstate an expired pre-licensing instructor certification within 30 days following the expiration date, an individual shall:
   (a) complies with this Subsection (3); and
   (b) pay a nonrefundable late fee.

(5) To reinstate an expired pre-licensing instructor certification after 30 days and within six months following the expiration date, an individual shall:
   (a) complies with this Subsection (3);
   (b) pay a nonrefundable reinstatement fee; and
   (c) after a pre-licensing instructor certification has been expired for six months, an individual is required to apply as an original applicant and obtain a new certification.

R162-2g-307f. Instructor Certification for Continuing Education.

(1) A continuing education course that is required to be certified shall be taught by a certified instructor.

(2) To obtain a continuing education instructor certification, and individual shall, at least 30 days prior to the date on which instruction is proposed to begin:
   (a) evidence that the applicant meets the character and competency requirements outlined in Subsection R162-2g-302(2)-(3);
   (b) submit a completed application form, as provided by the division;
   (c) evidence:
      (i) at least three years of full-time experience in the course subject;
      (ii) college-level education related to the course subject; or
      (iii) a combination of experience and education acceptable to the division;
   (d) evidence:
      (i) at least 12 months of full-time teaching experience;
      (ii) part-time teaching experience equivalent to 12 months of full-time teaching experience; or
      (iii) attendance at the division's Instructor Development Workshop;
   (e) provide a signed statement agreeing to allow the instructor's courses to be randomly audited on an unannounced basis by the division or its representative;
   (f) provide a signed statement agreeing not to market personal sales products;
   (g) provide any other information the division requires; and
   (h) pay a nonrefundable application fee.

(3) A continuing education instructor certification is valid for two years.

(4) To renew a continuing education instructor certification, an individual shall, prior to the date of expiration:
   (a) submit a completed renewal application, as provided by the division;
   (b) evidence having taught a minimum of 12 continuing education credit hours during the past term of certification; or
   (c) provide a written explanation outlining the reason for not meeting the requirement having taught 12 continuing education credit hours and provide evidence satisfactory to the division that the applicant maintains an appropriate level of expertise; and
   (d) pay a nonrefundable renewal fee.

(5) To reinstate an expired continuing education instructor certification within 30 days following the expiration date, an individual shall:
   (a) comply with Subsection (4); and
   (b) pay a nonrefundable late fee.

R162-2g-308. Application for a Six-Month Temporary Permit.

(1) A non-resident of this state who is licensed or certified in another state and who wishes to apply for a six-month temporary permit to perform one or more specific appraisal assignments in Utah shall:
   (a) evidence that each specific appraisal assignment is covered by a contract to provide appraisals, including the following:
      (i) name of the client;
      (ii) specific property address(es) to be appraised;
      (iii) type(s) of property being appraised; and
      (iv) estimated time to complete each assignment;
   (b) submit an application as provided by the division and including the following:
      (i) complete and submit a qualifying questionnaire as provided by the division;
      (ii) sign an irrevocable consent to service authorizing the division to receive service of any lawful process on behalf of the applicant in any non-criminal proceeding arising out of the applicant's practice as an appraiser in this state;
      (iii) pay a nonrefundable application fee in the amount established by the division; and
(f) provide the starting date of the appraisal assignment for which the temporary permit is being sought.

(2)(a) A non-resident is limited to two temporary permits per calendar year, each of which may be extended one time for an additional six-month period if the assignment(s) for which the permit is issued have not been completed within the original six-month term of the temporary permit.

(b) A temporary permit may be extended by submitting the forms required by the division.

R162-2g-310. Application for Licensure or Certification Through Reciprocity.

An individual who is licensed or certified as an appraiser by another state may be licensed or certified in Utah by reciprocity on the following conditions:

(1) The applicant shall provide evidence that:
(a) the state in which the applicant is licensed requires appraisal pre-licensing education that is:
(i) approved by that state; and
(ii) substantially equivalent in number to the hours required for the license or certification for which the applicant is applying in Utah;
(b) the applicant's pre-licensing education included either:
(i) the 15-hour National USPAP Course; or
(ii) equivalent education as determined through the course approval program of the AQB; and
(c) the applicant has passed an examination that has been approved by the AQB for the license or certification for which the applicant is applying.

(2) The applicant shall:
(a) obtain and study the Utah Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Act and the rules promulgated thereunder; and
(b) sign an attestation that the applicant understands and will abide by both the statute and the rules.

(3) If the applicant resides outside of the state of Utah, the applicant shall sign an irrevocable consent to service authorizing the division to receive service of any lawful process on behalf of the applicant, in any noncriminal proceeding arising out of the applicant's practice as an appraiser in this state.

(4) The board may not issue a license or certification to an applicant who has been convicted of a criminal offense involving moral turpitude relating to the applicant's ability to provide services as an appraiser.

R162-2g-311. Scope of Authority.

(1) Trainees.
(a) An individual who has properly qualified as a trainee pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-302 may perform appraisal-related duties within the competence and scope of authority of the state-certified supervisory appraiser as follows:
(i) participating in property inspections;
(ii) measuring or assisting in the measurement of properties;
(iii) performing appraisal-related calculations;
(iv) participating in the selection of comparables for an appraisal assignment;
(v) making adjustments to comparables; and
(vi) drafting or assisting in the drafting of an appraisal report.
(b) The trainee may have more than one supervisory appraiser.
(c) The supervising appraiser shall be responsible to determine the point at which a trainee is competent to participate in each of the activities identified in this Subsection (1)(a), within the following limitations:
(i) As to the trainee's first 100 inspections of residential properties:
(A) the trainee shall be accompanied and supervised by a state-certified appraiser;
(B) both the interior and the exterior of the properties shall be inspected; and
(C) the appraisal report shall comply with the requirements of Subsection R162-2g-502a(1)(g).
(ii) As to the trainee's first 20 inspections of non-residential properties:
(A) the trainee shall be accompanied and supervised by a state-certified general appraiser;
(B) both the interior and the exterior of the properties shall be inspected; and
(C) the appraisal report shall comply with the requirements of Subsection R162-2g-502a(1)(g).
(d) A trainee may not:
(i) solicit or accept an assignment on behalf of anyone other than:
(A) the trainee's supervisor; or
(B) the supervisor's appraiser firm;
(ii) sign an appraisal report or discuss an appraisal assignment with anyone other than:
(A) the appraiser responsible for the assignment;
(B) state enforcement agencies;
(C) third parties as may be authorized by due process of law; and
(D) a duly authorized professional peer review committee.
(e) The following are not subject to the scope of authority limitations of this Subsection (1):
(i) the 15-hour National USPAP Course; and
(ii) any person performing an appraisal for the purposes of establishing the fair market value of real estate for the assessment roll.

(2) State-licensed appraisers. In a federally-related transaction, state-licensed appraisers may appraise:
(a) non-complex one- to four-residential units having a transaction value of less than $1,000,000;
(b) complex one- to four-residential units having a transaction value of less than $250,000; and
(c) vacant or unimproved land that is utilized for one- to four-family purposes, or for which the highest and best use is one- to four-family purposes, so long as net income capitalization analysis is not required by the terms of the assignment.

(3) State-licensed appraisers and state-certified residential appraisers may not perform appraisals of the following:
(a) subdivisions for which:
(i) a development analysis/appraisal is necessary; or
(ii) a discounted cash flow analysis is required by the terms of the assignment; and
(b) vacant land if the highest and best use of the land is for five or more one- to four-family units.

R162-2g-502a. Standards of Conduct and Practice.

(1) Affirmative duties in general. A person registered, licensed, or certified by the division shall:
(a) if employing an unlicensed assistant who is not registered as a trainee pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-302:
(i) actively supervise the unlicensed assistant; and
(ii) ensure that the assistant performs only clerical duties, including:
(A) typing research notes or reports completed by a trainee or an appraiser;
(B) taking photographs of properties; and
(C) obtaining copies of public records;
(b)(i) except as provided in this Subsection (2)(a), comply with the current edition of USPAP; and
(ii) observe the advisory opinions of USPAP;
(c) in order to authorize another individual to sign an appraisal report on behalf of the individual who completes the report:
(i) grant authority to the signer in writing;
(ii) limit the signing authority to a specific property address;
(iii) explicitly disclose within the appraisal report that the signer is authorized by the appraiser to sign the report on the appraiser's behalf;
(iv) attach a copy of the written permission required pursuant to this Subsection (1)(c)(i) to the report; and
(v) ensure that the signer signs the appraiser's name, followed by the word "by," and then followed by the signer's own name;
(d) if using a digital signature in place of a handwritten signature, ensure that:
(i) the software program that generates the digital signature has a security feature; and
(ii) no one other than the appraiser has control of the signature;
(e) retain a photocopy or other exact copy of each report as it is provided to the client, including the appraiser's signature;
(f) analyze and report the sales and listing history of the subject property for a period of not less than three years;
(g) include in each appraisal report a statement indicating whether or not the subject property was inspected as part of the appraisal process; and
(h) unless Subsection (2)(b) applies, respond within ten business days to division notification:
   (i) of a complaint against the individual; or
   (ii) that information is needed from the individual.

2. Exceptions.
   (a) An individual is exempt from complying with all provisions of USPAP when acting in an official capacity as:
   (i) a division staff member or employee; or
   (ii) a member of the experience review committee as appointed and approved by the board;
   (iii) a member of the technical review panel as appointed and approved by the board;
   (iv) a hearing officer;
   (v) a member of a county board of equalization;
   (vi) an administrative law judge;
   (vii) a member of the Utah State Tax Commission; or
   (viii) a member of the board.

3. A school shall:
   (a) maintain a record of each student's attendance for a minimum of five years after the student enrolls;
   (b) display the certification number of all continuing education courses in advertising and marketing;
   (c) as to each student who provides the school with an accurate name or license number, bank course completion information:
       (i) within 10 days after the end of a course offering; and
       (ii) to the database specified by the division;
   (d) upon request of the division, substantiate any claim made in an advertising or marketing;
   (e) within 15 calendar days of any material change in the information outlined in R162-2g-307b(1), provide to the division written notice of the change;
   (f) with regard to the criminal history disclosure required...
under R162-2g-307b(2)(c)(iii):
(i) obtain each student's signature before allowing the student to participate in course instruction;
(ii) retain each signed criminal history disclosure for a minimum of two years; and
(iii) make any signed criminal history disclosure available to the division upon request;
(g) maintain a high quality of instruction;
(h) adhere to all state laws and administrative rules regarding school and instructor certification;
(i) provide the instructor(s) for each course with the required course content outline;
(j) require instructors to adhere to the approved course content;
(k) comply with a division request for information within 10 business days of the date of the request; and
(l) verify that the material is current in any course taught on:
(i) Utah statutes;
(ii) Utah administrative rules;
(iii) Federal laws; and
(iv) Federal regulations.
(6) An instructor shall adhere to the approved outline for any course taught.

R162-2g-502b. Prohibited Conduct.
(1) An individual registered, licensed, or certified by the division may not:
(a) release to a client a draft report of a one- to four-unit residential real property;
(b) release to a client a draft report of a property other than a one- to four-unit residential real property unless:
(i) the first page of the report prominently identifies the report as a draft;
(ii) the draft report is signed by the appraiser; and
(iii) the appraiser complies with USPAP in the preparation of the draft report;
(c) affix a signature to an appraisal report by means of a signature stamp; or
(d) sign a blank or partially completed appraisal report that will be completed by anyone other than the appraiser who has signed the report;
(e) sign an appraisal report containing a statement indicating that an appraiser has inspected a property if the appraiser has not inspected the property; or
(f) split appraisal fees with any person who is not a state-licensed or state-certified appraiser, except that a supervising appraiser may pay a trainee reasonable compensation proportionate to the lawful services actually performed by the trainee in connection with appraisals.
(2) A trainee may not:
(a) solicit a client to address an engagement letter directly to the trainee; or
(b) accept payment for appraisal services from anyone other than:
(i) the trainee's supervisor; or
(ii) an appraisal or government entity with which the trainee is affiliated.
(3) A supervising appraiser may not:
(a) sign a report that is completed in response to an engagement letter that is addressed to a trainee;
(b) sign an appraisal report as the supervising appraiser without having given adequate supervision to the trainee, appraiser, or assistant being supervised;
(4) A state-licensed appraiser may not place a seal on an appraisal report or use a seal in any other manner likely to create the impression that the appraiser is a state-certified appraiser.
(5) A school may not:
(a) in advertising and marketing:
(i) make a misrepresentation about any course of instruction;
(ii) make statements or implications that disparage the dignity and integrity of the appraisal profession;
(iii) disparage a competitor's services or methods of operation;
(iv) as to a continuing education course, use language that indicates division approval is pending or otherwise forthcoming;
(b) allow by any means to obtain or use the questions on the state licensure or certification exam unless those questions have been dropped from the current exam bank;
(c) accept payment from a student without first providing to that student the information outlined in R162-2g-307b(2)(e);
(d) continue to operate after the expiration date of the school certification without renewing;
(e) continue to offer a course after its expiration date without renewing;
(f) allow an instructor whose instructor certification has expired to continue teaching;
(g) allow an individual student to earn more than eight credit hours of education in a single day;
(h) award credit to a student who has not complied with the minimum attendance requirements;
(i) allow a student to obtain credit for all or part of a course by taking an examination in lieu of attending the course;
(j) give valuable consideration to a person licensed with or certified by the division under Section 61-2g for referring students to the school;
(k) accept valuable consideration from a person licensed with or certified by the division under Section 61-2g for referring students to a licensed or certified appraiser; or
(l) require a student to attend any program organized for the purpose of solicitation.
(6) A continuing education provider may not:
(a) in advertising and marketing:
(i) make a misrepresentation about any course of instruction;
(ii) make statements or implications that disparage the dignity and integrity of the appraisal profession; or
(iii) dis disparage a competitor's services or methods of operation;
(iv) as to a continuing education course, use language that indicates division approval is pending or otherwise forthcoming;
(b) allow a student to obtain credit for all or part of a course by taking an examination in lieu of attending the course;
(c) allow an instructor whose instructor certification has expired to continue teaching;
(d) allow an individual student to earn more than eight credit hours of education in a single day;
(e) award credit to a student who has not complied with the minimum attendance requirements; or
(f) allow a student to obtain credit for all or part of a course by taking an examination in lieu of attending the course.
(7) An instructor may not:
(a) continue to teach any course after the course has expired and without renewing the course certification; or
(b) continue to teach any course after the individual's certification has expired and without renewing the instructor certification.

R162-2g-504. Administrative Proceedings.
(1) Formal adjudicative proceedings. An adjudicative proceeding conducted subsequent to the issuance of a cease and desist order or other emergency order shall be conducted as a formal adjudicative proceeding.
(2) Informal adjudicative proceedings.
(a) An adjudicative proceeding as to any matter not specifically designated as requiring a formal adjudicative proceeding shall be conducted as an informal adjudicative proceeding.
(b) A hearing shall be held in an informal adjudicative
proceeding only if required or permitted by the Utah Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification Act or by these rules.

(3)(a) A hearing before the board will be held in:
(i) a proceeding conducted subsequent to the issuance of a cease and desist order or other emergency order;
(ii) a case where the division seeks to deny an application for original or renewed registration, licensure, or certification for failure of the applicant to meet the criteria of good moral character, honesty, integrity or truthfulness;
(iii) a case where the division seeks disciplinary action pursuant to Sections 61-2g-501 and 502 against a trainee or an appraiser; and
(iv) an appeal from an automatic revocation under Section 61-2g-302(2)(d), if the appellant requests a hearing.

(b) If properly requested by the applicant, a hearing will be held before the board to consider an application:
(i) that is denied by the division on the grounds that the instructor's attestation to upstanding moral character is false;
(ii) for an initial appraiser license or certification that is denied by the board on the recommendation of the experience review committee; and
(iii) for a temporary permit that is denied by the division for any reason.

(c) A hearing is not required and will not be held in the following informal adjudicative proceedings:
(i) the issuance, renewal, or reinstatement of a trainee registration or an appraiser license or certification by the division;
(ii) the issuance or renewal of an appraisal course, school, or instructor certification;
(iii) the issuance of any interpretation of statute, rule or order, or the issuance of any written opinion or declaratory order determining the applicability of a statute, rule or order, when enforcement or implementation of the statute, rule or order lies within the jurisdiction of the division; and
(iv) the denial of renewal or reinstatement of a trainee registration or an appraiser license or certification for failure to complete any continuing education required by statute or rule; and

(v) the denial of an application for an original or renewed registration of a trainee, instructor, or course certification on the ground that it does not comply with the requirements stated in these rules.

(4)(a) Request for agency action. The following applications shall be deemed a request for agency action:
(i) registration as a trainee;
(ii) licensure or certification as an appraiser;
(iii) certification of a course, school, or instructor; and
(iv) issuance of a temporary permit.

(b) Any other request for agency action shall be in writing, signed by the requestor, and shall contain the following:
(i) the name, address, and telephone number of each person, if known;
(ii) the agency's file number or other reference number, if known;
(iii) the date of mailing of the request for agency action; and
(iv) a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the agency action is requested, if known;

(v) a statement of the relief or action sought from the division; and
(vi) a statement of the facts and reasons forming the basis for relief or agency action.

(c) A complaint against a trainee, an appraiser, or the holder of a temporary permit requesting that the division commence an investigation or a disciplinary action is not a request for agency action.

(5) Procedures for hearings in informal adjudicative proceedings.

(a) All informal adjudicative proceedings shall adhere to procedures as outlined in:

(i) Utah Administrative Procedures Act Title 63G, Chapter 4;
(ii) Utah Administrative Code Rule R151-4 et seq.; and
(iii) the rules promulgated by the division.

(b) Except as provided in this Subsection (6)(b), a party is not required to file a written answer to a notice of agency action from the division in an informal adjudicative proceeding.

(c) In any proceeding under this Subsection R162-2g-504, the board and division may at their discretion delegate a hearing to an administrative law judge or request that an administrative law judge assist the board and the division in conducting the hearing. Any delegation of a hearing to an administrative law judge shall be in writing.

(d) Upon the scheduling of a hearing by the division and at least 30 days prior to the hearing, the division shall, by first class postage-prepaid delivery, mail written notice of the date, time, and place scheduled for the hearing, to the respondent at the address last provided to the division pursuant to Subsection R162-2g-306b.

(ii) The notice shall set forth the matters to be addressed in the hearing.

(e) Formal discovery is prohibited.

(f) The division may issue subpoenas or other orders to compel production of necessary evidence:
(i) on its own behalf; or
(ii) on behalf of a party where the party:
(A) makes a written request;
(B) assumes responsibility for effecting service of the subpoena; and
(C) bears the costs of the service, any witness fee, and any mileage to be paid to a witness.

(g) Upon ordering a licensee to appear for a hearing, the division shall provide to the licensee the information that the division will introduce at the hearing.

(h) Intervention is prohibited.

(i) Hearings shall be open to all parties unless the presiding officer closes the hearing pursuant to:
(i) Title 63G, Chapter 4, the Utah Administrative Procedures Act; or
(ii) Title 52, Chapter 4, the Open and Public Meetings Act.

(j) Upon filing a proper entry of appearance with the division pursuant to Utah Administrative Code Section R151-4-110(1)(a), an attorney may represent a party.

(6) Additional procedures for disciplinary proceedings.

(a) The division shall commence a disciplinary proceeding by filing and serving on the respondent:
(i) a notice of agency action;
(ii) a petition setting forth the allegations made by the division;
(iii) a witness list, if applicable; and
(iv) an exhibit list, if applicable.

(b) Answer.

(i) At the time the petition is filed, the presiding officer, upon a determination of good cause, may require the respondent to file an answer to the petition by so ordering in the notice of agency action.

(ii) The respondent may file an answer, even if not ordered to do so in the notice of agency action.

(iii) Any answer shall be filed with the division no later than 30 days following the mailing date of the notice of agency action pursuant to this Subsection (6)(a).

(c) Witness and exhibit lists.

(i) Where applicable, the division shall provide its witness and exhibit lists to the respondent at the time it mails its notice of agency action.

(ii) Any witness list shall contain:
(A) the name, address, and telephone number of each witness; and
(B) a summary of the testimony expected from the witness.
Appendix 1. Residential Experience Hours Schedule. The hours shown in the following schedule shall be awarded to form appraisals. Fifteen hours may be added to the hours shown if the appraisal is a narrative appraisal instead of a form appraisal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Type</th>
<th>Hours that may be earned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) living area less than 4,000 square feet, including a site</td>
<td>Up to 10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) up to 10 acres</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 1-25 lots</td>
<td>5 hours per lot, up to a maximum of 30 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Over 25 lots</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Over 50 units</td>
<td>15 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) all other unusual structures or acreage which are much larger or more complex than typical properties</td>
<td>board decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) review of residential appraisals with no opinion of value developed as part of the review performed in conjunction with investigations by government agencies</td>
<td>10-50 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) recreational, farm, or timber acreage suitable for a house site:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) up to 10 acres</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) 10 acres or more</td>
<td>15 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l) all other unusual structures or acreage which are much larger or more complex than typical properties</td>
<td>board decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) review of residential appraisals with no opinion of value developed as part of the review performed in conjunction with investigations by government agencies</td>
<td>10-50 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 2. General Experience Hours Schedule. All appraisal reports claimed for property types identified in sections (a) through (k) of the following schedule shall be narrative appraisal reports. Experience hours listed in this schedule may be increased by 50% for unique and complex properties if the applicant notes the number of extra hours claimed on the appraiser experience log submitted by the applicant, and if the applicant maintains in the workfile for the appraisal an explanation as to why the extra hours are claimed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Type</th>
<th>Hours that may be earned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) multiple lots in the same subdivision, which lots are substantially similar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) 1-25 lots</td>
<td>5 hours per lot, up to a maximum of 30 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Over 25 lots</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Over 50 units</td>
<td>15 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix 3. Non-Residential Experience Hours Schedule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Type</th>
<th>Hours that may be earned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) vacant land, 20-640 acres</td>
<td>20-40 hours, per board decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) over 60 acres</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) all other unusual structures or acreage which are much larger or more complex than typical properties</td>
<td>board decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) review of non-residential appraisals with no opinion of value developed as part of the review performed in conjunction with investigations by government agencies</td>
<td>10-50 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) Any exhibit list:
(A) shall contain an identification of each document or other exhibit that the party intends to use at the hearing; and
(B) shall be accompanied by copies of the exhibits.

(iv)(A) The presiding officer, upon a determination of good cause, may require a respondent to file a witness and exhibit list.
(B) Failure to comply with a requirement to file a witness and exhibit list may result in the exclusion of any witness or exhibit not disclosed.

(d) Pre-hearing motions.
(i) Any pre-hearing motion permitted under the Administrative Procedures Act or the rules promulgated by the Department of Commerce shall be made in accordance with those rules.
(ii) The division director shall receive and rule upon any pre-hearing motions.

R162-2g-601. Appendices.

Appendix 1. Residential Experience Hours Schedule. The hours shown in the following schedule shall be awarded to form appraisals. Fifteen hours may be added to the hours shown if the appraisal is a narrative appraisal instead of a form appraisal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Type</th>
<th>Hours that may be earned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) one-unit dwelling, above-grade living area less than 4,000 square feet:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMA Data Input and Review</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) one-unit dwelling, above-grade living area 4,000 square feet or more:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMA Data Input and Review</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) two to four unit dwelling:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMA Data Input and Review</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) commercial and industrial buildings, depending on complexity:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5-9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMA Data Input and Review</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) agricultural and other improvements, depending on complexity:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest and Best Use Analysis</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Description</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Inspection</td>
<td>0.5-9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMA Data Input and Review</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Conditions</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement Cost Estimate</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Comparison Value Estimate</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Reconciliation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides a summary of the estimated hours required for various property types and assessments, based on the experience of appraisers.
Task | Hours | depending on complexity | 10-80 hours |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
Highest and Best Use Analysis | 0.25-0.5 | (g) appraisal review/audit, depending on complexity | 2.5-125 hours |
Neighborhood Description | 0.5 | (f) capitalization rate study | 10 to 180 hours |
Exterior Inspection | 0.25-0.5 | (e) mineral pricing study | 10 to 100 hours |
Interior Inspection | 0.5 | (d) effective tax rate study | 10 to 100 hours |
CAMA Data Input and Review | 0.5 | (c) Ad valorem centrally assessed property tax appeal preparation | 5 to 125 hours |
Market Conditions | 0.75 | (b) Ad valorem centrally assessed | |
Land Value Estimate | 0.5-1 | (a) Ad valorem centrally assessed property tax appeal preparation | |
Improvement Cost Estimate | 0.5-1 | | |
Income Value Estimate | 1-3 | | |
Sales Comparison Value Estimate | 1-3 | | |
Final Reconciliation | 0.25 | | |
Appraisal Report Preparation | 2.0 | | |
Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation | 0.5 | | |
(i) vacant land, depending on complexity: | | | |
Part 6 |
Task | Hours | | |
Highest and Best Use Analysis | 0.25-0.5 | | |
Neighborhood Description | 0.5 | | |
Site Inspection | 0.25 | | |
Land Segregation | 0.25 | | |
CAMA Data Input and Review | 0.5 | | |
Inspection | 0.25-2.25 | | |
Market Conditions | 0.75 | | |
Sales Comparison Value Estimate | 1-3 | | |
Final Reconciliation | 0.25 | | |
Appraisal Report Preparation | 2.0 | | |
Restricted Appraisal Report Preparation | 0.5 | | |
(q) land valuation guideline (development): | | | |
(1) 25 or fewer parcels | 10 hours | | |
(2) 26 to 500 parcels | 30 hours | | |
(3) over 500 parcels | 25 additional hours for each 500 parcels, up to a maximum of 125 hours for each guideline | | |
(h)land valuation guideline (update): | | | |
(i) 25 or fewer parcels | 1 hour | | |
(ii) 26 to 500 parcels | 3 hours | | |
(iii) over 500 parcels | 2.5 additional hours for each 500 parcels, up to a maximum of 12.5 hours for each guideline | | |
(i) assessment/sales ratio study, data collection, verification, sample inspection, analysis, conclusion, and implementation: | | | |
(i) base study of 100 reviewed sales | 125 hours | | |
(ii) additional increments of 100 sales | 25 additional hours for each 100 additional sales, up to a maximum of 37.5 hours for each study | | |
(j) multiple regression model, development and implementation: | | | |
(i) fewer than 5,000 parcels | 100 hours | | |
(ii) additional increments of 500 parcels | 5 additional hours for each additional 500 parcels, up to a maximum of 37.5 hours for each regression model | | |
(k) industry depreciation study and analysis | | | |
(i) reviews of “land value in use” in accordance with U.C.A. Section 59-2-505: | | | |
(ii) office review only | 0.25 hours | | |
(ii) field review | 0.5 hours | | |
(n) natural resource properties, depending on complexity: | | | |
(1) sand and gravel | 1-20 hours per site | | |
(2) mine | 1-110 hours per site | | |
(3) oil and gas | 1-50 hours per site | | |
(m) pipelines and gas distribution properties, depending on complexity | | | |
(n) telephone and electricity properties, depending on complexity | | | |
(o) airline and railroad properties, | | | |

Appendix 4. Appraiser Education.

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required Core Curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-Hour national USPAP Course or its Equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licensed Appraiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-Hour national USPAP Course or its Equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Market Analysis and Highest and Best Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Appraiser Site Valuation and Cost Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Sales Comparison and Income Approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Report Writing and Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Residential Applications and Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Subject Matter Electives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(May include hours over minimum shown above in other modules)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified Residential Education Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified General*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Appraisal Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-Hour national USPAP Course or its Equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Appraiser Market Analysis and Highest and Best Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics, Modeling and Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Appraiser Site Valuation and Cost Approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Appraiser Report Writing and Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal Subject Matter Electives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(May include hours over minimum shown above in other modules)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certified General Education Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continued Education Topics (Division Certification Required)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Ad valorem taxation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The four Certified General courses identified with an asterisk * may substitute for the equivalent four Licensed Appraiser or Certified Residential courses when a candidate provides proof of completion of these courses when applying for a Licensed or Certified Residential appraisal credential.

TABLE 2

*Ad valorem taxation
(2) Arbitration, dispute resolution
(3) Courses related to the practice of real estate appraisal or consulting
(4) Development cost estimating
(5) Ethics and standards of professional practice, USPAP
(6) Land use planning, zoning
(7) Management, leasing, timesharing
(8) Property development, partial interests
(9) Real estate law, easements, and legal interests
(10) Real estate litigation, damages, condemnation
(11) Real estate financing and investment
(12) Real estate appraisal related computer applications
(13) Real estate securities and syndication
(14) Developing opinions of real property value in appraisals that also include personal property and/or business value
(15) Seller concessions and impact on value
(16) Energy efficient items and "green building" appraisals

**KEY:** real estate appraisals, school certification, instructor certification
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61-2g-201(2)(h)
61-2g-202(1)
61-2g-205(5)(c)
61-2g-307(3)
61-2g-401(5)
R251. Corrections, Administration.
R251-104. Declaratory Orders.
R251-104-1. Purpose.
As required by Section 63G-4-503, UCA, the purpose of this rule is to define policy, procedures and requirements governing the submission, review, and disposition of petitions for declaratory orders determining the applicability of statutes, rules, and orders within the jurisdiction of the Department.

R251-104-2. Authority.
This rule is required by Title 63G, Chapter 4, the Utah Administrative Procedures Act, and is enacted under the authority of Sections 63G-4-503, 63G-3-201, and 64-13-10 of the Utah Code.

R251-104-3. Definitions.
"Applicability" means whether a statute, rule or order should be applied to a given circumstance, and if so, how the statute, rule or order should be applied.
"Declaratory order" means an administrative interpretation or explanation of rights, status and other legal relations under a statute, rule or order.
"Department" means Utah Department of Corrections.

R251-104-4. Policy.
It is the policy of the Department that:
(1) any interested person may petition the Department for a declaratory order regarding statutes, orders, and rules which pertain to the jurisdiction of the Department;
(2) the Department shall provide forms, content and filing instructions to any person wishing to submit a petition for a declaratory order;
(3) the Department shall not review a petition for a declaratory order that is:
   (a) not within the jurisdiction of the agency;
   (b) irrelevant or immaterial; or
   (c) otherwise excluded by state or federal law;
(4) the Department shall not review the petition if the person requesting the declaratory order has participated in an adjudicative proceeding concerning the same issue within 12 months of the date of the present request;
(5) the petition shall be reviewed and a declaratory order or progress report shall be issued by the Executive Director/designee within 30 days of receipt of the request;
(6) unless the petitioner and the Department agree in writing to an extension, or if the Department has not issued a declaratory order within 60 days after the receipt of the request for the declaratory order, the petition is to be considered as having been denied; and
(7) a declaratory order issued has the same status and binding effect as any other order issued in an adjudicative proceeding.

KEY: corrections, right of petition, appellate procedures
1993 63-46b-21
Notice of Continuation October 13, 2015
R251. Corrections, Administration.
R251-110. Sex and Kidnap Offender Registration Program.
R251-110-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized under Sections 63G-3-201, 64-13-10, and 77-41, of the Utah Code.
(2) The purpose of the rule is to define the registrant requirement and process for obtaining sex and kidnap offender registration information.

R251-110-2. Definitions.
(1) As used in this section:
(a) "Department" means Utah Department of Corrections;
(b) "registrant" means any individual who is registered under UCA 77-41, of the Utah Code; and
(c) "Sex and Kidnap Offender Registry" means the unit of the Department assigned to manage the state's sex and kidnap offender registration program, sex and kidnap offender information files and disseminate information on sex and kidnap offenders.

R251-110-3. Registrant Requirements.
(1) A sex/kidnap offender as defined under Section 77-41-102, of the Utah Code, shall adhere to the provisions in stated code.
(2) Registrants shall sign the Utah Sex and Kidnap Offender Registration Form upon each request.

R251-110-4. Public Access to Sex Offender Registry.
(1) If members of the public do not have access to the sex and kidnap offender registry website, they may request sex and kidnap offender registration information from the Department's Sex and Kidnap Offender Registry.
(a) Requests may be in writing with a return address and telephone number.
(b) Requests shall be sent to the Utah Department of Corrections, Sex and Kidnap Offender Registry Unit, 14717 S. Minuteman Drive, Draper, Utah 84020.
(c) If a requestor changes his or her residence after having submitted a request, but prior to receiving a response from the Department, it is the requestor's obligation to file another request with a current return address and telephone number.
(d) Members of the public may request information by telephone.

R251-110-5. Instructions for Use of the Information.
(1) Information compiled for this registry may not be used to harass or threaten sex offenders or their families.
(2) Harassment, stalking, or threats are prohibited and doing so may violate Utah criminal law.

KEY: sex and kidnap crimes, notification
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R251. Corrections, Administration.


R251-712-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized under Sections 63G-3-201, 64-13-7 and 64-13-10, of the Utah Code.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to provide the Department's policy regarding inmates leaving the institution on parole, termination, expiration of sentence, or being released to a detainer.

"Detainer" means a hold on an inmate by another institution or jurisdiction who still has legal jurisdiction over the inmate in order to regain custody once released from the Utah State Prison.

R251-712-3. Policy.
It is the policy of the Department that:
(1) release transactions at the prison shall conform to statutory and other legal requirements;
(2) inmates leaving the prison, either on parole or to another jurisdiction shall be verified as to eligibility for release from the Utah State Prison;
(3) the Board of Pardons and Parole is the releasing authority for all inmates; and
(4) if an inmate is to be released to a detainer, it shall be the responsibility of the receiving agency to make arrangements for housing and transportation.

KEY: corrections, prisons
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R277-116-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3 which vests general control and supervision of public education in the Board;
(b) Subsection 63I-5-201(4) which requires the Board to direct the establishment of an internal audit department for programs administered by the entities it governs;
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3) which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities;
(d) Subsection 53A-1-402(1)(e) which directs the Board to develop rules and minimum standards regarding school productivity and cost effectiveness measures, school budget formats, and financial, statistical, and student accounting requirements for the local school districts;
(e) Section 53A-1-404 which allows the Board to approve auditing standards for school boards;
(f) Section 53A-1-405 which makes the Board responsible for verifying audits of local school districts; and
(g) Subsection 53A-17a-147(2) which directs the Board to assess the progress and effectiveness of all programs funded under the State System of Public Education.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to:
(a) outline the role of the Audit Director, Superintendent, and agency in the audit process; and
(b) outline the Board's procedures for audits of agencies.

(1) "Agency" means:
(a) an entity governed by the Board;
(b) an LEA; or
(c) a sub-recipient.
(2) "Audit committee" means a standing committee of members appointed by the Board.
(3) "Audit Director" means the person who:
(a) directs the audit program of the Board;
(b) is appointed by and reports to the audit committee; and
(c) is independent of the agencies subject to Board audit.
(4) "Audit plan" means a prioritized list of audits to be performed in the audit program within a specified period of time that is reviewed, approved, and adopted at least annually.
(5) "Audit program" means a department that provides internal audit services for the Board that is directed by the Audit Director.
(6) "An entity governed by the Board" means the SCSB, USBD, USOE, or USOR.
(7) "Draft audit report" means a draft audit report compiled by the Audit Director that is classified as protected under Title 63G, Chapter 2, Part 3, Section 305, Protected records.
(8) "Final audit report" means a draft audit report that is approved by the audit committee and the Board as a final audit report that is classified as public under Title 63G, Chapter 2, Part 3, Section 301, Public records.
(9) "Sub-recipient" means any entity that receives funds from an entity governed by the Board.

R277-116-3. Audit Director Authority and Responsibilities.
The Audit Director shall:
(1) direct the audit program:
(a) as approved by the Board and audit committee by objectively evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the operations of the agency being audited;
(b) in accordance with the current International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing; and
(c) as otherwise required by the Board;
(2) ensure that collectively the audit department possesses the knowledge, skills, and experience essential to the practices of the profession and are proficient in applying internal auditing standards, procedures, and techniques;
(3) employ:
(a) a sufficient number of professional and support staff to implement an effective internal audit program; and
(b) audit staff who are qualified in disciplines that include:
(i) accounting;
(ii) business management;
(iii) public administration;
(iv) human resource management;
(v) economics;
(vi) finance;
(vii) statistics;
(viii) electronic data processing; or
(ix) engineering;
(4) inform the audit committee if additional professional and support staff are necessary to implement an effective internal audit program;
(5) base compensation, training, job tenure, and advancement of internal auditing staff on job performance;
(6) propose audit rules, policies, and amendments, for approval and adoption by the Board that maintain staff independence from operational and management responsibilities that would impair staff's ability to make independent audits of an agency;
(7) develop and recommend an audit plan to the Board and the audit committee based on the findings of periodic risk assessments, audits, and budget;
(8) perform an audit of a special program, activity, function, or organizational unit of an agency at the direction of the Board or the audit committee with one or more objectives, including:
(a) to verify the accuracy and reliability of agency records;
(b) to assess compliance with management policies, plans, procedures, and regulations;
(c) to assess compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations;
(d) to evaluate the efficient and effective use of agency resources;
(e) to verify the appropriate protection of agency assets; and
(f) review and evaluate internal controls over the agency's accounting systems, administrative systems, electronic data processing systems, and all other major systems necessary to ensure the fiscal and administrative accountability of the state agency;
(9) determine the assignment and scope of the audits;
(10) periodically discuss relevant matters with the audit committee including whether there are any restrictions on the scope of the audits;
(11) submit draft audit reports directly to the Board and to the audit committee;
(12) receive comments from the Board and responses from the Superintendent on the draft audit report;
(13) edit draft audit report based upon the comments and responses received;
(14) resubmit a draft audit report to the Board and audit committee:
(a) after receipt of comments from the Board and responses from the Superintendent; and
(b) until a draft audit report is approved and adopted as a final audit report by the Board;
(15) report monthly to the audit committee, or as otherwise directed by the audit committee, including:
(a) reviewing current audits being performed both internally and externally;
(b) the scope of the internal and external audits;
(c) status of internal and external audits;
(d) follow up draft audit reports; and
R277-116-4. Superintendent Authority and Responsibilities.

The Superintendent shall establish the audit program by:

(1) providing resources necessary to conduct the audit program including adequate funds, staff, tools, and space to support the audit program;

(2) facilitating communications with those charged with governance, management, and staff as requested by the Audit Director or the audit committee to ensure the access necessary to perform an audit;

(3) ensuring access to all personnel, records, data, and other agency information that the Audit Director or staff consider necessary to carry out their assigned duties;

(4) notifying the Audit Director of external audits of entities governed by the Board;

(5) notifying the agency that the Audit Director shall be the liaison for an external audit; and

(6) supporting the audit program as otherwise requested by the audit committee or Audit Director.

R277-116-5. Agency Authority and Responsibilities.

The agency shall wholly cooperate and provide the Audit Director and the internal audit staff all:

(1) necessary access to those charged with governance, management, and staff; and

(2) personnel, records, data, and other agency information that the Audit Director or staff consider necessary to carry out their assigned duties.


(1) The audit plan prepared by the Audit Director shall:

(a) identify the individual audits to be conducted during each year;

(b) identify the related resources to be devoted to each of the respective audits;

(c) ensure that internal controls are reviewed periodically as determined by the Board or by the audit committee; and

(d) ensure that audits that evaluate the efficient and effective use of agency resources are adequately represented in the audit plan.

(2) Upon request, the Audit Director shall make a copy of the approved and adopted audit plan available to the state auditor, legislative auditor, or other appropriate external auditors to assist in planning and coordination of any external financial, compliance, electronic data processing, or performance audit.


(1) The Audit Director shall develop and recommend an audit plan to the Board and the audit committee based on the findings of periodic risk assessments and audits.

(2) Once approved and adopted by the Board, the Audit Director shall implement the audit plan.

(3) As requested by the audit committee or Audit Director, the Superintendent shall establish the audit program.

(4) The agency shall provide all information to the Audit Director and audit staff for the audit to be timely conducted.

(5) After conducting an audit, the Audit Director shall submit a draft audit report to:

(a) the audit committee;

(b) the Board; and

(c) the Superintendent for response or comment.

(6) Within fourteen days of the Audit Director's submission of the draft audit report to the Board and audit committee, the Superintendent shall either:

(a) provide a written response or comment to the Board, audit committee, and Audit Director to the draft audit report; or

(b) file a written request for an extension to the audit committee setting forth:

(i) the steps necessary to investigate and prepare a response to the draft audit report;

(ii) the time necessary to perform each step; and

(iii) the latest date that the Superintendent's written response or comment will be given to the Board, audit committee and Audit Director.

(7) Upon receiving written response and comment from the Superintendent, the Audit Director shall:

(a) incorporate into the draft audit report the written responses and comments, if any, received from the Board, the audit committee, and the Superintendent; and

(b) submit the amended draft audit report to the audit committee for recommendation.

(8) The audit committee may:

(a) recommend an amended draft audit report for approval and adoption; or

(b) send the amended draft audit report back to the Audit Director with instructions for additional review.

(9) Upon recommendation from the audit committee on the amended draft audit report, the Board may:

(a) approve and adopt an amended draft audit report as the final audit report; or

(b) send the amended draft audit report back to the audit committee with instructions for additional review.

R277-116-8. Audit Reports.

(1) An audit report prepared by the Audit Director and staff shall be based upon audits of agency programs, activities, and functions that include:

(a) findings based upon the audit scope; and

(b) one or more of the following objectives:

(i) verification of the accuracy and reliability of agency records;

(ii) assessment of an agency's compliance with management policies, plans, procedures, and regulations;

(iii) assessment of an agency's compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations;

(iv) evaluation of the efficient and effective use of agency resources;

(v) verification of the appropriate protection of agency assets;

(vi) furnishing independent analyses, appraisals, and recommendations that may, depending upon the audit scope, identify:

(A) the adequacy of an agency's systems of internal control;

(B) the efficiency and effectiveness of agency management in carrying out assigned responsibilities; and

(C) the agency's compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations;
(vii) review and evaluation of internal controls over the agency's accounting systems, administrative systems, electronic data processing systems, and all other major systems necessary to ensure the fiscal and administrative accountability of the agency; and

(viii) identification of abuse, illegal acts, errors, omissions, or conflicts of interest.

(2) An audit report prepared by the Audit Director and staff shall include a statement that the audit was conducted according to International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing.

(3) The Audit Director shall provide, upon written request, a copy of an audit report to the Office of Legislative Auditor General or the Office of the State Auditor.

(4) The Audit Director shall ensure that public release of a final audit report complies with the conditions specified by the state laws and rules governing the audited agency.
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R277-200-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish definitions for terms in UPPAC activities.
(3) The definitions contained in this rule apply to Rules R277-200 through R277-207. Any calculation of time called for by these rules shall be governed by Utah R. Civ. P. 6.

(1)(a) "Action" means a disciplinary action taken by the Board adversely affecting an educator's license.
(b) "Action" does not include a disciplinary letter.
(c) "Action" includes:
(i) a letter of reprimand;
(ii) probation;
(iii) suspension; and
(iv) revocation.
(2) "Administrative hearing" or "hearing" has the same meaning as that term is defined in Section 53A-6-601.
(3) "Alcohol related offense" means:
(a) driving under the influence;
(b) alcohol-related reckless driving or impaired driving;
(c) intoxication;
(d) driving with an open container;
(e) unlawful sale or supply of alcohol;
(f) unlawful permitting of consumption of alcohol by minors;
(g) driving in violation of an alcohol or interlock restriction; and
(h) any offense under the laws of another state that is substantially equivalent to the offenses described in Subsections (3)(a) through (g).
(4) "Allegation of misconduct" means a written report alleging that an educator:
(a) has engaged in unprofessional or criminal conduct;
(b) is unfit for duty;
(c) has lost the educator's license in another state due to revocation or suspension, or through voluntary surrender or lapse of a license in the face of a claim of misconduct; or
(d) has committed some other violation of standards of ethical conduct, performance, or professional competence as provided in Rule R277-515.
(5) "Answer" means a written response to a complaint filed by USOE alleging educator misconduct.
(6) "Applicant" means a person seeking:
(a) a new license;
(b) reinstatement of an expired, surrendered, suspended, or revoked license; or
(c) clearance of a criminal background review from USOE at any stage of the licensing process.
(7) "Chair" means the Chair of UPPAC.
(8) "Complaint" means a written allegation or charge against an educator filed by USOE against the educator.
(9) "Complainant" means the Utah State Office of Education.
(10) "Comprehensive Administration of Credentials for Teachers in Utah Schools (CACTUS)" means the electronic file developed by the USOE and maintained on all licensed Utah educators.
(11)(a) "Conviction" means the final disposition of a judicial action for a criminal offense, except in cases of a dismissal on the merits.
(b) "Conviction" includes:
(i) a finding of guilty by a judge or jury;
(ii) a guilty or no contest plea;
(iii) a plea in abeyance; and
(iv) for purposes of this rule, a conviction that has been expunged.
(12) "Criminal Background Review" means the process by which the Executive Secretary, UPPAC, and the Board review information pertinent to:
(a) a charge revealed by a criminal background check;
(b) a charge revealed by a hit as a result of ongoing monitoring; or
(c) an educator or applicant's self-disclosure.
(13)(a) "Disciplinary letter" means a letter issued to a respondent by the Board as a result of an investigation into an allegation of educator misconduct.
(b) "Disciplinary letter" includes:
(i) a letter of admonishment;
(ii) a letter of warning; and
(iii) any other action that the Board takes to discipline an educator for misconduct that does not rise to the level of an action as defined in this section.
(14) "Drug" means controlled substance as defined in Section 58-37-2.
(15) "Drug related offense" means any criminal offense under:
(a) Title 58, Chapter 37;
(b) Title 58, Chapter 37a, Utah Drug Paraphernalia Act;
(c) Title 58, Chapter 37b, Imitation Controlled Substances Act;
(d) Title 58, Chapter 37c, Utah Controlled Substance Precursor Act;
(e) Title 58, Chapter 37d, Clandestine Drug Lab Act; and
(f) Title 58, Chapter 37e, Drug Dealer's Liability Act.

Sections 58-37 through 37e.
(16) "Educator Misconduct" means:
(a) unprofessional or criminal conduct;
(b) conduct that renders an educator unfit for duty; or
(c) conduct that is a violation of standards of ethical conduct, performance, or professional competence as provided in Rule R277-515.
(17) "Executive Committee" means a subcommittee of UPPAC consisting of the following members:
(a) Executive Secretary;
(b) Chair;
(c) Vice-Chair; and
(d) one member of UPPAC at large.
(18) "Executive Secretary" means an employee of USOE who:
(a) is appointed by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction to serve as the UPPAC Director; and
(b) serves as a non-voting member of UPPAC, consistent with Section 53A-6-302.
(19) "Expedited Hearing" means an informal hearing aimed at determining an Educator's fitness to remain in the classroom held as soon as possible following an arrest, citation, or charge for a criminal offense requiring mandatory self-reporting under Section R277-516-3.
(20) "Expedited Hearing Panel" means a panel of the following three members:
(a) the Executive Secretary;
(b) a voting member of UPPAC; and
(c) a UPPAC prosecutor.
(21) "Final action" means an action by the Board that concludes an investigation of an allegation of misconduct against a licensed educator.
"Hearing officer" means a licensed attorney who:
(a) is experienced in matters relating to administrative procedures;
(b) is appointed by the Executive Secretary to manage the proceedings of a hearing;
(c) is not an acting member of UPPAC;
(d) has authority, subject to the limitations of these rules, to regulate the course of the hearing and dispose of procedural requests; and
(5) does not have a vote as to the recommended disposition of a case.

"Hearing panel" means a panel of three or more individuals designated to:
(a) hear evidence presented at a hearing;
(b) make a recommendation to UPPAC as to disposition; and
(c) collaborate with the hearing officer in preparing a hearing report.

"Hearing report" means a report that:
(a) is prepared by the hearing officer consistent with the recommendations of the hearing panel at the conclusion of a hearing; and
(b) includes:
(i) a recommended disposition;
(ii) detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law, based upon the evidence presented in the hearing, relevant precedent; and
(iii) applicable law and rule.

"Informant" means a person who submits information to UPPAC concerning the alleged misconduct of an educator.

"Investigator" means an employee of the USOE, or independent investigator selected by the Board, who:
(a) is assigned to investigate allegations of educator misconduct under UPPAC supervision;
(b) offers recommendations of educator discipline to UPPAC and the Board at the conclusion of the investigation;
(c) provides an independent investigative report for UPPAC and the Board; and
(d) may also be the prosecutor but does not have to be.

"Investigative report" means a written report of an investigation into allegations of educator misconduct, prepared by an Investigator that:
(a) includes a brief summary of the allegations, the Investigator's narrative, and a recommendation for UPPAC and the Board;
(b) may include a rationale for the recommendation, and mitigating and aggravating circumstances;
(c) is maintained in the UPPAC Case File; and
(d) is classified as protected under Subsection 63G-2-305(34).

"LEA" or "local education agency" for purposes of this rule includes the Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind.

"Letter of admonishment" is a letter sent by the Board to an educator cautioning the educator to avoid or take specific actions in the future.

"Letter of reprimand" is a letter sent by the Board to an educator:
(a) for misconduct that was longer term or more seriously unethical or inappropriate than conduct warranting a letter of warning, but not warranting more serious discipline;
(b) that provides specific directives to the educator as a condition for removal of the letter;
(c) appears as a notation on the educator's CACTUS file; and
(d) that an educator can request to be removed from the educator's CACTUS file after two years, or after such other time period as the Board may prescribe in the letter of reprimand.

"Letter of warning" is a letter sent by the Board to an educator:
(a) for misconduct that was inappropriate or unethical; and
(b) that does not warrant longer term or more serious discipline.

"License" means a teaching or administrative credential, including an endorsement, which is issued by the Board to signify authorization for the person holding the license to provide professional services in Utah's public schools.

"Licensed educator" means an individual issued a teaching or administrative credential, including an endorsement, issued by the Board to signify authorization for the individual holding the license to provide professional services in Utah's public schools.

"National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC) Educator Information Clearinghouse" means a database maintained by NASDTEC for the members of NASDTEC regarding persons whose licenses have been suspended or revoked.

"Notification of Alleged Educator Misconduct" means the official UPPAC form that may be accessed on UPPAC's internet website, and may be submitted by any person, school, or LEA that alleges educator misconduct.

"Party" means a complainant or a respondent.

"Petitioner" means an individual seeking:
(a) an educator license following a denial of a license;
(b) reinstatement following a license suspension; or in the event of compelling circumstances, reinstatement following a license revocation.

"Probation" is an action directed by the Board that:
(a) involves monitoring or supervision for a designated time period, usually accompanied by a disciplinary letter;
(b) may require the educator to be subject to additional monitoring by an identified person or entity; and
(c) may require the educator to be asked to satisfy certain conditions in order to have the probation lifted;
(d) may be accompanied by a letter of reprimand, which shall appear as a notation on the educator's CACTUS file; and
(e) unless otherwise specified, lasts at least two years and may be terminated through a formal petition to the Board by the respondent.

"Prosecutor" means an attorney who:
(a) is designated by the Superintendent to represent the complainant and present evidence in support of the complaint; and
(b) may also be the investigator, but does not have to be.

"Revocation" means a permanent invalidation of a Utah educator license consistent with Rule R277-517.

"Respondent" means an educator against whom:
(a) a complaint is filed; or
(b) an investigation is undertaken.

"Serve" or "service," as used to refer to the provision of notice to a person, means:
(a) delivery of a written document or its contents to the person or persons in question; and
(b) delivery that may be made in person, by mail, by electronic correspondence, or by any other means reasonably calculated, under all of the circumstances, to notify an interested person or persons to the extent reasonably practical or practicable of the information contained in the document.

"Sexually explicit conduct" means the same as that term is defined in Section 76-5b-103.

"Stipulated agreement" means an agreement between a respondent and the Board:
(a) under which disciplinary action is taken against the educator in lieu of a hearing;
(b) that may be negotiated between the parties and becomes binding;
(i) when approved by the Board; and
(ii) at any time after an investigative letter has been sent;
(c) is a public document under GRAMA unless it contains specific information that requires redaction or separate classification of the agreement.

(46) (a) "Suspension" means an invalidation of a Utah educator license;
(b) "Suspension" may:
(i) include specific conditions that an educator must satisfy; and
(ii) may identify a minimum time period that must elapse before the educator may request a reinstatement hearing before UPPAC.

(47) "Utah Professional Practices Advisory Commission" or "UPPAC" means an advisory commission established to assist and advise the Board in matters relating to the professional practices of educators, established in Section 53A-6-301.

(48) "UPPAC Background Check File" means a file maintained securely by UPPAC on a criminal background review that:
(a) contains information obtained from:
(i) BCI; and
(ii) letters, police reports, court documents, and other materials as provided by an educator; and
(b) is classified as private under Subsection 63G-2-302(2).

(49) "UPPAC Case File" means a file:
(a) maintained securely by UPPAC on an investigation into educator misconduct;
(b) opened following UPPAC's direction to investigate alleged misconduct;
(c) that contains the original notification of misconduct with supporting documentation, correspondence with the Executive Secretary, the investigative report, the stipulated agreement, the hearing report, and the final disposition of the case;
(d) that is classified as protected under Subsection 63G-2-305(10) until the investigation and any subsequent proceedings before UPPAC and the Board are completed; and
(e) that after a case proceeding is closed, is considered public under GRAMA, unless specific documents contained therein contain non-public information or have been otherwise classified as non-public under GRAMA, in which case the file may be redacted or partially or fully restricted.

(50) "UPPAC Evidence File" means a file:
(a) maintained by the attorney assigned by UPPAC to investigate a case containing materials, written or otherwise, obtained by the UPPAC investigator during the course of the attorney's investigation;
(b) that contains correspondence between the Investigator and the educator or the educator's counsel;
(c) that is classified as protected under Subsection 63G-2-305(10) until the investigation and any subsequent proceedings before UPPAC and the Board are completed; and
(d) that is considered public under GRAMA after case proceedings are closed, unless specific documents contained therein contain non-public information or have been otherwise classified as non-public under GRAMA.

(51) "UPPAC investigative letter" means a letter sent by UPPAC to an educator notifying the educator that an allegation of misconduct has been received against him and that UPPAC or the Board has directed that an investigation of the educator's alleged actions take place.

(52) "UPPAC Prosecutor File" means a file:
(a) that is kept by the attorney assigned by UPPAC to investigate and/or prosecute a case that contains:
(i) the attorney's notes prepared in the course of investigation; and
(ii) other documents prepared by the attorney in anticipation of an eventual hearing; and
(b) that is classified as protected pursuant to Subsection 63G-2-305(18).
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(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.

(2) The purpose of this rule is to provide procedures regarding:
(a) notifications of alleged educator misconduct;
(b) review of notifications by UPPAC; and
(c) complaints, stipulated agreement, and defaults.

(3) Except as provided in Subsection (4), Title 63G, Chapter 4, Administrative Procedures Act does not apply to this rule under the exemption of Section 63G-4-102(2)(d).

(4) UPPAC may invoke and use sections or provisions of Title 63G, Chapter 4, Administrative Procedures Act as necessary to adjudicate an issue.

R277-201-2. Initiating Proceedings Against Educators.
(1) The Executive Secretary may refer a case to UPPAC to make a determination if an investigation should be opened regarding an educator:
(a) upon receiving a notification of alleged educator misconduct; or
(b) upon the Executive Secretary's own initiative.

(2) An informant shall submit an allegation to the Executive Secretary in writing, including the following:
(a) the informant's:
(i) name;
(ii) position, such as administrator, teacher, parent, or student;
(iii) telephone number;
(iv) address; and
(v) contact information;
(b) information of the educator against whom the allegation is made:
(i) name;
(ii) position, such as administrator, teacher, candidate; and
(iii) if known, the address and telephone number;
(c) the facts on which the allegation is based and supporting information; and
(d) signature of the informant and date.

(3) If an informant submits a written allegation of misconduct as provided in this rule, the informant may be notified of a final action taken by the Board regarding the allegation.

(a) Proceedings initiated upon the Executive Secretary's own initiative may be based on information received through a telephone call, letter, newspaper article, media information, notice from another state, or by other means.

(b) The Executive Secretary may also recommend an investigation based on an anonymous allegation notwithstanding the provisions of this rule, if the allegation bears sufficient indicia of reliability.

(5) All written allegations, subsequent dismissals, actions, or disciplinary letters related to a case against an educator shall be maintained permanently in the UPPAC case file.

(1)(a) On reviewing the notification of alleged educator misconduct, the Executive Secretary, the Executive Committee, or both, shall recommend one of the following to UPPAC:
(i) dismiss the matter if UPPAC determines that alleged misconduct does not involve an issue that UPPAC should address; or
(ii) initiate an investigation if UPPAC determines that the alleged misconduct involves an issue that may be appropriately addressed by UPPAC and the Board.
(b) If the Executive Secretary or Executive Committee recommends UPPAC initiate an investigation:
(i) UPPAC shall initiate an investigation; and
(ii) the Executive Secretary shall direct a UPPAC investigator to gather evidence relating to the allegations.
(2)(a) Prior to a UPPAC investigator's initiation of an investigation, the Executive Secretary shall send a letter to the following with information that UPPAC has initiated an investigation:
(i) the educator to be investigated;
(ii) the LEA that employs the educator; and
(iii) the LEA where the alleged activity occurred.
(b) A letter described in Subsection (2)(a) shall inform the educator and the LEA that an investigation shall take place and is not evidence of unprofessional conduct.
(c) UPPAC shall place a flag on the educator's CACTUS file after sending the notices as provided in this rule.

(3)(a) The investigator shall review relevant documentation and interview individuals who may have knowledge of the allegations.
(b) The investigator shall prepare an investigative report of the findings of the investigation and a recommendation for appropriate action or disciplinary letter.
(c) If the investigator discovers additional evidence of unprofessional conduct that could have been included in the original notification of alleged educator misconduct, the investigator may include the additional evidence of misconduct in the investigative report.
(d) The investigator shall submit the investigative report to the Executive Secretary.
(e) The Executive Secretary shall review the investigative report described in Subsection (3)(d) with UPPAC.
(4) UPPAC shall review the investigative report and take one of the following actions:
(a) UPPAC determines no further action should be taken, UPPAC may recommend that the Board dismiss the case; or
(b) UPPAC may make an initial recommendation of appropriate action or disciplinary letter.
(5) After receiving an initial recommendation from UPPAC for action, the Executive Secretary shall direct a UPPAC prosecutor to:
(a) prepare and serve a complaint; or
(b) negotiate and prepare a stipulated agreement.
(6)(a) A stipulated agreement shall conform to the requirements set forth in Section R277-201-6.
(b) An educator may stipulate to any recommended disposition for an action.
(7) The Executive Secretary shall forward any stipulated agreement to the Board for approval.

R277-201-4. Expedited Hearings.
(1) In a case involving the report of an arrest, citation, or charge of a licensed educator, which requires self-reporting by the educator under Section R277-516-3, the Executive Secretary, with the consent of the educator, may schedule the matter for an expedited hearing in lieu of initially referring the matter to UPPAC.
(2)(a) The Executive Secretary shall hold an expedited hearing within 30 days of a report of an arrest, citation, or charge, unless otherwise agreed upon by both parties.
The Executive Secretary or the Executive Secretary's designee shall conduct an expedited hearing with the following additional invited participants:

(i) the educator;
(ii) the educator's attorney or representative;
(iii) a UPPAC prosecutor;
(iv) a voting member of UPPAC; and
(v) a representative of the educator's LEA.

(3) The panel may consider the following matters at an expedited hearing:

(a) an educator's oral or written explanation of the events;
(b) a police report;
(c) a court docket or transcript;
(d) an LEA's investigative report or employment file; and
(e) additional information offered by the educator if the panel deems it probative of the issues at the expedited hearing.

(4) After reviewing the evidence, the expedited hearing panel shall make written findings and a recommendation to UPPAC to do one of the following:

(a) close the case;
(b) close the case upon completion of court requirements;
(c) recommend issuance of a disciplinary letter to the Board;
(d) open a full investigation; or
(e) recommend action by the Board, subject to an educator's due process rights under these rules.

(5) An expedited hearing may be recorded, but the testimony from the expedited hearing is inadmissible during a future UPPAC action related to the allegation.

(6) If the Board fails to adopt the recommendation of an expedited hearing panel, UPPAC shall open a full investigation.

R277-201-5. Complaints.

(1) If UPPAC determines that an allegation is sufficiently supported by evidence discovered in the investigation, UPPAC, through the Executive Secretary, may direct the prosecutor to serve a complaint upon the educator being investigated.

(2) At a minimum, a complaint shall include:

(a) a statement of legal authority and jurisdiction under which the action is being taken;
(b) a statement of the facts and allegations upon which the complaint is based;
(c) other information that the investigator believes is necessary to enable the respondent to understand and address the allegations;
(d) a statement of the potential consequences if an allegation is found to be true or substantially true;
(e) a statement that the respondent shall answer the complaint and request a hearing, if desired, within 30 days of the date the complaint is mailed to the respondent;
(f) a statement that the respondent is required to file a written answer described in Subsection (2)(e) with the Executive Secretary;
(g) a statement advising the respondent that if the respondent fails to respond within 30 days, a default judgment for revocation or a suspension of the educator's license may occur for a term of five years or more;
(h) a statement that, if a hearing is requested, the hearing will be scheduled no less than 25 days, nor more than 180 days, after receipt of the respondent's answer, unless a different date is agreed to by both parties in writing; and
(i) a statement that the hearing is governed by these rules, with an internet address where the rules may be accessed.

(3) On the Executive Secretary's own motion, the Executive Secretary, or the Executive Secretary's designee, with notice to the parties, may reschedule a hearing date.

(4)(a) A respondent may file an answer to a complaint by filing a written response signed by the respondent or the respondent's representative with the Executive Secretary within 30 days after the complaint is mailed.

(b) The answer may include a request for a hearing, and shall include:

(i) the file number of the complaint;
(ii) the names of the parties;
(iii) a statement of the relief that the respondent seeks; and
(iv) if not requesting a hearing, a statement of the reasons that the relief requested should be granted.

(5) As soon as reasonably practicable after receiving an answer, or no more than 30 days after receipt of an answer at the USOE, the Executive Secretary shall schedule a hearing, if requested, as provided in Rule R277-202.

(b) If the parties can reach an agreement prior to the hearing consistent with the terms of UPPAC's initial recommendation, the prosecutor may negotiate a stipulated agreement with the respondent.

(c) A stipulated agreement described in Subsection (5)(b) shall be submitted to the Board for the Board's final approval.

(6)(a) If a respondent does not respond to the complaint within 30 days, the Executive Secretary may initiate default proceedings in accordance with the procedures set forth in Section R277-201-7.

(b) Except as provided in Subsection R277-201-7(3), if the Executive Secretary enters an order of default, the Executive Secretary shall make a recommendation to the Board for a revocation or a suspension of the educator's license for five years before the educator may request a reinstatement hearing.

(c) If a default results in a suspension, a default may include conditions that an educator shall satisfy before the educator may qualify for a reinstatement hearing.

(d) An order of default shall result in a recommendation to the Board for a revocation if the alleged misconduct is conduct identified in Subsection 53A-6-501(5)(b).

R277-201-6. Stipulated Agreements.

(1) At any time after UPPAC has made an initial recommendation, a respondent may accept UPPAC's initial recommendation, rather than request a hearing, by entering into a stipulated agreement.

(2) By entering into a stipulated agreement, a respondent waives the respondent's right to a hearing to contest the recommended disposition, contingent on final approval by the Board.

(3) At a minimum, a stipulated agreement shall include:

(a) a summary of the facts, the allegations, and the evidence relied upon by UPPAC in its recommendation;
(b) a statement that the respondent admits the facts recited in the stipulated agreement as true for purposes of the Board administrative action;
(c) a statement that the respondent:
(i) waives the respondent's right to a hearing to contest the allegations that gave rise to the investigation; and
(ii) agrees to limitations on the respondent's license or surrenders the respondent's license rather than contest the allegations;
(d) a statement that the respondent agrees to the terms of the stipulated agreement and other provisions applicable to the case, such as remediation, counseling, restitution, rehabilitation, and other conditions, if any, under which the respondent may request a reinstatement hearing or a removal of the letter of reprimand or termination of probation;
(e) if for suspension or revocation of a license, a statement that the respondent:
(i) may not seek or provide professional services in a public school in the state;
(ii) may not seek to obtain or use an educator license in the state; or
(iii) may not work or volunteer in a public K-12 setting in any capacity without express authorization from the UPPAC.
Executive Secretary, unless or until the respondent:

(a) obtains a valid educator license or authorization from the Board to obtain such a license; or
(b) satisfies other provisions provided in the stipulated agreement;

(i) a statement that the action and the stipulated agreement shall be reported to other states through the NASDTEC Educator Information Clearinghouse and any attempt to present to any other state a valid Utah license shall result in further licensing action in Utah;

(g) a statement that respondent waives the respondent's right to contest the facts stated in the stipulated agreement at a subsequent reinstatement hearing, if any;

(h) a statement that all records related to the stipulated agreement shall remain permanently in the UPPAC case file; and

(i) a statement reflecting the stipulated agreement's classification under Title 63G, Chapter 2, Government Records Access and Management Act.

(4) A violation of the terms of a stipulated agreement may result in additional disciplinary action and may affect the reinstatement process.

(5)(a) A stipulated agreement shall be forwarded to the Board for approval prior to execution by the respondent.

(b) Prior to consideration of a stipulated agreement, UPPAC shall:

(i) make the UPPAC case file available to the Board for confidential review; and

(ii) make other evidence available for review as directed by the Board.

(c) There is a presumption that the Board shall approve a stipulated agreement if the Board finds that:

(i) a stipulated agreement is based on adequate evidence; and

(ii) the terms of a stipulated agreement present a reasonable resolution of the case.

(d) The Board may take other action as provided in this rule if it finds that:

(i) a stipulated agreement is based on insufficient evidence;

(ii) the terms of a stipulated agreement present an unreasonable resolution of the case consistent with:

(A) R277-207; and

(B) due process; or

(iii) exceptional circumstances exist which warrant an alternative resolution.

(e)(i) If the Board finds that a stipulated agreement is based on insufficient evidence, the Board may reject a stipulated agreement and direct UPPAC to hold a hearing if the Board provides direction, in the form of a motion, as to what issues need to be addressed by UPPAC.

(ii) The Executive Secretary shall notify the parties of the decision and the proceedings shall continue from the point under these procedures at which the stipulated agreement was negotiated, as if the stipulated agreement had not been submitted.

(f) If the Board finds that the terms of a stipulated agreement present an unreasonable resolution of a case, it may, by motion, provide alternative terms to the Executive Secretary, that would be satisfactory to the Board.

(g) If accepted by the respondent, the stipulated agreement, as modified, is a final Board administrative action without further Board consideration.

(h) If the terms approved by the Board are rejected by the respondent, the proceedings shall continue from the point under these procedures at which the agreement was negotiated, as if the stipulated agreement had not been submitted.

(i) If the Board approves a stipulated agreement, the approval is a final Board administrative action, effective upon signature by all parties, and the Executive Secretary shall:

(i) notify the parties of the decision;

(ii) update CACTUS to reflect the action;

(iii) report the action to the NASDTEC Educator Information Clearinghouse if the agreement results in:

(A) a revocation; or

(b) a suspension; and

(iv) direct the appropriate penalties to begin.

(6) If, after negotiating a stipulated agreement, a respondent fails to sign or respond to a proffered stipulated agreement within 30 days after the stipulated agreement is mailed, the Executive Secretary shall direct the prosecutor to prepare findings in default consistent with Section R277-201-7.


(1) If a respondent does not respond to a complaint or execute a negotiated stipulated agreement within 30 days from the date the complaint or stipulated agreement is served, the Executive Secretary may issue an order of default against the respondent consistent with the following:

(a) the prosecutor shall prepare and serve on the respondent an order of default including:

(i) a statement of the grounds for default; and

(ii) a recommended disposition if the respondent fails to file a response to a complaint or respond to a proffered stipulated agreement;

(b) ten days following service of the order of default, the prosecutor shall attempt to contact respondent by telephone or electronically;

(c) UPPAC shall maintain documentation of attempts toward written, telephonic, or electronic contact;

(d) the respondent has 20 days following service of the order of default to respond to UPPAC; and

(e) if UPPAC receives a response from respondent to a default order before the end of the 20 day default period, UPPAC shall allow respondent a final ten day period to respond to a complaint or stipulated agreement.

(2) Except as provided in Subsection (3), if an order of default is issued, the Executive Secretary may make a recommendation to the Board for revocation or for a suspension of the educator's license for no less than five years.

(3) If an order of default is issued, the Executive Secretary shall make a recommendation to the Board for a revocation of the educator's license if the alleged misconduct is conduct identified in Subsection 53A-6-501(5)(b).


(1) If UPPAC recommends issuance of a disciplinary letter or dismissal, the Executive Secretary shall forward the case to the Board for review.

(2) Prior to Board consideration of a disciplinary letter or dismissal, UPPAC shall:

(a) make the UPPAC case file available to the Board for confidential review; and

(b) make other evidence available for review as directed by the Board.

(3) There is a presumption that the Board shall approve a UPPAC disciplinary letter or dismissal recommendation if the Board finds that:

(a) the UPPAC recommendation is based on adequate evidence; and

(b) the UPPAC recommendation constitutes a reasonable resolution of the case.

(4) If the Board finds that the UPPAC recommendation is based on insufficient evidence or presents an unreasonable resolution of the case or exceptional circumstances exist that warrant an alternative resolution, then the Board may:

(a) remand the case to UPPAC for a hearing;

(b) remand the case to UPPAC with recommendations for
negotiation of a stipulated agreement;
(c) direct the Executive Secretary to issue a different level of disciplinary letter; or
(d) dismiss the matter.

(5) If the Board approves a disciplinary letter, the Executive Secretary shall:
(a) prepare the disciplinary letter and mail it to the educator;
(b) place a copy of the disciplinary letter in the UPPAC case file; and
(c) update CACTUS to reflect that the investigation is closed.
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R277-202-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish procedures regarding UPPAC hearings and hearing reports.
(3) The standards and procedures of Title 63G, Chapter 4, Administrative Procedures Act do not apply to this rule under the exemption of Subsection 63G-4-102(2)(d).

(1)(a) Following receipt of an answer by respondent requesting a hearing:
(i) UPPAC shall select panel members;
(ii) the Executive Secretary shall appoint a hearing officer from among a list of hearing officers identified by the state procurement process and approved by UPPAC; and
(iii) UPPAC shall schedule the date, time, and place for the hearing.
(b) The Executive Secretary shall schedule a hearing for a date that is not less than 25 days nor more than 180 days from the date the Executive Secretary receives the answer.
(c) The required scheduling periods may be waived by mutual written consent of the parties or by the Executive Secretary for good cause shown.
(2)(a) Any party may request a change of hearing date by submitting a request in writing that:
(i) include a statement of the reasons for the request; and
(ii) be submitted to the Executive Secretary at least five days prior to the scheduled date of the hearing.
(b) The Executive Secretary shall determine whether the reason stated in the request is sufficient to warrant a change.
(c) If the Executive Secretary finds that the reason for the request for a change of hearing date is sufficient, the Executive Secretary shall promptly notify all parties of the new time, date, and place for the hearing.
(d) If the Executive Secretary does not find the reason for the request for a change of hearing date to be sufficient, the Executive Secretary shall immediately notify the parties that the request has been denied.
(e) The Executive Secretary and the parties may waive the time period required for requesting a change of hearing date for good cause shown.
(3) An educator is entitled to a hearing on any matter in which an action is recommended, as defined in Subsection R277-200-2(1).
(4) An educator is not entitled to a hearing on a matter in which a disciplinary letter is recommended, as defined in Subsection R277-200-2(14).

R277-202-3. Appointment and Duties of the Hearing Officer and Hearing Panel.
(1)(a) The Executive Secretary shall appoint a hearing officer to chair the hearing panel and conduct the hearing.
(b) The Executive Secretary shall select a hearing officer on a random basis from a list of available contracted hearing officers, subject to availability and conflict of interest.
(c) The Executive Secretary shall provide such information about the case as necessary to determine whether the hearing officer has a conflict of interest and shall disqualify any hearing officer that cannot serve under the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct.
(2) A hearing officer:
(i) may require the parties to submit a brief and a list of witnesses prior to the hearing;
(ii) presides at the hearing and regulates the course of the proceeding;
(iii) administrates an oath to a witness as follows: "Do you swear or affirm that the testimony you will give is the truth?";
(iv) may take testimony, rule on a question of evidence, and ask a question of a witness to clarify a specific issue; and
(v) prepares and submits a hearing report to the Executive Secretary at the conclusion of the proceedings in consultation with panel members and the timelines of this rule.
(3) A UPPAC panel member shall:
(i) assist the hearing officer by providing information concerning professional standards and practices of educators in the respondent's particular field of practice and in the situations alleged;
(ii) ask a question of a witness to clarify a specific issue;
(iii) review all evidence and briefs, if any, presented at the hearing;
(iv) make a recommendation to UPPAC as to the suggested disposition of a complaint; and
(v) assist the hearing officer in preparing the hearing report.
(4)(a) A UPPAC panel member may:
(i) preside at the hearing and regulate the course of the proceedings;
(ii) require the parties to submit a list of witnesses and a brief;
(iii) administer an oath to a witness as follows: "Do you swear or affirm that the testimony you will give is the truth?";
(iv) make a recommendation to UPPAC as to the suggested disposition of a complaint; and
(v) assist the hearing officer in preparing the hearing report.
(5) A two-member panel shall:
(a) The Executive Secretary may make an emergency substitution of a panel member for cause with the consent of the parties.
(b) The agreement to substitute a panel member shall be in writing.
(c) Parties may agree to a two-member UPPAC panel in an emergency situation.
(d) A party may request that the Executive Secretary disqualify a hearing officer by submitting a written request for disqualification to the Executive Secretary.
(6)(a) A party may request that the Executive Secretary reschedule the hearing.
(b) A party may request that the Executive Secretary reschedule the hearing.
(c) The Executive Secretary shall review a request described in Subsection (4)(a) and supporting evidence to determine whether the reasons for the request are substantial and sufficient.
(d) If the Executive Secretary determines that the hearing officer should be disqualified, the Executive Secretary shall appoint a new hearing officer and, if necessary, reschedule the hearing.
(e) A hearing officer may recuse himself or herself from a hearing if, in the hearing officer's opinion, the hearing officer's
participation would violate any of the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct consistent with the Supreme Court Rules of Professional Practice.

(f) If the Executive Secretary denies a request to disqualify a hearing officer, the Executive Secretary shall notify the party within ten days prior to the date of the hearing.

(g) The requesting party may submit a written appeal of the Executive Secretary’s denial to the Superintendent no later than five days prior to the hearing date.

(h) If the Superintendent finds that the appeal is justified, the Superintendent shall direct the Executive Secretary to appoint a new hearing officer and, if necessary, reschedule the hearing.

(i) The decision of the Superintendent described in Subsection (4)(b) is final.

(j) If a party fails to file an appeal within the time requirements of Subsection (4)(g), the appeal shall be deemed denied.

(k) If the Executive Secretary fails to meet the time requirements described in Subsection (4), the request or appeal is approved.

(5)(a) A UPPAC member shall recuse himself or herself as a panel member due to any known financial or personal interest, prior relationship, personal and independent knowledge of the persons or issues in the case, or other association that the panel member believes would compromise the panel member’s ability to make an impartial decision.

(b) A party may request that a UPPAC panel member be disqualified by submitting a written request to the following:

(i) the hearing officer; or

(ii) to the Executive Secretary if there is no hearing officer.

(c) A party shall submit a request described in Subsection (5)(b) no less than 15 days before a scheduled hearing.

(d) The hearing officer, or the Executive Secretary, if there is no hearing officer, shall:

(i) review a request described in Subsection (5)(b) and supporting evidence to determine whether the reasons for the request are substantial and compelling enough to disqualify the panel member; and

(ii) if the reasons for the request described in Subsection (5)(b) are substantial and compelling, disqualify the panel member.

(e) If the panel member’s disqualification leaves the hearing panel with fewer than three UPPAC panel members:

(i) UPPAC shall appoint a replacement; and

(ii) the Executive Secretary shall, if necessary, reschedule the hearing.

(f) If a request described in Subsection (5)(b) is denied, the hearing officer or the Executive Secretary if there is no hearing officer, shall notify the party requesting the panel member’s disqualification no less than ten days prior to the date of the hearing.

(g) The requesting party may file a written appeal of a denial described in Subsection (5)(f) with the Superintendent no later than five days prior to the hearing date.

(h) If the Superintendent finds that an appeal described in Subsection (5)(g) is justified, the Superintendent shall direct the hearing officer or the Executive Secretary if there is no hearing officer, to replace the panel member.

(i) If a panel member’s disqualification leaves the hearing panel with fewer than three UPPAC panel members, UPPAC shall agree upon a replacement and the Executive Secretary shall, if necessary, reschedule the hearing.

(j) The decision of the Superintendent described in Subsection (5)(h) is final.

(k) If a party fails to file an appeal within the time requirements of Subsection (5)(g), the appeal shall be deemed denied.

(l) If the hearing officer, or the Executive Secretary if there is no hearing officer, fails to meet the time requirements described in this Subsection (5), the request or appeal is approved.

(6) The Executive Secretary may, at the time the Executive Secretary selects a hearing officer or panel member, select an alternative hearing officer or panel member following the process for selecting those individuals.

(7) The Executive Secretary may substitute a panel member with an alternative panel member if the Executive Secretary notifies the parties of the substitution.

R277-202-4. Preliminary Instructions to Parties to a Hearing.

(1) No later than 25 days before the date of a hearing, the Executive Secretary shall provide the parties with the following information:

(a) date, time, and location of the hearing;

(b) names and LEA affiliations of each panel member, and

(c) instructions for accessing these rules.

No later than 20 days before the date of the hearing, the respondent and the complainant shall provide the following to the other party and to the hearing officer:

(i) any procedural and evidentiary motions along with the party’s position regarding the allegations; and

(ii) relevant laws, rules, and precedent;

(b) the name of the person who will represent the party at the hearing;

(c) a list of witnesses expected to be called, including a summary of the testimony that each witness is expected to present;

(d) a summary of documentary evidence that the party intends to submit; and

(e) following receipt of the other party's witness list, a list of anticipated rebuttal witnesses and evidence no later than ten days prior to the hearing.

(2) (a) Except as provided in Subsection (3)(b), a party may not present a witness or evidence at the hearing if the witness or evidence has not been disclosed to the other party as required in Subsection (2).

(b) A party may present a witness or evidence at the hearing even if the witness or hearing has not been disclosed to the other party if:

(i) the parties stipulate to the presentation of the witness or evidence at the hearing; or

(ii) the hearing officer makes a determination of good cause to allow the witness or evidence.

(3) If a party fails to comply in good faith with a directive of the hearing officer, including time requirements, the hearing officer may prohibit introduction of the testimony or evidence or take other steps reasonably appropriate under the circumstances.

(4) A party may fail to comply in good faith with a directive of the hearing officer, including time requirements, the hearing officer may prohibit introduction of the testimony or evidence or take other steps reasonably appropriate under the circumstances.

(5) A party shall provide materials to the hearing officer, panel members, and UPPAC as directed by the hearing officer.


(1) A USOE prosecutor shall represent the complainant.

(2) A respondent may represent himself or herself or be represented, at the respondent’s own cost, by another person.

(3) The informant has no right to:

(a) individual representation at the hearing; or

(b) to be present or heard at the hearing unless called as a witness.

(4) A respondent shall notify the Executive Secretary in a timely manner and in writing if the respondent chooses to be represented by anyone other than the respondent.

R277-202-6. Discovery Prior to a Hearing.
(1) Discovery is permitted to the extent necessary to obtain relevant information necessary to support claims or defenses, as determined by the hearing officer.

(2) Unduly burdensome legalistic discovery may not be used to delay a hearing.

(3) A hearing officer may limit discovery:
   (a) at the discretion of the hearing officer; or
   (b) upon a motion by either party.

(4) A hearing officer rules on all discovery requests and motions.

(5) The Executive Secretary shall issue a subpoena or other order to secure the attendance of a witness pursuant to Subsection 53A-6-306(3)(c)(i) if:
   (a) requested by either party; and
   (b) notice of intent to call the witness has been timely provided as required by Section R277-202-4.

(6) The Executive Secretary shall issue a subpoena to produce evidence if timely requested by either party.

(7) (a) A party may not present an expert witness report or expert witness testimony at a hearing unless the requirements of Section R277-202-10 have been met.
   (b) A respondent may not subpoena the UPPAC prosecutor or investigator as an expert witness.


(1) In matters other than those involving applicants for licensing, and excepting the presumptions under Subsection R277-202-11(10), the Board shall have the burden of proving that an action against the license is appropriate.

(2) An applicant for licensing has the burden of proving that licensing is appropriate.

(3) The standard of proof in all UPPAC hearings is a preponderance of the evidence.

(4) The Utah Rules of Evidence are not applicable to UPPAC proceedings.

(5) The criteria to decide an evidentiary question are:
   (a) reasonable reliability of the offered evidence;
   (b) fairness to both parties; and
   (c) usefulness to UPPAC in reaching a decision.

(6) The hearing officer has the sole responsibility to determine the application of the hearing rules and the admissibility of evidence.


(1) Parties, their representatives, witnesses, and other persons present during a hearing shall conduct themselves in an appropriate manner during a hearing, giving due respect to members of the hearing panel and complying with the instructions of the hearing officer.

(2) A hearing officer may exclude a person from the hearing room who fails to conduct himself or herself in an appropriate manner and may, in response to extreme instances of noncompliance, disallow the person's testimony.

(3) Parties, attorneys for parties, or other participants in the professional practices investigation and hearing process may not harass, intimidate, or pressure witnesses or other hearing participants, nor may they direct others to harass, intimidate, or pressure witnesses or participants.


(1) A hearing shall be recorded at UPPAC's expense, and the recording shall become part of the UPPAC case file, unless otherwise agreed upon by all parties.

(2) An individual party may, at the party's own expense, make a recording or transcript of the proceedings if the party provides notice to the Executive Secretary.

(3) If an exhibit is admitted as evidence, the record shall reflect the contents of the exhibit.

(4) All evidence and statements presented at a hearing shall become part of the UPPAC case file and may not be removed except by direction of the hearing officer or by order of the Board.

(5) A party may review a UPPAC case file upon request of the party if the review of the UPPAC case file is performed:
   (a) under supervision of the Executive Secretary; and
   (b) at the USOE.


(1) A hearing officer may allow testimony by an expert witness.

(2) A party may call an expert witness at the party's own expense.

(3) A party shall provide a hearing officer and the opposing party with the following information at least 15 days prior to the hearing date:
   (a) notice of intent to call an expert witness;
   (b) the identity and qualifications of an expert witness;
   (c) the purpose for which the expert witness is to be called; and
   (d) any prepared expert witness report.

(4) Defects in the qualifications of an expert witness, once a minimum threshold of expertise is established, go to the weight to be given the testimony and not to its admissibility.

(5) An expert witness who is a member of the complainant's staff or staff of an LEA may testify and have the testimony considered as part of the record in the same manner as the testimony of any other expert.


(1) A hearing officer may not exclude evidence solely because the evidence is hearsay.

(2) Each party has a right to call witnesses, present evidence, argue, respond, cross-examine witnesses who testify in person at the hearing, and submit rebuttal evidence.

(3) Testimony presented at the hearing shall be given under oath if the testimony is offered as evidence to be considered in reaching a decision on the merits.

(4) If a case involves allegations of child abuse or of a sexual offense against a minor, either party, a member of the hearing panel, or the hearing officer, may request that a minor be allowed to testify outside of the respondent's presence.

(5) If the hearing officer determines that a minor would suffer undue emotional or mental harm, or that the minor's testimony in the presence of the respondent would be unreliable, the minor's testimony may be admitted as described in this section.

(6) An oral statement of a victim or witness younger than 18 years of age that is recorded prior to the filing of a complaint is admissible as evidence in a hearing regarding the offense if:
   (a) no attorney for either party is in the minor's presence when the statement is recorded;
   (b) the recording is visual and aural; and
   (c) the recording equipment is capable of making an accurate recording;
   (d) the operator of the equipment is competent;
   (e) the recording is accurate and has not been altered; and
   (f) each voice in the recording is identified.

(7) The testimony of a witness or victim younger than 18 years of age may be taken in a room other than the hearing room, and may be transmitted by closed circuit equipment to another room where it can be viewed by the respondent if:
   (a) only the hearing panel members, attorneys for each party, persons necessary to operate equipment, and a person approved by the hearing officer whose presence contributes to the welfare and emotional well-being of the minor may be with the minor during the testimony;
(b) the respondent is not present during the minor's testimony;

(c) the hearing officer ensures that the minor cannot hear or see the respondent;

(d) the respondent is permitted to observe and hear, but not communicate with the minor; and

(e) only hearing panel members, the hearing officer, and the attorneys question the minor.

(8) If the hearing officer determines that the testimony of a minor may be taken consistent with Subsections (4) through (7), the minor may not be required to testify in any proceeding where the recorded testimony is used.

(9) On the hearing officer's own motion or upon objection by a party, the hearing officer:

(a) may exclude evidence that the hearing officer determines to be irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious;

(b) shall exclude evidence that is privileged under law applicable to administrative proceedings in the state unless waived;

(c) may receive documentary evidence in the form of a copy or excerpt if the copy or excerpt contains all pertinent portions of the original document;

(d) may take official notice of any facts that could be judicially noticed under judicial or administrative laws of the state, or from the record of other proceedings before the agency.

(10)(a) A rebuttable evidentiary presumption exists that a person has committed a sexual offense against a minor if the person has:

(i) been found, pursuant to a criminal, civil, or administrative action to have committed a sexual offense against a minor;

(ii) failed to defend himself or herself against the charge when given a reasonable opportunity to do so; or

(iii) voluntarily surrendered a license or allowed a license to lapse in the face of a charge of having committed a sexual offense against a minor.

(b) A rebuttable evidentiary presumption exists that a person is unfit to serve as an educator if the person has been found pursuant to a criminal, civil, or administrative action to have exhibited behavior evidencing unfitness for duty, including immoral, unprofessional, or incompetent conduct, or other violation of standards of ethical conduct, performance, or professional competence.

(c) Evidence of behavior described in Subsection (10)(b) may include:

(i) conviction of a felony;

(ii) a felony charge and subsequent conviction for a lesser related charge pursuant to a plea bargain or plea in abeyance;

(iii) an investigation of an educator's license, certificate, or authorization in another state; or

(iv) the expiration, surrender, suspension, revocation, or invalidation of an educator's license for any reason.


(1) Within 20 days after the hearing, or within 20 days after the deadline imposed for the filing of any post-hearing materials as permitted by the hearing officer, the hearing officer shall sign and issue a hearing report consistent with the recommendations of the panel that includes:

(a) detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law based upon the evidence of record or on facts officially noted;

(b) a statement of relevant precedent, if available;

(c) a statement of applicable law and rule;

(d) a recommended disposition of UPPAC panel members that shall be one or an appropriate combination of the following:

(i) dismissal of the complaint;

(ii) letter of admonishment;

(iii) letter of warning;

(iv) letter of reprimand;

(v) probation, to include the following terms and conditions:

(A) it is the respondent's responsibility to petition UPPAC for removal of probation and letter of reprimand from the respondent's CACTUS file;

(B) a probationary time period or specifically designated indefinite time period;

(C) conditions that can be monitored;

(D) if recommended by the panel, a person or entity to monitor a respondent's probation;

(E) a statement providing for costs of probation, if appropriate; and

(F) whether or not the respondent may work in any capacity in public education during the probationary period;

(vi) disciplinary action held in abeyance;

(vii) suspension, to include the following terms and conditions:

(A) a recommended minimum time period after which an educator may request a reinstatement hearing under Rule R277-203; and

(B) any recommended conditions precedent to requesting a reinstatement hearing under Section R277-203-2; or

(viii) revocation; and

(e) notice that UPPAC's recommendation is subject to approval by the Board and judicial review as may be allowed by law.

(2) Findings of fact may not be based solely upon hearsay, and conclusions shall be based upon competent evidence.

(3) Any of the consequences described in Subsection (1)(d) may be imposed in the form of a disciplinary action held in abeyance.

(4)(a) If the respondent's penalty is held in abeyance, the respondent's penalty is stayed subject to the satisfactory completion of probationary conditions.

(b) The decision to impose a consequence in the form of a disciplinary action held in abeyance shall provide for appropriate or presumed discipline if the respondent does not fully satisfy the probationary conditions.

(5)(a) A hearing officer shall circulate a draft report to hearing panel members prior to the 20 day completion deadline of the hearing report.

(b) Hearing panel members shall notify the hearing officer of any changes to the report:

(i) as soon as possible after receiving the report; and

(ii) prior to the 20 day completion deadline of the hearing report.

(c) The hearing officer shall file the completed hearing report with the Executive Secretary, who shall review the report with UPPAC.

(d) The Executive Secretary may participate in UPPAC's deliberation as a resource to UPPAC in explaining the hearing report and answering any procedural questions raised by UPPAC members.

(e) The hearing officer may confer with the Executive Secretary or the panel members or both while preparing the hearing report.

(f) The hearing officer may request the Executive Secretary to confer with the hearing officer and panel following the hearing.

(g) The Executive Secretary may return a hearing report to a hearing officer if the report is incomplete, unclear, or unreadable, or missing essential components or information.

(h) UPPAC shall vote to uphold the hearing officer's and panel's report if UPPAC finds that:

(i) there are no significant procedural errors;

(ii) the hearing officer's recommendations are based upon a reasonable interpretation of the evidence presented at the hearing; and

(iii) that all issues explained in the hearing report are
adequately addressed in the conclusions of the report.

(1) After the UPPAC review, the Executive Secretary shall send a copy of the hearing report to:
   (i) the Board for further action;
   (ii) the respondent; and
   (iii) the UPPAC case file.

(6)(a) If UPPAC adopts a hearing report that recommends an action, as defined in Subsection R277-202-2(1), either party may request review by the Superintendent within 15 days from the date the Executive Secretary sends a copy of the hearing report to the respondent.

(b) The request for review shall consist of:
   (i) the name, position, and address of the appellant;
   (ii) the issue being appealed; and
   (iii) the signature of the appellant or the appellant's representative.

(c) An appeal to the Superintendent is limited to a question of fairness or a violation of due process.

(d) If the Superintendent finds that a procedural error has occurred that violates fairness or due process, the Superintendent shall:
   (i) refer the report back to UPPAC for reconsideration as to whether the findings, conclusions, or decisions are supported by a preponderance of the evidence;
   (ii) direct the UPPAC Executive Secretary to take specific administrative action.

(e) After UPPAC completes reconsideration, the Superintendent shall:
   (i) notify all parties; and
   (ii) refer the report to the Board, if necessary, for final disposition consistent with this rule.

(7)(a) Prior to Board consideration of a hearing report, UPPAC shall:
   (i) make the UPPAC case file available to the Board for confidential review; and
   (ii) make other evidence available for review as directed by the Board.

(b) It is presumed that the Board will approve a UPPAC hearing report if:
   (i) the UPPAC hearing process comport with due process and is free from a procedural error;
   (ii) the hearing report is based upon a reasonable interpretation of the evidence;
   (iii) the hearing report's recommendations constitute a reasonable resolution to the UPPAC investigation; and
   (iv) the hearing report provides adequate guidance to the educator concerning any conditions prior to:
       (A) reinstatement;
       (B) termination of probation; or
       (C) removal of a letter of reprimand from CACTUS.

(c) If the Board determines that any of the criteria in Subsection (1) are absent from a hearing report, or that exceptional circumstances exist, the Board shall:
   (i) remand the case to UPPAC to cure any issues with due process; or
   (ii)(A) issue findings specifying the defects in the hearing report and adopting the Board's agreed upon disposition of the matter; and
   (B) direct the Executive Secretary to include the findings as an addendum to the hearing report, which findings constitute final Board action.

(d) Following Board adoption of a hearing report or alternative findings, the Executive Secretary shall:
   (i) notify the educator;
   (ii) notify the educator's employer;
   (iii) update CACTUS to reflect the Board's action; and
   (iv) report the action to the NASDTEC Educator Information Clearinghouse if the action results in:
       (A) a revocation; or
       (B) a suspension.

(8) The hearing report is a public document under Title 63G, Chapter 2, Government Records Access and Management Act after final action is taken in the case, but may be redacted if it is determined that the hearing report contains particular information, the dissemination of which is otherwise restricted under the law.

(9) A respondent's failure to comply with the terms of a final disposition may result in additional discipline against the educator license.

(10) If a hearing officer fails to satisfy the hearing officer's responsibilities under this rule, the Executive Secretary may:
   (a) notify the Utah State Bar of the failure;
   (b) reduce the hearing officer's compensation consistent with the failure;
   (c) take timely action to avoid disadvantaging either party; or
   (d) preclude the hearing officer from further employment by the Board for UPPAC purposes.

(11) The Executive Secretary may waive the deadlines within this section if the Executive Secretary finds good cause.

(12) All criteria of letters of warning and reprimand, probation, suspension, and revocation apply to the comparable sections of the final hearing report.


(1)(a) The Executive Secretary may prepare an order of default if:
   (i) the respondent fails to attend or participate in a properly scheduled hearing after receiving proper notice; or
   (ii) the hearing officer recommends default as a sanction as a result of misconduct by the respondent or the respondent's representative during the course of the hearing process.

(b) The hearing officer may determine that the respondent has failed to attend a properly scheduled hearing if the respondent has not appeared within 30 minutes of the appointed time for the hearing to begin, unless the respondent shows good cause for failing to appear in a timely manner.

(2) The recommendation of default may be executed by the Executive Secretary following all applicable time periods, without further action by UPPAC.

(3) An order of default may result in a recommendation to the Board for revocation or for a suspension of no less than five years.

(4) An order of default shall result in a recommendation to the Board for a revocation if the alleged misconduct is conduct identified in Subsection 53A-6-501(5)(b).


(1) If the allegations that gave rise to the underlying allegations involve abuse of a sexual or physical nature, UPPAC shall make reasonable efforts to:
   (a) advise the alleged victim that a hearing has been scheduled; and
   (b) notify the alleged victim of the date, time, and location of the hearing.

(2) An alleged victim entitled to notification of a hearing is permitted, but is not required, to attend the hearing.
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R277-203. Request for Licensure Reinstatement and Reinstatement Procedures.
R277-203-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish procedures regarding educator license reinstatement.
(3) The standards and procedures of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act do not apply to this rule under the exemption of Subsection 63G-4-102(2)(d).

R277-203-2. Application for Licensing Following Denial or Loss of License.
(1) An individual who has been denied a license or lost the individual's license through suspension, or through surrender of a license or allowing a license to lapse in the face of an allegation of misconduct, may request a review to consider reinstatement of a license.
   (a) A request for review described in Subsection (1)(a) shall:
      (i) be in writing;
      (ii) be transmitted to the UPPAC Executive Secretary; and
      (iii) have the following information:
         (A) name and address of the individual requesting review;
         (B) the action being requested;
         (C) specific evidence and documentation of compliance with terms and conditions of any remedial or disciplinary requirements or recommendations from UPPAC or the Board;
         (D) reason(s) that the individual seeks reinstatement; and
         (E) signature of the individual requesting review.
   (2)(a) The Executive Secretary shall review the request with UPPAC.
   (b) If UPPAC determines that the request is incomplete or invalid:
      (i) the Executive Secretary shall deny the request; and
      (ii) notify the individual requesting reinstatement of the denial.
   (c) If UPPAC determines that the request of an individual described in Subsection (2) is complete, timely, and appropriate, UPPAC shall schedule and hold a hearing as provided under Section R277-203-3.

(3) Burden of Persuasion: The burden of persuasion at a reinstatement hearing shall fall on the individual seeking the reinstatement.
   (a) An individual requesting reinstatement of a suspended license shall:
      (i) show sufficient evidence of compliance with any conditions imposed in the past disciplinary action;
      (ii) provide sufficient evidence to the reinstatement hearing panel that the educator will not engage in recurrences of the actions that gave rise to the suspension and that reinstatement is appropriate;
      (iii) undergo a criminal background check not more than six months prior to the requested hearing; and
      (iv) provide materials for review by the hearing panel that demonstrate the individual's compliance with directives from UPPAC or the Board found in petitioner's original stipulated agreement or hearing report.
   (b) An individual requesting licensing following a denial shall show sufficient evidence of completion of a rehabilitation or remediation program, if applicable, when requesting reinstatement.
   (c) An individual whose license has been suspended or revoked in another state shall seek reinstatement of the individual's license in the other state before a request for a reinstatement hearing may be approved.

(1) A hearing officer shall:
   (a) preside over a reinstatement hearing; and
   (b) rule on all procedural issues during the reinstatement hearing as they arise.
   (2) A hearing panel, comprising individuals as set forth in Subsection (2), shall:
      (a) hear the evidence; and
      (b) along with the prosecutor and hearing officer, question the individual seeking reinstatement regarding the appropriateness of reinstatement.
   (3) An individual seeking reinstatement may:
      (a) be represented by counsel; and
      (b) may present evidence and witnesses.
   (4) A party may present evidence and witnesses consistent with Rule R277-202.
   (5) A hearing officer of a reinstatement hearing shall direct one or both parties to explain the background of a case to panel members at the beginning of the hearing to provide necessary information about the initial misconduct and subsequent UPPAC and Board action.
   (6) An individual seeking reinstatement shall present documentation or evidence that supports reinstatement.
   (7) The USOE, represented by the UPPAC prosecutor, shall present any evidence or documentation that explains and supports USOE's recommendation in the matter.
   (8) Other evidence or witnesses may be presented by either party and shall be presented consistent with Rule R277-202.
   (9) The individual seeking reinstatement shall:
      (a) focus on the individual's actions, rehabilitative efforts, and performance following license denial or suspension;
      (b) explain item by item how each condition of the hearing report or stipulated agreement was satisfied;
      (c) provide documentation in the form of evaluations, reports, or plans, as directed by the hearing report or stipulated agreement, of satisfaction of all required and outlined conditions;
      (d) be prepared to completely and candidly respond to the questions of the UPPAC prosecutor and hearing panel regarding:
         (i) the misconduct that caused the license suspension;
         (ii) subsequent rehabilitation activities;
         (iii) counseling or therapy received by the individual related to the original misconduct; and
         (iv) work, professional actions, and behavior between the suspension and reinstatement request;
      (e) present witnesses and be prepared to question witnesses (including counselors, current employers, support group members) at the hearing who can provide substantive corroborative evidence of rehabilitation or current professional fitness to be an educator;
      (f) provide copies of all reports and documents to the UPPAC prosecutor and hearing officer at least five days before a reinstatement hearing; and
      (g) bring eight copies of all documents or materials that an individual seeking reinstatement plans to introduce at the hearing.
   (10) The UPPAC prosecutor, the hearing panel, and hearing officer shall thoroughly question the individual seeking reinstatement as to the individual's:
      (a) underlying misconduct which is the basis of the sanction on the educator's license;
      (b) specific and exact compliance with reinstatement requirements;
(c) counseling, if required for reinstatement; 
(d) specific plans for avoiding previous misconduct; and 
(e) demeanor and changed understanding of petitioner's professional integrity and actions consistent with Rule R277-515.

(11) If the individual seeking reinstatement sought counseling as described in Subsection (10)(c), the individual shall state, under oath, that he provided all relevant information and background to his counselor or therapist.

(12) A hearing officer shall rule on procedural issues in a reinstatement hearing in a timely manner as they arise.

(13) No more than 20 days following a reinstatement hearing, a hearing officer, with the assistance of the hearing panel, shall:
(a) prepare a hearing report in accordance with the requirements set forth in Section R277-203-5; and 
(b) provide the hearing report to the UPPAC Executive Secretary.

(14) The Executive Secretary shall submit the hearing report to UPPAC at the next meeting following receipt of the hearing report by the Executive Secretary.

(15) UPPAC may do the following upon receipt of the hearing report:
(a) accept the hearing panel's recommendation as prepared in the hearing report;
(b) amend the hearing panel's recommendation with conditions or modifications to the hearing panel's recommendation which shall be:
   (i) directed by UPPAC; 
   (ii) prepared by the UPPAC Executive Secretary; and 
   (iii) attached to the hearing report; or 
   (c) reject the hearing panel's recommendation.

(16) After UPPAC makes a recommendation on the hearing panel report, the UPPAC recommendation will be forwarded to the Board for final action on the individual's reinstatement request.

(1) If the allegations that gave rise to the underlying suspension involve abuse of a sexual or physical nature, UPPAC shall make reasonable efforts to notify the victim or the victim's family of the reinstatement request.

(2) UPPAC's notification shall:
(a) advise the victim or the victim's family that a reinstatement hearing has been scheduled; 
(b) notify the victim or the victim's family of the date, time, and location of the hearing; 
(c) advise the victim or the victim's family of the victim's right to be heard at the reinstatement hearing; and 
(d) provide the victim or the victim's family with a form upon which the victim can submit a statement for consideration by the hearing panel.

(3) A victim entitled to notification of the reinstatement proceedings shall be permitted:
(a) to attend the hearing; and 
(b) to offer the victim's position on the educator's reinstatement request, either by testifying in person or by submitting a written statement.

(4) A victim choosing to testify at a reinstatement hearing shall be subject to reasonable cross examination in the hearing officer's discretion.

(5) A victim choosing not to respond in writing or appear at the reinstatement hearing waives the victim's right to participate in the reinstatement process.

(1) A hearing officer shall provide the following in a reinstatement hearing report:
(a) a summary of the background of the original disciplinary action; 
(b) adequate information, including summary statements of evidence presented, documents provided, and petitioner's testimony and demeanor for both UPPAC and the Board to evaluate petitioner's progress and rehabilitation since petitioner's original disciplinary action; 
(c) the hearing panel's conclusions regarding petitioner's appropriateness and fitness to be a public school educator again; 
(d) the hearing panel's recommendation; and 
(e) a statement indicating whether the hearing panel's recommendation to UPPAC was unanimous or identifying how the panel member's voted concerning reinstatement.

(2)(a) The hearing panel report is a public document under GRAMA following the conclusion of the reinstatement process unless specific information or evidence contained therein is protected by a specific provision of GRAMA, or another provision of state or federal law.

(b) The Executive Secretary shall add the hearing panel report to the UPPAC case file.

(3) If a license is reinstated, an educator's CACTUS file shall be updated to:
(a) remove the flag; 
(b) show that the educator's license was reinstated; and 
(c) show the date of formal Board action reinstating the license.

(4)(a) UPPAC and the Board shall follow the procedures described in Subsection R277-202-12(7) when considering a reinstatement hearing report. 
(b) The Board decision as to whether to accept the recommendation of the reinstatement hearing report is within the Board's sole discretion.

(5) If the Board denies an individual's request for reinstatement, the individual shall wait at least twenty four (24) months prior to filing a request for reinstatement again, unless a different time is specified by UPPAC or the Board.

(6) If the Board reinstates an educator, the Executive Secretary shall:
(a) update CACTUS to reflect the Board's action; and 
(b) report the Board's action to the NASDTEC Educator Information Clearinghouse.

(7) The Executive Secretary shall send notice of the Board's decision no more than 30 days following Board action to:
(a) the educator; 
(b) the educator's LEA.

R277-203-6. Reinstatement from Revocation of License.
(1) The Executive Secretary shall deny any request for a reinstatement hearing for a revoked license unless the educator's stipulated agreement or revocation order from the Board allows the educator to request a reinstatement hearing.

(2) An educator may request that the Superintendent order a new hearing if:
(a) an educator provides:
   (i) evidence of mistake or false information that was critical to the revocation action; or 
   (ii) newly discovered evidence:
      (A) that undermines the revocation determination; and 
      (B) that the educator could not have reasonably obtained during the original disciplinary proceedings; or 
   (b) an educator identifies material procedural Board error in the revocation process.

(3) A request for review by the Superintendent must be filed within 30 days of Board action for circumstances identified in Subsection (2)(a)(i) or (b).

(4) A request for review by the Superintendent must be filed within 90 days of discovery of the new evidence for circumstances identified in Subsection(2)(a)(ii).

(5) The Superintendent:
(a) shall make a determination on a request made under Subsection (2) within 60 days; and
(b) may request briefing from an educator and USOE staff in making a determination.

(6) If the Superintendent finds that the criteria in Subsection (2)(a) have been established, the Superintendent shall direct UPPAC to conduct a new hearing consistent with Rule R277-202.

(7) If the Superintendents finds that the criteria in Subsection (2)(b) have been established, the Superintendent shall recommend to the Board that they reconsider their previous action.
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R277-204-1. Authority and Purpose.

(1) This rule is authorized by:

(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.

(2) The purpose of this rule is:

(a) to establish procedures for an applicant to proceed toward licensing; or
(b) be denied to continue when an application or recommendation for licensing or renewal identifies offenses in the applicant's criminal background check.

(3) The standards and procedures of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act do not apply to this rule under the exemption of Subsection 63G-4-102(2)(d).

R277-204-2. Initial Submission and Evaluation of Information.

(1) The Executive Secretary shall review all information received as part of a criminal background review.

(2) The Executive Secretary may request any of the following information from an educator in determining how to process a criminal background review:

(a) a letter of explanation for each reported offense that details the circumstances, the final disposition, and any explanation for the offense the applicant may want to provide UPPAC, including any advocacy for approving licensing;
(b) official documentation regarding each offense, including court records and police reports for each offense, or if both court records and police reports are not available, a letter on official police or court stationery from the appropriate court or police department involved, explaining why the records are not available; and
(c) any other information that the Executive Secretary considers relevant under the circumstances in a criminal background review.

(3) (a) The Executive Secretary may only process a criminal background review after receipt of all letters of explanation and documentation requested in good faith by the Executive Secretary.

(b) The Executive Secretary shall provide timely notice if the information provided by an applicant is incomplete.

(4) If the applicant is under court supervision of any kind, including parole, informal or formal probation, or plea in abeyance, the Executive Secretary may not process the background check review until the Executive Secretary receives proof that court supervision has terminated.

(5) It is the applicant's sole responsibility to provide any requested material to the Executive Secretary.

(6) The Executive Secretary shall process criminal background reviews subject to the following criteria:

(a) the Executive Secretary may clear a criminal background review without further action if the arrest, citation, or charge resulted in a dismissal, unless the dismissal resulted from a plea in abeyance agreement;
(b) the Executive Secretary shall forward a recommendation to clear the following criminal background reviews directly to the Board:
(i) singular offenses committed by an applicant, excluding offenses identified in Subsection (6)(c), if the arrest occurred more than two years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC for review;
(ii) more than two offenses committed by the applicant, excluding offenses identified in Subsection (6)(c), if at least one arrest occurred more than five years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC for review, or
(iii) more than two offenses committed by the applicant, excluding offenses identified in Subsection (6)(c), if all arrests for the offenses occurred more than 10 years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC for review;
(c) the Executive Secretary shall forward the following criminal background reviews to UPPAC, which shall make a recommendation to the Board for final action:
(i) convictions or pleas in abeyance for any offense where the offense date occurred less than two years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC;
(ii) convictions or pleas in abeyance for multiple offenses where all offenses occurred less than five years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC;
(iii) convictions or pleas in abeyance for felony offenses;
(iv) arrests, convictions, or pleas in abeyance for sex-related or lewdness offenses;
(v) convictions or pleas in abeyance for alcohol-related offenses or drug-related offenses where the offense date was less than five years prior to the date of submission to UPPAC;
(vi) convictions or pleas in abeyance involving children in any way; and
(vii) convictions or pleas in abeyance involving any other matter which the Executive Secretary determines, in his discretion, warrants review by UPPAC and the Board; and
(d) If the criminal background review involves a conviction for an offense requiring mandatory revocation under Subsection 53A-6-501(5)(b) or meeting the definition of sex offender under Subsection 77-41-102(17), the Executive Secretary shall forward a recommendation directly to the Board that clearance be denied.

(7) The Executive Secretary shall use reasonable discretion to interpret the information received from the Bureau of Criminal Identification to comply with the provisions of this rule.

(8) In Board review of recommendations of the Executive Secretary and UPPAC for criminal background checks, the following shall apply:

(a) the Board shall consider a criminal background review in accordance with the standards described in Section 53A-6-405;
(b) the Board may uphold any recommendation of the Executive Secretary or UPPAC, which action shall be the final agency action of USOE;
(c) the Board may substitute its own judgment in lieu of the recommendation of the Executive Secretary or UPPAC, which action shall be the final agency action of USOE; and
(d) if the Board chooses to substitute its own judgment in a criminal background review, the Board shall adopt findings articulating its reasoning.

(9) If a criminal background review arises as a result of conduct that was cleared in a prior criminal background review by the Executive Secretary, UPPAC, or the Board, the prior action shall be deemed final, and the Executive Secretary shall clear the criminal background review.

(10) If a criminal background review results in an applicant's denial, the applicant may request to be heard, and to have the matter reconsidered by the Board, consistent with the requirements of Subsection 53A-15-1506(1)(c).
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R277-205. Alcohol Related Offenses.

R277-205-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
   (a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
   (b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures; and
   (c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish procedures for disciplining educators regarding alcohol related offenses.
(3) The standards and procedures of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act do not apply to this rule under the exemption of Subsection 63G-4-102(2)(d).

R277-205-2. Action by the Board if a Licensed Educator Has Been Convicted of an Alcohol Related Offense.
(1)(a) If as a result of a background check, it is discovered that a licensed educator has been convicted of an alcohol related offense in the previous five years, UPPAC shall adhere to the minimum conditions described in this Subsection (1).
   (b) One conviction--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule.
   (c) Two convictions--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule and requiring documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment following the second conviction.
   (d) If the most recent conviction was more than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC shall recommend that the Board send a letter of warning to the educator.
   (e) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC shall recommend that the Board send a letter of reprimand to the educator and a letter to the district, if employed.
   (f) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides no documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC or the Board may initiate an investigation of the educator based upon the alcohol offenses.
   (g) Three convictions--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule and requiring documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment following the third conviction.
   (h) If the most recent conviction was more than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC shall recommend that the Board send a letter of reprimand to the educator's employer.
   (i) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides no documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC shall recommend suspension of the educator's license to the Board, subject to the educator's right to a hearing under Rule R277-202.
(2) This rule does not preclude more serious or additional action by the Board against an educator for other related or unrelated offenses.


(1) If as a result of a background check, it is discovered that an individual inquiring about educator licensing, seeking information about educator licensing, or placed in a public school for any purpose requiring a background check, has been convicted of an alcohol related offense within five years of the date of the background check, the minimum conditions described in this section shall apply.
(2) One conviction--the individual shall be denied Board clearance for a period of one year from the date of the arrest.
(3) Two convictions--the individual shall be denied Board clearance for a period of two years from the date of the most recent arrest and the applicant shall present documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment before Board clearance shall be considered.
(4) Three convictions-the Board may require the applicant to present documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment and may deny clearance.
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R277. Education, Administration.
R277-206-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
   (a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
   (b) Section 53A-6-306, which directs the Board to adopt rules regarding UPPAC duties and procedures and
   (c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish procedures for disciplining educators regarding drug related offenses.
(3) The standards and procedures of the Utah Administrative Procedures Act do not apply to this rule under the exemption of Subsection 63G-4-102(2)(d).

(1)(a) If as a result of a background check, it is discovered that a licensed educator has been convicted of a drug related offense in the previous ten years, the minimum conditions described in this Subsection (1) shall apply.
   (b) One conviction--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule.
   (c) Two convictions--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule and requiring documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment following the second conviction.
   (d) If the most recent conviction was more than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical treatment, the Board shall send a letter of warning to the educator.
   (e) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical treatment, the Board shall send a letter of reprimand to the educator and a letter to the district with notice of treatment.
   (f) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides no documentation of clinical treatment, UPPAC or the Board may initiate an investigation of the educator based upon the drug offenses.
   (g) Three convictions--a letter shall be sent to the educator informing the educator of the provisions of this rule and requiring documentation of clinical treatment following the third conviction.
   (h) If the most recent conviction was more than five years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, the Board shall send a letter of warning to the educator.
   (i) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, the Board shall send a letter of reprimand to the educator and send a copy of the letter of reprimand to the educator's employer.
   (j) If the most recent conviction was less than three years prior to the discovery of the conviction(s) and the educator provides no documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment, UPPAC shall recommend suspension of the educator's license to the Board, subject to the educator's right to a hearing under Rule R277-202.
(2) This rule does not preclude more serious or additional action by the Board against an educator if circumstances warrant it.

(1)(a) If as a result of a background check, it is discovered that an applicant has been convicted of a drug related offense within ten years of the date of the background check, the minimum conditions described in this Subsection (1) shall apply.
   (b) One conviction--the individual shall be denied clearance for a period of one year from the date of the conduct giving rise to the charge.
   (c) Two convictions--the individual shall be denied clearance for a period of three years from the date of the conduct giving rise to the most recent charge and the applicant shall present documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment before clearance shall be considered.
   (d) Three convictions--the individual shall be denied clearance for a period of five years from the date of the conduct giving rise to the most recent charge.
(2) UPPAC or the Board may require the applicant to present documentation of clinical assessment and recommended treatment and may recommend denial of clearance.
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R277-406. K-3 Reading Improvement Program and the State Reading Goal.

R277-406-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution, Article X Section 3, which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board;
(b) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to make rules in accordance with its responsibilities; and
(c) Subsection 53A-17a-150(14)(a), which directs the Board to develop rules for implementing the K-3 Reading Improvement Program.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to outline the responsibilities of the Superintendent and LEAs for implementation of Section 53A-17a-150, K-3 Reading Improvement Program, and Section 53A-1-606.5, State Reading Goal-Reading Achievement Plan.

(1) "Benchmark assessment" means an assessment that:
(a) is given three times each year at:
(i) the beginning of the school year;
(ii) the midpoint of the school year; and
(iii) the end of the school year;
(b) gives teachers information to:
(i) plan appropriate instruction; and
(ii) evaluate the effects of instruction; and
(c) provides data about the extent to which students are prepared to be successful on the end of year Criterion Referenced Test.
(2) "Grade level in reading" means that a student gains adequate meaning from independently reading texts designed for instruction at that grade level.
(3) "LEA plan" means the K-3 Reading Achievement Program Plan submitted by a public school district or a charter school.
(4) "Midpoint of school year" means January 31 of the school year.
(5) "Program" means the K-3 Reading Improvement Program.
(6) "Program money" means the same as that term is defined in Section 53A-17a-150.
(7) "School plan" means the K-3 Reading Achievement Program Plan submitted by a public school or a charter school.

(1) The Board shall approve a program plan submitted by an LEA pursuant to Subsection R277-406-4(1).
(2) In accordance with Section 53A-17a-150, the uniform standard for a growth goal is that the goal:
(a) signifies the percentage of third grade students who made typical, above typical, or well-above typical progress from the beginning of the year to the end of the year in third grade as measured by the benchmark assessment; and
(b) sets the target percentage of third graders making typical progress or better at 47.83 percent.
(3) The Superintendent shall use the information provided by an LEA described in Subsection R277-406-4(3) to determine the progress of each student in grade 3 within the following categories:
(i) well-above typical;
(ii) above typical;
(iii) typical;
(iv) below typical; or
(v) well-below typical.

R277-406-4. Responsibilities of LEAs.
(1) To receive Program money, a school with K-3 grade levels shall submit a school plan to its local board or charter board, and each LEA shall submit an LEA plan to the Board for reading proficiency improvement that incorporates the components described in Subsections 53A-1-606.5(3)(d) and 53A-17a-150(4)(a).
(2) The school plan shall be created:
(a) for a school in a district, under the direction of the school community council;
(b) for a charter school, under the direction of the charter school governing board.
(3) (a) An LEA shall complete the report required by Subsections 53A-17a-150(13)(a) and 53A-17a-150(14)(b)(i) within timelines set by the Superintendent.
(b) The report shall include:
(i) the information described in Subsection 53A-17a-150(16)(a) for kindergarten, first grade, second grade, and third grade, including information from the previous five years; and
(ii) the composite scores on the benchmark assessment of students in grades 1 through 3 to the Superintendent:
(A) through UTREx; and
(B) on or before July 1 of each year.
(4) An LEA that loses Program money due to a failure to meet its goal of increasing the percentage of third grade students at grade level may reapply for the Program money upon submission of a revised K-3 Reading Improvement Plan after one year of not receiving Program money.
R277-477.  Distribution of Funds from the Interest and Dividends Account and Administration of the School LAND Trust Program.

R277-477-1.  Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which places general control and supervision of the public school system under the Board;
(b) Subsection 53A-16-101.5(4), which allows the Board to adopt rules regarding the time and manner in which a student count shall be made for allocation of funds; and
(c) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The Board is the primary beneficiary representative and advocate for the beneficiaries of the School Trust corpus and the School LAND Trust Program.
(3) The purpose of this rule is to:
(a) provide financial resources to a public school to implement a component of a school's improvement plan or charter school document in order to enhance and improve student academic achievement;
(b) provide a means to involve a parent of a school's student in decision-making regarding the expenditure of School LAND Trust Program funds allocated to the school;
(c) provide direction in the distribution of funds from the Interest and Dividends Account, as funded in Subsection 53A-16-101.5(3);
(d) provide for appropriate and adequate oversight of the expenditure and use of funds by a designated local board of education, an approving entity, and the Board;  
(e) provide for proper allocation of funds as stated in Subsections 53A-16-101.5(3) and (4), and the appropriate and timely distribution of the funds;
(f) enforce compliance with statutory and rule requirements, including the responsibility for a school community council to notify school community members regarding the use of funds; and
(g) define the roles, duties, and responsibilities of the School Children's Trust Director within the USOE.

(1) "Approving entity" means an LEA governing board, university, or other legally authorized entity that may approve or reject a plan for a district or charter school.
(2) "Charter trust land council" means a council comprised of a two person majority of elected parents of students attending the charter school convened to act in lieu of the school community council for the charter school.
(b) "Charter trust land council" includes a charter school governing board if:
(i) the council meets the two-parent majority requirement; and
(ii) the charter school governing board chooses to serve as the charter trust land council.
(3) "Council" means a school community council or a charter trust land council.
(4) "Digital citizenship" means the same as that term is defined in Section 53A-1a-108.
(5) "Fall enrollment report" means the audited census of students registered in Utah public schools as reported in the audited October 1 Fall Enrollment Report of the previous year.
(6) "Funds" means interest and dividends income as defined in Subsection 53A-16-101.5(3).
(7) "Interest and Dividends Account" means the restricted account within the Uniform School Fund created under Subsection 53A-16-101(2).
(8) "Most critical academic need" means an academic need identified in a school's improvement plan or school's charter.
Program funding include the following:

- software, a computer cart, work station, projector,
- academic goals, including a faculty meal, per diem, and travel
- 75% of the employee's time interacting with, instructing, or
- math manipulatives, a calculator, microscope, map, or book;
- professional development directly tied to a school's
- (e) an athletic or intramural program;
- an extra-curricular non-academic expenditure;
- a non-academic field trip;
- an expense for a council meeting, parent night,
- mailing costs;
- accreditation costs;
- administrative, clerical, or secretarial costs, technical
- support, or maintenance, including for repair of an item not
- purchased with School LAND Trust funds;
- cash or cash equivalent incentives, including a gift card
- of any type regardless of the recipient;
- furniture;
- a staff bonus; and
- a similar non-instructional item or program.

- a nominal student incentive that is academic in nature
- an athletic or intramural program;

Subsection (9).

(c) An LEA or district school, upon the permission of the
LEA's governing board, may design the LEA or district school's
own form to collect the information required by this Subsection
(9).

(10)(a) An LEA governing board shall establish a timeline,
including a deadline, for a school to submit the school's School
LAND Trust plan.

(b) The deadline described in Subsection (10)(a) may be
no later than May 1 of each year.

c) Timelines set by an LEA governing board shall allow
for council reconsideration and amendment of the School
LAND Trust plan if the local board of education rejects a plan.

(11) The USOE shall only distribute funds to a school with
an approved School LAND Trust plan and that meets all other
requirements.

(12)(a) Prior to approving a plan, an approving entity shall
review a School LAND Trust plan under the approving entity's
purview to confirm that a School LAND Trust plan contains:

- academic goals;

- specific steps to meet the academic goals described in
Subsection (12)(a)(i);

- measurements to assess improvement; and

- specific expenditures focused on student academic
improvement.

(b)(i) The Superintendent shall review a School LAND
Trust plan for compliance with statute and rule.

(ii) The approving entity shall determine whether a School
LAND Trust plan is consistent with the approving entity's
pedagogy, programs, and curriculum.

(c) Prior to approving a School LAND Trust plan, the
president or chair of the approving entity shall provide training
annually on the requirements of Section 53A-16-101.5 to the
members of the approving entity.

R277-477-4. Appropriate Use of School LAND Trust
Program Funds.

(1) Acceptable uses of School LAND Trust Program funds
include the following:

- a credit recovery course or program;
- a study skills class;
- a college entrance exam preparation class;
- an academic field trip;
- classroom equipment or materials, including flashcards,
- math manipulatives, a calculator, microscope, map, or book;
- a teacher, teacher aide, tutor, or other personnel if an
employee paid out of School LAND Trust funds spends at least
75% of the employee's time interacting with, instructing, or
preparing to instruct a student in an approved academic area;
- professional development directly tied to a school's
academic goals, including a faculty meal, per diem, and travel
required as a part of a professional development program;
- student focused educational technology, including
hardware and software, a computer cart, work station, projector,
and smart board.
- a book, textbook, workbook, library book, bookcase,
magazine, and audio-visual material;
- a student planner; and
- a nominal student incentive that is academic in nature
or of nominal total cost.

(2) Expenditures ineligible for School LAND Trust
Program funding include the following:

- security costs;
- phone, cell phone, electric, HVAC, or other utility;
- a facility, building, or maintenance costs;
- sports and playground equipment;
- an audio-visual system in a non-classroom location;
- a non-academic field trip;
- an expense for a council meeting, parent night,
- orientation, training, or similar meeting or event;
- mailing costs;
- accreditation costs;
- administrative, clerical, or secretarial costs, technical
support, or maintenance, including for repair of an item not
purchased with School LAND Trust funds;
- cash or cash equivalent incentives, including a gift card
of any type regardless of the recipient;
- furniture;
- a staff bonus; and
- a similar non-instructional item or program.

R277-477-5. Distribution of Funds - Determination of
Proportionate Share.

(1) A local school board shall report the prior year
expenditure of distributions for each school and adjust the
current year distribution of funds received from the School
LAND Trust Program as described in Section 53A-16-101.5, as
necessary to maintain an equal per student distribution within a
school district based on school openings and closings, boundary
changes, and other enrollment changes occurring after the fall
enrollment report.

(2)(a) For purposes of this Subsection (2) and Subsection
(3), "qualifying charter school" means a charter school that:

- (i) would receive more funds from a per pupil distribution
than the charter school receives from the base payment
described in Subsection (2)(c); and

- (ii) is not a newly opening charter school as described in
Subsection (3).

(b) The Superintendent shall distribute the funds allocated
to charter schools as described in this Subsection (2).

(c) The Superintendent shall first distribute a base
payment to each charter school that is equal to the product of:

- (i) an amount equal to the total funds available for all
charter schools; and

- (ii) at least 0.4%.

(d) After the Superintendent distributes the amount
described in Subsection (2)(c), the Superintendent shall
distribute the remaining funds to qualifying charter schools on
a per pupil basis.

(3)(a) The Superintendent shall distribute an amount of
funds to a newly opening charter school that is equal to the greater of:

- (i) the base payment described in Subsection (2)(c); or

- (ii) as the new opened charter school's projected October 1 enrollment count.

(b) The Superintendent shall increase or decrease a newly
opening charter school's first year distribution of funds in the
school's second year to reflect the newly opening charter
school's actual first year October 1 enrollment.

(d) If a school chooses not to apply for funds or does not meet the requirements for receiving funds, the USOE shall
retain the funds allocated for that school and include those funds in the statewide distribution for the following school year.
(1) A school shall implement a plan as approved.
(2)(a) The principal shall submit a plan amendment authorized by Subsection 53A-16-101.5(6)(d)(iii) through the School LAND Trust website for approval, including the date the council approved the amendment and the number of votes for, against, and absent.
(b) The approving entity shall:
   (i) consider the amendment for approval; and
   (ii) approve an amendment before the school uses funds according to the amendment.
(c) The School Children's Trust Section shall annually report a school described in Subsection 53A-16-101.5.
(d) A principal shall submit a final report on the School LAND Trust website by October 1.
(e) The expenditure data shall appear in the final report submitted online by a principal, as required by Section 53A-16-101.5.
(f) A principal shall submit a final report on the School LAND Trust website by October 20 annually.

R277-477-7. School LAND Trust Program - School Children's Trust Section to Review Compliance.
(1) The School Children's Trust Section shall review each school's final report for consistency with the approved school plan.
(2) The School Children's Trust Section shall create a list of all schools whose final reports indicate that funds from the School LAND Trust Program were expended inconsistent with the statute, rule, or the school's approved plan.
(3) The School Children's Trust Section shall annually report a school described in Subsection 1(b) to the school district contact person, district superintendent, and president of the local board of education or charter board, as applicable.
(4) The School Children's Trust Section may visit a school receiving funds from the School LAND Trust Program to discuss the program, receive information and suggestions, provide training, and answer questions.
(5) The School Children's Trust Director shall supervise annual compliance reviews to review expenditure of funds consistent with the approved plan, allowable expenses, and the law.
(6) The School Children's Trust Director shall report annually to the Board Audit Committee on compliance review findings and other compliance issues.
(7) After receiving the report described in Subsection 3(b) and any other relevant information requested by the committee, the Board Audit Committee may make a determination regarding questioned expenditures and corrective action as outlined in Section R277-477-9.

(1) The School Children's Trust Director is an employee of the Board, pursuant to Section 53A-16-101.6 and Board bylaws.
(2) The School Children's Trust Director shall report to the Board Audit Committee monthly.
(3) The School Children's Trust Director shall submit a draft section budget to the Board Audit Committee annually, consistent with Subsection 53A-16-101.6(5)(a).
(4) The School Children's Trust Director shall include in the draft budget a proposed School LAND Trust Program and training schedule, as described in Subsection 53A-16-101.6(13).
(5) In addition to the duties established in Section 53A-16-101.6, the School Children's Trust Director shall:
   (a) assist the Board as needed as its designee in fulfilling its duties as primary beneficiary representative for school trust lands and funds;
   (b) provide independent oversight of an agency managing school trust lands and the permanent State School Fund to ensure the trust assets are managed prudently, profitably, and in the best interest of the beneficiaries;
   (c) review and approve a charter school plan on behalf of the State Charter School Board;
   (d) provide notice as necessary to the State Charter School Board of changes required of charter schools for compliance with state statute and rule;
   (e) review and approve a plan submitted by the USOE governing board as necessary; and
   (f) carry out the policy direction of the Board under law and faithfully adhere to the Board-approved budget.
(6) The employees of the School Children's Trust Section report to the School Children's Trust Director.

(1) If a local school board, school district, district or charter school, or council fails to comply with the provisions of this rule, the School Children's Trust Director may report the failure to the Audit Committee of the Board.
(2) If the Audit Committee of the Board finds that any local school board, school district, district or charter school, or council failed to comply with statutory or rule, the Audit Committee may recommend that the Board take any or all of the following actions:
   (a) in cooperation with the local school board or charter governing board, develop a corrective action plan for the school district, district or charter school, or council;
   (b) require the school to reimburse the School LAND Trust Program for any inappropriate expenditures;
   (c) reduce, eliminate, or withhold future funding; or
   (d) any other necessary and appropriate corrective action.
(3) The Board may, by majority vote, take any of the actions outlined in Subsection (2) to correct or remedy a violation of statute or rule by a local school board, school district, district or charter school, or council.
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R277-491. School Community Councils.

R277-491-1. Authority and Purpose.

(1) This rule is authorized by:
   (a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which places general control and supervision of the public school system under the Board; and
   (b) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.

(2) The purpose of this rule is to:
   (a) provide procedures and clarifying information to a school community council to assist the council in fulfilling school community council responsibilities consistent with Sections 53A-1a-108 and 53A-1a-108.1;
   (b) provide direction to a local school board, school, and school district in establishing and maintaining a school community council;
   (c) provide a framework and support for improved academic achievement of students that is locally driven from within an individual school;
   (d) encourage increased participation of a parent, school employee, and others to support the mission of a school community council;
   (e) increase public awareness of:
      (i) school trust lands;
      (ii) the permanent State School Fund; and
      (iii) educational excellence; and
   (f) enforce compliance with the laws governing a school community council.


(1) "Local school board" means the locally elected school board designated in Section 53A-3-101.
   (2) "Principal" means an administrator licensed as a principal in the state and employed in that capacity at a school.
       (a) "Principal" includes a specific designee of the principal.
   (3) "School community" means the geographic area a school district designates as the attendance area, with reasonable inclusion of a parent of a student who attends the school but lives outside the attendance area.
   (4) "Student" means a child in a public school, grades kindergarten through 12, counted on the audited October 1 fall enrollment report.


(1) If a school holds an election in the spring, the school community council shall:
   (a) attempt to notify a parent of an incoming student about the opportunity to run for the council; and
   (b) provide a parent of an incoming student with an opportunity to vote in the election.

(2) In addition to the election notice requirements of Subsection 53A-1a-108(5)(c), the principal shall provide notice of:
   (a) the location where a ballot may be cast; and
   (b) the means by which a ballot may be cast, whether in person, by mail, or by electronic transfer.

(3) A parent may vote for a school community council parent member if:
   (a) the parent's child is enrolled at the school; or
   (b) the school holds the election in the spring; and
   (ii) the parent's child will be enrolled at the school in the following school year.

(4) A school community council may establish a procedure that allows a parent to mail a ballot to the school in the event the distance between a parent and the voting location would otherwise discourage parental participation.

   (b) A mailed or hand-delivered ballot shall meet the same timeline as a ballot voted in person.

   (5) (a) A school, school district, or local school board may allow a parent to vote by electronic ballot.
       (b) If allowed, the school or school district shall clearly explain on its website the opportunity to vote by electronic means.

   (6) In the event of a change in statute or rule affecting the composition of a school community council, a council member who is elected or appointed prior to the change may complete the term for which the member was elected.

   (7) (a) A public school that is a secure facility, juvenile detention facility, hospital program school, or other small or special school may receive School LAND Trust Program funds without having a school community council if the school demonstrates and documents a good faith effort to:
       (i) recruit members;
       (ii) have meetings;
       (iii) publicize the opportunity to serve on the council; and
       (iv) publish election results to the school community.

   (b) The local school board shall make the determination whether to grant the exemption.


(1) Following an election, the principal shall enter and electronically sign on the School LAND Trust Program website a Principal's Assurance Form affirming:
   (a) the school community council's election;
   (b) that vacancies were filled by election if necessary; and
   (c) that the school community council's bylaws or procedures comply with Section 53A-1a-108, Rule R277-477, and this rule.

(2) In addition to the requirements of Subsection 53A-1a-108.1(6), each year the principal shall post the following information on the school's website:
   (a) an invitation to a parent to serve on the school community council that includes an explanation of how a parent can directly influence the expenditure of the School LAND Trust Program funds;
   (b) the dollar amount the school receives each year from the School LAND Trust Program.

R277-491-5. School Community Council Chair Responsibilities.

(1) After the school community council election, the school community council shall annually elect at the council's first meeting a chair and vice chair in accordance with Subsection 53A-1a-108(5)(j).

(2) The school community council chair shall:
   (a) post the information required by Subsection 53A-1a-108.1(5);
   (b) set the agenda for every meeting;
   (c) conduct every meeting;
   (d) keep written minutes of every meeting, consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-108.1(9);
   (e) inform council members about resources available on the School LAND Trust Program website; and
   (f) welcome and encourage public participation in school community council meetings.

(3) The chair may delegate the responsibilities established in this section as appropriate at the chair's discretion.


(1) (a) The school community council shall adopt rules of order and procedure to govern a council meeting in accordance with Subsection 53A-1a-108.1(10).

       (b) The rules of order and procedure shall outline the process for:
(i) selecting a chair and vice chair; and
(ii) removing from office a member who moves away or fails to attend meetings regularly.

(2) The school community council shall:
(a) report on a plan, program, or expenditure at least annually to the local school board; and
(b) encourage participation on the school community council by members of the school community and recruit a potential candidate to run for an open position on the council.

(3)(a) The principal shall provide an annual report to the school community council that summarizes current practices used by the school district and school to facilitate the school community council's responsibilities under Subsection 53A-1a-108(3)(a).
(b) The report described in Subsection (3)(a) shall include:
(i) information concerning internet filtering protocols for school and district devices that access the internet;
(ii) local instructional practices, monitoring, and reporting procedures; and
(iii) internet safety training required by Section 53A-1a-108.

(4) A school community council may advise and inform the local school board and other members of the school community regarding the uses of School LAND Trust Program funds.

This rule does not apply to a charter school.

(1) If a local school board, school district, school, or school community council fails to comply with the provisions of this rule, the School Children's Trust Director appointed under Section 53A-16-101.6 may report the failure to the Audit Committee of the Board.
(2)(a) The Audit Committee shall allow the local school board, school district, school, or school community council to present information to the Audit Committee.
(b) The Audit Committee of the Board may recommend to the Board a reduction or elimination of School LAND Trust funds for a school district or school if the Audit Committee finds that the local school board, school district, school, or school community council has not complied with statute or rule.
(3) Before the Board takes action on the Audit Committee's recommendation, the Board shall allow the local school board, school district, school, or school community council to present information to the Board.
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R277-494. Charter School and Online Student Participation in Extracurricular or Co-Curricular School Activities.  

R277-494-1. Definitions. 

A. "Activity fees" means fees that are approved by a local board and charged to all students to participate in any or all activities sponsored by or through the public school. Fees vary among districts and schools and entitle a public school student to participate in regular school activities, to try out for extracurricular or co-curricular school activities, to receive transportation to activities, and to attend regularly scheduled public school activities. 

B. "Board" means the Utah State Board of Education. 

C. "Charter school" means a school acknowledged as a charter school by a chartering entity under Sections 53A-1a-515, 53A-1a-521, and R277-470 or by the Board under Section 53A-1a-505. 

D. "Co-curricular activity" means a school district or school activity, course or experience that includes a required regular school day component and an after school component; special programs or activities such as programs for gifted and talented students, summer programs and science and history fairs are co-curricular activities. 

E. "Extracurricular activity" means an athletic program or activity sponsored by the public school and offered, competitively or otherwise, to public school students outside of the regular school day or program. 

F. "Online school" means a school: 
   1. that provides the same number of classes consistent with the requirement of similar public schools; 
   2. that delivers course work via the internet; 
   3. that has designated a readily accessible contact person; and 
   4. that provides the range of services to public education students required by state and federal law. 

G. "Pay to play fees" means the fees charged to a student to participate in a specific school-sponsored extracurricular or co-curricular activity. All fees shall be approved annually by the local board of education. 

H. "Student's boundary school" means the school the student is designated to attend according to where the student's legal guardian lives or the school where the student is enrolled under Section 53A-2-206.5 et seq. 

I. "Student's school of enrollment" means the public school in which the student is enrolled consistent with Section 53A-11-101 et seq. 

J. "Student fee waivers" means all expenses for an activity that are waived for student participation in the activity consistent with Section 53A-12-103 et seq. and R277-407. 

K. "School participation fee" means the fee paid by the charter/online school to the boundary school consistent with R277-494-4 for student participation in extracurricular or co-curricular activities. 

L. "Student participation fee" means the fee charged to all participating charter/online and traditional school students by the boundary school for designated extracurricular or co-curricular activities consistent with R277-407. 

R277-494-2. Authority and Purpose. 

A. This rule is authorized by Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3 which vests general control and supervision of public education in the Board, Section 53A-1-401(3) which permits the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities, Section 53A-1a-519(5) that directs the Board to make rules establishing fees for a charter school student's participation in extracurricular or co-curricular activities at school district schools, and Section 53A-2-214(6) which directs the Board to make rules establishing fees for an online student's participation in extracurricular or co-curricular activities at school district schools. 

B. The purpose of this rule is to inform school districts, charter and online schools, and parents of school participation fees and state-determined requirements for a charter school or a public online school student to participate in extracurricular athletics and activities at a student's boundary school. 

R277-494-3. Requirements for Payment and Participation Integral to the Schedule. 

A. A charter or online school shall allow student participation in activities designated under R277-494-1E upon satisfaction of requirements and payments of this rule and satisfaction of school district standards and requirements. 

B. A school participation fee of $75.00 per student shall be paid by the student's school of enrollment to the boundary school at which the student desires to participate. Upon annual payment of the school participation fee, the student may participate in all extracurricular school activities as defined in R277-494-1E during the school year for which the student is qualified and eligible. 

C. The participation fee paid by the charter or online school is in addition to individual student participation fees for specific extracurricular activities and the activity fees charged to all students in the secondary school to supplement school activities as assessed by the school consistent with this rule. 

D. All fees, including school participation fees, student participation fees and activity fees shall be paid prior to student participation. 

E. If a participating charter or online school student qualifies for fee waivers, all waived student participation fees shall be paid to the boundary school by the student's school of enrollment prior to student participation. 


A. Charter, online and traditional schools may negotiate to allow student participation in co-curricular activities such as debate, drama, choral programs, specialized courses or programs offered during the regular school day, and school district-sponsored enrichment programs or activities. Participating charter/online students shall be required to meet all attendance and course requirements of all boundary public school students. 

B. A charter and online student participating under this rule shall meet all eligibility requirements and timelines of the boundary school. 
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R277-. Education, Administration.
R277-.947-. School Grading System.
R277-.947-.1-. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision of public education in the Board;
(b) Section 53A-1-1113, which directs the Board to adopt rules to implement a school grading system;
(c) Section 53A-1-1104, which authorizes the Board to make a rule to establish an accountability plan for an alternative school or special needs school that the Board has exempt from school grading; and
(d) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to provide consistent definitions, standards, and procedures for LEAs to report school data through a school grading system.

R277-.947-.2-. Definitions.
(1) "Alternative school" means the same as that term is defined in Section 53A-1-1102.
(2) "School" means a school that only enrolls students and below proficient students, is 20% with a maximum score of 300; based on a school's median student growth percentile for all courses in which the student is enrolled or is making improvement in cohort credit earning rate from the previous year, is 25% with a maximum score of 375; improvement in cohort credit earning rate from the previous year, is 25% with a maximum score of 375; student enrolled in the current year is successfully completing or make substantive progress toward completion of meaningful educational goals, is 20% with a maximum score of 300; and
(b) "School climate" means whether a school is collecting data to evaluate school climate and using results to inform efforts to improve climate, is ten percent with a maximum score of 150.
(3) "Sufficient student growth" means a student growth percentile of 40 or above.

R277-.947-.3-. Board Responsibilities.
(1) The Board may not count a student who does not participate in required testing under Section 53A-1-603 due to parent excuse provisions of Subsection 53A-1-1403(9) and Section R277-404-6 in determining the participation rate for purposes of school grades.
(2) The Board and LEAs shall take necessary actions within their authority to satisfy Subsection 53A-1-1403(9)(b).

R277-.947-.4-. LEA Responsibilities.
(1) An LEA shall provide accurate and timely data as required under Rule R277-484 to allow for the development of the school reports.
(2) An LEA shall use the school reports as a communication tool to inform parents and the community about school performance.
(3) An LEA shall ensure that the school reports are available for all parents.

R277-.947-.5-. School Responsibilities.
(1) A school shall provide data for the school report as provided in Rule R277-484.
(2) A school shall cooperate with the Board and LEAs to ensure that the school report is available for all parents.

R277-.947-.6-. Exemption from School Grading.
(1)(a) As authorized by Section 53A-1-1104, an alternative school or a special needs school may submit a request for an exemption from school grading for the next three school years to the Board by July 1.
(b) The request shall demonstrate that:
(i) the school meets the definition of an alternative school or a special needs school;
(ii) the school has the approval of:
(A) the school's LEA governing board; or
(B) if the school is the Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind, the USDB advisory committee; and
(iii) if the school has received an exemption for a previous school year, the school has timely submitted to the Superintendent all information necessary for the Board to evaluate the school as required by Section 53A-1-1104.
(2)(a) The Board shall exempt a school from school grading if the school meets the requirements of Subsection (1).
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (2)(c), an exemption from school grading is valid for three school years.
(c) The Board may revoke an exemption if a school fails to timely submit to the Superintendent all information necessary for the Board to annually evaluate the school in accordance with the accountability plan.

R277-.947-.7-. Accountability Plan - General Provisions.
(1)(a) This rule incorporates by reference the Guide to Utah's Comprehensive Accountability System for Alternative Schools - June 6, 2014, which describes the accountability plan required by Section 53A-1-1104, with the exceptions for a special needs school described in Section R277-.947-.8.
(b) The Superintendent shall annually evaluate a school in accordance with the accountability plan by calculating a school's composite score, which has a maximum value of 1500, by summing the school's weighted indicator scores.
(2) The accountability plan consists of five indicators weighted as follows:
(a) growth, which measures student academic progress based on a school's median student growth percentile for all students and below proficient students, is 20% with a maximum score of 300;
(b) attendance, which is the higher of a school's attendance rate in the current year or improvement in cohort attendance rate from the previous year, is 25% with a maximum score of 375;
(c) credit earning, which measures the degree to which a student enrolled in the current year is successfully completing courses in which the student is enrolled or is making improvement in cohort credit earning rate from the previous year, is 25% with a maximum score of 375;
(d) attainment, which measures the extent to which a student successfully completes or make substantial progress toward completion of meaningful educational goals, is 20% with a maximum score of 300; and
(e) school climate, which measures whether a school is collecting data to evaluate school climate and using results to inform efforts to improve climate, is ten percent with a maximum score of 150.
(3) The Superintendent shall assign the scores based on the rubrics established in the guide.

R277-.947-.8-. Accountability Plan Exceptions.
(1) At the request of a special needs school, the Superintendent may exempt a student from the attendance indicator score calculation if the student has a documented medical condition that prevents the student from attending 160 days of school.
(2) In accordance with a Section 53A-1-111, a student with a disability may take an alternative assessment to determine the student's growth instead of the Student Assessment of Growth and Excellence.
(3) If required by Section R277-410-5, a special needs school shall report on the school's progress on the school's accreditation improvement plan in the School Snapshot section of the school's report card published by the Superintendent under Subsection 53A-1-1104(5)(b)(ii).
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R277. Education, Administration.
R277-498. Grant for Math Teaching Training.
R277-498-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
   (a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests
general control and supervision of public education in the Board;
   (b) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to
adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities; and
   (c) Subsection 53A-6-901(2), which directs the Board to
make rules to provide criteria to award a grant related to
mathematics education.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to establish criteria to award
a grant to:
   (a) support and encourage prospective educators to earn
mathematics endorsements; and
   (b) assist an experienced mathematics teacher in becoming
a teacher leader.
(1) "Comprehensive Administration of Credentials for
Teachers in Utah Schools" or "CACTUS" means the electronic
file maintained on all licensed Utah educators that includes:
   (a) personal directory information;
   (b) educational background;
   (c) endorsements;
   (d) employment history; and
   (e) a record of disciplinary action taken against the
educator.
(2) "Endorsements in mathematics" means one or more
endorsements in the mathematics teaching field that:
   (a) qualify an educator or prospective educator to teach a
specific or specific level of mathematics course; and
   (b) is indicated by a notation on the educator's CACTUS
record.
(3) "Grantee" or "prospective grantee" means:
   (a) an institution of higher education; or
   (b) a nonprofit educational organization.
(4) "Matching funds" means funds provided by the grant
recipient in order to receive state funds under Section 53A-6-901.
(1) The Superintendent shall select a grantee that meets the
criteria of Section 53A-6-901 and the criteria of this rule from
requests submitted by a prospective grantee.
(2) The Superintendent shall notify a selected grantee of its
eligibility to receive funds under this program following:
   (a) review of the request; and
   (b) the assurance of matching funds.
(3) The Superintendent may identify one eligible and
qualified grantee and establish a funding schedule to distribute
funds or allow a prospective grantee to submit an application
until March 30.
(4) The Superintendent, under the direction of the Board,
shall distribute the appropriation provided for in Section 53A-6-901 by June 30.
(1) The Superintendent shall consider the amount or
percent of matching funds that a prospective grantee offers.
(2) The Superintendent shall determine that the
prospective grantee requesting funds under Section 53A-6-901
shall use the funds consistent with Section 53A-6-901.
R277-498-5. Accountability and Documentation.
(1) The Superintendent shall maintain records of the
distribution of funds to a grantee that requests funds provided
under Section 53A-6-901 and this rule.
R277-515-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests the general control and supervision of the public schools in the Board;
(b) Subsection 53A-1-402(1)(a), which directs the Board to make rules regarding the certification of educators;
(c) Title 53A, Chapter 6, Educator Licensing and Professional Practices Act, which provides all laws related to educator licensing and professional practices; and
(d) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to:
(a) establish statewide standards for public school educators that provide notice to educators and prospective educators and notice and protection to public school students and parents;
(b) recognize that licensed public school educators are professionals, and as such, should share common professional standards, expectations, and role model responsibilities; and
(c) distinguish behavior for which educators shall receive license discipline from behavior that all Utah educators should aspire to and for which license discipline shall be initiated only in egregious circumstances or following a pattern of offenses.

(1) "Core Standard" means a statement:
(a) of what a student enrolled in a public school is expected to know and be able to do at a specific grade level or following completion of an identified course; and
(b) established by the Board in Rule R277-700 as required by Section 53A-1-402.
(2) "Diversion agreement" means an agreement between a prosecutor and defendant entered into prior to a conviction delaying prosecution of a criminal charge for a specified period of time and contingent upon the defendant satisfying certain conditions.
(3) (a) "Educator" or "professional educator" means a person who currently holds a Utah educator license, held a license at the time of an alleged offense, is an applicant for a license, or is a person in training to obtain a license.
(b) "Professional educator" does not include a paraprofessional, a volunteer, or an unlicensed teacher in a classroom.
(4) "Felony offense" means any offense for which an individual is charged with a first, second, or third degree felony under:
(a) Title 76, Utah Criminal Code;
(b) Title 67, Chapter 16, Utah Public Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act;
(c) Title 58, Chapter 37d, Clandestine Drug Lab Act;
(d) Title 63G, Chapter 6a, Utah Procurement Code; or
(e) any other statute in the Utah Code establishing a misdemeanor.
(5) "Illegal drug" means a substance included in:
(a) Schedules I, II, III, IV, or V established in Section 58-37-4;
(b) Schedules I, II, III, IV, or V of the federal Controlled Substances Act, Title II, Pub. L. No. 91-513; or
(c) any controlled substance analog.
(6) "LEA" or "local education agency" for purposes of this rule includes the Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind.
(7) "Licensing discipline" means a sanction, including an admonition, a letter of warning, a written reprimand, suspension of license, and revocation of license, or other appropriate disciplinary measure, for violation of a professional educator standard.
(8) "Misdemeanor offense" means any offense for which an individual is charged with a Class A, B, or C misdemeanor under:
(a) Title 76, Utah Criminal Code;
(b) Title 67, Chapter 16, Utah Public Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act;
(c) Title 58, Chapter 37d, Clandestine Drug Lab Act;
(d) Title 63G, Chapter 6a, Utah Procurement Code; or
(e) any other statute in the Utah Code establishing a misdemeanor.
(9) "Plea in abeyance" means a plea of guilty or no contest that is not entered as a judgment or conviction but is held by a court in abeyance for a specified period of time.
(10) "School-related activity" means any event, activity, or program:
(a) occurring at the school before, during, or after school hours; or
(b) that a student attends at a remote location as a representative of the school or with the school's authorization, or both.
(11) "Stalking" means the act of intentionally or knowingly engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person as defined in Section 76-5-106.5.
(12) "Utah Professional Practices Advisory Commission" or "UPPAC" means an advisory commission established to assist and advise the Board in matters relating to the professional practices of educators, as established by Section 53A-6-301.
(13) "Weapon" means any item that in the manner of its use or intended use is capable of causing death or serious bodily injury.

R277-515-3. Educator as a Role Model of Civic and Societal Responsibility.
(1) The professional educator is responsible for compliance with federal, state, and local laws.
(2) The professional educator shall familiarize himself or herself with professional ethics and is responsible for compliance with applicable professional standards.
(3) Failing to strictly adhere to Subsection (4) shall result in licensing discipline.
(4) The professional educator, upon receiving a Utah educator license:
(a) may not be convicted of any felony or misdemeanor offense that adversely affects the individual's ability to perform an assigned duty and carry out the responsibilities of the profession, including role model responsibility;
(b) may not be convicted of or commit any act of violence or abuse, including physical, sexual, or emotional abuse of any person;
(c) may not commit any act of cruelty to a child or any criminal offense involving a child;
(d) may not be convicted of a stalking crime;
(e) may not possess or distribute an illegal drug or be convicted of any crime related to an illegal drug, including a prescription drug not specifically prescribed for the individual;
(f) may not engage in conduct of a sexual nature described in Section 53A-6-405;
(g) may not be subject to a diversion agreement specific to a sex-related or drug-related offense, plea in abeyance, court-imposed probation, or court supervision related to a criminal charge that could adversely impact the educator's ability to perform the duties and responsibilities of the profession;
(h) may not provide to a student or allow a student under the educator's supervision or control to consume an alcoholic beverage or unauthorized drug;
(i) may not attend school or a school-related activity in an assigned supervisory capacity while possessing, using, or under the influence of alcohol or an illegal drug;
In adhering to all state and LEA instructions and protocols in health, safety, or learning; in an educational standard required by law.

An educator shall maintain confidentiality concerning a student unless revealing confidential information to an authorized person serves the best interest of the student and serves a lawful purpose, consistent with:

(i) Title 53A, Chapter 13, Part 3, Utah Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act; and


(e) Consistent with Title 67, Chapter 16, Utah Public Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act, Section 53A-1-402.5, and rule, a professional educator:

(i) may not accept a bonus or incentive from a vendor or potential vendor or a gift from a parent of a student, or a student where there may be the appearance of a conflict of interest or impropriety;

(ii) may not accept or give a gift to a student that would suggest or further an inappropriate relationship;

(iii) may not accept or give a gift to a colleague that is inappropriate or furthers the appearance of impropriety;

(iv) may accept a donation from a student, parent, or business donating specifically and strictly to benefit a student;

(v) may accept, but not solicit, a nominal appropriate personal gift for a birthday, holiday, or teacher appreciation occasion, consistent with LEA policy and Title 67, Chapter 16, Utah Public Officers' and Employees' Ethics Act;

(vi) may not use the educator's position or influence to:

(A) solicit a colleague, student, or parent of a student to purchase equipment, supplies, or services from the educator or participate in an activity that financially benefits the educator unless approved in writing by the LEA;

(B) promote an athletic camp, summer league, travel opportunity, or other outside instructional opportunity from which the educator receives personal remuneration and that involve students in the educator's school system, unless approved in writing consistent with LEA policy and rule; and

(vii) may not use school property, a facility, or equipment for personal enrichment, commercial gain, or for personal uses without express supervisor permission.


(1) A professional educator maintains a positive and safe learning environment for a student and works toward meeting an educational standard required by law.

(2)(a) Failure to strictly adhere to this Subsection (2) shall result in licensing discipline.

(b) The professional educator, upon receiving a Utah educator license:

(i) shall take prompt and appropriate action to prevent harassment or discriminatory conduct toward a student or school employee that may result in a hostile, intimidating, abusive, offensive, or oppressive learning environment;

(ii) shall resolve a disciplinary problem according to law, LEA policy, and local building procedures and strictly protect student confidentiality and understand laws relating to student information and records;

(iii) shall supervise a student appropriately at school and a school-related activity, home or away, consistent with LEA policy and building procedures and the age of the students;

(iv) shall take action to protect a student from any known condition detrimental to that student's physical health, mental health, safety, or learning;

(v)(A) shall demonstrate honesty and integrity by strictly adhering to all state and LEA instructions and protocols in managing and administering a standardized test to a student consistent with Section 53A-1-608 and Rule R277-404;

(B) shall cooperate in good faith with a required student
(C) shall encourage a student's best effort in an assessment;
(D) shall submit and include all required student information and assessments, as required by statute and rule; and
(E) shall attend training and cooperate with assessment training and assessment directives at all levels;
(iii) may not use or attempt to use an LEA computer or information system in violation of the LEA's acceptable use policy for an employee or access information that may be detrimental to young people or inconsistent with the educator's role model responsibility; and
(vii) may not knowingly possess, while at school or any school-related activity, any pornographic material in any form.
(3)(a) Failure to adhere to this Subsection (3) may result in licensing discipline.
(b) A penalty shall be imposed, most readily, if an educator has received a previous documented warning from the educator's employer.
(c) A professional educator:
(i) shall demonstrate respect for a diverse perspective, idea, and opinion and encourage contributions from a broad spectrum of school and community sources, including a community whose heritage language is not English;
(ii) shall use appropriate language, eschewing profane, foul, offensive, or derogatory comments or language;
(iii) shall maintain a positive and safe learning environment for a student;
(iv) shall work toward meeting an educational standard required by law;
(v) shall teach the objectives contained in a Core Standard;
(vi) may not distort or alter subject matter from a Core Standard in a manner inconsistent with the law; and
(vii) shall use instructional time effectively consistent with LEA policy.
R277-515-5. Professional Educator Responsibility for Compliance with LEA Policy.
(1) This rule establishes standards of ethical decorum and behavior for licensed educators in the state.
(2) Provisions of this rule do not prevent, circumvent, replace, nor mirror criminal or potential charges that may be issued against a professional educator.
(3) The Board and USOE shall adhere to the provisions of this rule in licensing and disciplining a licensed Utah educator.
(4) Reporting and employment provisions related to professional ethics are provided in:
(a) Section 53A-15-1507;
(b) Section 53A-6-501;
(c) Section 53A-11-403; and
(d) Section R277-516-7.
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(1) A professional educator exhibits integrity and honesty in relationships with an LEA administrator or personnel.
(2)(a) Failure to adhere to this Subsection (2) may result in licensing discipline.
(b) A penalty shall be imposed most readily, if an educator has received a previous documented warning from the educator's employer.
(c) The professional educator:
(i) shall communicate professionally and with civility with a colleague, school and community specialist, administrator, and other personnel;
(ii) shall maintain a professional and appropriate relationship and demeanor with a student, colleague, school community member, and parent;
(iii) may not promote a personal opinion, personal issue, or political position as part of the instructional process in a manner inconsistent with law;
(iv) shall express a personal opinion professionally and responsibly in the community served by the school;
(v) shall comply with an LEA policy, supervisory directive, and generally-accepted professional standard regarding appropriate dress and grooming at school and at a school-related event;
(vi) shall work diligently to improve the educator's own professional understanding, judgment, and expertise;
(vii) shall honor all contracts for a professional service;
(viii) shall perform all services required or directed by the educator's contract with the LEA with professionalism consistent with LEA policy and rule; and
(ix) shall recruit another educator for employment in another position only within a LEA timeline and guideline.
(1) This rule establishes standards of ethical decorum and behavior for licensed educators in the state.
(2) Provisions of this rule do not prevent, circumvent, replace, nor mirror criminal or potential charges that may be issued against a professional educator.
(3) The Board and USOE shall adhere to the provisions of this rule in licensing and disciplining a licensed Utah educator.
(4) Reporting and employment provisions related to professional ethics are provided in:
(a) Section 53A-15-1507;
(b) Section 53A-6-501;
(c) Section 53A-11-403; and
(d) Section R277-516-7.

R277-516-1. Authority and Purpose.

(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests the general control and supervision of the public schools in the Board;
(b)(i) Subsections 53A-1-301(3)(a) and 53A-1-301(3)(d)(x), which instruct the Superintendent to perform duties assigned by the Board that include:
   (ii) presenting to the Governor and the Legislature each December a report of the public school system for the preceding year that includes:
      (A) investigation of all matters pertaining to the public schools; and
      (B) statistical and financial information about the school system which the Superintendent considers pertinent;
(c) Subsections 53A-1-402(1)(a)(i) and (iii), which direct the Board to:
   (i) establish rules and minimum standards for the public schools regarding the qualification and certification of educators and ancillary personnel who provide direct student services; and
   (ii) the evaluation of instructional personnel; and
(d) Title 53A, Chapter 15, Part 15, Background Checks, which directs the Board to require educator license applicants to submit to background checks and provide ongoing monitoring of licensed educators.
(2) The purpose of this rule is ensure that all students who are compelled by law to attend public schools, subject to release from school attendance consistent with Section 53A-11-102, are those who are not convicted of any offense; and that the Board and its members are able to engage in their duties as outlined in Subsection 53A-6-301.


(1) "Charter school governing board" means a board designated by a charter school to make decisions for the operation of the charter school.
(2) "Charter school board member" means a current member of a charter school governing board.
(3) "Comprehensive Administration of Credentials for Teachers in Utah Schools (CACTUS)" means the database maintained on all licensed Utah educators, which includes information such as:
   (a) personal directory information;
   (b) educational background;
   (c) endorsements;
   (d) employment history;
   (e) professional development information;
   (f) completion of employee background checks; and
   (g) a record of disciplinary action taken against the educator.
(4) "Contract employee" means an employee of a staffing service who works at a public school under a contract between the staffing service and the public school;
(5) "DPS" means the Department of Public Safety.
(6) "LEA" or "local education agency" for purposes of this rule includes the Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind.
(7)(a) "Licensed educator" means an individual who holds a valid Utah educator license and has satisfied all requirements to be a licensed educator in the Utah public school system (examples are traditional public school teachers, charter school teachers, school administrators, USOE and school district specialists).
   (b) A licensed educator may or may not be employed in a position that requires an educator license.
   (c) A licensed educator includes an individual who:
      (i) is student teaching;
      (ii) is in an alternative route to licensing program or position; or
      (iii) holds an LEA-specific competency-based license.
(8) "Non-licensed public education employee" means an employee of a non-LEA who:
   (a) does not hold a current Utah educator license issued by the Board under Title 53A, Chapter 6, Educator Licensing and Professional Practices; or
   (b) is a contract employee.
(9) "Public education employer" means the education entity that hires and employs an individual, including public school districts, the Utah State Office of Education, Regional Service Centers, and charter schools.
(10) "Utah Professional Practices Advisory Commission" or "UPPAC" means an advisory commission established to assist and advise the Board in matters relating to the professional practices of educators, established in Section 53A-6-301.
(11) "Volunteer" means a volunteer who may be given significant unsupervised access to children in connection with the volunteer's assignment.

R277-516-3. Licensed Public Education Employee Personal Reporting of Arrests.

(1) A licensed educator who is arrested, cited or charged with the following alleged offenses shall report the arrest, citation, or charge within 48 hours or as soon as possible to the licensed educator's district superintendent, charter school director or designee:
   (a) any matters involving an alleged sex offense;
   (b) any matters involving an alleged drug-related offense;
   (c) any matters involving an alleged alcohol-related offense;
   (d) any matters involving an alleged offense against the person under Title 76, Chapter 5, Offenses Against the Person;
   (e) any matters involving an alleged felony offense under Title 76, Chapter 6, Offenses Against Property;
   (f) any matters involving an alleged crime of domestic violence under Title 77, Chapter 36, Cohabitant Abuse Procedures Act; and
   (g) any matters involving an alleged crime under federal law or the laws of another state comparable to the violations listed in Subsections (a) through (f).
(2) A licensed educator shall report convictions, including pleas in abeyance and diversion agreements within 48 hours or as soon as possible upon receipt of notice of the conviction, plea in abeyance or diversion agreement.
(3) An LEA superintendent, director, or designee shall report conviction, arrest or offense information received from a licensed educator to the Superintendent within 48 hours of receipt of information from a licensed educator.
(4) The Superintendent shall develop an electronic reporting process on the USOE website.
(5) A licensed educator shall report for work following an arrest and provide notice to the licensed educator's employer unless directed not to report for work by the employer, consistent with school district or charter school policy.


(1) An LEA shall adopt a policy for non-licensed public education employee, volunteer, and charter school board member background checks that includes at least the following components:
   (a) a requirement that the individual submit to a background check and ongoing monitoring through registration
with the systems described in Section 53A-15-1505 as a condition of employment or appointment; and
(b) identification of the appropriate privacy risk mitigation strategy that will be used to ensure that the LEA only receives notifications for individuals with whom the LEA maintains an authorizing relationship.

(2) An LEA policy shall describe the background check process necessary based on the individual's duties.

R277-516-5. Non-licensed Public Education Employee, Volunteer, or Charter School Board Member Arrest Reporting Policy Required from LEAs.

(1) An LEA shall have a policy requiring a non-licensed public employee, a volunteer, a charter school board member, or any other employee who drives a motor vehicle as an employment responsibility, to report offenses specified in Subsection (3).

(2) An LEA shall post the policy described in Subsection (1) on the LEA's website.

(3) An LEA's policy described in Subsection (1) shall include the following minimum components:
   (a) reporting of the following:
      (i) convictions, including pleas in abeyance and diversion agreements;
      (ii) any matters involving arrests for alleged sex offenses;
      (iii) any matters involving arrests for alleged drug-related offenses;
      (iv) any matters involving arrests for alleged alcohol-related offenses; and
      (v) any matters involving arrests for alleged offenses against the person under Title 76, Chapter 5, Offenses Against the Person.
   (b) a timeline for receiving reports from non-licensed public education employees;
   (c) immediate suspension from student supervision responsibilities for alleged sex offenses and other alleged offenses which may endanger students during the period of investigation;
   (d) immediate suspension from transporting students or public education vehicle operation or maintenance for alleged offenses involving alcohol or drugs during the period of investigation;
   (e) adequate due process for the accused employee consistent with Section 53A-15-1506;
   (f) a process to review arrest information and make employment or appointment decisions that protect both the safety of students and the confidentiality and due process rights of employees and charter school board members; and
   (g) timelines and procedures for maintaining records of arrests and convictions of non-licensed public education employees and charter school board members.

(4) An LEA shall ensure that the records described in R277-516-5(3)(g):
   (a) include final administrative determinations and actions following investigation; and
   (b) are maintained:
      (i) only as necessary to protect the safety of students; and
      (ii) with strict requirements for the protection of confidential employment information.


(1) A public education employer that receives arrest information about a licensed public education employee shall review the arrest information and assess the employment status consistent with Section 53A-6-501, Rule R277-515, and the LEA's policy.

(2) A public education employer that receives arrest information about a non-licensed public education employee, volunteer, or charter school board member shall review the arrest information and assess the individual's employment or appointment status:
   (a) considering the individual's assignment and duties; and
   (b) consistent with a local board-approved policy for ethical behavior of non-licensed employees, volunteers, and charter school board members.

(3) A local board shall provide appropriate training to non-licensed public education employees, volunteers, and charter school board members about the provisions of the local board's policy for self-reporting and ethical behavior of non-licensed public education employees, volunteers, and charter school board members.

(4) A public education employer shall cooperate with the Superintendent in investigations of licensed educators.


(1)(a) An educator who has reasonable cause to believe that a student may have been physically or sexually abused by a school's employee shall immediately report that belief to the school principal, district superintendent, or UPPAC, in addition to any other reports required by law.

   (b) A school administrator who receives a report described in Subsection (1)(a) shall immediately submit the information to UPPAC if the employee is licensed as an educator.

(2) A local superintendent or charter school director shall notify UPPAC if an educator is determined, pursuant to an administrative or judicial action, to have had disciplinary action taken for, or, to be guilty of:
   (a) unprofessional conduct or professional incompetence that:
      (i) results in suspension for more than one week or termination; or
      (ii) otherwise warrants UPPAC review; or
   (b) immoral behavior.

(3) An educator who fails to comply with Subsection (1) may:
   (a) be found guilty of unprofessional conduct; and
   (b) have disciplinary action taken against the educator.
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R277-602-1. Authority and Purpose.
(1) This rule is authorized by:
(a) Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3, which vests general control and supervision of the public school system under the Board;
(b) Subsection 53A-1a-706(5)(b), which provides for Board rules to establish timelines for payments to private schools;
(c) Title 53A, Chapter 15, Part 15, Background Checks, which provides for criminal background checks and ongoing monitoring for employees and volunteers;
(d) Section 53A-1a-707, which provides for Board rules about eligibility of students for scholarships and the application process for students to participate in the scholarship program; and
(e) Subsection 53A-1-401(3), which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
(2) The purpose of this rule is to:
(a) outline responsibilities of a parent, an LEA, and an eligible private school that accepts a scholarship from a special needs student and the Board in providing choice for a parent of a special needs student who chooses to have a student served in a private school; and
(b) provide accountability for the citizenry in the administration and distribution of the scholarship funds.

(1) "Appeal" means an opportunity to discuss or contest a final administrative decision consistent with and expressly limited to the procedures of this rule.
(2) "Appeals Committee" means a committee comprised of:
(a) the special needs scholarship coordinator;
(b) the USOE Special Education Director;
(c) one individual appointed by the Superintendent or designee; and
(d) two Board-designated special education advocates.
(3) "Assessment" means a formal testing procedure carried out under prescribed and uniform conditions that measures a student's academic progress, consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-705(1)(f).
(4) "Assessment team" means the individuals designated under subsection 53A-1a-703(1).
(5) "Days" means school days unless specifically designated otherwise in this rule.
(6) "Eligible student" means a student who meets the qualifications described in Section 53A-1a-704.
(7) "Enrollment" means that:
(a) the student has completed the school enrollment process;
(b) the school maintains required student enrollment information and documentation of age eligibility;
(c) the student is scheduled to receive services at the school;
(d) the student attends regularly; and
(e) the school has accepted the student consistent with Rule R277-419 and the student's IEP.
(8) "Final administrative action" means the concluding action under Title 53A, Chapter 1a, Part 7, Carson Smith Scholarships for Students with Special Needs Act and this rule.
(9) "Private school" means a school that:
(a) has enrolled a student within the last three years under the special needs scholarship program;
(b) has enrolled a student within the last three years who has received special education services under an Individual Services Plan (ISP) from an LEA where the school is geographically located; or
(c) can provide other evidence to the Board that is determinative of having enrolled a student with a disability within the last three years.
(10) "Warrant" means payment by check to a private school.

(1) If the student is enrolled in a public school or was enrolled in a public school in the year previous to the year in which the scholarship is sought, the parent shall submit an application, available from the Superintendent or online, to the LEA within which the parent resides.
(a) Consistent with the timeline provided in Subsection 53A-1a-704(4), the parent shall complete all required information on the application and submit, with the application, documentation that:
(i) the parent is a resident of the state;
(ii) the student is at least three years of age before September 2 of the year of enrollment;
(iii) the student is not more than 21 years of age and has not graduated from high school;
(iv) the student has satisfied Subsection (1) or (2); and
(v) the student has official acceptance at an eligible private school, as established by Section 53A-1a-705.
(b) The parent shall sign the acknowledgments and refusal to consent to services on the application form consistent with Section 53A-1a-704.
(c) Any intentional falsification, misinformation, or incomplete information provided on the application may result in the cancellation of the scholarship to the student and non-payment to the private school.
(2) If the student was not enrolled in a public school in the year previous to the year in which the scholarship is sought, the parent shall submit an application to the school district responsible for child find under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. Sec. 1414.
(a) The parent shall complete all required information on the application and submit, with the application, documentation that:
(i) the parent is a resident of the state;
(ii) the student is at least three years of age before September 2 of the year of enrollment;
(iii) the student is at least three years of age before September 2 of the year of enrollment;
(iv) the student is not more than 21 years of age and has not graduated from high school;
(v) the student has official acceptance at an eligible private school, as established by Section 53A-1a-705.
(b) The parent shall sign the acknowledgments and refusal to consent to services on the application form consistent with Section 53A-1a-704.
(c) The parent shall participate in an assessment team meeting to determine:
(i) if a student would qualify for special education services; and
(ii) the level of services for which the student would be eligible if enrolled in a public school.
(3)(a) The Board shall make a scholarship payment in accordance with Section 53A-1a-706.
(b) The parent shall, consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-706(8), endorse the warrant received by the private school from the Superintendent no more than 15 calendar days after the private school's receipt of the warrant.
(c) The parent shall notify the Board in writing within five days if the student does not continue in enrollment in an eligible private school for any reason, including:
(i) parent or student choice;
R277-602-4. LEA Responsibilities.
   (1) An LEA that receives a student's scholarship application consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-704(4) shall forward an application to the Board no more than 10 days following receipt of the application.
   (2) The LEA that receives a student's scholarship application shall:
      (a) verify enrollment of the student seeking a scholarship in a previous school year within a reasonable time following contact by the Board;
      (b) verify the existence of the student's IEP and level of services to the Superintendent within a reasonable time;
      (c) provide personnel to participate on an assessment team to determine:
         (i) if a student who was previously enrolled in a private school that has previously served a student with a disability would qualify for special education services if enrolled in a public school;
         (ii) if a student previously receiving a special needs scholarship is entitled to receive the scholarship during the subsequent eligibility period.
   (3) A special needs scholarship student may not enroll in an LEA for dual enrollment or an extracurricular activity, consistent with the parent's assumption of full responsibility for a student's services under Subsection 53A-1a-704(5).
   (4) An LEA shall cooperate with the Board in cross-checking special needs scholarship student enrollment information, as requested by the Board.
   (5) An LEA shall provide written notice to a parent of a student who has an IEP of the availability of a scholarship to attend a private school in accordance with Subsection 53A-1a-704(10).

   (1) No later than April 1, the Board shall provide an application containing acknowledgments required under Subsection 53A-1a-704(5), for a parent seeking a special needs scholarship:
      (a) online;
      (b) at the Board office; and
      (c) at LEA offices.
   (2) The Board shall provide a determination that a private school meets the eligibility requirements of Section 53A-1a-705 as soon as possible but no more than 30 calendar days after the private school submits an application and completes documentation of eligibility.
   (3) The Board may:
      (a) provide reasonable timelines within the application for satisfaction of private school requirements;
      (b) require the school to take corrective action within a time frame set by the Board;
      (c) require the school to take corrective action with a time frame set by the Board;
      (d) suspend the school from the program consistent with Section 53A-1a-708;
      (e) impose a penalty as the Board determines appropriate under the circumstances;
      (f) establish an appropriate penalty for a private school that fails to:
         (i) provide an affidavit under Section 53A-1a-708;
         (ii) administer an assessments or report an assessment to a parent or assessment team under Subsection 53A-1a-705(1)(f);
         (iii) employ teachers with credentials required under Subsection 53A-1a-705(5);
         (iv) provide to a parent relevant credentials of teachers under Subsection 53A-1a-705(1);
         (v) require a completed criminal background and ongoing monitoring under Title 53A, Chapter 15, Part 15, Background Checks and take appropriate action consistent with information received; and
         (vi) initiate a complaint and hold an administrative hearing, as appropriate, and consistent with this rule.
      (4) The Board shall make a list of eligible private schools updated annually and available no later than June 1 of each year.
      (5) The Board shall provide information about an approved scholarship and availability and level of funding to a scholarship applicant parent no later than March 1 of each year.
      (6) The Board shall mail a scholarship payment directly to a private school as soon as reasonably possible consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-706(8).
      (7) If an annual legislative appropriation is inadequate to cover all scholarship applicants and documented levels of service, the Board shall establish by rule a lottery system for determining the scholarship recipients, with preference provided for under Subsection 53A-1a-706(1).e.
      (8) The Board shall verify and cross-check, using USOE technology services, special needs scholarship student enrollment information consistent with Subsection 53A-1a-706(7).

   (1) A private school that intends to enroll a scholarship student shall submit an application by the deadline established in Section 53A-1a-705.
   (2) A private school shall submit an application and appropriate documentation for eligibility to receive a special needs scholarship student to the Superintendent on forms designated by the Superintendent.
   (3) A private school shall satisfy criminal background check and ongoing monitoring requirements for an employee and a volunteer consistent with Title 53A, Chapter 15, Part 15, Background Checks.
   (4) A private school that seeks to enroll a special needs scholarship student shall, in concert with the parent seeking a special needs scholarship for a student, initiate the assessment team meetings required under Section 53A-1a-704.
      (a) A private school shall schedule a meeting at a time and location mutually acceptable to the private school, the applicant parent, and participating public school personnel.
      (b) Designated private school and public school personnel shall maintain documentation of the meeting and the decision made for a student.
      (c) Except as provided by Subsection (4)(c)(ii), a private school and public school shall confidentially maintain documentation regarding a required assessment team meeting, including documentation of:
         (A) a meeting for a student denied a scholarship or service; and
         (B) a student admitted into a private school and the
(ii) Upon request by the Superintendent, a private school and public school shall provide the documentation described in Subsection (4)(c)(i) to the Superintendent for purposes of determining student scholarship eligibility or for verification of compliance.

(5) A private school that receives a scholarship payment under this rule shall provide complete student records in a timely manner to another private school or a public school that requests student records if a parent transfers a student under Subsection 53A-1a-704(7).

(6) A private school shall notify the Board within five days if the student does not continue in enrollment in an eligible private school for any reason, including:
   (a) parent or student choice;
   (b) suspension or expulsion of the student; or
   (c) the student misses more than ten consecutive days of school.

(7) A private school shall satisfy health and safety laws and codes required by Subsection 53A-1a-705(1)(d), including:
   (a) the adoption of emergency preparedness response plans that include training for school personnel and parent notification for fire drills, natural disasters, and school safety emergencies; and
   (b) compliance with Rule R392-200, Design, Construction, Operation, Sanitation, and Safety of Schools.

(8)(a) An approved eligible private school that changes ownership shall submit a new application for eligibility to receive a Carson Smith scholarship payment from the Board:
   (i) that demonstrates that the school continues to meet the eligibility requirements of this rule; and
   (ii) within 60 calendar days of the date that an agreement is signed between previous owner and new owner.
   (b) If the Superintendent does not receive the application within the time described in Subsection (8)(a)(ii):
      (i) the new owner of the school is presumed ineligible to receive continued Carson Smith scholarship payments from the Superintendent;
      (ii) at the discretion of the Board, the Superintendent may reclaim any payments made to a school within the previous 60 calendar days;
      (iii) the private school is not an eligible school; and
      (iv) the private school shall submit a new application for Carson Smith eligibility consistent with the requirements and timelines of this rule.


(1)(a) A parent of an eligible student or a parent of a prospective eligible student may appeal only the following actions under this rule:
   (i) an alleged violation by the Superintendent of Sections 53A-1a-701 through 710 or this rule; or
   (ii) an alleged violation by the Superintendent of a required timeline.
   (b) An appellant has no right to additional elements of due process beyond the specific provisions of this rule.

(2) The Appeals Committee may not grant an appeal contrary to Sections 53A-1a-701 through 53A-1a-710.

(3) A parent shall submit an appeal:
   (a) in writing to the USOE Special Needs Scholarship Coordinator at: Utah State Office of Education, 250 East 500 South, P.O. Box 144200, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4200; and
   (b) within 15 calendar days of written notification of the final administrative decision.

(4)(a) The appeal opportunity does not include an investigation required under or similar to an IDEA state complaint investigation.
   (b) Nothing in the appeals process established under this rule shall be construed to limit, replace, or adversely affect parental appeal rights available under IDEA.

(5) The Appeals Committee shall:
   (a) consider an appeal within 15 calendar days of receipt of the written appeal;
   (b) transmit the decision to a parent no more than ten calendar days following consideration by the Appeals Committee; and
   (c) finalize an appeal as expeditiously as possible in the joint interest of schools and students involved.

(6) The Appeals Committee's decision is the final administrative action.
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R277-611-1. Definitions.
A. "Certified volunteer" means an individual who volunteers to teach school district employees or students in the public schools about firearm safety. The individual shall provide documentation of training from designated training entities prior to providing firearm safety instruction to public school students or employees on public school property.
B. "Public school classrooms or auditoriums" means any classroom or auditorium in a public school identified as available and appropriate and designated by the school superintendent as available for firearm safety instruction.
C. "Firearm safety education classes" means classes or courses taught by designated individuals during the regular school day or outside of the regular school day as determined by the local board of education.
D. "LEA" means a school district, school or charter school.

R277-611-2. Authority and Purpose.
A. This rule is authorized under Utah Constitution Article X, Section 3 which vests general control and supervision over public education in the Board, Section 53A-13-106(5) which directs the Board to make rules specific to limited areas of firearm safety instruction in the public schools, and Section 53A-1-401(3) which allows the Board to adopt rules in accordance with its responsibilities.
B. The purpose of this rule is to provide a definition of certified volunteer for purposes of providing firearm safety training in the public schools; to direct school districts and charter schools to designate a process for designated public school areas that may be used for firearm safety training for adults or students or both; and to direct a local board to have a process or committee or both for review of materials that may be used under the school district's or charter school's authority to teach firearm safety; and to provide for voluntary firearm safety training of public school district employees or school community members or both on public school property at times determined by the local board of education.

A. A school district or charter school may allow volunteers who have been certified by the Utah Bureau of Criminal Identification to teach firearm safety on public school property consistent with district policy and direction. A list of certified firearms instructors by county is available through the Utah Department of Public Safety.
B. Volunteers shall provide documentation of required training to the designated school administrator prior to the advertisement or notice of available training.
C. Any individual that provides or participates in training to public school age children on public school property shall have completed a fingerprint background check consistent with Section 53A-3-410 and have had the background check reviewed by appropriate school district administrators prior to instructing public school age students. A volunteer or instructor shall not be considered certified under Section 53A-13-106(5)(d) by the school district until the background check process is completed.

A. Volunteer firearm safety instructors who have been approved to provide instruction to public school-age students or public school employees shall submit materials they propose to use in their instruction or training for review by the local LEA board prior to the training.
B. The LEA shall have adequate time to review the submitted materials and shall approve or disapprove the materials in a timely manner.
C. An LEA shall use standards for review of materials that include:
(1) Age-appropriateness of materials for the LEA's audience;
(2) Neither a bias against firearms nor a bias in favor of firearms;
(3) The selection and approval of materials that would not personally enrich or benefit the volunteer instructor;
(4) Other reasonable and objective standards that apply to the review of similar instructional materials.

R277-611-5. Voluntary Training of Adults and Public Education Employees on Public School Property.
A. An LEA may allow community groups to use public school property for voluntary firearm safety training for public school employees or interested community members.
B. Community groups shall be allowed to use public school property for voluntary firearm safety training under conditions used to approve public school buildings for non-curriculum uses.
C. Availability of space and the safety of school age children and school employees shall be given the greatest consideration in the approval of requests for use of public education property for voluntary firearm safety training and instruction.

A. LEAs may designate which classrooms or auditoriums or other appropriate public school areas may be used for firearm safety training or instruction or both.
B. LEAs shall give first priority to curriculum-related groups in allowing firearm safety instruction to be held on public school property.
C. LEAs shall provide the safety of all students and community patrons the greatest consideration in allowing for firearm safety instruction or training on public school property.
D. If appropriate or necessary, at the LEA's discretion, the LEA may post notice in and around public school areas that are designated for firearm instruction and training.
E. Live ammunition shall not be brought on public school property as a part of firearm safety instruction.
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R307-110-1. Incorporation by Reference.
To meet requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act, the Utah State Implementation Plan (SIP) must be incorporated by reference into these rules. Copies of the SIP are available on the division's website.

R307-110-2. Section I, Legal Authority.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section I, Legal Authority, as most recently amended by the Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section II, Review of New and Modified Air Pollution Sources, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section III, Source Surveillance, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-5. Section IV, Ambient Air Monitoring Program.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IV, Ambient Air Monitoring Program, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-6. Section V, Resources.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section V, Resources, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-7. Section VI, Intergovernmental Cooperation.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section VI, Intergovernmental Cooperation, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section VII, Prevention of Air Pollution Emergency Episodes, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section VIII, Prevention of Significant Deterioration, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on March 8, 2006, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part A, Fine Particulate Matter, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 3, 2014, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part B, Sulfur Dioxide, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on January 5, 2005, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part C, Carbon Monoxide, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on November 3, 2004, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part D, Ozone, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on January 3, 2007, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part E, Nitrogen Dioxide, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part F, Lead, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-16. (Reserved.)
Reserved.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section IX, Control Measures for Area and Point Sources, Part H, Emissions Limits, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on June 3, 2015, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

Reserved.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XI, Other Control Measures for Mobile Sources, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on February 9, 2000, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-20. Section XII, Transportation Conformity Consultation.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XII,
Transportation Conformity Consultation, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on May 2, 2007, pursuant to 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XIII, Analysis of Plan Impact, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-22. Section XIV, Comprehensive Emission Inventory.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XIV, Comprehensive Emission Inventory, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

Section XV of the Utah State Implementation Plan contains Utah Code Title 19, Chapter 2, Air Conservation Act.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XVI, Public Notification, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XVII, Visibility Protection, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on March 26, 1993, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-26. Section XVIII, Demonstration of GEP Stack Height.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XVIII, Demonstration of GEP Stack Height, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-27. Section XIX, Small Business Assistance Program.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XIX, Small Business Assistance Program, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 18, 1992, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XX, Regional Haze, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on September xx, 2015, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-29. Section XXI, Diesel Inspection and Maintenance Program.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XXI, Diesel Inspection and Maintenance Program, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on July 12, 1995, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-30. Section XXII, General Conformity.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XXII, General Conformity, as adopted by the Utah Air Quality Board on October 4, 1995, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part A, General Requirements and Applicability, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 5, 2012, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part B, Davis County, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 5, 2012, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part C, Salt Lake County, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on October 6, 2004, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

R307-110-34. Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part D, Utah County.
The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part D, Utah County, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 5, 2012, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part E, Weber County, as most recently amended by the Utah Air Quality Board on December 5, 2012, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section X, Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program, Part F, Cache County, as most recently adopted by the Utah Air Quality Board on November 6, 2013, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.

The Utah State Implementation Plan, Section XXIII, Interstate Transport, as most recently adopted by the Utah Air Quality Board on February 7, 2007, pursuant to Section 19-2-104, is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.
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R414-307. Eligibility for Home and Community-Based Services Waivers.

R414-307-1. Introduction and Authority.

(1) Section 26-18-3 authorizes this rule. It establishes eligibility requirements for Medicaid coverage for home and community-based service waivers.

(2) The Department adopts 42 CFR 435.217 and 435.726, 2011 ed., which are incorporated by reference. The Department adopts Title XIX of the Social Security Act, Section 1915(c) in effect April 13, 2012, which is incorporated by reference.


The definitions found in Rules R 414-1 and R414-301 apply to this rule.


(1) The Department shall apply the provisions of Sec. 2404 of Pub. L. No. 111-148, Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which refers to applying the provisions of Section 1924 of the Social Security Act to married individuals who are eligible for home and community-based waiver services.

(2) To qualify for Medicaid coverage of home and community-based waiver services, an individual must meet:

(a) the medical eligibility criteria defined in the State Waiver Implementation Plan adopted in Rule R414-61, which applies to the specific waiver under which the individual is seeking services, as verified by the operating agency case manager;

(b) the financial and non-financial eligibility criteria for one of the Medicaid coverage groups selected in the specific waiver implementation plan under which the individual is seeking services; and

(c) other requirements defined in this rule that apply to all waiver applicants and recipients, or specific to the waiver for which the individual is seeking eligibility.

(3) The provisions found in Rule R414-304 and Rule R414-305 apply to eligibility determinations under a Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) waiver, except where otherwise stated in this rule.

(4) The Department shall limit the number of individuals covered by an HCBS waiver as provided in the adopted waiver implementation plan.

(5) The Department adopts and incorporates by reference, Subsection 1917(f) of the Social Security Act, effective January 1, 2013. An individual is ineligible for nursing facility and other long-term care services when an individual has home equity that exceeds the limit set forth in Subsection 1917(f).

(a) The Department sets that limit at the minimum level allowed under Subsection 1917(f).

(b) An individual who has excess home equity and meets eligibility criteria under a community Medicaid eligibility group in the Medicaid State Plan may receive Medicaid for services other than long-term care services provided under the plan or the HCBS waiver.

(c) An individual who has excess home equity and does not qualify for a community Medicaid eligibility group, is ineligible for Medicaid under both the special income group and the medically needy waiver group.

(6) To determine initial eligibility for a Medicaid coverage group under an HCBS waiver, the eligibility agency must receive a completed waiver referral form from the operating agency or designee. Individuals who are not currently eligible for Medicaid must also complete a Medicaid application.

(a) The waiver referral form must verify the date the individual meets the level of care requirements as defined in the State Waiver Implementation Plan.

(b) If the individual's Medicaid eligibility is not approved within 60 days of the level of care date stated on the waiver referral form, the waiver referral form is no longer valid.

(i) The operating agency or designee must submit a new waiver referral form to the eligibility agency establishing a new level of care date.

(ii) Eligibility for Medicaid under an HCBS waiver cannot begin before the new level of care date on the new waiver referral form, subject to the same 60-day period to approve eligibility.

(iii) The Medicaid agency may not pay for waiver services before the start date of the individual's approved comprehensive care plan, which may not be earlier than the date the individual meets:

(iv) the eligibility criteria for a Medicaid coverage group included in the applicable waiver; and

(v) the level of care date verified on a valid waiver referral form.

(7) In the event an individual is not approved for Waiver Medicaid services due to Subsection R414-307-3(6), an individual who otherwise meets Medicaid financial and non-financial eligibility criteria for a Non-Waiver Medicaid coverage group may qualify for Medicaid services other than services under an HCBS waiver.

(8) If an individual's Medicaid eligibility ends and the individual reapplies for Waiver Medicaid, the Department shall establish a process of obtaining approval from the operating agency or designee in which the individual continues to meet medical criteria for the Waiver. The operating agency or designee approval may establish a new date in which eligibility to receive coverage of waiver services may begin.

(9) An individual denied Medicaid coverage for an HCBS waiver may request a fair hearing.

(a) The Department conducts hearings on programmatic eligibility for payment of waiver services.

(b) The Department of Workforce Services conducts hearings on financial eligibility issues for a Medicaid coverage group.


The following provisions set forth financial eligibility requirements for the special income group that apply to individuals seeking Medicaid coverage for services under an HCBS waiver as defined in 42 CFR 435.217.

(1) If the individual's spouse meets the definition of a community spouse, the eligibility agency shall apply the income and resource provisions defined in Section 1924 of the Social Security Act and Section R414-305-3.

(2) If the individual does not have a spouse, or the individual's spouse does not meet the definition of a community spouse, the eligibility agency may only count the individual's resources to determine eligibility. If both members of a married couple who live together apply for waiver services and meet the criteria for the special income group, the eligibility agency shall count one-half of jointly-held assets as available to each spouse. Each spouse must pass the medically needy resource test for one person.

(3) The eligibility agency may only count income determined under the most closely associated cash assistance program to decide if the individual passes the income eligibility test for the special income group. The eligibility agency may not count income of the individual's spouse except for actual contributions from the spouse.

(4) If the individual is a minor child, the eligibility agency may not count income and resources of the child's parents to decide if the child passes the income and resource tests for the special income group. The eligibility agency shall count actual contributions from a parent, including court-ordered support payments as income of the child.
(5) The individual's income cannot exceed three times the payment that would be made to an individual with no income under Subsection 1611(b)(1) of the Social Security Act.

(6) The eligibility agency shall apply the transfer of asset provisions of Section 1917 of the Social Security Act.

(7) The individual's cost-of-care contribution is determined by deducting from the individual's total income, the post-eligibility allowances for the specific waiver for which the individual qualifies.

(8) The eligibility agency shall determine financial eligibility for the special income group for an individual based on the level of care date on a valid waiver referral form as defined in Subsection R414-307-3(2). The eligibility agency shall determine eligibility for prior months using the community Medicaid or institutional Medicaid rules that apply to the individual's situation.


The following sets forth financial eligibility requirements for the medically needy coverage group, and applies to individuals seeking Medicaid coverage for HCBS under the New Choices Waiver or the Individuals with Physical Disabilities Waiver.

(1) If an individual's spouse meets the definition of a community spouse, the eligibility agency shall apply the resource provisions defined in Section 1924 of the Social Security Act and Section R414-305-3 and Section R414-305-4.

(2) If the individual does not have a spouse or the individual's spouse does not meet the definition of a community spouse, the eligibility agency may only count the individual's resources to determine eligibility. When both members of a married couple who live together apply for waiver services and meet the criteria for the medically needy waiver group, the eligibility agency shall count one-half of jointly-held assets available to each spouse. Each spouse must pass the medically needy resource test for one person.

(3) The eligibility agency may only count income of the individual determined under the most closely associated cash assistance program to decide eligibility for the medically needy waiver group. The eligibility agency may not count income of the individual's spouse except for actual contributions from the spouse.

(4) If the individual is a minor child, the eligibility agency may only count income and resources of the child and may not count income and resources of the child's parents to decide if the child passes the income and resource tests for the medically needy waiver group. The eligibility agency shall count actual contributions from a parent, including court-ordered support payments as income of the child.

(5) The individual's income must exceed three times the payment that would be made to an individual with no income under Subsection 1611(b)(1) of the Social Security Act.

(6) To determine eligibility for an individual, the eligibility agency shall apply the income deductions allowed by the community Medicaid category under which the individual qualifies.

(a) The eligibility agency shall compare countable income to the applicable medically needy income limit for a one-person household to determine the individual's spenddown. The individual's medical expenses, including the cost of long-term care services, must exceed the spenddown amount.

To receive Medicaid eligibility, the individual must meet the monthly spenddown as defined in Subsection R414-304-11(9).

(b) The eligibility agency deducts medical expenses incurred by the individual in accordance with Section R414-304-11.

(7) The eligibility agency shall determine an individual's financial eligibility for the medically needy waiver group based on the level of care date on a valid waiver referral form as defined in Subsection R414-307-3(2). The eligibility agency shall determine eligibility for prior months using the community Medicaid or institutional Medicaid rules that apply to the individual's situation.


(1) An individual must be 65 years of age or older, or at least 18 through 64 years of age and disabled to be eligible for the New Choices Waiver, as defined in Subsection 1614(a)(3) of the Social Security Act. In accordance with waiver provisions, the eligibility agency considers an individual to be 18 years of age after the month in which the individual turns 18 years old.

(2) A single individual or any married individual with a community spouse, who is eligible under the Special Income Group, may be required to pay a contribution toward the cost of care to receive services under an HCBS waiver. The eligibility agency determines a client's cost-of-care contribution as follows:

(iii) Medical and remedial care expenses incurred by the individual in accordance with Section R414-304-11.

(c) The income deduction to provide an allowance to a spouse or a dependent family member may not exceed the amount the individual actually gives to such spouse or dependent family member.

(3) The individual must pay the cost-of-care contribution to the eligibility agency each month to receive services under an HCBS waiver.

R414-307-7. Community Supports Home and Community-
Based Services Waiver for Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities and Other Related Conditions.

(1) Medicaid eligibility for the Community Supports Home and Community-Based Services waiver is limited to individuals with intellectual disabilities and other related conditions.

(2) An individual's resources must be equal to or less than the Medicaid resource limit applicable to an institutionalized person. The spousal impoverishment resource provisions for married, institutionalized individuals in Section R414-305-3 apply to a married individual.

(3) An eligible individual may be required to pay a contribution toward the cost-of-care to receive home and community-based services. The eligibility agency shall determine a client's cost-of-care contribution as follows:

(a) The eligibility agency shall count all of the individual's income unless such income is excluded under other federal laws that exclude certain income from being counted to determine eligibility for federally-funded, needs-based medical assistance.

(b) The eligibility agency shall deduct the following amounts from the individual's income:

(i) For an individual with earned income, earned income up to the substantial gainful activity level of earnings defined in Section 223(d)(4) of the Compilation of the Social Security Laws in effect April 4, 2012, to determine countable earned income.

(ii) A personal needs allowance for the individual equal to 100% of the federal poverty level for one person.

(iii) In the case of a married individual with a community spouse, a deduction for a community spouse and dependent family members living with the community spouse in accordance with the provisions of Section 1924 of the Social Security Act.

(iv) In the case of an individual who does not have a community spouse or whose spouse is also eligible for institutional or waiver services, an allowance for a dependent family member that is equal to one-third of the difference between the minimum monthly spousal needs allowance defined in Section 1924 of the Social Security Act and the family member's monthly income. If more than one individual who qualifies for a Medicaid home and community-based waiver or institutional Medicaid coverage contributes income to the dependent family member, the combined income deductions of such individuals cannot exceed one-third of the difference between the minimum monthly spousal needs allowance and the family member's monthly income.

(v) Health insurance premiums for the waiver-eligible recipient paid by the recipient, or medical expenses incurred by the recipient in accordance with Section R414-304-11.

(vi) The income deduction to provide an allowance to a spouse or a dependent family member cannot exceed the amount the individual actually gives to such spouse or dependent family member.

(d) The remaining amount of income after such deductions is the individual's cost-of-care contribution.

(4) The individual must pay the contribution to cost-of-care to the eligibility agency each month to receive home and community-based services.

(5) The eligibility agency shall count parental and spousal income only if the individual receives a cash contribution from a parent or spouse.

(6) The provisions of Section R414-305-9 concerning transfers of assets apply to individuals seeking eligibility or receiving benefits under this home and community-based services waiver.

R414-307-8. Home and Community-Based Services Waiver for Individuals Age 65 and Older.

(1) Medicaid eligibility for Home and Community-Based Services for individuals 65 years of age and older is limited to individuals eligible for Aged Medicaid who could qualify for skilled nursing home care.

(2) A client's resources must be equal to or less than the Medicaid resource limit applicable to an institutionalized person. The spousal impoverishment resource provisions for married, institutionalized individuals in Section R414-305-3 apply to a married individual.

(3) An eligible client may be required to pay a contribution toward the cost-of-care to receive home and community-based services. The eligibility agency shall determine a client's cost-of-care contribution as follows:

(a) The eligibility agency shall count all income unless such income is excluded under other federal laws that exclude certain income from being counted to determine eligibility for federally-funded, needs-based medical assistance.

(b) The eligibility agency shall deduct the following amounts from the individual's income:

(i) A personal needs allowance for the individual equal to 100% of the federal poverty level for one person;

(ii) For individuals with earned income, up to $125 of gross-earned income;

(iii) Actual monthly shelter costs not to exceed $300. This deduction includes mortgage, insurance, property taxes, rent, and other shelter expenses;

(iv) A deduction for monthly utility costs equal to the standard utility allowance Utah uses under Section 5(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977. If the waiver client shares utility expenses with others, the allowance is prorated accordingly;

(v) In the case of a married individual with a community spouse, a deduction for a community spouse and dependent family members who live with the community spouse in accordance with the provisions of Section 1924 of the Social Security Act;

(vi) In the case of an individual who does not have a community spouse or whose spouse is also eligible for institutional or waiver services, an allowance for a dependent family member that is equal to one-third of the difference between the minimum monthly spousal needs allowance defined in Section 1924 of the Social Security Act and the family member's monthly income. If more than one individual who qualifies for a Medicaid home and community-based waiver or institutional Medicaid coverage contributes income to the dependent family member, the combined income deductions of such individuals cannot exceed one-third of the difference between the minimum monthly spousal needs allowance and the family member's monthly income;

(vii) Health insurance premiums for the waiver-eligible recipient paid by the recipient, or medical expenses incurred by the recipient in accordance with Section R414-304-11.

(c) The income deduction to provide an allowance to a spouse or a dependent family member cannot exceed the amount the individual actually gives to such spouse or dependent family member.

(d) The remaining amount of income after such deductions is the individual's cost-of-care contribution.

(4) The individual must pay the contribution to cost-of-care to the eligibility agency each month to receive home and community-based services.

(5) The eligibility agency shall count parental and spousal income only if the individual receives a cash contribution from a parent or spouse.

(6) The provisions of Section R414-305-9 concerning transfers of assets apply to individuals seeking eligibility or receiving benefits under this home and community-based services waiver.


(1) To be eligible for admission to this waiver, the
individual must be under age 21 at the time of admission to the waiver. An individual is considered to be under age 21 until the month after the month in which the 21st birthday falls.

(2) Once admitted to the waiver, the individual can continue to receive waiver benefits and services as long as the individual continues to meet the medical criteria defined by the Department in the Technology Dependent waiver implementation plan, non-financial Medicaid eligibility criteria in Rule R414-302, and a Medicaid category of coverage defined in the waiver implementation plan.

(3) All other eligibility requirements follow the rules for the Community Supports Home and Community-Based Services Waiver. An individual must meet non-financial Medicaid eligibility criteria in Section R414-307-7, except for Subsection R414-307-7(1).


(1) To qualify for services under this waiver, the individual must be at least 18 years of age. The person is considered to be 18 years of age in the month in which the 18th birthday falls.

(2) All other eligibility requirements follow the rules for the Home and Community-Based Services Waiver for Aged Individuals found in Section R414-307-8, except for Subsection R414-307-8(1).


(1) To qualify for the waiver for individuals with physical disabilities, the individual must meet non-financial criteria for Aged, Blind, or Disabled Medicaid.

(2) A client's resources must be equal to or less than $2000. The spousal impoverishment resource provisions for married, institutionalized clients in Section R414-305-3 apply to this rule.

(3) Countable income is determined using income rules of Aged, Blind, or Disabled Institutional Medicaid. The eligibility agency counts all income unless the income is excluded under other federal laws that exclude certain income from being counted to determine eligibility for federally-funded, needs-based medical assistance. Eligibility is determined counting only the gross income of the client.

(4) The eligibility agency counts a spouse's income only if the client receives a cash contribution from a spouse.

(5) An individual whose income does not exceed 300% of the federal benefit rate may be required to pay a cost-of-care contribution. The following provisions apply to the determination of cost-of-care contribution.

(a) The eligibility agency counts all of the client's income except income that is excluded under other federal laws from being counted to determine eligibility for federally-funded, needs-based medical assistance.

(b) The eligibility agency deducts the maximum allowance available, which is a personal needs allowance equal to 300% of the federal benefit rate payable under Section 1611(b)(1) of the Social Security Act for an individual with no income. No other deductions from income are allowed.

(6) An individual whose income exceeds three times the federal benefit rate payable under Section 1611(b)(1) of the Social Security Act may pay a spenddown to become eligible. To determine the spenddown amount, the income rules and medically needy income standard for non-institutionalized aged, blind or disabled individuals in Rule R414-304 apply except that income is not deemed from the client's spouse.

(7) The provisions of Section R414-305-9 concerning transfers of assets apply to individuals seeking eligibility or receiving benefits under this home and community-based services waiver.


(1) An individual must be at least two years of age and under seven years of age to be eligible for the Medicaid Autism Waiver.

(a) The eligibility agency shall treat an individual as being under seven years of age through the month in which the individual turns seven years old.

(b) The agency shall end waiver eligibility after the month in which the individual turns seven years old.

(2) This waiver complies with the provisions of the Community Supports Home and Community-Based Services Waiver and all other eligibility requirements found in Section R414-307-7, except for the requirement of Subsection R414-307-7(1).


(1) An individual must be under 19 years of age to be eligible for the HCBS Waiver for Medically Complex Children.

(a) The eligibility agency shall treat an individual as being under 19 years of age through the month in which the individual turns 19 years old.

(b) The agency shall end waiver eligibility after the month in which the individual turns 19 years old.

(2) The agency shall determine whether an individual meets the disability criteria described in Section R414-303-3.

(3) This waiver is in accordance with the provisions of the Community Supports Home and Community-Based Services waiver and all other eligibility requirements found in Section R414-307-7, except for the requirement of Subsection R414-307-7(1).
R458. Heritage and Arts, Library.
R458-2. Public Library Online Access for Eligibility to Receive Public Funds.
R458-2-1. Authority and Policy.
(1) The Utah State Library Division, Department of Heritage and Arts, State of Utah, hereby adopts this rule in accordance with Sections 63G-3-101 et seq., and 9-7-213, 9-7-215, 9-7-216, and 9-7-217, UCA, for the purpose of determining public library eligibility to receive state funds.
(2) For a public library that offers public access to the Internet to qualify and retain eligibility to receive state funds, the Library Board shall adopt and enforce a Policy that meets the process and content standards defined in Section 9-7-216, UCA.

In addition to the terms defined in Section 9-7-101, and 9-7-215:
(1) "Minor" means any individual younger than 18 years of age.

(1) Each Library Board shall submit a copy of its Policy to the Director of the State Library Division no later than July 1, beginning 2001, and every three years thereafter, accompanied by a letter signed by the Library Director and Library Board Chair affirming that the Policy is intended to meet the provisions of Section 9-7-215, UCA.
(2) All documents submitted shall be classified as public records in accordance with the Government Records Access and Management Act (Title 63G, Chapter 2).

(1) The State Library Division shall review all public library policies received by July 1, beginning 2001, for compliance with this rule.
(2) The Director of the State Library Division shall issue notices of compliance or non-compliance within 30 days following the receipt of the policy and accompanying letter affirming its compliance with Section 9-7-215, UCA. Any library not submitting a policy and accompanying letter shall receive a notice of non-compliance.
(3) Appeals to a notice of non-compliance shall be submitted in writing, within 30 days of the date of the notice, to the Executive Director of the Department of Community and Culture, who shall respond within 30 days.
(4) A public library receiving a notice of non-compliance shall not be eligible to receive state funds until the condition(s) upon which the notice of non-compliance is based are corrected and a notice of compliance is received.
(5) A public library in compliance shall be eligible to receive state funds in state fiscal year beginning 2002 and subsequent years, as long as a current Policy and accompanying letter is resubmitted to the State Library Division no later than July 1, 2004, and every three years thereafter.
(6) A public library otherwise in compliance with the provisions of this rule shall not lose eligibility to receive state funds unless a complaint under its Policy results in a ruling from a court of law that a violation of applicable State Statute occurred expressly due to insufficient enforcement of, or deficient language in the Policy.

KEY: libraries, public library, Internet access
March 26, 2009  9-7-213
Notice of Continuation October 20, 2015  9-7-215
9-7-216
20 U.S.C. Sec. 9101
R501. Human Services, Administration, Administrative Services, Licensing.
R501-12. Foster Care Services.
R501-12-1. Authority.
This Rule is authorized by Sections 62A-2-101 et seq.

R501-12-2. Purpose Statement.
(1) This Rule establishes standards for the licensure of foster parents for children in the custody of DHS, inclusive of its Divisions.
(2) This Rule establishes standards that must be utilized by child-placing foster agencies for the certification of foster parents to provide care for foster children.
(3) This Rule establishes compliance standards for licensed and certified foster parents.

R501-12-3. Definitions.
As used in this Rule:
(1) "Abuse" includes but is not limited to:
   (a) actual, attempted, or threatened non-accidental harm, to the physical, psychological, or emotional health or a child;
   (b) the use of confinement, physical restraint, medication, or isolation that causes or may cause harm to a child;
   (c) the deprivation of treatment, food, or hydration to a child;
   (d) causing physical injury or pain, including but not limited to bleeding, bruising, swelling, dislocation, contusion, laceration, burning, bone fracture, bodily damage, or death;
   (e) corporal punishment, including but not limited to hitting or slapping;
   (f) domestic violence related abuse;
   (g) sexual abuse or sexual exploitation; or
   (h) severe emotional abuse, severe physical abuse, or emotional or psychological abuse, as these terms are defined in section 62A-4a-101.
(2) "Agency" means a child-placing foster agency licensed by the DHS Office of Licensing to certify foster parents.
(3) "Chemical restraint" means any drug or substance used to control a child's behavior or movement that is not prescribed and monitored by the child's personal physician.
(4) "Child" means a person under 18 years of age or a person under 21 years of age who remains subject to the continuing jurisdiction of the Utah Juvenile Court.
(5) "Child care" is defined in Section 26-39-102.
(6) "Child's service or treatment plan" means any dental services, educational services, supervision, or the care or treatment prescribed by the child's service or treatment plan.
(7) "DHS" means the Utah Department of Human Services.
(8) "Direct access" is defined in section 62A-2-101.
(9) "DJJS" means the DHS Division of Juvenile Justice Services.
(10) "Foster care" means the temporary provision of family based care for a foster child by a foster parent.
(11) "Foster parent" means a substitute parent licensed by the DHS Office of Licensing or certified by a licensed child-placing foster agency, and includes the spouse of the primary applicant. Foster parents may also be referred to by other titles, including but not limited to proctor foster parents, professional foster parents, resource families, or kinship caregivers.
(12) "Hazardous material" means any substance that if ingested, inhaled, ignited, used, or touched may cause significant injury, illness, or death. These substances include but are not limited to:
   (a) pesticides;
   (b) gasoline;
   (c) bleach, including bleach based cleansers;
   (d) compressed air
   (e) ammonia, including ammonia based cleansers;
   (f) chemical drain openers;
   (g) hair relaxers/permanents;
   (h) kerosene;
   (i) spray paint;
   (j) paint thinner;
   (k) automotive fluids;
   (l) toxic glues (excludes non-toxic glues);
   (m) oven cleaners;
   (n) matches/lighters/lighter fluid;
   (o) cleaning aerosols;
   (p) medications; and
   (q) ultra and concentrated detergent capsules.
(13) "Home study" means the written assessment of an applicant's ability to:
   (a) comply with all applicable statutes and administrative rules related to providing foster care;
   (b) meet the physical and emotional needs of a child in foster care; and
   (c) actively engage in achieving the custodial agency's identified outcomes for foster children.
(14) "Human services program" is defined in Section 62A-2-101.
(15) "Maltreatment" includes but is not limited to group punishments for the misbehavior of individuals; disrespecting, bullying, provoking, intimidating, or agitating a child; violating the child's rights as described in R501-12-13; unreasonably withholding emotional response or stimulation; or the actual, attempted, or threatened denial of access to the child's foster home for any purpose unrelated to safety.
(16) "Mechanical restraint" means any device used to control or restrict a child's free movement, including but not limited to a lock that the child cannot open, a locked window that the child cannot open, handcuffs, belts, straps, ties, or restraint jackets. Mechanical Restraints do not include clothing or safety devices used for their intended purposes, such as belts and seatbelts.
(17) "Medication" means any over-the-counter or prescription drug, vitamin, or supplement in any form.
(18) "Neglect" includes but is not limited to actual, attempted, or threatened failure to provide sufficient nutrition, hydration, sleep, clothing, bedding, shelter, medical services, dental services, educational services, supervision, or the care or treatment prescribed by the child's service or treatment plan.
(19) "Passive physical restraint" means non-violent holding techniques that temporarily restrict a child's free movement, and are used solely to prevent the child from harming any person, animal, or property, or to allow the child to regain physical or emotional control.
(20) "Poverty Guidelines" means the current US Department of Health and Human Services listing of poverty levels as determined by the number of members of a family (see http://www.direct.ed.gov/RepayCalc/poverty.html).
(21) "Reside" Anyone living in the home for thirty days.
(22) "Respite care" means the short term provision of family based care for a foster child by one foster parent in order to provide relief to another foster parent.
(23) "Restrain" means the use of physical force or a mechanical device to restrict a child's freedom of movement or a child's normal access to his or her body, and includes the use of a drug or substance that is not prescribed by the child's physician, and is used to control the child's behavior or restrict the child's freedom of movement.
(24) "Sexual abuse" includes but is not limited to actual, attempted, or threatened sexual contact with a child, or a sexual offense described in Title 76 Chapter 5, Offenses Against the Person.
(25) "Sexual exploitation" includes but is not limited to employing, using, persuading, inducing, enticing, or coercing a child to pose in the nude, to observe or participate in sexual acts, or to engage in any sexual or simulated sexual conduct.
as a foster parent.

(27) "Sick" means to have a fever, to be experiencing ongoing or severe diarrhea, unexplained lethargy, respiratory distress, ongoing or severe vomiting, or pain or other symptoms that are ongoing or severe enough to impair a child's ability to participate in normal activity.

R501-12-4. Initial, Renewal, and Reappraisal Process.

(1) Initial Application for License or Certification: An individual or legally married couple age 21 or over may apply to be a foster parent. The applicant shall provide:

(a) Application Forms: A completed Office of Licensing or Agency foster care application that lists each member of the applicant's household must be submitted, including the following documents signed by the applicant/s:
(i) a confidentiality agreement;
(ii) a DHS Provider Code of Conduct signature form; and
(iii) a verification that the applicant/s have read and understand R501-12 Foster Care Services;

(b) Background Screening: a completed background screening application for each member of the household who is 18 years of age or older, including any supplemental documentation that the application requires;

(c) Financial Viability: a written statement of household income and expenses, together with consecutive current pay stubs or income tax forms;

(i) The Office of Licensing or Agency may consider poverty guidelines when evaluating the dependence of a foster parent on foster payments for their own expenses.

(ii) The Office of Licensing or Agency may require supporting documentation of household income and expenses in order to verify the foster parent will not be dependent on foster care reimbursement for their own expenses.

(d) Training:

(i) Verification of successful completion of agency approved pre-service training by each applicant within the past 24 months, and

(ii) Verification of current CPR/first aid training for each prospective foster parent. Examples of accepted training include but are not limited to: Heart Savers, American Red Cross, and American Heart Association Friends and Family.

(2) Medical Assessment:

(a) Each applicant shall authorize their current licensed physician, physician's assistant or nurse practitioner to complete and send a signed medical reference report directly to the Office of Licensing or Agency.

(b) Medical reference reports must assess the ability of the individual to provide foster care services, or if the required examination is not completed and provided to the Agency of the Office of Licensing.

(c) The Office or the Office of Licensing may, in the exercise of their professional judgment, deny an application if a reference reveals reasonable concerns regarding an applicant's ability to provide foster care services.

(3) References:

(a) At the time of initial application, the applicant/s shall submit the names, mailing address, email addresses, and phone numbers of no more than four individuals who will be contacted by the agency or the Office of Licensing and asked to provide a reference letter. These individuals shall be knowledgeable regarding the ability of the applicant/s to provide a safe environment and to nurture foster children. No more than one reference may be a relative of the applicant. Only the four original reference individuals submitted will be considered.

(b) A minimum of three out of the four individuals must submit reference letters directly to the Agency or the Office of Licensing. A minimum of three reference letters received must be acceptable to the Agency or the Office of Licensing.

(c) The Office or the Office of Licensing may, in the exercise of their professional judgment, deny an application if a reference reveals reasonable concerns regarding an applicant's ability to provide foster care services.

(4) Background Screening:

(a) Each applicant and all persons 18 years of age or older residing in the home shall submit a background screening application as part of the initial application. A background screening application is also required at the point any new individual over the age of 18 moves into the home. A foster parent shall not be licensed or certified unless the background screening applications of all persons 18 years of age or older who reside in the home are approved by the Office of Licensing in compliance with Section 62A-2-120 and R501-14.

(b) A background screening approval shall not be transferred from one Agency to another Agency.

(c) A foster parent shall not permit any adult in the foster parent's home to have unsupervised direct access to a foster child unless the adult's background screening application is approved by the Office of Licensing.

(d) A foster parent shall immediately notify the Office of Licensing or Agency if any person in the home is charged with or under investigation for any criminal offense or allegation of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of any child or vulnerable adult.

(e) Pursuant to section 62A-4a-1003(2). Licensing shall review and evaluate information from the Division of Child and Family Services Management Information System for the purpose of licensing and for the purpose of monitoring all individuals who reside in the foster parents' home. When, in the professional judgment of the Office of Licensing, a supported or substantiated finding against any individual who resides in the foster parents' home may pose a risk of harm to a foster child, the Office of Licensing may issue a safety plan or a sanction on the license of the foster parent or Agency.

(5) Home Study:

(a) The Office of Licensing or Agency is not required to perform a home study until after the background screening applications of all persons 18 years of age or older who reside in the home are approved.

(b) A narrative home study shall be completed by a Licensing Specialist in the Office of Licensing or a licensed social worker or mental health worker (SSW or higher) licensed by the State of Utah.

(c) The home study shall include, but not be limited to:

(i) background and current information of each caregiver, including but not limited to information regarding family of
origin, discipline used by parents, family history or presence of abuse or neglect, use of substances, education, employment, relationship with extended family, mental and physical health history, stress reduction techniques, values, and interests;
(ii) marital relationship information, including but not limited to areas of conflict, communication, how problems are resolved, and how responsibilities are shared;
(iii) family demographical information, including but not limited to ages, ethnicity, languages spoken, dates of birth, gender, relationships, and history of adoption;
(iv) family characteristics including but not limited to functioning, cohesion, interests, work/life balance, family activities, ethnicity, culture, and values;
(v) child care and supervision arrangements;
(vi) physical characteristics of the home, including neighborhood and school information;
(vii) motivation for doing foster care, including assessment of interest in adoption vs. foster care only;
(viii) assessment of understanding and expectations of children in foster care;
(ix) previous experience caring for children;
(x) current and planned methods of discipline, use of privileges, family rules;
(xi) previous experience with children with special needs or trauma histories;
(xii) assessment of informal and formal supports;
(xiii) assessment of willingness and ability to access support and resources;
(xiv) finances, including bankruptcies;
(xv) applicant strengths and weaknesses;
(xvi) applicant history of any and all previous applications, home studies, or licenses/certifications related to providing foster care;
(xvii) assessment of ability to actively engage in achieving the custodial agency's identified outcomes for foster children; and
(xviii) recommendations for child matching, capacity, training, and support needs.
(xix) query results of the home address on the Utah Sex Offender Registry and address how potential threats will be mitigated.

(6) Foster Parent Annual Renewal Application: A foster parent who wishes to remain authorized to provide foster care services shall submit renewal paper work at least 30 days and no longer than 90 days prior to license or certification expiration. Background screening approvals and renewal activities have to be completed prior to license expiration. Foster parent shall provide or otherwise submit to the following annually:
(a) Signed renewal application, including a signed confidentiality agreement, a signed DHS Provider Code of Conduct signature form, and a signed verification that the applicant/s have read and understand R501-12 Foster Care Services.
(b) Health Statement: Each foster parent shall submit a personal health status statement together with their renewal application; including new medical references if there have been changes to a foster parent’s health status over the past year.
(c) Background Screening: Each foster parent and all persons 18 years of age or older residing in the home shall submit a background screening application with each renewal application. A background screening application is also required at the point any new individual over the age of 18 moves into the home. A foster parent shall not be licensed or certified unless the background screening applications of all persons 18 years of age or older who reside in the home are approved by the Office of Licensing in compliance with Section 62A-2-120 and R501-14.
(d) Financial Viability: a written statement of household income and expenses, together with consecutive current pay stubs or income tax forms.

(7) Reapplication: A previously licensed or certified foster home is subject to the same requirements as an initial application, with the following exceptions:
(a) Each applicant shall disclose all previous foster care licenses and certifications, including those outside the State of Utah.
(b) Previously licensed homes shall request a written reference from the DCFS region, or out-of-state equivalent, where they last held a foster care license to be sent directly to the Office of Licensing or Agency. Previously certified homes shall request a written reference letter from the last agency where they were certified, and every agency they have been certified by within the past 3 years, to be sent directly to the Office of Licensing or Agency.
(c) Each applicant shall sign releases of information for any agency where they previously provided certified or licensed foster care.
(d) Reapplication of previously licensed or certified homes may utilize an update of the previous home study as long as the home study was created by the same agency currently relicensing or recertifying the home.
(e) If 12 months or less since lapse of any license or certification, non-agency references will be waived.
(f) If 12 months or less since lapse of any license or certification, physician's statement shall be waived. Personal Health statement is still required.
(g) If 24 months or less since lapse of any license or certification, initial training requirements will be waived as long as there is not a change in licensing/certifying agency. A change in agency requires new initial training.
(h) If a license or certification is denied, an applicant may not reapply for a minimum of 90 days from the date of denial.

RS01-12-5. Foster Parent Requirements.
(1) Foster parents shall:
(a) be in good health and emotionally stable;
(b) be able to provide for the physical, social, mental health, and emotional needs of the foster child;
(c) be responsible persons who are 21 years of age or older;
(d) provide documentation of legal residential status;
(e) have the ability to help the foster child thrive;
(f) not be dependent on foster care reimbursement for their own expenses, outside of those expenses directly associated with providing foster care services; and
(g) provide updated medical, social, financial, or other family information when requested by the Office of Licensing or Agency.

(2) DHS employees shall not be licensed or certified as foster parents for children in the custody of their respective Divisions, unless they qualify as kinship providers for the child in accordance with Utah Code Ann. Section78A-6-307. An employee may provide foster services for children in the custody of a different Division only with the prior written approval of both Division Directors in accordance with DHS conflict of interest policy.

(3) Agency owners, directors, managers, and members of the governing body shall not be certified to provide foster care services for children placed with or by the Agency.

(4) Foster parents shall cooperate with the Office of Licensing, Agency, courts, and law enforcement officials.

(5) Each foster parent shall read, sign, and comply with the DHS Provider Code of Conduct.

(a) A foster parent shall not abuse, neglect, or maltreat a child through any act or omission.
(b) A foster parent shall not encourage or fail to deter the acts or omissions of another that abuse, neglect, or maltreat a child.

(6) No more than two children under the age of two, including children who are members of the household and foster children, shall reside in a foster home.

(7) No more than two non-ambulatory children, including children who are members of the household and foster children, shall reside in a foster home.

(8) Except as provided by Section 62A-2-101(14) and R501-12-5-9, no more than four foster children shall reside in a licensed foster home and no more than three children shall reside in a certified foster home.

(9) Foster parents may provide respite care in their home as long as they remain in compliance with licensing rules in regards to each child placed for foster and respite care. Foster parents may provide respite care when the additional foster child(ren) exceed their licensed capacity only as follows:
(a) Respite care is limited to a maximum of 10 days within any 30 day period.
(b) For foster children who are siblings, each day of respite for each individual child counts as one day of respite care.
(c) Total number of foster and respite children in a home at one time shall not exceed six unless all but one or two of the children are part of a single sibling group.

(10) A foster parent shall report all major changes or events to the Office of Licensing or Agency within 48 hours. The Office of Licensing or Agency shall evaluate major changes to determine whether the foster parent remains able to provide foster care services. A major change in the lives of foster parents includes, but is not limited to:
(a) the death or serious illness of a member of the foster parent's household;
(b) change in marital status;
(c) loss of employment;
(d) change in household composition, such as the birth or adoption of a child, addition of household members, or tenants; or
(e) allegations of abuse or neglect of any child or vulnerable adult against any member of the foster parent's household.

(11) A foster parent shall report any potential change in address in advance to their licensor or agency.

(a) Licenses and certifications are site specific.
(b) An adjoining dwelling with a separate address that is not accessible from the foster home is not considered part of the foster home site.
(c) A foster child shall not be moved into a home that is not licensed or certified to provide foster care.


(1) All indoor and outdoor areas of the home shall be maintained to ensure a safe physical environment.

(2) The home shall be free from health and fire hazards.

(3) The home shall have a working smoke detector and a working carbon monoxide detector on each separated level.

(4) The home shall have at least one approved, fully charged fire extinguisher readily accessible to the main living area. An approved fire extinguisher shall be a minimum of 2A:10BC five point, rated multi-purpose, dry chemical fire extinguisher.

(5) Each bathroom shall have a lock sufficient to preserve the privacy of the occupant.

(6) The home shall have sufficient bedroom space to provide for the following:
(a) a bedroom shall not be shared by children of the opposite sex unless each child sharing the room is under two years of age;
(b) a foster parent's bedroom may only be shared with foster children who are under the age of two years;
(c) a foster parent's bedroom shall not be considered in calculating the allowable bedroom space for foster children;
(d) a foster child shall not share a bedroom with other adults in the home;
(e) each child in foster care must have an individual bed/crib, mattress, and linens that meet the child's needs and are comparable to other similarly utilized bedrooms in the home;
(f) a minimum of 40 square feet per child, excluding adjoining bathrooms and storage space;
(g) no more than four children are housed in a single bedroom that houses at least one foster child;
(h) bedrooms used for foster children shall be comparable to other similarly utilized bedrooms in the home, including but not limited to access, location, space, furnishings, and storage space; and

(7) Closet or dresser space shall be provided within the bedroom for the foster child's personal possessions and for a reasonable degree of privacy.

(8) The home shall have space or access to common areas for recreational activities.

(9) Foster parents shall offer nutritious, balanced meals that meet each foster child's individual needs.

(10) The home shall be maintained at a reasonable temperature when occupied by a foster child. The age and needs of the child and other residents may be considered. Generally, reasonable temperatures range between 65-82 degrees...
The home shall have a working refrigerator, cooking appliances, and functional indoor plumbing.

Hazardous materials shall be kept securely locked in a separate location.

The home and its contents shall be maintained in a clean and safe condition. Food, clothing, supplies, furniture, and equipment shall be of sufficient quantity, variety, and quality to meet the foster child(ren)'s needs.

Exits: There shall be at least two exits on each accessible floor of the home. Each exit shall be accessible and adequately sized for emergency personnel. Multiple-level homes shall have a functional, automatic fire suppression system or an escape ladder, stairway, or other exterior egress to ground level accessible from each of the upper levels.

Foster parents shall have and use child safety devices appropriate to the needs of the foster child, including but not limited to safety gates and electrical outlet covers.

Home address is clearly visible and location is accessible.

Water and sewage disposal systems other than public systems must be approved by the appropriate authorities.

Swimming pools will be secured in order to prevent unsupervised access and comply with applicable community ordinances.

R501-12-7. Safety.

A foster parent shall not smoke any substance in the foster home or when a foster child is present. All smoking materials shall be inaccessible to foster children.

Foster parents shall provide training to children regarding response to fire warnings and other instructions for life safety upon the initial placement of a child and annually thereafter. This includes an evacuation plan that also anticipates the evacuation of a child who is non-ambulatory or who has a disability.

The home shall have a telephone on-site during all times that a foster child is present. This may be a land line or a mobile phone, but must be able to receive and make calls and be recognized by the 911 system. Telephone numbers for emergency assistance and the address of the home shall be posted next to the telephone or in a central location visible to the child.

The home shall have a fully supplied first aid kit such as recommended by the American Red Cross.

Foster parents shall inform the Office of Licensing or the Agency if they possess or use a firearm or other weapon.

Firearms, ammunition, and other weapons shall be inaccessible to children. Foster parents shall not provide a weapon to a child or permit a child to possess a weapon except as outlined in Sections 76-10-509 through 76-10-509.7.

Firearms may be stored together with ammunition only in a locked container commercially manufactured for the secure storage of firearms.

Firearms not stored in a locked container commercially manufactured for the secure storage of firearms shall be unloaded and securely locked. Ammunition for these firearms shall be kept securely locked in a separate location.

The locked storage for firearms and ammunition shall not be accessible through the same keys or combinations.

Keys and combinations utilized to open locked storage for firearms and ammunition shall not be accessible to a foster child.

Firearms may be stored in display cases only if unloaded and rendered inoperable through the effective use of trigger locks, bolts removed, or other disabling methods.

This does not restrict an individual's rights regarding concealed weapons permits pursuant to UC 53-5-704.

Foster parents who have alcoholic beverages in their home shall ensure that the beverages are closely monitored and inaccessible to children at all times.

Hazardous materials shall be stored securely and remain locked when not in active use, and closely monitored while in active use.

Hazardous materials shall be stored in the manufacturer's original packaging together with the manufacturer's directions and warnings or a container that complies with the manufacturer's directions and warnings and is clearly labeled with the contents, manufacturer's directions and warnings.

Flammable substances, including but not limited to gasoline and kerosene, shall be locked in a ventilated storage area separate from living areas. This requirement does not include substances contained within the storage tanks of equipment, including but not limited to automobiles, lawn mowers, ATV's, boats and snow blowers.

General, common use, household items include, but are not limited to the following:

- oral hygiene products;
- hair and cosmetic products;
- facial and skin hygiene products;
- cutlery;
- laundry and dish detergent (excluding concentrated pods);
- cleaning wipes;
- rubbing alcohol;
- laundry stain remover;
- propane attached to a grill;
- air fresheners and deodorizers; and
- spray furniture polish.

Foster parents shall comply with all laws regarding the care and number of animals on their property.

Foster parents shall ensure that the foster child has the safety equipment, supervision, and training necessary for the child to safely participate in an activity that has an inherent risk of bodily harm, injury, or death.

These activities include but are not limited to participation in rock climbing, swimming, hunting, target practice, camping, hiking, use of recreational vehicles, and sports.

Every precaution must be taken to participate in the respective activity as safely as possible. This includes, but is not limited to: wearing DOT/Snell approved helmets when riding off-highway vehicles (OHV), completing OHV education, personal watercraft or boating education, wearing Coast Guard approved lifejackets, and completing hunter's education.

Foster parents shall follow any applicable statute pertaining to minors operating OHV's, personal watercraft, boats, and firearms.

Foster parents shall not permit a foster child any access
to firearms without first obtaining the written approval of the health care provider.

(13) Foster parents shall comply with any written safety plan required by the Office of Licensing or Agency which establishes additional safety requirements to protect the child from hazardous conditions on the foster parent's property. A safety plan shall not waive any requirement of this R501-12.

(14) Verification of compliance with the Utah Department of Health's recommended immunization schedules shall be provided for each individual residing in the home who is not a foster child.

(a) Recommended influenza immunizations are optional unless a foster child in the home has an immunocompromised condition.

(b) If compliance of all residents in the home cannot be verified, the license shall be restricted to only placements of children who are over the age of 2 months and who are immunized in accordance with the Utah Department of Health's recommendations for their age.

(i) Foster parents must disclose if any individual residing in the home is not in compliance with the Utah Department of Health's recommended immunization schedules to the child placing agency prior to accepting a placement.

(ii) Newborn infants must reach the required age and receive their first dose of required vaccinations to be considered appropriately immunized for their age.

(15) Foster parents shall not accept the placement of a child into their home in violation of any license conditions.


(1) Foster parents shall have a written plan of action for emergencies and disaster to include the following:

(a) evacuation with a pre-arranged site for relocation;

(b) transportation and relocation of foster children when necessary;

(c) supervision of foster children after evacuation or relocation; and

(d) notification of appropriate authorities.

(2) Foster parents shall have a written plan for medical emergencies, including arrangements for medical transportation, treatment and care.

(3) Foster parents shall immediately report any serious illness, injury, or death of a foster child to the appropriate Division or Agency and the Office of Licensing.

R501-12-9. Infectious Disease.

(1) In the event of an infectious or communicable disease outbreak, foster parents shall follow specific instructions given by the local health department.

R501-12-10. Medication and Medical Emergencies.

(1) Foster parents shall ensure that prescribed medication is administered according to the written directions of the foster child's health provider.

(a) Foster parents shall ensure that the foster child actually consumes the medication.

(b) Foster parents shall report any severe or unexpected side effects or reactions to the foster child's health provider.

(2) Medication shall only be given to the foster child for whom it was prescribed.

(3) Medication shall not be discontinued without the approval of the foster child's health provider.

(4) Non-prescription medications may be administered by foster parents according to manufacturer's instructions unless otherwise directed by the child's health provider.

(5) Medications shall not be administered or carried by the foster child unless approved in writing by the child's health provider.

(6) Medication shall not be used for behavior management or restraint unless prescribed in writing by the foster child's health provider and after notification to the Division or Agency worker.

(7) Medication shall remain locked at all times they are not in immediate, active use.

(a) Foster parents shall not leave medications in active use unattended.

(b) If a foster child requires immediate access to the child's medication, including but not limited to a child with asthma or diabetes, foster parents may carry a single dose of medication for active use on the foster parent's person.

(8) Medications shall remain in the original pharmacy or manufacturer's packaging.

(a) Foster parents shall not repackaged medications or divide doses into alternative containers.

(b) Foster parents should partner with the pharmacy regarding any needed divisions of medication.

(9) Foster parents shall promptly take a foster child who has a medical emergency, who is sick, or who is injured, for an assessment by a medical practitioner.

(10) Foster parents shall comply with the treatment orders of the foster child's health provider.

(11) When a foster child is no longer placed in the foster parent's home, all unused medications shall be transferred to the caseworker or Agency.

R501-12-11. Transportation.

(1) Drivers of vehicles carrying foster child/ren shall have a valid, current driver's license and valid, current vehicle insurance, and comply with all traffic regulations.

(2) Transportation of foster children shall be provided in an enclosed, registered vehicle that has functional seatbelts. Foster parents shall ensure that foster children properly utilize seatbelts and other safety equipment, including age and size appropriate car/booster seats. Recreational vehicles, including motorcycles, shall not be used for transportation.

(3) Emergency contact information, including but not limited to a pre-arranged site for relocation, shall be provided and accessible in each vehicle used to transport foster children.

(4) Each vehicle shall be equipped with a first aid kit.


(1) Foster parents shall provide supervision appropriate to the age and needs of each foster child.

(2) Foster parents shall not use, nor permit the use of corporal punishment including but not limited to physical, mechanical, or chemical restraint, physical force, infliction of bodily harm or pain, deprivation of meals, rest or visits with family, or humiliating or frightening methods to discipline, coerce, punish, or retaliate against a child.

(3) Foster parents shall only use behavior management techniques appropriate for the child's age, behavior, needs, developmental level, and past experiences.

(4) Foster parents shall use the least restrictive method of behavior management available to control a situation.

(5) Foster parents shall only use behavior management techniques that are positive, consistent, and that promote self-control, self-esteem, and independence.

(6) Foster parents shall not use physical work assignments or activities that inflict pain as behavior management techniques. A physical work assignment or activity that results in minor sore muscles does not violate this subsection.

(7) Foster parents shall not abuse, threaten, ridicule, intimidate, or degrade a child.

(8) Foster parents shall not deny a child medical care, nutrition, hydration, clothing, bedding, sleep, or toilet and bathing facilities.

(9) Passive physical restraint shall be applied only by individuals who are trained in accordance with the non-violent
intervention strategies of a state, regional, or nationally recognized behavior management program. Documentation of passive physical restraint training certification shall be submitted to the Office of Licensing or Agency with the initial and each renewal application.

(1) Foster parents shall not violate a foster child's right to:
(a) eat nutritious meals with the family;
(b) eat the same food as the family, except when the child is provided with alternative food ordered by the child's physician;
(c) participate in family and school activities;
(d) privacy, including but not limited to maintaining the confidentiality of information about the child and not retaining copies of the child's records once the child is no longer placed there;
(e) be informed of the child's responsibilities, including household tasks, privileges, and rules of conduct;
(f) be protected from discrimination based upon the child's race, color, national origin, culture, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, political affiliation, or disability;
(g) be protected from harm or acts of violence, including but not limited to protection from physical, verbal, sexual, or emotional abuse, neglect, maltreatment, exploitation, or inhumane treatment;
(h) be treated with courtesy and dignity, including but not limited to reasonable personal privacy and self-expression;
(i) communicate with and visit the child's family, attorney, physician, and clergy, except as restricted by court order;
(j) have clean clothes and personal hygiene needs met;
(k) participate in their own cultural traditions; and
(l) receive prompt medical care when sick or injured.
(m) be free from media content that is likely harmful considering the child's age, behavior, needs, developmental level, and past experiences.

(1) The Agency shall comply with all Office of Licensing rules that relate to their Child Placing Foster license.
(2) The Agency shall comply with Background Screening Rules, R501-14.
(3) The Agency shall recruit, train, certify, and supervise foster parents.
(4) The Agency shall verify completion of all of a foster parent's training requirements, including but not limited to CPR/First Aid training and training regarding the requirements of R501-12, prior to issuing an initial or renewal certification and prior to placing a foster child in the home.
(5) The Agency shall train each foster parent regarding the Agency's policies and procedures prior to placing a foster child in the home.
(6) The Agency shall provide the Department with identifying information of all certified foster homes via the DHS/DCFS Provider website located on the Human Services DHS/DCFS Employee website.
(7) The Agency shall maintain documentation of the initial and annual home studies of the foster parent's home.
(8) The Agency shall have a signed written agreement or contract with each foster parent that clarifies each party's expectations, obligations and responsibilities, including but not limited to the services to be provided to and by the foster parent, the provision of medical, remedial, treatment, and other specialized services to the child, limitations of authority, and financial arrangements.
(9) The Agency shall monitor and keep detailed documentation regarding foster parents' compliance with R501-12, including one unannounced visit to the foster home annually for the purposes of safety and compliance assessment annually in addition to any initial and renewal visits to the home.
(10) The Agency shall investigate all complaints and alleged violations of this rule. The Agency shall provide documentation to the Office of Licensing of any investigations into complaints and alleged violations of R501-12.
(11) The Agency shall provide written notification to each foster parent that informs the foster parent of the rights and responsibilities assumed by a foster parent who signs as the responsible adult for a foster child to receive a driver license, as described in Section 53-3-211. The Agency shall maintain documentation in the foster parent's file, signed and dated by the foster parent, acknowledging receipt of a copy of this written notification.
(12) The Agency shall have and comply with written policies and procedures regarding the denial, suspension, and revocation of a foster parent's certification to provide foster care services, which must include written notification of the foster parent's appeal process.
(13) The Agency shall provide documentation to the Office of Licensing and DCFS of any denial, suspension, revocation or other agency-initiated termination of a foster parent's certification. Documentation shall be provided within two weeks of the action.
(14) The Agency shall not grant any variance to this R501-12 or any other regulation without the prior written consent of the Director of the Office of Licensing.
(15) The Agency shall certify foster parent/s for a specific time period that does not exceed one year prior to placing any foster children in the home. Documentation of certification dates shall be made available to the Office of Licensing as requested.
(16) The Agency must have a written agreement with the foster parent/s which includes the expectations and responsibilities of the agency, staff, foster parents; the services to be provided; the financial arrangements for children placed in the home; the authority foster parents can exercise on children placed in the home; and actions which require staff authorizations.
(17) The Agency shall provide ongoing supervision of certified foster parents to ensure the quality of care they provide.
(18) The Agency shall participate with the child's legal guardian and the foster home to obtain, coordinate, and supervise care and services necessary to meet the needs of each child in their care.

(1) An applicant may be licensed for the placement of a specific foster child or sibling group.
(2) The home study shall be conducted by an approved DCFS kinship home study specialist or by the Office of Licensing.
(3) A minimum of two reference letters received must be acceptable to the Agency or the Office of Licensing.
(4) The home study safety inspection and background screening approvals shall be successfully completed prior to the placement of the child in the home.
(5) A kinship or specific home license may not be utilized for the placement of any foster child other than the child designated on the license, and may not be utilized for respite care.
(6) If a kinship or specific home desires to provide general foster care services, they will close their specific license and submit to the requirements of a general foster care license.
(7) The Office of Licensing recognizes the importance of preserving family and cultural connections for children in foster care. In accordance with 62A-2-117.5 and the Indian Child Welfare Act, the Office of Licensing may issue a waiver of any
rule in regards to a kinship/specific home that does not impact the health and safety of the specific child or sibling group. This requires prior written approval by the Director of the Office of Licensing.

R501-12-16. Special Considerations for Siblings.
(1) Except as described below, a sibling group may not be placed in a foster home that already has more than one foster child placed in the home when the addition of the sibling group would exceed four foster children in a licensed foster home or exceed three foster children in a certified foster home.
   (a) The sibling(s) of a child already living in a foster home may be placed in the foster home for the purpose of reuniting the siblings, even if the addition of the sibling or sibling group would exceed four or more foster children in a licensed foster home or three or more foster children in a certified foster home.
   (b) A foster home may provide for a sibling or a sibling group beyond the allowable four foster child limit for licensed foster care and three foster care limit for certified foster care only when they remain in compliance with licensing rules in regards to each child.

R501-12-17. Compliance.
Any active license on the effective date of this rule shall be given 30 days to achieve compliance with this rule with the exception of R501-12-7(14) which will be given 60 days to achieve compliance.
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R512-11-1. Purpose and Authority.
(1) The purpose of this rule is to define procedures to accommodate the moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture of children and families served by the Division of Child and Family Services (Child and Family Services) according to Section 62A-4a-120.
(2) This rule is authorized by Section 62A-4a-102.

(1) "Accommodate" means to adapt, adjust, or make provision to support.
(2) "Utah Family and Children Engagement Tool", hereinafter referred to as "UFACET", means a document that is a collection of formal and informal assessments pertaining to the child and family identifying the strengths, resources, and needs of the family. The UFACET is a working document used to record information, draw conclusions, and inform the Child and Family Plan.
(3) "Child and Family Plan" means the collective intentions of the Child and Family Team documenting specific goals, roles, strategies, resources, and schedules for coordinated provision of assistance, supports, supervision, and services for the child, caregiver, and parents, or guardians.
(4) "Child and Family Team" means a group that may consist of the child, the child's family, the Child and Family Services caseworker, the out-of-home provider, relatives, representatives of the family's moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture, representatives from education, health care, and law enforcement, the Guardian ad Litem, the parents' attorney, the Attorney General, and other supportive individuals as designated by the family.
(5) "Culture" means the totality of socially transmitted behavior patterns characteristic of a family and includes moral beliefs and religious beliefs.
(6) "Moral beliefs" means ideas of what is right and what is wrong that shape one's outward behavior. Moral beliefs define what is decent and honorable.
(7) "Religious beliefs" means faith or conviction in a system of principles or worship relating to the sacred and uniting its adherents in a community.

(1) Child and Family Services recognizes that children and families have the right to be understood within the context of their family's moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture.
(2) When intervening with a family, Child and Family Services caseworkers shall ask the family to identify aspects of the family's moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture that are relevant to the care and placement of the child.
(3) Child and Family Services shall develop a Child and Family Team when engaging children and families.
   (a) The Child and Family Team shall discuss with the child and family any aspects of their moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture that they wish to have accommodated.
   (b) The UFACET shall identify the moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture of the child and family and the accommodations requested by the child and family. The method that Child and Family Services will employ to make the accommodation or the reasons that such accommodation is not reasonable or proper shall be reflected in the Child and Family Team Meeting minutes or the Child and Family Plan.
   (c) The decisions of the Child and Family Team related to accommodations of moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture shall be documented in the Child and Family Team Meeting minutes and reflected in the services and provisions made in the Child and Family Plan. Any accommodation that cannot be provided shall be explained to the child and family and noted in the Child and Family Plan.
   (d) When Child and Family Services is not able to accommodate exactly some aspect of the family's moral beliefs, religious beliefs, or culture, the Child and Family Team may explore the best way to accommodate the moral beliefs, religious beliefs, or culture of the child and family.
   (e) These accommodations shall be periodically reviewed with the parents or caregivers, along with all other requirements, to assure that the moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture of the child and family are met according to the decisions made by the Child and Family Team.
(4) The planning and implementation of all other activities provided by Child and Family Services shall identify in the Child and Family Team Meeting minutes aspects of the family's moral beliefs, religious beliefs, and culture that are relevant to the service. Documentation shall identify any requested accommodation and the method Child and Family Services employs to make accommodation for the child and family or the reasons accommodation is not reasonable or appropriate.
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R512-201-1. Purpose and Authority.
(1) Purpose. CPS promotes the safety and protection of children through accurate and timely safety and risk assessments. The CPS caseworker shall assess the safety and risk to a child, as well as determine the protective capacities of the caregiver(s) and resources they have available to them in order to identify the most effective interventions at the most accurate level of intensity.

(2) Authority. Pursuant to Sections 62A-4a-105 and 62A-4a-202.3, Child and Family Services is authorized to provide CPS.

(a) This rule is authorized by Section 62A-4a-102.

(1) CPS: Child Protective Services.
(2) SDM: Structured Decision Making.
(3) SDM Safety Assessment: A research informed safety assessment used to determine the current safety of the child.
(4) SDM Risk Assessment: An evidence-based risk assessment used to determine the ongoing risk to a child.

(1) Children who are the subject of a referral for child abuse, neglect, or dependency qualify for investigation services, as described in Section 62A-4a-403 and Rule R512-200, Child Protective Services, Intake Services.

R512-201-4. Scope of Services.
(1) A CPS investigation shall include (but is not limited to) the following:
   (a) SDM Safety and Risk Assessment. The Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall assess the immediate safety needs of a child and the family's capacity to protect the child, as well as any ongoing risk to a child. The Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall include a domestic violence assessment in cases with allegations or indicators of Domestic Violence Related Child Abuse.
   (b) CPS Investigation and Assessment. In addition to the requirements of Sections 62A-4a-202.3 and 62A-4a-409, a CPS investigation may include, but is not limited to, the following:
      (i) Assessment of immediate risk, safety, and protection needs of a child.
      (ii) Assessment of risk, protection, and safety needs for any siblings or other children residing in the home as a sibling or child at risk.
      (iii) Assessment of the family's strengths, needs, challenges, and limitations, and the ability and willingness to protect the child.
      (iv) Determination of eligibility for enrollment or membership in a Native American tribe.
   (2) Availability.
      (a) CPS are available in all geographic regions of the state.
      (3) Transfer of a Case When a Child has Moved Out of the State of Utah.
      (a) Child and Family Services regional and inter-regional offices will cooperate to ensure that a CPS investigation is not interrupted and children are not placed in danger when the child has moved out of the state.
      (b) If the child and family move outside the state of Utah before the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker is able to make the face-to-face contact with the child and the new location of the child and family is known, the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall contact the state child welfare agency where the family has moved and request courtesy casework. If the state child welfare agency where the family has moved refuses to complete courtesy casework, the case shall be closed as "unable to locate." If the receiving state child welfare agency agrees to complete the courtesy casework, the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall make the appropriate finding based on information from the receiving state.
   (c) If the child and family move outside the state of Utah after the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker has made the face-to-face contact with the alleged victim and the whereabouts of the child and family are known, the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker who began the investigation shall contact the state child welfare agency where the family has moved and shall make a request for courtesy casework referral, providing the information that was obtained in the investigation. The case shall be closed as "unable to complete investigation" unless the information obtained meets the standard of "reasonable cause to believe" that the abuse, neglect, or dependency occurred. If a finding of supported is made against one or both of the parents/caregivers, upon case closure a Notice of Agency Action shall be sent to the address of the family in their current state of residence.
   (i) If the facts of the investigation establish reason to suspect the child is in imminent danger, the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall make appropriate referrals to CPS and law enforcement in the other state and screen the case with the Assistant Attorney General for legal action.
      (d) If the child and family move out of the state of Utah after the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker has made the face-to-face contact with the alleged victim and the whereabouts of the child and family are unknown, the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall make reasonable efforts to locate the family in order to make a referral to request courtesy casework from the state child welfare agency where the family now resides. Reasonable efforts include (but are not limited to) contacting the post office for a forwarding address and checking with the school to obtain the address where records are being transferred when there is a school-age child in the home.
   (4) Transfer of a Case When a Child has Moved Within the State of Utah.
      (a) Regional and inter-regional offices will cooperate to ensure that a CPS investigation is not interrupted and children are not placed in danger when the child who is the subject of the investigation has moved within the state of Utah.
      (b) Request for Courtesy Casework.
         (a) A Child and Family Services CPS caseworker may request courtesy assistance for completion of specific investigative activities on an open CPS case when the child or other related individual is not accessible to the assigned Child and Family Services CPS caseworker.
         (6) Courtesy Casework Request from Another State.
            (a) A Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall assist in the protection and supervision of a child under the jurisdiction of another state.
            (7) Duration of Services.
               (a) Unable to Locate Within the State of Utah. A Child and Family Services CPS caseworker shall not close an investigation solely on the grounds that the child could not be located until reasonable efforts have been made by the caseworker to locate the child and family members.
               (b) Case Finding. At the conclusion of a CPS investigation, a finding shall be made for each allegation identified at the time of Intake or identified during the investigation. Each alleged victim in the case shall be linked to a specific allegation or allegations and to an alleged perpetrator or alleged perpetrators. Acceptable findings include:
                  (i) Supported. A case finding of supported shall be used
when there is a reasonable basis to conclude that abuse, neglect, or dependency occurred, even if the alleged perpetrator is unknown.

(ii) Unsupported. A case finding of unsupported/not accepted shall be used when there is insufficient evidence to conclude that abuse, neglect, or dependency occurred.

(iii) Without Merit. A case finding of without merit shall be used when there is evidence that abuse, neglect, or dependency did not occur.

(iv) Unable to Locate. A case finding of unable to locate shall be used when the Child and Family Services CPS caseworker was unable to complete face-to-face contact with the alleged victim and all reasonable efforts were made to locate the child and family members.

(v) Unable to Complete Investigation. A case finding of unable to complete investigation shall be used when the caseworker is unable to complete the investigation because the subject of the investigation has moved out of the state or similar reason.
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R512-202-1. Purpose and Authority.

(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide information about the alleging categories used by the Division of Child and Family Services (Child and Family Services).

(2) Pursuant to Section 62A-4a-105, Child and Family Services is authorized to provide Child Protective Services (CPS).

(3) This rule is authorized by Section 62A-4a-102.


(1) Qualification for Services.

(a) The Child and Family Services worker receiving or investigating a report of child abuse, neglect, or dependency shall categorize the information into an allegation category. Severe and chronic categories of abuse and neglect are found in Sections 62A-4a-101 and 62A-4a-1002. This rule contains the allegation categories that are not severe or chronic.

(b) Referral and Investigation Allegation Categories for Abuse, Neglect, and Dependency.

(i) Abuse: Non-accidental harm or threatened harm of a child or sexual exploitation or sexual abuse as described in Section 78A-6-105 and Rule R512-80. Abuse does not include reasonable discipline or management of a child including withholding privileges, or the use of reasonable and necessary physical restraint or force on a child in self-defense, defense of others, to protect the child, or to remove a weapon in the possession of a child. Abuse includes the following:

(ii) Child Endangerment: Subjecting a child to threatened harm. This also includes conduct described in:

(A) Section 76-5-112, recklessly engaging in conduct that creates a substantial risk of death or serious bodily injury to a child, or

(B) Section 76-5-112.5, knowing or intentionally causing or permitting a child to be exposed to, inhale, ingest, or have contact with a controlled substance, chemical substance, or drug paraphernalia. "Exposed to" means the child is able to access or view an unlawfully possessed controlled substance or chemical substance, has reasonable capacity to access drug paraphernalia, or is able to smell an odor produced during or as a result of the manufacture or production of a controlled substance.

(iii) Dealing in Material Harmful to a Child: Distributing (providing or transferring possession), exhibiting (showing), or allowing immediate access to material harmful to a child or any other conduct constituting an offense under Sections 76-10-1201 through 76-10-1206.

(iv) Domestic Violence Related Child Abuse: Domestic violence between cohabitants in the presence of a child. It may be an isolated incident or a pattern of conduct (see Rule R512-205).

(v) Emotional Abuse: Engaging in conduct or threatening a child with conduct that causes or can reasonably be expected to cause the child emotional harm. This includes demeaning or derogatory remarks that affect or can reasonably be expected to affect a child’s development of self and social competence; or threatening harm, rejecting, isolating, terrorizing, ignoring, or corrupting the child.

(vi) Fetal Exposure to Alcohol or other Harmful Substances: A condition in which a child has been exposed to or is dependent upon harmful substances as a result of the mother’s use of illegal substances or abuse of prescribed medications during pregnancy, or the child has fetal alcohol spectrum disorder.

(vii) Pediatric Condition Falsification (formerly Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy): A cluster of symptoms or signs, circumstantially related, in which the parent or guardian misrepresents information and/or simulates or produces illness in a child, has knowledge about the etiology of the child’s illness but denies such knowledge, seeks multiple medical procedures, or acute symptoms and signs of the illness cease when the child is separated from the parent or guardian. A Pediatric Condition Falsification supported finding must be supported by the child’s primary care physician or other medical professional’s opinion. (May also be referred to as Medical Child Abuse or Factitious Disorder.)

(viii) Physical Abuse: Non-accidental physical harm or threatened physical harm of a child that may or may not be visible. Unexplained physical harm to an infant, toddler, disabled, or non-verbal child. Physical abuse may also include a child who suffered physical harm during a domestic violence episode. Physical harm includes “physical injury” and/or “serious physical injury” as defined in Section 76-5-109.

(ix) Sexual Abuse: An act or attempted act of sexual intercourse, sodomy, incest, or molestation directed toward a child as described in Section 78A-6-105.

(b) Neglect: An action or inaction that causes abandonment of a child, except a safe relinquishment of a newborn child as provided in Section 62A-4a-802; lack of proper parental care by reason of the fault or habits of the parent, guardian, or custodian; failure or refusal of a parent, guardian, or custodian to provide proper or necessary subsistence, education, or medical care, or any other care necessary for the child’s health, safety, morals, or well-being; a child at risk of being neglected or abused because another child in the same home is neglected or abused (see Section 78A-6-105 and Rule R512-80). Neglect includes abandonment, educational neglect, environmental neglect, failure to protect, failure to thrive, medical neglect, non-supervision, physical neglect, and sibling at risk.

(i) Abandonment: Except in the case of the safe relinquishment of a newborn child pursuant to Section 62A-4a-802, conduct by either a parent or legal guardian showing a conscious disregard for parental obligations, where that disregard leads to the destruction of the parent/child relationship. Abandonment also arises when a parent:

(A) Although having legal custody of the child, has surrendered physical custody of the child, and for a period of six months following the surrender has not manifested to the child or to the person having the physical custody of the child a firm intention to resume physical custody or to make arrangements for the care of the child;

(B) Has failed to communicate with the child by mail, telephone, or otherwise for six months;

(C) Failed to have shown the normal interest of a natural parent, without just cause; or

(D) Has abandoned an infant as described in Section 78A-6-316.

(ii) Educational Neglect: Failure or refusal to make a good faith effort to ensure that a child receives an appropriate education, after receiving notice that the child has been frequently absent from school without good cause or that the parent has failed to cooperate with school authorities in a reasonable manner in accordance with Sections 78A-6-105 and 78A-6-319.

(iii) Environmental Neglect: An environment that poses an unreasonable risk to the physical health or safety of a child.

(iv) Failure to Protect: Failure to take reasonable action to remedy or prevent child abuse or neglect. Failure to protect includes the conduct of a non-abusive parent or guardian who knows the identity of the abuser or the person neglecting the child but lies, conceals, or fails to report the abuse or neglect or the alleged perpetrator’s identity.

(v) Failure to Thrive: A medically diagnosed condition in which the child fails to develop physically. This condition is typically indicated by inadequate weight gain.

(vi) Medical Neglect: Failure or refusal to provide proper
medical, dental, or mental health care or to comply with the recommendations of a medical, dental, or mental health professional necessary to the child's health, safety, or well-being. Exceptions and limitations provided in Section 78A-6-105 include:

(A) A parent or guardian legitimately practicing religious beliefs and who, for that reason, does not provide specified medical treatment for a child.

(B) A health care decision made for a child by the child's parent or guardian does not constitute neglect unless clear and convincing evidence shows that the health care decision is not reasonable and informed. Nothing may prohibit a parent or guardian from exercising the right to obtain a second health care opinion per Section 78A-6-301.5.

(vii) Non-Supervision: The child is subjected to accidental harm or an unreasonable risk of accidental harm due to failure to supervise the child's activities at a level consistent with the child's age and maturity.

(viii) Physical Neglect: Failure to provide for a child's basic needs of food, clothing, shelter, or other care necessary for the child's health, safety, morals, or well-being.

(ix) Sibling or Child at Risk: A child who is at risk of being abused or neglected because another child in the same home or with the same caregiver has been or is abused or neglected.

(c) Dependency: The condition of a child who is homeless or without proper care through no fault of the child's parent, guardian, or custodian as described in Section 62A-4a-101 and Rule R512-80. Dependency may be due to a lack of understanding by the child's parent or guardian as a result of a lack of education or due to a mental, emotional, or physical disability. Dependency may also be due to a parent or guardian's lack of economic resources, or the institutionalization of a parent or guardian.

(d) Safe Relinquishment of a Newborn Child: A parent or a parent's designee may safely relinquish a newborn child at a hospital in accordance with the requirements of Section 62A-4a-802 and retain anonymity, as long as the newborn child has not been subjected to abuse or neglect.
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R590-154-1. Authority.
This rule is adopted pursuant to Subsection 31A-2-201(3) in which the commissioner is empowered to adopt rules to implement the provisions of the Utah Insurance Code, Section 31A-23a-402, which provides that the commissioner may find certain practices to be misleading, deceptive, unfairly discriminatory, or unreasonably restrain competition, and to prohibit them by rule, and Section 31A-23a-110(2), which provides that a licensee may do business under a name other than the licensee's legal name by notifying the commissioner.

R590-154-2. Purpose and Scope.
(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide guidance to all licensees regarding unfair marketing practices.

(2) This rule applies to all insurance producers, limited lines producers, consultants and insurers licensed under Title 31A, Utah Insurance Code.

(1) "Licensee" means, as used in this rule, all individual producers, all agency producers, all individual limited line producers, all agency limited line producers, all individual consultants, all agency consultants, and all insurers.

The commissioner finds that each of the practices prohibited in this rule constitute misleading, deceptive or unfairly discriminatory practices or unreasonably restrain competition, except as specifically allowed in this rule.

R590-154-5. Licensee Name.
(1) A licensee licensed under the Utah Insurance Code shall not use any name that is:
   (a) misleading or deceptive;
   (b) likely to be mistaken for another licensee already in business; or
   (c) implies association or connection with any other organization where actual bona fide association or connection does not exist.

   (2) "Insurance consulting," "insurance consultants" or similar words shall only be used if the licensee is licensed as a consultant.

   (3) An individual shall be licensed using the individual's full legal name. The full legal name shall include first name or initial, middle name or initial, last name, and suffix.

   (4) An individual may file with the commissioner a preferred name or nickname to use with the individual's full legal name, consistent with Section 31A-23a-110(2).

   (5)(a) Section 31A-23a-110(2) permits a licensee to use an assumed name by notifying the commissioner.

   (b) In order to give notice of an assumed name as required by Section 31A-23a-110(2), the licensee shall comply with R590-244-13.

   (6) A licensee may use its legal name or an assumed name provided the commissioner is properly notified.

R590-154-6. Sale, Solicitation, or Negotiation of Insurance; Consultation.
(1) A licensee shall not, orally or in writing, fail to disclose that the licensee is an insurance licensee.

   (2) A licensee shall not use or imply license types or lines of authority not held by the licensee.

   (3) An individual licensee may only use the name of an agency licensee if the individual licensee is designated to act under the agency's license.

   (4) An individual licensee may not sell, solicit, or negotiate insurance; or consult or advise for an agency licensee unless the individual licensee is designated to act under the agency's license.

R590-154-7. Claiming or Representing Department Approval.
(1) A licensee may not represent, either directly or indirectly, that the department, the commissioner, or any employee of the department, has approved, reviewed, or endorsed any marketing program, insurance product, insurance company, practice or act.

   (2) A licensee may report the fact of the filing of any form, financial report, or other document with the department, or of licensure, examination or other action involving the department, or the commissioner but may not misrepresent their effect or import.

Any licensee bartering for the sale of insurance or an annuity contract shall fully document the receipt of goods, services or other thing of value, establishing the value of the thing received and how the value was established, from whom received, the date received, and the premium cost of the insurance or annuity contract bartered for, and shall retain said documentation for three years following the expiration of the policy period or bartering transaction, whichever is longer. Any licensee bartering for the sale of an insurance or annuity contract shall disclose at the time of application to the insurer said bartering arrangement.

Multi-level marketing programs, investment programs, memberships, or other similar programs, designed or represented to produce or provide funds to pay all or any part of the cost of insurance constitutes an illegal inducement. This does not preclude the provision of insurance through a bona fide employee benefits program.

R590-154-10. Commissions or Consulting Fees.
A licensee shall not give or offer to give a premium reduction by means of commission or consulting fee back to the insurer for any purpose, including competition, unless the reduction is for expense savings and is justified by a reasonable standard and with reasonable accuracy. The insurer's underwriting files must document the savings in order to enable the commissioner to verify compliance. This documentation must demonstrate legitimate expense savings realized by the insurer and its producer.

A licensee may not obtain or arrange for third party financing of premium without the knowledge and consent of the insured.

R590-154-12. Acting as A Licensee in Other Jurisdictions.
A resident licensee may not sell, solicit, or negotiate insurance or advise or consult about insurance in another jurisdiction unless licensed or permitted by law to do so in that jurisdiction.

R590-154-13. Use of Comparative Information.
(1) Every insurer marketing insurance in the State of Utah shall establish written marketing procedures to assure that any comparison of insurance contracts, annuities or insurance companies by its producers will be fair and accurate.

   (2) A licensee may not use any published rating information regarding an insurer in connection with the marketing of any insurance contract or annuity unless that person also provides at the same time an explanation of what the
rating means as defined by the rating service.

**R590-154-14. Disclosure of Insurer in Group Insurance.**

Every certificate of insurance or booklet describing coverage of a group insurance policy shall prominently state on the cover of the certificate or booklet the full legal name and address of the actual insurer.

**R590-154-15. Enforcement Date.**

The commissioner shall begin enforcing the revised provisions of this rule on the rule's effective date.

**R590-154-16. Severability.**

If any provision of this rule or the application to any person or situation is held to be invalid, that invalidity shall not affect any other provision or application of this rule which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provision of this rule are declared to be severable.

**KEY:** insurance, unfair marketing practices, misleading names
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R590-246. Purpose and Scope.
(1) The purpose of this rule is to establish:
(a) a licensing process;
(b) license application forms; and
(c) other requirements which the commissioner deems necessary for the regulation of professional employer organizations.
(2) This rule applies to all professional employer organization license applicants, all licensed professional employer organizations, and any unlicensed person doing the business of a professional employer organization in Utah.

R590-246-3. Definitions.
(1) The definitions in Sections 31A-1-301 and 31A-40-102 apply to this rule.
(2) "Fully insured" as used in 31A-40-208 means a health benefit plan for which 100% of the liability has been assumed by an insurance company or health maintenance organization authorized to conduct business in Utah.
(a) The health benefit plan may include a layer of financial responsibility for claims assumed by the PEO as long as the insurance company or health maintenance organization is responsible for 100% of the PEO's liability in the event of non-payment by the PEO.
(b) The covered individual must be entitled to make a claim for payment directly to the insurance company or health maintenance organization.
(c) A fully insured plan may have co-pay or deductible requirements as required by contract.

(1) All professional employer organization types must comply with the appropriate statutory requirements and complete and submit the appropriate initial or renewal license application form and any supporting documents to the commissioner.
(2) The initial or renewal application form, and all attachments must be submitted electronically via:
(a) a PDF attachment to an email - the preferred method; or
(b) an electronic facsimile.
(3) Renewal applications are due September 30th of each year.
(4)(a) Pay the initial license fee by check submitted to the address shown at the bottom of the last page of the application form at www.insurance.utah.gov/insurers/ProfessionalEmployerOrganization.html. Checks not drawn on the professional employer organization must be referenced to the organization.
(b) The covered individual must be entitled to make a claim for payment directly to the insurance company or health maintenance organization.
(5) A professional employer organization applicant that was not registered with the Division of Professional Licensing, Utah Department of Commerce prior to May 4, 2008, is a new applicant and must:
(a) submit a new application;
(b) pay the license fee by check submitted to the address on the Department's webpage at www.insurance.gov. Checks not drawn on the Professional Employer Organization must be referenced to the organization.

R590-246-5. Enforcement Date.
The commissioner will begin enforcing this rule 45 days from the rule's effective date.

If any provision of this rule or its application to any person or circumstance is, for any reason, held to be invalid, the remainder of this rule and its application to other persons and circumstances is not affected.
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R602-1-1. Time.
A. An Order is deemed issued on the date on the face of the Order which is the date the presiding officer signs the Order.
B. In computing any period of time prescribed or allowed by these rules or by applicable statute:
   1. The day of the act, event, finding, or default, or the date an Order is issued, shall not be included;
   2. The last day of the period so computed shall be included, unless it is a Saturday, a Sunday, or a state legal holiday, in which event the period runs until the end of the next working day;
   3. When the period of time prescribed is less than seven days, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and state legal holidays shall be excluded in the computation;
   4. No additional time for mailing will be allowed.

R602-1-2. Witness Fees.
Each witness who shall appear before the Commission by its order shall receive from the Commission for his/her attendance fees and mileage as provided for witnesses by the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Otherwise, each party is required to subpoena witnesses at their own expense.

1. Representatives who are not duly admitted and licensed to practice law in Utah shall not be allowed to appear on behalf of a party before the Adjudication Division.
2. Individuals who are parties to an adjudicative proceeding before the Adjudication Division may appear pro se.
3. Corporations who are parties to an adjudicative proceeding before the Adjudication Division shall be represented by legal counsel who are duly admitted to practice law in Utah.
4. All legal counsel who appear on behalf of a party before the Adjudication Division are required to file with the Division the electronic address to receive delivery of documents in adjudicative proceedings before the Division.
5. All legal counsel who deliver documents to the Adjudication Division on behalf of a party shall include the e-mail address of the party represented to receive delivery of documents in adjudicative proceedings before the Division. Failure to provide a party's electronic address gives the Adjudication Division consent to deliver that party's document(s) to their attorney of record.

1. Pursuant to Section 34A-1-304 and subject to the limitations and requirements of this rule, a document required or permitted by statute or rule may be delivered by electronic means. All documents filed with the administrative law judge shall be filed with all other parties to the adjudicative proceeding and shall provide verification of mailing, electronic transmittal, or service on, all parties to whom copies of the documents are mailed or personally delivered.
2. Parties shall not file courtesy copies with the Division.
3. Delivery by electronic transmittal is limited to documents in PDF format delivered to sites specified by the Adjudication Division or the Commission. Documents delivered by electronic transmittal must include signatures. Electronic documents filed in non-PDF format are not considered delivered to the Division of Adjudication.
4. Each electronically transmitted document shall include a delivery certificate that lists the time and date on which the document was transmitted, the name of the person who transmitted the document, and the name and email address of each person or entity to which the document was transmitted. If a party utilizes delivery by electronic transmittal, the document filed must include an electronic address where the party may receive documents. The Adjudication Division and all opposing parties may use electronic transmittal as the sole method of delivery to that party.
5. The Adjudication Division and parties may sign an order, letter, pleading or other document using any form of signature recognized by law as binding including an electronic signature.
A. An "electronic signature" means an electronic process, symbol or other data in digital form attached to an electronically transmitted document and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record.
B. If a rule requires an affidavit or a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature the person may submit a declaration pursuant to Utah Code Section 78B-5-705. If a statute requires an affidavit or a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature and the party electronically files the paper, the signature shall be notarized pursuant to Utah Code Section 46-1-16.
6. The first document delivered to the Adjudication Division becomes the original document filed. Any copies of the document filed with the Adjudication Division will not be retained.

R602-1-5. Official Record.
As contemplated by Section 34A-1-302(3) the only official record of any formal or informal hearing conducted by the Division is the audio recording kept by the administrative law judge during the hearing. Any recording or record kept of a formal or informal hearing other than that kept by the administrative law judge shall not be used for any purpose requiring an official record of the proceedings as contemplate by Section 34A-1-302(3).
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R628. Money Management Council, Administration.
R628-4-1. Authority.

This rule is issued pursuant to Section 51-7-15.

R628-4-2. Fidelity Bond.

Every public treasurer shall secure a fidelity bond in the amount shown in R628-4-4. Bonds must be issued by a corporate surety licensed to do business in the state of Utah and having a current A.M. Best Rating of "A" or better. Bonds should be effective as of the date the treasurer assumes the duties of the office or is sworn in.


The basis used shall be the budgeted gross revenue for the previous accounting year. Budgeted gross revenue includes all funds collected or handled by the public treasurer. For purposes of this rule, taxes, fees, service charges, interest, proceeds from sale of assets, and borrowing proceeds are examples of revenue categories which are considered.

R628-4-4. Amount of Bond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Budget</th>
<th>Percent for Bond</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$0 to $10,000</td>
<td>n/a but not less than $0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,001 to 100,000</td>
<td>9% but not less than 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,001 to 500,000</td>
<td>8% but not less than 9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500,001 to 1,000,000</td>
<td>7% but not less than 40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000,001 to 5,000,000</td>
<td>6% but not less than 70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000,001 to 10,000,000</td>
<td>5% but not less than 300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000,001 to 25,000,000</td>
<td>4% but not less than 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000,001 to 50,000,000</td>
<td>3% but not less than 1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000,001 to 500,000,000</td>
<td>2% but not less than 1,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over 500,000,000</td>
<td>not less than 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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R628-11-1.  Maximum Amount of Uninsured Public Funds Allowed to Be Held by Any Qualified Depository.

A.  Maximum Insured Public Funds

Any qualified depository may accept, receive, and hold deposits of public funds without limitation, if the total amount of deposits from each public treasurer does not exceed the applicable federal depository insurance limit.

B.  Maximum Deposits in Excess of the Federal Insurance Limits For Qualified Utah Depository Institutions

(1)  For all qualified Utah depository institutions which receive an unqualified opinion issued by an independent certified public accountant upon completion of an annual audit performed in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and for all qualified Utah depository institutions which do not have an audit conducted by an independent certified public accountant, the maximum amount of uninsured public funds which may be held shall be according to the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of Tier one Capital to Total Assets</th>
<th>Uninsured Public Funds Allotment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.0% or more</td>
<td>One X Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00% to 4.99%</td>
<td>.5 X Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4.00%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) A qualified Utah depository institution which receives an unqualified opinion issued by an independent certified public accountant upon completion of an annual audit performed in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards may submit the audit report within 100 days of the date of the audit to the Department of Financial Institutions for review and the Commissioner of Financial Institutions must authorize that the ratios of Tier one capital to total assets applicable to the institution submitting the audit for determining the maximum amount of uninsured public funds allowed may be according to the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio of Tier one Capital to Total Assets</th>
<th>Uninsured Public Funds Allotment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% or more</td>
<td>1.5 X Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00% to 4.99%</td>
<td>.75 X Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4.00%</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.  A qualified out-of-state depository institution will be treated as a qualified Utah depository subject to all the provisions of this section in determining its uninsured public funds allotment except that the uninsured public funds allotment will be reduced by multiplying by a factor of total deposits outstanding at Utah branches of the institution divided by the total deposits at the institution. Nothing in R628-11 shall prohibit an out-of-state depository institution from qualifying as a permitted out-of-state depository in accordance with R628-10.


Deposits in qualified depositories which are limited by R628-11-5(B) to the amount of federal deposit insurance must be monitored on a daily basis to assure that no public treasurer has deposit balances in excess of the federal insurance limit. The public treasurer making deposits and the qualified depository accepting deposits shall both be responsible to assure that the depositor’s combined balance of all accounts stays within the federal insurance limit.

R628-11-7.  Collateralization of Excess Uninsured Public Funds.

Pursuant to Section 51-7-18.1(5), the Money Management Council may require a qualified depository to pledge collateral security for deposits of uninsured public funds which exceed the uninsured public funds allotment established by this rule. Any pledging of collateral security required by the Money Management Council shall be in accordance with the provisions applicable to the insured public funds.
of the Money Management Act and the rules of the Money Management Council.

R628-11-8. Frequency of Adjustment to the Uninsured Public Funds Allotment.

A. The uninsured public funds allotment for each qualified depository shall be established quarterly by the Council, based on the reports of condition filed with the Commissioner as of the close of the preceding quarter. The uninsured public funds allotments shall be established in accordance with the following:

| TABLE 3 |
|-------------------|------------------|
| Report of Condition | Effective Date |
| As Of: | of Allotment |
| December 31 | April 1 |
| March 31 | July 1 |
| June 30 | October 1 |
| September 30 | January 1 |

B. The Money Management Council may make interim adjustments in a qualified depository's uninsured public funds allotment if material changes in a qualified depository's financial condition have occurred or if there is a formal enforcement action by the federal or state regulator. These interim adjustments may include but are not limited to:

(1) reducing a qualified depository's uninsured public funds allotment to the amount of public funds held by the institution at the time of the Council's review of either the formal enforcement action or the review of the material changes in the qualified depositories financial condition;

(2) reducing a qualified depository's uninsured public funds allotment to zero if there is not sufficient collateral to cover uninsured public funds.

C. Any qualified depository that becomes subject to a formal enforcement action by any federal regulator shall notify the Council within twenty-four hours of the publication of the action taken by a federal regulator. Failure of a qualified depository to comply with this requirement to notify the Council may result in action taken by the Council to require collateralization of uninsured public funds in accordance with Section 51-7-18.1(5) and Section R628-11-7.

D. When a formal enforcement action has been modified or terminated by a federal regulator, the qualified depository shall notify the Council within twenty-four hours of the publication of the modification or termination of any action.


A qualified depository may petition the Money Management Council in writing for review and reconsideration of its allotment within 10 business days of written notice of the establishment or modification of its uninsured public funds allotment. The Money Management Council shall rule on any petition for review and reconsideration at its next regularly scheduled meeting.


Within 10 business days of the close of each calendar quarter, the Money Management Council shall cause a list of qualified depository institutions and the currently effective uninsured public funds allotment to be prepared and mailed to all public treasurers.

KEY: financial institutions, banking law
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vessel.

flotation, structural integrity and general seaworthiness of the inflatable pontoon tubes that are integral in maintaining the trip vessel may be a raft with inflatable chambers or a to be operated on a whitewater river or section of river. A river and equipment used to configure such a vessel that is designed the Division as a person who is eligible to perform a dry dock trained to perform a dry dock inspection and is registered with the vessel designed or intended to carry no more than two occupants. (CPFH) License or a U.S. Coast Guard Master's License.

generally accepted standards as sources of reference. Marine Manufacturers Association, and other appropriate Yacht Council, the American Bureau of Shipping, the National vessel, conducted once every five years, when the vessel is out of business.

dockside inspection may be performed at the company's place of business.

vessel may be examined. For float trip vessels, the five-year dry dock inspection may be performed at the company's place of business.

vessel, conducted once every five years, when the vessel is out of the water and supported so all the exterior and interior of the vessel may be examined. For river trip vessels, the annual dockside inspection may be performed at the company's place of business. (2) "Dry dock inspection" means an examination of a vessel, conducted once every five years, when the vessel is out of the water and supported so all the exterior and interior of the vessel may be examined. For float trip vessels, the five-year dry dock inspection may be performed at the company's place of business. (9) "Flatwater River Area" means all river sections defined in R651-215-10. (10) "Good marine practices and standards" means those methods and ways of maintaining, operating, equipping, repairing and restructuring a vessel according to commonly accepted standards, including 46 CFR, the American Boat and Yacht Council, the American Bureau of Shipping, the National Marine Manufacturers Association, and other appropriate generally accepted standards as sources of reference. (11) "License" means a Utah Carrying Passengers for Hire (CPFH) License or a U.S. Coast Guard Master's License. (12) "Low capacity vessel" means a manually propelled vessel designed or intended to carry no more than two occupants. (13) "Marine inspector" means a person who has been trained to perform a dry dock inspection and is registered with the Division as a person who is eligible to perform a dry dock inspection of a vessel. (14) "Permit" means a Utah Carrying Passengers for Hire (CPFH) Crew Permit. (15) "River trip vessel" means a vessel, or the components and equipment used to configure such a vessel that is designed to be operated on a whitewater river or section of river. A river trip vessel may be a raft with inflatable chambers or a configuration of metal and/or wood frames, straps or chains, and inflatable pontoon tubes that are integral in maintaining the flotation, structural integrity and general seaworthiness of the vessel.

(16) "Racing shell" means a long, narrow watercraft outfitted with long oars and sliding seats; and specifically designed for racing or exercise. (17) "Sole state waters," means all waters of this state, except for the waters of Bear Lake, Flaming Gorge and Lake Powell. (18) "Towing for hire" means the activity of towing vessels or providing on-the-water assistance to vessels for consideration. (a) Towing for hire is considered carrying passengers for hire (b) Towing for hire does not include a person or entity performing salvage or abandoned vessel retrieval operations. (19) "Vessel inspector" means a person who has been trained to perform a dockside inspection and is registered with the Division as a person who is eligible to perform a dockside inspection on a vessel. (20) "Whitewater river" all rivers not designated as a flatwater river area or other Division recognized whitewater rivers in other states.

R651-206-2. Outfitting Company Responsibilities. (1) Each outfitting company carrying passengers for hire on waters of this state shall register with the Division annually, prior to commencement of operation. Outfitting companies include, but are not limited to, fishing guides, waterski or sailing schools, river trip companies and tour boat operators.

(a) Outfitting company registration with the Division requires the completion of the prescribed application form and providing the following: (i) Evidence of a current and valid business license; (ii) Evidence of a current and valid river trip authorization(s), Special Use Permit(s), or performance contract(s) issued by an appropriate federal or state land managing agency; (iii) Evidence of general liability insurance coverage; and (iv) Payment of a $150 fee for an outfitting company whose place of business is physically located within the State of Utah, or (v) Payment of a $200 fee for an outfitting company whose place of business is physically located outside of the State of Utah. (b) Owners and employees of a migratory bird production area created under Title 23, Chapter 28, Migratory Bird Production Area and operating within that Migratory Bird Production Area shall not be considered an outfitting company. (2) Upon successful registration with the Division, the Division shall issue a certificate of outfitting company registration in the name of the outfitting company. An outfitting company shall display its certificate of outfitting company registration at its place of business in a prominent location, visible to persons and passengers who enter the place of business.

(3) An agent of an outfitting company shall certify that each license or permit applicant sponsored by the outfitting company has: (a) Obtained the minimum levels of required vessel operation experience corresponding to the type of license or permit applied for; (b) Obtained the appropriate first aid and CPR certificates; and (c) Completed the prescribed application form with true and correct identifying information. (4) An outfitting company's annual registration with the Division may be suspended, denied, or revoked for a length of time determined by the Division director, or an individual designated by the Division director, if one of the following occurs: (a) The outfitting company's, or agent's negligence caused...
personal injury or death as determined by due process of law;
(7) The outfitting company or agent is convicted of three violations of Title 73, Chapter 18, or rules promulgated thereunder during a calendar year period;
(c) False or fictitious statements were certified or false qualifications were used to qualify a person to obtain a license or permit for an employee or others;
(d) The Division determines that the outfitting company intentionally provided false or fictitious statements or qualifications when registering with the Division;
(e) The outfitting company has utilized a private trip permit for carrying passengers for hire and has been prosecuted by the issuing agency and found guilty of the violation;
(f) The outfitting company used a vessel operator without a valid license or permit or without the appropriate license or permit while engaging in carrying passengers for hire; or
(g) The outfitting company is convicted of violating a resource protection regulation or public safety regulation in effect by the respective land managing and/or access permitting agency.
(5) An outfitting company shall have a written policy describing a program for a drug free workplace.
(6) An outfitting company shall maintain a training log for each of its vessel operators.
(7) An outfitting company shall maintain a voyage plan and a passenger manifest, on shore, for each trip or excursion the company conducts.
(8) An outfitting company shall maintain a daily or trip operations log for each of its vessels.
(9) An outfitting company shall ensure that each of its vessel operators conducts a check of the vessel he or she will be operating. The vessel check shall include:
(a) Passenger count;
(b) A discussion of safety protocols and emergency operations with passengers on board the vessel;
(c) A check of the vessel's required carriage of safety equipment;
(d) A check of the vessel's communication systems;
(e) A check of the operation and control of the vessel's steering controls and propulsion system; and
(f) A check of the vessel's navigation lights, if the vessel will be operating between sunset and sunrise.
(10) An outfitting company shall ensure that each vessel in its fleet is equipped with the required safety equipment.
(11) An outfitting company shall maintain each vessel in its fleet according to good marine practices and standards.
(a) The outfitting company shall ensure that each vessel used in the service of carrying passengers for hire meets the maintenance and inspection requirements, if such inspections are required of a vessel.
(b) The outfitting company shall maintain a file of its maintenance and inspections for each vessel, or the components and equipment that configure a river trip vessel, that is required to be inspected in its fleet. Maintenance and inspection files shall be maintained for the duration in which the vessel is in the service of carrying passengers for hire, plus one additional year.
(12) The owner of a vessel carrying passengers for hire, shall carry general liability insurance. The insurance coverage shall be determined by the permitting agency.
(13) Upon request of an agent of the Division, an outfitting company shall provide the Division with a copy of the company's:
(a) Drug free workplace policy;
(b) A passenger manifest and trip voyage plan;
(c) Trip Authorization permit;
(d) A vessel's maintenance and inspection files; or
(e) A vessel operator's training log.
(14) An outfitting company that is registered to carry passengers for hire in another state and possesses a state-issued certificate of outfitting company registration, or similar license, permit or registration accepted and recognized by the Division, where the state has similar outfitting company registration provisions, shall not be required to obtain and display a Utah certificate of outfitting company registration as required by this section when:
(a) Operating vessels on Bear Lake, Flaming Gorge, and Lake Powell where a trip embarks and disembarks from the out-of-state portion of the lake and less than 25 percent of a trip is conducted on the Utah portion of the lake.
(b) Operating vessels on rivers flowing into Utah where the river trip originates out-of-state and terminates at the first available launch ramp/take-out.
(c) For vessels operating on the Colorado River, the first available take-out is the Westwater Ranger Station launch ramp/take-out.
(d) For vessels operating on the Dolores River, the first available take-out is the Dewey Bridge launch ramp/take-out on the Colorado River.
(e) For vessels operating on the Green River, the first available take-out is the Split Mountain launch ramp/take-out.
(f) For vessels operating on the San Juan River, the first available take-out is the Montezuma Creek launch ramp/take-out.
R651-206.3. Utah Carrying Passengers for Hire (CPFH) License and Utah Crew Permit.
(1) No person shall operate a vessel engaged in carrying passengers for hire on sole state waters unless that person has in his possession a valid and appropriately endorsed Utah CPFH License or Utah Crew Permit issued by the Division, or a valid and appropriately endorsed U.S. Coast Guard Master's License.
(a) When carrying passengers for hire on a motorboat on the waters of Bear Lake, Flaming Gorge, and Lake Powell, the operator must have a valid and appropriately endorsed U.S. Coast Guard Master's License.
(b) A Utah CPFH License is valid on the waters of Bear Lake, Flaming Gorge, and Lake Powell when the holder is carrying or leading persons for hire on non-motorized vessels.
(c) A Utah CPFH License or Utah Crew Permit, with the appropriate river endorsement, is valid when operating a vessel exiting from a river to the first appropriate and usable take-out or launch ramp on a lake or reservoir.
(d) A boat operator, carrying passengers within a migratory bird production area created under Title 23, Chapter 28, Migratory Bird Production Area shall comply with the guidelines for safe boat operation adopted by the management of the Migratory Bird Production Area.
(2) License and Permit Requirements.
(a) The license or permit must be accompanied by current and appropriate first aid and CPR certificates. A photocopy of both sides of the first aid and CPR certificates is allowed when carrying passengers for hire on rivers.
(b) A license with a "Lake and Reservoir Captain" or instructor endorsement is required when carrying passengers for hire on any lake or reservoir.
(e) A license with a "Tow Vessel Captain" endorsement is required when towing or assisting other vessels for hire on waters of this state.
(d) A license with a "Whitewater River guide" endorsement is required when carrying passengers for hire on any Whitewater river area.
(e) A license with a "Flatwater River Guide" endorsement is required when carrying passengers for hire on any Flatwater river area.
(f) A permit with a "Lake and Reservoir Crew" endorsement is valid only when the holder is accompanied, on board the vessel, by a qualified license holder with a "Lake and
Reservoir Captain" endorsement.

(h) A permit with a "Tow Vessel Crew" endorsement is valid only when the holder is accompanied, on board the vessel, by a qualified license holder with a "Tow Vessel Captain" endorsement.

(i) A permit with an "Flatwater River Crew" endorsement is valid only when the holder is accompanied on the river trip, by a qualified license holder with either a "Whitewater River Guide" or "Flatwater River Guide" endorsement.

(j) All Boatman Permits issued by the Division are expired.

(3) Requirements to obtain a CPFH License.

(a) The applicant shall be at least 18 years of age as of the date the application is received by the Division.

(b) The applicant shall complete the prescribed application form.

(i) Information on the application form must be verified by an agent of the employing/sponsoring outfitting company.

(ii) The completed application form must be signed by the applicant and by an agent of the employing/sponsoring outfitting company.

(iii) For persons who are applying for their first license, the application, testing, and issuance of the license shall be done in a manner accepted by the Division.

(c) The applicant shall pay a $50 application fee for the license and first endorsement. A fee of $10 will be charged for each additional license endorsement.

(d) The applicant shall choose from the five types of license endorsements:

(i) Lake and Reservoir Captain LRC
(ii) Lake and Reservoir Instructor (LRI)
(iii) Tow Vessel Captain (TVC)
(iv) Whitewater River Guide (WRG)
(v) Flatwater River Guide (FRG)

(e) The applicant shall provide an original proof of current and valid first aid and CPR certifications:

(i) The first aid certificate must be issued for an "Emergency Response" course or an equivalent course from a reputable provider whose curriculum is in accordance with the USDOT First Responder Guidelines or the Wilderness Medical Society Guidelines for Wilderness First Responder.

(ii) The CPR certificate must be issued for an American Red Cross, American Heart Association, American Safety and Health Institute, National Safety Council CPR or BLS course, or an equivalent course from a reputable provider whose curriculum is in accordance with the most current Consensus on Science for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Emergency Cardiovascular Care (ECC).

(iii) First aid and CPR certificates must include the following information: name, or title of the course; course provider; length of certification; name of the person certified and legible name of the course instructor.

(f) A Utah Vessel Operator Permit holder, whose permit was issued prior to January 1, 2008, and who is renewing and converting their permit to a Utah CPFH License, is exempt from showing proof of completion of a National Association of State Boating Law Administrators (NASBLA) approved boating safety course.

(g) The applicant shall complete a multiple-choice, written examination administered by an agent of the Division:

(i) 80 percent correct is required to pass.

(ii) In relation to the respective endorsement, the examination will have a specific focus on the carrying passengers for hire laws and rules along with general safety, etiquette and courtesy.

(iii) If an applicant fails to pass the exam, there is a seven-day waiting period to re-test, and

(iv) Pay a $15 fee for each re-test.

(h) The applicant shall provide documentation of vessel operation experience that has been obtained within 10 years previous to the date of application.

(i) Lake and Reservoir Captain LRC - a minimum of at least 80 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 40 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, that will be carrying passengers for hire on the specific lake or reservoir on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire.

(ii) Tow Vessel Captain (TVC) - A minimum of at least 80 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 40 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, that will be towing for hire on the specific lake or reservoir on which the operator will be towing vessels for hire.

(iii) Flatwater River Guide (FRG) - A minimum of nine river trips on whitewater river sections. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel, or similar vessel, on the respective river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire. A Whitewater River Guide endorsement meets the requirements for an Flatwater River Guide endorsement.

(iv) Whitewater River Guide (WRG) - A minimum of six river trips on any river section. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel or similar vessel, on the respective river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire.

(4) A Utah CPFH License is valid for a term of five years. The license will expire five years from the date of issue, unless suspended or revoked.

(a) A Utah CPFH License may be renewed within the six months prior to its expiration.

(b) To renew a Utah CPFH License, the applicant must complete the prescribed application form along with adhering to the requirements described above. A current license holder may renew his license in a manner accepted by the Division.

(c) The renewed license will have the same month and day expiration as the original license.

(d) A Utah License that has expired shall not be renewed and the applicant shall be required to apply for a new license.

(5) Requirements to obtain a Utah Crew Permit.

(a) The applicant shall be at least 18 years of age as of the date the application is received by the Division.

(b) The applicant shall complete the prescribed application form.

(i) Information on the application form must be verified by an agent of the employing/sponsoring outfitting company.

(ii) The completed application form must be signed by the applicant and by an agent of the employing/sponsoring outfitting company.

(iii) If an applicant fails to pass the exam, there is a seven-day waiting period to re-test, and

(iv) Pay a $15 fee for each re-test.

(h) The applicant shall provide documentation of vessel operation experience that has been obtained within 10 years previous to the date of application.

(i) Lake and Reservoir Captain LRC - a minimum of at least 80 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 40 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, that will be carrying passengers for hire on the specific lake or reservoir on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire.

(ii) Tow Vessel Captain (TVC) - A minimum of at least 80 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 40 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, that will be towing for hire on the specific lake or reservoir on which the operator will be towing vessels for hire.

(iii) Flatwater River Guide (FRG) - A minimum of nine river trips on whitewater river sections. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel, or similar vessel, on the respective river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire. A Whitewater River Guide endorsement meets the requirements for an Flatwater River Guide endorsement.

(iv) Whitewater River Guide (WRG) - A minimum of six river trips on any river section. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel or similar vessel, on the respective river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire.
permit endorsements:
(i) Lake and Reservoir Crew (LRCP)
(ii) Tow Vessel Crew (TVCP)
(iii) Whitewater River Crew (WRCP)
(iv) Flatwater River Crew (FRCP)

(e) The applicant shall provide original proof of current and valid first aid and CPR certifications:
(i) The first aid certificate must be issued from a reputable provider whose curriculum is in accordance with the USDOT "Standard" First Aid.
(ii) The CPR certificate must be issued for an American Red Cross, American Heart Association, American Safety and Health Institute, National Safety Council CPR or BLS course, or an equivalent course from a reputable provider whose curriculum is in accordance with the most current Consensus on Science for Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Emergency Cardiovascular Care (ECC).
(iii) First aid and CPR certificates must include the following information: name, or title of the course; course provider; length of certification; name of the person certified and the name of the course instructor.

(f) The applicant shall provide documentation of vessel operation experience that has been obtained within the 10 years previous to the date of application.
(i) Lake and Reservoir Crew (LRCP) - A minimum of at least 20 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 10 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire. The applicant shall provide proof of successful completion of a NASBLA approved boating safety course.
(ii) Tow Vessel Crew (TVCP) - A minimum of at least 20 hours of actual vessel operation experience. At least 10 of these hours must be obtained while operating the vessel, or a similar vessel, that will be towing for hire on the specific lake or reservoir on which the operator will be towing vessels for hire. The applicant shall provide proof of successful completion of a NASBLA approved boating safety course.
(iii) Whitewater River Crew (WRCP) - A minimum of three river trips on "whitewater" rivers or river sections similar to those they will be guiding on. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel, or similar vessel, on the respective river or river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire. A Whitewater River Crew endorsement meets the requirements for an Flatwater River Crew endorsement.
(iv) Flatwater River Crew (FRCP) - A minimum of three river trips on any river or river section. At least one of these trips must be obtained while operating the vessel on a respective river or river section on which the operator will be carrying passengers for hire.

(6) A Utah Crew Permit is valid for a term of five years. The permit will expire five years from the date of issue, unless suspended or revoked.
(a) A Utah Crew Permit may be renewed within the six months prior to its expiration.
(b) To renew a Utah Crew Permit, the applicant must complete the prescribed application form along with the requirements described above. A current permit holder may renew his license in a manner accepted by the Division.
(c) The renewed permit will have the same month and day expiration as the original permit.
(d) A Utah Crew Permit that has expired shall not be renewed and the applicant shall be required to apply for a new permit.
(e) A Utah Crew Permit holder who upgrades to a Utah License, within one year of when the permit was issued, shall receive a $25 discount on the fee for the Utah License.

(7) In the event a Utah CPFH License or a Utah Crew permit is lost or stolen, a duplicate license or permit may be issued with the same expiration date as the original license or permit.
(a) The applicant must complete the prescribed application form.
(b) The fee for a duplicate license or permit is $15.

(8) Current Utah CPFH License and Utah Crew Permit holders shall notify the Division within 30 days of any change of address.

(9) A Utah CPFH License or Utah Crew Permit may be suspended, revoked, or denied for a length of time determined by the Division director, or individual designated by the Division director, if one of the following occurs:
(a) The license or permit holder is convicted of three violations of the Utah Boating Act, Title 73, Chapter 18, or rules promulgated thereunder during a three-year period.
(b) The license or permit holder is convicted of driving under the influence of alcohol or any drug while carrying passengers for hire, or refuses to submit to any chemical test that determines blood or breath alcohol content resulting from an incident while carrying passengers for hire;
(c) The license or permit holder's negligence or recklessness causes personal injury or death as determined by due process of the law;
(d) The license or permit holder is convicted of utilizing a private trip permit to carry passengers for hire;
(e) The license or permit holder is convicted of violating a resource protection regulation or public safety regulation in effect by the respective land managing and/or access permitting agency.
(f) The Division determines that the license or permit holder intentionally provided false or fictitious statements or qualifications to obtain the license or permit.

(10) A Utah CPFH License or Utah Crew Permit holder shall not carry passengers for hire while operating an unfamiliar vessel or operating on an unfamiliar lake, reservoir, or river section, unless there is a license holder aboard who is familiar with the vessel and the lake, reservoir, or river section. An exception to this rule allows a license or permit holder to lead passengers for hire on a lake, reservoir, or a flatwater river area, as long as there is a license holder who is familiar with the vessel and the lake, reservoir, or river section and remains within sight of the rest of the group.

(11) Number of passengers carried for each license or permit holder.
(a) On a vessel that is carrying more than 49 passengers for hire, there shall be at least one license holder and one permit holder or two license holders on board.
(b) On a vessel carrying more than 24 passengers for hire, and operating more than one mile from shore, there shall be an additional license or permit holder on board.
(c) On a vessel carrying passengers for hire, there shall be a minimum of one license or permit holder on board for each passenger deck on the vessel.
(12) Low capacity vessels being led requirements.
(a) On all river sections, except as noted in Subsection (b) below, there shall be at least one qualified license or permit holder for every four low capacity vessels being led in a group.
(b) On lakes, reservoirs, there shall be at least one qualified license or permit holder for every eight low capacity vessels, or racing shells being led in a group; and flatwater river area, there shall be at least one qualified license or permit holder for every six low capacity vessels or racing shells being led in a group.
(13) A license or permit holder shall not operate a vessel carrying passengers for hire for more than 12 hours in a 24 hour period.
(14) A license or permit holder shall conduct a safety and emergency protocols discussion with passengers prior to the vessel getting underway. This discussion shall include the
topics of water safety, use and stowage of safety equipment, wearing and usage of life jackets and initiating the rescue of a passenger(s).

(15) Vessel operators who are licensed or permitted to carry passengers for hire in another state, and possess a state-issued vessel captain's license, or similar license or permit accepted and recognized by the Division, where the state has similar vessel operator licensing provisions, shall not be required to obtain and possess a Utah CPFH License or Utah Crew Permit as required by this section.


(1) Type I PFDs are required. Each vessel shall have an adequate number of Type I PFDs on board, that meets or exceeds the number of persons on board the vessel. A Type V PFD may be used in lieu of a Type I PFD if the Type V PFD is approved for the activity in which it is going to be used.

(2) In situations where infants, children and youth are in enclosed cabin areas of vessels over 19 feet in length and not wearing PFDs, a minimum of ten percent of the wearable PFDs on board the vessel must be of an appropriate type and size for infants, children and youth passengers.

(3) Type I PFDs or Type V PFDs - used in lieu of the Type I PFD, must be listed for commercial use on the label.

(4) If PFDs are not being worn by passengers, and the PFDs are being stored on the vessel, the PFDs shall be stored in readily accessible containers that legibly and visually indicate their contents.

(5) Each PFD must be marked with the name of the outfitting company, in one-inch high letters that contrast with the color of the device.

(6) The Type IV PFD shall be a ring life buoy on vessels 26 feet or more in length. CPFH vessels on rivers are exempt from carrying a ring life buoy and must comply with R651-215-2 and R651-215-8.

(a) Vessels that are 40 feet or more in length shall carry a minimum of two Type IV PFDs.

(b) Ring life buoys shall have a minimum of 60 feet of line attached.

(7) If U.S. Coast Guard approved Type I PFDs are not available for infants under the weight of 30 pounds, Type II PFDs may be used, provided they are the correct size for the intended wearer.

(8) On rivers, any low capacity vessel operator or a working employee of the outfitting company, may wear a Type III PFD in lieu of the Type I PFD.

(9) On lakes and reservoirs, any low capacity vessel operator or a working employee may wear or carry, a Type III PFD may be carried or worn in lieu of the required Type I PFD.

(10) All passengers and crew members shall wear a PFD when a vessel is being operated in hazardous conditions.

(11) The license or permit holder is responsible for the passengers on his vessel to be in compliance with this section and R651-215.

R651-206-5. Additional Fire Extinguisher Requirements for Vessels Carrying Passengers for Hire.

(1) Each motorboat that carries passengers for hire, must carry a minimum of one type B-1 fire extinguisher. Vessels equipped solely with an electric motor, and not carrying flammable fuels on board, are exempt from this provision.

(2) Each motorboat that carries more than six passengers for hire and is equipped with an inboard, inboard-outboard, inboard jet, or direct drive gasoline engine, and carrying passengers for hire, shall have at least one fixed U.S. Coast Guard approved fire extinguishing system mounted in the engine compartment.

(3) Portable fire extinguishers shall be mounted in a readily accessible location, near the helm, away from the engine compartment. For motorized vessels operating on rivers, portable fire extinguishers may be stowed in a readily accessible location near the operator's position.

(4) For vessels carrying more than 12 passengers for hire or providing on board overnight passenger accommodations, smoke detectors shall be installed in each enclosed passenger area.


(1) Emergency communications equipment.

(a) An outfitting company shall have appropriate communication equipment for contacting emergency services, or, have a policy and emergency communications protocols that describe the quickest and most efficient means of contacting emergency services, taking into consideration the remoteness of the area in which the vessel will be operated.

(b) For vessels traveling in a group, this requirement can be met by carrying one communication device in the group.

(2) Carbon monoxide detectors.

Each vessel carrying passengers for hire shall be equipped with carbon monoxide detectors in each enclosed passenger area.

(3) Survival Craft.

Each vessel carrying more than six passengers for hire, and operating at a distance greater than one mile from shore, shall carry an appropriate number of life rafts or other life-saving apparatus respective to the number of passengers carried on board.

(4) Visual distress signals.

Each vessel carrying more than six passengers for hire, and operating at a distance greater than one mile from shore, shall carry a minimum of three visual distress signal flares that are approved for day and night use.

(5) Navigation equipment.

(a) Each vessel must carry a map or chart of the water body and a compass or GPS unit that is in good and serviceable condition.

(b) For vessels traveling in a group, this requirement can be met by carrying a map or chart and a compass or GPS unit in the group.

(c) River trip vessels are only required to carry a map of the water body or river or river sections.

(6) Lines, straps and anchoring.

(a) Each vessel shall be equipped with at least one suitable anchor and an appropriate anchorage system, respective of the body of water on which the vessel will be operating. Any line, when attached to an anchor, shall be attached by an eye splice, thimble and shackle. On lakes and/or reservoirs, low capacity vessels and racing shells are exempt from this requirement.

(b) Vessels operating on rivers are exempt from carrying an anchor, but shall have sufficient lines to secure the vessel to shore.

(c) Lines and straps utilized for anchorage, mooring and maintaining vessel structural integrity shall be in good and serviceable condition.

(7) Portable lighting.

Each vessel carrying passengers for hire shall carry on board, at least one portable, battery-operated light per operator or crew member. That portable battery-operated light shall be in good and serviceable condition and readily accessible.

(8) First Aid Kit.

(a) Each vessel shall have on board, an adequate first aid kit, stocked with supplies respective to the number of passengers carried on board, and the nature of boating activity in which the vessel will be engaged.

(b) For vessels traveling in a group, this requirement can be met by carrying one first aid kit in the group.
(9) Identification of outfitting company.  
(a) An outfitting company shall prominently display its name on the hull or superstructure of the vessel.  
(b) The display of an outfitting company’s name shall not interfere with any required numbering, registration or documentation display.  
(c) If another governmental agency prohibits the display of an outfitting company’s name on the exterior of a vessel, the name shall be displayed in a visible manner that does not violate the agency’s requirements.  
(10) Marine toilets and sanitary facilities.  
(a) Each vessel carrying more than six passengers for hire shall be equipped with a minimum of one marine toilet and washbasin sanitary facilities, except for vessels where suitable privacy enclosures are not practical.  
(b) The toilet and washbasin shall be connected to a permanently installed holding tank that allows for dockside pumpout at approved sanitary disposal facilities. Vessels that do not have access to dockside pumpout facilities may carry a portable marine toilet and washbasin to meet this requirement.  
(c) For vessels traveling in a group, this requirement can be met by carrying one marine sanitation device in the group.  
(d) Marine toilets and washbasins shall be maintained in a good and serviceable, sanitary condition.  
(e) A vessel that carries more than 49 passengers shall have at least two marine toilets and washbasins, one each for men and women.  
(f) A vessel operating on a trip or excursion with a duration of one hour or less, or operating on a river, is not required to be equipped with a marine toilet or washbasin.

(1) Any person or entity that provides the service of towing vessels for hire on waters of this state, shall register with the Division as an outfitting company and pay the appropriate fee.  
(2) A vessel engaged in the activity of towing vessels for hire shall comply with the dockside and dry dock vessel maintenance and inspection requirements, plus the additional equipment requirements described in this section.  
(3) Any conditions of a contract, special use permit, or other agreement with a person or entity that is towing vessels for hire, shall not supersede the boating safety and assistance activities of a state park ranger, other law enforcement officer, emergency and search and rescue personnel, a member of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, or any other person providing "Good Samaritan" service to vessels needing or requesting assistance.  
(4) Any vessel receiving assistance from a state park ranger, other law enforcement officer, emergency and search and rescue personnel, a member of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, or any person providing "Good Samaritan" service to vessels needing or requesting assistance, shall have a minimum of 100 feet of 5/8" line with a tow bridle.  
(5) A person or entity towing vessels for hire shall immediately notify a law enforcement officer of any vessel they assist, if the person reasonably believes the vessel being assisted was involved in a reportable boating accident.  
(6) A person or entity towing vessels for hire shall not perform an emergency rescue unless he reasonably believes immediate emergency assistance is required to save the lives of persons, prevent additional injuries to persons onboard a vessel, or reduce damage to a vessel, and a state park ranger, other law enforcement officer, emergency and search and rescue personnel, or a member of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary is not immediately available, or a state park ranger, other law enforcement officer, or emergency and search and rescue personnel make such a request for emergency assistance.  
(7) The owner of a vessel engaged towing vessels for hire shall carry general liability insurance. The insurance coverage shall be determined by the permitting agency.  
(8) A vessel engaged in towing vessels for hire, shall be a minimum of 21 feet in length and have a minimum total of a 150 hp gasoline engine(s) or a 90 hp diesel engine(s). The towing vessel should be as large or larger than the average vessel it will be towing.  
(9) A vessel engaged in towing vessels for hire, must have at least one Tow Vessel License holder on board.  
(10) A person or entity towing vessels for hire shall provide appropriate types of training for each of its license and permit holders. Each vessel operator shall conduct a minimum of five training evolutions of towing a vessel each year, with at least one evolution being a side tow.  
(11) The operator and any crew members on board a vessel engaged in towing vessels for hire, shall wear a PFD at all times. The operator of a vessel engaged in towing vessels for hire is responsible to have all occupants of a vessel being towed to wear a properly fitted PFD for the duration of the tow.  
(12) A person or entity engaged in towing vessels for hire must keep a log of each tow or vessel assist. The towing vessels for hire log of activities shall include:  
(a) Assisted vessel’s assigned bow number.  
(b) Name of assisted vessel’s owner or operator, including address and phone number.  
(c) Number of persons on board the assisted vessel.  
(d) Nature of assistance.  
(e) Date and time assistance provided.  
(f) Location of the assisted vessel.  
(g) The operator of the vessel towing for hire shall make appropriate radio or other communications of the above actions with a person on land preferable at the company’s place of business.  
(h) Upon request of an agent of the Division, an outfitting company shall provide the Division with a copy of a towing vessels for hire log.  
(13) Additional Equipment Requirements for Vessels Towing for Hire.  
(a) PFDs.  
(i) Shall carry a sufficient number of Type I PFDs for persons on board a towed vessel.  
(ii) Shall carry a minimum of two Type IV PFDs, one of which must be a ring life buoy.  
(b) Vessel shall be equipped with a depth finder.  
(c) Tow Line.  
(i) Shall have a minimum of 100 feet of 5/8" line with a tow bridle.  
(ii) Towing vessel shall be equipped with a towing post or reinforced cleats.  
(d) Vessel shall carry a dewatering pump with a minimum capacity of 25 gallons per minute, to be used to dewater other vessels.  
(e) If a vessel is towing for hire between sunset and sunrise, the vessel shall carry the following pieces of equipment.  
(i) A white spot light with a minimum brightness of 500,000 candle power.  
(ii) It is recommended that a vessel be equipped with electronic RADAR equipment.  
(f) Vessel shall carry a loudhailer, speaker, or other means of communicating with another vessel from a distance.  
(g) Vessel shall carry the following equipment, in addition to the equipment required for vessels carrying passengers for hire.  
(i) A knife capable of cutting the vessel’s towline;  
(ii) A boat hook;  
(iii) A minimum of four six-inch fenders;  
(iv) Binoculars;
(v) A jump starting system;
(vi) A tool kit and spare items for repairs on assisting vessel; and
(vii) Damage control items for quick repairs to another vessel.


(1) Each outfitting company carrying passengers for hire shall have an ongoing vessel maintenance and inspection program. The vessel maintenance and inspection program shall include the structural integrity, flotation, propulsion of the vessel, and equipment associated with passenger safety.

(2) The annual vessel maintenance and inspection program certification will be required beginning January 1, 2009. The five-year vessel inspections will be required no later than January 1, 2014.

(3) The Division shall prepare and maintain a "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual".

(a) The Division shall establish a committee to oversee, maintain, and recommend any substantive changes in the "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual".

(i) The members of this committee shall be selected by the Boating Advisory Council and shall report directly to the Boating Advisory Council.

(ii) This committee shall consist of five members: two members who will represent the non-float trip vessel carrying passengers for hire industry in Utah; two members who will represent the float trip vessel carrying passengers for hire industry in Utah; and one member who will represent a state or federal agency responsible for managing or regulating the activity of carrying passengers for hire in Utah.

(iii) This committee shall convene when information regarding substantive changes to the "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual" has been presented to the Boating Advisory Council.

(b) The Division shall establish a committee to prepare and develop the portions of the "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual" that do not pertain to River Trip Vessels.

(i) This committee shall consist of five members: three members who represent the carrying passengers for hire industry in Utah; and two members who represent a state or federal agency responsible for managing or regulating the activity of carrying passengers for hire in Utah.

(ii) This committee will disband after the original "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual" is approved and accepted by the Boating Advisory Council.

(c) The Division shall establish a committee to prepare and develop the portions of the "Carrying Passengers For Hire Vessel Inspection Manual" that pertain to River Trip Vessels.

(i) This committee shall consist of five members: three members who represent the River Trip Vessel carrying passengers for hire industry in Utah; and two members who represent a state or federal agency responsible for managing or regulating the activity of carrying passengers for hire in Utah.

(ii) This committee will disband after the original "Carrying Passengers for Hire Vessel Inspection Manual" is approved and accepted by the Boating Advisory Council.
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Notice of Continuation January 11, 2011
R651. Natural Resources, Parks and Recreation.
R651-637. Antelope Island State Park Special Mule Deer and Bighorn Sheep Hunt.

(1) Hunting of mule deer and bighorn sheep on Antelope Island State Park is authorized, and access on Antelope Island State Park is authorized for the purpose of hunting mule deer and bighorn sheep.

(2) All hunting shall be confined to the designated hunting unit which consists of that portion of approximately 26,000 acres on Antelope Island lying south of the chain link fence, commonly known as the "2000 acre fence" beginning in Farmington Bay and running in a southsouthwesterly direction and ending at White Rock Bay.

(3) Dates, harvest objectives and other parameters for hunts shall be set annually by the Board utilizing recommendations of Division staff and interested parties.

Hunting during the Antelope Island State Park Special Mule Deer and Bighorn Sheep Hunt shall be conducted in accordance with applicable state law, administrative code, hunting guidebooks of the Utah Wildlife Board, and in accordance with this rule.

The Antelope Island State Park Special Mule Deer and Bighorn Sheep Hunt shall be conducted during legal hunting hours as follows:
(1) Hunters obtaining a permit to hunt mule deer or bighorn sheep on Antelope Island through the competitive bid process may hunt during legal hours beginning 30 minutes before official sunrise on November 12, 2012 and ending 30 minutes after official sunset on November 21, 2012.

(2) Hunters obtaining a permit to hunt mule deer or bighorn sheep on Antelope Island through the public draw process may hunt during legal hours beginning 30 minutes before official sunrise on November 15, 2012 and ending 30 minutes after official sunset on November 21, 2012.

Each hunter licensed to hunt during the Antelope Island State Park Special Mule Deer and Bighorn Sheep Hunt may be accompanied by up to four (4) non-hunting companions. Guides, photographers, packers and all other individuals accompanying the hunter in camp or in the field are included in this limit.

R651-637-5. Fees.
(1) Day use fees for licensed hunters and their companions will be waived for the duration of their hunt.

(2) Camping fees for hunters and their companions who desire to camp on Antelope Island during the hunt will be charged per the current fee schedule. All campers shall camp in designated areas as directed by park management.

(3) Commercial activities related to hunt activities shall be individually evaluated and permitted through the Division's established processes.

(1) Motor vehicle access will be limited to roads open to public use. No off-road, motorized vehicular travel will be allowed.

(2) Off-highway vehicles as defined in Title 41-22-2 UCA are not allowed on Antelope Island.

(3) During the hunt, foot and horse travel, including cross-country foot and horse travel, will be allowed in all areas of the hunting unit.

(4) Foot and horse travel for the purposes of pre-season scouting is authorized for hunters and their guides. Hunters and guides conducting pre-season scouting shall notify Park Management of their presence on the Island, and shall adhere to instructions provided by Park Management. Standard day use and camping fees shall apply to pre-season scouting visits.

A mandatory orientation will be held prior to the hunt at the Antelope Island State Park Visitor Center. All license holders and their guides shall be in attendance at this orientation session.

All hunters and their companions shall check in with Park Management at the beginning of their hunt and shall check out at the end of their hunt. Instructions on checking in and out will be provided at the mandatory orientation.

The carcasses of all harvested wildlife shall be covered while being transported on Antelope Island or on the Antelope Island Causeway. This includes all parts of the harvested wildlife, including the head.
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Notice of Continuation October 6, 2015
R657-5-1. Purpose and Authority.
(1) Under authority of Sections 23-14-18 and 23-14-19, the Wildlife Board has established this rule for taking deer, elk, pronghorn, moose, bison, big horn sheep, and Rocky Mountain goat.
(2) Specific dates, areas, methods of take, requirements, and other administrative details which may change annually are published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 23-13-2.
(2) In addition:
(a) "Antlerless deer" means a deer without antlers or with antlers five inches or shorter.
(b) "Antlerless elk" means an elk without antlers or with antlers five inches or shorter.
(c) "Antlerless moose" means a moose with antlers shorter than its ears.
(d) "Arrow quiver" means a portable arrow case that completely encases all edges of the broadheads.
(e) "Buck deer" means a deer with antlers longer than five inches.
(f) "Buck pronghorn" means a pronghorn with horns longer than five inches.
(g) "Bull elk" means an elk with antlers longer than five inches.
(h) "Bull moose" means a moose with antlers longer than its ears.
(i) "Cow bison" means a female bison.
(j) "Doe pronghorn" means a pronghorn without horns or with horns five inches or shorter.
(k) "Draw-lock" means a mechanical device used to hold and support the draw weight of a conventional or compound bow at any increment of draw until released by the archer using a trigger mechanism and safety attached to the device.
(l) "Hunter's choice" means either sex may be taken.
(m) "Limited entry hunt" means any hunt published in the hunt tables of the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game, which is identified as limited entry and does not include general or once-in-a-lifetime hunts.
(n) "Limited entry permit" means any permit obtained for a limited entry hunt by any means, including conservation permits, wildlife expo permits, sportsman permits, cooperative wildlife management unit permits and limited entry landowner permits.
(o) "Once-in-a-lifetime hunt" means any hunt published in the hunt tables of the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game, which is identified as once-in-a-lifetime, and does not include general or limited entry hunts.
(p) "Once-in-a-lifetime permit" means any permit obtained for a once-in-a-lifetime hunt by any means, including conservation permits, wildlife expo permits, sportsman permits, cooperative wildlife management unit permits and limited entry landowner permits.
(q) "Ram" means a male desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep.
(r) "Spike bull" means a bull elk which has at least one antler beam with no branching above the ears. Branches mean a projection on an antler longer than one inch, measured from its base to its tip.
(s) "Drone" means an autonomously controlled, aerial vehicle of any size or configuration that is capable of controlled flight without a human pilot aboard.

R657-5-3. License, Permit, and Tag Requirements.
(1) A person may engage in hunting protected wildlife or in the sale, trade, or barter of protected wildlife or its parts in accordance with Section 23-19-1 and the rules or guidebooks of the Wildlife Board.
(2) Any license, permit, or tag that is mutilated or otherwise made illegible is invalid and may not be used for taking or possessing big game.
(3) A person must possess or obtain a Utah hunting or combination license to apply for or obtain any big game hunting permit.

R657-5-4. Age Requirements and Restrictions.
(1)(a) Subject to the exceptions in subsection (c), a person 12 years of age or older may apply for or obtain a permit to hunt big game. A person 11 years of age may apply for a permit to hunt big game if that person's 12th birthday falls within the calendar year for which the permit is issued.
(b) A person may not use a permit to hunt big game before their 12th birthday.
(c) A person who is younger than 14 years of age may not apply for or obtain the following types of big game permits issued by the division through a public drawing:
(i) premium limited entry;
(ii) limited entry;
(iii) once-in-a-lifetime; and
(iv) cooperative wildlife management unit.
(d) A person who is 13 years of age may apply for or obtain a type of permit listed in Subsection (1)(c) if that person's 14th birthday falls within the calendar year for which the permit is issued.
(e) antlerless deer, antlerless elk, and doe pronghorn permits are not limited entry, premium limited entry or cooperative wildlife management unit permits for purposes of determining a 12 or 13 year old's eligibility to apply for or obtain through a public drawing administered by the division.
(2)(a) A person at least 12 years of age and under 16 years of age must be accompanied by his parent or legal guardian, or other responsible person 21 years of age or older and approved by his parent or guardian, while hunting big game with any weapon.
(b) As used in this section, "accompanied" means at a distance within which visual and verbal communication are maintained for the purposes of assisting.

R657-5-5. Duplicate License and Permit.
(1) Whenever any unexpired license, permit, tag or certificate of registration is destroyed, lost or stolen, a person may obtain a duplicate from a division office or online license agent, for ten dollars or half of the price of the original license, permit, or certificate of registration, whichever is less.
(2) The division may waive the fee for a duplicate unexpired license, permit, tag or certificate of registration provided the person did not receive the original license, permit, tag or certificate of registration.

R657-5-6. Hunting Hours.
Big game may be taken only between one-half hour before official sunrise through one-half hour after official sunset.

(1) A person may not use any weapon or device to take big game other than those expressly permitted in this rule.
(2) A person may not use:
(a) a firearm capable of being fired fully automatic; or
(b) any light enhancement device or aiming device that casts a visible beam of light. Laser range finding devises are exempt from this restriction.

(1) The following rifles and shotguns may be used to take
big game:
(a) any rifle firing centerfire cartridges and expanding bullets; and
(b) a shotgun, 20 gauge or larger, firing only 00 or larger buckshot or slug ammunition.

(1) A handgun may be used to take deer and pronghorn, provided the handgun is a minimum of .24 caliber, fires a centerfire cartridge with an expanding bullet and develops 500 foot-pounds of energy at the muzzle.
(2) A handgun may be used to take elk, moose, bison, bighorn sheep, and Rocky Mountain goat, provided the handgun is a minimum of .24 caliber, fires a centerfire cartridge with an expanding bullet and develops 500 foot-pounds of energy at 100 yards.
(3)(a) A person who has obtained a muzzleloader permit for a big game hunt may:
(i) use only archery equipment authorized in Subsections (1) and (2) to take the species authorized in the permit; and
(ii) not possess or be in control of a rifle or shotgun while in the field during the muzzleloader hunt.
(3)(b) The provisions of Subsection (a) do not apply to:
(i) a person licensed to hunt upland game or waterfowl provided with a certificate of registration issued pursuant to R657-12; or
(ii) a person possessing a crossbow or draw-lock under a crossbow or draw-lock permit; or
(iii) livestock owners protecting their livestock; or
(iv) a person licensed to carry a concealed weapon in accordance with Title 53, Chapter 5, Part 7 of the Utah Code, provided the person is not utilizing the concealed firearm to hunt or take protected wildlife.
(4) A person who has obtained an any weapon permit for a big game hunt may use muzzleloader equipment authorized in this Section to take the species authorized in the permit, including a fixed or variable magnifying scope.
(i) fixed broadheads that are at least 7/8 inch wide at the widest point; or
(ii) expandable, mechanical broadheads that are at least 7/8 inch wide at the widest point when the broadhead is in the open position.

(c) It is unlawful for any person to:
(i) hunt big game with a crossbow during a big game archery hunt, except as provided in R657-12-8;
(ii) carry a cocked crossbow containing an arrow or a bolt while in or on any motorized vehicle on a public highway or other public right-of-way, except as provided in R657-12-4; or
(iii) hunt any protected wildlife with a crossbow:
(A) that has any chemical, explosive or electronic device attached;
(B) that has an attached electronic range finding device; or
(C) that has an attached magnifying aiming device, except as provided in Subsection (7).

(7) A crossbow used to hunt big game during an any weapon hunt may have a fixed or variable magnifying scope.

R657-5-12. Areas With Special Restrictions.
(1)(a) Hunting of any wildlife is prohibited within the boundaries of all park areas, except those designated by the Division of Parks and Recreation in Rule R651-614-4.
(b) Hunting with rifles and handguns in park areas designated open is prohibited within one mile of all park area facilities, including buildings, camp or picnic sites, overlooks, golf courses, boat ramps, and developed beaches.
(c) Hunting with shotguns or archery equipment is prohibited within one-quarter mile of the areas provided in Subsection (b).
(2) Hunting is closed within the boundaries of all national parks unless otherwise provided by the governing agency.
(3) Hunters obtaining a Utah license, permit or tag to take big game are not authorized to hunt on tribal trust lands. Hunters must obtain tribal authorization to hunt on tribal trust lands.
(4) Military installations, including Camp Williams, are closed to hunting and trespassing unless otherwise authorized.
(5) In Salt Lake County, a person may not hunt big game within one-half mile of Silver Lake in Big Cottonwood Canyon.
(6) Hunting is closed within a designated portion of the town of Alta. Hunters may refer to the town of Alta for boundaries and other information.
(7) Domesticated Elk Facilities and Domesticated Elk Hunting Parks as defined in Section 4-39-10(2) and Rules R58-18 and R58-20, are closed to big game hunting. This restriction does not apply to the lawful harvest of domesticated elk as defined and allowed pursuant to Rule R58-20.
(8) State waterfowl management areas are closed to taking big game, except as otherwise provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(9) Hunters are restricted to using archery equipment, muzzleloaders or shotguns on the Scott M. Matheson Wetland Preserve.
(10) A person may not discharge a firearm, except a shotgun or muzzleloader, from, upon, or across the Green River located near Jensen, Utah from the Highway 40 bridge upstream to the Dinosaur National Monument boundary.

(1) Except as provided in Section 23-13-17:
(a) a person may not use or cast the rays of any spotlight, headlight, or other artificial light to:
(i) take protected wildlife; or
(ii) locate protected wildlife while in possession of a rifle, shotgun, archery equipment, crossbow, or muzzleloader.
(b) the use of a spotlight or other artificial light in a field, woodland, or forest where protected wildlife are generally found
is prima facie evidence of attempting to locate protected wildlife.
(2) The provisions of this section do not apply to:
(a) the use of headlights or other artificial light in a usual manner where there is no attempt or intent to locate protected wildlife; or
(b) a person licensed to carry a concealed weapon in accordance with Title 53, Chapter 5, Part 7 of the Utah Code, provided the person is not utilizing the concealed firearm to hunt or take wildlife.

R657-5-14. Use of Vehicle or Aircraft.
(1)(a) A person may not use an airplane, drone, or any other airborne vehicle or device, or any motorized terrestrial or aquatic vehicle, including snowmobiles and other recreational vehicles, except a vessel as provided in Subsection (c), to take protected wildlife.
(b) A person may not take protected wildlife being chased, harmed, harassed, ruffled, herded, flushed, pursued or moved by any vehicle, device, or conveyance listed in Subsection (a).
(c) Big game may be taken from a vessel provided:
(i) the motor of a motorboat has been completely shut off; and
(ii) the sails of a sailboat have been furled; and
(iii) the vessel's progress caused by the motor or sail has ceased.
(2) A person may not use any type of aircraft, drone, or other airborne vehicle or device from 48 hours before any big game hunt begins through 48 hours after any big game hunting season ends to:
(i) transport a hunter or hunting equipment into a hunting area;
(ii) transport a big game carcass; or
(iii) locate, or attempt to observe or locate any protected wildlife.
(3) Flying slowly at low altitudes, hovering, circling or repeatedly flying over a forest, marsh, field, woodland or rangeland where protected wildlife is likely to be found may be used as evidence of violations of Subsections (1) and (2).
(4) The provisions of this section do not apply to the operation of an aircraft, drone, or other airborne vehicle or device in a usual manner, or landings and departures from improved airstrips, where there is no attempt or intent to locate protected wildlife.

(1) A person may not take big game for another person, except as provided in Section 23-19-1 and Rule R657-12.
(2) A person may not use the aid of a dog to take, chase, harm or harass big game. The use of one blood-trailing dog controlled by leash during lawful hunting hours within 72 hours of shooting a big game animal is allowed to track wounded animals and aid in recovery.

R657-5-16. Big Game Contests.
A person may not enter or hold a big game contest that:
(1) is based on big game or its parts; and
(2) offers cash or prizes totaling more than $500.

R657-5-17. Tagging.
(1) The carcass of any species of big game must be tagged in accordance with Section 23-20-30.
(2) A person may not hunt or pursue big game after any of the notches have been removed from the tag or the tag has been detached from the permit.
(3) The tag must remain with the largest portion of the meat until the animal is entirely consumed.

R657-5-18. Transporting Big Game Within Utah.
(1) A person may transport big game within Utah only as
follows:
(a) the head or sex organs must remain attached to the largest portion of the carcass;
(b) the antlers attached to the skull plate must be transported with the carcass of an elk taken in a spike bull unit; and
(c) the person who harvested the big game animal must accompany the carcass and must possess a valid permit corresponding to the tag attached to the carcass, except as provided in Subsection (2).
(2) A person who did not take the big game animal may transport it only after obtaining a shipping permit or disposal receipt from the division or a donation slip as provided in Section 23-20-9.

R657-5-19. Exporting Big Game From Utah.
(1) A person may export big game or its parts from Utah only if:
(a) the person who harvested the big game animal accompanies it and possesses a valid permit corresponding to the tag which must be attached to the largest portion of the carcass; or
(b) the person exporting the big game animal or its parts, if it is not the person who harvested the animal, has obtained a shipping permit from the division.

R657-5-20. Purchasing or Selling Big Game or Its Parts.
(1) A person may only purchase, sell, offer or possess for sale, barter, exchange or trade any big game or its parts as follows:
(a) Antlers, heads and horns of legally taken big game may be purchased or sold only on the dates published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game; and
(b) Untanned hides of legally taken big game may be purchased or sold only on the dates published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game;
(c) Inedible byproducts, excluding hides, antlers and horns of legally possessed big game as provided in Subsection 23-20-3, may be purchased or sold at any time;
(d) Tanned hides of legally taken big game may be purchased or sold at any time; and
(e) Shed antlers and horns may be purchased or sold at any time.
(2)(a) Protected wildlife that is obtained by the division by any means may be sold or donated at any time by the division or its agent.
(b) A person may purchase or receive protected wildlife from the division, which is sold or donated in accordance with Subsection (2)(a), at any time.
(c) No more than one poaching-reported reward permit may be issued to the person who provides the most pertinent information leading to a successful prosecution. Permits are not transferrable.
(d) The division may issue only one poaching-reported reward permit for any one animal illegally taken.
(e) No more than one poaching-reported reward permit shall be issued to any one person per successful prosecution.
(f) No more than one poaching-reported reward permit per species shall be issued to any one person in any one calendar year.

(1) A person may possess antlers or horns or parts of antlers or horns only from:
(a) lawfully harvested big game;
(b) antlers or horns lawfully obtained as provided in Section R657-5-20; or
(c) Shed antlers or shed horns.
(2)(a) A person may gather shed antlers or shed horns or parts of shed antlers or shed horns at any time. An authorization is required to gather shed antlers or shed horns or parts of shed antlers or shed horns during the shed antler and shed horn season published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(b) A person must complete a wildlife harassment and habitat destruction prevention course annually to obtain the required authorization to gather shed antlers during the antler gathering season.
(3) "Shed antler" means an antler which:
(a) has been dropped naturally from a big game animal as part of its annual life cycle; and
(b) has a rounded base commonly known as the antler button or burr attached which signifies a natural life cycle process.
(4) "Shed horn" means the sheath from the horn of a pronghorn that has been dropped naturally as part of its annual life cycle. No other big game species shed their horns naturally.

(1) For purposes of this section, "successful prosecution" means the screening, filing of charges and subsequent adjudication of guilt for the poaching incident.
(2) Any person who provides information leading to another person's successful prosecution under Section 23-20-4 for wanton destruction of a bull moose, desert bighorn ram, rocky mountain bighorn ram, rocky mountain goat, bison, bull elk, buck deer or buck pronghorn within any once-in-a-lifetime or limited entry area may receive a permit from the division to hunt the same species on the same once-in-a-lifetime or limited entry area where the violation occurred, except as provided in Subsection (3).
(3)(a) In the event that issuance of a poaching-reported reward permit would exceed 5% of the total number of limited entry or once-in-a-lifetime permits issued in the following year for the respective area, a permit shall not be issued for that respective area. As an alternative, the division may issue a permit as outlined in Subsections (b) or (c).
(b) If the illegally taken animal is a bull moose, desert bighorn ram, rocky mountain bighorn ram, rocky mountain goat or bison, a permit for an alternative species and an alternative once-in-a-lifetime or limited entry area that has been allocated more than 20 permits may be issued.
(c) If the illegally taken animal is a bull elk, buck deer or buck pronghorn, a permit for the same species on an alternative limited entry area that has been allocated more than 20 permits may be issued.
(d) A person must complete a wildlife harassment and habitat destruction prevention course annually to obtain the permit for the poaching- reported reward permit.
(4)(a) The division may issue only one poaching-reported reward permit for any one animal illegally taken.
(b) No more than one poaching-reported reward permit shall be issued to any one person per successful prosecution.
(c) No more than one poaching-reported reward permit per species shall be issued to any one person in any one calendar year.
(5)(a) Poaching-reported reward permits may only be issued to the person who provides the most pertinent information leading to a successful prosecution. Permits are not transferrable.
(b) If information is received from more than one person, the director of the division shall make a determination based on the facts of the case, as to which person provided the most pertinent information leading to the successful prosecution in the case.
(c) The person providing the most pertinent information shall qualify for the poaching-reported reward permit.
(6) Any person who receives a poaching-reported reward permit must possess or obtain a Utah hunting or combination license and otherwise be eligible to hunt and obtain big game permits as provided in all rules and regulations of the Wildlife Board and the Wildlife Resources Code.
(1) The dates of the general archery buck deer hunt are provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2) A person who has obtained a general archery buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general archery buck deer may use archery equipment prescribed in R657-5-11 to take:
(a) one buck deer within the general hunt area specified on the permit for the time specified in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game; or
(b) a deer of hunter's choice within extended archery areas as provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(c) A person who has obtained a general archery buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general archery buck deer, may not hunt within Cooperative Wildlife Management unit deer areas.
(d) A person who has obtained a general archery buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general archery buck deer, may hunt within extended archery areas during the extended archery season as provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game and as provided in Subsection (b).
(3)(a) A person who obtains a general archery buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general archery buck deer, may hunt within extended archery areas during the extended archery area seasons as provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game and as provided in Subsection (b).
(b)(i) A person must complete the Archery Ethics Course annually to hunt any extended archery areas during the extended archery season.
(ii) A person must possess an Archery Ethics Course Certificate of Completion while hunting.
(4) A person who has obtained a general archery buck deer permit may not hunt during any other deer hunt or hunt any other deer permit, except antlerless deer, and extended archery areas.
(5) If a person 17 years of age or younger obtains a general archery buck deer permit, that person may only hunt during the general archery deer season and the extended archery season as provided Section R657-5-23(3).
(6) Hunter orange material must be worn if a centerfire rifle hunt is also in progress in the same area as provided in Section 23-20-31. Archery hunters are cautioned to study rifle hunt tables and identify these areas described in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(1) The dates for the general any weapon buck deer hunt are provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2)(a) A person who has obtained a general any weapon buck deer permit may use any legal weapon to take one buck deer within the hunt area specified on the permit as published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(b) A person who has obtained a general any weapon buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general any weapon buck deer, may not hunt within Cooperative Wildlife Management unit deer areas.
(c) A person who has obtained a general any weapon buck deer permit, or any other permit which allows that person to hunt general any weapon buck deer, may not hunt within premium limited entry deer or limited entry deer areas, except as provided by the Wildlife Board in the guidebooks for big game.
(3) A person who has obtained a general any weapon buck deer permit may not hunt during any other deer hunt or obtain any other deer permit, except:
unit buck deer permit holders must report hunt information by telephoning the district’s Internet address.
(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, management unit, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus point in the next year.
(d) Late questionnaires may be accepted pursuant to Rule R657-42-9(3).
(4) A person who has obtained a premium limited entry or limited entry buck permit may not:
(a) obtain any other deer permit, except an antlerless deer permit as provided in R657-5-27 and the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board; or
(b) hunt during any other, but except unsuccessful archery hunts may hunt within extended archery areas as provided in Subsection (7).
(5)(a) The Wildlife Board may establish a multi-season hunting opportunity in the big game guidebooks for selected premium limited entry and limited entry buck deer hunts.
(b) A person that obtains a premium limited entry or limited entry buck deer permit with a multi-season opportunity may hunt during any of the following limited entry buck deer seasons established in the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for the unit specified on the premium limited entry or limited entry buck deer permit:
(i) the archery season, using only archery equipment prescribed in R657-5-11 for taking deer;
(ii) muzzleloader season, using only muzzleloader equipment prescribed in R657-5-10 for taking deer; and
(iii) any weapon season, using any legal weapon prescribed in R657-5 for taking deer.
(c) A landowner association under R657-43 is not eligible to receive a multi-season hunting opportunity for premium limited entry or limited entry units.
(6) A premium limited entry or limited entry buck deer permit, including a permit with a multi-season opportunity, is valid only within the boundaries of the unit designated on the permit, excluding:
(a) areas closed to hunting;
(b) deer cooperative wildlife management units; and
(c) Indian tribal trust lands.
(7) A person who possesses an archery buck deer permit for a premium limited entry or limited entry unit, including a permit with a multi-season opportunity, may hunt buck deer within any extended archery area during the established extended archery season for that area, provided the person:
(a) did not take a buck deer during the premium limited entry or limited entry unit season;
(b) uses the prescribed archery equipment for the extended archery area;
(c) completes the annual Archery Ethics Course required to hunt extended archery areas during the extended archery season; and
(d) possesses on their person while hunting:
(i) the multi-season limited entry or limited entry buck deer permit; and
(ii) the Archery Ethics Course Certificate of Completion.
(1) The dates of the general archery elk hunt are provided in the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2)(a) A person who has obtained a general archery elk permit may use archery equipment to take:
(i) an antlerless elk or a bull elk on a general any elk unit, excluding elk cooperative wildlife management units;
(ii) an antlerless elk or a spike bull elk on a general spike bull elk unit, excluding elk cooperative wildlife management units;
(iii) an antlerless elk or a bull elk on extended archery areas as provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(3)(a) A person who has obtained a general archery elk permit may hunt within the extended archery areas during the extended archery season as provided in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game and as provided in Subsection (b).
(b)(i) A person must complete the Archery Ethics Course annually to hunt the extended archery areas during the extended archery season.
(ii) A person must possess an Archery Ethics Course Certificate of Completion on their person while hunting.
(4) A person who has obtained an archery elk permit may not hunt during any other elk hunt or obtain any other elk permit, except as provided in Subsection R657-5-33(3) and by the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(5) Hunter orange material must be worn if a centerfire rifle hunt is also in progress in the same area as provided in Section 23-20-31. Archers are cautioned to study the rifle hunt tables to identify these areas described in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(1) The dates and areas for the general season bull elk hunts are provided in the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for taking big game, except the following areas are closed to general any weapon bull elk hunting:
(a) Salt Lake County south of I-80 and east of I-15; and
(b) elk cooperative wildlife management units.
(2)(a) A person may purchase either a spike bull elk permit or any elk bull elk permit.
(b) A person who has obtained a general season spike bull elk permit may take a spike bull elk on a general season spike bull elk unit. Any bull elk units are closed to spike bull elk permittees.
(c) A person who has obtained a general season any bull elk permit may take any elk, including a spike bull elk, on a general season any elk unit. Spike bull elk units are closed to any elk permittees.
(1) The dates and areas for general muzzleloader bull elk hunts are provided in the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for taking big game, except the following areas are closed to general muzzleloader bull elk hunting:
(a) Salt Lake County south of I-80 and east of I-15; and
(b) elk cooperative wildlife management units.
(2)(a) General muzzleloader bull elk hunters may purchase either a spike bull elk permit or an any bull elk permit.
(b) A person who has obtained a general muzzleloader spike bull elk permit may use a muzzleloader, prescribed in R657-5-10, to take a spike bull elk on an any general spike bull elk unit. Any bull units are closed to spike bull muzzleloader permittees.
(c) A person who has obtained a general muzzleloader any bull elk permit may use a muzzleloader, as prescribed in R657-5-10, to take any bull elk on an any bull elk unit. Spike bull units are closed to any bull muzzleloader permittees.
(3) A person who has obtained a general muzzleloader bull elk permit may not hunt during any other elk hunt or obtain any other elk permit, except as provided in Subsection R657-5-33(3).

(1)(a) For purposes of this section "youth" means any person 17 years of age or younger on July 31 of the current year.
(b) A youth may apply for or obtain a youth any bull elk permit.
(c) A qualified person may obtain a youth any bull elk permit only once during their life.
(2) The youth any bull elk hunting season and areas are published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(3)(a) A youth who has obtained a youth general any bull elk permit may take any bull elk, including antlerless elk, on a general any bull elk unit. Spike bull elk units are closed to youth general any bull elk permittees.
(b) A youth who has obtained a youth general any bull elk permit may use any legal weapon to take any bull elk or antlerless elk as specified on the permit.
(4) A youth who has obtained a youth general any bull elk permit may not hunt during any other elk hunt or obtain any other elk permit, except as provided in Section R657-5-33(3).
(5) Preference points shall not be awarded or utilized when applying for or obtaining a youth general any bull elk permit.

(1) To hunt in a limited entry bull elk area, a hunter must obtain a limited entry bull elk permit for the area.
(2)(a) A limited entry bull elk permit allows a person, using the prescribed legal weapon, to take one bull elk within the area and season specified on the permit, except as provided in Subsection (5) and excluding elk cooperative wildlife management units located within a limited entry unit. Spike bull elk restrictions do not apply to limited entry elk permittees.
(3)(a) The Wildlife Board may establish a multi-season hunting opportunity in the big game guidebooks for selected limited entry bull elk units.
(b) A person that obtains a limited entry bull elk permit with a multi-season opportunity may hunt during any of the following limited entry bull elk seasons established in the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for the unit specified on the limited entry bull elk permit:
(i) archery season, using only archery equipment prescribed in R657-5-11 for taking elk;
(ii) muzzleloader season, using only muzzleloader equipment prescribed in R657-5-10 for taking elk; and
(iii) any weapon season, using any legal weapon prescribed in R657-5 for taking elk.
(c) A landowner association under R657-43 is not eligible to receive a multi-season hunting opportunity for limited entry units.

(1) To hunt an antlerless elk, a hunter must obtain an antlerless elk permit.
(2)(a) An antlerless elk permit allows a person to take one antlerless elk using any legal weapon within the area and season as specified on the permit and in the Antlerless guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(b) A person may not hunt on any cooperative wildlife
management units unless that person obtains an antlerless elk permit for a cooperative wildlife management unit as specified on the permit.

(3)(a) A person may obtain two elk permits each year, provided one or both of the elk permits is an antlerless elk permit.

(b) For the purposes of obtaining two elk permits, a hunter’s choice elk permit may not be considered an antlerless elk permit.

(4)(a) A person who obtains an antlerless elk permit and any of the permits listed in Subsection (b) may use the antlerless elk permit during the established season for the antlerless elk permit and during the established season for the permits listed in Subsection (b) provided:

(i) the permits are both valid for the same area;

(ii) the appropriate archery equipment is used if hunting with an archery permit; and

(iii) the appropriate muzzleloader hunting equipment is used if hunting with a muzzleloader permit.

(b)(i) General buck deer for archery, muzzleloader or any legal weapon;

(ii) general bull elk for archery, muzzleloader or any legal weapon;

(iii) limited entry buck deer for archery, muzzleloader or any legal weapon;

(iv) limited entry bull elk for archery, muzzleloader or any legal weapon; or

(v) antlerless elk.

R657-5-34. Buck Pronghorn Hunts.

(1) To hunt buck pronghorn, a hunter must obtain a buck pronghorn permit.

(2) A person who has obtained a buck pronghorn permit may not obtain any other pronghorn permit or hunt during any other pronghorn hunt.

(3)(a) A person who has obtained a limited entry or cooperative wildlife management unit buck pronghorn permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a buck pronghorn.

(b) Limited entry and cooperative wildlife management unit buck pronghorn permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.

(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus point in the following year.

(d) Late questionnaires may be accepted pursuant to Rule R657-42-9(2).

(4) A buck pronghorn permit allows a person to take one buck pronghorn within the area, during the season, and using the weapon type specified on the permit, except on a pronghorn cooperative wildlife management unit located within a limited entry unit.


(1) To hunt a doe pronghorn, a hunter must obtain a doe pronghorn permit.

(2)(a) A doe pronghorn permit allows a person to take one doe pronghorn, per doe pronghorn tag, using any legal weapon within the area and season as specified on the permit and in the Antlerless guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(b) A person may not hunt on any cooperative wildlife management units unless that person obtains an antlerless pronghorn permit for a cooperative wildlife management unit as specified on the permit.

(3) A person who has obtained a doe pronghorn permit may not hunt during any other pronghorn hunt or obtain any other pronghorn permit.


(1) To hunt an antlerless moose, a hunter must obtain an antlerless moose permit.

(2)(a) An antlerless moose permit allows a person to take one antlerless moose using any legal weapon within the area and season as specified on the permit and in the Antlerless guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(b) A person may not hunt on any cooperative wildlife management unit unless that person obtains an antlerless moose cooperative wildlife management unit as specified on the permit.

(3) A person who has obtained an antlerless moose permit may not hunt during any other moose hunt or obtain any other moose permit.


(1) To hunt bull moose, a hunter must obtain a bull moose permit.

(2) A person who has obtained a bull moose permit may not obtain any other moose permit or hunt during any other moose hunt.

(3) A bull moose permit allows a person using any legal weapon to take one bull moose within the area and season as specified on the permit, excluding any moose cooperative wildlife management unit located within a limited entry unit.

(4)(a) A person who has obtained a bull moose permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a bull moose.

(b) Bull moose permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.

(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus point in the following year.

(R657-5-38. Bison Hunts.

(1) To hunt bison, a hunter must obtain a bison permit.

(2) A person who has obtained a bison permit may not obtain any other bison permit or hunt during any other bison hunt.

(3) The bison permit allows a person using any legal weapon to take a bison of either sex within the area and season as specified on the permit.

(4)(a) An orientation course is required for bison hunters who draw an Antelope Island bison permit. Hunters shall be notified of the orientation date, time and location.

(b) The Antelope Island hunt is administered by the Division of Parks and Recreation.

(5) A cow bison permit allows a person to take one cow bison using any legal weapon within the area and season as specified on the permit and in the Antlerless guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(6) An orientation course is required for bison hunters who draw cow bison permits. Hunters will be notified of the orientation date, time and location.

(7)(a) A person who has obtained a bison permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a bison.

(b) Bison permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.
(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus point in the following year.

(d) Late questionnaires may be accepted pursuant to Rule R657-42-9(2).


(1) To hunt desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, a hunter must obtain the respective permit.

(2) A person who has obtained a desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep permit may not obtain any other desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep permit or hunt during any other desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep hunt.

(3) Desert bighorn sheep and Rocky Mountain big horn sheep permits are considered separate once-in-a-lifetime hunting opportunities.

(4) (a) The desert bighorn sheep permit allows a person using any legal weapon to take one desert bighorn ram within the area and season specified on the permit.
(b) The Rocky Mountain sheep permit allows a person using any legal weapon to take one Rocky Mountain bighorn ram within the area and season specified on the permit.

(5) The permittee may attend a hunter orientation course. The division provides each permittee with the time and location of the course.

(6) All bighorn sheep hunters are encouraged to have a spotting scope with a minimum of 15 power while hunting bighorn sheep. Any ram may be legally taken, however, permittees are encouraged to take a mature ram. The terrain inhabited by bighorn sheep is extremely rugged, making this hunt extremely strenuous.

(7) Successful hunters must deliver the horns of the bighorn sheep to a division office within 72 hours of leaving the hunting area. A numbered seal will be permanently affixed to the horn indicating legal harvest.

(8)(a) A person who has obtained a desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep.
(b) Desert bighorn sheep or Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.
(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus point in the following year.
(d) Late questionnaires may be accepted pursuant to Rule R657-42-9(2).


(1) To hunt Rocky Mountain goat, a hunter must obtain a Rocky Mountain goat permit.

(2) A person who has obtained a Rocky Mountain goat permit may not obtain any other Rocky Mountain goat permit or hunt during any other Rocky Mountain goat hunt.

(3) A Rocky Mountain goat of either sex may be legally taken on a hunter's choice permit. Permittees are encouraged to take a mature goat. A mature goat is a goat older than two years of age, as determined by counting the annual rings on the horn.

(4) The goat permit allows a person using any legal weapon to take one goat within the area and season specified on the permit.

(5) All goat hunters are encouraged to have a spotting scope with a minimum of 15 power while hunting goats. The terrain inhabited by Rocky Mountain goat is extremely rugged making this hunt extremely strenuous. The goat's pelage may be higher quality later in the hunting season.

(6) A female-goat only permit allows a person to take one female-goat using any legal weapon within the area and season specified on the permit and in the Antlerless guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(7) An orientation course is required for Rocky Mountain goat hunters who draw female-goat only permits. Hunters will be notified of the orientation date, time and location.

(8)(a) A person who has obtained a Rocky Mountain goat permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a Rocky Mountain goat.
(b) Rocky Mountain goat permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.
(c) A person who fails to comply with the requirement in Subsection (a) shall be ineligible to apply for any once-in-a-lifetime, premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit permit or bonus points in the following year.
(d) Late questionnaires may be accepted pursuant to Rule R657-42-9(2).


(1) When big game are causing damage or are considered a nuisance, control hunts not listed in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game may be held as provided in Rule R657-44. These hunts occur on short notice, involve small areas, and are limited to only a few hunters.

(2) For the purpose of this section, nuisance is defined as a situation where big game animals are found to have moved off formally approved management units onto adjacent units or other areas not approved for that species.

R657-5-42. Carcass Importation.

(1) It is unlawful to import dead elk, mule, mule deer, or white-tailed deer or their parts from the areas of any state, province, game management unit, equivalent wildlife management unit, or county, which has deer or elk diagnosed with Chronic Wasting Disease, except the following portions of the carcass:
(a) meat that is cut and wrapped either commercially or privately;
(b) quarters or other portion of meat with no part of the spinal column or head attached;
(c) meat that is boned out;
(d) hides with no heads attached;
(e) skull plates with antlers attached that have been cleaned of all meat and tissue;
(f) antlers with no meat or tissue attached;
(g) upper canine teeth, also known as buglers, whistlers, or ivories; or
(h) finished taxidermy heads.

(2)(a) The affected states, provinces, game management units, equivalent wildlife management units, or counties, which have deer, elk, or moose diagnosed with Chronic Wasting Disease shall be available at division offices and through the division's Internet address.
(b) Importation of harvested elk, mule, mule deer, or white-tailed deer or its parts from the affected areas are hereby restricted pursuant to Subsection (1).

(3) Nonresidents of Utah transporting harvested elk, mule, mule deer, or white-tailed deer from the affected areas are exempt if they:
(a) do not leave any part of the harvested animal in Utah and do not stay more than 24 hours in the state of Utah;
(b) do not have their deer, elk, or moose processed in Utah; or
(c) do not leave any parts of the carcass in Utah.

R657-5-43. Chronic Wasting Disease - Infected Animals.
(1) Any person who under the authority of a permit issued by the division legally takes a deer, elk, or moose that is later confirmed to be infected with Chronic Wasting Disease may:
(a) retain the entire carcass of the animal;
(b) retain any parts of the carcass, including antlers, and surrender the remainder to the division for proper disposal; or
(c) surrender all portions of the carcass in their actual or constructive possession, including antlers, to the division and receive a free new permit the following year for the same hunt.
(2) The new permit issued pursuant to Subsection (1)(c) shall be for the same species, sex, weapon type, unit, region, and otherwise subject to all the restrictions and conditions imposed on the original permit, except season dates for the permit shall follow the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game published in the year the new permit is valid.
(3) Notwithstanding other rules to the contrary, private landowners and landowner associations may refuse access to private property to persons possessing new permits issued under Subsection (1)(c).

(1)(a) For the purposes of this section "management bull" means any bull elk with 5 points or less on at least one antler. A point means a projection longer than one inch, measured from its base to its tip.
(b) For purposes of this section "youth" means any person 17 years of age or younger on July 31.
(c) For the purposes of this section "senior" means any person 65 years of age or older on the opening day of the management bull elk archery season published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2)(a) Management bull elk permits shall be distributed pursuant to R657-62 with thirty percent of the permits being allocated to youth, thirty percent to seniors and the remaining forty percent to hunters of all ages.
(3) Management bull elk permit holders may take one management bull elk during the season, on the area and with the weapon type specified on the permit. Management bull elk hunting seasons, areas and weapon types are published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(4)(a) A person who has obtained a management bull elk permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a management bull elk.
(b) Management bull elk permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.
(5)(a) Management bull elk permit holders who successfully harvest a management bull elk, as defined in Subsection (1)(a) must have their animal inspected by the division.
(b) Successful hunters must deliver the head and antlers of the elk they harvest to a division office for inspection within 48 hours after the date of kill.
(6) Management bull elk permit holders may not retain possession of any harvested bull elk that fails to satisfy the definition requirement of Subsection (1)(a).

(1) Permit numbers, season dates and unit boundary descriptions for the general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination hunt shall be established in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2) A person who obtains a general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination permit may use any legal weapon to take one buck deer and one bull elk during the season and within the unit specified on the permit.
(a) A general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination permit does not authorize the holder to hunt deer or elk within any cooperative wildlife management unit.
(3) A person who has obtained a general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination permit may not hunt during any other deer or elk hunt or obtain any other deer or elk permit, except:
(a) antlerless, as provided in Subsection R657-5-27, and
(b) antlerless elk, as provided in Subsection R657-5-33.
(4)(a) Lifetime license holders may obtain a general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination permit.
(b) Upon obtaining a general any weapon buck deer and bull elk combination permit, the lifetime license holder foregoes any rights to receive a buck deer permit for the general archery, general any weapon or general muzzleloader deer hunts as provided in Section 23-19-17.5.
(c) A refund or credit is not issued for the general archery, general any weapon or general muzzleloader deer permit.

(1)(a) For the purposes of this section "management buck" means any buck deer with 3 points or less on at least one antler above and including the first fork in the antler. A point means a projection longer than one inch, measured from its base to its tip. The eye guard is not counted as a point.
(b) For purposes of this section "youth" means any person 17 years of age or younger on July 31.
(c) For the purposes of this section "senior" means any person 65 years of age or older on the opening day of the management buck deer archery season published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(2) Management buck deer permits shall be distributed pursuant to R657-62 with thirty percent of the permits being allocated to youth, thirty percent to seniors and the remaining forty percent to hunters of all ages.
(3) Management buck deer permit holders may take one management buck deer during the season, on the area and with the weapon type specified on the permit. Management buck deer hunting seasons, areas and weapon types are published in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(4)(a) A person who has obtained a management buck deer permit must report hunt information within 30 calendar days after the end of the hunting season, whether the permit holder was successful or unsuccessful in harvesting a management buck deer.
(b) Management buck deer permit holders must report hunt information by telephone, or through the division's Internet address.
(5)(a) Management buck deer permit holders who successfully harvest a management buck deer, as defined in Subsection (1)(a) must have their animal inspected by the division.
(b) Successful hunters must deliver the head and antlers of the deer they harvest to a division office for inspection within 48 hours after the date of kill.
(6) Management buck deer permit holders may not retain possession of any harvested buck deer that fails to satisfy the definition requirements in Subsection (1)(a).
(7) A person who has obtained a management buck deer permit may not hunt during any other deer hunt or obtain any other deer permit, except as provided in Section R657-5-28(4).
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R657-17-1. Purpose and Authority.
(1) Under authority of Section 23-19-17.5, this rule provides the requirements and procedures applicable to lifetime hunting and fishing licenses.
(2) In addition to the provisions of this rule, a lifetime licensee is subject to:
(a) the provisions set forth in Title 23, Wildlife Resources Code of Utah; and
(b) the rules and proclamations of the Wildlife Board, including all requirements for hunting permits and fishing licenses.
(3) Unless specifically stated otherwise, lifetime licensees shall be subject to any amendment to this rule or any amendment to Section 23-19-17.5.

R657-17-2. Definitions.
(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 23-13-2 and Rule R657-5.
(2) In addition:
(a) "Lifetime Questionnaire" means a list of questions accessible by a lifetime licensee at the division's website, used to identify the lifetime licensee's preferred choice of a general season deer permit unit and hunt type.
(b) "Recent Lifetime Licensee Record" means the most recent general deer permit issued within the immediately preceding 3 years.
(c) "Application Deadline" means the close of the annual Big Game application period, as established in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

R657-17-3. Lifetime License Entitlement.
(1)(a) A permanent lifetime license card shall be issued to lifetime licensees in lieu of an annual hunting, and fishing license.
(b) The issuance of a permanent lifetime license card does not authorize a lifetime licensee to all hunting privileges. The lifetime licensee is subject to the requirements in Subsection R657-17-1(2).
(2)(a) Each year, a lifetime licensee who is eligible to hunt big game may receive without charge, a permit for the unit of their choice for one of the following general deer hunts:
(i) archery buck deer;
(ii) any weapon buck deer; or
(iii) muzzleloader buck deer.
(b) Effective January 1, 2012 all lifetime license holders must initially select a general season hunting unit during the Big Game application period as established in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(3) Sales of lifetime hunting and fishing licenses may not be refunded, except as provided in Section 23-19-38.
(4) Lifetime hunting and fishing licenses are not transferable.
(5) Lifetime hunting and fishing licenses are no longer for sale as of March 1, 1994.
(6)(a) Lifetime license holders may participate in the Dedicated Hunter Program.
(b) Upon entering the Dedicated Hunter Program, the lifetime license holder agrees to forego any rights to receive a buck deer permit for the general archery, general any weapon or general muzzleloader deer hunts as provided in Section 23-19-17.5 during enrollment in the Dedicated Hunter Program.

(1) The Division will issue a general buck deer permit to each lifetime licensee prior to the big game general hunting season, provided:
(a) a current Lifetime Questionnaire has been completed prior to the application deadline, identifying the lifetime licensee's general season unit and hunt type choice, or according to the recent lifetime licensee record; and
(b) provided the lifetime licensee does not apply for a general deer permit in the big game drawing.
(2) A lifetime licensee may change their previous year's unit choice, prior to the application deadline by completing the online Lifetime Questionnaire through the division's website.
(3) Lifetime licensees must notify the division of any change in mailing address, email address, residency, address, telephone number, physical description, or driver's license number.
(4) If a general buck deer permit is not issued to a lifetime licensee during the preceding 3 years, the lifetime licensee must complete and submit the Lifetime Questionnaire on the division's website prior to the application deadline.
(i) Effective January 1, 2012 all lifetime license holders must initially select a general season hunting unit during the Big Game application period as established in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(ii) If a lifetime licensee fails to submit a current year Lifetime Questionnaire and does not have a recent lifetime licensee record by the application deadline, the lifetime licensee may only obtain a remaining general deer permit when remaining drawing permits are made available to the public over-the-counter. If no general deer permits are remaining after the drawing, the lifetime licensee shall not be issued a permit.
(6)(a) Lifetime licensees may apply for any general deer permit in the big game drawing.
(b) Drawing applications are subject to the established application fee.
(c) A lifetime licensee that applies for a general deer permit in the drawing waives the opportunity to be issued a general deer permit according to the recent lifetime licensee record or the current Lifetime Questionnaire excluding applications for dedicated hunter deer permits. Lifetime licensees may apply for dedicated hunter deer permits pursuant to R657-17-5(5).
(7) Lifetime licensees may apply for general deer preference points through the big game general buck deer drawing as provided in Rule R657-62 and the guidebooks of the Wildlife Board for taking big game, provided the lifetime licensees waive their opportunity to be issued a general buck deer permit that year according to the recent lifetime licensee record or the current Lifetime Questionnaire.

R657-17-5. Applying for Big Game Permits.
(1) A lifetime licensee may apply for a limited entry permit offered through the big game drawing using a bucks, bulls and once-in-a-lifetime application.
(2) Limited entry permit species and application procedures are provided in Rule R657-62 and the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.
(3)(a) If the lifetime licensee applies for and is successful in obtaining a premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit buck deer permit in the big game drawing, a general deer permit will not be issued.
(b) If the lifetime licensee does not draw a premium limited entry, limited entry, or cooperative wildlife management unit buck deer permit in the big game drawing, the general deer permit requested on the Lifetime Questionnaire or the recent lifetime license record shall be issued.
(4) Applying for or obtaining an antlerless deer, antlerless elk, or doe pronghorn permit does not affect eligibility for obtaining a general buck deer permit.
(5)(a) A lifetime licensee may apply for a dedicated hunter deer permit through the big game drawing.
(b) If the lifetime licensee applies for and is successful in obtaining a dedicated hunter deer permit in the big game
drawing, a general deer permit will not be issued.
(c) If the lifetime licensee does not draw a dedicated hunter deer permit in the big game drawing, the general deer permit requested on the Lifetime Questionnaire or the recent lifetime licensee record shall be issued.
(6) All rules established by the Wildlife Board regarding the availability of big game permits in relation to obtaining general deer permits shall apply to lifetime licensees.

R657-17-6. Hunter Education Requirements -- Minimum Age for Hunting.
(1) The division shall issue a lifetime licensee only those licenses, permits, and tags for which that person qualifies according to the hunter education requirements, age restrictions specified in this Section and Title 23, Wildlife Resources Code of Utah, and suspension orders of a division hearing officer.
(2)(a) Lifetime licensees born after December 31, 1965, must be certified under Section 23-19-11 to engage in hunting.
(b) Proof of hunter education must be provided to the division by the lifetime licensee.
(3) Age requirements to engage in hunting are as follows:
(a) A lifetime licensee must have completed a valid hunter education course to hunt.
(b) A lifetime licensee must be 12 years of age or older to hunt big game.

R657-17-7. Change of Residency.
(1) A lifetime hunting and fishing license shall remain valid if the licensee changes residency to another state or country.
(2)(a) A lifetime licensee who no longer qualifies as a resident under Section 23-13-2 shall notify the division within 60 days of leaving the state.
(b) The division shall issue the lifetime licensee a new lifetime hunting and fishing license with the change of address after the lifetime licensee surrenders the lifetime hunting and fishing license with the previous address.
(3) A lifetime licensee who does not qualify as a resident shall purchase the required nonresident permits or tags required for hunting, except as provided in Subsection R657-17-3(2).

R657-17-8. Lost or Stolen Lifetime Hunting and Fishing License.
(1) If a lifetime hunting and fishing license is lost or stolen, a duplicate may be obtained from any division office by:
(a) providing verification of identity; and
(b) paying a lifetime hunting and fishing license duplication fee.
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R657-38. Dedicated Hunter Program.

R657-38-1. Purpose and Authority.

(1) Under the authority of Section 23-14-18, this rule provides the standards and requirements for qualified deer hunters to participate in the Dedicated Hunter Program by obtaining a certificate of registration.

(2) The Dedicated Hunter Program is a program that provides:

(a) expanded hunting opportunities;
(b) opportunities to participate in projects that are beneficial to wildlife; and
(c) education in hunter ethics and wildlife management principles.


(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 23-13-2.

(2) In addition:

(a) "Dedicated Hunter Permit" means a general buck deer permit issued to a participant in the Dedicated Hunter Program, which authorizes the participant to hunt deer during the general archery, general muzzleloader and general any legal weapon seasons in the hunt area specified on the permit.

(b) "Hunt area" means an area prescribed by the Wildlife Board where general archery, general muzzleloader and general any weapon deer hunting is open to permit holders for taking deer.

(c) "Participant" means a person who has remitted the appropriate fee and has been issued a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration.

(d) "Program" means the Dedicated Hunter Program.

(e) "Program harvest" means using a Dedicated Hunter permit to tag a harvested deer or failing to return a Dedicated Hunter permit with attached kill tag, while enrolled in the program.

(f) "Wildlife conservation project" means any project that provides wildlife habitat protection or enhancement, improves hunting or fishing access, or directly benefits wildlife or the Division's current needs and is pre-authorized by the Division.

R657-38-3. Dedicated Hunter Certificates of Registration.

(1) To become a participant in the program a person must apply for, obtain, and sign a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration. A participant is not required to have the Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration on their person while hunting.

(b) Certificates of registration are issued by the Division through a drawing as prescribed in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game and R657-62.

(c) Certificates of registration are valid for 3 consecutive years, except as provided by R657-38(10), beginning on the date the big game drawing results are released and ending on the last day of the general season hunt for the 3rd year of enrollment.

(d) The number of Dedicated Hunter certificates of registration is limited to 15% of the total annual general season quota for each perspective hunt area.

(i) Certificates of registration remaining unissued from the Dedicated Hunter portion of the big game drawing shall be redistributed as general single-season permits for their respective hunt areas in the general buck deer drawing.

(2) The Division may deny, suspend, or revoke a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration for any of the following reasons:

(a) The drawing application contains false information;
(b) The person, at the time of application, or during the program enrollment, is under a judicial or administrative order suspending any wildlife hunting or fishing privilege within Utah or elsewhere;
(c) The person has violated the terms of any certificate of registration issued by the Division or an associated agreement.

(3) A person under any wildlife suspension may not apply for a certificate of registration until their suspension period has ended.

(4) A certificate of registration authorizes the participant to use a Dedicated Hunter permit to hunt deer within the area listed on the permit, during the general archery, general muzzleloader and general any legal weapon buck deer hunts according to the dates and boundaries established by the Wildlife Board. When available, the certificate of registration may also authorize hunting within the general archery extended area during the extended season dates.

(5) The participant's hunt area, issued through the drawing, shall remain the same for the duration of that program enrollment period.

(6) Participants of the program shall be subject to any changes subsequently made in this rule during the term of enrollment, unless a variance is authorized by the Division.

R657-38-4. Applications for Certificates of Registration.

(1) Application to obtain a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration is pursuant to R657-62-16


(b) Any eligible refund will be issued pro rata, based on the number of years in which any portion of a hunt was participated in during the enrollment period.

(i) Any person who is 12 years of age or older may apply for a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration. A person 11 years of age may apply for or obtain a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration if that person's 12th birthday falls in the calendar year the certificate is issued. A person may not hunt big game prior to their 12th birthday.


(1) Dedicated Hunter Preference points are issued pursuant to R657-62-10.

R657-38-6. Fees.

(1) Any person who is 17 years of age or younger on July 31st of the application year shall pay the youth participant fees.

(2) Any person who is 18 years of age or older on July 31st of the application year shall pay the adult participant fees.

(3) Lifetime License holders shall pay a reduced fee as authorized by the annual fee schedule.

(4) A participant who enters the program as a Utah resident and becomes a nonresident, shall be changed to a nonresident status and may be issued a nonresident permit at no additional charge for the remainder of the three-year enrollment period.

(5) A participant who enters the program as a nonresident and becomes a Utah resident, shall be changed to a resident status and may be issued a resident permit with no reimbursement of the higher nonresident fee for the remainder of the three-year enrollment period.


(1) A refund for the Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration may not be issued, except as provided in Section 23-19-38.2 and R657-42.

(2) Any eligible refund will be issued pro rata, based on the number of years in which any portion of a hunt was participated in during the enrollment period.

(3) Drawing application fees are nonrefundable.


(1) Prior to obtaining the first Dedicated Hunter permit of the program, a participant must complete the wildlife conservation and ethics course.
(2) The wildlife conservation and ethics course is available through the Division's Internet site.

(3) The Division shall keep a record of all participants who complete the wildlife conservation and ethics course.


(1)(a) Except as provided in R657-38-14, each participant in the program shall provide a minimum of 32 hours of service as a volunteer on Division approved wildlife conservation projects.

(i) A participant may obtain a permit in the 1st year of the program without having provided service hours.

(ii) A participant must have completed a minimum of 16 service hours prior to receiving a Dedicated Hunter permit in the 2nd year of the program.

(iii) A participant must have completed a minimum of 16 additional service hours prior to receiving a Dedicated Hunter permit in the 3rd year of the program.

(b) If the participant fails to have the minimum of 32 hours completed at the expiration of the 3rd year, the participant will be required to apply for or obtain any permits until the remaining hours have been paid for or completed.

(i) After a certificate of registration has expired, incomplete service hours may be completed through Division approved wildlife conservation projects or by payment at the hour buyout rate.

(c) Residents may not purchase more than 24 of the 32 total required service hours. Nonresidents may purchase all of the 32 total required service hours.

(d) If a participant fails to fulfill the wildlife conservation project requirements in any year of participation, the participant shall not be issued a Dedicated Hunter permit for that year.

(2) Wildlife conservation projects may be designed by the Division, or any other individual or entity, but must be pre-approved by the Division.

(a) Goods or services provided to the Division for wildlife conservation projects by a participant may be, at the discretion of the Division, substituted for service hours based upon current market values for the goods or services, and using the approved hourly service buyout rate when applying the credit.

(i) Goods or material donations that are specifically requested and accepted by the Division may be considered as service project hours.

(b) The Division shall publicize the dates, times, locations and description of approved wildlife conservation projects and activities on the Division's Internet site.

(3) Service hours must be completed within the enrollment period.

(a) Service hours exceeding the 32 hour minimum shall not be applicable beyond the enrollment period and shall not be applied to subsequent certificate of registrations.

(4) Participants are required to perform their own service hours.

(a) Service hours are not transferable to other participants or certificates of registration.

R657-38-10. Service Hour Exceptions and Program Extension.

(1) The program service hour requirements may be waived on an annual basis if:

(a) The participant provides evidence of leaving the state for a minimum period of one year during the enrollment period for religious or educational purposes.

(i) If the participant requests that the program service hour requirements be waived, and the request is granted, the participant shall not receive a Dedicated Hunter permit for the year in which the program requirements were waived

(b) The participant is a member of the United States Armed Forces or public health or public safety organization and is mobilized or deployed on order in the interest of national defense or emergency.

(2) A person who is a member of the United States Armed Forces or public safety organization that is mobilized or deployed may request:

(a) That the remainder of their program enrollment period be postponed until return from their period of mobilization or deployment;

(b) That the program requirements be postponed into a subsequent year of the enrollment

(c) That the program service hour requirements be waived if the participant is prevented from completing the requirements due to the mobilization or deployment.

(A) The participant must provide evidence of the mobilization or deployment period.

(B) The Division shall determine a pro rata schedule in which the service hour requirements waived correlate with the term length of the deployment or mobilization.


(1) (a) Except as provided in section R657-38-12, a program participant may take up to 2 deer within the enrollment period and only 1 deer may be harvested in a single year.

(b) The harvest of an antlerless deer using a Dedicated Hunter permit, when permissible in the extended archery areas and seasons established in the big game guidebook, shall be considered a program harvest.

(2) Upon issue of a Dedicated Hunter permit, the participant is credited with a program harvest.

(a) 2 program harvests are allowed within the enrollment period

(b) If program harvests are accrued during the 1st year and 2nd year of the enrollment, a permit shall not be issued for the 3rd year.

(c) In order to remove a program harvest credit, the participant;

(i) must not have harvested a deer with the Dedicated Hunter permit,

(ii) must return the permit and attached tag, or a qualifying affidavit for duplication as proof of non-harvest to a Division office. A handling fee may be assessed for processing an affidavit.


(1) Pursuant to Sections 23-19-24 and 23-19-26 person must have a valid Utah hunting or combination license to be issued a big game permit.

(2) The participant must have a valid Dedicated Hunter permit in possession while hunting.

(3) Upon completion of the minimum annual requirements, a Dedicated Hunter permit may be issued. The method and dates in which the Division issues and distributes Dedicated Hunter permits shall be published on the Division's website or in the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(4) The Division may exclude multiple season opportunities on specific management units due to extenuating circumstances on a portion or all of a hunt area.

(5)(a) The Division may issue a duplicate Dedicated Hunter permit pursuant to Section 23-19-10.

(b) If a participant's unused Dedicated Hunter permit and tag is destroyed, lost, or stolen prior to, or during the hunting season in which the permit is valid, a participant may obtain a duplicate. A handling fee may be assessed for the duplication.

(c) A duplicate Dedicated Hunter permit shall not be issued after the closing date of the general buck deer season.

(6)(a) A participant may surrender a Dedicated Hunter permit in accordance with Rule R657-42.

(b) A participant may not surrender a Dedicated Hunter permit after the closing date of the general buck deer season.
permit once the general archery deer hunt has begun, unless the Division can verify that the permit was never in the participant's possession.

(7)(a) Lifetime license holders may participate in the program.

(b) The Lifetime license holder shall apply for a certificate of registration in the same manner as all other prospective participants.

(c) Upon joining and for the duration of enrollment in the program, the lifetime license holder agrees to temporarily forego any rights to receive a lifetime license buck deer permit as provided in Section 23-19-17.5.

(d) A refund or credit is not issued for a forgiven lifetime license permit.


(1) Participants may not apply for or obtain any general season buck deer permit, including general landowner buck deer permits, or respective preference points issued by the Division through the big game drawing, license agents, over-the-counter sales, or the internet during an enrollment period in the program.

(a) Any general season deer permit obtained is invalid and must be surrendered prior to the beginning date of that permit. A refund may not be issued pursuant to Section 23-19-3.

(b) Participants may apply for or obtain a limited entry season buck deer permit, including CWMU, limited entry landowner, conservation, expo, and poaching rewards permits.

(i) Obtaining a limited entry buck deer permit may be obtained without the completion of the annual program requirements, but does not exempt the participant from fulfilling the minimum requirements of the entire enrollment.

(ii) Harvest with a limited entry buck deer permit shall not be counted as a program harvest.

(iii) Harvest with a limited entry buck deer permit shall not be considered a program harvest.

(c) If the participant obtains a limited entry buck deer permit and has been issued a Dedicated Hunter permit, that permit or the Dedicated Hunter permit must be surrendered as permissible by R657-38-11 and R657-42. A refund may not be issued pursuant to Section 23-19-3.

(i) A participant who obtains a limited entry buck deer permit may only use that permit in the prescribed area and season listed on the permit. Dedicated Hunter privileges are not transferred to that permit.

(ii) The limited entry buck deer permit may not be obtained if the Dedicated Hunter permit has been in possession of the participant during any open portion of the general buck deer season.

(3)(a) Participants may apply for or obtain antlerless deer permits as provided in Rule R657-5 and the guidebook of the Wildlife Board for taking big game.

(b) Except as provided in R657-38-10, harvest of an antlerless deer with an antlerless deer permit shall not be considered a program harvest.


(1) A participant may surrender a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration pursuant to R657-42-4 provided the participant has not been issued 2 Dedicated Hunter permits in which hunting may have occurred.

(a) if a participant has been issued the 1st permit, the participant must have completed a minimum of 10 service hours prior to an allowable surrender.

(i) if the participant surrendering is physically unable to complete the minimum of 10 service hours due to injury or illness, the Division may authorize another person to fulfill the requirement in the participant's behalf.

(b) a participant may not surrender a certificate of registration if the participant has met the program harvest limit.

(2) The Division may not issue a refund, except as provided in Section 23-19-38 and R657-42 and R657-38-7.

(3) If a Dedicated Hunter permit has been issued in which hunting may have occurred, the participant shall not be eligible for preference points to be reinstated upon surrender of the certificate of registration.


(1) The Division may suspend a Dedicated Hunter certificate of registration pursuant to Section 23-19-9 and R657-26.

(2) A certificate of registration may also be suspended if the participant:

(a) fraudulently submits a time sheet for service hours; or

(b) fraudulently completes any of the program requirements.

(c) is under suspension of any hunting or fishing privileges in any jurisdiction during the participant's enrollment in the program.

(3) A Dedicated Hunter permit is invalid if a participant's certificate of registration is suspended.

(4) The program enrollment period shall not be extended in correlation with any suspension.
R657-41. Purpose and Authority.
(1) Under the authority of Section 23-14-18 and 23-14-19, this rule provides the standards and procedures for issuing:
(a) conservation permits to conservation organizations for sale at an auction, or for use as an aid to wildlife related fund raising activities;
(b) sportsman permits;
(c) Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits to a conservation organization for marketing and sale at the annual wildlife exposition held pursuant to R657-55; and
(d) Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permits to successful applicants through a general drawing conducted by the Division.
(2) The division and conservation organizations shall use all revenue derived from conservation permits under Subsections R657-41-9(4) and R657-41-9(5)(b) for the benefit of species for which conservation permits are issued, unless the division and conservation organization mutually agree in writing that there is a higher priority use for other species of protected wildlife.

(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 23-13-2.
(2) In addition:
(a) "Area Conservation Permit" means a permit issued for a specific unit or hunt area for a conservation permit species, and may include an extended season, or legal weapon choice, or both, beyond the season except area turkey permits are valid during any season option and are valid in any open area during general season hunt.
(b) "Conservation Organization" means a nonprofit chartered institution, foundation, or association founded for the purpose of promoting the protection and preservation of one or more conservation permit species and has established tax exempt status under Internal Revenue Code, Section 501C-3 as amended.
(c) "Conservation Permit" means any harvest permit authorized by the Wildlife Board and issued by the division for purposes identified in Section R657-41-1.
(d) "Conservation Permit Species" means the species for which conservation permits may be issued and includes deer, elk, pronghorn, moose, bison, Rocky Mountain goat, Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, desert bighorn sheep, wild turkey, cougar, and black bear.
(e) "Multi-Year Conservation Permit" means a conservation permit awarded to an eligible conservation organization pursuant to R657-41-7 for three consecutive years to sell, market or otherwise use as an aid in wildlife related fund raising activities.
(f) "Retained Revenue" means 60% of the revenue raised by a conservation organizations from the sale of conservation permits that the organization retains for eligible projects, excluding interest earned thereon.
(g) "Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit" means a permit authorized by the Wildlife Board to hunt bighorn sheep or mule deer on Antelope Island State Park which is issued pursuant to R657-41-12(3).
(h) "Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit" means a permit authorized by the Wildlife Board to hunt bighorn sheep or mule deer on Antelope Island State Park which is issued by the division in a general drawing, requiring all applicants to pay an application fee and the successful applicant the cost of the permit.
(i) "Sportsman Permit" means a permit which allows a permittee to hunt during the applicable season dates specified in Subsection (k), and which is authorized by the Wildlife Board and issued by the division in a general drawing, requiring all applicants to pay an application fee and the successful applicant the cost of the permit.
(j) "Single Year Conservation Permit" means a conservation permit awarded to an eligible conservation organization pursuant to R657-41-6 for one year to sell, market or otherwise use as an aid in wildlife related fund raising activities.
(k) "Statewide Conservation Permit" means a permit issued for a conservation permit species that allows a permittee to hunt:
(i) big game species on any open unit with archery equipment during the general archery season published in the big game proclamation for the unit beginning before September 1, and with any weapon from September 1 through December 31, except pronghorn and moose from September 1 through November 15 and deer and elk from September 1 through January 15;
(ii) two turkeys on any open unit from April 1 through May 31;
(iii) bear on any open unit during the season authorized by the Wildlife Board for that unit;
(iv) cougar on any open unit during the season authorized by the Wildlife Board for that unit and during the season dates authorized by the Wildlife Board on any harvest objective unit that has been closed by meeting its objective;
(v) Antelope Island is not an open unit for hunting any species of wildlife authorized by a conservation or sportsman permit, except for the Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits and the Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permits; and
(vi) Central Mountain/Nebo/Wasatch West sheep unit is open to the Sportsmen permit holder on even number years and open to the Statewide Conservation permit holder on odd number years.

R657-41-3. Determining the Number of Conservation and Sportsman Permits.
(1) The number of conservation permits authorized by the Wildlife Board shall be based on:
(a) the species population trend, size, and distribution to protect the long-term health of the population;
(b) the hunting and viewing opportunity for the general public, both short and long term; and
(c) the potential revenue that will support protection and enhancement of the species;
(2) One statewide conservation permit may be authorized for each conservation permit species.
(3) A limited number of area conservation permits may be authorized as follows:
(a) the potential number of multi-year and single year permits available for Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep and desert bighorn sheep will be calculated based on the number permits issued the year prior to the permits being awarded using the following rule:
(i) 5-14 public permits = 1 conservation permit, 15-24 public permits = 2 conservation permits, 25-34 public permits = 3 conservation permits, 35-44 permits = 4 conservation permits, 45-54 public permits = 5 conservation permits, 55-64 permits = 6 conservation permits, 65-74 public permits = 7 conservation permits and >75 public permits = 8 conservation permits.
(b) the potential number of multi-year and single year permits available for the remaining conservation permit species will be calculated based on the number permits issued the year prior to the permits being awarded using the following rule:
(i) 11-30 public permits = 1 conservation permit, 31-50 public permits = 2 conservation permits, 51-70 public permits = 3 conservation permits, 71-90 permits = 4 conservation permits, 91-110 public permits = 5 conservation permits, 111-
The number of conservation permits may be reduced if the number of public permits declines during the time period or which multi-year permits were awarded.

(5) The actual number of conservation permits awarded shall be based on:

(a) state and area conservation permits awarded during the previous three years.

(b) revenue generated by conservation organization sales during the same period.

(c) average performance of conservation organizations in conservation permit sales during the same period.

(6) Area conservation permits shall be deducted from the number of public drawing permits.

(7) One sportsman permit shall be authorized for each statewide conservation permit authorized.

(8) All area conservation permits are eligible as multi-year permits except that the division may designate some area conservation permits as single year permits based on the applications received for single year permits.

(9) All statewide permits will be multi-year permits except for a second statewide permit issued for a special event.

R657-41-4. Eligibility for Conservation Permits.

(1) Statewide and area conservation permits may be awarded to eligible conservation organizations to market and sell, or to use as an aid in wildlife related fund raising activities.

(2) To be eligible for multi-year conservation permits, a conservation organization must have generated in conservation permit sales during the same period. Conservation organizations eligible for multi-year permits may not apply for single year permits, and conservation organizations ineligible for multi-year permits may only apply for single year permits.

(3) Conservation organizations applying for single year permits may not:

(a) bid for or obtain conservation permits if any employee, officer, or board of director member of the conservation organization is an employee, officer, or board of director member of any other conservation organization that is submitting a bid for single year conservation permits; or

(b) enter into any pre-bidding discussions, understandings or agreements with any other conservation organization submitting a bid for conservation permits regarding:

(i) which permits will be sought by a bidder;

(ii) what amounts will be bid for any permits; or

(iii) trading, exchanging, or transferring any permits after permits are awarded.


(1)(a) Conservation organizations may apply for conservation permits by sending an application to the division.

(b) Only one application per conservation organization may be submitted. Multiple chapters of the same conservation organization may not apply individually.

(c) Conservation organizations may apply for single year conservation permits or multi-year conservation permits. They may not apply for both types of conservation permits.

(2) The application must be submitted to the division by September 1 to be considered for the following year's conservation permits. Each application must include:

(a) the name, address and telephone number of the conservation organization;

(b) a copy of the conservation organization's mission statement;

(c) verification of the conservation organization's tax exempt status under Internal Revenue Code, Section 501C-3 as amended; and

(d) the name of the president or other individual responsible for the administrative operations of the conservation organization.

(3) If applying for single year conservation permits, a conservation organization must also include in its application:

(a) the proposed bid amount for each permit requested. The proposed bid amount is the revenue the organization anticipates to be raised from a permit through auction or other lawful fund raising activity.

(b) certification that there are no conflicts of interest or collusion in submitting bids as prohibited in R657-41-4(3);

(c) acknowledgement that the conservation organization recognizes that falsely certifying the absence of collusion may result in cancellation of permits, disqualification from bidding for five years or more, and the filing of criminal charges;

(d) evidence that the application and bid has been reviewed and approved by the board of directors of the bidding organization.

(e) the type of permit, and the species for which the permit is requested; and

(f) any requested variances for an extended season or legal weapon choice for area conservation permits.

(4) An application that is incomplete or completed incorrectly may be rejected.

(5) The application of a conservation organization for conservation permits may be denied for:

(a) failing to fully report on the preceding year's conservation permits;

(b) violating any provision of this rule, Title 23 of the Utah Code, Title R657 of the Utah Administrative Code, a division proclamation, or an order of the Wildlife Board; or

(c) violating any other law that bears a reasonable relationship to the applicant's ability to responsibly and lawfully handle conservation permits pursuant to this rule.


(1) The division shall recommend the conservation organization to receive each single year conservation permit based on:

(a) the bid amount pledged to the species, adjusted by:

(i) the performance of the organization over the previous two years in meeting proposed bids;

(ii) 90% of the bid amount;

(iii) the organizations maintaining a minimum two-year average performance of 70% to be eligible for consideration of permits. Performance of the organization is the proportion of the total revenue generated from permit sales, divided by 90% of the bid amount for all permits, calculated annually and averaged for the last two years.

(b) if two or more conservation organizations are tied using the criteria in Subsection (a), the closeness of the organization's purpose to the species of the permit; and

(c) if two or more conservation organizations are tied using the criteria in Subsection (a) and (b), the geographic closeness of the organization to the location of the permit.

(2)(a) Between the time the division recommends that a conservation permit be awarded to a conservation organization and the time the Wildlife Board approves that recommendation, a conservation organization may withdraw its application for any given permit or exchange its application with another conservation organization without penalty, provided the bid amount upon which the permit application was evaluated is not changed.

(b) If a conservation organization withdraws its bid and the bid is awarded to another organization at a lower amount, then the difference between the two bids will be subtracted from the organization making the higher bid for purposes of evaluating organization performance.

(3) The Wildlife Board shall make the final assignment of conservation permits at a meeting prior to December 1 annually.

(4) The Wildlife Board may authorize a conservation organization...
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(7) If the Wildlife Board authorizes a second statewide conservation permit for a species, the conservation organization receiving the permit must meet the division designated bid for that permit.


(1) Distribution of multi-year conservation permits will be based on a sequential selection process where each eligible conservation organization is assigned a position or positions in the selection order among the other participating organizations and awarded credits with which to purchase multi-year permits at an assigned value. The selection process and other associated details are as follows.

(2) Multi-year permits will be awarded to eligible conservation organizations for no more than three years.

(3) The division will determine the number of permits available as multi-year permits after subtracting the proposed number of single year permits.

(a) Season types for multi-year area conservation permits for elk on any given hunt unit will be designated and assigned in the following order:

(i) first permit -- premium;
(ii) second permit -- any-weapon;
(iii) third permit -- any-weapon;
(iv) fourth permit -- archery;
(v) fifth permit -- muzzleloader;
(vi) sixth permit -- premium;
(vii) seventh permit -- any-weapon; and
(viii) eighth permit -- archery.

(b) Season types for multi-year area conservation permits for deer on any given hunt unit will be designated and assigned in the following order:

(i) first permit -- premium;
(ii) second permit -- any-weapon;
(iii) third permit -- any-weapon;
(iv) fourth permit -- archery;
(v) fifth permit -- any-weapon;
(vi) sixth permit -- any-weapon;
(vii) seventh permit -- muzzleloader; and
(viii) eighth permit -- archery.

(4) The division will assign a monetary value to each multi-year permit based on the average return for the permit during the previous three year period. If a history is not available, the value will be estimated.

(5) The division will determine the total annual value of all multi-year permits.

(6)(a) The division will calculate a market share for each eligible conservation organization applying for multi-year permits.

(b) Market share will be calculated and determined based on:

(i) the conservation organization's previous three years performance;

(vii) seventh permit -- any-weapon; and
(viii) eighth permit -- archery.

(6)(a) The division will calculate a market share for each eligible conservation organization applying for multi-year permits.

(vii) seventh permit -- any-weapon; and
(viii) eighth permit -- archery.

(6)(a) The division will calculate a market share for each eligible conservation organization applying for multi-year permits.

(b) Market share will be calculated and determined based on:

(i) the conservation organization's previous three years performance;

(vii) seventh permit -- any-weapon; and
(viii) eighth permit -- archery.

(10) Between the establishing of the selection order and the selection meeting, groups may trade or assign draw positions, but once the selection meeting begins draw order cannot be changed.

(11) At the selection meeting, conservation organizations will select permits from the available pool according to their respective positions in the selection order. For each permit selected, the value of that permit will be deducted from the conservation organization's available credits. The selection order will repeat itself until all available credits are used or all available permits are selected.

(12) Conservation organizations may continue to select a single permit each time their turn comes up in the selection order until all available credits are used or all available permits are selected.

(13) A conservation organization may not exceed its available credits except a group may select their last permit for up to 10% of the permit value above their remaining credits.

(14) Upon completion of the selection process, but prior to the Wildlife Board meeting where final assignment of permits are made, conservation organizations may trade or assign permits to other conservation organizations eligible to receive multi-year permits. The group receiving a permit retains the permit for the purposes of marketing and determination of market share for the entire multi-year period.
(15) Variances for an extended season or legal weapon choice may be obtained only on area conservation permits and must be presented to the Wildlife Board prior to the final assignment of the permit to the conservation organization.

(16) Conservation organizations may not trade or transfer multi-year permits to other organizations once assigned by the Wildlife Board.

(17) Conservation organizations failing to comply with the reporting requirements in any given year during the multi-year period shall lose the multi-year conservation permits for the balance of the multi-year award period.

(18) If a conservation organization is unable to complete the terms of marketing the assigned permits, the permits will be returned to the regular public drawing process for the duration of the multi-year allocation period.


(1) The division and conservation organization receiving permits shall enter into a contract.

(2)(a) The conservation organization receiving permits must ensure that the permits are marketed and distributed by lawful means. Conservation permits may not be distributed in a raffle except where the following conditions are met:

(i) the conservation organization obtains and provides the division with a written opinion from a licensed attorney or a written confirmation by the local district or county attorney that the raffle scheme is in compliance with state and local gambling laws;

(ii) except as otherwise provided in R657-41-8(5), the conservation organization does not repurchase, directly or indirectly, the right to any permit it distributes through the raffle;

(iii) the conservation organization prominently discloses in any advertisement for the raffle and at the location of the raffle that no purchase is necessary to participate; and

(iv) the conservation organization provides the division with a full accounting of any funds raised in the conservation permit raffle, and otherwise accounts for and handles the funds consistent with the requirement in Utah Admin. Code R657-41-9.

(3) The conservation organization must:

(i) obtain the name of the proposed permit recipient at the event where the permit recipient is selected; and

(ii) notify the division of the proposed permit recipient within 30 days of the recipient selection or the permit may be forfeited.

(4) If a person is selected by a qualified organization to receive a conservation permit and is also successful in obtaining a permit for the same species in the same year through the division drawing, that person may designate another person to receive the conservation permit, provided the conservation permit has not been issued by the division to the first designated person.

(5) If a person is selected by a qualified organization to receive a conservation permit, but is unable to use the permit, the conservation organization may designate another person to receive the permit provided:

(a) the conservation organization selects the new recipient of the permit;

(b) the amount of money received by the division for the permit is not decreased;

(c) the conservation organization relinquishes to the division and otherwise uses all proceeds generated from the re-designated permit, pursuant to the requirements provided in Section R657-41-9;

(d) the conservation organization and the initial designated recipient of the permit, sign an affidavit indicating the initial designated recipient is not profiting from transferring the right to the permit; and

(e) the permit has not been issued by the division to the first designated person.

(6) Except as otherwise provided under Subsections (4) and (5), a person designated by a conservation organization as a recipient of a conservation permit, may not sell or transfer the rights to that designation to any other person. This does not preclude a person from bidding or otherwise lawfully acquiring a permit from a conservation organization on behalf of another person who will be identified as the original designated recipient.

(7) A person cannot obtain more than one conservation permit for a single conservation permit species per year, except for:

(a) elk, provided no more than two permits are obtained where one or both are antlerless permits; and

(b) turkey.

(8) the person designated on a conservation permit voucher must possess or obtain a current Utah hunting or combination license to redeem the voucher for the corresponding conservation permit.


(1) All permits must be marketed by September 1, annually.

(2) Within 30 days of the last event, but no later than September 1 annually, the conservation organization must submit to the division:

(a) a final report on the distribution of permits;

(b) the total funds raised on each permit;

(c) the funds due to the division; and

(d) a report on the status of each project funded in whole or in part with retained conservation permit revenue.

(3)(a) Permits shall not be issued until the permit fees are paid to the division.

(b) If the conservation organization is paying the permit fees for the permit recipient, the fees must be paid from the 10% retained by the conservation organization as provided in Subsection (5)(a).

(4)(a) Conservation organizations shall remit to the division by September 1 of each year 30% of the total revenue generated by conservation permit sales in that year.

(b) The permit revenue payable to the division under Subsection (4)(a), excluding accrued interest, is the property of the division and may not be used by conservation organizations for projects or any other purpose.

(c) The permit revenue must be placed in a federally insured account promptly upon receipt and remain in the account until remitted to the division on or before September 1 of each year.

(d) The permit revenue payable to the division under this subsection shall not be used by the conservation organization as collateral or commingled in the same account with the organization's operation and administration funds, so that the separate identity of the permit revenue is not lost.

(e) Failure to remit 30% of the total permit revenue to the Division by the September 1 deadline may result in criminal prosecution under Title 76, Chapter 6, Part 4 of the Utah Code, and may further disqualify the conservation organization from obtaining any future conservation permits.

(5) A conservation organization may retain 70% of the revenue generated from the sale of conservation permits as follows:

(a) 10% of the revenue may be withheld and used by the conservation organization for administrative expenses.

(b) 60% of the revenue may be retained and used by the conservation organization only for eligible projects as provided in subsections (i) through (ix).

(i) eligible projects include habitat improvement, habitat acquisition, transplants, targeted education efforts and other
projects providing a substantial benefit to species of wildlife for which conservation permits are issued, unless the division and conservation organization mutually agree in writing that there is a higher priority use for other species of protected wildlife.

(ii) retained revenue shall not be committed to or expended on any eligible project without first obtaining the division director's written concurrence.

(iii) retained revenue shall not be used on any project that does not provide a substantial and direct benefit to conservation permit species or other protected wildlife located in Utah.

(iv) cash donations to the Wildlife Habitat Account created under Section 23-19-43, Division Species Enhancement Funds, or the Conservation Permit Fund shall be considered an eligible project and do not require the division director's approval, provided the donation is made with instructions that it be used for species of wildlife for which conservation permits are issued.

(v) funds committed to approved projects will be transferred to the division within 90 days of being committed.

(A) if the project to which funds are committed is completed under the projected budget or is canceled, funds committed to the project that are not used will be kept by the division and credited back to the conservation organization and will be made available for the group to use on other approved projects during the current or subsequent year.

(vi) retained revenue shall not be used on any project that is inconsistent with division policy, including feeding programs, predation management, or predator control.

(vii) retained revenue under this subsection must be placed in a federally insured account. All interest revenue earned thereon may be retained and used by the conservation organization for administrative expenses.

(viii) retained revenue shall not be used by the conservation organization as collateral or commingled in the same account with the organization's operation and administration funds, so that the separate identity of the retained revenue is not lost.

(ix) retained revenue must be completely expended on or committed to approved eligible projects by September 1, two years following the year in which the relevant conservation permits are awarded to the conservation organization by the Wildlife Board. Failure to commit or expend the retained revenue by the September 1 deadline will disqualify the conservation organization from obtaining any future conservation permits until the unspent retained revenue is committed to an approved eligible project.

(x) all records and receipts for projects under this subsection must be retained by the conservation organization for a period not less than five years, and shall be produced to the division for inspection upon request.

(6)(a) Conservation organizations accepting permits shall be subject to annual audits on project expenditures and conservation permit accounts.

(b) The division shall perform annual audits on project expenditures and conservation permit accounts.


(1)(a) A conservation or sportsman permit allows the recipient to take only one individual of the species for which the permit is issued, except a statewide turkey conservation or sportsman permit allows the holder to take two turkeys.

(b) The species that may be taken shall be printed on the permit.

(c) The species may be taken in the area and during the season specified on the permit.

(d) The species may be taken only with the weapon specified on the permit.

(2) The recipient of a conservation or sportsman permit is subject to all of the provisions of Title 23, Wildlife Resources Code, and the rules and proclamations of the Wildlife Board for taking and pursuing wildlife.

(3) Bonus points shall not be awarded or utilized:

(a) when applying for conservation or sportsman permits; or

(b) in obtaining conservation or sportsman permits.

(4) Any person who has obtained a conservation or sportsman permit is subject to all waiting periods as provided in Rules R657-62.


(1)(a) The Wildlife Board may authorize a hunt for bighorn sheep and buck mule deer on Antelope Island State Park, with one or more permits for each species made available as Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits and an equal number of permits for each species made available as Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permits.

(b) The Division of Wildlife Resources and the Division of Parks and Recreation, through their respective policy boards, will enter into a cooperative agreement for the purpose of establishing:

(i) the number of permits issued annually for bighorn sheep and buck mule deer hunts on Antelope Island;

(ii) season dates for each hunt;

(iii) procedures and regulations applicable to hunting on Antelope Island;

(iv) protocols for issuing permits and conducting hunts for antlerless deer on Antelope Island when populations require management; and

(v) procedures and conditions for transferring Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit revenue to the Division of Parks and Recreation.

(c) The cooperative agreement governing bighorn sheep and mule deer hunting on Antelope Island and any subsequent amendment thereto shall be presented to the Wildlife Board and the Parks Board for approval prior to holding a drawing or issuing hunting permits.

(2)(a) Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permits will be issued by the Division through its annual bucks, bulls, and once-in-a-lifetime drawing.

(i) The mule deer Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit is a premium limited entry buck deer permit and subject to the regulations governing such permits, as
provided in this rule, R657-5, and R657-62.
(ii) The bighorn sheep Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit is a once-in-a-lifetime Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep permit and subject to the regulations governing such permits, as provided in this rule, R657-5, and R657-62.

(b) To apply for a Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit, the applicant must:
(i) pay the prescribed application handling fee;
(ii) possess a current Utah hunting license or combination license;
(iii) not be subject to a waiting period under R657-62 for the species of wildlife applied for; and
(iv) otherwise be eligible to hunt the species of wildlife designated on the application;
(c) A person that obtains a Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit:
(i) must pay the applicable permit fee;
(ii) may take only one animal of the species and gender designated on the permit;
(iii) may hunt only with the weapon and during the season prescribed on the permit;
(iv) may hunt the specified species within the areas of Antelope Island designated open by the Wildlife Board and the rules and regulations of the Division of Parks and Recreation; and
(v) is subject to the:
(A) provisions of Title 23, Wildlife Resources Code, and the rules and proclamations of the Wildlife Board for taking and pursuing wildlife; and
(B) statutes, rules, and regulations of the Division of Parks and Recreation for hunting on Antelope Island.

(d) Bonus points are awarded and utilized in applying for and obtaining a Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit.
(e) A person who has obtained a Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit is subject to all waiting periods applicable to the particular species, as provided in R657-62.
(f) A person cannot obtain a Special Antelope Island State Park Limited Entry Permit for a bighorn sheep or mule deer and any other permit for a male animal of the same species in the same year.
(3) Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits will be provided to the conservation group and may be suspended from participation in the permit program and required to surrender all conservation permit vouchers.

The division and conservation organization receiving Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits shall enter into a contract.

The conservation organization receiving Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits must insure that the permits are marketed and distributed by lawful means.
(c) The conservation organization must:
(i) obtain the name of the proposed permit recipient at the event where the permit recipient is selected; and
(ii) notify the division of the proposed permit recipient within 10 days of the recipient selection or the permit may be forfeited.

(d) If a person is selected by a qualified organization to receive a Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit and is also successful in obtaining a permit for the same species in the same year through a division drawing, that person may designate another person to receive the Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit, provided the permit has not been issued by the division to the first selected person.

If a person is selected by a qualified organization to receive a Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit, but is unable to use the permit, the conservation organization may designate another person to receive the permit provided:
(i) the conservation organization selects the new recipient of the permit;
(ii) the amount of money received by the division for the permit is not decreased;
(iii) the conservation organization relinquishes to the division and otherwise uses all proceeds generated from the redesignated permit, pursuant to the requirements provided below:
(A) the conservation organization and the initial designated recipient of the permit, sign an affidavit indicating the initial designated recipient is not profiting from transferring the right to the permit; and
(B) the permit has not been issued by the division to the first designated person.

Within 30 days of the exposition, but no later than May 1 annually, the conservation organization must submit to the division:
(i) a final report on the distribution of the Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits;
(ii) the total funds raised on each permit; and
(iii) the funds due to the division.

Permits shall not be issued until the permit fees are paid to the division.

If the conservation organization is paying the permit fees for the permit recipient, the fees must be paid from the 10% retained by the conservation organization as provided in R657-41-9(5)(a).

Conservation organizations shall remit to the division 90% of the total revenue generated by the Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit sales in that year.

Failure to remit 90% of the total permit revenue to the division by the September 1 deadline may result in criminal prosecution under Title 76, Chapter 6, Part 4 of the Utah Code.

A conservation organization may retain 10% of the revenue generated by the permits for administrative expenses.

Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permits will be issued under this section and will not be limited to 90% of the total revenue generated by the Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit sales in that year.

Upon receipt of the permit revenue from the conservation organization, the division will transfer revenue to the Division of Parks and Recreation, as provided in the cooperative agreement under Subsection (1)(b) between the two divisions.

Except as otherwise provided under Subsections (3)(d) and (3)(e), a person designated by a conservation organization as a recipient of a Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit, may not sell or transfer the rights to that designation to any other person. This does not preclude a person from bidding or otherwise lawfully acquiring a permit from a conservation organization on behalf of another person who will be identified as the original designated recipient.

A person cannot obtain a Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit for a bighorn sheep or mule deer and any other permit for a male animal of the same species in the same year.

The person designated to receive a Special Antelope Island State Park Conservation Permit must possess or obtain a current Utah hunting or combination license before being issued the permit.


Any conservation organization administratively or criminally found in violation of this rule or the Wildlife Resources Code may be suspended from participation in the conservation permit program and required to surrender all conservation permit vouchers.
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R657-56-1. Purpose and Authority.
Under the authority of Sections 23-14-3(2), 23-14-18, and 23-14-19, this rule provides the procedures, standards, and requirements to administer a Walk-In Access program in the State of Utah designed to compensate private landowners for leasing private property for the purpose of allowing free public access for wildlife dependent recreation.

(1) Terms used in this rule are defined in Section 23-13-2.
(2) In addition:
(a) "Base rate fee" is the minimum payment that a landowner is eligible for excluding all bonus payments.
(b) "Contiguous" means parcels of real property that share a common property line and are otherwise connected as a single mass, excluding parcels that adjoin only at corners.
(c) "Landowner association" means a landowner or group of landowners of private land organized as a single entity for the purpose of applying for and becoming a WIA property.
(d) "Landowner association chair" means an individual designated by a landowner association as their representative.
(e) "Landowner association member" means an individual landowner participating in the landowner association.
(f) "Private landowner" means any individual, partnership, corporation, or association that possesses the legal right on private property to grant a recreational lease.
(g) "Recreational lease activities" mean wildlife dependent recreation limited to fishing, hunting or trapping as provided in the wildlife dependent recreational lease agreement.
(h) "WIA" means walk-in access.

(1) A private landowner with eligible property may participate in the WIA program provided they submit an application to the appropriate division office by June 30, with the following information:
(a) evidence of property ownership, or if leasing the private property a copy of the lease agreement; and
(b) county recorder plat maps or equivalent maps, dated by receipt of purchase within 30 days of the initial or renewal enrollment deadline, depicting boundaries and ownership of all property enrolled in the WIA.
(c) the private landowner's signature.
(2) If two or more landowners are joining private property to form a landowner association for the WIA program the property must:
(a) contain no less than an 80 acre contiguous block of land for hunting or trapping;
(b) contain no less than a 40 acre contiguous block of wetland or riparian land for hunting or trapping;
(c) contain a minimum of .25 miles of stream or river;
(d) contain a minimum 5 acres of pond;
(e) the property provides an access corridor to comparable tracts of isolated public land or fishing waters open to free wildlife dependent recreational activities.
(2) If two or more landowners are joining private property to form a landowner association for the WIA program the property must:
(a) contain no less than a 320 acre contiguous block of land for hunting or trapping;
(b) contain no less than a 160 acre contiguous block of wetland or riparian land for hunting or trapping;
(c) contain a minimum of 1 mile of stream or river.
(3) No land parcel may be included in more than one WIA.
(4) Application forms are available at the appropriate division office.

(1) The division and private landowner shall prepare and agree to the terms in a WIA recreational lease agreement by July 1.
(2) Terms in the WIA recreational lease agreement shall include private landowner and division responsibilities, including the provisions in Sections R657-56-8 and R657-56-9, and compensation necessary to provide free public access for wildlife dependent recreational activities on private property.
(3) The amount of compensation paid to the private landowner participating in the WIA program shall be determined by:
(a) the type of wildlife dependent recreational lease activity allowed on the private property; and
(b) the number of acres of private land or pond, or miles of stream or river available for free public walk-in access.
(4) Upon mutual agreement, the division may provide habitat improvement, materials, or labor on the WIA property in lieu of all or part of the monetary compensation otherwise due for free public walk-in access.

(1) Private property enrolled in the WIA program must provide suitable habitat that can support the wildlife dependent recreational lease activity described in the WIA recreational lease agreement, and:
(a) contain no less than an 80 acre contiguous block of land for hunting or trapping;
(b) contain no less than a 40 acre contiguous block of wetland or riparian land for hunting or trapping;
(c) contain a minimum of .25 miles of stream or river;
(d) contain a minimum 5 acres of pond;
(e) the property provides an access corridor to comparable tracts of isolated public land or fishing waters open to free wildlife dependent recreational activities.
(2) If two or more landowners are joining private property to form a landowner association for the WIA program the property must:
(a) contain no less than a 320 acre contiguous block of land for hunting or trapping;
(b) contain no less than a 160 acre contiguous block of wetland or riparian land for hunting or trapping;
(c) contain a minimum of 1 mile of stream or river.
(3) No land parcel may be included in more than one WIA.
(4) Payments to a landowner association will be issued to the WIA landowner chair who will be responsible for disbursement of funds to other participating landowners.
(b) The landowner association will receive a base rate fee for the qualifying property and activity in addition to a bonus of 25% of the base rate.
(2) A bonus fee will be added to the base rate fee when a private landowner enrolls private property in the recreational lease agreement for additional consecutive years as follows:
(a) five percent will be added for two years; or
(b) ten percent will be added for three years; or
(c) fifteen percent will be added for four years; or
(d) twenty percent will be added for five years.
(3) Upon mutual agreement, the division may provide habitat improvement, materials, or labor on the WIA property in lieu of all or part of the monetary compensation otherwise due for free public walk-in access.
(a) Employees of the division will provide evaluation of the property for habitat improvement.
(b) A habitat project proposal must be completed, reviewed, and approved through the divisions Habitat Council, Blue Ribbon Fisheries Council, or the Watershed Restoration Initiative.
(c) The division and the private landowner will agree to the duration of the agreement based on the estimated value of the habitat project as determined by the division.

(1) Each private landowner enrolled in the WIA program must provide:
   (a) free public walk-in access for wildlife dependent recreational lease activities as provided in the recreational lease agreement; and
   (b) private land with suitable habitat that can support the recreational lease activity; or
   (c) an access corridor to comparable tracts of isolated public lands open to free public access for wildlife dependent recreational activities.
(2) Each private landowner must indicate the type of landowner authorization required for the public to use the WIA property for wildlife dependent recreational activities as follows:
   (a) WIA authorization is the only requirement to access the property;
   (b) registration at a WIA site is required prior to accessing the property; or
   (c) contacting the landowner is required prior to accessing the property.
(3) The private landowner must transfer to the division, the recreational lease of their property for the wildlife dependent recreational lease activities designated in the WIA recreational lease agreement.

The division shall provide:
(1) evaluations of habitat, wildlife or fish on the proposed WIA property as provided in Section R657-56-5;
(2) WIA recreational lease agreement forms;
(3) WIA authorization program;
(4) WIA registration forms and boxes when applicable;
(5) maps, requirements, and signs for enrolled WIA property as provided in the recreational lease agreement; and
(6) compensation payments to landowners following successful completion of the terms of the WIA recreational lease agreement.

R657-56-10. Termination of Walk-In Access Recreational Lease Agreement.
(1) The WIA recreational lease agreement may be:
   (a) terminated for any reason by either party upon 30 days written notice; or
   (b) amended at any time upon written agreement by the landowner and the division.
(2) If a WIA recreational lease agreement is terminated as provided in Subsection (1)(a), prior to the ending date specified in the recreational lease agreement, the compensation fee shall be prorated based upon the recreational lease activity provided and the number of days that access was provided.
(3) Restriction of public use by the landowner of the private property enrolled in the WIA program in violation of the recreational lease agreement may void all or a portion of the WIA recreational lease agreement.
(4) Any change in private land ownership of enrolled WIA property may terminate the WIA recreational lease agreement.
(5) Misrepresentation of enrolled private property in the WIA program shall terminate the WIA recreational lease agreement.
(6) If a habitat project is provided by the division and the landowner terminates the contract prior to the agreed term, the landowner will be required to reimburse the division the value of the project, which shall be prorated based on termination date.

Landowner liability may be limited when free public access is allowed on private property enrolled in the WIA program for the purpose of any recreational lease activities as provided in Title 57, Chapter 14 of the Utah Code.

R657-56-12. Licenses, Permits and Seasons.
(1) Any person accessing WIA private lands for wildlife dependent recreational activities must obtain and possess the required valid license or permit for the recreational lease activity, and must adhere to the respective rules and proclamations established by the Wildlife Board.
(2)(a) If enrolled WIA property requires prior private landowner authorization or any other requirement as provided in the recreational lease agreement, any person entering enrolled WIA private lands for wildlife dependent recreation must comply with said requirements.
   (b) The division shall provide to the public maps of approved and enrolled WIA locations and requirements as determined in the recreational lease agreement.

(1) Any person 14 years of age and older must obtain an annual Walk-in Access Authorization registration number to access properties enrolled in the Walk-in Access Program and may be required, while in the field, to prove they have registered.
(2) WIA authorization numbers will be valid from January 1 to December 31 for the year that they are obtained.
(3) To obtain an WIA authorization number, a person must call the telephone number published on-line or on signs available at WIA access points and provide the following information:
   (a) combination, fishing, or hunting license number;
   (b) license code or type;
   (c) name;
   (d) address;
   (e) phone number;
   (f) birth date; and
   (g) information about their use of Walk-in Access areas.

The division or the private landowner reserves the right to deny a person access to the WIA property described in the recreational lease agreement for causes related to, but not limited to, intoxication, damage to WIA property, violations of conditions provided in the recreational lease agreement, failure to obtain a WIA authorization number, or any wildlife violation committed on WIA property.

(1) It is unlawful for any person to access WIA property in violation of the recreational lease agreement, or refuse to leave WIA property when requested by the landowner, a division representative, or a peace officer.
(2) Any person accessing WIA property in violation of Subsection (1) may further be subject to criminal trespass
prosecution as provided in Sections 23-20-14 and 76-6-206.

**R657-56-16. Walk-In Access Advisory Committee.**

(1) A WIA Advisory Committee shall be created consisting of five members nominated by the five division regional supervisors, and approved by the Director.

(2) The committee shall include:
   (a) two sportsmen representatives;
   (b) two agricultural representatives;
   (c) one elected official; and
   (d) the division's Wildlife Section Chief, or designee.

(3) The committee shall be chaired by the Wildlife Section Chief, or designee, who shall be a non-voting member.

(4) The committee will:
   (a) hear complaints dealing with fair and equitable treatment of anglers, hunters, or trappers on enrolled WIA property;
   (b) hear complaints dealing with fair and equitable treatment of WIA private landowners; and
   (c) make advisory recommendations to the Director.

(5) The Wildlife Section Chief shall determine the agenda, time, and location of the WIA Advisory Committee meetings.

(6) The director may mitigate or resolve issues dealing with complaints.

(7) Members of the advisory Committee shall serve a term of four years, except members may be appointed for a term of two years to ensure that the term of office are staggered.

(a) The Wildlife Section Chief is not subject to a term limitation.

**KEY:** wildlife, private landowners, public access
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R671-201.  Original Hearing Schedule and Notice.

(1)(a) Within six months of an offender's commitment to prison the Board shall give notice of the month and year in which the inmate's original hearing will be conducted.

(b) A minimum of seven days prior notice should be given regarding the specific day and approximate time of such hearing.

(2)(a) Homicide offense commitment, for purposes of this rule, means a prison commitment to serve a sentence for a conviction of aggravated murder (if the sentence includes the possibility of parole), murder, felony murder, manslaughter, child abuse homicide, negligent homicide, automobile homicide, homicide by assault, any attempt, conspiracy or solicitation to commit any of these offenses, and any other offense, regardless of title, description or severity, when it is known at the time of sentencing that the offense conduct resulted in the death of any person.

(b) Sexual offense commitment, for purposes of this rule, means a prison commitment to serve a sentence for a conviction of an crime for which an offender is defined as a kidnap offender pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Subsection 77-41-102(9); or for which an offender is defined as a sex offender pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Subsection 77-41-102(16); or any attempt, conspiracy or solicitation to commit any of the offenses listed in those sections.

(3)(a) All homicide offense commitments eligible for parole shall be routed to the Board as soon as practicable for the determination of the month and year for an original hearing.

(b) The Board shall determine, by majority vote, the month and year of an original hearing for an offender serving a homicide offense commitment.

(c) In setting an original hearing for a homicide offense commitment, the Board shall only consider information available to the court or offender at the time of sentencing.

(d) Homicide offense commitments not eligible for parole (including sentences of life without parole or death) shall not be scheduled for original hearings.

(4) If the offender is less than 18 years of age at the time of commitment and the offense is eligible for parole, the case shall be routed to the Board as soon as practicable for the determination, by majority vote, of the month and year for an original hearing.

(5) When an offender's prison commitment does not include a homicide offense commitment, an offender is eligible to have an original hearing before the Board as follows:

(a) After the service of fifteen years for first degree felony commitments when the most severe sentence imposed and being served is a sentence greater than 15 years to life, excluding enhancements.

(b) After the service of seven years for first degree felony commitments when the most severe sentence imposed and being served is a sentence of 10 years to life, or 15 years to life, excluding enhancements.

(c) After the service of three years for all other first degree felony commitments.

(d) After the service of twelve months if the most serious offense of incarceration is a second degree felony sexual offense commitment.

(e) After the service of six months for all other second degree felony commitments.

(f) After the service of six months if the most serious offense of incarceration is a third degree felony sexual offense commitment.

(g) After the service of three months for all other third degree felony and class A misdemeanor commitments.

(6)(a) An offender may request that their original appearance and hearing before the Board be scheduled other than as provided by this rule. An offender's request shall specify the extraordinary circumstances or reasons which give rise to the request. The Board may grant or deny the offender's request in its sole discretion.

(b) The Board may, in its discretion, depart from the schedule as provided by this rule if:

(i) an offender requests a continuance due to extraordinary circumstances;

(ii) an offender has unadjudicated criminal charges pending at the time a hearing would normally be scheduled;

(iii) a Class A misdemeanor commitment has expired prior to an original hearing; or

(iv) the Board determines that other unusual or extraordinary circumstances impact the setting of an original hearing.
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R671-311-1. Special Attention Reviews and Decisions.

(1) The Board may use special attention reviews or hearings to adjust parole conditions, review prior board decisions, and modify prior decisions when exceptional circumstances exist.

(2) Special attention reviews shall be initiated by Board staff when necessary to correct clerical or other errors in Board orders, or upon the receipt of a written request explaining the exceptional circumstances for which modification is sought.

(3) Exceptional circumstances which may result in a special attention review and decision may include, but are not limited to:

(a) clerical errors in a prior order;
(b) changes to the special conditions of parole requested by the Department of Corrections (Department);
(c) determination of restitution obligations;
(d) payment of restitution obligations prior to release;
(e) reinstatement of a rescinded release prior to a resentence hearing;
(f) modification of a prior decision due to changes in credit for time served as calculated by the Board;
(g) modification of a prior decision due to changes in applicable guidelines as calculated by the Board;
(h) granting alternative events in lieu of revocation for parole violations;
(i) imposing parole violation sanctions pursuant to a request from the Department and a waiver from the offender;
(j) granting incentives and parole condition changes pursuant to a request from the Department;
(k) exceptional performance or progress in the institution;
(l) case action plan completion or compliance over a significant period of time;
(m) Earned Time adjustments made pursuant to R671-311-3;
(n) exceptional circumstances not previously considered by the Board, or
(0) review of new and significant information not previously considered by the Board.

(4) Unless the request for a special attention review is made by the Department or Board staff, the Board shall request that the Department review the request and make a recommendation.

(5) Special attention requests that are repetitive, frivolous, or lacking in substantial merit shall be summarily denied and placed in the offender's file without formal action or response.

(6) Unless otherwise ordered by the Board, special attention reviews shall be processed administratively based on written or electronic reports supplied to the Board without the personal appearance of the offender.

R671-311-2. Special Attention Hearing.

(1) The Board may schedule a special attention hearing if it determines that a personal appearance hearing will assist in making a decision regarding a special attention request.

(2) A special attention hearing shall be scheduled if an alternative parole violation sanction is to be imposed and the offender requests a hearing.


(1) Earned Time adjustments shall reduce the period of incarceration for offenders who have been granted a release from prison and who successfully complete recidivism risk reduction programming or objectives, as defined and specified herein.

(2) Definitions.

(a) "Adjustment" means:

(i) a reduction of an offender's period of incarceration when a release date has been ordered by the Board; and
(ii) has the same meaning as "credit" as used in Utah Code Ann. Section 77-27-5.4.

(b) "Case Action Plan" means the plan, developed by the Department pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Subsection 64-13-1(1), that identifies the program priorities that will reduce the offender's criminal risk factors as determined by a risk and needs assessment.

(c) "Department" refers to the Utah Department of Corrections and any of its divisions, bureaus, or departments.

(d) "Earned time adjustment" has the same meaning as, and comprises the program mandated in, Utah Code Ann. Section 77-27-5.4 and as defined in this Rule.

(e) "Forfeiture" and "Forfeiture of Earned Time Credits" as used in Utah Code Ann. Subsection 77-27-5.4(4) means that a release date granted by the Board following an earned time adjustment is rescinded due to a major disciplinary violation, new criminal conviction, new criminal activity, or other similar action committed by the offender.

(f) "Programming" means a component, objective, requirement, or program identified in an offender's case action plan that:

(i) meets the minimum standards and qualifications for programs established by the Department pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 64-13-7.5 or 64-13-25; and
(ii) has been shown by scientific research to reduce recidivism by addressing an offender's criminal risk factors.

(g) "Successful completion" means that an offender has completed a case action plan component, objective, requirement or programming and has earned a completion rating of "successful" as determined by standards set by the Department.

(2) Earned Time Adjustments.

(a) An offender shall earn an adjustment of four months for the successful completion of a program identified by the Department as pertaining to, satisfying, or applying within the highest ranked priority in the offender's case action plan.

(b) An offender shall earn an adjustment of four months for successful completion of one additional program as identified by the Department in the offender's case action plan.

(c) The earned time adjustment shall change the previously ordered release date, resulting in a reduction in the length of incarceration.

(d) If an offender earns a time adjustment prior to a Board decision setting release, the earned time and programming completion shall be considered by the Board when making subsequent release decisions.

(e) The Board, in its discretion, may grant earned time adjustments in excess of four months to recognize additional or extraordinary programming performance or achievement.

(3) Exclusions:

(a) Offenders whose previously ordered release date does not provide enough time for the adjustment may not be granted a full earned time adjustment, but shall receive a partial adjustment if the previously ordered release date allows for the same.

(b) Earned time adjustments may not be used to change an offender's original hearing as scheduled by the Board.

(c) Offenders who have been sentenced to life without parole are ineligible for earned time adjustments.

(d) Offenders who have been ordered by the Board to serve a life sentence to expiration are ineligible for earned time adjustments.

(e) Earned time adjustments may not be granted for a second or subsequent completion of the same classes, programs, or case action plan priorities during the same term of incarceration without an intervening release.

(4) The Department shall notify the Board, within 30 days, of an offender's successful completion of a case action plan.
program that is eligible for an earned time adjustment.
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R671. Pardons (Board of), Administration.


(1) The Board shall consider a compassionate release when specified exceptional circumstances exist.

(2) A compassionate release request submitted on behalf of an offender does not limit or preclude other requests for special attention or redetermination consideration.

(3) Compassionate release consideration shall be initiated upon the receipt of a written request, as specified herein, explaining the circumstances supporting the release.

(4) The Board shall consider a compassionate release in the following exceptional circumstances:

(a) Upon the request of the Department of Corrections (Department), if an offender's public safety and recidivism risk is significantly reduced due to the effects or symptoms of advancing age, medical infirmity, disease, or disability, or mental health disease or disability;

(b) Upon the request of the Department if an offender suffers from a serious and persistent medical condition which requires extensive medical attention, nursing home care, or palliative care; or

(c) Upon the request of the Department, offender, or other interested person, if an offender's immediate family member dies within 120 days of a previously scheduled release.

(5) If the compassionate release request is submitted pursuant to paragraphs (4)(a) or (b), the request shall include a report from the Department detailing the specific effects, conditions, or symptoms to be considered; the treatments available; and, when possible, the prognosis of such effects, conditions, or symptoms.

(6) For compassionate release requests submitted pursuant to paragraph (4)(c):

(a) Immediate family member is defined as a parent, step-parent, spouse, child, sibling, grandparent, or grandchild;

(b) The request shall be accompanied by a death certificate or other verification acceptable to the Board; and

(c) The Board may request that the Department review the request, provide any institutional or other reports requested by the Board, and make a recommendation regarding the request.

(7) Except as provided in section (8) of this rule, the Board may make a decision regarding a compassionate release with or without a hearing.

(8) Before granting a compassionate release pursuant to this rule, the Board shall hold a hearing if the compassionate release would occur before an offender's original hearing.

(9) Before granting a compassionate release without a hearing pursuant to this rule, the Board shall make a reasonable effort to contact, inform, and consider the input of any victim of record in the case for which the offender is incarcerated, if the victim of record has previously requested notice of hearings pursuant to Utah Code Subsection 77-38-3(8).
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R671-316. Redetermination.
R671-316-1. Redetermination Review.

(1) Redetermination is a process whereby the Department of Corrections (Department) or an offender may request that the Board review new, material, and significant information, or reconsider a prior decision.

(2) Redetermination of a previous decision may be considered if:
   (a) the time requirements of this rule are met;
   (b) the offender has no new criminal convictions since the entry of the decision for which redetermination is sought;
   (c) the offender has no pending major disciplinary violations; and
   (d) the Board finds that a significant and material change in circumstances has occurred which it has not previously considered.

(3) The Department or an offender may submit a redetermination request, asking the Board to reconsider a prior decision, if:
   (a) the decision ordered the expiration of a life sentence, and at least ten years have passed since the Board's decision or any subsequent redetermination decision;
   (b) the decision ordered a release, rehearing, or expiration of any sentence not involving the expiration of a life sentence, and at least five years have passed since the Board's decision or any subsequent redetermination decision; or
   (c)(i) the decision set an original hearing for a homicide offense, pursuant to Utah R. Admin. P. R671-201-1(3)(a);
   (ii) the original hearing was set more than fifteen years following the offender's arrival at the prison; and
   (iii) at least ten years have passed since the administrative review decision or any subsequent redetermination decision.

(4) A redetermination request shall:
   (a) clearly and specifically state the reasons supporting the redetermination request;
   (b) include a current report detailing the offender's case action plan compliance, treatment participation and history, disciplinary history, and current risk assessment; and
   (c) be signed by the offender if not submitted by the Department.

(5) If the request for redetermination is not submitted by the Department, the Board may request that the Department review the request, provide any updated institutional, medical, or other report requested by the Board, and make a recommendation regarding the request.

(6) The Board may make a decision regarding a redetermination request with or without a hearing.

(7) If the Board denies a redetermination request, the decision shall be accompanied by a brief statement or rationale giving the reason for the denial.
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R710-6-1. Adoption, Title, Purpose and Scope.
Pursuant to Title 53, Chapter 7, Section 305, Utah State Code Annotated 1953, the Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) Board adopts minimum rules to provide regulation to those who distribute, transfer, dispense or install LP Gas and/or its appliances in the State of Utah.

There is adopted as part of these rules the following codes which are incorporated by reference:


1.5 A copy of the above codes are on file with the Division of Administrative Rules, and the State Fire Marshal's Office. The definitions contained in the afore referenced codes shall also pertain to these rules.

1.6 Title.

These rules shall be known as "Rules Governing LPG Operations in the State of Utah" and may be cited as such, and will be hereinafter referred to as "these rules".

1.7 Validity.

If any article, section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase, of these rules is, for any reason, held to be unconstitutional, contrary to statute, or exceeding the authority of the LPG Board such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portion of these rules.

1.8 Conflicts.

In the event where separate requirements pertain to the same situation in the same code, or between different codes or standards as adopted, the more restrictive requirement shall govern, as determined by the enforcing authority.

R710-6-2. Definitions.

2.1 "ASME Stamp" means the symbol used to designate that the container has been built to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Divisions 1 or 2, Rules for the Construction of Unfired Pressure Vessels.
2.2 "Board" means the Liquefied Petroleum Gas Board.
2.3 "Concern" means a person, firm, corporation, partnership, or association, licensed by the Board.
2.4 "Dispensing System" means equipment in which LP Gas is transferred from one container to another in liquid form.
2.5 "Division" means the Division of the State Fire Marshal.
2.6 "Enforcing Authority" means the division, the municipal or county fire department, other fire prevention agency acting within its respective fire prevention jurisdiction, or the building official of any city or county.
2.7 "ICC" means International Code Council, Inc.
2.8 "IFC" means International Fire Code.
2.9 "License" means a written document issued by the Division authorizing a concern to be engaged in an LPG business.
2.10 "LPG" means Liquefied Petroleum Gas.
2.11 "LPG Certificate" means a written document issued by the Division to any person for the purpose of granting permission to such person to perform any act or acts for which authorization is required.
2.12 "NFPA" means the National Fire Protection Association.
2.13 "Possessory Rights" means the right to possess LPG, but excludes broker trading or selling.
2.14 "Public Place" means a highway, street, alley or other parcel of land, essentially unobstructed, which is deeded, dedicated or otherwise appropriated to the public for public use, and where the public exists, travels, traverses or is likely to frequent.
2.15 "Qualified Instructor" means a person holding a valid LPG certificate in the area in which he is instructing.
2.16 "Transferred by the final consumer" means the act of moving an LP Gas cylinder from one place to another.
2.17 "UCA" means Utah State Code Annotated 1953 as amended.
5 of this article to an applicant for a license which has been
denied by the Board.

3.8 Change of Address.
Every licensee shall notify the Division, in writing, within
thirty (30) days of any change of his address.

3.9 Under Another Name.
No licensee shall conduct his licensed business under a
name other than the name or names which appears on his
license.

3.10 List of Licensed Concerns.
3.10.1 The Division shall make available, upon request
and without cost, to the Enforcing Authority, the name, address,
and license number of each concern that is licensed pursuant to
these rules.

3.10.2 Upon request, single copies of such list shall be
furnished, without cost, to a licensed concern.

3.11 Inspection.
The holder of any license shall submit such license for
inspection upon request of the Division or the Enforcing
Authority.

3.12 Notification and LPG Certificate.
Every licensed concern shall, within twenty (20) days of
employment, and within twenty (20) days of termination of any
employee, report to the Division, the name, address, and LPG
certificate number, if any, of every person performing any act
requiring an LPG certificate for such licensed concern.

3.13 Posting.
Every license issued pursuant to the provisions of these
rules shall be posted in a conspicuous place on the premises of
the licensed location.

3.14 Duplicate License.
A duplicate license may be issued by the Division to
replace any previously issued license, which has been lost or
destroyed, upon the submission of a written statement from the
licensee to the Division. Such statement shall attest to the fact
that the license has been lost or destroyed. If the original license
is found it shall be surrendered to Division within 15 days.

3.15 Registration Number.
Every license shall be identified by a number, delineated as
P-(number).

3.16 Accidents, Reporting.
Any accident where a licensee and LPG are involved must
be reported to the Board in writing by the affected licensee
within 3 days upon receipt of information of the accident. The
report must contain any pertinent information such as the
location, names of persons involved, cause, contributing factors,
and the type of accident. If death or serious injury of person(s),
or property damage of $5000.00 or more results from the
accident, the report must be made immediately by telephone and
followed by a written report.

3.17 Board investigation of accidents.
At their discretion, the Board will investigate, or direct the
Division to investigate, all serious accidents as defined in
Subsection 3.15.

R710-6-4. LP Gas Certificates.

4.1 Application.
Application for an LPG certificate shall be made in writing
to the Division. The application shall be signed by the applicant.

4.2 Examination.
Every person who performs any act or acts described in
UCA, Section 53-7-308, shall pass an initial examination in
accordance with the provisions of this article.

4.3 Types of Initial Examinations:
4.3.1 Carburetion
4.3.2 Dispenser
4.3.3 HVAC/Plumber
4.3.4 Recreational Vehicle Service
4.3.5 Serviceman
4.3.6 Transportation and Delivery

4.4 Initial Examinations.
4.4.1 The initial examination shall include an open book
written test of the applicant's knowledge of the work to be
performed by the applicant. The applicant is allowed to use the
adopted statute, administrative rules, NFPA 54, and NFPA 58.
Any other materials to include cellular telephones or related
cellular equipment are prohibited in the examination room.

4.4.2 The initial examination may also include a practical
or actual demonstration of some selected aspects of the job to be
performed by the applicant if so warranted by the test
administrator.

4.4.3 Leaving the office or testing location before the
completion of the examination voids the examination and will
require the examination to be retaken by the applicant.

4.4.4 To successfully complete the written and practical
initial examinations, the applicant must obtain a minimum grade
of seventy percent (70%) in each portion of the examination
taken. Each portion of the examination will be graded
separately. Failure of any one portion of the examination will
not delete the entire test.

4.4.5 Completion of the certification examination will not
be allowed if it appears to the test administrator that the
applicant has not prepared to take the examination.

4.4.6 Examinations may be given at various field locations
as deemed necessary by the Division. Appointments for field
examinations are required.

4.4.7 As required in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of these rules,
those applicants that have successfully completed the
requirements of the Certified Employee Training Program
(CETP), as written by the National Propane Gas Association,
and that corresponds to the work to be performed by the
applicant, shall have the requirement for initial examination
waived, after appropriate documentation is provided to the
Division by the applicant.

4.4.8 As required in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.6 of these rules,
those applicants that have successfully completed the
requirements in Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 49, Parts
172.700, 172.704, 177.800 and 177.816, that corresponds to the
work to be performed by the applicant, shall have the
requirement for initial examination waived, after appropriate
documentation is provided to the Division by the applicant.

4.4.9 As required in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.3 of these rules,
those applicants that have successfully completed the Rocky
Mountain Gas Association, Natural Gas Technician Certification
Exam with a passing score, shall have the
requirement for initial examination waived, after appropriate
documentation is provided to the Division by the applicant.

4.4.10 As required in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.3 of these rules,
those applicants that are licensed journeyman plumbers as
required in the Constructions Trades Licensing Act Plumber
Licensing Rules, R156-55c, shall have the requirement for
initial examination waived, after appropriate documentation is
provided to the Division by the applicant.

4.5 Original and Renewal Date.
Original LPG certificates shall be valid for one year from
the date of issuance. Thereafter, each LPG certificate shall be
renewed annually and renewals thereof shall be valid from for
one year from issuance.

4.6 Renewal Date.
Application for renewal shall be made on forms provided
by the Division.

4.7 Re-examination.
Every holder of a valid LPG Certificate shall take a re-
examination every five years from the date of original certificate
issuance, to comply with the provisions of Section 4.3 of these
rules as follows:

4.7.1 The re-examination to comply with the provisions of
Section 4.3 of these rules shall consist of an open book examination, to be mailed to the certificate holder at least 60 days before the renewal date.

4.7.2 The open book re-examination will consist of questions that focus on changes in the last five years to NFPA 54, NFPA 58, the statute, or the adopted administrative rules. The re-examination may also consist of questions that focus on practices of concern as noted by the Board or Division.

4.7.3 The certificate holder is responsible to complete the re-examination and return it to the Division in sufficient time to renew.

4.7.4 The certificate holder is responsible to return the Division with the re-examination the correct renewal fees to complete that certificate renewal.

4.7.5 As required in Section 4.7 of these rules, those applicants that have successfully completed the requirements in Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 49, Parts 172.700, 172.704, 177.800 and 177.816, that corresponds to the work to be performed by the applicant, shall have the requirement for re-examination waived, after appropriate documentation is provided to the Division by the applicant.

4.7.6 As required in Section 4.7 of these rules, those applicants that provide the Division with written verification of the completion of 40 hours of continuing training over the previous five-year period shall have the requirement for re-examination waived.

4.8 Refusal to Renew.

The Division may refuse to renew any LPG certificate in the same manner and for any reason that is authorized pursuant to Section 5.2 of these rules.

4.9 Inspection.

The holder of a LPG certificate shall submit such certificate for inspection, upon request of the Division or the enforcing authority.

4.10 Type.

4.10.1 Every LPG certificate shall indicate the type of act or acts to be performed and for which the applicant has qualified.

4.10.2 Any person holding a valid LPG certificate shall not be authorized to perform any act unless he is a licensee or is employed by a licensed concern.

4.10.3 It is the responsibility of the LPG certificate holder to insure that the concern they are employed by is licensed under this act.

4.10.4 The requirements listed in Sections 4.10.2 and 4.10.3 of these rules do not apply to licensed journeyman plumbers who meet the requirements listed in 4.4.10 of these rules.

4.10.5 The requirements listed in Sections 4.10.2 and 4.10.3 of these rules do not apply to those final consumers that meet the requirements stated in UCA 53-7-308.

4.11 Change of Address.

Any change in home address of any holder of a valid LPG certificate shall be reported by the registered person to the Division within thirty (30) days of such change.

4.12 Duplicate.

A duplicate LPG certificate may be issued by the Division to replace any previously issued certificate which has been lost or destroyed upon the submission of a written statement to the Division from the certified person. Such statement shall attest to the certificate having been lost or destroyed. If the original is found, it shall be surrendered to the Division within 15 days.

4.13 Contents of Certificate of Registration.

Every LPG certificate issued shall contain the following information:

4.13.1 The name and address of the applicant.

4.13.2 The physical description of applicant.

4.13.3 The signature of the LP Gas Board Chairman.

4.13.4 The date of issuance.

4.13.5 The expiration date.

4.13.6 Type of service the person is qualified to perform.

4.13.7 Have printed on the card the following: "This certificate is for identification only, and shall not be used for recommendation or advertising".

4.14 Minimum Age.

No LPG certificate shall be issued to any person who is under sixteen (16) years of age.

4.15 Restrictive Use.

4.15.1 No LPG certificate shall constitute authorization for any person to enforce any provisions of these rules.

4.15.2 A LPG certificate may be used for identification purposes only as such certificate remains valid and while the holder is employed by a licensed concern.

4.15.3 Regardless of the acts for which the applicant has qualified, the performance of only those acts authorized under the licensed concern employing such applicant shall be permissible.

4.15.4 Regardless of the acts authorized to be performed by a licensed concern, only those acts for which the applicant for a LPG certificate has qualified shall be permissible by such applicant.

4.16 Right to Contest.

4.16.1 Every person who takes an examination for a LPG certificate shall have the right to contest the validity of individual questions of such examination.

4.16.2 Every contention as to the validity of individual questions of an examination that cannot be reasonably resolved, shall be made in writing to the Division within 48 hours after taking said examination. Contentions shall state the reason for the objection.

4.16.3 The decision as to the action to be taken on the submitted contention shall be by the Board, and such decision shall be final.

4.16.4 The decision made by the Board, and the action taken, shall be reflected in all future examinations, but shall not affect the grades established in any past examination.

4.17 Non-Transferable.

LPG Certificates shall not be transferable to another individual. Individual LPG certificates shall be carried by the person to whom issued.

4.18 New Employees.

New employees of a licensed concern may perform the various acts while under the direct supervision of persons holding a valid LPG certificate for a period not to exceed 45 days from the initial date of employment. By the end of such period, new employees shall have taken and passed the required examination. In the event the employee fails the examination, re-examination shall be taken within 30 days. The employee shall remain under the direct supervision of an employee holding a valid LPG certificate, until certified.

4.19 Certificate Identification.

Every LPG certificate shall be identified by a number, delineated as PE-(number). Such number shall not be transferred from one person to another.

R710-6.5. Adjudicative Proceedings.

5.1 All adjudicative proceedings performed by the agency shall proceed informally as set forth herein and as authorized by UCA, Sections 63G-4-202 and 63G-4-203.

5.2 The issuance, renewal, or continued validity of a license or LPG certificate may be denied, suspended or revoked by the Division, if the Division finds that the applicant, person employed for, or the person having authority and management of a concern commits any of the following violations:

5.2.1 The person or applicant is not the real person in interest.

5.2.2 The person or applicant provides material misrepresentation or false statement in the application, whether
original or renewal.

5.2.3 The person or applicant refuses to allow inspection by the Division or enforcing authority on an annual basis to determine compliance with the provisions of these rules.

5.2.4 The person, applicant, or concern for a license does not have the proper or necessary facilities, including qualified personnel, to conduct the operations for which application is made.

5.2.5 The person or applicant for a LPG certificate does not possess the qualifications of skill or competence to conduct the operations for which application is made. This can also be evidenced by failure to pass the examination and/or practical tests.

5.2.6 The person or applicant refuses to take the examination.

5.2.7 The person or applicant has been convicted of a violation of one or more federal, state or local laws.

5.2.8 The person or applicant has been convicted of a violation of the adopted rules or been found by a Board administrative proceeding to have violated the adopted rules.

5.2.9 Any offense of finding of unlawful conduct, or there is or may be, a threat to the public's health or safety if the person or applicant were granted a license or certificate of registration.

5.2.10 There are other factors upon which a reasonable and prudent person would rely to determine the suitability of the person or applicant to safely and competently distribute, transfer, dispense or install LP Gas and/or its appliances.

5.2.11 The person or applicant does not complete the re-examination process by the person or applicants certificate or license expiration date.

5.2.12 The person or applicant fails to pay the license fee, certificate of registration fee, examination fee or other fees as required in Section 6 of these rules.

5.3 A person whose license or certificate of registration is suspended or revoked by the Division shall have an opportunity for a hearing before the LPG Board if requested by that person within 20 days after receiving notice.

5.4 All adjudicative proceedings, other than criminal prosecution, taken by the Enforcing Authority to enforce the Liquefied Petroleum Gas Section, Utah Fire Prevention and Safety Act, and these rules, shall commence in accordance with UCA, Section 63G-4-201.

5.5 The Board shall act as the hearing authority, and shall convene after timely notice to all parties involved. The Board shall be the final authority on the suspension or revocation of a license or certificate of registration.

5.6 The Board shall direct the Division to issue a signed order to the parties involved giving the decision of the Board within a reasonable time of the hearing pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-203.

5.7 Reconsideration of the Board’s decision may be requested in writing within 20 days of the date of the decision pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-302.

5.8 After a period of three (3) years from the date of revocation, the Board may review the written application of a person whose license or certificate of registration has been revoked.

5.9 Judicial review of all final Board actions resulting from informal adjudicative proceedings is available pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-402.

R710-6-6. Fees.

6.1 Fee Schedule.

6.1.1 License and LPG Certificates (new and renewals):

6.1.1.1 License

6.1.1.1.1 Class I - $450.00
6.1.1.1.2 Class II - $450.00
6.1.1.1.3 Class III - $105.00
6.1.1.1.4 Class IV - $150.00

6.1.1.2 Branch office license - $338.00
6.1.1.3 LPG Certificate - $40.00
6.1.1.4 LPG Certificate (Dispenser--Class B) - $20.00
6.1.1.5 Duplicate - $30.00
6.1.2 Examinations:
6.1.2.1 Initial examination - $30.00
6.1.2.2 Re-examination - $30.00
6.1.2.3 Five year examination - $30.00
6.1.3 Plan Reviews:
6.1.3.1 More than 5000 water gallons of LPG - $150.00
6.1.3.2 5,000 water gallons or less of LPG - $75.00
6.1.4 Special Inspections.
6.1.4.1 Per hour of inspection - $50.00
(charged in half hour increments with part half hours charged as full half hours).
6.1.5 Re-inspection (3rd Inspection or more) - $250.00
6.1.6 Private Container Inspection (More than one container) - $150.00
6.1.7 Private Container Inspection (One container) - $75.00
6.2 Payment of Fees.

The required fee shall accompany the application for license or LPG certificate or submission of plans for review.

6.3 Late Renewal Fees.

6.3.1 Any license or LPG certificate not renewed on or before one year from the original date of issuance will be subject to an additional fee equal to 10% of the required fee.

6.3.2 When an LPG certificate has expired for more than one year, an application shall be made for an original certificate as if the application was being taken for the first time. Examinations will be retaken with initial examination fees.

R710-6-7. Board Procedures.

7.1 The Board will review the Division and Enforcing Authorities activities since the last meeting, and review and act on license and permit applications, review financial transactions, consider recommendations of the Division, and all other matters brought to the Board.

7.2 The Board may be asked to serve as a review board for items under disagreement.

7.3 Board meetings shall be presided over and conducted by the chairman and in his absence the vice chairman.

7.4 Meetings of the Board shall be conducted in accordance with an agenda, which shall be submitted to the members by the Division, not less than twenty-one (21) days before the regularly scheduled Board meeting.

7.5 The chairman of the Board and Board members shall be entitled to vote on all issues considered by the Board. A Board member who declares a conflict of interest or where a conflict of interest has been determined, shall not vote on that particular issue.

7.6 Public notice of Board meetings shall be made by the Division as prescribed in UCA Section 52-4-6.

7.7 The Division shall provide the Board with a secretary, who shall prepare minutes and shall perform all secretarial duties necessary for the Board to fulfill its responsibility. The minutes of Board meetings shall be completed and sent to Board members at least twenty-one (21) days prior to the scheduled Board meeting.

7.8 The Board may be called upon to interpret codes adopted by the Board.

7.9 The Board Chairman may assign member(s) various assignments as required to aid in the promotion of safety, health and welfare in the use of LPG.

R710-6-8. Amendments and Additions.

The following amendments and additions are hereby adopted by the Board:

8.1 All LP Gas facilities that are located in a public place
shall be inspected by a certified LP Gas serviceman every five (5) years for leaks in all buried piping as follows:

8.1.1 All buried piping shall be pressure tested and inspected for leaks as set forth in NFPA Standard 54, Sections 4.1.1 through 4.3.4.

8.1.2 If a leak is detected and repaired, the buried piping shall again be pressure tested for leaks.

8.1.3 The certified LP Gas serviceman shall keep a written record of the inspection and all corrections made to the buried piping located in a public place.

8.1.4 The inspection records shall be available to be inspected on a regular basis by the Division.

8.2 Whenever the Division is required to complete more than two inspections to receive compliance on an LP Gas System, container, apparatus, appliance, appurtenance, tank or tank trailer, or any pertinent equipment for the storage, transportation or dispensation of LP Gas, the Division shall charge to the owner for each additional inspection, the re-inspection fee as stated in R710-6-6.1(e).

8.3 All LP Gas containers of more than 5000 water gallons shall be inspected at least biannually for compliance with the adopted statute and rules. The following containers are exempt from this requirement:

8.3.1 Those excluded from the act in UCA, Section 53-7-303.

8.3.2 Containers under federal control.

8.3.3 Containers under the control of the U.S. Department of Transportation and used for transportation of LP Gas.

8.3.4 Containers located at private residences.

8.4 Those using self-serve key or card services shall be trained in safe filling practices by the licensed dealer providing the services. A letter shall be sent to the Division by the licensed dealer stating that those using the self-serve key or card service have been trained.

8.5 IFC Amendments:

8.5.1 IFC, Chapter 38, Section 3801.2 Permits. On line 2 after the word "105.7" add "and the adopted LPG rules".

8.5.2 IFC, Chapter 38, Section 3803.1 is deleted and rewritten as follows: General. LP Gas equipment shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 54, NFPA 58, the adopted LP Gas Administrative Rules, and the International Fuel Gas Code, except as otherwise provided in this chapter.

8.5.3 IFC, Chapter 38, Section 3809.12 is deleted and rewritten as follows: In Table 3809.12, Doorway or opening to a building with two or more means of egress, with regard to quantities 720 or less and 721-2,500, the currently stated "5" is deleted and replaced with "10".

8.5.4 IFC, Chapter 38, Section 3810.1 is amended as follows: On line two after the word "discontinued" add the words "for more than one year or longer as allowed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)".

8.6 NFPA, Standard 58 Amendments:

8.6.1 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 5.2.1.1 is amended to add the following section: (d) All new, used or existing containers of 5000 water gallons or less, installed in the State of Utah or relocated within the State of Utah shall be marked with the ASME stamp as defined in Section 2.1 of these rules. All new, used or existing containers of more than 5000 water gallons, installed in the State of Utah or relocated within the State of Utah, shall be marked with the ASME stamp as defined in Section 2.1 of these rules, and shall be inspected for approval by the Division. If the Division has concerns about the integrity or condition of the container, additional nondestructive testing may be required to include but not limited to hydrostatic testing, ultrasonic metal thickness testing or any other testing as determined necessary by the Division. All incurred costs for additional testing required by the Division shall be the responsibility of the owner.

8.6.2 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 5.2.1.1 is amended to add the following section: (e) If an existing U68, U69, U200 or U201 specification container, more than 5000 water gallons, is relocated within the State of Utah, and does not bear the required ASME stamp as defined in Section 2.1 of these rules, the container cannot be reinstalled unless the container has received a "Special Classification Permit" from the Division. Specifications of the type of container, container history if known, material specifications and calculations, and condition of the container shall be submitted to the Division by the person seeking the "Special Classification Permit". The Division shall inspect the container for approval. If the Division has concerns about the integrity or condition of the container, additional nondestructive tests such as hydrostatic testing, ultrasonic metal thickness testing or any other testing as determined necessary by the Division. All incurred costs of testing and evaluations shall be the responsibility of the owner. The Division will approve or disapprove the proposed container. Approval by the Division shall be obtained before the container is set or filled with LP Gas.

8.6.3 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 5.2.1.6 is amended to add the following sentence at the end of the section: (A) Repairs and alterations shall only be made by those holding a National Board "R" Certificate of Authorization commonly known as an R Stamp.

8.6.4 NFPA Standard 58, Sections 5.9.3.2(2)(a) and (b) are deleted and rewritten as follows:

Type K copper tubing without joints below grade may be used in exterior LP Gas piping systems only.

8.6.5 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 6.6.1.2 is amended to add the following at the end of the section: When guard posts are installed they shall be installed meeting the following requirements:

8.6.5.1 Constructed of steel not less than four inches in diameter and filled with concrete.

8.6.5.2 Set with spacing not more than four feet apart.

8.6.5.3 Buried three feet in the ground in concrete not less than 15 inches in diameter.

8.6.5.4 Set with the tops of the posts not less than three feet above the ground.

8.6.6 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 6.6.3 is amended to add the following section: 6.6.3.9 Skid mounted ASME horizontal containers greater than 2000 water gallons, with non-fireproofed steel mounted attached supports, resting on concrete, pavement, gravel or firm packed earth, may be mounted on the attached supports to a maximum of 12 inches from the top of the skid to the bottom of the container.

8.6.7 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 6.6.6 is amended to add the following: (P) All metallic equipment and components that are buried or mounted shall have cathodic protection installed to protect the metal and shall meet the following requirements:

8.6.7.1 Sacrificial anodes shall be installed as required by the size of the container. If more than one sacrificial anode is required they shall be evenly distributed around the container.

8.6.7.2 Sacrificial anodes shall be connected to the container or piping as recommended by the manufacturer or using accepted engineering practices.

8.6.7.3 Sacrificial anodes shall be placed as near the bottom of the container as possible and approximately two feet away from the container.

8.6.8 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 6.24.3.16 is added as follows: On dispensing installations, 1000 gallon water capacity or less, where the dispensing cabinet is located next to the LP Gas container, stainless steel wire braid hose of more than 36 inches in length may be used on vapor and liquid return lines only. The hose shall be secured and routed in a safe and professional manner, marked with the date of installation, and shall be replaced every five years from that installation date.

8.6.9 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 6.25.3.2, the last sentence of the section is deleted and rewritten as follows:
Existing installations shall comply with this requirement by March 31, 2011.

8.6.10 NFPA, Standard 58, Section 8.4.1.1(1) is amended as follows: On line one remove "5 ft (1.5 m)" and replace it with "10 ft (3 m)".

**R710-6-9. Penalties.**

9.1 Civil penalties for violation of any rule or referenced code shall be as follows:

9.1.1 Concern failure to license - $210.00 to $900.00
9.1.2 Person failure to obtain LPG Certificate - $30.00 to $90.00
9.1.3 Failure of concern to obtain LPG Certificate for employees who dispense LPG - $210.00 to $900.00
9.1.4 Concern doing business under improper class - $140.00 to $600.00
9.1.5 Failure to notify SFM of change of address - $60.00
9.1.6 Violation of the adopted Statute or Rules - $210.00 to $900.00

9.2 Rationale.

9.2.1 Double the fee plus the cost of the license.
9.2.2 Double the fee plus the cost of the certificate.
9.2.3 Double the fee plus the cost of the license.
9.2.4 Double the fee.
9.2.5 Based on two hours of inspection fee at $30.00 per hour.
9.2.6 Triple the fee.
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R710-10-1. Rules Pursuant to Fire Service Training, Education, and Certification.

1.1 These rules shall be known as the "Rules Pursuant to Fire Service Training, Education, and Certification, and may be cited as such, and will be hereafter referred to as "these rules".
1.2 These rules are promulgated in accordance with Title 53, Chapter 7, Section 204, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended.
1.3 These rules are adopted by the Utah Fire Prevention Board to provide minimum rules for fire service training, education and certification by establishing a Fire Service Education Administrator, a Fire Education Program Coordinator, the Fire Service Standards and Training Council, the Fire Service Certification Council, and the Fire and Rescue Academy, and standards for those agencies conducting non-affiliated fire service training.
1.4 There is adopted as part of these rules the following code which is incorporated by reference:

R710-10-2. Definitions.
2.1 "Academy" means Utah Fire and Rescue Academy.
2.2 "Academy Director" means the Director of the Utah Fire and Rescue Academy.
2.3 "Administrator" means Fire Service Education Administrator.
2.4 "Board" means Utah Fire Prevention Board.
2.5 "Career Firefighter" means one whose primary employment is directly related to the fire service.
2.6 "Certification Council" means the Fire Service Certification Council.
2.7 "Certification System" means the Utah Fire Service Certification System.
2.8 "Coordinator" means Fire Service Education Program Coordinator.
2.9 "EMT" means Emergency Medical Technician.
2.10 "Non-Affiliated" means an individual who is not a member of an organized fire department.
2.11 "Plan" means Fire Academy Strategic Plan.
2.12 "RCA" means Recruit Candidate Academy.
2.13 "SFM" means State Fire Marshal or authorized deputy.
2.14 "Standards Council" means Fire Service Standards and Training Council.
2.15 "UCA" means Utah Code Annotated, 1953.
2.16 "Volunteer/Part-Paid Firefighter" means one whose primary employment is not directly related to the fire service.

R710-10-3. Fire Service Education Administrator.
3.1 There is created by the Board a Fire Service Education Administrator for the State of Utah. This Administrator shall be the State Fire Marshal.
3.2 The Administrator shall oversee statewide fire service education of all personnel receiving training monies from the Fire Academy Support Account.
3.3 The Administrator shall oversee fire service education in fire suppression, fire prevention, fire administration, operations, hazardous materials, rescue, fire investigation, and public fire education in the State of Utah.
3.4 The Administrator shall dedicate sufficient time and efforts to ensure that those monies dedicated from the Fire Academy Support Account are expended in the best interests of all personnel receiving fire service education.
3.5 The Administrator shall as directed by the Board, solicit the legislature for funding to ensure that fire service personnel receive sufficient monies to receive the education necessary to prevent loss of life or property.
3.6 The Administrator shall oversee the Fire Department Assistance Grant program by completing the following:
3.6.1 Insure that a broad based selection committee is impaneled each year.
3.6.2 Compile for presentation to the Board the proposed grants.
3.6.3 Receive the Board's approval before issuing the grants.
3.7 The Administrator shall if necessary, establish proposed changes to fire service education statewide, insuring personnel receive the most proficient and professional training available, insure completion of agreements and contracts, and insure that payments on agreements and contracts are completed expeditiously.
3.8 The Administrator shall report to the Board at each regularly scheduled Board meeting the current status of fire service education statewide. The Administrator shall present any proposed changes in fire service education to the Board, and receive direction and approval from the Board, before making those changes.

R710-10-4. Fire Service Education Program Coordinator.
4.1 The Fire Service Education Program Coordinator shall assist the Administrator in statewide fire service education.
4.2 The Coordinator shall conduct fire service education evaluations, budget reviews, performance audits, and oversee the effectiveness of fire service education statewide.
4.3 The Coordinator shall ensure that there is an established Utah Fire Service Strategic Training Plan for fire service education statewide. The Coordinator shall work with the Academy Director to update the Strategic Plan and keep it current to the needs of the fire service.
4.4 The Coordinator shall report findings of audits, budgetary reviews, training contracts or agreements, evaluation of training standards, and any other necessary items of interest with regard to fire service education to the Administrator.
4.5 The Coordinator shall ensure that contracts are established each year for training and education of fire personnel that meets the needs of those involved in fire service education statewide.
4.6 The Coordinator shall be the staff assistant to the Fire Service Standards and Training Council and shall present agenda items to the Council Chair that need resolution or review. As the staff assistant to the Training Council, the Coordinator shall ensure that appointed members attend, encourage that the decisions made further the interests of fire service education statewide, and ensure that the Board is kept informed of the Training Council's decisions.

R710-10-5. Fire Service Standards and Training Council.
5.1 There is created by the Board, the Fire Service Standards and Training Council, whose duties are to provide direction to the Board and Academy in matters relating to fire service standards, training, and certification.
5.2 The Standards Council shall serve in an advisory position to the Board, members shall be appointed by the Board, shall serve four year terms, and shall consist of the following members:
5.2.1 Representative from the Utah State Fire Chiefs Association.
5.2.2 Representative from the Utah State Firemen's Association.
5.2.3 Representative from the Fire Marshal's Association of Utah.
5.2.4 Specialist in hazardous materials representing the
6.1 There is created by the Board, the Utah Fire Service Certification Council, whose duties are to oversee fire service certification in the State of Utah.

6.2 The Certification Council shall be made up of 12 members, appointed by the Academy Director, approved by the Board, and each member shall serve three year terms.

6.3 The Certification Council shall be made up of users of the certification system and comprise both paid and volunteer fire personnel, members with special expertise, and members from various geographical locations in the state.

6.4 The purpose of the Certification Council is to provide direction on all aspects of certification, and shall report the activities of the Certification Council to the Fire Service Standards and Training Council.

6.5 Functioning of the Certification Council with regard to certification, re-certification, testing, meeting procedures, examinations, suspension, denial, annulment, revocation, appeals, and reciprocity, shall be conducted as specified in the Utah Fire Service Voluntary Certification Program, Policy and Procedures Manual.

6.6 A copy of the Utah Fire Service Voluntary Certification Program, Policy and Procedures Manual, shall be kept on file at the State Fire Marshal's Office and the Utah Fire and Rescue Academy.

R710-10-7. Utah Fire and Rescue Academy.

7.1 The primary fire service training school shall be known as the Utah Fire and Rescue Academy.

7.2 The Director of the Utah Fire and Rescue Academy shall report to the Administrator the activities of the Academy with regard to completion of the agreed academy contract.

7.3 The Academy Director may recommend to the Administrator or Coordinator new or expanded standards regarding fire suppression, fire prevention, public fire education, safety, certification, and any other items of necessary interest about the Academy.

7.4 The Academy shall receive approval from the Administrator, after being presented to the Standards and Training Council, any substantial changes in Academy training programs that vary from the agreed contract.

7.5 The Academy Director shall provide to the Coordinator by October 1st of each year, a numerical summary of those career, volunteer/part-paid, and non-affiliated students attending the Academy in the following categories:

7.5.1 Those who have received certification during the previous contract period at each certification level.

7.5.2 Those who have received an academic degree in any Fire Science category in the previous contract period.

7.5.3 Those who have completed other Academy classes during the previous contract period.

7.6 The Academy Director shall provide to the Coordinator by October 1st of each year, a numerical comparison of the categories required in Section 7.5, comparing attendance in the previous contract period.

7.7 The Academy Director shall provide to the Coordinator by October 1st of each year, in accepted budgeting practices, the following:

7.7.1 A cost analysis of classes to include the total spent for each class title, the average cost per class, the number of classes delivered, the number of participants per class title, and the cost per participant for each class title provided by the Academy.

7.7.2 A budget summary comparing amounts budgeted to actual expenditures for each budget code funded by the contract.

7.8 The Academy Director shall provide to the Coordinator by October 1st of each year, a numerical summary of those students attending Academy courses in the following categories:

7.8.1 Non-affiliated personnel enrolled in college courses.

7.8.2 Career fire service personnel enrolled in college credit courses.

7.8.3 Volunteer and part-paid fire service personnel enrolled in college credit courses.

7.8.4 Non-affiliated personnel enrolled in non-credit continuing education courses.

7.8.5 Career fire service personnel enrolled in non-credit continuing education courses.

7.8.6 Volunteer and part-paid fire service personnel enrolled in non-credit continuing education courses.

7.9 The Academy Director shall present to the Coordinator by January of each year, proposals to be incorporated in the Academy contract for the next fiscal year.


8.1 Those training organizations that desire to offer certification through the Certification System for non-affiliated personnel must receive accreditation in writing from the Standards Council and the Academy Director.

8.2 Before accreditation is granted, the training organization requesting approval shall demonstrate the
following:

8.2.1 Complete a written application requesting approval to conduct the training course.
8.2.2 Designate an approved course coordinator to oversee the course delivery and insure the course meets each of the applicable objectives.
8.2.3 Insure that qualified instructors are used to teach each subject.
8.2.4 Insure sufficient student to instructor ratios for all subjects or skills to be taught to include those designated high hazard.
8.2.5 Demonstrate that sufficient equipment and facilities will be provided to meet the training requirements of the course being taught.
8.2.6 Maintain course documentation as required through the Certification System to insure that all elements of the necessary training is completed.
8.2.7 Follow the accepted requirements of the Certification System for requesting testing and certification.
8.3 As required in Section 8.2.2 of these rules, the designated course coordinator shall meet the following requirements:
8.3.1 Be currently certified at the certification level as established by the Standards Council.
8.3.2 Insure that all assigned instructors meet the requirements as required in Section 8.4 of these rules.
8.3.3 Insure that the course syllabus and practical skills guide meet the requirements of the Certification System.
8.3.4 Insure that the requirements of Sections 8.2.4, 8.2.5, 8.2.6, and 8.2.7 of these rules are met.
8.4 As required in Section 8.2.3 of these rules, qualified instructors shall meet the following requirements:
8.4.1 Must be currently certified at the certification level as established by the Standards Council.
8.4.2 If the instructor is not certified, instructor qualification can be satisfied by special knowledge, experience or establishment of expertise.
8.5 An Introduction to Emergency Services class shall be completed by the non-affiliated student wishing to receive an RCA within the time period stated in 8.7 of these rules. The Introduction to Emergency Services class may be waived if the applicant can demonstrate to the Academy sufficient competency or prior experience in the fire service to make the class unwarranted.
8.6 Non-affiliated training providers shall follow the curriculum outline that is taught at the Academy in the Recruit Candidate Academy (RCA) program in order to award students an RCA Certificate of Completion. Any changes to the curriculum of the RCA program at the Academy shall be provided by the Academy to the non-affiliated training providers to maintain consistency in the RCA program.
8.7 An RCA Certificate of Completion may be issued to the non-affiliated student by the Academy upon successful completion of the following within a 24 month period:
8.7.1 Introduction to Emergency Services class or accepted waiver.
8.7.2 EMT Basic Course.
8.7.3 Completion of an accredited RCA.
8.7.4 Non-affiliated training providers that have received accreditation shall be reaccredited every five years from the date of initial accreditation.

11.1 All adjudicative proceedings performed by the agency shall proceed informally as set forth herein and as authorized by UCA, Sections 63G-4-202 and 63G-4-203.
11.2 A person may request a hearing on a decision made by the SFM, his authorized deputies, or the LFA, by filing an appeal to the Board within 20 days after receiving final decision.
11.3 All adjudicative proceedings, other than criminal prosecution, taken by the SFM, his authorized deputies, or the LFA, to enforce the Utah Fire Prevention and Safety Act and these rules, shall commence in accordance with UCA, Section 63G-4-201.
11.4 The Board shall act as the hearing authority, and shall convene as an appeals board after timely notice to all parties involved.
11.5 The Board shall direct the SFM to issue a signed order to the parties involved giving the decision of the Board within a reasonable time of the hearing pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-203.
11.6 Reconsideration of the Board's decision may be requested in writing within 20 days of the date of the decision pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-302.
11.7 Judicial review of all final Board actions resulting from informal adjudicative proceedings is available pursuant to UCA, Section 63G-4-402.
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R746. Public Service Commission, Administration.
R746-100. Practice and Procedures Governing Formal Hearings.
A. Procedure Governed -- Sections 1 through 14 of this rule shall govern the formal hearing procedures before the Public Service Commission of Utah, Sections 15 and 16 shall govern rulemaking proceedings before the Commission.
B. Consumer Complaints -- Consumer complaints may be converted to informal proceedings, pursuant to Section 63G-4-202.
C. No Provision in Rules -- In situations for which there is no provision in these rules, the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure shall govern, unless the Commission considers them to be unworkable or inappropriate.
D. Words Denoting Number and Gender -- In interpreting these rules, the context indicates otherwise, the singular includes the plural, the plural includes the singular, the present or perfect tense includes future tenses, and the words of one gender include the other gender. Headings are for convenience only, and shall not be used in construing any meaning.
E. Authorization -- This rule is authorized pursuant to Section 54-1-1 which requires the Commission to exercise its rulemaking powers and Subsection 54-1-2.5 which establishes the requirements for Commission procedure, including Hearings, Practice and Procedure, Chapter 7 of Title 54.

R746-100-2. Definitions.
A. "Applicant" is a party applying for a license, right, or authority from the Commission.
B. "Commission" is the Public Service Commission of Utah. In appropriate context, it may include administrative law judges or presiding officers designated by the Commission.
C. "Complainant" is a person who complains to the Commission of an act or omission of a person in violation of law, the rules, or an order of the Commission.
D. "Consumer complaint" is a complaint of a retail customer against a public utility.
E. "Division" is the Division of Public Utilities, State of Utah Department of Commerce.
F. "Ex Parte Communication" means an oral or written communication with a member of the Commission, administrative law judge, or Commission employee who is, or may be reasonably expected to be, involved in the decision-making process, relative to the merits of a matter under adjudication unless notice and an opportunity to be heard are given to each party. It shall not, however, include requests for status reports on a proceeding covered by these rules.
G. "Formal proceeding" is a proceeding before the Commission not designated informal by rule, pursuant to Section 63G-4-202.
H. "Informal proceeding" is a proceeding so designated by the Commission.
I. "Party" is a participant in a proceeding defined by Subsection 63G-4-103(1)(f).
J. "Interested person" is a person who may be affected by a proceeding before the Commission, but who does not seek intervention. An interested person may not participate in the proceedings except as a public witness, but shall receive copies of notices and orders in the proceeding.
K. "Intervenor" is a person permitted to intervene in a proceeding before the Commission.
L. "Office" is the Office of Consumer Services, State of Utah Department of Commerce.
M. "Person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, association, governmental subdivision, or governmental agency.
N. "Petitioner" is a person seeking relief other than the issuance of a license, right, or authority from the Commission.
O. "Presiding officer" is a person conducting an adjudicative hearing, pursuant to Subsection 63G-4-103(1)(h)(i), and may be the entire Commission, one or more commissioners acting on the Commission's behalf, or an administrative law judge, presiding officer, or hearing officer appointed by the Commission. It may also include the Secretary of the Commission when performing duties identified in Section 54-1-7.
P. "Proceeding" or "adjudicative proceeding" is an action before the Commission initiated by a notice of agency action, or request for agency action, pursuant to Section 63G-4-201. It is not an informal or preliminary inquiry or investigation undertaken by the Commission to determine whether a proceeding is warranted; nor is it a rulemaking action pursuant to Title 63G, Chapter 3, the Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act.
Q. "Public witness" is a person expressing interest in an issue before the Commission but not entitled or not wishing to participate as a party.
R. "Respondent" is a person against whom a notice of agency action or request for agency action is directed or responding to an application, petition or other request for agency action.

R746-100-3. Pleadings.
A. Pleadings Enumerated -- Applications, petitions, complaints, orders to show cause, and other traditional initiatory pleadings may be filed with the Commission. Traditional pleadings will be considered requests for agency action, pursuant to Section 63G-4-201, concerning adjudicative proceedings. Answers, protests, and other traditional responsive pleadings may be filed with the Commission and will be considered responses, subject to the requirements of Section 63G-4-204.
1. The following filings are not requests for agency action or responses, pursuant to Sections 63G-4-201 and 63G-4-204:
 a. motions, oppositions, and similar filings in existing Commission proceedings;
 b. informational filings which do not request or require affirmative action, such as Commission approval.
B. Docket Number and Title --
1. Docket number -- Upon the filing of an initiatory pleading, or upon initiation of a generic proceeding, the Commission shall assign a docket number to the proceeding which shall consist of the year in which the pleading was filed, a code identifying the public utility appearing as applicant, petitioner, or respondent, or generic code designation and another number showing its numerical position among the filings involving the utility or generic proceeding filed during the year.
2. Headings and titles -- Pleadings shall bear a heading substantially as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Attorney preparing or Signer of Pleading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In the Matter of the</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application, petition,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.-- for complaints,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>names of both complainant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and respondent should</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Form of Pleadings --
1. With the exception of consumer complaints, pleadings shall be double-spaced and in a font of at least 12 points.
2. Pleadings shall be prepared for filing on paper 8-1/2 x 11 inches, shall include the docket number, if known, and shall be dated and time stamped upon receipt by the Commission.

3. Pleadings also shall be prepared as an electronic word processing document that is substantially the same as the paper version filed, and may be transmitted electronically to the e-mail address the Commission designates for such purposes or presented in electronic media (i.e., compact disc (CD)), using a Commission approved format.

4. In electronic pleadings, each file shall be identified by an electronic file name that includes at least the following, if applicable to the specific file:
   a. the word "direct" "rebuttal" or "surrebuttal";
   b. the last name of the witness; and
   c. the word "exhibit" or "workpapers" followed by any applicable identification number or letter.

5. Pleadings over five pages shall be double sided and three-hole punched.

6. A filing is not complete until the original and all required copies -- both paper and electronic -- are provided to the Commission in the form described. If an electronic document is filed in Portable Document Format (PDF) and PDF is not the format of the filing party's source document:
   a. the electronic document shall also be provided in its original format; and
   b. the PDF document shall include footnote references describing the name and location of the source document in the filed electronic media.

D. Certificate of Service -- A Certificate of Service must be attached to all pleadings filed with the Commission, certifying that a true and correct copy of the pleading was served upon each of the parties in the manner and on the date specified. A filing is not complete without this certificate of service.

E. Pleadings Containing Confidential and Highly Confidential Information --

1. Pleadings, including all accompanying documents, containing information claimed to be confidential or highly confidential, as described in R746-100-16, shall be filed in accordance with R746-100-3(C) and shall conform to the following additional requirements:
   a. The paper version of a pleading containing confidential information shall be filed on yellow paper with the confidential portion of the pleading denoted by shading, highlighting, or other readily identifiable means. Both the paper and the electronic versions presented for filing shall be designated confidential in accordance with R746-100-16(A)(1)(b).
   b. The paper version of a pleading containing highly confidential information shall be filed on pink paper with the highly confidential portions of the pleadings denoted by shading, highlighting, or other readily identifiable means. Both the paper and electronic versions presented for filing shall be designated highly confidential in accordance with R746-100-16(A)(1)(g).
   c. A non-confidential version also shall be filed in electronic form, from which all confidential and highly confidential information must be redacted. All copies of this version shall clearly be labeled as "Non-Confidential - Redacted Version."

F. Amendments to Pleadings -- The Commission may allow pleadings to be amended or corrected at any time. Initiatory pleadings may be amended without leave of the Commission at any time before a responsive pleading has been filed or the time for filing the pleading has expired. Defects in pleadings which do not affect substantial rights of the parties shall be disregarded.

G. Signing of Pleadings -- Pleadings shall be signed by the party, or by the party's attorney or other authorized representative if the party is represented by an attorney or other authorized representative, and shall show the signer's address. The signature shall be considered a certification by the signer that he has read the pleading and that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, there is good ground to support it.

H. Consumer Complaints --

1. Alternative dispute resolution, mediation procedures -- Before a proceeding on a consumer complaint is initiated before the Commission, the Commission shall try to resolve the matter through referral first to the customer relations department, if any, of the public utility complained of and then to the Division for investigation and mediation. Only after these resolution efforts have failed will the Commission entertain a proceeding on the matter.

2. Request for agency action -- Persons requesting Commission action shall be required to file a complaint in writing, requesting agency action. The Commission shall not act on illegible or incomplete complaints and shall return those complaints to the complainant with instructions for correction or completion.

3. The Division of Public Utilities may participate in a consumer complaint proceeding as determined by the Division or as requested by the Commission.

I. Content of Pleadings --

1. Pleadings filed with the Commission shall include the following information as applicable:
   a. if known, the reference numbers, docket numbers, or other identifying symbols of relevant tariffs, rates, schedules, contracts, applications, rules, or similar matter or material;
   b. the name of each participant for whom the filing is made or, if the filing is made for a group of participants, the name of the group, if the name of each member of the group is set forth in a previously filed document which is identified in the filing being made;
   c. if statute, rule, regulation, or other authority requires the Commission to act within a specific time period for a matter at issue, a specific section of the pleading, located after the heading or caption, entitled "Proceeding Time Period," shall include: reference or citation to the statute, rule, regulation, or other authority; identification of the time period; and the expiration date of the time period identified by day, month, and year;
   d. the specific authorization or relief sought;
   e. copies of, or references to, tariff or rate sheets relevant to the pleading;
   f. the name and address of each person against whom the complaint is directed;
   g. the relevant facts, if not set forth in a previously filed document which is identified in the filing being made;
   h. the position taken by the participant filing a pleading, to the extent known when the pleading is filed, and the basis in fact and law for the position;
   i. the name, address, and telephone number of an individual who, with respect to a matter contained in the filing, represents the person for whom the filing is made;
   j. additional information required to be included by Section 63G-4-201, concerning commencement of adjudicative proceedings, or other statute, rule, or order.

J. Motions -- Motions may be submitted for the Commission's decision on either written or oral argument, and the filing of affidavits in support or contravention of the motion is permitted. If oral argument is sought, the party seeking oral argument shall arrange a hearing date with the secretary of the Commission and provide at least five days written notice to affected parties, unless the Commission determines a shorter time period is needed.

K. Responsive Pleadings --

1. Responsive pleadings to applications, petitions, or requests for agency action shall be filed in accordance with Section 63G-4-204.

2. Response and reply pleadings may be filed to pleadings
other than applications, petitions or requests for agency action.

R746-100-4. Filing and Service.
A. Filing of Pleadings -- Pleadings shall be filed with the Commission in the format described in R746-100-3(C), and the number of original and paper copies shall be as specified at http://www.psc.utah.gov/filingrequirements.html.
B. Notice -- Notice shall be given in conformance with Section 63G-4-201.
C. Required Public Notice -- When applying for original authority or rate increase, the party seeking authority or requesting Commission action shall publish notice of the filing or action requested, in the form and within the times as the Commission may order, in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of the state in which the parties most likely to be interested are located.
D. Times for Filing -- Responsive pleadings to requests for agency action shall be filed with the Commission and served upon opposing parties within 30 days after service of the request for agency action or notice of request for agency action, which ever occurs last received. Motions directed toward summary pleadings shall be filed before a responsive pleading is due; otherwise objections shall be raised in responsive pleadings. Motions directed toward responsive pleadings shall be filed within ten days of the service of the responsive pleading. Response or reply pleadings to other than applications, petitions or requests for agency action shall be filed within 15 calendar days and 10 calendar days, respectively, of the service date of the pleading or document to which the response or reply is addressed. Absent a response or reply, the Commission may presume that there is no opposition.
E. Computation of Time -- The time within which an act shall be done shall be computed by excluding the first day and including the last, unless the last day is Saturday, Sunday, or a state holiday, and then it is excluded and the period runs until the end of the next day which is neither a Saturday, Sunday, nor a state holiday.

R746-100-5. Participation.
Parties to a proceeding before the Commission, as defined in Section 63G-4-103, may participate in a proceeding including the right to present evidence, cross-examine witnesses, make argument, written and oral, submit motions, and otherwise participate as determined by the Commission. The Division and Office shall be given full participation rights in any case.

R746-100-6. Appearances and Representation.
A. Taking Appearances -- Parties shall enter their appearances at the beginning of a hearing or when designated by the presiding officer by giving their names and addresses and stating their positions or interests in the proceeding. Parties shall, in addition, fill out and submit to the Commission an appearance slip, furnished by the Commission.
B. Representation of Parties -- Parties may be represented by an attorney licensed to practice in Utah; an attorney licensed in a foreign state, when joined of record by an attorney licensed in Utah, may also represent parties before the Commission. Upon motion, reasonable notice to each party, and opportunity to be heard, the Commission may allow an attorney licensed in a foreign state to represent a party in an individual matter based upon a showing that local representation would impose an unreasonable financial or other hardship upon the party. The Commission may, if it finds an irreconcilable conflict of interest, preclude an attorney or firm of attorneys, from representing more than one party in a proceeding. Individuals who are parties to a proceeding, or officers or employees of parties, may represent their principals' interests in the proceeding.

R746-100-7. Intervention and Protest.
Intervention -- Persons wishing to intervene in a proceeding for any purpose, including opposition to proposed agency action or a request for agency action filed by a party to a proceeding, shall do so in conformance with Section 63G-4-207.

R746-100-8. Discovery.
A. Informal discovery -- The Commission encourages parties to exchange information informally. Informational queries termed "data requests" which have been typically used by parties practicing before the Commission may include written interrogatories and requests for production as those terms are used in the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Informal discovery is appropriate particularly with respect to the clarification of pre-filed testimony and exhibits before hearing so as to avoid unnecessary on-the-record cross-examination. The Commission may require an informal exchange of information as it judges appropriate. The Commission, on its own motion or the motion of a party, may require the parties to participate in an informal meeting to exchange information informally and otherwise simplify issues and expedite the proceeding.
B. Formal Discovery -- Discovery shall be made in accordance with Rules 26 through 37, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, with the following exceptions and modifications.
C. Exceptions and Modifications --
1. If no responsive pleading is required in a proceeding, parties may begin discovery immediately upon the filing and service of an initiatory pleading. If a responsive pleading is required, discovery shall not begin until ten days after the time limit for filing the responsive pleading.
2. Rule 26(a)(4), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, restricting discovery shall not apply, and the opinions, conclusions, and data developed by experts engaged by parties shall be freely discoverable.
3. At any stage of a proceeding, the Commission may, on its own motion or the motion of a party, convene a conference of the parties to establish times for completion of discovery, the scope of, necessity for, and terms of, protective orders, and other matters related to discovery.
4. Formal discovery shall be initiated by an appropriate discovery request served on the party or person from whom discovery is sought. Discovery requests, regardless of how denominated, discovery responses, and transcripts of depositions shall not be filed with the Commission unless the Commission orders otherwise.
5. In the applicable Rules of Civil Procedure, reference to "the court" shall be considered reference to the Commission.

A. Prehearing Conferences -- Upon the Commission's motion or that of a party, the presiding officer may, upon written notice to parties of record, hold prehearing conferences for the following purposes:
1. Formulating or simplifying the issues, including each party's position on each issue;
2. Obtaining stipulations, admissions of fact, and documents which will avoid unnecessary proof;
3. Arranging for the exchange of proposed exhibits or prepared expert or other testimony, including a brief description of the evidence to be presented and issues addressed by each witness;
4. Determining procedures to be followed at the hearing;
5. Encouraging joint pleadings, exhibits, testimony and cross-examination where the parties have common interests, including designation of lead counsel where appropriate;
6. Agreeing to other matters that may expedite the orderly conduct of the proceedings or of a settlement. Agreements reached during the prehearing conference shall be recorded in
an appropriate order unless the participants stipulate or agree to a statement of settlement made on the record.

B. Prehearing Briefs -- The Commission may require the filing of prehearing briefs which shall conform to the format described in R746-100-3(C) and may include:
1. the issues, and positions on those issues, being raised and asserted by the parties;
2. brief summaries of evidence to be offered, including the names of witnesses, exhibit references and issues addressed by the testimony;
3. brief descriptions of lines of cross-examination to be pursued.

C. Final prehearing conferences -- After all testimony has been filed, the Commission may at any time before the hearing hold a final prehearing conference for the following purposes:
1. determine the order of witnesses and set a schedule for witnesses' appearances, including times certain for appearances of out-of-town witnesses;
2. delineate scope of cross-examination and set limits thereon if necessary;
3. identify and prenumber exhibits.

A. Time and Place -- When a matter is at issue, the Commission shall set a time and place for hearing. Notice of the hearing shall be served in conformance with Sections 63G-4-201(2)(b) and 63G-4-201(3)(c) at least five days before the date of the hearing or shorter period as determined by the Commission.

B. Continuance -- Continuances may be granted upon good cause shown. The Commission may impose the costs in connection with the continuance as it judges appropriate.

C. Failure to Appear -- A party's default shall be entered and disposed of in accordance with Section 63G-4-209.

D. Subpoenas and Attendance of Witnesses -- Commissioners, the secretary to the Commission, and administrative law judges or presiding officers employed by the Commission are delegated the authority to sign and issue subpoenas. Parties desiring the issuance of subpoenas shall submit them to the Commission. The parties at whose behest the subpoena is issued shall be responsible for service and paying the person summoned the statutory mileage and witness fees. Failure to obey the Commission's subpoena shall be considered contempt.

E. Conduct of the Hearing --
1. Generally -- Hearings may be held before the full Commission, one or more commissioners, administrative law judges or presiding officers employed by the Commission as provided by law and as the Commission shall direct. Hearings shall be open to the public, except where the Commission closes a hearing for the presentation of proprietary, trade secret or confidential material. Failure to obey the rulings and orders of the presiding officer may be considered contempt.
2. Before commissioner or administrative law judge -- When a hearing is conducted before less than the full Commission, before an administrative law judge or presiding officer, the presiding officer shall ensure that the taking of evidence and subsequent matters proceed as expeditiously as practicable. The presiding officer shall prepare and certify a recommended decision to the Commission. Except as otherwise ordered by the Commission or provided by law, the presiding officer may schedule and otherwise regulate the course of the hearing; recess, reconvene, postpone, or adjourn the hearing; administer oaths; rule on and receive evidence; cause discovery to be conducted; issue subpoenas; hold conferences of the participants; rule on, and dispose of, procedural matters, including oral or written motions; summarily dispose of a proceeding or part of a proceeding; certify a question to the Commission; permit or deny appeal of an interlocutory ruling; and separate an issue or group of issues from other issues in a proceeding and treat the issue or group of issues as a separate phase of the proceeding. The presiding officer may maintain order as follows:
   a. ensure that disregard by a person of rulings on matters of order and procedure is noted on the record or, if appropriate, is made the subject of a special written report to the Commission;
   b. if a person engages in disrespectful, disorderly, or contumacious language or conduct in connection with the hearing, recess the hearing for the time necessary to regain order;
   c. take appropriate action, including removal from the proceeding, against a participant or counsel, if necessary to maintain order.
3. Before full Commission -- In hearings before the full Commission, the Commission shall exercise the above powers and any others available to it and convenient or necessary to an orderly, just, and expeditious hearing.

F. Evidence --
1. Generally -- The Commission is not bound by the technical rules of evidence and may receive any oral or documentary evidence; except that no finding may be predicated solely on hearsay or otherwise incompetent evidence. Further, the Commission may exclude non-probative, irrelevant, or unduly repetitious evidence. Testimony shall be under oath and subject to cross-examination. Public witnesses may elect to provide sworn statements.
2. Exhibits --
   a. Except as to oral testimony and items administratively noticed, material offered into evidence shall be in the form of an exhibit. Exhibits shall be premarked. Parties offering exhibits shall, before the hearing begins, provide copies of their exhibits to the presiding officer, other participants or their representatives, and the original to the reporter, if there is one, otherwise to the presiding officer. If documents contain information the offering participant does not wish to include, the offering party shall mark out, excise, or otherwise exclude the extraneous portion on the original. Additions to exhibits shall be dealt with in the same manner.
   b. Exhibits shall be premarked, by the offering party, in the upper right corner of each page by identifying the party, the witness, docket number, and a number reflecting the order in which the offering party will introduce the exhibit.
3. Exhibits conform to the format described in R746-100-3(C) and be double-sided and three-hole punched. They shall also be adequately footnoted and if appropriate, accompanied by either narrative or testimony which adequately explains the following: Explicit and detailed sources of the information contained in the exhibit; methods used in statistical compilations, including explanations and justifications; assumptions, estimates and judgments, together with the bases, justifications and results; formulas or algorithms used for calculations, together with explanations of inputs or variables used in the calculations. An exhibit offered by a witness shall also be presented as an electronic document, an exact copy of the paper version, using a format previously approved by the Commission.

G. Administrative notice -- The presiding officer may take administrative or official notice of a matter in conformance with Section 63G-4-206(1)(b)(iv).

H. Stipulations -- Participants in a proceeding may stipulate to relevant matters of fact or the authenticity of relevant documents. Stipulations may be received in evidence, and if received, are binding on the participants with respect to any matter stipulated. Stipulations may be written or made orally at the hearing.

I. Settlements --
   a. Cases may be resolved by a settlement of the parties if
approved by the Commission. Issues so resolved are not bindings precedent in future cases involving similar issues.

b. Before accepting an offer of settlement, the Commission may require the parties offering the settlement to show that each party has been notified of, and allowed to participate in, settlement negotiations. Parties not adhering to settlement agreements shall be entitled to oppose the agreements in a manner directed by the Commission.

c. Testimony -- If a witness's testimony has been reduced to writing and filed with the Commission before the hearing, in conformance with R746-100-3(C), at the discretion of the Commission, the testimony may be placed on the record without being read into the record; if adverse parties shall have been served with, or otherwise have had access to, the prefilled, written testimony for a reasonable time before it is presented. Except upon a finding of good cause, a reasonable amount of time shall be at least ten days. The testimony shall have line numbers inserted at the left margin and shall be authenticated by affidavit of the witness. To aid in the identification of text and the examination of witnesses, written testimony shall have each line numbered consecutively throughout the entire written testimony. Internal charts, exhibits or other similar displays included within or attached to written testimony need not be included within the document's internal line numbering. If admitted, the testimony shall be marked and incorporated into the record as an exhibit. Parties shall have full opportunity to cross-examine the witness on the testimony. Unless the Commission orders otherwise, parties shall have witnesses present summaries of prefilled testimony orally at the hearing. Witnesses may be required to reduce their summaries to writing and either file them with their prefilled testimony or deliver them to parties of record before or at the hearing. Among hearing, witnesses shall read their summaries into the record. Opposing parties may cross-examine both on the original prefilled testimony and the summaries.

H. Joint Exhibits -- Both narrative and numerical joint exhibits, detailing each party's position on each issue, shall be filed with the Commission before the hearing. These joint exhibits shall:

a. be updated throughout the hearing;

b. depict the final positions of each party on each issue at the end of the hearing; and

c. be in conformance with R746-100-3(C).

I. Recording of Hearing and Transcript -- Hearings may be recorded by a shorthand reporter licensed in Utah; except that in non-contested matters, or by agreement of the parties, hearings may be recorded electronically.

1. Unless otherwise ordered by the Commission, scheduling conferences and technical conferences will not be recorded.

2. If a party requests that a scheduling conference or technical conference be recorded, the Commission may require that party to pay some or all of the costs associated with recording.

J. Order of Presentation of Evidence -- Unless the presiding officer orders otherwise, applicants or petitioners, including petitioners for an order to show cause, shall first present their case in chief, followed by other parties, in the order designated by the presiding officer, followed by the opposing party's rebuttal.

K. Cross-Examination -- The Commission may require written cross-examination and may limit the time given parties to present evidence and cross-examine witnesses. The presiding officer may exclude friendly cross-examination. The Commission discourages and may prohibit parties from making their cases through cross-examination.

L. Procedure at Conclusion of Hearing -- At the conclusion of proceedings, the presiding officer may direct a party to submit a written proposed order. The presiding officer may also order parties to present further matter in the form of oral argument or written memoranda.


A. Generally -- Decisions and orders may be drafted by the Commission or by parties as the Commission may direct. Draft or proposed orders shall contain a heading similar to that of pleadings and bear at the top the name, address, and telephone number of the persons preparing them. Final orders shall have a concise summary of the case containing the salient facts, the issues considered by the Commission, and the Commission's disposition of them. A short synopsis of the order, placed at the beginning of the order, shall describe the final resolutions made in the order.

B. Recommended Orders -- If a case has been heard by less than the full Commission, or by an administrative law judge, the official hearing the case shall submit to the Commission a recommended report containing proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law, and an order based thereon.

C. Final Orders of Commission -- If a case has been heard by the full Commission, it shall confer following the hearing. Upon reaching its decision, the Commission shall draft or direct the drafting of a report and order, which upon signature of at least two Commissioners shall become the order of the Commission. Dissenting and concurring opinions of individual commissioners may be filed with the order of the Commission.

D. Deliberations -- Deliberations of the Commission shall be in closed chambers.

E. Effective Date -- Copies of the Commission's final report and order shall be served upon the parties of record. Orders shall be effective the date of issuance unless otherwise stated in the order. Upon petition of a party, and for good cause shown, the Commission may extend the time for compliance fixed in an order.

F. Review or Rehearing -- Petitions for review or rehearing shall be filed within 30 days of the issuance date of the order in accordance with Section 63G-4-301 and served on other parties of record.

1. A party asking the Commission to modify a fact finding must marshal the record evidence that supports the challenged finding, as set forth in State v. Nielsen, 2014 UT 10, paragraphs 33-44, 326 P.3d 645.

2. Following the filing of a petition for review, opposing parties may file responsive memoranda or pleadings within 15 days.

3. Proceedings on review shall be in accordance with Section 54-7-15.

4. A petition for reconsideration pursuant to Section 63G-4-302 is not required in order for a party to exhaust its administrative remedies prior to appeal.

R746-100-12. Appeals.

Appeals from final orders of the Commission shall be to a court of appropriate jurisdiction.

R746-100-13. Ex Parte Communications.

A. Ex Parte Communications Prohibited -- To avoid prejudice, real or perceived, to the public interest and persons involved in proceedings pending before the Commission:

B. Persons Affected -- Except as permitted in R746-100-13(C), no person who is a party, or the party's counsel, agent, or other person acting on the party's behalf, shall engage in ex parte communications with a commissioner, administrative law judge, presiding officer, or any other employee of the Commission who is, or may reasonably be expected to be, involved in the decision-making process regarding a matter pending before the Commission. No commissioner, administrative law judge, presiding officer, or other employee of the Commission who is, or may reasonably be expected to be,
involved in the decision-making process shall request or entertain ex parte communications.

C. Exceptions. -- The prohibitions contained in R746-100-13(B) do not apply to a communication:
1. from an interceder who is a local, state, or federal agency which has no official interest in the outcome and whose official duties are not affected by the outcome of the on-the-record proceedings before the Commission to which the communication relates;
2. from a party, or the party's counsel, agent, or other person acting on the party's behalf if the communication relates to matters of procedure only;
3. from a person when otherwise authorized by law;
4. related to routine safety, construction, and operational inspections of project works by Commission employees undertaken to investigate or study a matter pending before the Commission;
5. related to routine field audits of the accounts or the books or records of a company subject to the Commission's accounting requirements not undertaken to investigate or study a matter pending in issue before the Commission in a proceeding;
6. related solely to a request for supplemental information or data necessary for an understanding of factual materials contained in documents or other evidence filed with the Commission in a proceeding covered by these rules and which is made in the presence of or after coordination with counsel.

D. Records of Ex Parte Communications -- Written communications prohibited by R746-100-13(B), sworn statements reciting the substance of oral communications, and written responses and sworn statements reciting the substance of oral responses to prohibited communications shall be delivered to the secretary of the Commission who shall place the communication in the case file, but separate from the material upon which the Commission can rely in reaching its decision. The secretary shall serve copies of the communications upon parties to the proceeding and serve copies of the sworn statement to the communicator and allow him a reasonable time to file a response.

E. Treatment of Ex Parte Communications -- A commissioner, administrative law judge, presiding officer, or an employee of the Commission who receives an oral offer of a communication prohibited by R746-100-13(B) shall decline to hear the communication and explain that the matter is pending for determination. If unsuccessful in preventing the communication, the recipient shall advise the communicator that the communication will not be considered. The recipient shall, within two days, prepare a statement setting forth the substance of the communication and the circumstances of its receipt and deliver it to the secretary of the Commission for filing. The secretary shall forward copies of the statement to the parties.

F. Rebuttal -- Requests for an opportunity to rebut on the record matters contained in an ex parte communication which the secretary has associated with the record may be filed in writing with the Commission. The Commission may grant the requests only if it determines that fairness so requires. If the communication contains assertions of fact not a part of the record and of which the Commission cannot take administrative notice, the Commission, in lieu of receiving rebuttal material, normally will direct that the alleged factual assertion on proposed rebuttal be disregarded in arriving at a decision. The Commission will not normally permit a rebuttal of ex parte endorsements or oppositions by civic or other organizations by the submission of counter endorsements or oppositions.

G. Sanctions. -- Upon receipt of a communication knowingly made in violation of R746-100-13(B), the presiding officer may require the communicator, to the extent consistent with the public interest, to show cause why the communicator's interest in the proceeding should not be dismissed, denied, disregarded, or otherwise adversely affected because of the violation.

H. Time When Prohibitions Apply -- The prohibitions contained in this rule shall apply from the time at which a proceeding is noticed for hearing or the person responsible for the communication has knowledge that it will be noticed for hearing or when a protest or a request to intervene in opposition to requested Commission action has been filed, whichever occurs first.

A. How initiated --
1. By the Commission -- When the Commission perceives the desirability or necessity of adopting a rule, it shall draft or direct the drafting of the rule. During the drafting process, the Commission may request the opinion and assistance of any appropriate person. It may also, in its discretion, conduct public hearings in connection with the drafting. When the Commission is satisfied with the draft of the proposed rule, it may formally propose it in accordance with the Utah Rulemaking Act, 63G-3-301.
2. By others -- Persons may petition the Commission for the adoption of a rule. The petitions shall be accompanied by a draft of the rule proposed. Upon receipt the Commission shall review the petition and draft and if it finds the proposed rule desirable or necessary, it shall proceed as with proposed rules initiated by the Commission, including amending or redrafting.

B. Hearing Procedure -- Hearings conducted in connection with rulemaking shall be informal, subject to requirements of decorum and order. Absent a finding of good cause to proceed otherwise, testimony and statements shall be unsworn, and there shall be no opportunity for participants to cross-examine. The Commission shall have the right, however, to freely question witnesses. Public hearings shall be recorded by shorthand reporter or electronically, at the discretion of the Commission, and the Commission may allow or request the submission of written materials.

R746-100-15. Deviation from Rules.
The Commission may order deviation from a specified rule upon notice, opportunity to be heard and a showing that the rule imposes an undue hardship which outweighs the benefits of the rule.

R746-100-16. Use of Information Claimed to Be Confidential or Highly Confidential in Commission Proceedings.
A. Information, documents and material submitted or requested in or relating to any Commission proceeding which is claimed to be confidential will be treated as follows:

1.a. Nature of Confidential Information. A person (Providing Party) required or requested to provide documents, data, information, studies, and other materials of a sensitive, proprietary or confidential nature (Confidential Information) to the Commission or to any party in connection with a Commission proceeding may request protection of such information in accordance with the terms of this rule. Confidential treatment shall be requested only to the extent a good faith reasonable basis exists for claiming that specific information constitutes a trade secret or is otherwise of such a highly-sensitive or proprietary nature that public disclosure would be inappropriate. Confidential treatment shall be requested narrowly as to only that specific information for which protection is reasonably required.
b. Identification of Confidential Information. All documents, data, information, studies and other materials filed in conjunction with a Commission proceeding, made available to proceeding participants, whether made available pursuant to interrogatories, requests for information, subpoenas, depositions, or other modes of discovery or otherwise, that are claimed to be Confidential Information, shall be furnished pursuant to the terms of this rule or any superseding Protective Order and shall be treated by all persons accorded access thereto pursuant to this rule or Protective Order, and shall neither be used nor disclosed by any recipient thereof except for the purpose of the proceeding in which it was obtained and solely in accordance with this rule or superseding Protective Order. All material claimed to be Confidential Information shall be so marked by the person producing it by stamping or noting the same with a designation substantially as follows: "CONFIDENTIAL - SUBJECT TO UTAH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION RULE 746-100-16" or "CONFIDENTIAL - SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER" or "CONFIDENTIAL - SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER IN DOCKET NO. XX-XXX-XX" (reflecting the appropriate docket number). All copies of documents so marked shall be made on yellow paper.

c. Line Numbering in Redacted Documents. Parties shall ensure that line numbering in any redacted version of a document shall conform to and retain the general formatting and line numbering used in the unredacted version of the document. Individuals providing electronic documents to the Commission should file both a confidential and non-confidential version each clearly marked as such. For purposes hereof, notes made pertaining to or as the result of a review of Confidential Information shall be considered Confidential Information and subject to the terms of this rule.

d. Use of Confidential Information and Persons Entitled to Review. The Commission, Division of Public Utilities, and Office of Consumer Services shall be provided with Confidential Information and may use the Confidential Information as these agencies deem necessary to perform their statutory functions, provided they shall protect the confidentiality of the information as required by Utah law. Other than these state agencies, all Confidential Information made available pursuant to this rule shall be given solely to counsel for the participants (which may include counsel's paralegals, administrative assistants and clerical staff to the extent reasonably necessary for performance of work on the matter), and shall not be used nor disclosed except for the purpose of the proceeding in which they are provided and in accordance with this rule; provided, however, that access to any specific Confidential Information may be authorized by counsel, solely for the purpose of the proceeding, to those persons indicated by the participants as being their experts in the matter (including such experts' administrative assistants and clerical staff, and persons employed by the participants, to the extent reasonably necessary for performance of work on the matter). Persons designated as experts shall not include persons employed by the participants who could use the information in their normal job functions to the competitive disadvantage of the person providing the Confidential Information. The Commission, the Division of Public Utilities, and the Office of Consumer Services, and their respective counsel and staff, pursuant to the applicable provisions of Title 54, Utah Code Ann., the Rules of Civil Procedure and the Rules of the Commission, may have access to any Confidential Information made available pursuant to this rule or Protective Order and shall be bound by the terms of this rule, except as otherwise stated herein and except for the requirement of signing a nondisclosure agreement. Further, nothing herein shall prevent disclosure as required by law pursuant to interrogatories, administrative requests for information or documents, subpoena, civil investigative demand or similar process provided, however, that the person being required to disclose Confidential Information shall promptly give prior notice by telephone and written notice of such requirement of disclosure by electronic mail facsimile and overnight mail to the person that provided such Confidential Information, addressed to the providing person and attorneys of record for such person, so that the person that provided the Confidential Information may seek appropriate disclosure or protective order. The disclosing person will not oppose action by, and will cooperate with the person that provided the Confidential Information to obtain an appropriate protective order or other reliable assurance that confidential treatment will be accorded the Confidential Information.

e. Nondisclosure Agreement. Prior to giving or obtaining access to Confidential Information, as contemplated in (1)(b) above, counsel or any experts shall agree in writing to comply with and be bound by this rule and any Protective Order. Confidential Information shall not be disclosed to any person who has not signed a Nondisclosure Agreement in the form which is provided below or referenced in the Protective Order. The Nondisclosure Agreement shall require the person to whom disclosure is to be made to read a copy of this rule and any applicable Protective Order and to certify in writing that he or she has reviewed the same and has consented to be bound by the terms. The agreement shall contain the signatory's full name, permanent address and employer, and the name of the person with whom the signatory is associated. Such agreement shall be delivered to the providing person and counsel for the providing person prior to the expert gaining access to the Confidential Information.

The Nondisclosure Agreement may be in the following form:

"Nondisclosure Agreement. I have reviewed Public Service Commission of Utah Rule 746-100-16 and/or the Protective Order entered by the Public Service Commission of Utah in Docket No. XX-XXX-XX with respect to the review and use of confidential information and agree to comply with the terms and conditions of the rule and/or Protective Order. Thereafter there shall be lines upon which shall be placed the individual's signature, the typed or printed name of the individual, identification or name of the individual's employer or firm employing the individual (if any), the business address for the individual, identification or name of the party in the proceeding with which the individual is associated, and the date the nondisclosure agreement is executed by the individual.

f. Additional protective measures. To the extent a Providing Party reasonably claims that additional protective measures, beyond those required under this rule for Confidential Information, are warranted for certain highly proprietary, highly sensitive or highly confidential material (Highly Confidential Information), the Providing Party shall promptly inform the requester (Requesting Party) of the claimed highly sensitive nature of identified material and the additional protective measures requested by the Requesting Party. If the Providing Party and Requesting Party are unable to promptly reach agreement on the treatment of Highly Confidential Information, the Providing Party shall petition the Commission for an order granting additional protective measures. The Providing Party shall set forth the particular basis for: the claim, the need for the specific, additional protective measures, and the reasonableness of the requested, additional protection. A Requesting Party and any other party may respond to the petition and oppose or propose alternative protective measures to those requested by the Providing Party. Disputes between the parties shall be resolved by the Commission.

g. Identification of Highly Confidential Information. All documents, data, information, studies and other materials filed in conjunction with a Commission proceeding, made available
to proceeding participants, whether made available pursuant to interrogatory requests for information, subpoenas, depositions, or other modes of discovery or otherwise, that are claimed to be Highly Confidential, shall be furnished pursuant to the terms of this rule or any superceding Protective Order, and shall be treated by all persons accorded access thereto pursuant to this rule or Protective Order, and shall neither be used nor disclosed by any recipient thereof except for the purpose of the proceeding in which it was obtained and solely in accordance with this rule or superceding Protective Order. All material claimed to be Highly Confidential shall be so marked by the person producing it by stamping or noting the same with a designation substantially as follows: "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER," or "HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER IN DOCKET NO. XX-XXX-XX (reflecting the appropriate docket number)." All copies of documents so marked shall be made on pink paper.

2.a. Challenge to Confidentiality or Proposed Additional Protective Measures. This rule establishes a procedure for the expeditious handling of Confidential Information; it shall not be construed as an agreement, or ruling on the confidentiality of any document.

b. In the event that persons are unable to agree that certain documents, data, information, studies, or other matters constitute Confidential Information or Highly Confidential Information referred to in (A)(1)(e) above, or in the event that persons are unable to agree on the appropriate treatment of Highly Confidential Information, the person objecting to the classification as Confidential Information or the person claiming Highly Confidential Information and the need for additional protective measures shall forthwith submit the disputes to the Commission for resolution.

c. Any person at any time upon at least ten (10) days prior notice, when practicable, may seek by appropriate pleading, to have documents that have been designated as Confidential Information or Highly Confidential Information, or which were accepted into the sealed record in accordance with this rule or a Protective Order, removed from the protective requirements of this rule or Protective Order, or from the sealed record and placed in the public record. If the confidential, or proprietary nature of this information is challenged, resolution of the issue shall be made by the Commission after proceedings in camera which shall be conducted under circumstances such that only those persons duly authorized to have access to such confidential matter shall be present. The record of such in camera hearings shall be marked substantially as follows "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO RULE 746-100-16," or "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER," or "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER IN DOCKET NO. XX-XXX-XX (reflecting the appropriate docket number)" unless the Commission determines, and so provides by order, that such marking need not occur. It shall be transcribed only upon agreement by the parties, or order of the Commission, and in that event shall be separately bound, segregated, sealed, and withheld from inspection by any person not bound by the terms of this rule or Protective Order, unless and until released from the restrictions of this rule or Protective Order, either through agreement of the parties, or after notice to the parties and hearing, pursuant to an order of the Commission. In the event the Commission should rule in response to such a pleading that any information should be removed from the protective requirements of this rule or Protective Order, or from the protection of the sealed record, such order of the Commission shall not be effective for a period of ten (10) days after entry of the order.

3.a. Receipt into Evidence. At least ten (10) days prior to the use of or substantive reference to any Confidential Information as evidence, if practicable, the person intending to use such Confidential Information shall make that intention known to the providing person. The requesting person and the providing person shall make a good faith effort to reach an agreement so that the Confidential Information can be used in a manner which will not reveal its trade secret, confidential or proprietary nature. If such efforts fail, the providing person shall separately identify, within five (5) business days, which portions, if any, of the documents to be offered or referenced on the record containing Confidential Information shall be placed in the sealed record. Only one (1) copy of documents designated by the providing person to be placed in a sealed record shall be made and only for that purpose. Otherwise, persons shall make only general references to Confidential Information in any proceedings.

b. Seal. While in the custody of the Commission, Confidential Information provided pursuant to this rule or a Protective Order shall be marked substantially as follows: "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH RULE 746-100-16," "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER," or "CONFIDENTIAL--SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER IN DOCKET NO. XX-XXX-XX (reflecting the appropriate docket number)."

c. In Camera Hearing. Any Confidential Information that must be orally disclosed to be placed in a sealed record of a proceeding shall be offered in an in camera hearing, attended only by persons authorized to have access to the Confidential Information under this rule or Protective Order. Similarly, cross-examination on or substantive reference to Confidential Information, as well as that portion of the record containing references thereto, shall be similarly marked and treated.

d. Appeal. Sealed portions of the record in any proceeding may be forwarded to any court of competent jurisdiction on appeal in accordance with applicable rules and regulations, but under seal as designated herein, for the information and use of the court.

e. Return. Unless otherwise ordered, Confidential Information, including transcripts of any depositions to which a claim of confidentiality is made, shall remain under seal, shall continue to be subject to the protective requirements of this rule or Protective Order, and shall be returned to the providing person or counsel for the providing person within 30 days after final order, settlement, or other conclusion of the matters in which they were used, including administrative or judicial review thereof. Alternatively, a person receiving Confidential Information pursuant to the terms of this rule or Protective Order may certify, within 30 days after final order, settlement, or other conclusion of the matter including administrative or judicial review thereof, that the Confidential Information has been destroyed. Counsel who are provided access to Confidential Information pursuant to the terms of this rule or Protective Order may retain the Confidential Information, their notes, work papers or other documents as their attorneys' work product created with respect to their use and access to Confidential Information in the matter. An expert witness, accorded access to Confidential Information pursuant to this rule or Protective Order, shall provide to counsel for the person on whose behalf the expert was retained or employed, the expert's notes, work papers or other documents pertaining or relating to any Confidential Information. Counsel shall retain these experts' documents with counsel's documents. In order to facilitate their ongoing responsibility, this provision shall not apply to the Office of Consumer Services, which may retain Confidential Information obtained under this rule or Protective Order subject to the other terms of this rule or Protective Order. Any party that intends to use or disclose Confidential Information obtained
pursuant to this rule or a Protective Order in any subsequent Commission dockets or proceedings, shall do so in accordance with the terms of this rule or any applicable protective orders issued in such other subsequent Commission dockets or proceedings and only after providing notice of such intent to the providing person along with an identification of the original source of the Confidential Information.

4. Use in Proceedings. Where reference to Confidential Information is required in pleadings, cross-examinations, briefs, arguments, or motions, it shall be by citation of title, or exhibit number, or by some other nonconfidential description. Any further use of, or substantive references to Confidential Information shall be placed in a separate section of the pleading, brief, or document and submitted under seal. This sealed section shall be served only on counsel of record (one copy each), who have signed a Nondisclosure Agreement and counsel for the Division of Public Utilities and Office of Consumer Services. All the protections afforded in this rule apply to materials prepared and distributed under this paragraph.

5. Use in Decisions and Orders. The Commission will attempt to refer to Confidential Information in only a general, or conclusionary form and will avoid reproduction in any decision of Confidential Information to the greatest possible extent. If it is necessary for a determination in a proceeding to discuss Confidential Information other than in a general, or conclusionary form, it shall be placed in a separate section of an Order, or Decision, under seal. This sealed section shall be served only on counsel of record (one copy each) who have signed a Nondisclosure Agreement and counsel for the Division of Public Utilities and Office of Consumer Services. Counsel for other parties shall receive the cover sheet to the sealed portion and may review the sealed portion on file with the Commission once they have signed a Nondisclosure Agreement.

6. Segregation of Files. Those parts of any writing, depositions reduced to writing, written examination, interrogatories and answers thereto, or other written references to Confidential Information in the course of discovery, if filed with the Commission, will be sealed by the Commission, segregated in the files of the Commission, and withheld from inspection by any person not bound by the terms of this rule or Protective Order, unless such Confidential Information is released from the restrictions of this rule or Protective Order, either through agreement of the parties, or after notice to the parties and hearing, pursuant to an order of the Commission and/or final order of a court having jurisdiction.

7. Preservation of Confidentiality. All persons who may be entitled to receive, or who are afforded access to any Confidential Information by reason of this rule or Protective Order shall neither use, nor disclose the Confidential Information for purposes of business or competition, or any other purpose other than the purposes of preparation for and conduct of Commission proceedings, and then solely as contemplated herein, and shall take reasonable precautions to keep the Confidential Information secure in accordance with the purposes and intent of this rule or a Protective Order.

8. Reservation of Rights. Persons affected by the terms of this rule or a Protective Order retain the right to question, challenge, and object to the admissibility of any and all data, information, studies and other matters furnished under the terms of this rule or a Protective Order in response to interrogatories, requests for information, other modes of discovery, or cross-examination on the grounds of relevancy or materiality. This rule or a Protective Order shall in no way constitute any waiver of the rights of any person to contest any assertion by another person or finding by the Commission that any information is a trade secret, confidential, or privileged, and to appeal any assertion or finding.
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R746-341-1. Applicability.
This Rule applies to each telecommunications corporation that is designated as an eligible telecommunications carrier (ETC) by the Commission, pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 214.

A. "Account holder" -- means the person responsible to pay the Lifeline account bills.
B. "Applicant" -- means an ETC's customer, residing in an ETC's service area, who fills out an application for Lifeline service.
C. "ETC" -- means an eligible telecommunications carrier.
D. "Federal ETC" -- means an ETC that qualifies for, and participates in, only the federal Lifeline program.
E. "Federal Poverty Guidelines" -- means the poverty guidelines issued each year by the Department of Health and Human Services and published in the Federal Register.
F. "Household" -- means a single person or group of individuals who meet the definition of mutual support contained in the federal Lifeline rules established pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 214.
G. "Income" -- means income as defined in 47 CFR Section 54.400 and includes gross income, whether earned or unearned, received by all members of the household including, but not limited to, salary before deductions. Income shall not include student financial aid, military housing and cost-of-living allowances, or irregular income from occasional small jobs.
H. "Lifeline" -- means either federal or state programs defined by 47 CFR Section 54.401(a) and this rule.
I. "NLAD" -- means the National Lifeline Accountability Database as provided for in 47 CFR Section 54.404.
J. "Participant" -- means an ETC's customer currently receiving a Lifeline benefit.
K. "Program administrator" -- means the state government agency with which the Commission contracts to administer the initial eligibility verification and continued eligibility verification, of the State Lifeline participants.
L. "State ETC" -- means an ETC that participates in both the federal and state Lifeline programs.

R746-341-3. Eligibility Requirements.
A. Initial Program-Based Criteria -- An ETC shall provide Lifeline telephone service to an applicant's household which, using an approved application form, is verified by either the program administrator (for State ETCs), or by a federal ETC, in compliance with the procedures set forth in 47 CFR 54.410(c), to be eligible for public assistance under one of the following or its successor programs:
   1. Medicaid;
   2. Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP or Food Stamps);
   3. Supplemental Security Income (SSI);
   4. Federal Public Housing Assistance (Section 8);
   5. Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP);
   6. Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TAF); or
B. Tribal Residents -- A consumer who lives on Tribal lands is eligible for Lifeline service as a "qualifying low-income consumer" as defined by Section 54.400(a) and as an "eligible resident of Tribal lands" as defined by Section 54.400(e) if that consumer meets the qualifications for Lifeline specified Section A., or if the consumer, one or more of the consumer's dependents, or the consumer's household participates in one of the following Tribal-specific federal assistance programs:
   1. Bureau of Indian Affairs General Assistance;
   2. Tribally-Administered Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF);
   3. Head Start (if income eligibility criteria are met); or
   4. Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR).
C. Initial Income-Based Criteria -- An ETC shall provide Lifeline telephone service to an applicant who certifies via supporting documentation (to either the ETC for federal ETC customers, or the program administrator for state ETC customers), under penalty of perjury, that the applicant's household income is at or below 135 percent of the then applicable Federal Poverty Guidelines.
   1. Income-based eligibility is based on family size and actual income; therefore, an applicant shall certify, under penalty of perjury, the number of individuals residing in the household.
   2. An applicant shall certify, under penalty of perjury, that the documentation presented accurately represents the applicant's annual household income. The following documents, or any combination of these documents, are acceptable for Lifeline certification:
      a. Prior year's state, federal, or tribal tax return;
      b. Current year-to-date earnings statement from an employer or three consecutive months of paycheck stubs within the previous twelve months;
      c. Social Security statement of benefits;
      d. Veterans Administration statement of benefits;
      e. Retirement/pension statement of benefits;
      f. Unemployment/Workers Compensation statement of benefits;
      g. Federal or tribal notice letter of participation in Bureau of Indian Affairs General Assistance; or
      h. Divorce decree or child support wage assignment statement.
D. In order to be approved as a qualifying low-income consumer, an applicant must not already be receiving a Lifeline service, and there must not be anyone else in the applicant's household subscribed to a Lifeline service.
E. Eligibility Certification -- The application form for participation shall be supplied by the ETC or the program administrator and shall be consistent with both the federal requirements, then in effect, and any additional information requirements of the program administrator, and shall include:
   1. a statement, under penalty of perjury, as to whether the person is participating in one of the programs listed in Subsection R746-341-3(A) or qualifies under other federal eligibility criteria; or a statement, under penalty of perjury, as to whether the person's household income is at or below 135 percent of the current Federal Poverty Guidelines;
   2. if qualified by income-based criteria, a statement, under penalty of perjury, that identifies the number of individuals residing in the household and affirms that the documentation provided to support eligibility accurately represents the applicant's household income;
   3. a statement that if the applicant is later shown to have submitted false information in an attempt to qualify for the Lifeline program, the applicant shall be responsible to re-pay the benefits received; and
   4. the signature of applicant, either physical or electronic.
F. False Certification Penalties -- A participant who does not qualify, but who has submitted false documentation or statements to qualify for the Lifeline program, is responsible to re-pay the value of the benefits received to the state Lifeline program, and is subject to whatever penalties are then current for the federal Lifeline program.
G. Tribal Land Lifeline Discounts - This rule does not govern or otherwise affect the Tribal Land Lifeline Discount program.

R746-341-4. Duties of the Program Administrator.
A. Initial Eligibility
1. The program administrator shall process all applications submitted for participation in the state Lifeline telephone service program. The program administrator shall check the NLAD for pre-existing participation if possible. The program administrator shall inform the applicant and the state ETC of the results of the application process.

B. Annual Eligibility Verification
1. The program administrator shall verify on an annual basis the continuing eligibility status of state ETC Lifeline telephone service participants. The annual eligibility verification shall be performed on the participant list as defined by the FCC in its May 22, 2013 Public Notice in Docket No. 11-42 and any subsequent FCC guidance.

2. The annual eligibility verification shall be performed by the program administrator using the same process as outlined in the de-enrollment process in 47 CFR 54.410(d)(3). and in accordance with 47 CFR Section 54.410(d)(3).

3. The program administrator shall provide results of the annual recertification efforts to the ETC's pursuant to 47 CFR Section 54.410(d)(4) and will provide all necessary FCC Form 555 information to ETCs by December 31 of the year in which the annual verification was performed.

C. De-Enrollment Process
1. The program administrator shall manage the de-enrollment process for state ETC Lifeline telephone service participants who are no longer eligible for the program. Upon an initial finding that a Lifeline recipient is no longer eligible to participate in the state the Lifeline program, the program administrator shall send a notice to the participant explaining the participant's Lifeline telephone service benefit will be discontinued after 30 days unless the participant verifies continuing eligibility before that date. The notice shall include the reason(s) for the recipient being ineligible and a description of the options available to the recipient to demonstrate eligibility.

2. At the end of thirty days, if the participant has not demonstrated continuing eligibility, the program administrator shall notify the relevant state ETC to discontinue the ineligible participant's Lifeline telephone service benefit. The benefit must be discontinued in the month following notification; thus the next month's benefit cannot be provided.

3. Ineligible past participants may reapply for the Lifeline program, but must do so by submitting a completed application to the program administrator for state program participation, or to a federal ETC for federal only participation, in accordance with the application process in 47 CFR 54.341-3.

D. Participants Switching Between ETC's -- When a current Lifeline telephone service participant desires to change to a different ETC's Lifeline telephone service, the participant and ETC's shall follow the established NLAD procedures. A participant who is not able to complete the switch due to unresolved problems may seek the assistance of the Division of Public Utilities requesting help in resolving the issue.

E. Documentation Retention -- The program administrator shall retain income and program eligibility certification documentation, in electronic format, for as long as required by then current federal Lifeline policies. Copies of the relevant documentation shall be made available on request to auditors from either the federal Lifeline telephone service program or the state Lifeline telephone service program.

R746-341-5. Duties of ETCs.

A. State ETCs
1. Each state ETC shall, monthly, send to the program administrator changes in the status of the Lifeline participants to whom the state ETC provides Lifeline telephone service, including, but not limited to:
   a. participants changing residence locations (addresses); b. participants switching carriers; or c. customers who no longer receive telephone service.

2. The records sent shall contain the full identifying information for each participant as required by the program administrator's policies.

3. Each state ETC shall provide information to potential applicants regarding how to receive an application from the program administrator. This information shall be provided in person, on the phone, in written format at the ETC's offices, and online at the ETC's website.

4. Each state ETC shall add the Lifeline discount to a customer's account, as directed by the program administrator, within five business days.

5. Each state ETC shall remove the Lifeline discount from a participant's account as directed by the program administrator within five business days of notification of the participant's ineligible status.

6. Each state ETC shall update the NLAD whenever it implements changes in a participants' Lifeline status in accordance with the requirements for NLAD updates found in 47 CFR Section 54.404.

7. If a Lifeline participant seeks to switch service to a different ETC, the program administrator shall be notified by the participant of their desire to switch Lifeline providers. Once informed by the program administrator of the participant's eligibility, the involved ETCs shall follow all applicable NLAD procedures to accomplish the participant's desired switch.

8. Annually, each state ETC shall send the program administrator the participant list as defined by the FCC in its May 22, 2013 Public Notice in Docket No. 11-42 and any subsequent FCC guidance. The list shall be provided to the program administrator by May 1 of each year. The list shall contain the identifying information as required by the program administrator's policies.

9. If a state ETC has a reasonable basis to believe a Lifeline telephone service participant no longer qualifies for Lifeline service, the ETC shall promptly inform the program administrator and provide the documentation, or reason, for its belief.

10. A state ETC shall cooperate with the Division of Public Utilities to resolve Lifeline service complaints the Division brings to the state ETC's attention.

B. Federal ETCs
Each designated federal ETC shall operate in the State of Utah subject to the conditions outlined in the commission order granting ETC status, the applicable provisions of this rule, and in accordance with the federal Lifeline program requirements.

1. Each federal ETC shall update the NLAD to reflect the ETC's initial eligibility verification decision and the participant's Lifeline status whenever the federal ETC adds or removes a Lifeline customer.

2. Each federal ETC shall update the NLAD with all changes in the ETC's participants' Lifeline status.

3. If a Lifeline participant seeks to switch service to a different ETC the ETC shall follow all applicable NLAD procedures to accomplish the participant's desired switch.

4. A federal ETC shall cooperate with the Division of Public Utilities to resolve Lifeline service complaints the Division of Public Utilities brings to a federal ETC's attention.


A. Discounts -- Lifeline telephone service provided by state ETCs shall consist of dial tone line, usage charges or their equivalent, and authorized Extended Area Service (EAS) charges, less a discount of $3.50 and all other matching funds established by the Federal Communication Commission.

B. Service Characteristics -- State Lifeline telephone service shall include all features listed in Utah Code Ann. Section 54-8b-2(2).
C. Deposits -- When customer security deposits are otherwise required they shall be waived for Lifeline telephone service participants if the customer voluntarily elects to receive toll blocking.

D. Nonrecurring Charge Waiver -- Lifeline telephone service participants shall receive a waiver of the nonrecurring service charge for changing the type of local exchange usage service to Lifeline service, or changing from flat rate service to message rate service, or vice versa, but only one such waiver shall be allowed during a given 12-month period.

E. Disconnection -- Lifeline telephone service shall not be disconnected for nonpayment of toll service.

F. Restrictions -- Lifeline telephone service shall be subject to the following restrictions:

1. Lifeline telephone service shall only be provided to the applicant's principal residence.

2. A Lifeline telephone service participant shall only receive a Lifeline discount on one single residential access line.

G. Other Services -- A Lifeline telephone service participant may not be required to purchase other services from the state ETC, nor prohibited from purchasing other services unless the participant has failed to comply with the state ETC's terms and conditions for those services.


Federal Lifeline telephone service consists of those features and conditions set forth in the applicable commission docket in which the federal ETC status was granted, as modified by subsequent orders and R746-341.


Reporting Requirements -- State ETCs shall submit, to the Division of Public Utilities, a semi-annual report, for the periods through June 30 and December 31, of each year, containing a description of the state ETC's Lifeline program. The reports shall also contain monthly information on:

A. the forgone revenue resulting from the discounts provided to Lifeline participants, if any;

B. the amounts of administrative expenses;

C. interest accrual amounts on Lifeline funds, if any;

D. the number of Lifeline telephone service participants by exchange area per month; and

E. a detailed report of outreach efforts.


Cost Recovery -- The total cost of providing the state portion of Lifeline telephone service, including commission approved administrative costs of the state ETCs and the costs incurred by the program administrator, shall be recovered and funded as provided in Utah Code Ann. Section 54-8b-15.

R746-341-10. Collection and Disbursement of Lifeline Funds.

State ETC Payment -- Within 30 days after the review audit of a state ETC's semi-annual report by the Division of Public Utilities results in a favorable recommendation, the Public Service Commission shall disburse an amount equal to the ETC's semi-annual Lifeline program expenses and Lifeline discounts granted. For amounts the Division of Public Utilities disallows, the state ETC may petition the Commission to open a docket to examine the reasonableness of the denied amounts.
R746. Public Service Commission, Administration.
R746-407. Annualization of Test-year Data.
A. This rule shall apply to each gas corporation, electrical corporation, wholesale electrical cooperative, telephone corporation, telegraph corporation, water corporation, sewerage corporation, heat corporation, and independent energy producer (except independent energy producers exempt from the jurisdiction of the Commission) operating as a public utility in the state of Utah under the jurisdiction of the Commission. This rule will enable the Commission to more accurately coordinate a utility's rates with the utility's anticipated revenues and costs by recognizing that some of the conditions which arise during a test period are ongoing and must be spread over the entire period.

For purposes of this rule:
A. "Annualize" or "annualization" shall refer to adjustments made to test-year data to reflect the partial-period effects of events that occurred or were ongoing during only a portion of the test year and are either recurring or have terminated.
B. "Price-level change" shall mean a change in the utility's costs or revenues that occurs or would occur with no change in the level of the utility's operations.
C. "Volume-level change" shall mean a change in the utility's costs or revenues due to changes in the level of the utility's operations.
D. "Interdependent investment/revenue/cost relationships" shall mean relationships among investments, revenues, and costs such that a change in one produces a change in one or both of the others.

An item of test-year data may be annualized in the determination of a utility's rates if it meets the following criteria:
A. Annualization of price-level changes will normally be allowed.
B. Annualization of volume-level changes with minimal interdependent investment/revenue/cost relationships will normally be allowed.
C. Annualization of volume-level changes with significant interdependent investment/revenue/cost relationships will be considered on a case-by-case basis, and annualization of such changes will not constitute precedent.
D. The change must be known to occur at a specific moment or moments in time.
E. The effects of the change must be measurable.
F. The change must occur on or before the effective date of a final Commission order setting rates.
G. The change must be expected to be ongoing after final rates become effective.
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A. Carrier means every individual, firm, partnership, group, or corporation importing or transporting motor fuels into the state of Utah by means of conveyance, whether gratuitously, for hire, or otherwise. It includes both common and private carriers, as those terms are commonly used.

B. Every carrier delivering motor fuels, as defined in Utah Code Ann. Section 59-13-102, within this state must submit written reports of all deliveries from outside Utah. The Tax Commission will furnish forms and the forms must be submitted on or before the last day of each month to cover fuel imported during the previous month.

A. Sales and deliveries of motor fuel, by a Utah licensed distributor are exempt, provided one of the following requirements is met:

1. delivery is made to a point outside this state by a common or contract carrier to a Utah licensed distributor; 
2. delivery is made to a point outside this state in a vehicle owned and operated by a Utah licensed distributor; 
3. delivery is made at a point in or outside this state to a distributor or importer licensed in another state for use or sale in that state; or
4. delivery is made, in a drum or similar container, at a point in the state of Utah to a person for use in another state.

B. Each export sale must be supported by records that disclose the following information:

1. If sold to a licensed distributor, records shall show the date exported, the consignee or purchaser, and the destination of the motor fuel.
2. If the exporter is not a licensed distributor, credit must be claimed through a licensed distributor and the following requirements must be met:

   a. the exporter must furnish a licensed distributor with a completed Form TC-112 Proof of Exportation -- Motor Fuel, showing the date, the purchaser or consignee, and the destination of the motor fuel; 
   b. the licensed distributor shall make note of the date this information is furnished and make claim for credit due on the motor fuel return for the same period in which the Form TC-112 was received; 
   c. a statement that the purchaser will assume the responsibility and liability for the payment of motor fuel tax on all future purchases of motor fuel.
   d. The letter from the purchaser must be retained by the seller as part of the seller's permanent records.

A. Volatile or inflammable liquids which qualify as motor fuels under Utah laws but which in their present state are not usable in internal combustion engines and in fact are not used as motor fuels in internal combustion engines are exempt if sold in bulk quantities of not less than 1,000 gallons at each delivery.

B. The licensed motor fuel importer, refiner, or licensed distributor shall submit specifications and other related data to the Tax Commission. If the Tax Commission agrees that the product is not a taxable motor fuel in its current state, it may be sold exempt provided it is determined that all of the product sold will be used for other than use in an internal combustion engine:

C. The Tax Commission may set reporting and verification requirements for nontaxable products if additional sales are made to the same purchaser for identical use. Failure to submit reports, verification, or specifications upon request by the Tax Commission will result in the product losing its exempt status.

D. Sellers and purchasers of the exempt product must maintain records to show the use of the product together with laboratory specifications to indicate its quality. These records must be available for audit by the Tax Commission.

E. Any exempt products subsequently sold in their original state for use as a motor fuel, or to be blended with other products to be used as a motor fuel, will be subject to the motor fuel tax at the time of sale.

A. Every person who purchases motor fuel within this state for the operation of farm engines, including self-propelled farm machinery, used solely for nonhighway agricultural purposes, is entitled to a refund of the Utah Motor Fuel Tax paid thereon.

1. Agricultural purposes relate to the cultivation of the soil for the production of crops, including: vegetables, sod crops, grains, feed crops, trees, fruits, nursery floral and ornamental stock, and other such products of the soil. The term also includes raising livestock and animals useful to man.

2. Refunds are limited to the person raising agricultural products for resale or performing custom agricultural work using nonhighway farm equipment. It is further limited to persons engaged in commercial farming activities rather than those engaged in a hobby or farming for personal use.

3. Fuel used in the spraying of crops by airplanes does not ordinarily qualify for refund since aviation fuel tax rather than motor fuel tax normally applies to the sale of this fuel.

A. Motor fuels refined in Utah from solid hydrocarbons located in Utah are exempt from the motor fuel tax. If any exempt product is blended into gasoline refined from oil or into gasohol produced by blending gasoline and alcohol, the resulting product will be exempt only to the extent of the exempt hydrocarbon fuel included in the final blended product.

1. For example, if the motor fuel produced from solid hydrocarbons is blended with product containing 90 percent motor fuel produced from oil, 10 percent of the total product will be exempt from the motor fuel tax. To the extent possible, the solid hydrocarbon exemption should be claimed by the
person refining or distilling the exempt product.

If the resulting blended motor fuel is exported from Utah or sold to a tax-exempt government agency, the exemption claimed as a result of the export or government sales must be reduced by the amount of exemption claimed for the motor fuel produced from solid hydrocarbons in Utah.

C. In order for this adjustment to be made in cases where the export or exempt sale is made by someone other than the refiner or blender, the invoice covering the sale of the fuel must designate the amount of exempt product included in the motor fuel sold. This must be shown whether sold to a licensed distributor or to an unlicensed distributor.

1. If the exempt, or partially exempt product is sold to a licensed distributor, the distributor must make the adjustment on the form used to claim credit for the government sale or the export.

2. If sold to an unlicensed distributor, the export form or government sale form submitted to a licensed distributor for a claim must contain a statement disclosing the amount of exempt motor fuel included.

If the records are insufficient to disclose the identity of the exempt purchaser on a direct basis, an adjustment shall be made multiplying the exempt product by a percentage factor representing the government and export sales portion of total motor fuel sales for the same period.


(1) Sales to an Indian tribe for its exclusive use, acting in its tribal capacity, are exempt from taxation. Sales to individual tribal members, to Indian businesses operating on or off tribal territory, or to other nontribal organizations for personal use, sales purposes, or distribution to third parties do not qualify for the exemption for sales to Indian tribes.

(2) Licensed distributors may claim the exemption on sales to government agencies by taking the deduction on their motor fuel tax return for the month in which the sales occurred.

(a) Nonlicensed distributors making qualifying sales to government agencies must obtain credit for the exemption through the return of the licensed distributor supplying them with the fuel for the sales.

(b) A licensed distributor shall support each sale claimed as a deduction by retaining a copy of the sales invoice. The sales invoice must be in proper form and must contain sufficient information to substantiate the exemption status of the sale according to this rule.

(3) The fuel tax exemption for motor fuel sold to the United States, this state, or a political subdivision of this state shall be administered in the form of a refund if the government entity purchases the motor fuel after the tax imposed by Title 59, Chapter 13, Part 2 was paid. For refund procedures, see rule R865-13G-13.


A. Definitions:

1. "Gross gallon" means the United States volumetric gallon with a liquid capacity of 231 cubic inches.

2. "Net gallon" means the gross metered gallon with temperature correction in volume to 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

B. All Utah licensed distributors shall elect to calculate the tax liability on the Utah Motor Fuel Tax Returns on a consistent and strict gross gallon or net gallon basis. The election must be declared in writing and must be sent to the Tax Commission. The declared basis must be the exclusive basis used for 12 consecutive months. Any licensed distributor failing to make an election will default to the gross gallon basis and must then report and pay the excise tax on that basis. Requests for changes in the reporting basis must be submitted in writing and approved by the Tax Commission prior to any change in the reporting basis. Changes in basis may occur only on January 1 and must remain in effect 12 consecutive months.

C. If the election is made to purchase under the net gallon basis, all invoices, bills of lading, and motor fuel tax returns must include both the gross and net gallon amounts. Conversion from gross to net must conform to the ASTM-API Petroleum Measurement Tables.

D. All transactions such as purchases, sales, or deductions, reported on the Motor Fuel Tax Return must be reported on a consistent and exclusive basis. The taxpayer shall not alternate the two methods on any return or during any 12-month period.

E. This rule shall take effect January 1, 1992.


(1) Governmental entities entitled to a refund for motor fuel taxes paid shall submit a completed Utah Application for Fuel Tax Refund, form TC-116, to the commission.

(2) A government entity shall retain the following records for each purchase of motor fuel for which a refund of taxes paid is claimed:

(a) name of the government entity making the purchase;
(b) license plate number of vehicle for which the motor fuel is purchased;
(c) invoice date;
(d) invoice number;
(e) supplier;
(f) vendor location;
(g) fuel type purchased;
(h) number of gallons purchased; and
(i) amount of state motor fuel tax paid.

(3) Original records supporting the refund claim must be maintained by the governmental entity for three years following the year of refund.


(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide procedures for administering the reduction of motor fuel tax authorized under Section 59-13-201.

(2) The reduction shall be in the form of a refund.

(3) The refund shall be available only for motor fuel:

(a) delivered to a retailer or consumer on the Utah portion of the Navajo Nation; and
(b) for which Utah motor fuel tax has been paid.

(4) The refund shall be available to a motor fuel distributor that is licensed as a distributor with the Office of the Navajo Tax Commission.

(5) The refund application may be filed on a monthly basis on the Utah Application for Fuel Tax Refund, form TC-116.

(6) Original records supporting the refund claim must be maintained by the distributor for three years following the year of refund. These records include:

(a) proof of payment of Utah motor fuel tax;
(b) proof of payment of Navajo Nation fuel tax;
(c) documentation that the motor fuel was delivered to a retailer or consumer on the Utah portion of the Navajo Nation; and
(d) a completed copy of the Navajo Tax Commission Monthly Fuel Distributor Tax Return, form 900, along with the required schedules and manifests.


(1) The holder of a license issued under Section 59-13-203.1 shall notify the commission:

...
(a) of any change of address of the business;
(b) of a change of character of the business; or
(c) if the license holder ceases to do business.

(2) The commission may determine that a person has ceased to do business or has changed that person's business address if:
(a) mail is returned as undeliverable as addressed and unable to forward;
(b) the person fails to file four consecutive motor fuel tax returns;
(c) the person fails to renew its annual business license with the Department of Commerce; or
(d) the person fails to renew its local business license.

(3) If the requirements of Subsection (2) are met, the commission shall notify the license holder that the license will be considered invalid unless the license holder provides evidence within 15 days that the license should remain valid.

(4) A person may request the commission to reopen a motor fuel tax license that has been determined invalid under Subsection (3).

(5) The holder of a license issued under Section 59-13-203.1 shall be responsible for any motor fuel tax, interest, and penalties incurred under that license whether those taxes and fees are incurred during the time the license is valid or invalid.


(1) For purposes of the fuel tax imposed under Section 59-13-201, "statewide average rack price of a gallon of motor fuel" shall be determined by calculating the average of the Salt Lake City and Cedar City terminal prices of the average daily average net closing price of a gallon of branded regular, 10% ethanol, 9.0 Reid Vapor Pressure unleaded motor fuel for each terminal.

(2) Pursuant to Section 59-13-301, the tax rate calculated using the statewide average rack price of a gallon of motor fuel shall be the tax rate for special fuel.
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R877-23V. Tax Commission, Motor Vehicle Enforcement.

A. The holder of a dealer's license may not hold an additional license to engage in the activities of a salesperson for another dealer.

B. The requirement that a salesperson may be licensed with only one dealer at a time does not preclude dealership owners from being no-fee salespersons for their own dealerships.


(1) Every dealer desiring to issue temporary permits for the operation of motor vehicles shall make application to the Motor Vehicle Enforcement Division. If the privilege is extended, the dealer will receive a series of permits, consecutively numbered. The numbers shall be recorded by the division and charged to the dealer.

(2) If a vehicle purchaser requests a temporary permit, the dealer shall issue no more than one temporary registration permit, in numerical sequence, for each vehicle sold.

(3) The expiration date on the original permit shall be legible from a distance of 30 feet.

(4) The permit shall be displayed at the rear of the motor vehicle, in a place where the printed information on the permit and the expiration date may be easily seen.

(5) Temporary permits must not be placed in rear windows or permit holders with less than seventy percent light transparency.

(a) If a permit holder is used, it must not cover any of the printed information on the permit, including the expiration date.

(b) If a license plate frame is used in conjunction with a permit holder, it must not cover any printed information or expiration date on the permit.

(c) Temporary permits must be protected from exposure to the weather and conditions that would render them illegible.

(6) If a temporary permit is filled out incorrectly, the sale of the vehicle is rescinded, or for some other reason the permit is unusable, the dealer must return the permit to the Motor Vehicle Enforcement Division, together with the stub, and it will not be considered issued. If the permit is placed on a vehicle and the sale has not been rescinded, the permit will be considered issued and the dealer is liable for the registration fee for the vehicle together with any applicable penalties.

(7) A dealer's temporary permits may be audited at any time and the dealer required to pay for all outstanding permits. The registration fee charged will be for a passenger car unless the vehicle, in a place where the printed information on the permit and the expiration date may be easily seen.

(a) If the dealer's records indicate that the permit was issued for a vehicle other than that for which the dealer was billed, the dealer must submit the proper fee and penalty.

(b) If the records disclose that the permit was cleared properly, the dealer must furnish the license number of the vehicle for which the permit was issued and the date of issue.

(c) A dealer shall resolve any outstanding permit billings by payment of fees and penalties or by reconciling the permits before any additional permits will be issued to the dealer. This action will not be construed to be a cancellation of a dealer's privilege of issuing temporary permits, but merely a function of the division's routine audit and billing procedure.

(8) The dealer shall keep a written record in numerical sequence of every temporary registration permit issued. This record shall include all of the following information:

(a) the name and address of the person or firm to whom the permit is issued;

(b) a description of the motor vehicle for which it was issued, including year, make, model, and identification number;

(c) date of issue;

(d) license number;

(e) in the case of a commercial vehicle, the gross laden weight for which it was issued.

(9) In exceptional circumstances a dealer as agent for the division may issue an additional temporary permit for a vehicle by following the procedures outlined below.

(a) The dealer must contact the division and request an extension permit for a particular vehicle. If the request is denied, no extension permit will be issued.

(b) If the extension permit is approved, the division shall issue the dealer an approval number. This number must be recorded by the dealer in its temporary permit record and on the permit and stub in the space provided for the license number. The space provided on the permit and stub for the dealer name must be completed with the words "State Tax Commission" and the dealer's license number. The remainder of the permit and stub will be completed as usual.

(c) The dealer must return the permit stub to the division within 45 days from the date it is issued.

(d) A dealer may not issue an extension permit if it is determined that the dealer has been granted extensions for more than 2% of the permits issued to the dealership during the past three months. This percentage is calculated by dividing the number of extensions granted the dealer during the past three months by the permits issued by the dealer during the past three months.

(10) All extension permits issued by dealers under this rule are considered issued by the division.

(11) When a motor vehicle is sold for registration in another state, the stub portion of the temporary permit shall be filed with the division within ten days from the date of issue, accompanied by the required fee. The sale must be reported in the dealer's monthly report of sale required by Section 41-3-301(2)(b). If the permit stub and the required fee are not postmarked or received by the division within 45 days, a penalty equal to the required fee shall be collected pursuant to Section 41-3-302.

(12) The temporary registration card, attached to the temporary permit, must be detached and given to the customer at the time the temporary permit is issued. This temporary registration card must be kept in the vehicle while the temporary permit is displayed.

R877-23V-6. Issuance of In-Transit Permits Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 41-3-305.

(1)(a) Transported semitractors are piggy-backed when all of the semitractors being transported are touching the ground.

(b) Each piggy-backed vehicle must have a separate in-transit permit or be properly registered for operation in Utah.

(2) In-transit permits may not be issued for loaded motor vehicles over 12,000 pounds gross laden weight.

(3) A semitractor hauling unlicensed trailers must obtain an in-transit permit for any trailer in contact with the ground.

(4) Subject to Subsections (5) and (6), the following entities may issue in-transit permits:

(a) a licensed dealer that is primarily engaged in the business of auctioning consigned motor vehicles to other dealers or the public; and

(b) a state or local government agency that is engaged in the business of auctioning motor vehicles to dealers or the public.

(5) An entity issuing an in-transit permit under Subsection (4) shall maintain records of all in-transit permits obtained from the division. These records shall include:

(a) vehicle purchaser information;

(b) vehicle identification number; and

(c) evidence that the purchaser has met the requirements
for issuance of the in-transit permit.

(6) An entity described in Subsection (4) that fails to maintain the records required under Subsection (5) may be prohibited from issuing in-transit permits.


(1)(a) "Advertisement" means any oral, written, graphic, or pictorial statement made that concerns the offering of a motor vehicle for sale or lease.

(b) "Advertisement" includes any statement or representation:

(i) made in a newspaper, magazine, electronic medium, or other publication;

(ii) made on radio or television;

(iii) appearing in any notice, handbill, sign, billboard, banner, poster, display, circular, pamphlet, letter, or other printed material;

(iv) contained in any window sticker or price tag; and

(v) in any oral statement.

(c) "Advertisement" includes the terms "advertise" and "advertising"

(d) "Advertisement" does not include:

(i) a statement made solely for the purpose of obtaining motor vehicle financing or a motor vehicle title; or

(ii) hand written negotiation sheets between a dealer and a customer of the dealer.

(2) Violation of any of the following standards of practice for the advertising and selling of motor vehicles is a violation of Section 41-3-210.

(a) Accuracy. Any advertised statements and offers about a motor vehicle as to year, make, model, type, condition, equipment, price, trade-in-allowance, terms, and so forth, shall be clearly set forth and based upon facts.

(b) Bait. Bait advertising and selling practices may not be used. A motor vehicle advertised at a specific price shall be in the possession of the advertiser at the address given. It shall be willingly shown, demonstrated and sold. If sold, the advertiser shall, upon request of any prospective purchaser, peace officer, or employee of the division, show sales records of the advertised motor vehicle.

(c)(i)(A) Price. When the price or payment of a motor vehicle is quoted, the motor vehicle shall be clearly identified as to make, year, model and if new or used. Except as provided in Subsection (c)(i)(B), the advertised price must include charges that the customer must pay for the motor vehicle, including freight or destination charges, dealer preparation, and dealer handling.

(B) The following fees are not required to be included in the advertised price that the customer must pay for the motor vehicle:

(I) dealer document fees;

(II) if optional, undercoating or rustproofing fees; and

(III) taxes or fees required by the state or a county, including sales tax, titling and registration fees, safety and emission fees, and waste tire recycling fees.

(ii) In addition to other advertisements, this pertains to price statements such as "$..... Buys".

(iii) When "list", "sticker", or words of similar import are used in an advertisement, they may refer only to the manufacturer's suggested retail price. If a supplementary price sticker is used, the advertised price must include all items listed on the supplementary sticker.

(iv) If the customer requests and receives a temporary permit, the temporary permit fee must not be included in the advertised price.

(d) Savings and Discount Claims. Because the intrinsic value of a used motor vehicle is difficult to establish, specific claims of savings may not be used in an advertisement. This includes statements such as, "Was priced at $....., now priced at $....."

(ii) The word "wholesale" may not be used in retail motor vehicle advertising.

(iii) When a motor vehicle advertisement contains an offer of a discount on a new motor vehicle, the amount of the discount must be stated by reference to the manufacturer's suggested retail price of the motor vehicle.

(c) Down Payments. The amount of the down payment may not be stated in a manner that suggests that it is the selling price of the motor vehicle. If an advertisement states "You can buy with no money down", or terms of similar import, the customer must be able to leave the dealership with the motor vehicle without making any outlay of money.

(f) Trade-in Allowance. Statements representing that no other dealer grants greater allowances for trade-ins may not be used. A specific trade-in amount or range of trade-in amounts may not be used in advertising.

(g)(i)(A) Finance. The phrases, "no finance charge", "no carrying charge", or similar expressions may not be used when there is a charge for placing the transaction on a time payment basis. Statements representing or implying that no prospective credit purchaser will be rejected because of inability to qualify for credit, such as "we accept all credit applications", may not be used.

(B) If the amount of the advertised payment changes during the term of the loan, both the payments and the terms of the loan must be disclosed together.

(i) The phrase "we will pay off your trade no matter what you owe" may not be used.

(h) Unpaid Balance and Repossessions. The term "repossessed" may be used only to describe motor vehicles that have actually been repossessed from a purchaser. Advertisers offering repossessed motor vehicles for sale may be required to offer proof of those repossessions. The unpaid balance shall be the full selling price unless otherwise stated.

(i) Current Used. When a used motor vehicle, as defined by Section 41-3-102, of a current series is advertised, the first line of the advertisement must contain the word "used", "pre-owned", "certified used", "certified pre-owned", or other similar term used to designate a used motor vehicle, or the text must clearly indicate that the motor vehicle offered is used.

(j) Demonstrators, Executives' and Officials' Motor Vehicles.

(i) "Demonstrator" means a motor vehicle that has never been sold or leased to a member of the public.

(ii) Demonstrator motor vehicles include motor vehicles used by new motor vehicle dealers or their personnel for demonstrating performance ability but not motor vehicles purchased or leased by dealers or their personnel and used as their personal motor vehicles.

(iii) A demonstrator motor vehicle may be advertised for sale only by a dealer franchised for the sale of that make of new motor vehicle.

(iv) An executive's or official's motor vehicle shall have been used exclusively by an executive of the dealer's franchising manufacturer or distributor, or by an executive of the franchised dealership. These motor vehicles may not have been sold or leased to a member of the public prior to the appearance of the advertisement.

(v) Demonstrator's, executive's and official's motor vehicles shall be clearly and prominently advertised as such. Advertisements shall include the year, make, and model of the motor vehicle offered for sale.

(k) Taxi-cabs, Police, Sheriff, and Highway Patrol Motor Vehicles. Taxi-cabs, police, sheriff, and highway patrol motor vehicles shall be so identified. These motor vehicles may not be described by an ambiguous term such as "commercial".

(l) Mileage Statements. When an advertisement quotes the
number of miles or a range of miles a motor vehicle has been driven, the dealer must have written evidence that the motor vehicle has not been operated in excess of the advertised mileage.

(i) The evidence required by this section shall be the properly completed odometer statement required by Section 41-1a-902.

(ii) If a dealer chooses to advertise specific mileage or a range of miles a motor vehicle has been driven, the dealer shall upon request of any prospective purchaser, peace officer, or employee of the division produce all documents in its possession pertaining to that motor vehicle so that the mileage can be readily verified.

(m) Underselling Claims. Unsupported underselling claims may not be used. Underselling claims include the following: "our prices are guaranteed lower than elsewhere", "money refunded if you can duplicate our values", "we guarantee to sell for less", "we sell for less", "we purchase motor vehicles for less so we can sell them for less", "highest trade-in allowance", "we give $300 more in trade than any other dealer", and "we purchase vehicles at a price and inventory a dealer or substantial price below the dealer invoice to the prospective buyer". Statements that are contained in advertisements and shall be produced upon request of a prospective purchaser, peace officer, or employee of the division.

(n) Free. "Free" may be used in advertising only when the advertiser is offering a gift that is not conditional on the purchase of any property or service.

(o) Driving Trial. A free driving trial means that the purchaser may drive the motor vehicle during the trial period and return it to the dealer within the specified period and obtain a refund of all monies, signed agreements, or other considerations deposited and a return of any motor vehicle traded in. The exact terms and conditions of the free driving trial shall be set forth in writing and a copy given to the purchaser at the time of the sale.

(p) Guaranteed. When words such as "guarantee", "warranty", or other terms implying protection are used in advertising, an explanation of the time and coverage of the guarantee or warranty shall be given in clear and concise language. The purchaser shall be provided with a written document stating the specific terms and coverage.

(q) Name Your Own Deal. Statements such as "write your own deal", "name your own price", "name your own monthly payments", "appraise your own motor vehicle", and phrases of similar import may not be used.

(r) Disclosure of Material Facts. Disclosures of material facts that are contained in advertisements and that involve types of motor vehicles and transactions shall be made in a clear and conspicuous manner.

(i) Fine print, and mouse print are not acceptable methods of disclosing material facts.

(ii) The disclosure must be made in a typeface and point size comparable to the smallest typeface and point size of the text used throughout the body of the advertisement.

(iii) An asterisk may be used to give additional information about a word or term, however, asterisks or other reference symbols may not be used as a means of contradicting or substantially changing the meaning of any advertising statements.

(iv) The speed of the words spoken in any verbal advertisement must be constant throughout the advertisement.

(s) Lease. When an advertisement relates to a lease, the advertisement must make it readily apparent that the transaction advertised is a lease.

(i) The word "lease" must appear in a prominent position in the advertisement in a typeface and point size comparable to the largest text used to directly advertise the motor vehicle.

(ii) Statements that do not use the term "lease" do not constitute adequate disclosure of a lease.

(iii) Lease advertisements may not contain the phrase "no down payment" or words of similar import if an outlay of money is required to lease the motor vehicle.

(iv) Lease terms that are not available to the general public may not be included in advertisements directed at the general public.

(v) Limitations and qualifications applicable to the lease terms advertised shall be clearly and conspicuously disclosed.

(vi) Electronic Medium Disclosures. A disclosure appearing in any electronic advertising medium must clearly and conspicuously feature all necessary information in a manner that can be read and understood if type is used, or that can be heard and understood if audio is used.

(u) Invoice or Cost. The terms "invoice" or "factory invoice" may be used as long as the dealer is willing to show the factory invoice to the prospective buyer. The term "cost" may not be used.

(v) Rebate Offers. "Rebate", "cash rebate", or similar terms may be used only when it is clearly and conspicuously stated who is offering the rebate.

(w) Buy-down Interest Rates. No buy-down interest rate may be advertised unless the dealer discloses the amount of dealer contribution and states that the contribution by the dealership may increase the negotiated price of the motor vehicle.

(x) Special Status of Dealership. A motor vehicle advertisement may not falsely imply that the dealer has a special sponsorship, approval status, affiliation, or connection with the manufacturer that is greater or more direct than any other like dealer.

(y) Price Equaling. An advertisement that expresses a policy of matching or bettering competitor's prices shall fully disclose any conditions that apply and specify the evidence a consumer must present to take advantage of the offer. The evidence requirement may not place an unreasonable burden on the consumer; however, for example requiring the consumer to bring a written offer made to that consumer by an authorized representative of a dealership on a substantially similar motor vehicle would be considered reasonable.

(z) Auction. "Auction" or "auction special" and other terms of similar import may be used only in connection with motor vehicles offered or sold at a bona fide auction.

(aa) Layout and Type Size. The layout, headlines, illustrations, or type size of a printed advertisement and the broadcast words or pictures of radio, television, or electronic medium advertisements may not convey or permit an erroneous or misleading impression as to which motor vehicle or motor vehicles are offered at featured prices.

(i) When an advertisement contains a picture of a motor vehicle along with a quoted price, the motor vehicle pictured must be a similar model with similar options and accessories as the motor vehicle advertised.

(ii) No advertised offer, expression, or display of price, terms, down payment, trade-in allowances, cash difference, savings, or other material terms may be misleading and any necessary qualifications shall be clearly, conspicuously, and accurately set forth to prevent misunderstanding.

(iii) Qualifying terms and phrases shall be clearly, conspicuously, and accurately set forth as follows:

(A) in bold print and in type of a size that is capable of being read without unreasonable extra effort;

(B) in terms that are understandable to the buying public; and

(C) in close proximity to the qualified representation and not separated or buried by asterisk in some other part of the advertisement.

(bb) An advertisement must disclose that a vehicle is a salvage vehicle with a branded title or salvage certificate. The disclosure shall be made by inserting the terms "salvage
certificate" or "branded title," as appropriate:

(i) immediately following the year, make, and model of the advertised salvage vehicle; and

(ii) in the same typeface and point size as the typeface and font size used to advertise the year, make, and model of the salvage vehicle.


(1) Every dealer, dismantler, manufacturer, remanufacturer, transporter, crusher, body shop, and distributor must post a sign at its principal place of business.

(2) The sign required under Subsection (1) shall:

(a) plainly display in a permanent manner the name under which the business is licensed;

(b) be at least 24 square feet in size, unless required otherwise, in writing, by a government entity; and

(c) be painted on the building, attached to the building with nails or bolts, or affixed to posts that have been securely anchored in the ground.

(3) A similar sign must be conspicuously posted at each additional place of business and must show, in addition, the address of the principal place of business. All signs must remain posted at each place of business and on the office. If the office is not located at the site on which the motor vehicles are displayed or offered for sale or exchange, the bonded dealer number, dismantler number, or manufacturer number must also be conspicuously displayed either on the sign or on the building.

(4) If the additional place of business is an auto show or similar business that will conduct business for ten days or less, the sign need only show the licensee's name as licensed by the division and be of a size that reasonably identifies the licensee.

(5) No place of business may be operated under a name other than that by which the licensee is licensed by the division. No sign may be posted at a place of business that shows a business name other than the one licensed by the division or gives the impression that the business is other than the one licensed by the division. However, a sign containing a variation of the licensee's name, if a variation of the licensee's name is required by a manufacturer in writing, may be posted as long as the sign containing the licensed name is more prominent.

(6) Documents submitted by a licensee to a government entity shall be identified only by the name under which the licensee is licensed by the division. All documents used by the licensee to promote or transact a sale or lease of a vehicle shall identify that licensee only by the name under which the licensee is licensed by the division.


A. Except as provided in subsection (B), all manufacturers of motor vehicles licensed under Section 41-3-202 shall comply with the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration's Standard No. 115, 49 C.F.R. Section 571.115 (1992), regarding 17-character vehicle identification number (VIN) requirements.

B. Manufacturers involved only in the second stage of a multi-stage vehicle are not required to comply with subsection (A) if the manufacturer of the first stage has complied with subsection (A).


A. Every person licensed under Section 41-3-202 shall notify the Motor Vehicle Enforcement Division (division) immediately of any change in ownership, address, or circumstance relating to its fitness to be licensed.

B. The division may request the licensee to review information contained in the division's files and notify the division of any corrections that must be made.


The following items must be properly completed and presented to the division before a license is issued:

(1) New motor vehicle dealer or new motorcycle and small trailer dealer license:

(a) application for license;

(b) dealer bond in the amount prescribed by Section 41-3-205;

(c) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued to the dealership;

(d) franchise verification from the manufacturer of each make of new motor vehicle to be offered for sale;

(e) pictures of the dealership, clearly showing the office, display space, and required sign;

(f) pictures of the owner, partners, or corporate officers who will act as no-fee salespersons;

(g) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;

(h) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent;

(i) fingerprints of the owner, partners, or corporate officers who will act as no-fee salespersons, and the fees and waiver required by the Department of Public Safety for the processing of fingerprints.

(2) Used motor vehicle dealer or used motorcycle and small trailer dealer license:

(a) application for license;

(b) dealer bond in the amount prescribed by Section 41-3-205;

(c) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued to the dealership;

(d) pictures of the dealership, clearly showing the office, display space, and required sign;

(e) pictures of the owner, partners, or corporate officers who will act as no-fee salespersons;

(f) the fee required by law;

(g) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent;

(h) fingerprints of the owner, partners, or corporate officers who will act as no-fee salespersons, and the fees and waiver required by the Department of Public Safety for the processing of fingerprints.

(3) Manufacturer or remanufacturer license:

(a) application for license;

(b) evidence that the applicant has complied with the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration's Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 115, regarding 17 character vehicle identification number (VIN) requirements;

(c) pictures of the principal place of business and required sign;

(d) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;

(e) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued to the manufacturer or remanufacturer;

(f) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.

(4) Transporter license:

(a) application for license;

(b) pictures of the principal place of business and required sign;

(c) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;

(d) if applicable, evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued to the transporter;

(e) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.

(5) Dismantler license:

(a) application for license;

(b) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued...
for the dismantler;
(d) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;
(e) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.
(6) Crusher license:
(a) application for license;
(b) crusher bond as prescribed in Section 41-3-205;
(c) pictures of the principal place of business, clearly showing the office and required sign;
(d) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;
(e) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued for the crusher;
(f) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.
(7) Salesperson license:
(a) application for license;
(b) picture of the applicant;
(c) fingerprints of the applicant and the fees and waiver required by the Department of Public Safety for the processing of fingerprints;
(d) the fee required by Section 41-3-601.
(8) Distributor, factory branch, distributor branch, or representative license:
(a) application for license;
(b) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;
(c) pictures of the principal place of business, clearly identifying the office and required sign;
(d) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued for the distributor;
(e) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.
(9) Body shop license:
(a) application for license;
(b) body shop bond as prescribed in Section 41-3-205;
(c) pictures of the principal place of business, clearly showing the office and required sign;
(d) the fee required by Section 41-3-601;
(e) evidence that a Utah sales tax license has been issued for the body shop;
(f) evidence that the place of business has been inspected by an authorized division employee or agent.
(10) New applicants may also be required to attend an orientation class on motor vehicle laws and motor vehicle business laws before their license is issued.


(1) Only fees required by Title 41, Chapter 1a, may be identified as state-mandated fees.
(2) A dealer that charges the purchaser or lessee of a motor vehicle a fee for preparing or processing any state-mandated documents or services ("dealer documentary service fees") must, in addition to the requirements set forth in Subsection (1), prominently display a sign on the dealer premises in a location that is readily discernable by all purchasers and lessees. The sign shall contain the language set forth in Subsection (2)(a).
(a) The (dealer documentary service fee) (         ) as set forth in your contract represents costs and profit to the dealer for preparing and processing documents and other services related to the sale or lease of your vehicle. These fees are not set or state mandated by state statute or rule.
(b) The blank in Subsection (2)(a) may be wording selected by the dealer to describe the fee charged for document preparation and processing and other services, but must be, in all cases, the actual wording used in the dealer's contract of sale or lease agreement.
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A. "Household income" includes net rents, interest, retirement income, welfare, social security, and all other sources of cash income.
B. Absence from the residence due to vacation, confinement to hospital, or other similar temporary situation shall not be deducted from the ten-month residency requirement of Section 59-2-1109(3)(a)(ii).
C. Written notification shall be given to any applicant whose application for abatement or deferral is denied.

A. Definitions.
1. "Allowable costs" means those costs reasonably and necessarily incurred to own and operate a productive mining property and bring the minerals or finished product to the customary or implied point of sale.
   a) Allowable costs include: salaries and wages, payroll taxes, employee benefits, workers compensation insurance, parts and supplies, maintenance and repairs, equipment rental, tools, power, fuels, utilities, water, freight, engineering, drilling, sampling and assaying, accounting and legal, management, insurance, taxes (including severance, property, sales/use, and federal and state income taxes), exempt royalties, waste disposal, actual or accrued environmental cleanup, reclamation and remediation, changes in working capital (other than those caused by increases or decreases in product inventory or other nontaxable items), and other miscellaneous costs.
   b) For purposes of the discounted cash flow method, allowable costs shall include expected future capital expenditures in addition to those items outlined in A.1.a).
   c) For purposes of the capitalized net revenue method, allowable costs shall include straight-line depreciation of capital expenditures in addition to those items outlined in A.1.a).
   d) Allowable costs does not include interest, depletion, depreciation other than allowed in A.1.c), amortization, corporate overhead other than allowed in A.1.a), or any expenses not related to the ownership or operation of the mining property being valued.
   e) To determine applicable federal and state income taxes, straight-line depreciation, cost depletion, and amortization shall be used.
2. "Asset value" means the value arrived at using generally accepted cost approaches to value.
3. "Capital expenditure" means the cost of acquiring property, plant, and equipment used in the productive mining property operation and includes:
   a) purchase price of an asset and its components;
   b) transportation costs;
   c) installation charges and construction costs; and
   d) sales tax.
4. "Constant or real dollar basis" means cash flows or net revenues used in the discounted cash flow or capitalized net revenue methods, respectively, prepared on a basis where inflation or deflation are adjusted back to the lien date. For this purpose, inflation or deflation shall be determined using the gross domestic product deflator produced by the Congressional Budget Office, or long-term inflation forecasts produced by reputable analysts, other similar sources, or any combination thereof.
5. "Discount rate" means the rate that reflects the current yield requirements of investors purchasing comparable properties in the mining industry, taking into account the industry's current and projected market, financial, and economic conditions.
6. "Economic production" means the ability of the mining property to profitably produce and sell product, even if that ability is not being utilized.
7. "Exempt royalties" means royalties paid to this state or its political subdivisions, an agency of the federal government, or an Indian tribe.
8. "Expected annual production" means the economic production from a mine for each future year as estimated by an analysis of the life-of-mine mining plan for the property.
9. "Fair market value" is as defined in Section 59-2-102.
10. "Federal and state income taxes" mean regular taxes based on income computed using the marginal federal and state income tax rates for each applicable year.
11. "Implied point of sale" means the point where the minerals or finished product change hands in the normal course of business.
12. "Net cash flow" for the discounted cash flow method means, for each future year, the expected product price multiplied by the expected annual production that is anticipated to be sold or self-consumed, plus related revenue cash flows, minus allowable costs.
13. "Net revenue" for the capitalized net revenue method means, for any of the immediately preceding five years, the actual receipts from the sale of minerals (or if self-consumed, the value of the self-consumed minerals), plus actual related revenue cash flows, minus allowable costs.
14. "Non-operating mining property" means a mine that has not produced in the previous calendar year and is not currently capable of economic production, or land held under a mineral lease not reasonably necessary in the actual mining and extraction process in the current mine plan.
15. "Productive mining property" means the property of a mine that is either actively producing or currently capable of having economic production. Productive mining property includes all taxable interests in real property, improvements and tangible personal property upon or appurtenant to a mine that are used for that mine in exploration, development, engineering, mining, crushing or concentrating, processing, smelting, refining, reducing, leaching, roasting, other processes used in the separation or extraction of the product from the ore or minerals and the processing thereof, loading for shipment, marketing and sales, environmental clean-up, reclamation and remediation, general and administrative operations, or transporting the finished product or minerals to the customary point of sale or to the implied point of sale in the case of self-consumed minerals.
16. "Product price" for each mineral means the price that is most representative of the price expected to be received for the mineral in future periods.
   a) Product price is determined using one or more of the following approaches:
      (1) an analysis of average actual sales prices per unit of production for the minerals sold by the taxpayer for up to five years preceding the lien date; or,
      (2) an analysis of the average posted prices for the minerals, if valid posted prices exist, for up to five calendar years preceding the lien date; or,
      (3) the average annual forecast prices for each of up to five years succeeding the lien date for the minerals sold by the taxpayer and one average forecast price for all years thereafter for those same minerals, obtained from reputable forecasters, mutually agreed upon between the Property Tax Division and the taxpayer.
   b) If self-consumed, the product price will be determined by one of the following two methods:
      (1) Representative unit sales price of like minerals. The representative unit sales price is determined from:
(a) actual sales of like mineral by the taxpayer;
(b) actual sales of like mineral by other taxpayers; or
(c) posted prices of like mineral;
(2) If a representative unit sales price of like minerals is unavailable, an imputed product price for the self-consumed minerals may be developed by dividing the total allowable costs by one minus the taxpayer's discount rate to adjust to a cost that includes profit, and dividing the resulting figure by the number of units a mine.
17. "Related revenue cash flows" mean non-product related cash flows related to the ownership or operation of the mining property being valued. Examples of related revenue cash flows include royalties and proceeds from the sale of mining equipment.
18. "Self consumed minerals" means the minerals produced from the mining property that the mining entity consumes or utilizes for the manufacture or construction of other goods and services.
19. "Straight line depreciation" means depreciation computed using the straight line method applicable in calculating the regular federal tax. For this purpose, the applicable recovery period shall be seven years for depreciable tangible personal mining property and depreciable tangible personal property appurtenant to a mine, and 39 years for depreciable real mining property and depreciable real property appurtenant to a mine.
1. The discounted cash flow method is the preferred method of valuing productive mining properties. Under this method the taxable value of the mine shall be determined by:
   a) discounting the future net cash flows for the remaining life of the mine to their present value as of the lien date; and
   b) subtracting from that present value the fair market value, as of the lien date, of licensed vehicles and nontaxable items.
2. The mining company shall provide to the Property Tax Division an estimate of future cash flows for the remaining life of the mine. These future cash flows shall be prepared on a constant or real dollar basis and shall be based on factors including the life-of-mine mining plan for proven and probable reserves, existing plant in place, capital projects underway, capital projects approved by the mining company board of directors, and capital necessary for sustaining operations. All factors included in the future cash flows, or which should be included in the future cash flows, shall be subject to verification and review for reasonableness by the Property Tax Division.
3. If the taxpayer does not furnish the information necessary to determine a value using the discounted cash flow method, the Property Tax Division may use the capitalized net revenue method. This method is outlined as follows:
   a) Determine annual net revenue, both net losses and net gains, from the productive mining property for each of the immediate past five years, or years in operation, if less than five years. Each year's net revenue shall be adjusted to a constant or real dollar basis.
   b) Determine the average annual net revenue by summing the values obtained in B.3.a) and dividing by the number of operative years, five or less.
   c) Divide the average annual net revenue by the discount rate to determine the fair market value of the entire productive mining property.
   d) Subtract from the fair market value of the entire productive mining property the fair market value, as of the lien date, of licensed vehicles and nontaxable items, to determine the taxable value of the productive mining property.
4. The discount rate shall be determined by the Property Tax Division.
   a) The discount rate shall be determined using the weighted average cost of capital method, a survey of reputable mining industry analysts, any other accepted methodology, or any combination thereof.
   b) If using the weighted average cost of capital method, the Property Tax Division shall include an after-tax cost of debt and of equity. The cost of debt will consider market yields. The cost of equity shall be determined by the capital asset pricing model, arbitrage pricing model, risk premium model, discounted cash flow model, a survey of reputable mining industry analysts, any other accepted methodology, or a combination thereof.
5. Where the discount rate is derived through the use of publicly available information of other companies, the Property Tax Division shall select companies that are comparable to the productive mining property. In making this selection and in determining the discount rate, the Property Tax Division shall consider criteria that includes size, profitability, risk, diversification, or growth opportunities.
6. A non-operating mine will be valued at fair market value consistent with other taxable property.
7. If, in the opinion of the Property Tax Division, these methods are not reasonable to determine the fair market value, the Property Tax Division may use other valuation methods to estimate the fair market value of a mining property.
8. The fair market value of a productive mining property may not be less than the fair market value of the land, improvements, and tangible personal property upon or appurtenant to the mining property. The mine value shall include all equipment, improvements and real estate upon or appurtenant to the mine. All other tangible property not appurtenant to the mining property will be separately valued at fair market value.
9. Where the fair market value of assets upon or appurtenant to the mining property is determined under the cost method, the Property Tax Division shall use the replacement cost new less depreciation approach. This approach shall consider the cost to acquire or build an asset with like utility at current prices using modern design and materials, adjusted for loss in value due to physical deterioration or obsolescence for technical, functional and economic factors.
C. When the fair market value of a productive mining property in more than one tax area exceeds the asset value, the fair market value will be divided into two components and apportioned as follows:
1. Asset value that includes machinery and equipment, improvements, and land surface values will be apportioned to the tax areas where the assets are located.
2. The fair market value less the asset value will give an income increment of value. The income increment will be apportioned as follows:
   a) Divide the asset value by the fair market value to determine a quotient. Multiply the quotient by the income increment of value. This value will be apportioned to each tax area based on the percentage of the total asset value in that tax area.
   b) The remainder of the income increment will be apportioned to the tax areas based on the percentage of the known mineral reserves according to the mine plan.
D. The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning January 1, 1998.
4. "Independent operator" means a person operating an oil or gas producing property not in a unit.

5. One person can, at the same time, be a unit operator, a working interest owner, and an independent operator and must comply with all requirements of this rule based upon the person's status in the respective situations.

6. "Expected annual production" means the future economic production of an oil and gas property as estimated by the Property Tax Division using a decline curve analysis. Expected annual production does not include production used on the same well, lease, or unit for the purpose of repressuring or pressure maintenance.

7. "Product price" means:
   a) Oil: The weighted average posted price for the calendar year preceding January 1, specific for the field in which the well is operating as designated by the Division of Oil, Gas, and Mining. The weighted average posted price is determined by weighing each individual posted price based on the number of days it was posted during the year, adjusting for gravity, transportation, escalation, or deescalation.
   b) Gas:
      (1) If sold under contract, the price shall be the stated price as of January 1, adjusted for escalation and deescalation.
      (2) If sold on the spot market or to a direct end-user, the price shall be the average price received for the 12-month period immediately preceding January 1, adjusted for escalation and deescalation.

8. "Future net revenue" means annual revenues less costs of the working interests and royalty interest.

9. "Revenue" means expected annual gross revenue, calculated by multiplying the product price by expected annual production for the remaining economic life of the property.

10. "Costs" means expected annual allowable costs applied against revenue of cost-bearing interests:
   a) Examples of allowable costs include management salaries; labor; payroll taxes and benefits; workers' compensation insurance; general insurance; taxes (excluding income and property taxes); supplies and tools; power; maintenance and repairs; office; accounting; engineering; treatment; legal fees; transportation; miscellaneous; capital expenditures; and the imputed cost of self consumed product.
   b) Interest, depreciation, or any expense not directly related to the unit will not be included as allowable costs.

11. "Production asset" means any asset located at the well site that is used to bring oil or gas products to a point of sale or transfer of ownership.

B. The discount rate shall be determined by the Property Tax Division using methods such as the weighted cost of capital method.

1. The cost of debt shall consider market yields. The cost of equity shall be determined by the capital asset pricing model, risk premium model, discounted cash flow model, a combination thereof, or any other accepted methodology.

2. The discount rate shall reflect the current yield requirements of investors purchasing similar properties, taking into consideration income, income taxes, risk, expenses, inflation, and physical and locational characteristics.

3. The discount rate shall contain the same elements as the expected income stream.

C. Assessment Procedures.

1. Underground rights in lands containing deposits of oil or gas and the related tangible property shall be assessed by the Property Tax Division in the name of the unit operator, the independent operator, or other person as the facts may warrant.

2. The taxable value of underground oil and gas rights shall be determined by discounting future net revenues to their present value as of the lien date of the assessment year and then subtracting the value of applicable exempt federal, state, and Indian royalty interests.

3. The reasonable taxable value of productive underground oil and gas rights shall be determined by the methods described in C.2. of this rule or such other valuation method that the Tax Commission believes to be reasonably determinative of the property's fair market value.

4. The value of the production assets shall be considered in the value of the oil and gas reserves as determined in C.2. above. Any other tangible property shall be separately valued at fair market value by the Property Tax Division.

5. The minimum value of the property shall be the value of the production assets.

D. Collection by Operator.

1. The unit operator may request the Property Tax Division to separately list the value of the working interest, and the value of the royalty interest on the Assessment Record. When such a request is made, the unit operator is responsible to provide the Property Tax Division with the necessary information needed to compile this list. The unit operator may make a reasonable estimate of the ad valorem tax liability for a given period and may withhold funds from amounts due to royalty. Withheld funds shall be sufficient to ensure payment of the ad valorem tax on each fractional interest according to the estimate made.

a) If a unit operating agreement exists between the unit operator and the fractional working interest owners, the unit operator may withhold or collect the tax according to the terms of that agreement.

b) In any case, the unit operator and the fractional interest owner may make agreements or arrangements for withholding or otherwise collecting this tax. This may be done whether or not that practice is consistent with the preceding paragraphs so long as all requirements of the law are met. When a fractional interest owner has had funds withheld to cover the estimated ad valorem tax liability and the operator fails to remit such taxes to the county when due, the fractional interest owner shall be indemnified from any further ad valorem tax liability to the extent of the withholding.

c) The unit operator shall compare the amount withheld to the taxes actually due, and return any excess amount to the fractional interest owner within 60 days after the delinquent date of the tax. At the request of the fractional interest owner the excess may be retained by the unit operator and applied toward the fractional interest owner's tax liability for the subsequent year.

2. The penalty provided for in Section 59-2-210 is intended to ensure collection by the county of the entire tax due. Any unit operator who has paid this county imposed penalty, and thereafter collects from the fractional interest holders any part of their tax due, may retain those funds as reimbursement against the penalty paid.

3. Interest on delinquent taxes shall be assessed as set forth in Section 59-2-1331.

4. Each unit operator may be required to submit to the Property Tax Division a listing of all fractional interest owners and their interests upon specific request of the Property Tax Division. Working interest owners, upon request, shall be required to submit similar information to unit operators.


(1) The assessor shall take into consideration any preservation easements attached to historically significant real property and structures when determining the property's value.

(2) After the preservation easement has been recorded with the county recorder, the property owner of record shall submit to the county assessor a notice of the preservation easement containing the following information:

   (a) the property owner's name;
(b) the address of the property; and
(c) the serial number of the property.
(3) The county assessor shall review the property and incorporate any value change due to the preservation easement in the following year's assessment roll.

(1) Definitions:
(a) "Utah fair market value" means the fair market value of that portion of the property of a project entity located within Utah upon which the fee in lieu of ad valorem property tax may be calculated.
(b) "Fee" means the annual fee in lieu of ad valorem property tax payable by a project entity pursuant to Section 11-13-302.
(c) "Energy supplier" means an entity that purchases any capacity, service or other benefit of a project to provide electrical service.
(d) "Exempt energy supplier" means an energy supplier whose tangible property is exempted by Article XIII, Sec. 3 of the Constitution of Utah from the payment of ad valorem property tax.
(e) "Optimum operating capacity" means the capacity at which a project is capable of operating on a sustained basis taking into account its design, actual operating history, maintenance requirements, and similar information from comparable projects, if any. The determination of the projected and actual optimum operating capacities of a project shall recognize that projects are not normally operated on a sustained basis at 100 percent of their designed or actual capacities and that the optimum level for operating a project on a sustained basis may vary from project to project.
(f) "Property" means any electric generating facilities, transmission facilities, distribution facilities, fuel facilities, fuel transportation facilities, water facilities, land, water or other existing facilities or tangible property owned by a project entity and required for the project which, if owned by an entity required to pay ad valorem property taxes, would be subject to assessment for ad valorem tax purposes.
(g) "Sold," for the purpose of interpreting Subsection (4), means the first sale of the capacity, service, or other benefit produced by the project without regard to any subsequent resale, resale, or lay-off of that capacity, service, or other benefit.
(h) "Taxing jurisdiction" means a political subdivision of this state in which any portion of the project is located.
(i) All definitions contained in Section 11-13-103 apply to this rule.
(2) The Tax Commission shall determine the fair market value of the property of each project entity. Fair market value shall be based upon standard appraisal theory and shall be determined by correlating estimates derived from the income and cost approaches to value described below.
(a) The income approach to value requires the imputation of an income stream and a capitalization rate. The income stream may be based on recognized indicators such as average income, weighted income, trended income, present value of future income streams, performance ratios, and discounted cash flows. The imputation of income stream and capitalization rate shall be derived from the data of other similarly situated companies. Similarity shall be based on factors such as location, fuel mix, customer mix, size and bond ratings. Estimates may also be imputed from industry data generally. Income data from similarly situated companies will be adjusted to reflect differences in governmental regulatory and tax policies.
(b) The cost approach to value shall consist of the total of the property's net book value of the project's property. This total shall then be adjusted for obsolescence if any.
(c) In addition to, and in lieu of, any adjustments for obsolescence made pursuant to Subsection (2)(b), a phase-in adjustment shall be made to the assessed valuation of any new project or expansion of an existing project on which construction commenced by a project entity after January 1, 1989 as follows:
(i) During the period the new project or expansion is valued as construction work in progress, its assessed valuation shall be multiplied by the percentage calculated by dividing its projected production as of the projected date of completion of construction by its projected optimum operating capacity as of that date.
(ii) Once the new project or expansion ceases to be valued as construction work in progress, its assessed valuation shall be multiplied by the percentage calculated by dividing its actual production by its actual optimum operating capacity. After the new project or expansion has sustained actual production at its optimum operating capacity during any tax year, this percentage shall be deemed to be 100 percent for the remainder of its useful life.
(3) If portions of the property of the project entity are located in states in addition to Utah and those states do not apply a unit valuation approach to that property, the fair market value of the property allocable to Utah shall be determined by computing the cost approach to value on the basis of the net book value of the property located in Utah and imputing an estimated income stream based solely on the value of the Utah property as computed under the cost approach. The correlated value so determined shall be the Utah fair market value of the property.
(4) Before fixing and apportioning the Utah fair market value of the property to the respective taxing jurisdictions in which the property, or a portion thereof is located, the Utah fair market value of the property shall be reduced by the percentage of the capacity, service, or other benefit sold by the project entity to exempt energy suppliers.
(5) For purposes of calculating the amount of the fee payable under Section 11-13-302(3), the percentage of the property that is used to produce the capacity, service or other benefit sold shall be deemed to be 100 percent, subject to adjustments provided by this rule, from the date the project is determined to be commercially operational.
(6) In computing its tax rate pursuant to the formula specified in Section 59-2-924(2), each taxing jurisdiction in which the project property is located shall add to the amount of its budgeted property tax revenues the amount of any credit due to the project entity that year under Section 11-13-302(3), and shall divide the result by the sum of the taxable value of all property taxed, including the value of the project property apportioned to the jurisdiction, and further adjusted pursuant to the requirements of Section 59-2-924.
(7) Subsections (2)(a) and (2)(b) are retroactive to the lien date of January 1, 1984. Subsection (2)(c) is effective as of the lien date of January 1, 1989. The remainder of this rule is retroactive to the lien date of January 1, 1988.

(1) "State certified general appraiser," "state certified residential appraiser," "state licensed appraiser," and trainee are as defined in Section 61-2b-2.
(2) The ad valorem training and designation program consists of several courses and practices.
(a) Certain courses must be sanctioned by either the Appraiser Qualification Board of the Appraisal Foundation (AOB) or the Western States Association of Tax Administrators (WSATA).
(b) The courses comprising the basic designation program
are:

(i) Course 101 - Basic Appraisal Principles;
(ii) Course 103 - Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (AOB);
(iii) Course 501 - Assessment Practice in Utah;
(iv) Course 502 - Mass Appraisal of Land;
(v) Course 503 - Development and Use of Personal Property Schedules;
(vi) Course 504 - Appraisal of Public Utilities and Railroads (WSATA); and
(vii) Course 505 - Income Approach Application.

(3) Candidates must attend 90 percent of the classes in each course and pass the final examination for each course with a grade of 70 percent or more to be successful.

(4) There are four recognized ad valorem designations: ad valorem residential appraiser, ad valorem general real property appraiser, ad valorem personal property auditor/appraiser, and ad valorem centrally assessed valuation analyst.

(a) These designations are granted only to individuals employed in a county assessor office or the Property Tax Division who are certified appraisers, review appraisers, or analysts/administrators providing oversight and direction to appraisers and auditors.

(b) An assessor, county employee, or state employee must hold the appropriate designation to value property for ad valorem taxation purposes.

(5) Ad valorem residential appraiser.

(a) To qualify for this designation, an individual must:
(i) successfully complete courses 501 and 502;
(ii) successfully complete a comprehensive residential field practicum; and
(iii) attain and maintain state licensed or state certified appraiser status.

(b) Upon designation, the appraiser may value residential, vacant, and agricultural property for ad valorem taxation purposes.

(6) Ad valorem general real property appraiser.

(a) In order to qualify for this designation, an individual must:
(i) successfully complete courses 501, 502, and 505;
(ii) successfully complete a comprehensive field practicum including residential and commercial properties; and
(iii) attain and maintain state certified appraiser status.

(b) Upon designation, the appraiser may value all types of locally assessed real property for ad valorem taxation purposes.

(7) Ad valorem personal property auditor/appraiser.

(a) To qualify for this designation, an individual must:
(i) successfully complete courses 101, 103, 501, and 503; and
(ii) successfully complete a comprehensive auditing practicum.

(b) Upon designation, the auditor/appraiser may value locally assessed personal property for ad valorem taxation purposes.

(8) Ad valorem centrally assessed valuation analyst.

(a) In order to qualify for this designation, an individual must:
(i) successfully complete courses 501 and 504;
(ii) successfully complete a comprehensive valuation practicum; and
(iii) attain and maintain state licensed or state certified appraiser status.

(b) Upon designation, the analyst may value centrally assessed property for ad valorem taxation purposes.

(9) A candidate fails to receive a passing grade on a final examination, two re-examinations are allowed. If the re-examinations are not successful, the individual must retake the failed course. The cost to retake the failed course will not be borne by the Tax Commission.

(10) A practicum involves the appraisal or audit of selected properties. The candidate's supervisor must formally request that the Property Tax Division administer a practicum.

(a) Emphasis is placed on those types of properties the candidate will most likely encounter on the job.

(b) The practicum will be administered by a designated appraiser assigned from the Property Tax Division.

(11) An appraiser trainee referred to in Section 59-2-701 shall be designated an ad valorem associate if the appraiser trainee:

(a) has completed all education and practicum requirements for designation under Subsections (5), (6), or (8); and

(b) has not completed the non-education requirements for licensure or certification under Title 61, Chapter 2b, Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification.

(12) An individual holding a specified designation can qualify for other designations by meeting the additional requirements under Subsections (5), (6), (7), or (8).

(13)(a) Maintaining designated status for individuals designated under Subsection (7) requires completion of 14 hours of Tax Commission approved classroom work every two years.

(b) Maintaining designated status for individuals designated under Subsections (5), (6), and (8) requires maintaining their appraisal license or certification under Title 61, Chapter 2b, Real Estate Appraiser Licensing and Certification.

(14) Upon termination of employment from any Utah assessment jurisdiction, or if the individual no longer works primarily as an appraiser, review appraiser, valuation auditor, or analyst/administrator in appraisal matters, designation is automatically revoked.

(a) Ad valorem designation status may be reinstated if the individual secures employment in any Utah assessment jurisdiction within four years from the prior termination.

(b) If more than four years elapse between termination and rehire, and:

(i) the individual has been employed in a closely allied field, then the individual may challenge the course examinations. Upon successfully challenging all required course examinations, the prior designation status will be reinstated; or

(ii) if the individual has not been employed in real estate valuation or a closely allied field, the individual must retake all required courses and pass the final examinations with a score of 70 percent or more.

(15) All appraisal work performed by Tax Commission designated appraisers shall meet the standards set forth in section 61-2b-27.

(16) If appropriate Tax Commission designations are not held by assessor's office personnel, the appraisal work must be contracted out to qualified private appraisers. An assessor's office may elect to contract out appraisal work to qualified private appraisers even if personnel with the appropriate designation are available in the office. If appraisal work is contracted out, the following requirements must be met:

(a) The private sector appraisers performing the contracted work must hold the state certified residential appraiser or state certified general appraiser license issued by the Division of Real Estate of the Utah Department of Commerce. Only state certified general appraisers may appraise nonresidential properties.

(b) All appraisal work shall meet the standards set forth in Section 61-2b-27.

(17) The completion and delivery of the assessment roll required under Section 59-2-311 is an administrative function of the elected assessor.

(a) There are no specific licensure, certification, or educational requirements related to this function.
(b) An elected assessor may complete and deliver the assessment roll as long as the valuations and appraisals included in the assessment roll were completed by persons having the required designations.

R884-24P-20. Construction Work in Progress Pursuant to Utah Constitution Art. XIII, Section 2 and Utah Code Ann. Sections 59-2-201 and 59-2-301. A. For purposes of this rule:
1. Construction work in progress means improvements as defined in Section 59-2-102, and personal property as defined in Section 59-2-102, not functionally complete as defined in A.6.
2. Project means any undertaking involving construction, expansion or modernization.
3. "Construction" means:
   a) creation of a new facility;
   b) acquisition of personal property; or
   c) any alteration to the real property of an existing facility other than normal repairs or maintenance.
4. Expansion means an increase in production or capacity as a result of the project.
5. Modernization means a change or contrast in character or quality resulting from the introduction of improved techniques, methods or products.
6. Functionally complete means capable of providing economic benefit to the owner through fulfillment of the purpose for which it was constructed. In the case of a cost-regulated utility, a project shall be deemed to be functionally complete when the operating property associated with the project has been capitalized on the books and is part of the rate base of that utility.
7. Allocable preconstruction costs means expenditures associated with the planning and preparation for the construction of a project. To be classified as an allocable preconstruction cost, an expenditure must be capitalized.
8. Cost regulated utility means a power company, oil and gas pipeline company, gas distribution company or telecommunication company whose earnings are determined by a rate of return applied to rate base. Rate of return and rate base are set and approved by a state or federal regulatory commission.
10. Unit method of appraisal means valuation of the various physical components of an integrated enterprise as a single going concern. The unit method may employ one or more of the following approaches to value: the income approach, the cost approach, and the stock and debt approach.
B. All construction work in progress shall be valued at "full cash value" as described in this rule.
C. Discount Rates
For purposes of this rule, discount rates used in valuing all projects shall be determined by the Tax Commission, and shall be consistent with market, financial and economic conditions.
D. Appraisal of Allocable Preconstruction Costs.
1. If requested by the taxpayer, preconstruction costs associated with properties, other than residential properties, may be allocated to the value of the project in relation to the relative amount of total expenditures made on the project by the lien date. Allocation will be allowed only if the following conditions are satisfied by January 30 of the tax year for which the request is sought:
   a) a detailed list of preconstruction cost data is supplied to the responsible agency;
   b) the percent of completion of the project and the preconstruction cost data are certified by the taxpayer as to their accuracy.
2. The preconstruction costs allocated pursuant to D.1. of this rule shall be discounted using the appropriate rate determined in C. The discounted allocated value shall either be added to the values of properties other than residential properties determined under E.1. or shall be added to the values determined under the various approaches used in the unit method of valuation determined under F.
3. The preconstruction costs allocated under D. are subject to audit for four years. If adjustments are necessary after examination of the records, those adjustments will be classified as property escaping assessment.
E. Appraisal of Properties not Valued under the Unit Method.
1. The full cash value, projected upon completion, of all properties valued under this section, with the exception of residential properties, shall be reduced by the value of the allocable preconstruction costs determined D. This reduced full cash value shall be referred to as the "adjusted full cash value."
2. On or before January 1 of each tax year, each county assessor and the Tax Commission shall determine, for projects not valued by the unit method and which fall under their respective areas of appraisal responsibility, the following:
   a) The full cash value of the project expected upon completion.
   b) The expected date of functional completion of the project currently under construction.
(1) The expected date of functional completion shall be determined by the county assessor for locally assessed properties and by the Tax Commission for centrally-assessed properties.
   c) The percent of the project completed as of the lien date.
(1) Determination of percent of completion for residential properties shall be based on the following percentage of completion:
   (a) 10 - Excavation-foundation
   (b) 30 - Rough lumber, rough labor
   (c) 50 - Roofing, rough plumbing, rough electrical, heating
   (d) 65 - Insulation, drywall, exterior finish
   (e) 75 - Finish lumber, finish labor, painting
   (f) 90 - Cabinets, cabinet tops, tile, finish plumbing, finish electrical
   (g) 100 - Floor covering, appliances, exterior concrete, misc.
(2) In the case of all other projects under construction and valued under this section the percent of completion shall be determined by the county assessor for locally assessed properties and by the Tax Commission for centrally-assessed properties.
3. Upon determination of the adjusted full cash value for nonresidential projects under construction or the full cash value expected upon completion of residential projects under construction, the expected date of completion, and the percent of the project completed, the assessor shall do the following:
   a) multiply the percent of the residential project completed by the total full cash value of the residential project expected upon completion; or in the case of nonresidential projects,
   b) multiply the percent of the nonresidential project completed by the adjusted full cash value of the nonresidential project; and
   c) adjust the resulting product of E.3.a) or E.3.b) for the expected time of completion using the discount rate determined under C.
F. Appraisal of Properties Valued Under the Unit Method of Appraisal.
1. No adjustments under this rule shall be made to the income indicator of value for a project under construction that is owned by a cost-regulated utility when the project is allowed in rate base.
2. The full cash value of a project under construction as of January 1 of the tax year, shall be determined by adjusting the
cost and income approaches as follows:

Adjustments to reflect the time value of money in appraising construction work in progress valued under the cost and income approaches shall be made for each approach as follows:

1. Each company shall report the expected completion dates and costs of the projects. A project expected to be completed during the tax year for which the valuation is being determined shall be considered completed on January 1 or July 1, whichever is closest to the expected completion date. The Tax Commission shall determine the expected completion date for any project whose completion is scheduled during a tax year subsequent to the tax year for which the valuation is being made.

2. If requested by the company, the value of allocable preconstruction costs determined in D shall then be subtracted from the total cost of each project. The resulting sum shall be referred to as the adjusted cost value of the project.

3. The adjusted cost value for each of the future years prior to functional completion shall be discounted to reflect the present value of the project under construction. The discount rate shall be determined under C.

4. The discounted adjusted cost value shall then be added to the values determined under the income approach and cost approach.

b) No adjustment will be made to reflect the time value of money for a project valued under the stock and debt approach to value.

G. This rule shall take effect for the tax year 1985.


The county auditor must notify all real property owners of property valuation and tax changes on the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes form.

(a) If a county desires to use a modified version of the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes, a copy of the proposed modification must be submitted for approval to the Property Tax Division of the Tax Commission no later than March 1.

(i) Within 15 days of receipt, the Property Tax Division will issue a written decision, including justifications, on the use of the modified Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes.

(ii) If a county is not satisfied with the decision, it may petition for a hearing before the Tax Commission as provided in R861-1A-22.

(b) The Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes, however modified, must contain the same information as the unmodified version. A property description may be included at the option of the county.

2. The Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes must be completed by the county auditor in its entirety, except in the following circumstances:

(a) New property is created by a new legal description; or

(b) The status of the improvements on the property has changed.

(c) In instances where partial completion is allowed, the term "nonapplicable" will be entered in the appropriate sections of the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes.

(d) If the county auditor determines that conditions other than those outlined in this section merit deletion, the auditor may enter the term "nonapplicable" in appropriate sections of the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes only after receiving approval from the Property Tax Division in the manner described in Subsection (1).

3. Real estate assessed under the Farmland Assessment Act of 1969 must be reported at full market value, with the value based upon Farmland Assessment Act rates shown parenthetically.

4. (a) All completion dates specified for the disclosure of property tax information must be strictly observed.

(b) Requests for deviation from the statutory completion dates must be submitted in writing on or before June 1, and receive the approval of the Property Tax Division in the manner described in Subsection (1).

5. If the cost of public notice required under Section 59-2-919 is greater than one percent of the property tax revenues to be received, an entity may combine its advertisement with other entities, or use direct mail notification.

6. Calculation of the amount and percentage increase in property tax revenues required by Section 59-2-919 shall be computed by comparing property taxes levied for the current year with property taxes budgeted the prior year, without adjusting for revenues attributable to new growth.

7. If a taxing district has not completed the tax rate setting process as prescribed in Sections 59-2-919 and 59-2-920 by August 17, the county auditor must seek approval from the Tax Commission to use the certified rate in calculating taxes levied for January 1.

8. The value of property subject to the uniform fee under Sections 59-2-405 through 59-2-405.3 is excluded from taxable value for purposes of calculating new growth, the certified tax rate, and the proposed tax rate.

9. The value and taxes of property subject to the uniform fee under Sections 59-2-405 through 59-2-405.3 are excluded when calculating the percentage of property taxes collected as provided in Section 59-2-924.

10. The following formulas and definitions shall be used in determining new growth:

(a) Actual new growth shall be computed as follows:

  (i) the taxable value of property assessed by the commission and locally assessed real property for the current year adjusted for redevelopment minus year-end taxable value of property assessed by the commission and locally assessed real property for the previous year adjusted for redevelopment; then

  (ii) plus or minus the difference between the taxable value of locally assessed personal property for the prior year adjusted for redevelopment and the year-end taxable value of locally assessed personal property for the current year adjusted for redevelopment; then

  (iii) plus or minus changes in value as a result of factoring; then

  (iv) plus or minus changes in value as a result of reappraisal; then

  (v) plus or minus any change in value resulting from a legislative mandate or court order.

(b) Net annexation value is the taxable value for the current year adjusted for redevelopment of all properties annexed into an entity during the prior calendar year minus the taxable value for the previous year adjusted for redevelopment for all properties annexed out of the entity during the prior calendar year.

(c) New growth is equal to zero for an entity with:

  (i) an actual new growth value less than zero; and

  (ii) a net annexation value greater than or equal to zero.

(d) New growth is equal to actual new growth for:

  (i) an entity with an actual new growth value greater than or equal to zero; or

  (ii) an entity with:

  (A) an actual new growth value less than zero; and

  (B) the actual new growth value is greater than or equal to the net annexation value.

(e) New growth is equal to the net annexation value for an entity with:

  (i) a net annexation value less than zero; and

  (ii) the actual new growth value is less than the net annexation value.
(f) Adjusted new growth equals new growth multiplied by the mean collection rate for the previous five years.

(11)(a) For purposes of determining the certified tax rate, ad valorem property tax revenues budgeted by a taxing entity for the prior year are calculated by:
(i) increasing or decreasing the adjustable taxable value from the prior year Report 697 by the average of the percentage net change in the value of taxable property for the equalization period for the three calendar years immediately preceding the current calendar year; and
(ii) multiplying the result obtained in Subsection (11)(a)(i)
by:
(A) the percentage of property taxes collected for the five calendar years immediately preceding the current calendar year; and
(B) the prior year approved tax rate.

(b) If a taxing entity levied the prior year approved tax rate, the budgeted revenues determined under Subsection (11)(a) are reflected in the budgeted revenue column of the prior year Report 697.

(12) Entities required to set levies for more than one fund must compute an aggregate certified rate. The aggregate certified rate is the sum of the certified rates for individual funds for which separate levies are required by law. The aggregate certified rate computation applies where:
(a) the valuation bases for the funds are contained within identical geographic boundaries; and
(b) the funds are under the levy and budget setting authority of the same governmental entity.

(13) For purposes of determining the certified tax rate of a municipality incorporated on or after July 1, 1996, the levy imposed for municipal-type services or general county purposes shall be the certified tax rate for municipal-type services or general county purposes, as applicable.

(14) No new entity, including a new city, may have a certified tax rate or levy a tax for any particular year unless that entity existed on the first day of that calendar year.


(1) Definitions.

(a) "Coefficient of dispersion (COD)" means the average deviation of a group of assessment ratios taken around the median and expressed as a percent of that measure.

(b) "Coefficient of variation (COV)" means the standard deviation expressed as a percentage of the mean.

(c) "Division" means the Property Tax Division of the commission.

(d) "Nonparametric" means data samples that are not normally distributed.

(e) "Parametric" means data samples that are normally distributed.

(f) "Urban counties" means counties classified as first or second class counties pursuant to Section 17-50-501.

(2) The commission adopts the following standards of assessment performance.

(a) For assessment level in each property class, subclass, and geographical area in each county, the measure of central tendency shall meet one of the following measures.

(i) The measure of central tendency shall be within 10 percent of the legal level of assessment.

(ii) The 95 percent confidence interval of the measure of central tendency shall contain the legal level of assessment.

(b) For uniformity of the property assessments in each class of property for which a detailed review is conducted during the current year, the measure of dispersion shall be within the following limits.

(i) In urban counties:

(A) a COD of 15 percent or less for primary residential property, and 20 percent or less for commercial property, vacant land, and secondary residential property; and

(B) a COV of 19 percent or less for primary residential property, and 25 percent or less for commercial property, vacant land, and secondary residential property.

(ii) In rural counties:

(A) a COD of 20 percent or less for primary residential property, and 25 percent or less for commercial property, vacant land, and secondary residential property.

(B) a COV of 25 percent or less for primary residential property, and 31 percent or less for commercial property, vacant land, and secondary residential property.

(iii) For a rural or small jurisdiction with limited development, or for a jurisdiction with a depressed market, the county assessor may petition the division for a five percentage point increase in the COD or COV for one year only. After sufficient examination, the division may determine that a one-year expansion of the COD or COV is appropriate.

(c) Statistical measures.

(i) The measure of central tendency shall be the mean for parametric samples and the median for nonparametric samples.

(ii) The measure of dispersion shall be the COV for parametric samples and the COD for nonparametric samples.

(iii) To achieve statistical accuracy in determining assessment level under Subsection (2)(a) and uniformity under Subsection (2)(b) for any property class, subclass, or geographical area, the minimum sample size shall consist of 10 or more ratios.

(3) Each year the division shall conduct and publish an assessment-to-sale ratio study to determine if each county complies with the standards in Subsection (2).

(a) To meet the minimum sample size, the study period may be extended.

(b) A smaller sample size may be used if:

(i) that sample size is at least 10 percent of the class or subclass population; or

(ii) both the division and the county agree that the sample may produce statistics that imply corrective action appropriate to the class or subclass of property.

(c) If the division, after consultation with the counties, determines that the sample size does not produce reliable statistical data, an alternate performance evaluation may be conducted, which may result in corrective action. The alternate performance evaluation shall include review and analysis of the following:

(i) the county's procedures for collection and use of market data, including sales, income, rental, expense, vacancy rates, and capitalization rates;

(ii) the county-wide land, residential, and commercial valuation guidelines and their associated procedures for maintaining current market values;

(iii) the accuracy and uniformity of the county's individual property data through a field audit of randomly selected properties; and

(iv) the county's level of personnel training, ratio of appraisers to parcels, level of funding, and other workload and resource considerations.

(d) All input to the sample used to measure performance shall be completed by March 31 of each study year.

(e) The division shall conduct a preliminary annual assessment-to-sale ratio study by April 30 of the study year, allowing counties to apply adjustments to their tax roll prior to the May 22 deadline.

(f) The division shall complete the final study immediately following the closing of the tax roll on May 22.

(4) The division shall order corrective action if the results of the final study do not meet the standards set forth in Subsection (2).

(1) The procedure set forth herein is required in reporting heavy equipment leased or rented during the tax year.  

(2) The owner of leased or rented heavy equipment shall file annual reports with the commission, either on forms provided by the commission or electronically, for the periods January 1 through June 30, and July 1 through December 31 of each year. The reports shall contain the following information:  

(a) a description of the leased or rented equipment;  

(b) the year of manufacture and acquisition cost;  

(c) a listing, by month, of the counties where the equipment has situs; and  

(d) any other information required.  

(3) For purposes of this rule, situs is established when leased or rented equipment is kept in an area for thirty days. Once situs is established, any portion of thirty days during which that equipment stays in that area shall be counted as a full month of situs. In no case may situs exceed twelve months for any year.  

(4)(a) The completed report shall be submitted to the Property Tax Division of the commission within thirty days after each reporting period.  

(b) Noncompliance will require accelerated reporting.


(1) Except as provided in Section 59-2-1115, household furnishings, furniture, and equipment are subject to property taxation if:  

(a) the owner of the dwelling unit commonly receives legal consideration for its use, whether in the form of rent, exchange, or lease payments; or  

(b) the dwelling unit is held out as available for the rent, lease, or use by others.  

(2) Household furnishings, furniture, and equipment that meet the definition of qualifying exempt primary residential rental personal property in Section 59-2-102;  

(a) qualify for the primary residential exemption under Section 59-2-103; and  

(b) are valued for tax under this chapter by:  

(i) calculating the value of the personal property using the tables in Tax Commission rule R884-24P-33; and  

(ii) multiplying the value calculated under Subsection (2)(b)(i) by 0.55.


A. The value of leasehold improvements shall be included in the value of the underlying real property and assessed to the owner of the underlying real property.  

B. The combined valuation of leasehold improvements and underlying real property required in A. shall satisfy the requirements of Section 59-2-103(1).  

C. The provisions of this rule shall not apply if the underlying real property is owned by an entity exempt from tax under Section 59-2-1101.  

D. The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning January 1, 2000.


(1) Definitions.  

(a)(i) "Acquisition cost" does not include indirect costs such as debugging, licensing fees and permits, insurance, or security.  

(ii) Acquisition cost may correspond to the cost new for new property, or cost used for used property.  

(b)(i) "Actual cost" includes the value of components necessary to complete the vehicle, such as tanks, mixers, special containers, passenger compartments, special axles, installation, engineering, erection, or assembly costs.  

(ii) Actual cost does not include sales or excise taxes, maintenance contracts, registration and license fees, dealer charges, tire tax, freight, or shipping costs.  

(c) "Cost new" means the actual cost of the property when purchased new.  

(i) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, the Tax Commission and assessors shall rely on the following sources to determine cost new:  

(A) documented actual cost of the new or used vehicle; or  

(B) recognized publications that provide a method for approximating cost new for new or used vehicles.  

(ii) For the following property purchased used, the taxing authority may determine cost new by dividing the property's
actual cost by the percent good factor for that class:
(A) class 6 - heavy and medium duty trucks;
(B) class 13 - heavy equipment;
(C) class 14 - motor homes;
(D) class 17 - vessels equal to or greater than 31 feet in length; and
(E) class 21 - commercial trailers.
(d) For purposes of Sections 59-2-108 and 59-2-1115, "item of taxable tangible personal property" means a piece of equipment, machinery, furniture, or other piece of tangible personal property that is functioning at its highest and best use for the purpose it was designed and constructed and is generally capable of performing that function without being combined with other items of personal property. An item of taxable tangible personal property is not an individual component part of a piece of machinery or equipment, but the piece of machinery or equipment. For example, a fully functioning computer is an item of taxable tangible personal property, but the motherboard, hard drive, tower, or sound card are not.
(e) "Percent good" means an estimate of value, expressed as a percentage, based on a property's acquisition cost or cost new, adjusted for depreciation and appreciation of all kinds.
(i) The percent good factor is applied against the acquisition cost or the cost new to derive taxable value for the property.
(ii) Percent good schedules are derived from an analysis of the Internal Revenue Service Class Life, the Marshall and Swift Cost index, other data sources or research, and vehicle valuation guides such as Penton Price Digests.
(2) Each year the Property Tax Division shall update and publish percent good schedules for use in computing personal property valuation.
(a) Proposed schedules shall be transmitted to county assessors and interested parties for comment before adoption.
(b) A public comment period will be scheduled each year and a public hearing will be scheduled if requested by ten or more interested parties or at the discretion of the Commission.
(c) County assessors may deviate from the schedules when warranted by specific conditions affecting an item of personal property. When a deviation will affect an entire class or type of personal property, a written report, substantiating the changes warranted by specific conditions affecting an item of personal property, is required to be presented to the Commission. Alternative schedules may not be used without prior written approval of the Commission.
(d) A party may request a deviation from the value established by the schedule for a specific item of property if the use of the schedule does not result in the fair market value for the property at the retail level of trade on the lien date, including any relevant installment and assessor value.
(3) The provisions of this rule do not apply to:
(a) a vehicle subject to the age-based uniform fee under Section 59-2-405.1;
(b) the following personal property subject to the age-based uniform fee under Section 59-2-405.2:
(i) an all-terrain vehicle;
(ii) a camper;
(iii) an other motorcycle;
(iv) an other trailer;
(v) a personal watercraft;
(vi) a small motor vehicle;
(vii) a snowmobile;
(viii) a street motorcycle;
(ix) a tent trailer;
(x) a travel trailer; and
(xi) a vessel, including an outboard motor of the vessel, that is less than 31 feet in length and
(c) an aircraft subject to the uniform statewide fee under Section 59-2-404.
(4) Other taxable personal property that is not included in the listed classes includes:
(a) Supplies on hand as of January 1 at 12:00 noon, including office supplies, shipping supplies, maintenance supplies, replacement parts, lubricating oils, fuel and consumable items not held for sale in the ordinary course of business. Supplies are assessed at total cost, including freight-in.
(b) Equipment leased or rented from inventory is subject to ad valorem tax. Refer to the appropriate property class schedule to determine taxable value.
(c) Property held for rent or lease is taxable, and is not exempt as inventory. For entities primarily engaged in rent-to-own, inventory on hand at January 1 is exempt and property out on rent-to-own contracts is taxable.
(5) Personal property valuation schedules may not be appealed to, or amended by, county boards of equalization.
(6) All taxable personal property, other than personal property subject to an age-based uniform fee under Section 59-2-405.1 or 59-2-405.2, or a uniform statewide fee under Section 59-2-404, is classified by expected economic life as follows:
(a) Class 1 - Short Life Property. Property in this class has a typical life of more than one year and less than four years. It is fungible in that it is difficult to determine the age of an item retired from service.
(i) Examples of property in the class include:
(A) barricades/warning signs;
(B) library materials;
(C) patterns, jigs and dies;
(D) pots, pans, and utensils;
(E) canned computer software;
(F) hotel linen;
(G) wood and pallets;
(H) video tapes, compact discs, and DVDs; and
(I) uniforms.
(ii) With the exception of video tapes, compact discs, and DVDs, taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.
(iii) A licensee of canned computer software shall use one of the following substitutes for acquisition cost of canned computer software if no acquisition cost for the canned computer software is stated:
(A) retail price of the canned computer software;
(B) if a retail price is unavailable, and the license is a nonrenewable single year license agreement, the total sum of expected payments during that 12-month period; or
(C) if the licensing agreement is a renewable agreement or is a multiple year agreement, the present value of all expected licensing fees paid pursuant to the agreement.
(iv) Video tapes, compact discs, and DVDs are valued at $15.00 per tape or disc for the first year and $3.00 per tape or disc thereafter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 and prior</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Class 2 - Computer Integrated Machinery.
(i) Machinery shall be classified as computer integrated machinery if all of the following conditions are met:
(A) The equipment is sold as a single unit. If the invoice breaks out the computer separately from the machine, the computer must be valued as Class 12 property and the machine as Class 8 property.
(B) The machine cannot operate without the computer and the computer cannot perform functions outside the machine.
(C) The machine can perform multiple functions and is
controlled by a programmable central processing unit.

(D) The total cost of the machine and computer combined is depreciated as a unit for income tax purposes.

(E) The capabilities of the machine cannot be expanded by substituting a more complex computer for the original.

(ii) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) CNC mills;
(B) CNC lathes;
(C) high-tech medical and dental equipment such as MRI equipment, CAT scanners, and mammography units.

(iii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 and prior</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Class 3 - Short Life Trade Fixtures. Property in this class generally consists of electronic types of equipment and includes property subject to rapid functional and economic obsolescence or severe wear and tear.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) office machines;
(B) alarm systems;
(C) shopping carts;
(D) ATM machines;
(E) small equipment rentals;
(F) rent-to-own merchandise;
(G) telephone equipment and systems;
(H) music systems;
(I) vending machines;
(J) video game machines; and
(K) cash registers.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 and prior</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Class 5 - Long Life Trade Fixtures. Class 5 property is subject to functional obsolescence in the form of style changes.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) furniture;
(B) bars and sinks;
(C) booths, tables and chairs;
(D) beauty and barber shop fixtures;
(E) cabinets and shelves;
(F) displays, cases and racks;
(G) office furniture;
(H) theater seats;
(I) water slides; and
(J) signs, mechanical and electrical.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Class 6 - Heavy and Medium Duty Trucks.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) heavy duty trucks;
(B) medium duty trucks;
(C) crane trucks;
(D) concrete pump trucks; and
(E) trucks with well-boring rigs.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the cost new.

(iii) Cost new of vehicles in this class is defined as follows:
(A) the documented actual cost of the vehicle for new vehicles; or
(B) 75 percent of the manufacturer’s suggested retail price.

(iv) For state assessed vehicles, cost new shall include the value of attached equipment.

(v) The 2016 percent good applies to 2016 models purchased in 2015.

(vi) Trucks weighing two tons or more have a residual taxable value of $1,750.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Year</th>
<th>Percent Good of Cost New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 and prior</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(f) Class 7 - Medical and Dental Equipment. Class 7 property is subject to a high degree of technological development by the health industry.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) medical and dental equipment and instruments;
(B) exam tables and chairs;
(C) microscopes; and
(D) optical equipment.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(g) Class 8 - Machinery and Equipment. Property in this class is subject to considerable functional and economic obsolescence created by competition as technologically advanced and more efficient equipment becomes available.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:

(A) manufacturing machinery;
(B) amusement rides;
(C) bakery equipment;
(D) distillery equipment;
(E) refrigeration equipment;
(F) laundry and dry cleaning equipment;
(G) machine shop equipment;
(H) processing equipment;
(I) auto service and repair equipment;
(J) mining equipment;
(K) ski lift machinery;
(L) printing equipment;
(M) bottling or cannery equipment;
(N) packaging equipment; and
(O) pollution control equipment.

(ii) Except as provided in Subsection (6)(g)(iii), taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

(iii)(A) Notwithstanding Subsection (6)(g)(ii), the taxable value of the following oil refinery pollution control equipment required by the federal Clean Air Act shall be calculated pursuant to Subsection (6)(g)(iii)(B):

(I) VGO (Vacuum Gas Oil) reactor;
(II) HDS (Diesel Hydrotreater) reactor;
(III) VGO compressor;
(IV) VGO furnace;
(V) VGO and HDS high pressure exchangers;
(VI) VGO, SRU (Sulfur Recovery Unit), SWS (Sour Water Stripper), and TGU (Tail Gas Unit) low pressure exchangers;
(VII) VGO, amine, SWS, and HDS separators and drums;
(VIII) VGO and tank pumps;
(IX) TGU modules; and
(X) VGO tank and air coolers.

(B) The taxable value of the oil refinery pollution control equipment described in Subsection (6)(g)(iii)(A) shall be calculated by:

(I) applying the percent good factor in Table 8 against the acquisition cost of the property; and

(II) multiplying the product described in Subsection (6)(g)(iii)(B)(I) by 50%.

(h) Class 9 - Off-Highway Vehicles.

(i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects off-highway vehicles to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule is not necessary.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

TABLE 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05 and prior</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 and prior</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(j) Class 11 - Street Motorcycles.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:

(A) data processing equipment;
(B) personal computers;
(C) main frame computers;
(D) computer equipment peripherals;
(E) cad/cam systems; and
(F) copiers.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

TABLE 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 and prior</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(k) Class 12 - Computer Hardware.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:

(A) construction equipment;
(B) excavation equipment;
(C) loaders;
(D) batch plants;
(E) snow cats; and
(F) pavement sweepers.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

(iii) 2016 model equipment purchased in 2015 is valued at 100 percent of acquisition cost.

TABLE 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(h) Class 9 - Off-Highway Vehicles.

(i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects off-highway vehicles to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule is not necessary.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

(iii) 2016 model equipment purchased in 2015 is valued at 100 percent of acquisition cost.
(m) Class 14 - Motor Homes.
(i) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good against the cost new.
(ii) The 2016 percent good applies to 2016 models purchased in 2015.
(iii) Motor homes have a residual taxable value of $1,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Year</th>
<th>Percent Good of Cost New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 and prior</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(n) Class 15 - Semiconductor Manufacturing Equipment. Class 15 applies only to equipment used in the production of semiconductor products. Equipment used in the semiconductor manufacturing industry is subject to significant economic and functional obsolescence due to rapidly changing technology and economic conditions.
(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) crystal growing equipment;
(B) die assembly equipment;
(C) wire bonding equipment;
(D) encapsulation equipment;
(E) semiconductor test equipment;
(F) clean room equipment;
(G) chemical and gas systems related to semiconductor manufacturing;
(H) deionized water systems;
(I) electrical systems; and
(J) photo mask and wafer manufacturing dedicated to semiconductor production.
(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good of Acquisition Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 and prior</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(o) Class 16 - Long-Life Property. Class 16 property has a long physical life with little obsolescence.
(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) billboards;
(B) sign towers;
(C) radio towers;
(D) ski lift and tram towers;
(E) non-farm grain elevators;
(F) bulk storage tanks;
(G) underground fiber optic cable; and
(H) solar panels and supporting equipment.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Year</th>
<th>Percent Good of Cost New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(q) Class 17a - Vessels Less Than 31 Feet in Length
   (i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects vessels less than
       31 feet in length to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good
       schedule is not necessary.
   (r) Class 18 - Travel Trailers and Class 18a - Tent
       Trailers/Truck Campers.
   (i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects travel trailers and
       tent trailers/truck campers to an age-based uniform fee, a percent
       good schedule is not necessary.
   (s) Class 20 - Petroleum and Natural Gas Exploration and
       Production Equipment. Class 20 property is subject to
       significant functional and economic obsolescence due to the
       volatile nature of the petroleum industry.
   (i) Examples of property in this class include:
       (A) oil and gas exploration equipment;
       (B) distillation equipment;
       (C) wellhead assemblies;
       (D) holding and storage facilities;
       (E) drill rigs;
       (F) reinjection equipment;
       (G) metering devices;
       (H) cracking equipment;
       (I) well-site generators, transformers, and power lines;
       (J) equipment sheds;
       (K) pumps;
       (L) radio telemetry units; and
       (M) support and control equipment.
   (ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent
good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

   (t) Class 21 - Commercial Trailers.
   (i) Examples of property in this class include:
       (A) dry freight van trailers;
       (B) refrigerated van trailers;
       (C) flat bed trailers;
       (D) dump trailers;
       (E) livestock trailers; and
       (F) tank trailers.
   (ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent
good factor against the cost new of the property. For state
       assessed vehicles, cost new shall include the value of attached
       equipment.
   (iii) The 2016 percent good applies to 2016 models
       purchased in 2015.
   (iv) Commercial trailers have a residual taxable value of
       $1,000.

   (u) Class 21a - Other Trailers (Non-Commercial).
   (i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects this class of
       trailers to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule
       is not necessary.
   (v) Class 22 - Passenger Cars, Light Trucks/Utility
       Vehicles, and Vans.
   (i) Class 22 vehicles fall within four subcategories:
       domestic passenger cars, foreign passenger cars, light trucks,
       including utility vehicles, and vans.
   (ii) Because Section 59-2-405.1 subjects Class 22 property
       to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule is not
       necessary.
   (w) Class 22a - Small Motor Vehicles.
   (i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects small motor
       vehicles to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule
       is not necessary.
   (x) Class 23 - Aircraft Required to be Registered With the
       State.
   (i) Because Section 59-2-404 subjects aircraft required to
       be registered with the state to a statewide uniform fee, a percent
       good schedule is not necessary.
   (y) Class 24 - Leasehold Improvements on Exempt Real
       Property.
   (i) The Class 24 schedule is to be used only for those
       leasehold improvements where the underlying real property is
       owned by an entity exempt from property tax under Section 59-
       2-1101. See Tax Commission rule R884-24P-32. Leasehold
       improvements include:
       (A) walls and partitions;
       (B) plumbing and roughed-in fixtures;
       (C) floor coverings other than carpet;
       (D) store fronts;
       (E) decoration;
       (F) wiring;
       (G) suspended or acoustical ceilings;
       (H) heating and cooling systems; and
       (I) iron or millwork trim.
   (ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent
good factor against the cost of acquisition, including
       installation.
   (iii) The Class 3 schedule is used to value short life
       leasehold improvements.
(z) Class 25 - Aircraft Parts Manufacturing Tools and Dies. Property in this class is generally subject to rapid physical, functional, and economic obsolescence due to rapid technological and economic shifts in the airline parts manufacturing industry. Heavy wear and tear is also a factor in valuing this class of property.

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) aircraft parts manufacturing jigs and dies;
(B) aircraft parts manufacturing molds;
(C) aircraft parts manufacturing patterns;
(D) aircraft parts manufacturing taps and gauges; and
(E) aircraft parts manufacturing test equipment.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 and prior</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(aa) Class 26 - Personal Watercraft.

(i) Because Section 59-2-405.2 subjects personal watercraft to an age-based uniform fee, a percent good schedule is not necessary.

(bb) Class 27 - Electrical Power Generating Equipment and Fixtures

(i) Examples of property in this class include:
(A) electrical power generators; and
(B) control equipment.

(ii) Taxable value is calculated by applying the percent good factor against the acquisition cost of the property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(cc) Class 28 - Noncapitalized Personal Property. Property shall be classified as noncapitalized personal property if the following conditions are met:

(i) the property is an item of taxable tangible personal property with an acquisition cost of $1,000 or less; and
(ii) the property is eligible as a deductible expense under Section 162 or Section 179, Internal Revenue Code, in the year of acquisition, regardless of whether the deduction is actually claimed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Acquisition</th>
<th>Percent Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 and prior</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning January 1, 2016.


(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide guidance to property owners required to file an annual statement under Section 59-2-1102 in order to claim a property tax exemption under Subsection 59-2-1101(3)(a)(iv) or (v).

(2) The annual statement filed pursuant to Section 59-2-1102 shall contain the following information for the specific property for which an exemption is sought:

(a) the owner of record of the property;
(b) the property parcel, account, or serial number;
(c) the location of the property;
(d) the tax year in which the exemption was originally granted;
(e) a description of any change in the use of the real or personal property since January 1 of the prior year;
(f) the name and address of any person or organization conducting a business for profit on the property;
(g) the name and address of any organization that uses the real or personal property and pays a fee for that use that is greater than the cost of maintenance and utilities associated with the property;
(h) a description of any personal property leased by the owner of record for which an exemption is claimed;
(i) the name and address of the lessor of property described in Subsection (2)(h);
(j) the signature of the owner of record or the owner's authorized representative; and
(k) any other information the county may require.

(3) The annual statement shall be filed:

(a) with the county legislative body in the county in which the property is located;
(b) on or before March 1; and
(c) using:

(i) Tax Commission form PT-21, Annual Statement for Continued Property Tax Exemption; or
(ii) a form that contains the information required under Subsection (2).

A. In addition to the information required by Section 59-2-1317, the tax notice for real property shall specify the following:
1. the property identification number;
2. the appraised value of the property and, if applicable, any adjustment for residential exemptions expressed in terms of taxable value;
3. if applicable, tax relief for taxpayers eligible for blind, veteran, or poor abatement or the circuit breaker, which shall be shown as credits to total taxes levied; and
4. itemized tax rate information for each taxing entity and total tax rate.

A. The county assessor shall maintain an appraisal record of all real property subject to assessment by the county. The record shall include the following information:
1. owner of the property;
2. property identification number;
3. description and location of the property; and
4. full market value of the property.
B. Real property appraisal records shall show separately the value of the land and the value of any improvements.

(1)(a) "Railroad right of way" (RR-ROW) means a strip of land upon which a railroad company constructs the road bed.
(b) RR-ROW within incorporated towns and cities shall consist of 50 feet on each side of the main line main track, branch line main track or main spur track. Variations to the 50-foot standard shall be approved on an individual basis.
(c) RR-ROW outside incorporated towns and cities shall consist of the actual right-of-way owned if not in excess of 100 feet on each side of the center line of the main line main track, branch line main track, or main spur track. In cases where unusual conditions exist, such as mountain cuts, fills, etc., and more than 100 feet on either side of the main track is required for ROW and where small parcels of land are otherwise required for ROW purposes, the necessary additional area shall be reported as RR-ROW.
(2) Assessment of nonoperating railroad properties.
Railroad property formerly assessed by the unitary method that has been determined to be nonoperating, and that is not necessary to the conduct of the business, shall be assessed separately by the local county assessor.
(3) Assessment procedures.
(a) Properties charged to nonoperating accounts are reviewed by the Property Tax Division, and if taxable, are assessed and placed on the local county assessment rolls separately from the operating properties.
(b) RR-ROW is considered operating and necessary to the conduct and contributing to the income of the business. Any revenue derived from leasing of property within the RR-ROW is considered railroad operating revenues.
(c) Real property outside of the RR-ROW that is necessary to the conduct of the railroad operation is considered part of the unitary value. Some examples are:
(i) company homes occupied by superintendents and other employees on 24-hour call;
(ii) storage facilities for railroad operations;
(iii) communication facilities; and
(iv) spur tracks outside of RR-ROW.
(d) Abandoned RR-ROW is considered nonoperating and shall be reported as such by the railroad companies.
(e) Real property outside of the RR-ROW that is not necessary to the conduct of the railroad operations is classified as nonoperating and therefore assessed by the local county assessor. Some examples are:
(i) land leased to service station operations;
(ii) grocery stores;
(iii) apartments;
(iv) residences; and
(v) agricultural uses.
(f) RR-ROW obtained by government grant or act of Congress is deemed operating property.
(4) Notice of Determination. It is the responsibility of the Property Tax Division to provide a notice of determination to the owner of the railroad property and the assessor of the county where the railroad property is located immediately after such determination of operating or nonoperating status has been made. If there is no appeal to the notice of determination, the Property Tax Division shall notify the assessor of the county where the property is located so that the property may be placed on the roll for local assessment.
(5) Appeals. Any interested party who wishes to contest the determination of operating or nonoperating property may do so by filing a request for agency action within ten days of the notice of determination of operating or nonoperating properties. Request for agency action may be made pursuant to Title 63G, Chapter 4.

R884-24P-40. Exemption of Parsonages, Rectories, Monasteries, Homes and Residences Pursuant to Utah Code Annotated 59-2-1101(d) and Article XIII, Section 2 of the Utah Constitution.
A. Parsonages, rectories, monasteries, homes and residences if used exclusively for religious purposes, are exempt from property taxes if they meet all of the following requirements:
1. The land and building are owned by a religious organization which has qualified with the Internal Revenue Service as a Section 501(c)(3) organization and which organization continues to meet the requirements of that section.
2. The building is occupied only by persons whose full time efforts are devoted to the religious organization and the immediate families of such persons.
3. The religious organization, and not the individuals who occupy the premises, pay all payments, utilities, insurance, repairs, and all other costs and expenses related to the care and maintenance of the premises and facilities.
B. The exemption for one person and the family of such person is limited to the real estate that is reasonable for the residence of the family and which remains actively devoted exclusively to the religious purposes. The exemption for more than one person, such as a monastery, is limited to that amount of real estate actually devoted exclusively to religious purposes.
C. Vacant land which is not actively used by the religious organization, is not deemed to be devoted exclusively to religious purposes, and is therefore not exempt from property taxes.
1. Vacant land which is held for future development or utilization by the religious organization is not deemed to be devoted exclusively to religious purposes and therefore not tax exempt.
2. Vacant land is tax exempt after construction commences or a building permit is issued for construction of a structure or other improvements used exclusively for religious purposes.

(1) Upon completion of commission audits of personal property accounts or land subject to the Farmland Assessment Act, the following procedures shall be implemented:
(a) If an audit reveals an incorrect assignment of property, or an increase or decrease in value, the county assessor shall correct the assessment on the assessment roll and the tax roll.
(b) A revised Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes or tax notice or both shall be mailed to the taxpayer for the current year and any previous years affected. 
(c) The appropriate tax rate for each year shall be applied when computing taxes due for previous years.
(2) Assessors shall not alter results of an audit without first submitting the changes to the commission for review and approval.
(3) The commission shall review assessor compliance with this rule. Noncompliance may result in an order for corrective action.

A. The use of the machinery and equipment, whether by the claimant or a lessee, shall determine the exemption.
1. For purposes of this rule, the term owner includes a purchaser under an installment purchase contract or capitalized lease where ownership passes to the purchaser at the end of the contract without the exercise of an option on behalf of the purchaser or seller.
B. Farm machinery and equipment is used primarily for agricultural purposes if it is used primarily for the production or harvesting of agricultural products.
C. The following machinery and equipment is used primarily for the production or harvesting of agricultural products:
1. Machinery and equipment used on the farm for storage, cooling, or freezing of fruits or vegetables;
2. Except as provided in C.3., machinery and equipment used in fruit or vegetable growing operations if the machinery and equipment does not physically alter the fruit or vegetables; and
3. Machinery and equipment that physically alters the form of fruits or vegetables if the operations performed by the machinery or equipment are reasonable and necessary in the preparation of the fruit or vegetables for wholesale marketing.
D. Machinery and equipment used for processing of agricultural products are not exempt.

A. Definitions.
1. "Average market value per rail car" means the fleet rail car market value divided by the number of rail cars in the fleet.
2. "Fleet rail car market value" means the sum of:
   a)(1) the yearly acquisition costs of the fleet's rail cars;
   (2) multiplied by the appropriate percent good factors contained in Class 10 of R884-24P-33, Personal Property Valuation Guides and Schedules; and
   b) the sum of betterments by year.
3. "In-service rail cars" means the number of rail cars in the fleet.
4. a) "Out-of-service rail cars" means rail cars:
   (1) out-of-service for a period of more than ten consecutive hours or
   (2) in storage.
   b) "Rail cars cease to be out-of-service once repaired or removed from storage.
   c) Out-of-service rail cars do not include rail cars idled for less than ten consecutive hours due to light repairs or routine maintenance.
5. "System car miles" means both loaded and empty miles accumulated in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico during the prior calendar year by all rail cars in the fleet.
6. "Utah car miles" mean both loaded and empty miles accumulated within Utah during the prior calendar year by all rail cars in the fleet.
7. "Utah percent of system factor" means the Utah car miles divided by the system car miles.
B. The provisions of this rule apply only to private rail car companies.
C. To receive an adjustment for out-of-service rail cars, the rail car company must report the number of out-of-service days to the commission for each of the company's rail car fleets.
D. The out-of-service adjustment is calculated as follows.
1. Divide the out-of-service days by 365 to obtain the out-of-service rail car equivalent.
2. Subtract the out-of-service rail car equivalent calculated in D.1. from the number of rail cars in the fleet.
E. The taxable value for each rail car fleet apportioned to Utah, for which the Utah percent of system factor is more than 50 percent, shall be determined by multiplying the Utah percent of system factor by the fleet rail car market value.
F. The taxable value for each rail car company apportioned to Utah, for which the Utah percent of system factor is less than or equal to 50 percent, shall be determined in the following manner.
1. Calculate the number of fleet rail cars allocated to Utah under the Utah percent of system factor. The steps for this calculation are as follows:
   a) Multiply the Utah percent of system factor by the in-service rail cars in the fleet.
   b) Multiply the product obtained in F.1.a) by 50 percent.
   2. Calculate the number of fleet rail cars allocated to Utah under the time speed factor. The steps for this calculation are as follows:
   a) Divide the fleet's Utah car miles by the average rail car miles traveled in Utah per year. The Commission has determined that the average rail car miles traveled in Utah per year shall equal 200,000 miles.
   b) Multiply the quotient obtained in F.2.a) by the percent of in-service rail cars in the fleet.
   c) Multiply the product obtained in F.2.b) by 50 percent.
   3. Add the number of fleet rail cars allocated to Utah under the Utah percent of system factor, calculated in F.1.b), and the number of fleet rail cars allocated to Utah under the time speed factor, calculated in F.2.c), and multiply that sum by the average market value per rail car.

A. Definitions.
1. "Commercial air carrier" means any air charter service, air contract service or airline as defined by Section 59-2-102.
2. "Ground time" means the time period beginning at the time an aircraft lands and ending at the time an aircraft takes off.
B. The commission shall apportion to a tax area the assessment of the mobile flight equipment owned by a commercial air carrier in the proportion that the ground time in the tax area bears to the total ground time in the state.
C. The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning with the 1999 calendar year.

1. "Household" is as defined in Section 59-2-102.
2. "Primary residence" means the location where domicile has been established.
(3) Except as provided in Subsections (4) and (6)(c) and (e), the residential exemption provided under Section 59-2-103 is limited to one primary residence per household.

(4) An owner of multiple properties may receive the residential exemption on all properties for which the property is the primary residence of the tenant.

(5) Factors or objective evidence determinative of domicile include:
   (a) whether or not the individual voted in the place he claims to be domiciled;
   (b) the length of any continuous residency in the location claimed as domicile;
   (c) the nature and quality of the living accommodations that an individual has in the location claimed as domicile as opposed to any other location;
   (d) the presence of family members in a given location;
   (e) the place of residency of the individual's spouse or the state of any divorce of the individual and his spouse;
   (f) the physical location of the individual's place of business or sources of income;
   (g) the use of local bank facilities or foreign bank institutions;
   (h) the location of registration of vehicles, boats, and RVs;
   (i) membership in clubs, churches, and other social organizations;
   (j) the addresses used by the individual on such things as:
      (i) telephone listings;
      (ii) mail;
      (iii) state and federal tax returns;
      (iv) listings in official government publications or other correspondence;
   (v) driver's license;
   (vi) voter registration; and
   (vii) tax rolls;
   (k) location of public schools attended by the individual or the individual's dependents;
   (l) the nature and payment of taxes in other states;
   (m) declarations of the individual:
      (i) communicated to third parties;
      (ii) contained in deeds;
      (iii) contained in insurance policies;
      (iv) contained in wills;
      (v) contained in letters;
      (vi) contained in registers;
      (vii) contained in mortgages; and
      (viii) contained in leases.
   (n) the exercise of civil or political rights in a given location;
   (o) any failure to obtain permits and licenses normally required of a resident;
   (p) the purchase of a burial plot in a particular location;
   (q) the acquisition of a new residence in a different location.

(6) Administration of the Residential Exemption.
   (a) Except as provided in Subsections (6)(b), (d), and (e), the first one acre of land per residential unit shall receive the residential exemption.
   (b) If a parcel has high density multiple residential units, such as an apartment complex or a mobile home park, the amount of land, up to the first one acre per residential unit, eligible to receive the residential exemption shall be determined by the use of the land. Land actively used for residential purposes qualifies for the exemption.
   (c) If the county assessor determines that a property under construction will qualify as a primary residence upon completion, the property shall qualify for the residential exemption while under construction.
   (d) A property assessed under the Farmland Assessment Act shall receive the residential exemption only for the homesite.
   (e) A property with multiple uses, such as residential and commercial, shall receive the residential exemption only for the percentage of the property that is used as a primary residence.
   (f) If the county assessor determines that an unoccupied property will qualify as a primary residence when it is occupied, the property shall qualify for the residential exemption while unoccupied.
   (g) (i) An application for the residential exemption required by an ordinance enacted under Section 59-2-103.5 shall contain the following information for the specific property for which the exemption is requested:
      (A) the owner of record of the property;
      (B) the property parcel number;
      (C) the location of the property;
      (D) the basis of the owner's knowledge of the use of the property;
      (E) a description of the use of the property;
      (F) evidence of the domicile of the inhabitants of the property; and
      (G) the signature of all owners of the property certifying that the property is residential property.
   (ii) The application under Subsection (6)(g)(i) shall be:
      (A) on a form provided by the county; or
      (B) in a writing that contains all of the information listed in Subsection (6)(g)(i).


(1) Each year the Property Tax Division shall update and publish schedules to determine the taxable value for land subject to the Farmland Assessment Act on a per acre basis.
   (a) The schedules shall be based on the productivity of the various types of agricultural land as determined through crop budgets and net rents.
   (b) Proposed schedules shall be transmitted by the Property Tax Division to county assessors for comment before adoption.
   (c) County assessors may not deviate from the schedules.
   (d) Not all types of agricultural land exist in every county. If no taxable value is shown for a particular county in one of the tables, that classification of agricultural land does not exist in that county.

(2) All property qualifying for agricultural use assessment pursuant to Section 59-2-503 shall be assessed on a per acre basis as follows:
   (a) Irrigated farmland shall be assessed under the following classifications:
      (i) Irrigated I. The following counties shall assess irrigated I property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value per Acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   (ii) Irrigated II. The following counties shall assess irrigated II property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value per Acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(a) Measured III property shall be assessed per acre based upon the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Beaver</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Box Elder</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Cache</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Carbon</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Davis</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Duchesne</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Emery</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Garfield</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Grand</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Iron</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Juab</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Kane</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Millard</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Morgan</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Platte</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Rich</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Salt Lake</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) San Juan</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Sanpete</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Sevier</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Summit</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Tooele</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Uintah</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Utah</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Wasatch</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Washington</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Wayne</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28) Weber</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Fruit orchards shall be assessed per acre based upon the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Beaver</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Box Elder</td>
<td>653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Cache</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Carbon</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Davis</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Duchesne</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Emery</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Garfield</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Grand</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Iron</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Juab</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Kane</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Millard</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Morgan</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Piute</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Salt Lake</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) San Juan</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Sanpete</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Sevier</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Summit</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Tooele</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Uintah</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Utah</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Wasatch</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Washington</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Wayne</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Weber</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Meadow IV property shall be assessed per acre based upon the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Beaver</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Box Elder</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Cache</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Carbon</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Daggett</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Davis</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Duchesne</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Emery</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Garfield</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Grand</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Iron</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Juab</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Kane</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Millard</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Morgan</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Platte</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Rich</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Salt Lake</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Sanpete</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Sevier</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Summit</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Tooele</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Uintah</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Utah</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Wasatch</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26) Washington</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27) Wayne</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28) Weber</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Dry land shall be classified as one of the following two categories and shall be assessed on a per acre basis as follows:

(i) Dry III. The following counties shall assess Dry III property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Beaver</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Box Elder</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Cache</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Carbon</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Davis</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Emery</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Garfield</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Grand</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Iron</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Juab</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Kane</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) Millard</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Morgan</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Platte</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15) Salt Lake</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16) Sanpete</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17) Sevier</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18) Summit</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19) Tooele</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20) Uintah</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21) Utah</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22) Wasatch</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23) Washington</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24) Wayne</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25) Weber</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(ii) Dry IV. The following counties shall assess Dry IV property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weber</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasatch</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooele</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanpete</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juab</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Grazing land shall be classified as one of the following four categories and shall be assessed on a per acre basis as follows:

(i) Graze I. The following counties shall assess Graze I property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daggett</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juab</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prute</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanpete</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooele</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uintah</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Graze II. The following counties shall assess Graze II property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daggett</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juab</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prute</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanpete</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooele</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) Graze III. The following counties shall assess Graze III property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daggett</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juab</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prute</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanpete</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooele</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uintah</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iv) Graze IV. The following counties shall assess Graze IV property based upon the per acre values listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beaver</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box Elder</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daggett</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchesne</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garfield</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juab</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kane</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millard</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prute</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Juan</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanpete</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevier</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summit</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooele</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uintah</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4) Carbon 5
5) Daggett 5
6) Davis 5
7) Duchesne 6
8) Emery 6
9) Garfield 5
10) Grand 6
11) Iron 6
12) Juab 5
13) Kane 5
14) Millard 5
15) Morgan 6
16) Piute 6
17) Rich 5
18) Salt Lake 5
19) San Juan 5
20) Sanpete 5
21) Sevier 5
22) Summit 5
23) Tooele 5
24) Uintah 6
25) Utah 5
26) Wasatch 5
27) Washington 5
28) Wayne 5
29) Weber 6

(f) Land classified as nonproductive shall be assessed as follows on a per acre basis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nonproductive Land</th>
<th>1) All Counties</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


A. "Collusive bidding" means any agreement or understanding reached by two or more parties that in any way alters the bids the parties would otherwise offer absent the agreement or understanding.

B. Each county shall establish a written ordinance for real property tax sale procedures.

C. The written ordinance required under B. shall be displayed in a public place and shall be available to all interested parties.

D. The tax sale ordinance shall address, as a minimum, the following issues:
   1. bidder registration procedures;
   2. redemption rights and procedures;
   3. prohibition of collusive bidding;
   4. conflict of interest prohibitions and disclosure requirements;
   5. criteria for accepting or rejecting bids;
   6. sale ratification procedures;
   7. criteria for granting bidder preference;
   8. procedures for recording tax deeds;
   9. payments methods and procedures;
   10. procedures for contesting bids and sales;
   11. criteria for striking properties to the county;
   12. procedures for disclosing properties withdrawn from the sale for reasons other than redemption; and
   13. disclaimers by the county with respect to sale procedures and actions.


A. For purposes of Section 59-2-801, the previous year's statewide rate shall be calculated as follows:
   1. Each county's overall tax rate is multiplied by the county's percent of total lane miles of principal routes.
   2. The values obtained in A.1. for each county are summed to arrive at the statewide rate.
   3. The assessment of vehicles apportioned under Section 41-1a-301 shall be apportioned at the same percentage ratio that has been filed with the Motor Vehicle Division of the State Tax Commission for determining the proration of registration fees.

C. For purposes of Section 59-2-801(2), principal routes means lane miles of interstate highways and clover leafs, U.S. highways, and state highways extending through each county as determined by the Commission from current state Geographic Information System databases.


(1) Definitions.
   (a) "Issued" means the date on which the judgment is signed.
   (b) "2.5% of the total ad valorem property taxes collected by the taxing entity in the previous fiscal year" includes any revenues collected by a judgment levy imposed in the prior year.

(2) A taxing entity's share of a judgment or order shall include the taxing entity's share of any interest that must be paid with the judgment or order.

(3) The judgment levy public hearing required by Section 59-2-918.5 shall be held as follows:
   (a) For taxing entities operating under a July 1 through June 30 fiscal year, the public hearing shall be held at least 10 days after the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes is mailed.
   (b) For taxing entities operating under a January 1 through December 31 fiscal year:
      (i) for judgments issued from the prior June 1 through December 15, the public hearing shall be held at the same time as the hearing at which the annual budget is adopted;
      (ii) for judgments issued from the prior December 16 through May 31, the public hearing shall be held at least 10 days after the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes is mailed.

(4) If the Section 59-2-918.5 advertisement is combined with the Section 59-2-919 advertisement, the combined advertisement shall aggregate the general tax increase and judgment levy information.

(5) In the case of taxing entities operating under a January 1 through December 31 fiscal year, the advertisement for judgments issued from the previous December 16 through May 31 shall include any judgments issued from the previous June 1 through December 15 that the taxing entity advertised and budgeted for at its December budget hearing.

(6) All taxing entities imposing a judgment levy shall file with the commission a signed statement certifying that all judgments for which the judgment levy is imposed have met the statutory requirements for imposition of a judgment levy.

(a) The signed statement shall contain the following information for each judgment included in the judgment levy:
   (i) the name of the taxpayer awarded the judgment;
   (ii) the appeal number of the judgment; and
   (iii) the taxing entity's pro rata share of the judgment.

(b) Along with the signed statement, the taxing entity must provide the commission the following:
   (i) a copy of all judgment levy newspaper advertisements required;
   (ii) the dates all required judgment levy advertisements were published in the newspaper;
   (iii) a copy of the final resolution imposing the judgment levy;
   (iv) a copy of the Notice of Property Valuation and Tax Changes, if required; and
   (v) any other information required by the commission.

R884-24P-58. One-Time Decrease in Certified Rate Based on Estimated County Option Sales Tax Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 59-2-924.
A. The estimated sales tax revenue to be distributed to a county under Section 59-12-1102 shall be determined based on the following formula:
1. sharedown of the commission's sales tax econometric model based on historic patterns, weighted 40 percent;
2. time series models, weighted 40 percent; and
3. growth rate of actual taxable sales occurring from January 1 through March 31 of the year a tax is initially imposed under Title 59, Chapter 12, Part 11, County Option Sales and Use Tax, weighted 20 percent.

R884-24P-59. One-Time Decrease in Certified Rate Based on Estimated Additional Resort Communities Sales Tax Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 59-2-924.
A. The estimated additional resort communities sales tax revenue to be distributed to a municipality under Section 59-12-402 shall be determined based on the following formula:
1. time series model, econometric model, or simple average, based upon the availability of and variation in the data, weighted 75 percent; and
2. growth rate of actual taxable sales occurring from January 1 through March 31 of the year a tax is initially imposed under Section 59-12-402, weighted 25 percent.

R884-24P-60. Age-Based Uniform Fee on Tangible Personal Property Required to be Registered with the State Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 59-2-405.1.
A. For purposes of Section 59-2-405.1, "motor vehicle" is as defined in Section 41-1a-102, except that motor vehicle does not include motorcycles as defined in Section 41-1a-102.
B. The uniform fee established in Section 59-2-405.1 is levied against motor vehicles and state-assessed commercial vehicles classified under Class 22 - Passenger Cars, Light Trucks/Utility Vehicles, and Vans, in Tax Commission rule R884-24P-33.
C. Personal property subject to the uniform fee imposed in Section 59-2-405 is not subject to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee.
D. The following classes of personal property are not subject to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee, but remain subject to the ad valorem property tax:
1. vintage vehicles;
2. state-assessed commercial vehicles not classified under Class 22 - Passenger Cars, Light Trucks/Utility Vehicles, and Vans;
3. any personal property that is neither required to be registered nor exempt from the ad valorem property tax;
4. mobile and manufactured homes;
5. machinery or equipment that can function only when attached to or used in conjunction with motor vehicles or state-assessed commercial vehicles.
E. The age of a motor vehicle or state-assessed commercial vehicle, for purposes of Section 59-2-405.1, shall be determined by subtracting the vehicle model year from the current calendar year.
F. The only Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee due upon registration or renewal of registration is the uniform fee calculated based on the age of the vehicle under E. on the first day of the registration period for which the registrant:
1. in the case of an original registration, registers the vehicle; or
2. in the case of a renewal of registration, renews the registration of the vehicle in accordance with Section 41-1a-216.
G. Centrally assessed taxpayers shall use the following formula to determine the value of locally assessed motor vehicles that may be deducted from the allocated unit valuation:
1. Divide the system value by the book value to determine the market to book ratio.
2. Multiply the market to book ratio by the book value of motor vehicles registered in Utah and subject to Section 59-2-405.1 to determine the value of motor vehicles that may be subtracted from the allocated unit value.
H. The motor vehicle of a nonresident member of the armed forces stationed in Utah may be registered in Utah without payment of the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee.
I. A motor vehicle belonging to a Utah resident member of the armed forces stationed in another state is not subject to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee at the time of registration or renewal of registration as long as the motor vehicle is kept in the other state.
J. The situs of a motor vehicle or state-assessed commercial vehicle subject to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee is determined in accordance with Section 59-2-104. Situs of purchased motor vehicles or state-assessed commercial vehicles shall be the tax area of the purchaser's domicile, unless the motor vehicle or state-assessed commercial vehicle will be kept in a tax area other than the tax area of the purchaser's domicile for more than six months of the year.
K. If an assessor discovers a motor vehicle or state-assessed commercial vehicle that is kept in the assessor's county but registered in another, the assessor may submit an affidavit along with evidence that the vehicle is kept in that county to the assessor of the county in which the vehicle is registered. Upon agreement, the assessor of the county of registration shall forward the fee collected to the county of situs within 30 working days.
L. If the owner of a motor vehicle or state-assessed commercial vehicle registered in Utah is domiciled outside of Utah, the taxable situs of the vehicle is presumed to be the county in which the uniform fee was paid, unless an assessor's affidavit establishes otherwise.
M. The Tax Commission shall, on an annual basis, provide each county assessor information indicating all motor vehicles and state-assessed commercial vehicles subject to state registration and their corresponding taxable situs.
N. Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fees received by a county that require distribution to a purchaser's domicile outside of that county shall be deposited into an account established by the Commission, pursuant to procedures prescribed by the Commission.
O. Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fees received by the Commission pursuant to J.4. shall be distributed to the appropriate county at least monthly.
P. The veteran's exemption provided in Section 59-2-1104 is applicable to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee.
Q. The veteran's exemption provided in Section 59-2-1104 is applicable to the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee.
R. The value of motor vehicles and state-assessed commercial vehicles to be considered part of the tax base for purposes of determining debt limitations pursuant to Article XIII, Section 14 of the Utah Constitution, shall be determined by dividing the Section 59-2-405.1 uniform fee collected by .015.
S. The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning January 1, 1999.

R884-24P-61. 1.5 Percent Uniform Fee on Tangible Personal Property Required to be Registered with the State Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 59-2-405.
A. Definitions.
1. For purposes of Section 59-2-405, "motor vehicle" is as defined in Section 41-1a-102, except that such term does not include motorcycles as defined in Section 41-1a-102.

2. "Recreational vehicle" means a vehicular unit other than a mobile home, primarily designed as a temporary dwelling for travel, recreational, or vacation use, which is either self-propelled or pulled by another vehicle.

   a) Recreational vehicle includes a travel trailer, a camping trailer, a motor home, and a fifth wheel trailer.
   b) Recreational vehicle does not include a van unless specifically designed or modified for use as a temporary dwelling.

B. The uniform fee established in Section 59-2-405 is levied against the following types of personal property, unless specifically excluded by Section 59-2-405:

1. motor vehicles that are not classified under Class 22 - Passenger Cars, Light Trucks/Utility Vehicles, and Vans, in Tax Commission rule R884-24P-33;
2. watercraft required to be registered with the state;
3. recreational vehicles required to be registered with the state;
4. all other tangible personal property required to be registered with the state before it is used on a public highway, on a public waterway, on public land, or in the air.

C. The following classes of personal property are not subject to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee, but remain subject to the ad valorem property tax:

1. vintage vehicles;
2. state-assessed commercial vehicles not classified under Class 22 - Passenger Cars, Light Trucks/Utility Vehicles, and Vans;
3. any personal property that is neither required to be registered nor exempt from the ad valorem property tax; or
4. machinery or equipment that can function only when attached to or used in conjunction with motor vehicles.

D. The fair market value of tangible personal property subject to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee is based on depreciated cost new as established in Tax Commission rule R884-24P-33. "Personal Property Valuation Guides and Schedules," published annually by the Tax Commission.

E. Centrally assessed taxpayers shall use the following formula to determine the value of locally assessed personal property that may be deducted from the allocated unit valuation:

   1. Divide the system value by the book value to determine the market to book ratio.

   2. Multiply the market to book ratio by the book value of personal property registered in Utah and subject to Section 59-2-405 to determine the value of personal property that may be subtracted from the allocated unit value.

F. If a property's valuation is appealed to the county board of equalization under Section 59-2-1005, the property shall become subject to a total revaluation. All adjustments are made on the basis of their effect on the property's average retail value as of the January 1 lien date and according to Tax Commission rule R884-24P-33.

G. The county assessor may change the fair market value of any individual item of personal property in his jurisdiction for any of the following reasons:

   1. The manufacturer's suggested retail price ("MSRP") or the cost new was not included on the state printout, computer tape, or registration card;
   2. The MSRP or cost new listed on the state records was inaccurate;
   3. In the assessor's judgment, an MSRP or cost new adjustment made as a result of a property owner's informal request will continue year to year on a percentage basis.

H. If the personal property is of a type subject to annual registration, the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee is due at the time the registration is due. If the personal property is not registered during the year, the owner remains liable for payment of the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee to the county assessor.

1. No additional uniform fee may be levied upon personal property transferred during a calendar year if the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee has been paid for that calendar year.
2. If the personal property is of a type registered for periods in excess of one year, the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee shall be due annually.
3. The personal property of a nonresident member of the armed forces stationed in Utah may be registered in Utah without payment of the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee.

4. Personal property belonging to a Utah resident member of the armed forces stationed in another state is not subject to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee as long as the personal property is kept in another state.

5. Noncommercial trailers weighing 750 pounds or less are not subject to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee or ad valorem property tax but may be registered at the request of the owner.

I. If the personal property is of a type subject to annual registration, registration of that personal property may not be completed unless the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee has been paid, even if the taxpayer is appealing the uniform fee valuation. Delinquent fees may be assessed in accordance with Sections 59-2-217 and 59-2-309 as a condition precedent to registration.

J. The situs of personal property subject to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee is determined in accordance with Section 59-2-104. Situs of purchased personal property shall be the tax area of the purchaser's domicile, unless the personal property will be kept in a tax area other than the tax area of the purchaser's domicile for more than six months of the year.

1. If an assessor discovers personal property that is kept in the assessor's county but registered in another, the assessor may submit an affidavit along with evidence that the property is kept in that county to the assessor of the county in which the personal property is registered. Upon agreement, the assessor of the county of registration shall forward the fee collected to the county of situs within 30 working days.

2. If the owner of personal property registered in Utah is domiciled outside of Utah, the taxable situs of the property is presumed to be the county in which the uniform fee was paid, unless an assessor's affidavit establishes otherwise.

3. The Tax Commission shall, on an annual basis, provide each county assessor information indicating all personal property subject to state registration and its corresponding taxable situs.

4. Section 59-2-405 uniform fees received by a county that require distribution to a purchaser's domicile outside of that county shall be deposited into an account established by the Commission, pursuant to procedures prescribed by the Commission.

5. Section 59-2-405 uniform fees received by the Commission pursuant to J.4. shall be distributed to the appropriate county at least monthly.

K. The blind exemption provided in Section 59-2-1106 is applicable to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee.

L. The veteran's exemption provided in Section 59-2-1104 is applicable to the Section 59-2-405 uniform fee.

M. The provisions of this rule shall be implemented and become binding on taxpayers beginning January 1, 1999.
(2) Definitions:
(a) "Cost regulated utility" means any public utility assessable by the Commission whose allowed revenues are determined by a rate of return applied to a rate base set by a state or federal regulatory commission.
(b) "Fair market value" means the amount at which property would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts. Fair market value reflects the value of property at its highest and best use, subject to regulatory constraints.
(c) "Rate base" means the aggregate account balances reported as such by the cost regulated utility to the applicable state or federal regulatory commission.
(d) "Unitary property" means operating property that is assessed by the Commission pursuant to Section 59-2-201(1)(a) through (c).
   (i) Unitary properties include:
      (A) all property that operates as a unit across county lines, if the values must be apportioned among more than one county or state; and
      (B) all property of public utilities as defined in Section 59-2-102.
   (ii) These properties, some of which may be cost regulated utilities, are defined under one of the following categories.
      (A) "Telecommunication properties" include the operating property of local exchange carriers, local access providers, long distance carriers, cellular telephone or personal communication service (PCS) providers and pagers, and other similar properties.
      (B) "Energy properties" include the operating property of natural gas pipelines, natural gas distribution companies, liquid petroleum products pipelines, and electric corporations, including electric generation, transmission, and distribution companies, and other similar entities.
      (C) "Transportation properties" include the operating property of all airlines, air charter services, air contract services, including major and small passenger carriers and major and small air freighters, long haul and short line railroads, and other similar properties.
   (3) All tangible operating property owned, leased, or used by unitary companies is subject to assessment and taxation according to its fair market value as of January 1, and as provided in Utah Constitution Article XIII, Section 2. Intangible property as defined under Section 59-2-102 is not subject to assessment and taxation.

(3) General Valuation Principles. Unitary properties shall be assessed at fair market value based on generally accepted appraisal theory as provided under this rule.
   (a) The assemblage or enhanced value attributable to the tangible property should be included in the assessed value. See Beaver County v. WilTel, Inc., 995 P.2d 602 (Utah 2000). The value attributable to intangible property must, when possible, be identified and removed from value when using any valuation method and before that value is used in the reconciliation process.
   (b) The preferred methods to determine fair market value are the cost approach and a yield capitalization income indicator that establishes a more accurate estimate of fair market value.
   (c) Non-operating Property. Property that is not necessary to the operation of unitary properties and is assessed by a local county assessor, and property separately assessed by the Division, such as registered motor vehicles, shall be removed from the correlated unit value or from the state allocated value.

(5) Appraisal Methodologies.
   (a) Cost Approach. Cost is relevant to value under the principle of substitution, which states that no prudent investor would pay more for a property than the cost to construct a substitute property of equal desirability and utility without undue delay. A cost indicator may be developed under one or more of the following methods: replacement cost less depreciation (RCNL), reproduction cost less depreciation (reproduction cost), and historic cost less depreciation (HCCL). (i) "Depreciation" is the loss in value from any cause. Different professions recognize two distinct definitions or types of depreciation.
      (A) Accounting. Depreciation, often called "book" or "accumulated" depreciation, is calculated according to generally accepted accounting principles or regulatory guidelines. It is the amount of capital investment written off on a firm's accounting records in order to allocate the original or historic cost of an asset over its life. Book depreciation is typically applied to historic cost to derive HCCL.
      (B) Appraisal. Depreciation, sometimes referred to as "accumulated" depreciation, is the difference between the market value of an improvement and its cost new. Depreciation is typically applied to replacement or reproduction cost, but should be applied to historic cost if market conditions so indicate. There are three types of depreciation:
         (I) Physical deterioration results from regular use and normal aging, which includes wear and tear, decay, and the impact of the elements.
         (II) Functional obsolescence is caused by internal property characteristics or flaws in the structure, design, or materials that diminish the utility of an improvement.
         (III) External, or economic, obsolescence is an impairment of an improvement due to negative influences from outside the boundaries of the property, and is generally incurable. These influences usually cannot be controlled by the property owner or user.
      (ii) Replacement cost is the estimated cost to construct, at current prices, a property with utility equivalent to that being appraised, using modern materials, current technology and current standards, design, and layout. The use of replacement cost instead of reproduction cost eliminates the need to estimate some forms of functional obsolescence.
   (iii) Reproduction cost is the estimated cost to construct, at current prices, an exact duplicate or replica of the property being assessed, using the same materials, construction standards, design, layout and quality of workmanship, and embodying any functional obsolescence.
   (iv) Historic cost is the original construction or acquisition cost as recorded on a firm's accounting records. Depending upon the industry, it may be appropriate to trend HCCL to current costs. Only trending indexes commonly recognized by the specific industry may be used to adjust HCCL.
   (v) RCNL may be impractical to implement; therefore the preferred cost indicator of value in a mass appraisal environment for unitary property is HCCL. A party may challenge the use of HCCL by proposing a different cost indicator that establishes a more accurate cost estimate of value.
   (b) Income Capitalization Approach. Under the principle of anticipation, benefits from income in the future may be
capitalized into an estimate of present value.

(i) Yield Capitalization. The yield capitalization formula is \( CF/(k-g) \), where "\( CF \)" is a single year's normalized cash flow, "\( k \)" is the nominal, risk adjusted discount or yield rate, and "\( g \)" is the expected growth rate of the cash flow.

(A) Cash flow is restricted to the operating property in existence on the lien date, together with any replacements intended to maintain, but not expand or modify, existing capacity or function. Cash flow is calculated as net operating income (NOI) plus non-cash charges (e.g., depreciation and deferred income taxes), less capital expenditures and additions to working capital necessary to achieve the expected growth "\( g \)".

Information necessary for the Division to calculate the cash flow shall be summarized and submitted to the Division by March 1 on a form provided by the Division.

(I) NOI is defined as net income plus interest.

(II) Capital expenditures should include only those necessary to replace or maintain existing plant and should not include any expenditure intended primarily for expansion or productivity and capacity enhancements.

(III) Cash flow is to be projected for the year immediately following the lien date, and may be estimated by reviewing historic cash flows, forecasting future cash flows, or a combination of both.

(Aa) If cash flows for a subsidiary company are not available or are not allocated on the parent company's cash flow statements, a method of allocating total cash flows must be developed based on sales, fixed assets, or other reasonable criteria. The subsidiary's total is divided by the parent's total to derive the allocation percentage to estimate the subsidiary's cash flow.

(Bb) If the subject company does not provide the Commission with its most recent cash flow statements by March 1 of the assessment year, the Division may estimate cash flow using the best information available.

(B) The discount rate (k) shall be based upon a weighted average cost of capital (WACC) considering current market debt rates and equity yields. WACC should reflect a typical capital structure for comparable companies within the industry.

(I) The cost of debt should reflect the current market rate (yield to maturity) of debt with the same credit rating as the subject company.

(II) The cost of equity is estimated using standard methods such as the capital asset pricing model (CAPM), the Risk Premium and Dividend Growth models, or other recognized models.

(Aa) The CAPM is the preferred method to estimate the cost of equity. More than one method may be used to correlate a cost of equity, but only if the CAPM method is weighted at least 50% in the correlation.

(Bb) The CAPM formula is \( k(e) = R(f) + (Beta \times Risk \ Premium) \), where \( k(e) \) is the cost of equity and \( R(f) \) is the risk free rate.

(Cc) The risk free rate shall be the current market rate on 20-year Treasury bonds.

(Dd) The beta should reflect an average or value-weighted average of comparable companies and should be drawn consistently from Value Line or an equivalent source. The beta of the specific assessed property should also be considered.

(Ee) The risk premium shall be the arithmetic average of the risk free rate and the actual risk premium factor.

The risk premium factor shall be the average premium of comparable companies and should be drawn from Value Line or an equivalent source.

The beta should reflect an average or value-weighted average of comparable companies and should be drawn consistently from Value Line or an equivalent source.

The risk premium shall be the arithmetic average of the risk free rate and the actual risk premium factor.

The risk premium factor shall be the average premium of comparable companies and should be drawn from Value Line or an equivalent source.

The beta should reflect an average or value-weighted average of comparable companies and should be drawn consistently from Value Line or an equivalent source.

The risk premium shall be the arithmetic average of the risk free rate and the actual risk premium factor.

The risk premium factor shall be the average premium of comparable companies and should be drawn from Value Line or an equivalent source.
(ii) Deferred Income Taxes, also referred to as DIFT, is an accounting entry that reflects the difference between the use of accelerated depreciation for income tax purposes and the use of straight-line depreciation for financial statements. For traditional rate base regulated companies, regulators generally exclude deferred income taxes from rate base, recognizing it as ratepayer contributed capital. Where rate base is reduced by deferred income taxes for rate base regulated companies, they shall be removed from HCLD.

(iii) Items excluded from rate base under Subsections (6)(a)(i)(A) or (B) should not be subtracted from HCLD to the extent it can be shown that regulators would likely permit the rate base of a potential purchaser to include a premium over existing rate base.

(b)(i) Railroads.

(ii) The cost indicator should generally be given little or no weight because there is no observable relationship between cost and fair market value.

(c) Airlines, air charter services, and air contract services.

(i) For purposes of this Subsection (6)(c):

(A) "aircraft pricing guide" means a nationally recognized publication that assigns value estimates for individual commercial aircraft that are in average condition typical for their type and vintage, and identified by year, make and model;

(B) "airline" means an:

(I) airline under Section 59-2-102;

(II) air charter service under Section 59-2-102; and

(III) air contract service under Section 59-2-102.

(C) "airline market indicator" means an estimate of value based on an aircraft pricing guide; and

(D) "non-mobile flight equipment" means all operating property of an airline, air charter service, or air contract service that is not within the definition of mobile flight equipment under Section 59-2-102.

(ii) In situations where the use of preferred methods for determining fair market value under Subsection (5) does not produce a reasonable estimate of the fair market value of the property of an airline operating as a unit, an airline market indicator published in an aircraft pricing guide, and adjusted as provided in Subsections (6)(c)(ii)(A) and (6)(c)(ii)(B), may be used to estimate the fair market value of the airline property.

(A)(I) In order to reflect the value of a fleet of aircraft as part of an operating unit, an aircraft market indicator shall include a fleet adjustment or equivalent valuation for a fleet.

(I) If a fleet adjustment is provided in an aircraft pricing guide, the adjustment under Subsection (6)(c)(ii)(A)(I) shall follow the directions in that guide. If no fleet adjustment is provided in an aircraft pricing guide, the standard adjustment under Subsection (6)(c)(ii)(A)(I) shall be 20 percent from a wholesale value or equivalent level of value as published in the guide.

(B) Non-mobile flight equipment shall be valued using the cost approach under Subsection (5)(a) or the market or sales comparison approach under Subsection (5)(c), and added to the value of the fleet.

(iii) An income capitalization approach under Subsection (5)(b) shall incorporate the information available to make an estimate of future cash flows.

(iv)(A) When an aircraft market indicator under Subsection (6)(c)(ii) is used to estimate the fair market value of an airline, the Division shall:

(I) calculate the fair market value of the airline using the preferred methods under Subsection (5);

(II) retain the calculations under Subsection (6)(c)(ii)(A)(I) in the work files maintained by the Division; and

(III) include the amounts calculated under Subsection (6)(c)(ii)(A)(I) in any appraisal report that is produced in association with an assessment issued by the Division.

(B) When an aircraft market indicator under Subsection (6)(c)(ii) is used, the Division shall justify in any appraisal report issued with an assessment why the preferred methods under Subsection (5) were not used.

(v)(A) When the preferred methods under Subsection (5) are used to estimate the fair market value of an airline, the Division shall:

(I) calculate an aircraft market indicator under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(A)(I);

(II) retain the calculations under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(A)(I) in the work files maintained by the Division; and

(III) include the amounts calculated under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(A)(I) in any appraisal report that is produced in association with an assessment issued by the Division.

(b) Value estimates from an aircraft pricing guide under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(A) along with the valuation of non-mobile flight equipment under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(B) shall, when possible, also be included in an assessment or appraisal report for purposes of comparison.

(C) Reasons for not including a value estimate required under Subsection (6)(c)(v)(B) include:

(I) failure to file a return; or

(II) failure to identify specific aircraft.


A. The party contracting to perform services shall develop a written customer service performance plan within 60 days after the contract for performance of services is signed.

1. The customer service performance plan shall address:

a) procedures the contracting party will follow to minimize the time a customer waits in line; and

b) the manner in which the contracting party will promote alternative methods of registration.

2. The party contracting to perform services shall provide a copy of its customer service performance plan to the party for whom it provides services.

3. The party for whom the services are provided may, no more often than semiannually, audit the contracting party's performance based on its customer service performance plan, and may report the results of the audit to the county commission or the state tax commissioners, as applicable.

B. Each county office contracting to perform services shall conduct initial training of its new employees.

C. The Tax Commission shall provide regularly scheduled training for all county offices contracting to perform motor vehicle functions.

R884-24P-64. Determination and Application of Taxable Value for Purposes of the Property Tax Exemptions for Veterans With a Disability and the Blind Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Sections 59-2-1104 and 59-2-1106.

For purposes of Sections 59-2-1104 and 59-2-1106, the taxable value of tangible personal property subject to a uniform fee under Sections 59-2-405.1 or 59-2-405.2 shall be calculated by dividing the uniform fee the taxable tangible personal property is subject to by .015.


A. "Transitory personal property" means tangible personal property that is used or operated primarily at a location other than a fixed place of business of the property owner or lessee.

B. Transitory personal property in the state on January 1 shall be assessed at 100 percent of fair market value.

C. Transitory personal property that is not in the state on January 1 is subject to a proportional assessment when it has been in the state for 90 consecutive days in a calendar year.

1. The determination of whether transitory personal property has been in the state for 90 consecutive days shall
include the days the property is outside the state if, within 10 days of its removal from the state, the property is:
  a) brought back into the state; or
  b) substituted with transitory personal property that performs the same function.
D. Once transitory personal property satisfies the conditions under C., tax shall be proportionally assessed for the period:
  1. beginning on the first day of the month in which the property was brought into Utah; and
  2. for the number of months remaining in the calendar year.
E. An owner of taxable transitory personal property who removes the property from the state prior to December and who qualifies for a refund of taxes assessed and paid, shall receive a refund based on the number of months remaining in the calendar year at the time the property is removed from the state and for which the tax has been paid.
  1. The refund provisions of this subsection apply to transitory personal property taxes assessed under B. and C.
  2. For purposes of determining the refund under this subsection, any portion of a month remaining shall be counted as a full month.
F. If tax has been paid for transitory personal property and that property is subsequently moved to another county in Utah:
  1. No additional assessment may be imposed by any county to which the property is subsequently moved; and
  2. No portion of the assessed tax may be transferred to the subsequent county.
(1) "Factual error" means an error that is:
  (a) objectively verifiable without the exercise of discretion, opinion, or judgment;
  (b) demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence; and
  (c) agreed upon by the taxpayer and the assessor.
(b) Factual error includes:
  (i) a mistake in the description of the size, use, or ownership of a property;
  (ii) a clerical or typographical error in reporting or entering the data used to establish valuation or equalization;
  (iii) an error in the classification of a property that is eligible for a property tax exemption under:
    (A) Section 59-2-103; or
    (B) Title 59, Chapter 2, Part 11;
  (iv) an error in the classification of a property that is eligible for assessment under Title 59, Chapter 2, Part 5;
  (v) valuation of a property that is not in existence on the lien date; and
  (vi) a valuation of a property assessed more than once, or by the wrong assessing authority.
(c) Factual error does not include:
  (i) an alternative approach to value;
  (ii) a change in a factor or variable used in an approach to value; or
  (iii) any other adjustment to a valuation methodology.
(2) To achieve standing with the county board of equalization and have a decision rendered on the merits of the case, the taxpayer shall provide the following minimum information to the county board of equalization:
  (a) the name and address of the property owner;
  (b) the identification number, location, and description of the property;
  (c) the value placed on the property by the assessor;
  (d) the taxpayer's estimate of the fair market value of the property;
  (e) evidence or documentation that supports the taxpayer's claim for relief; and
  (f) the taxpayer's signature.
(3) If the evidence or documentation required under Subsection (2)(e) is not attached, the county will notify the taxpayer in writing of the defect in the claim and permit at least ten calendar days to cure the defect before dismissing the matter for lack of sufficient evidence to support the claim for relief.
(4) If the taxpayer appears before the county board of equalization and fails to produce the evidence or documentation described under Subsection (2)(e) and the county has noticed the taxpayer under Subsection (3), the county may dismiss the matter for lack of evidence to support a claim for relief.
(5) If the information required under Subsection (2) is supplied, the county board of equalization shall render a decision on the merits of the case.
(6) The county board of equalization may dismiss an appeal for lack of jurisdiction when the claimant limits arguments to issues not under the jurisdiction of the county board of equalization.
(7) The county board of equalization shall prepare and maintain a record of the appeal.
(a) For appeals concerning property value, the record shall include:
  (i) the name and address of the property owner;
  (ii) the identification number, location, and description of the property;
  (iii) the value placed on the property by the assessor;
  (iv) the basis for appeal stated in the taxpayer's appeal;
  (v) facts and issues raised in the hearing before the county board that are not clearly evident from the assessor's records; and
  (vi) the decision of the county board of equalization and the reasons for the decision.
(b) The record may be included in the minutes of the hearing before the county board of equalization.
(8)(a) The county board of equalization shall notify the taxpayer in writing of its decision.
(b) The notice required under Subsection (8)(a) shall include:
  (i) the name and address of the property owner;
  (ii) the identification number of the property;
  (iii) the date the notice was sent;
  (iv) a copy of the decision of the county board of equalization;
  (v) a copy of the decision of the county board of equalization; and
  (vi) a copy of the decision of the county board of equalization.
(9) A county shall maintain a copy of a notice sent to a taxpayer under Subsection (8).
(10) If a decision affects the exempt status of a property, the county board of equalization shall prepare its decision in writing, stating the reasons and statutory basis for the decision.
(11) Decisions by the county board of equalization are final orders on the merits.
(12) Except as provided in Subsection (14), a county board of equalization shall accept an application to appeal the valuation or equalization of a property owner's real property that is filed after the time period prescribed by Section 59-2-1004(3) if any of the following conditions apply:
(a) During the period prescribed by Section 59-2-1004(2)(a), the property owner was incapable of filing an appeal as a result of a medical emergency to the property owner or an immediate family member of the property owner, and no co-owner of the property was capable of filing an appeal.
(b) During the period prescribed by Section 59-2-1004(2)(a), the property owner or an immediate family member of the property owner died, and no co-owner of the property was capable of filing an appeal.
(c) The county did not comply with the notification
requirements of Section 59-2-919.1.

(d) A factual error is discovered in the county records pertaining to the subject property.

(e) The property owner was unable to file an appeal within the time period prescribed by Section 59-2-1004(2)(a) because of extraordinary and unanticipated circumstances that occurred during the period prescribed by Section 59-2-1004(2)(a), and no co-owner of the property was capable of filing an appeal.

(13) Appeals accepted under Subsection (12)(d) shall be limited to correction of the factual error and any resulting changes to the property's valuation.

(14) The provisions of Subsection (12) apply only to appeals filed for a tax year for which the treasurer has not made a final annual settlement under Section 59-2-1365.

(15) The provisions of this rule apply only to appeals to the county board of equalization. For information regarding appeals of county board of equalization decisions to the Commission, please see Section 59-2-1006 and R861-1A-9.


(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide an annual reporting mechanism to assist county assessors in gathering data necessary for accurate valuation of low-income housing projects.

(2) The Utah Housing Corporation shall provide the following information that it has obtained from the owner of a low-income housing project to the commission:

(a) for each low-income housing project in the state that is eligible for a low-income housing tax credit:

(i) the Utah Housing Corporation project identification number;

(ii) the project name;

(iii) the project address;

(iv) the city in which the project is located;

(v) the county in which the project is located;

(vi) the building identification number assigned by the Internal Revenue Service for each building included in the project;

(vii) the building address for each building included in the project;

(viii) the total apartment units included in the project;

(ix) the total apartment units in the project that are eligible for low-income housing tax credits;

(x) the period of time for which the project is subject to rent restrictions under an agreement described in Subsection (2)(b);

(xi) whether the project is:

(A) the rehabilitation of an existing building; or

(B) new construction;

(xii) the date on which the project was placed in service;

(xiii) the total square feet of the buildings included in the project;

(xiv) the maximum annual federal low-income housing tax credits for which the project is eligible;

(xv) the maximum annual state low-income housing tax credits for which the project is eligible; and

(xvi) for each apartment unit included in the project:

(A) the number of bedrooms in the apartment unit;

(B) the size of the apartment unit in square feet; and

(C) any rent limitation to which the apartment unit is subject; and

(b) a recorded copy of the agreement entered into by the Utah Housing Corporation and the property owner for the low-income housing project; and

(c) construction cost certifications for the project received from the low-income housing project owner.

(3) The Utah Housing Corporation shall provide the commission the information under Subsection (2) by January 31 of the year following the year in which a project is placed into service.

R884-24P-68. Property Tax Exemption for Taxable Tangible Personal Property With a Total Aggregate Fair Market Value That is At or Below the Statutorily Prescribed Amount Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. Section 59-2-1115.

(1) The purpose of this rule is to provide for the administration of the property tax exemption for a taxpayer whose taxable tangible personal property has a total aggregate fair market value that is at or below the statutorily prescribed amount.

(a) Total aggregate fair market value is determined by aggregating the fair market value of all taxable tangible personal property owned by a taxpayer within a county.

(b) If taxable tangible personal property is required to be apportioned among counties, the determination of whether taxable tangible personal property has a total aggregate fair market value that is at or below the statutorily prescribed amount shall be made after apportionment.

(2) A taxpayer shall apply for the exemption provided under Section 59-2-1115:

(a) if the county assessor has requested a signed statement from the taxpayer under Section 59-2-306, within the time frame set forth under Section 59-2-306 for filing the signed statement; or

(b) if the county assessor has not requested a signed statement from the taxpayer under Section 59-2-306, within 30 days from the day the taxpayer is requested to indicate whether the taxpayer has taxable tangible personal property in the county that is at or below the statutorily prescribed amount.


(1) Definitions.

(a) "Accepted valuation methodologies" means those methodologies approved or endorsed in the Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property and the Standard on Automated Valuation Models published by the International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO).

(b) "Database," as referenced in Section 59-2-303.1(6), means an electronic storage of data using computer hardware and software that is relational, secure and archival, and adheres to generally accepted information technology standards of practice.

(2) County mass appraisal systems, as defined in Section 59-2-303.1, shall use accepted valuation methodologies to perform the annual update of all residential parcels.

(3) A detailed review of property characteristics shall include a sufficient inspection to determine any changes to real property due to:

(i) new construction, additions, remodels, demolitions, land segregations, changes in use, or other changes of a similar nature; and

(ii) a change in condition or effective age.

(b)(i) A detailed review of property characteristics shall be made in accordance with the IAAO Standard on Mass Appraisal of Real Property.

(ii) When using aerial photography, including oblique aerial photography, the date of the photographic flight is the property review date for purposes of Section 59-2-303.1.

(4) The last property review date to be included in the county's computer system shall include the actual day, month, and year that the last detailed review of a property's characteristics was conducted.

(5) The last property review date to be included on the notice shall include at least the actual year or tax year that the
last detailed review of a property's characteristics was conducted. The month and day of the review may also be included on the notice at the discretion of the county assessor and auditor.

(6)(a) The five-year plan shall detail the current year plus four subsequent years into the future. The plan shall define the properties being reviewed for each of the five years by one or more of the following:

(i) class;
(ii) property type;
(iii) geographic location; and
(iv) age.

(b) The five-year plan shall also include parcel counts for each defined property group.


(1) An agreement with a commercial or industrial taxpayer for equal property tax payments under Section 59-2-1308.5 is effective:

(a) the current calendar year, if the agreement is agreed to by all parties on or before May 31; or

(b) the subsequent calendar year, if the agreement is agreed to by all parties after May 31.

(2) An agreement under Subsection (1) affects only those taxing entities that are a party to the agreement.

(3) The commission shall ensure that an agreement under Subsection (1) does not affect the calculation of the certified tax rate by adjusting the formula under Section 59-2-924 so that the collection ratio for each taxpayer that is a party to the agreement is based on the amount that would have been collected according to the same valuation and assessment methodologies that would have been applied in the absence of the agreement.


(1) "Committee" means the State Farmland Evaluation Advisory Committee established in Section 59-2-514.

(2) The committee is subject to Title 52, Chapter 4, Open and Public Meetings Act.

(3) A committee member may participate electronically in a meeting open to the public under Section 52-4-207 if:

(a) the agenda posted for the meeting establishes one or more anchor locations for the meeting where the public may attend;

(b) at least one committee member is at an anchor location; and

(c) all of the committee members may be heard by any person attending an anchor location.
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R933.  Transportation, Preconstruction, Right-of-Way Acquisition.
R933-2.  Control of Outdoor Advertising Signs.
R933-2-1. Purpose.

The purpose of this rule is to implement the Utah Outdoor Advertising Act Sections 72-7-501 through 72-7-516. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to permit outdoor advertising that would disqualify the state for federal participation of funds under the applicable federal standards or conflict with the Utah Outdoor Advertising Act. The Transportation Commission and the Utah Department of Transportation shall, through designated personnel, control outdoor advertising on controlled routes throughout the State of Utah.


All references in this rule to Title 72, Chapter 7, Part 5, are to those sections of the Utah Code known as the Utah Outdoor Advertising Act. In addition to the definitions in that part, the following definitions are supplied:

1. "Abandoned sign" means any controlled sign of which the sign face has been partially obliterated, dilapidated, has unsafe conditions or has remained blank or been removed for a continuous period of 12 months or more, and the sign owner does not have a pending and active application with the department or a local governmental authority to repair or rectify the condition.

2. "Acceleration and deceleration lanes" means speed change lanes created for the purpose of enabling a vehicle to increase or decrease its speed to merge into, or out of, traffic on the main-traveled way. As used in the Act, an acceleration or deceleration lane begins and ends at a point no closer than 500 feet from the nearest point of the beginning or ending of pavement widening at the exit from or entrance to the main-traveled way. On-ramps and off-ramps are part of the interchange and shall not be considered an acceleration or deceleration lane under the Act or this rule.


4. "Advertising" means any message, whether in words, symbols, pictures or any combination thereof; painted or otherwise applied to the face of an outdoor advertising structure, and the message is designed, intended, or used to advertise or inform, and the message is visible from any place on the main traveled-way of a controlled route.

5. "Areas zoned for the primary purpose of outdoor advertising" as used in the Act is defined to include areas in which the primary activity is outdoor advertising.

6. "Changeable Electronic Variable Message Signs" or "CEVMS" means a self-luminous advertising sign which emits or projects any kind of light, color, or message. Such a sign has the capability of being changed or altered by electronic means on a fixed display screen composed of a series of lights including light emitting diodes (LEDs), fiber optics, plasma displays, light bulbs, or other illumination devices within the display area.

7. "Conforming sign" means an off-premises sign maintained in a location that conforms to the size, lighting, spacing, zoning, and other requirements as provided by law and this rule.

8. "Contiguous" means a property that shares a common property line with another property.

9. "Controlled route" means any route where outdoor advertising control is mandated by the Act, the Utah-Federal Agreement R933-5, or other state or federal law.

10. "Controlled sign" means any off-premises sign that is designed, intended, or used to advertise or inform and which is located and the advertising thereon is visible within a controlled outdoor advertising corridor as specified by state or federal law.

11. "Customary Maintenance" means any change, replacement, manipulation, or other repair to the sign structure that does not:

(a) alter or change the overall height, location, material, sign face orientation or sign face size (except for temporary embellishments);

(b) add lighting relative to what is currently listed on the valid permit or change the sign face to a CEVMS, or

(c) require structural engineering review.

12. "Feeder systems" are secondary city or county roads that bring traffic to the state highway.

13. "Freeway" means a divided highway for through traffic with full control access.

14. "Good standing" means the controlled sign is properly maintained, all program and permit-related fees are paid as specified in this rule, and current sign owner contact information is up to date with the department.

15. "Grandfather status" refers to any off-premises controlled sign erected in zoned or unzoned commercial or industrial areas, prior to May 9, 1967, even if the sign does not comply with the size, lighting, or spacing of the Act and this rule. Signs only, and not sign sites, may qualify for Grandfather Status.

16. "H-1" means highway service zone as defined in the Act.

17. "Lease or consent" means any written agreement by which possession of land, or permission to use land for the purpose of erecting or maintaining a sign, or both, is granted by the owner to another person for a specified period of time.

18. "Nonconforming sign" means a sign that was lawfully erected, but that does not conform to state law or rules enacted at a later date or that later fails to comply with state legislation or rules because of changed conditions. The term "illegally erected" or "illegally maintained" is not synonymous with the term, "nonconforming sign"; nor is a sign with "grandfather status" synonymous with the term, "nonconforming sign".

19. "Off-Premises Sign" means an outdoor advertising sign that advertises an activity, service or product and that is located on premises other than the premises at which activity or service occurs or product is sold or manufactured.

20. "On-Premises Sign" does not include a sign that advertises a product or service that is only incidental to the principal activity or that brings rental income to the property owner or occupant.

21. "Point of the gore" means the point of the area delineated by two solid white lines that is between a permanently constructed continuing lane of a through- roadway and a permanently constructed lane used to enter or exit the continuing lane, including similar areas between merging or splitting highways.

22. "Property" as used in the definition of "On-Premises Sign" includes those areas from which the general public is serviced and which are directly connected with and are involved in assembling, manufacturing, servicing, or repairing of products used in the business activity. This property does not include the site of any auxiliary facilities that are not essential to and customarily used in the conduct of business, nor does it include property not contiguous to the property on which the sign is situated.

23. "Public park" means any publicly owned land that is designed or used as a recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or historical site.

24. "Sale or lease sign" means any sign situated on the subject property that advertises that the property is for "sale" or "lease". This sign may not advertise any product or service unrelated to the business of selling or leasing the land upon which it is located, nor may it advertise a projected use of the land or a financing service available or being utilized in its development.

25. "Scenic area" as used in the Act includes a scenic byway.
(1) All controlled signs legally in existence prior to the effective date of the 1967 Act, or that are legally created thereafter, shall have a permit issued by the department.

(1) Permits shall be issued in accordance with the Act and as described by this rule.
(2) Permits may be issued only for signs that are to be erected in areas allowed by local, state and federal law.
(3) All permits shall be maintained in good standing with the department for the duration of the sign's existence.
(4) Until the application is considered complete by the department, the department shall not process the application.
(a) If the application is deemed incomplete by the department, the department will send a notice notifying the applicant of the deficiencies of the application.
(b) During the time the applicant is completing the application, the department will not consider or review any subsequently-received New Outdoor Advertising Permit Applications for the same general location, where granting one permit would preclude the other.
(c) If the applicant does not submit the required information to make the application complete within 30 days from the notification date the application will be returned to the applicant as incomplete without being processed.
(d) During the time the applicant is completing the application, the department will not consider or review any subsequently-received New Outdoor Advertising Permit Application for the same general location, where granting one permit would preclude the other.
(e) If multiple incomplete New Outdoor Advertising Permit Applications are submitted to the Department at the same time for the same general location, and granting one permit will preclude granting any other, the first application to be completed will receive priority over any other. The Department shall serve notices of deficiencies on the applicants simultaneously.
(5) If multiple complete New Outdoor Advertising Permit Applications are submitted to the Department at the same time for the same general location, the first application received will have priority over any other.
(6) Where the local authority has issued a building permit for construction of a sign, but construction is contrary to the Act, the action of the local authority does not require the state to issue a permit.
(7) The crossing of a right-of-way line of any controlled route for access at other than an established access approach to erect, alter or maintain a sign without the written permission of the department, is unlawful.
(a) The first documented offense the permit holder will receive a warning notice.
(b) The second documented offense will result in a Notice of Agency Action.
(c) The third documented offense will result in permit revocation.
(8) Any sign located within the controlled area of two controlled routes shall meet the spacing requirements of both highway systems.
(9) If a sign message may be read from two or more routes, one or more of which is a controlled route, the more stringent of applicable control requirements applies.
(10) New sign structure or adjusted sign structure location requires the proposed location to be staked by the applicant prior to submitting any application. The applicant shall mark the center-point(s) of the support pole(s) of the proposed location with a clearly visible stake and a ribbon. The stake shall have the sign owners name clearly identified on it.

R933-2-5. Commercial and Industrial Usage Limitations for Unzoned Areas.
(1) Airport runways or parking or aircraft tie down areas are not commercial or industrial activities.
(2) Farming or ranching areas or related dairy farm facilities, of whatever nature, are not commercial or industrial activities.
(3) Municipal or private golf courses or cemeteries are not commercial or industrial areas.
(4) A trailer or mobile home park, court, or facility are not commercial or industrial areas.

(1) The applicant shall submit a completed application on the approved departmental form (Outdoor Advertising Permit Application) in accordance with the instructions listed on the application. At a minimum, the applicant shall include the following items:
(a) Each application shall be accompanied by a valid and approved building permit or special use permit from the local governing authority, or a written statement from that authority indicating the building permit or special use permit is not required under its ordinances for the proposed sign.
(b) Written proof of lease, easement, ownership, or consent from the property owner to erect and maintain an outdoor advertising sign shall be furnished by the applicant.
(c) Each application shall be accompanied by a sworn declaration showing the landowner's name and address, the sign owner's name, and the sign location by route, milepost, address, and county; and
(ii) Proof verifying legal access to the sign location from private property, for purposes of maintaining the controlled sign, is also required.
(d) The Application's Location Sketch Addendum shall be completed and attached in accordance with the instructions contained thereon.
(e) The Application's Zoning Verification Addendum shall be completed and signed by the local zoning authority.
(f) The appropriate non-refundable new application review fee shall be submitted with the completed application.
(2) All new approved permit applications require the applicant to commence construction of the sign structure within 180 days from the date of the department approval and shall complete all work within 365 days from the date of the department approval.
(3) The final approval of the new approved permit application will not occur until (a) the applicant notifies the department of its completion and (b) the applicant has forwarded photographs to the department depicting the entire sign structure (including a photograph showing each individual sign face).
(4) It shall be the sole responsibility of the sign owner to ensure the final placement of the sign is not encroaching anywhere within the department's established right-of-way.
(5) A retroactive permit fee penalty shall be charged in addition to the non-refundable new application review fee to cover the additional administrative review and inspection costs where an applicant is seeking a state permit for an existing sign that did not have prior written approval.

R933-2-7. Permit Transfer Application Requirements.
(1) A permit is transferable in accordance with Utah Code
Section 72-7-507.
(2) Within 90 days of the sale or transfer of ownership of a controlled sign the new sign owner shall submit a completed application on the approved departmental form (Outdoor Advertising Permit Ownership Transfer Application) in accordance with the instructions listed on the application. At a minimum, the applicant shall include the following items:
(a) The new sign owner shall provide the department proof of sign ownership.
(b) Written proof of lease, easement, ownership, or consent from the property owner to maintain an outdoor advertising sign shall be furnished by the applicant.
(i) Proof of ownership may consist of a sworn declaration showing the landowner's name and address, the sign owner's name, and the sign location by route, milepost, address, and county; and
(ii) Proof verifying legal access to the sign location from private property, for purposes of maintaining the controlled sign, is also required.
(3) The appropriate non-refundable permit transfer fee shall be submitted with the completed application.
(4) If an ownership transfer application is not submitted to the department within 90 days of the sale or transfer the new sign owner shall submit a new permit application, with the appropriate non-refundable application review fee and any corresponding late fee.

(1) Any sign alteration-related activity that is not defined as customary maintenance requires the sign owner to submit an Outdoor Advertising Sign Alteration Application.
(2) Anyone preparing to remodel a controlled sign shall submit a completed application on an approved departmental form (Outdoor Advertising Sign Alteration Application). The form shall be completed in accordance with the instructions on the application. At a minimum, the applicant shall include the following items:
(a) Each application shall be accompanied by a valid and approved building permit or special use permit from the local governing authority, or a written statement from that authority certifying the building permit or special use permit is not required under its ordinances for the proposed sign.
(b) The Application's Location Sketch Addendum shall be completed and attached in accordance with the instructions contained thereon.
(c) The Application's Zoning Verification Addendum shall be completed and signed by the local zoning authority.
(d) Evidence from the sign owner confirming the sign owner has legal access to the sign location from private property, for purposes of alteration and maintenance of the controlled sign.
(e) The appropriate non-refundable application review fee shall be submitted with the completed application.
(3) All approved alteration(s) shall commence within 180 days from the date of the department approval and shall complete all work within 365 days from the date of the department approval.
(4) A retroactive permit fee penalty shall be charged in addition to the non-refundable application review fee to cover additional administrative and inspection costs where an applicant is seeking an alteration permit for a sign that has been altered without prior written approval.
(a) If the sign alterations are not approved the permit holder will return the sign to the original recorded approved permitted state for size and structure.
(5) A conforming or nonconforming sign that is damaged by vandalism or an act of God may only be repaired to the original recorded approved permitted state for size and structure.
(a) Nonconforming sign located on a scenic-by-way that is damaged by vandalism or an act of God may only be repaired to the original recorded approved permitted state for size and structure.

(1) Permits shall be renewed by the filing of a renewal application and submission of the appropriate non-refundable renewal fee before the first day of July during the designated billing cycle year.
(a) Permits not renewed by the first day of July during the designated billing cycle year are considered suspended.
(b) The department shall issue a Notice of Agency Action for suspended permits not renewed by September 30 of the current billing cycle year.
(ii) The department shall issue a Notice of Agency Action for suspended permits not renewed by September 30 of the current billing cycle year providing the sign owner a voluntary correction time frame prior to revoking the permit. The department shall provide this notice via certified mail to the sign owner as identified within the official sign inventory records maintained by the department.
(2) A renewal time extension may be provided to the sign owner upon the sign owner submitting a written request to the department before the first day of July during the designated billing cycle year. The department may approve such a time extension at the department's sole discretion. Any such extension shall not exceed 30 days in length. Additional time extensions beyond 30 days may only be considered where the department determines extraordinary circumstances exist. The time extensions are not subject to Section (1)(a) unless the sign owners do not submit payment within the 30 day extension period.
(3) The department may make renewal applications available to the sign owner 90 days prior to the first day of July during the designated billing cycle year. The department will make the renewal applications available to the sign owner no less than 30 days prior to the first day of July of the designated billing cycle year.
(4) Completion of the renewal application prior to the expiration of the existing permit shall be the sole responsibility of the sign owner.
(5) Ensuring the department has the latest billing contact information including a valid email address shall be the sole responsibility of the sign owner.
(6) By signing the renewal application the sign owner certifies the sign site is still under valid lease, easement, or consent to the sign owner, or under the ownership of the sign owner including legal access to the sign location from private property, for purposes of maintaining the controlled sign.

(1) Signs shall be properly maintained.
(a) Improper maintenance includes:
(i) paint faded or peeling extensively;
(ii) message not visible or illegible;
(iii) sheets or panels loose or sagging;
(iv) structural damage, or leaning; or
(v) abandonment.
(b) A sign with any of the deficiencies listed in Subsection R933-2-10(1)(a) is not in a reasonable state of repair, is in violation of the law, and is subject to permit revocation and removal. The department shall issue a Notice of Agency Action providing the sign owner a voluntary correction time frame prior to revocation and removal. The department shall provide this notice via certified mail to the sign owner as identified within the official sign inventory records maintained by the
   (1) All applicable outdoor advertising control and permit-related fees shall be determined in accordance with Utah Code 63J-1-504 and be contained within the department's approved fee schedule.
   (2) Permit applications shall not be processed or reviewed until all applicable outdoor advertising control and permit-related fees have been paid in full.
   (3) The fee for permits shall not be prorated.

R933-2-12. Termination of Nonconforming Use Status.
   (1) The nonconforming use status of a controlled sign shall terminate and the status will become illegal under the following conditions:
      (a) failure of the sign owner to respond to a Notice of Agency Action issued to renew a suspended permit;
      (b) abandonment;
      (c) failure to correct an identified outdoor advertising violation or failure to ask for a hearing after receiving proper notice pursuant to Section 72-7-508, failure to file a written response as required by law, or failure to appeal from an adverse decision of the department;
      (d) purchase by the department under Section 72-7-510; or
      (e) acquisition at any time by the department for highway construction.

   An on-premises sign loses its on-premises status when the business or activity it advertises has ceased to exist for a period of 12 months at the site of the sign, and the message thereon is visible to the traveling public from a controlled route. The advertising copy on signs meeting this criterion may be removed at the expense of the sign owner or land owner or both without compensation to the sign or site owner as provided in Section 72-7-508 of the Act.

   (1) Illegal or abandoned sign(s) removal from private property. The department shall provide the responsible party with a Notice of Agency Action prior to removing any illegal or abandoned sign(s) from private property.
   (2) Signs placed within the state right-of-way may be removed without prior written notice.
   (3) Permitted sign(s) affixed to private property that encroach on the state right-of-way may be given written notice to remove the installation from the right-of-way.
   (4) The cost for the removal by department of an illegal or abandoned sign shall be assessed jointly and severally against the sign owner, landowner, occupant of the land or other responsible person, or any combination thereof, in accordance with Section 72-7-508.
   (5) Storage Charges. Illegal or abandoned signs that have been removed by the department shall be stored at the nearest department shed. An appropriate fee shall be charged for storage. The storage charges shall be in addition to the costs of the removal of the illegal or abandoned sign.
   (6) Redemption and Disposal. If the illegal or abandoned sign has not been claimed and redeemed within 60 calendar days from the date of removal a designated department official shall proceed to dispose of the stored illegal or abandoned sign by either utilizing the material contained therein for department purposes or destroying the sign. A statement of the sign disposal shall be made and filed with a designated person at the department.

   (1) Directional signs allowed under Section 72-7-504 shall conform to federal standards under 23 CFR Section 750.154.

   (1) Prerequisites for erection and maintenance.
      (a) Prior to erection of an official sign the public agency shall submit to the Outdoor Advertising Control Program, a completed permit application on an approved departmental form (Outdoor Advertising Permit Application). The form shall be completed in accordance with the instructions on the application.
      (b) The sign shall be erected off the highway right-of-way, owned and maintained by the political subdivision, and located within the zoning jurisdiction of the political subdivision.
   (2) Standards, Criteria and Restrictions.
      (a) Only information of general interest to the traveling public may be placed on an official sign. Commercial advertising of a particular service, product or facility is prohibited.
      (b) The sign shall be within the zoning jurisdiction of the city, town, or other public agency designated by the sign.
      (c) No city, town or other political subdivision of the state may erect or maintain more than one sign at each approach to the off-ramp, facing oncoming traffic at the nearest point of turn off to a city, town or other political subdivision and in no event may more than two official signs, one for each direction of travel upon the controlled highway, be erected and maintained by or for the purpose of designating a city or town or other subdivision.
      (d) No official sign may be located within 2,000 feet of an interchange or intersection at grade along the interstate highway system, measured from the nearest point of pavement widening at the exit from the main traveled way.
      (e) No official sign may be so illuminated as to interfere with the effectiveness of, or obscure, an official traffic sign, device, or signal.
      (f) Signs that are not effectively shielded so as to prevent light from being directed at any portion of the traveled way of a controlled route, or that cause glare or impair the vision of the driver of any motor vehicle, or that otherwise interfere with any driver's operation of a motor vehicle, are prohibited.
      (g) Any official sign erected or maintained under the Act and this rule may at any time be removed for cause and without compensation after a Notice of Agency Action is issued, if required. The owner of any official sign shall remove the sign at its own cost and expense.
      (h) Official signs shall remain static and not be permitted or converted to digital display formats such as CEVMS signs.
      (i) An Outdoor Advertising Permit for an Official Sign may not be transferred and may not display off-premises advertising.

R933-2-17. Department Hearings.
   Any hearing regarding an application or conformance to the rule or statute for a sign shall be held in accordance with the Act, and in accordance with the Utah Administrative Procedures Act and Rule R907-1.
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R994-403. Claim for Benefits.

R994-403-104a. Using Unused Wages for a Subsequent Claim.

1) A claimant may have sufficient wage credits to monetarily qualify for a subsequent claim without intervening employment.
2) With the exception of subsection (3), benefits will not be paid under Subsection 35A-4-403(1)(g) from the effective date of the claim and continuing until the week the claimant provides proof of covered employment equal to at least six times the WBA. Each of the following elements must be satisfied:
   a) the claimant must have performed work in covered employment after the effective date of the original claim, but not necessarily during the benefit year of the original claim;
   b) actual services must have been performed. Vacation, severance pay, or a bonus cannot be used to requalify; and
   c) the claimant must have earnings from covered employment, as defined in R994-201-101(9), equal to at least six times the WBA of the original or subsequent claim, whichever is lower.
3) Intervening covered employment is not required if the claimant did not receive benefits during the preceding benefit year.


1) Claims must be filed on a weekly basis. For unemployment benefit purposes, the week begins at 12:01 a.m. on Sunday and ends at midnight on Saturday. The claimant is the only person who is authorized to file weekly claims. The responsibility for filing weekly claims cannot be delegated to another person.
2) Each weekly claim should be filed as soon as possible after the Saturday week ending date. If the claim has not been closed, the Department will allow 20 days after the week ending date to file a timely claim. A weekly claim filed 21 or more calendar days after the week ending date will be denied unless good cause for late filing is established in accordance with R994-403-106a.

R994-403-106a. Good Cause for Late Filing.

1) Claims must be filed timely to insure prompt, accurate payment of benefits. Untimely claims are susceptible to errors and deprive the Department of its responsibility to monitor eligibility. Benefits may be paid if it is determined that the claimant had good cause for not filing in a timely manner.
2) The claimant has the burden to establish good cause by competent evidence. Good cause is limited to circumstances where it is shown that the reasons for the delay in filing were due to circumstances beyond the claimant's control or were compelling and reasonable. Some reasons for good cause for late filing may raise other eligibility issues. Some examples that may establish good cause for late filing are:
   a) a crisis of several days duration that interrupts the normal routine during the time the claim should be filed;
   b) hospitalization or incarceration; or
   c) coercion or intimidation exercised by the employer to prevent the prompt filing of a claim.
3) The Department is the only acceptable source of information about unemployment benefits. Relying on inaccurate advice from friends, relatives, other claimants or similar sources does not constitute good cause.
4) Good cause for late filing cannot extend beyond 65 weeks from the filing date of the initial claim.

R994-403-107b. Registration, Workshops, Deferrals - General Definition.

1) A claimant must register for work with the Department,
unless, at the discretion of the Department, registration is waived or deferred.

(2) The Department may require attendance at workshops designed to assist claimants in obtaining employment.

(3) Failure, without good cause, to comply with the requirements of Subsections (1) and (2) of this section may result in a denial of benefits. The claimant has the burden to establish good cause through competent evidence. Good cause is limited to circumstances where it is shown that the failure to comply was due to circumstances beyond the control of the claimant or which were compelling and reasonable. The proof of inability to register or report may raise an able or available issue.

(4) The denial of benefits begins with the Sunday of the week the claimant failed to comply and will continue through the Saturday prior to the week the claimant contacts the Department and complies by either registering for work, reporting as required, or scheduling an appointment to attend the next available workshop or conference. The denial can be waived if the Department determines the claimant complied within 7 calendar days of the decision date.

R994-403-108b. Deferral of Work Registration and Work Search.

(1) The Department may elect to defer the work registration and work search requirements. A claimant placed in a deferred status is not required to actively seek work but must meet all other availability requirements of the act. Deferrals are generally limited to the following circumstances:

(a) Labor Disputes.

A claimant who is unemployed due to a labor dispute may be deferred while an eligibility determination under Subsection 35A-4-409(4) is pending. If benefits are allowed, the claimant must register for work immediately.

(b) Union Attachment.

(i) A claimant who is a union member in good standing, is on the out-of-work list, or is otherwise eligible for a job referral by the union, and has earned at least half of his or her base period earnings through the union, may be eligible for a deferral. If a deferral is granted to a union member, it shall not be extended beyond the mid-point of the claim unless the claimant can demonstrate a reasonable expectation of obtaining employment through the union.

(ii) If the claimant is not in deferred status because the claimant did not earn at least 50 percent of his or her base period wage credits in employment as a union member, or the deferral has expired, the claimant must meet the requirements of an active, good faith work search by contacting employers in addition to contacts with the union. This work search is required even though unions may have regulations and rules which penalize members for making independent contacts to try to find work or for accepting nonunion employment.

(c) Employer Attachment.

A claimant who has an attachment to a prior employer and reasonable assurance of returning to full-time employment within ten weeks of filing or reopening a claim may have the work registration requirement deferred to the expected date of recall. A claimant is presumed to have reasonable assurance of employment if he or she previously worked for the employer and there has been no change in the conditions of his or her employment which would indicate severance of the employment relationship. The deferral should generally not extend longer than ten weeks. To extend beyond ten weeks, the claimant must have earned at least half of his or her base period earnings with the employer in question and the employer must submit a request to the department.

(d) Three Week Deferral.

A claimant who accepts a definite offer of full-time work to begin within three weeks, shall be deferred for that period.

(e) Seasonal.

A claimant may be deferred when, due to seasonal factors, work is not available in the claimant's primary base period occupation and other suitable work is not available in the area.

(f) Department approval.

If Department approval is granted under the elements of R994-403-202, the claimant will be placed in deferred status once the training begins and will not be required to register for work or to seek and accept work. The deferral also applies to break periods between successive terms as long as the break period is four weeks or less. A claimant must make a work search prior to the onset of training, even if the claimant has been advised that the training has been approved.

(2) Deferrals cannot be granted if prohibited by state or federal law for certain benefit programs.


(1) The Department will identify individuals who are likely to exhaust unemployment benefits through a profiling system and require that they participate in reemployment services. These services may include job search workshops, job placement services, counseling, testing, and assessment.

(2) In order to avoid disqualification for failure to participate in reemployment services, the claimant must show good cause for nonparticipation. Good cause is limited to circumstances where the claimant can show that the reasons for the delay in filing were due to circumstances beyond the claimant's control or were compelling and reasonable.

(3) Failure to participate in reemployment services without good cause will result in a denial of benefits beginning with the week the claimant refuses or fails to attend scheduled services and continuing until the week the claimant contacts the Employment Center to arrange participation in the required reemployment service.

(4) Some reasons for good cause for nonparticipation may raise other eligibility issues.

R994-403-110c. Able and Available - General Definition.

(1) The primary obligation of the claimant is to become reemployed. A claimant may meet all of the other eligibility criteria but, if the claimant cannot demonstrate ability, availability, and an active good faith effort to obtain work, benefits cannot be allowed.

(2) A claimant must be attached to the labor force, which means the claimant can have no encumbrances to the immediate acceptance of full-time work. The claimant must:

(a) be actively engaged in a good faith effort to obtain employment; and

(b) have the necessary means to become employed including tools, transportation, licenses, and childcare if necessary.

(3) The continued unemployment must be due to the lack of suitable job opportunities.

(4) The only exception to the requirement that a claimant actively seek work is if the Department has approved schooling under Section 35A-4-403(2) and the claimant meets the requirements of R994-403-107b.

(5) The only exception to the requirements that the claimant be able to work and actively seeking full-time work are that the claimant meets the requirements of R994-403-111c(6).

R994-403-111c. Able.

(1) The claimant must have no physical or mental health limitation which would preclude immediate acceptance of full-time work. A recent history of employment is one indication of a claimant's ability to work. If there has been a change in the claimant's physical or mental capacity since his or her last employment, there is a presumption of inability to work which the claimant must overcome by competent evidence. The
claimant must show that there is a reasonable likelihood that
just exist when the claimant is capable of performing before
unemployment insurance benefits can be allowed. Pregnancy
is treated the same as other physical limitations.

(2) For purposes of determining weekly eligibility for
benefits, it is presumed a claimant who is not able to work more
than one-half the normal workweek will be considered not able
to perform full-time work. The normal workweek means the
normal workweek in the claimant's occupation. A claimant will
be denied under this section for any week in which the claimant
refuses suitable work due to an inability to work, regardless of
the length of time the claimant is unable to work.

(a) Past Work History.

Benefits will not be denied solely on the basis of a physical
or mental health limitation if the claimant earned base period
wages while working with the limitation and is:
(i) willing to accept any work within his or her ability;
(ii) actively seeking work consistent with the limitation;
and
(iii) otherwise eligible.

Under these circumstances, the unemployment is
considered to be due to a lack of employment opportunities and
not due to an inability to work.

(b) Medical Verification.

When an individual has a physical or mental health
limitation, medical information from a competent health care
provider is one form of evidence used to determine the
claimant's ability to work. The provider's opinion is presumed
to be an accurate reflection of the claimant's ability to work,
however, the provider's opinion may be overcome by other
competent evidence. The Department will determine if medical
verification is required.

(3) Temporary Disability.

(a) Employer Attached.

A claimant is not eligible for benefits if the claimant is not
able to work at his or her regular job due to a temporary
disability and the employer has agreed to allow the claimant to
return to the job when he or she is able to work. In this case, the
claimant's unemployment is due to an inability to work rather
than lack of available work. The claimant is not eligible for
benefits even if there is other work the claimant is capable of
performing with the disability. If a claimant is precluded from
working due to Federal Aviation Administration regulations
because of pregnancy, and the employer has agreed to allow the
claimant to return to the job, the claimant is considered to be on
a medical leave of absence and is not eligible for benefits.

(b) No Employer Attachment.

If the claimant has been separated from employment with
no expectation of being allowed to return when he or she is
again able to work, or the temporary disability occurred after
becoming unemployed, benefits may be allowed even though the
claimant cannot work in his or her regular occupation if the
claimant can show there is work the claimant is capable of
performing and for which the claimant reasonably could be
hired. The claimant must also meet other eligibility
requirements including making an active work search.

(4) Hospitalization.

A claimant is unable to work if hospitalized unless the
hospitalization is on an outpatient basis or the claimant is in a
rehabilitation center or care facility and there is independent
verification that the claimant is not restricted from immediately
working full-time. Immediately following hospitalization, a
rebuttable presumption of physical inability continues to exist for
the period of time needed for recuperation.

(5) Workers' Compensation.

(a) Compensation for Lost Wages.

A claimant is not eligible for unemployment benefits while
receiving temporary total disability workers' compensation
benefits.

(b) Subsequent Awards.

The Department may require that a claimant who is
receiving permanent partial disability benefits from workers'
compensation show that he or she is able and available for full-
time work and can reasonably expect to obtain full-time work
even with the disability.

(c) Workers' Compensation Disability Payments are not
reportable as wages.

(6) Physical or Mental Health Limitation.

(a) A claimant who is not able to work full-time due to a
physical or mental health limitation, may be considered eligible
under this section if:
(i) the claimant's base period employment was limited to
part-time because of the claimant's physical or mental health
limitations;
(ii) the claimant's prior part-time work was substantial.
Substantial is defined as at least 50 percent of the hours
customarily worked in the claimant's occupation;
(iii) the claimant is able to work at least as many hours as
he or she worked prior to becoming unemployed;
(iv) there is work available which the claimant is capable of
performing; and
(v) the claimant is making an active work search.

(b) The Department may require that the claimant establish
ability by competent evidence.


(1) General Requirement.

The claimant must be available for full-time work. Any
restrictions on availability, such as lack of transportation,
domestic problems, school attendance, military obligations,
church or civic activities, whether self-imposed or beyond the
control of the claimant, lessen the claimant's opportunities to
obtain suitable full-time work.

(2) Activities Which Affect Availability.

It is not the intent of the act to subsidize activities which
interfere with immediate reemployment. A claimant is not
considered available for work if the claimant is involved in any
activity which cannot be immediately abandoned or interrupted
so that the claimant can seek and accept full-time work.

(a) Activities Which May Result in a Denial of Benefits.

For purposes of establishing weekly eligibility for benefits,
a claimant who is engaged in an activity for more than half the
normal workweek that would prevent the claimant from
working, is presumed to be unavailable and therefore ineligible
for benefits. The normal workweek means the normal
workweek in the claimant's occupation. This presumption can
be overcome by a showing that the activity did not preclude the
immediate acceptance of full-time work, referrals to work,
contacts from the Department, or an active search for work.
When a claimant is away from his or her residence but has made
arrangements to be contacted and can return quickly enough to
respond to any opportunity for work, the presumption of
unavailability may be overcome. The conclusion of
unavailability can also be overcome in the following
circumstances:

(i) Definite Offer of Work or Recall.

If the claimant has accepted a definite offer of full-time
employment or has a date of recall to begin within three weeks,
the claimant does not have to demonstrate further availability
except as provided in subparagraphs (B) and (C) of this section
and is not required to seek other work. Because the statute
requires that a claimant be able to work, if a claimant is unable
to work for more than one-half of any week due to illness or
hospitalization, benefits will be denied.

(ii) Jury Duty or Court Attendance.

Jury duty or court attendance is a public duty required by
law and a claimant will not be denied benefits if he or she is
unavailable because of a rightfully issued summons to appear as
a witness or to serve on a jury unless the claimant:

(A) is active in the action;
(B) had employment which he or she was unable to continue or accept because of the court service; or
(C) refused or delayed an offer of suitable employment because of the court service.

The time spent in court service is not a personal service performed under a contract of hire and therefore is not considered employment.

(b) Activities Which Will Result in a Denial of Benefits.

(i) Refusal of Work.

When a claimant refuses any suitable work, the claimant is considered unavailable. Even though the claimant had valid reasons for not accepting the work, benefits will not be allowed for the week or weeks in which the work was available. Benefits are also denied when a claimant fails to be available for job referrals or a call to return to work under reasonable conditions consistent with a previously established work schedule. This includes referral attempts from a temporary employment service, a school district for substitute teaching, or any other employer for which work is "on-call."

(ii) Failure to Perform All Work During the Week of Separation.

(A) Benefits will be denied for the week in which separation from employment occurs if the claimant's unemployment was caused because the claimant was not able or available to do his or her work. In this circumstance, there is a presumption of continued inability or unavailability and an indefinite disqualification will be assessed until there is proof of a change in the conditions or circumstances.

(B) If the claimant was absent from work during the last week of employment and the claimant was not paid for the day or days of absence, benefits will be denied for that week. The claimant will be denied benefits under this section regardless of the length of the absence.

(3) Hours of Availability.

(a) Full-Time.

Except as provided in R994-403-111c(5), in order to meet the availability requirement, a claimant must be ready and willing to immediately accept full-time work. Full-time work generally means 40 hours a week but may vary due to customary practices in an occupation. If the claimant was last employed less than full-time, there is a rebuttable presumption that the claimant continues to be available for only part-time work.

(b) Other Than Normal Work Hours.

If the claimant worked other than normal work hours and the work schedule was adjusted to accommodate the claimant, the claimant cannot continue to limit his or her hours of availability even if the claimant was working 40 hours or more. The claimant must be available for full-time work during normal work hours as is customary for the industry.

(4) Type of Work and Wage Restrictions.

(a) The claimant must be available for work that is considered suitable based on the length of time he or she has been unemployed as provided in R994-405-306.

(b) Contract Obligation.

If a claimant is restricted due to a contractual obligation from competing with a former employer or accepting employment in the claimant's regular occupation, the claimant is not eligible for benefits unless the claimant can show that he or she:

(i) is actively seeking work outside the restrictions of the noncompete contract;
(ii) has the skills and or training necessary to obtain that work; and
(iii) can reasonably expect to obtain that employment.

(5) Employer/Occupational Requirements.

If the claimant does not have the license or special equipment required for the type of work the claimant wants to obtain, the claimant cannot be considered available for work unless the claimant is actively seeking other types of work and has a reasonable expectation of obtaining that work.

(6) Temporary Availability.

When an individual is limited to temporary work because of anticipated military service, school attendance, travel, church service, relocation, a reasonable expectation of recall to a former employer for which the claimant is not in deferred status, or any other anticipated restriction on the claimant's future availability, availability is only established if the claimant is willing to accept and is actively seeking temporary work. The claimant must also show there is a realistic expectation that there is temporary work in the claimant's occupation, otherwise the claimant may be required to accept temporary work in another occupation. Evidence of a genuine desire to obtain temporary work may be shown by registration with and willingness to accept work with temporary employment services.

(7) Distance to Work.

(a) Customary Commuting Patterns.

A claimant must show reasonable access to public or private transportation, and a willingness to commute within customary commuting patterns for the occupation and community.

(b) Removal to a Locality of Limited Work Opportunities.

A claimant who moves from an area where there are substantial work opportunities to an area of limited work opportunities must demonstrate that the new locale has work for which the claimant is qualified and which the claimant is willing to perform. If the work is so limited in the new locale that there is little expectation the claimant will become reemployed, the continued unemployment is the result of the move and there is no failure of the labor market to provide employment opportunities in the new area which the claimant is qualified and which the claimant is willing to perform.

(8) School.

(a) A claimant attending school who has not been granted Department approval for a deferral must still meet all requirements of being able and available for work and be actively seeking work. Areas that need to be examined when making an eligibility determination with respect to a student include reviewing a claimant's work history while attending school, coupled with his or her efforts to secure full-time work. If the hours of school attendance conflict with the claimant's established work schedule, the claimant is not available for full-time work and benefits will generally be denied. An announced willingness on the part of a claimant to discontinue school attendance or change his or her school schedule, if necessary, to accept work must be weighed against the time already spent in school as well as the financial loss that the claimant may incur if he or she were to withdraw.

(b) A presumption of unavailability may also be raised if a claimant moves, for the purpose of attending school, from an area with substantial labor market to a labor market with more limited opportunities. In order to overcome this presumption, the claimant must demonstrate there is full-time work available in the new area which the claimant could reasonably expect to obtain.

(9) Employment of Youth.

Title 34, Chapter 23 of the Utah Code imposes limitations on the number of hours youth under the age of 16 may work. The following limitations do not apply if the individual has received a high school diploma or is married. Claimants under the age of 16 who do not provide proof of meeting one of these exceptions are subject to the following limitations whether or not in student status because they have a legal obligation to attend school. Youth under the age of 16 may not work:
(a) during school hours except as authorized by the proper school authorities;
(b) before or after school in excess of 4 hours a day;
(c) before 5:00 a.m. or after 9:30 p.m. on days preceding school days;
(d) in excess of 8 hours in any 24-hour period; or
(e) more than 40 hours in any week.

10) Domestic Obligations.

When a claimant has an obligation to care for children or other dependents, the claimant must show that arrangements for the care of those individuals have been made for all hours that are normally worked in the claimant's occupation and must show a good faith, active work search effort.

R994-403-113c. Work Search.

(1) General Requirements.

Unless the claimant qualifies for a work search deferral pursuant to R994-403-108b, a claimant must make an active, good faith effort to secure employment each and every week for which benefits are claimed. Efforts to find work must be judged by the standards of the occupation and the community.

(2) Active.

An active effort to look for work means that the claimant must make a minimum of four new job contacts each week unless the claimant is otherwise directed by the unemployment division. Those contacts should be made with employers that hire people in the claimant's occupation or occupations for which the claimant has work experience or would otherwise be qualified and willing to accept employment. If the claimant fails to make four new job contacts during the first week filed, involvement in job development activities that are likely to result in employment will be accepted as reasonable, active job search efforts.

(3) Good Faith.

Good faith efforts are defined as those methods which a reasonable person, anxious to return to work, would make if desirous of obtaining employment. A good faith effort extends beyond simply making a specific number of contacts to satisfy the Department requirement.

R994-403-114c. Claimant's Obligation to Prove Weekly Eligibility.

The claimant:

(1) has the burden of proving that he or she is able, available, and actively seeking full-time work;
(2) must report any information that might affect eligibility;
(3) must provide any information requested by the Department which is required to establish eligibility;
(4) must immediately notify the Department if the claimant is incarcerated; and
(5) must keep a detailed record of his or her weekly job contacts so that the Department can verify the contact at any time for an audit or eligibility review. A detailed record includes the following information:
   (a) the date of the contact,
   (b) the name of the employer or other identifying information such as a job reference number,
   (c) employer contact information such as the employer's mailing address, phone number, email address, or website address, and name of the person contacted if available,
   (d) details of the position for which the claimant applied,
   (e) method of contact, and
   (f) results of the contact.

R994-403-115c. Period of Ineligibility.

(1) Eligibility for benefits is established on a weekly basis.
If the Department has determined that the claimant is not able or available for work, and it appears the circumstances will likely continue, an indefinite disqualification will be assessed, and the claimant must requalify by showing that he or she is able and available for work.
(2) If the Department has reason to believe a claimant has not made a good faith effort to seek work, or the Department is performing a routine audit of a claim, the Department can only require that the claimant provide proof of work search activities for the four weeks immediately preceding the Department's request. However, if the claimant admits he or she did not complete the work search activities required under this rule, the Department can disqualify a claimant for more than four weeks. The claimant will be disqualified for any week during which he or she fails to provide the information required under R994-403-114c(5).
(3) If the Department seeks verification of a job contact from an employer, the claimant will only be disqualified if the employer provides clear and convincing evidence that there was no contact.
(4) The claimant will be disqualified for all weeks in which it is discovered that the claimant was not able or available to accept work without regard to the four-week limitation.

R994-403-116c. Eligibility Determinations: Obligation to Provide Information.

(1) The Department cannot make proper determinations regarding eligibility unless the claimant and the employer provide correct information in a timely manner. Claimants and employers therefore have a continuing obligation to provide any and all information and verification which may affect eligibility.
(2) Providing incomplete or incorrect information will be treated the same as a failure to provide information if the incorrect or insufficient information results in an improper decision with regard to the claimant's eligibility.


(1) The claimant must provide all of the following:
   (a) his or her correct name, social security number, citizenship or alien status, address and date of birth;
   (b) the correct business name and address for each base period employer and for each employer subsequent to the base period;
   (c) information necessary to determine eligibility or continuing eligibility as requested on the initial claim form, or on any other Department form including work search information. This includes information requested through the use of an interactive voice response system or the Internet;
   (d) the reasons for the job separation from base period and subsequent employers when filing a new claim, requalifying for a claim, or any time the claimant is separated from employment during the benefit year. The Department may require a complete statement of the circumstances precipitating the separation; and
   (e) any other information requested by the Department.
This includes requests for documentary evidence, written statements, or oral requests. Claimants are required to return telephone calls when requested to do so by Department employees.
(2) Claimants are also required to report, at the time and place designated, for an in-person interview with a Department representative if so requested.
(3) By filing a claim for benefits, the claimant has given consent to the employer to release to the Department all information necessary to determine eligibility even if the information is confidential.

R994-403-118c. Disqualification Periods if a Claimant Fails to Provide Information.

(1) A claimant is not eligible for benefits if the Department does not have sufficient information to determine eligibility.
Except as provided in subsection (5) of this section, a claimant who fails to provide necessary information without good cause is disqualified from the receipt of unemployment benefits until the information is received by the Department. Good cause is limited to circumstances where the claimant can show that the reasons for the delay in filing were due to circumstances beyond the claimant's control or were compelling and reasonable.

(2) If insufficient or incorrect information is provided when the initial claim is filed, the disqualification will begin with the Sunday of the week for which eligibility could not be determined.

(3) If a potentially disqualifying issue is identified as part of the weekly certification process and the claimant fails to provide the information requested by the Department, the disqualification will begin with the Sunday of the week for which eligibility could not be determined.

(4) If insufficient or incorrect information is provided as part of a review of payments already made, the disqualification will begin with the week in which the response to the Department's request for information is due.

(5) The disqualification will continue through the Saturday prior to the week in which the claimant provides the information. The denial can be waived if the Department determines the claimant complied within 7 calendar days of the date the decision was issued.

R994-403-119e. Overpayments Resulting from a Failure to Provide Information.

(1) Any overpayment resulting from the claimant's failure to provide information, or based on incorrect information provided by the claimant, will be assessed as a fault overpayment in accordance with Subsection 35A-4-406(4) or as a fraud overpayment in accordance with Subsection 35A-4-405(3).

(2) Any overpayment resulting from the employer's failure to provide information will be assessed as a nonfault overpayment in accordance with Subsection 35A-4-406(5).

(3) If more than one party was at fault in the creation of an overpayment, the overpayment will be assessed as:

   (a) a fraud or fault overpayment if the claimant was more at fault than the other parties; or
   (b) a nonfault overpayment if the employer and/or the Department was more at fault, or if the parties were equally at fault.

R994-403-120e. Employer's Responsibility.

Employers must provide wage, employment, and separation information and complete all forms and reports as requested by the Department. The employer also must return telephone calls from Department employees in a timely manner and answer all questions regarding wages, employment, and separations.

R994-403-121e. Penalty for the Employer's Failure to Comply.

(1) A claimant has the right to have a claim for benefits resolved quickly and accurately. An employer's failure to provide information in a timely manner results in additional expense and unnecessary delay.

(2) If an employer or agent fails to provide adequate information in a timely manner without good cause, the ALJ will determine on appeal that the employer has relinquished its rights with regard to the affected claim and is no longer a party in interest. The employer's appeal will be dismissed and the employer is liable for benefits paid.

(3) The ALJ may, in his or her discretion, choose to exercise continuing jurisdiction with respect to the case and subpoena or call the employer and claimant as witnesses to determine the claimant's eligibility. If, after reaching the merits, the ALJ determines to reverse the initial decision and deny benefits, the employer is not eligible for relief of charges resulting from benefits overpaid to the claimant prior to the date of the ALJ's decision.

(4) In determining whether to exercise discretion and reach the merits, the ALJ may take into consideration:

   (a) the flagrancy of the refusal or failure to provide complete and accurate information. An employer's or agent's refusal to provide information at the time of the initial Department determination on the grounds that it wants to wait and present its case before an ALJ, for instance, will be subject to the most severe penalty;
   (b) whether or not the employer or agent has failed to provide complete and accurate information in the past or on more than one case; and
   (c) whether the employer is represented by counsel or a professional representative. Counsel and professional representatives are responsible for knowing Department rules and are therefore held to a higher standard.

R994-403-122e. Good Cause for Failure to Comply.

If the employer or claimant has good cause for failing to provide the information in the time frame requested, no disqualification or penalty will be assessed. Good cause is limited to circumstances where the claimant or employer can show that the reasons for the delay in filing were due to circumstances that were compelling and reasonable or beyond the party's control.

R994-403-123. Obligation of Department Employees.

Employees of the Department are obligated, regardless of when the information is discovered, to bring to the attention of the proper Department representatives any information that may affect a claimant's eligibility for unemployment insurance benefits or information affecting the employer's contributions.

R994-403-201. Department Approval for School Attendance - General Definition.

(1) Unemployment insurance is not intended to subsidize schooling. However, it is recognized that training may be a practical way to reduce chronic and persistent unemployment due to a lack of work skills, job obsolescence or foreign competition. Even though the claimant is granted Department approval, the claimant must still be able to work. With Department approval, a claimant meets the availability requirement based on his or her school attendance and successful performance. With the exception of very short-term training, Department approval is intended for classroom training as opposed to on-the-job training. Department approval is to be used selectively and judiciously. It is not to be used as a substitute for selective placement, job development, on-the-job training, or other available programs.

(2) If a claimant is ineligible under 35A-4-403(1)(c) due to school attendance, Department approval will be considered.

(3) Department approval will be granted when required by state or federal law for specific training programs.


All of the following nine elements must be satisfied for a claimant to qualify for Department approval of training. Some of these elements will be waived or modified when required by state or federal law for specific training programs.

(1) The claimant's unemployment is chronic or persistent, or likely to be chronic or persistent, due to any one of the following three circumstances:

   (a) A lack of basic work skills. A lack of basic work skills may not be established unless a claimant:

      (i) (A) has a history of repeated unemployment attributable to lack of skills and has no recent history of employment earning a wage substantially above the federal minimum wage.
or

(B) qualifies for Department sponsored training because the claimant meets the eligibility requirements for public assistance;

(ii) has had no formal training in occupational skills;

(iii) does not have skills developed over an extended period of time by training or experience; and

(iv) does not have a marketable degree from an institution of higher learning; or

(b) a change in the marketability of the claimant's skills has resulted due to new technology, or major reductions within an industry; or

(c) inability to continue working in occupations using the claimant's skills due to a verifiable, permanent physical or emotional disability,

(2) a claimant must have a reasonable expectation for success as demonstrated by:

(a) an aptitude for and interest in the work the claimant is being trained to perform, or course of study the claimant is pursuing; and

(b) sufficient time and financial resources to complete the training;

(3) The training is provided by an institution approved by the Department.

(4) The training is not available except in school. For example, on-the-job training is not available to the claimant.

(5) The length of time required to complete the training should generally not extend beyond 18 months.

(6) The training should generally be vocationally oriented unless the claimant has no more than two terms, quarters, semesters, or similar periods of academic training necessary to obtain a degree.

(7) There is a reasonable expectation of employment following completion of the training. Reasonable expectation means the claimant will find a job using the skills and education acquired while in training pursuant to a fair and objective projection of job market conditions expected to exist at the time of completion of the training.

(8) A claimant did not leave work to attend school even if the employer required the training for advancement or as a condition of continuing employment.

(9) The schooling is full-time, as defined by the training facility.

R994-403-203. Extensions of Department Approval.

Initial approval shall be granted, for the school term beginning with the week in which the attendance began, or the effective date of the claim, whichever is later. The Department may extend the approval if the claimant establishes proof of:

(1) satisfactory attendance;

(2) passing grades;

(3) attainment of marketable skills originally approved; and

(4) compliance with all other qualifying elements.

R994-403-204. Availability Requirements When Approval is Granted.

(1) The work search and registration requirements for a claimant who is granted Department approval are found in R994-403-108(b)(1)(f). Once the claimant is actually in training, benefits will not be denied when work is refused as satisfactory attendance and progress in school serves as a substitute for the availability requirements of the act.

(2) Absences from school will not necessarily result in a denial of benefits during those weeks the claimant can demonstrate he or she is making up any missed school work and is still making satisfactory progress in school. Satisfactory progress is defined as passing all classes with a grade level sufficient to qualify for graduation, licensing, or certification, as appropriate.

(3) A disqualification will be effective with the week the claimant knew or should have known he or she was not going to receive a passing grade in any of his or her classes or was otherwise not making satisfactory progress in school. It is the claimant's responsibility to immediately report any information that may indicate a failure to maintain satisfactory progress.

(4) The claimant must attend school full-time as defined by the educational institution. If a claimant discontinues school attendance, drops or changes any classes before the end of the term, Department approval may be terminated immediately. However, discontinuing a class that does not reduce the school credits below full-time status will not result in the termination of Department approval. Department approval may be reinstated during any week a claimant demonstrates, through appropriate verification, the claimant is again attending class regularly and making satisfactory progress.

(5) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this section, if the claimant was absent from school for more than one-half of the workweek due to illness or hospitalization, the claimant is considered to be unable to work and unemployment benefits will be denied for that week. A claimant has the responsibility to report any sickness, injury, or other circumstances that prevented him or her from attending school.

(6) A claimant is ineligible for Department approval if the claimant is retaking a class that was originally taken while receiving benefits under Department approval. However, if Department approval was denied during the time the course was originally in progress, approval may be reinstated to cover that portion of the course not previously subsidized if the claimant can demonstrate satisfactory progress.

R994-403-205. Short-Term Training.

Department approval may be granted even though a claimant has marketable skills and does not meet the requirements for Department approval as defined in R994-403-202 if the entire course of training is no longer than eight weeks and will enhance the claimant's employment prospects. A claimant will not be granted a waiver for training that is longer than eight weeks even if the claimant needs only eight weeks or less to complete the training. This is intended as a one-time approval per benefit year and may not be extended beyond eight weeks.

R994-403-301. Requirements for Special Benefits.

Some benefit programs, including Extended Benefits, have different availability and work search requirements. The rule governing work search for Extended Benefits is R994-402. Other special programs are governed by the act or federal law.

R994-403-302. Foreign Travel.

(1) Benefits will not be denied if the claimant is required to travel to seek, apply for, or accept work within the United States or in a foreign country where the claimant has authorization to work and where there is a reciprocal agreement. The trip itself must be for the purpose of obtaining work. There is a rebuttable presumption that the claimant is not available for work when the trip is extended to accommodate the claimant's personal needs or interests, and the extension is for more than one-half of the workweek.

(2) Unemployment benefits cannot be paid to a claimant located in a foreign country unless the claimant has authorization to work there and there is a reciprocal agreement concerning the payment of unemployment benefits with that foreign country.

(3) Unemployment benefits are intended, in part, to stimulate the economy of Utah and the United States and thus are expected to be spent in this country. A claimant who travels to a foreign country must report to the Department that he or she
is out of the country, even if it is for a temporary purpose and regardless of whether the claimant intends to return to the United States if work becomes available. Failure to inform the Department will result in a fraud overpayment for the weeks benefits were paid while the claimant was in a foreign country. The claimant may be eligible if the travel is to Canada but must notify the Department of that travel. Canada is the only country with which Utah has a reciprocal agreement. If the claimant travels to, but is not eligible to work in, Canada and fails to notify the Department of the travel, it will result in a fraud overpayment for the weeks benefits were paid while the claimant was in Canada.
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